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THE CARXAHVON IVORY^

By GEORGES BEXEDITE

At the same time that the Louvre acquired the qjrehistoric knifo with ivoiy handle,

the archaeological interest of which luis recently been pointed out", a handle which once

belonged to a knife of the same kind came into the possession of the Earl of Carnarvon,

who has done me the great favour of entrusting me with its public;itioiL I am not as yet

aware of the provenance of this object
;
however, the questions which it raises arc so far

independent of the place of its discovery as to render it unnecessary for me to enquire

into this matter for the present". The map of prehistoric Egypt is extended further year

by year, and questions of locality diminish in value propi.irtioiiately. What does not lose

value, on the other hand, is the character and style of the figured representations, when
such are foitnd, in view of the small place taken by a somewhat complex iconography

in the remains of the predynastic civilisati(')n.

By this fact alone the ivory about to be discussed (Pis. I and II) acquires a great

part of its importance; for it is a handle of the same family with those which I have

already enumerated elsewhere, namely :

—

(1) The knife-handle of Abu Zedan, found by H. de i\L)rgan, and at present in the

Brooklyn Museum

;

(2) The handle of the Pitt-Riv^ers Collection, first published by Prof. Petrie in

Nciqctda and Balias (PL LXXVII), and now in the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Farnham (Dorset):

(3) The knife-handle of Gebel el-^Arak, to which I have already alluded in the first

lines of this article (Louvre)

:

(4) A fourth handle, that of the Petrie knife, now in the Museum of L^niversity

College, London, which differs from the first three by the absence of a boss for suspension,

I must now briefly recall the special characters of these objects. They are flat handles

fashioned from single pieces of ivory, with rounded upper part and a base rectangular in

section. The hint blade was not fitted very deeply into the handle, and was firmly fixed

to it by means of a narrow gold collar which gripped both the base of the handle and
1 We are indebted to Mr Batti^cumbe Gunn for tliib tranbLitiun from the original French of the

Author.—Ed.
2 Coniptes rendus cfe I Ac^fde'init' d^^s hucriptioiis et B^tUes 1914; G. Bexedite, Le Cvutcan de

Gehel d-^Arak^ in MonamtaU et Memoires, Fondation Eugene Piot, 1916; W. M. Flinders Petrie, Egypt
and Mesopotamia, in Aneient Egypt, 1917. pp. 26—37.

3 The distance existing between the necrupoli- i.f Ciebel el-^Arak near Xag^ Hamadi, the source of

the Louvi’e knife, and the necropolis of Abu Zedan, near Edfii, \Yhence came the Brooklyn Museum knife
is one indication of disjjersal which will have to be taken into account.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v.
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o GEORGES BENEDITE

the beo'inninu' t)f the blade. Traces of this mode of attaediiiieiit are still visible in the

Louvre knife. On one of the sides a boss pierced with a hole rimiiing parallel wdth the

length of the handle forms a characteristic protuberance, the exact position of which varit's

Somewhat in ditfereiit cases. In the Louvre specimen its phice is \ery nearly in the

middle
;
in the twaj others it is nearer to the base, and this characteristic, which accord-

ingly is the rule, is found also in the Carnarvon Ivory. ThiVMigh the longitudinal channel

the suspensory thong w^as undoubtedly passed. This fact sutfices to show us that the

weapon had no sheath, Avhich is quite natural since logically a sheath is of use only with

metal bladesh I have noticed that in the Pitt-Rivers handle this boss is an added piece

;

such w'as not the case with the Carnarvon Ivory. And this leads me to say that being

obliged, on account of the present conditions, to depend on reproductions (for I have

been unable to inspect the original), I shall not havu very much information to give

regarding the actual object. Dr Alan H. Gardiner has kindly drawm up for me a diagram

from which I have taken the measurements that are given in a footnote-. I find from it

that a flat surface has been obtained on only one of the sides, that wLich carries the boss

:

the other side presents, on the contrary, a very marked convexity, wLich has preserved the

curve of the ivory tusk out of wRich the handle was fashioned—for the hypothesis of the

hippopotamus tooth, which I put forward to explain the curvature of the Gebel el-^Arak

handle, is out of the question here. A bevel, produced by cutting down the edge obliquely,

is conclusive as to the original existence of the gold collar already spoken of.

A few wmrds on the injuries wLich unfortunately deface this precious object, and

wRich chiefly affect the periphery. The best-preserved part has been considerably

chipped near the base^, and the resulting loss is not negligible. The opposite edge, less

affected, belongs nevertheless to the region of the greatest corrosion and decay. It is a

fact often ob.served that the situation of the damaged places on an antique object indicate

the position which the latter has occupied in the ground ; and in this case also w^e can see

that one part of the handle, the same on both sides, has in the course of time been

subjected tn an action of which the other part shows no trace, although I am unable to

decide, from the photograph alone, what was the exact nature of this action.

As in the Brooklyn and Pitt-Rivers specimens, the decoration of both sides consists

exclusivel}^ of scenes of animals arranged in single file and proceeding in the direction of

the blade
;
but instead of a striving after excessive multiplicity as in those two specimens

(especially the former, on which Flinders Petrie has counted nearly 300 figures) w'e have

to do wdth a less confused arrangement, recalling the Louvre knife in its simplicity and
ill the scale of the figures

;
however it is not, for the moment, my intention to push the

comparison further. These animals are arranged in three registers. On the convex side

there are ten birds and nine mammals
;
on the flat side nine mammals are more or less

vi.sible, an<l a tenth is to be restored in a space now’ empty. Such being the case, a fairly

detailed execution w’as only to be expected, and the archaeological value of the object is

thereby greatly enhanced.

1 The tiMceb of a leather sheath observable on the flint blade of a knife in the British Museum
(No. 22^16' do not invalidate this view, a'> this dag^^^er w’ith spindle-shaped hilt belongs to a tvpe
with* Hit 1 )0'>N,

^ Length, '103 ra.
;
breadth across the middle, -0.^8 in.

;
depth of socket for flint blade, *025 rn. Length

of ho->, 'OiSra.
;
thickness mea'<ured at the centre, '018 m.; height, ’021m.; its elliptical section'' is

*0")0m, from the top of the handle and ’02510. fruin the base.

lhis> scaling is modern, and comes irom the handling of the very friable object bv Arabs.
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CONVEX SIDE.

First Register. A file of ten wader birds. Between the first and second has been
interposed a giraffe, whose head, as aLo that of the first bird, has disappeared in the

fracturing of the material. The same characteristics are to be observed in the whole file

with the exception of the last two figures. The beak is very big at its root, and is lung,

with the lower mandible very proiioiinced and accompanied by a kind of fieshy sac at its

juncture with the throat. No detail is shown in the plumage, whicli, as in most of the

representcitions of this period, is drawn summarily in outline. The tail is short and
square. Where the scale of the work permits, i.e., in the first four birds, there is an

attempt to express the anatomy of the leg by a medial groove. The narrowing of the

register caused by the curve of the ivory has involved the reduction of the end figures,

and the two waders which complete the file have had to be chosen from a species which

could easily bear reducing to this extent : their beaks are shorter and sharper, and lack the

fleshy protuberances. Less meagrely covered than their companions, whether intentionally

or not, their drooping tails do not (in the last especially) affect the sepiare shape which

definitely characterises the large-beaked waders.

The identification of this row of birds raises a question upon which I touched on a

previous occasion when dealing with the representations of sacred animals f This question

is twofold. We must, on the one hand, take into consideration the methods of the

Egyptian draughtsman, without, on the other hand, losing sight of the Nile fdiina such

as we must conceit e it to have been, and above all such as it reveals itself to us at the

-beginning of the historic period. From the outset of the Old Kingdom the artist was

bent on rendering vigorously the most salient features of the animal, creating sometimes

quite remarkable prototypes which reached their perfection under the Fifth Dynasty, and

became what might be called in English standard animal-types/’ Each one is such a

complete synthesis of its species that it imposed itself as a model, and underwent onlv

infinitesimal variations in the whole course of the ex niution of the art. Readers who do not

accept this theory have but to compare the <_)f the nuistabeJiS—cattle, antelopes,

goats, sheep, and even the fish in the well-kmnvn fishing scene, a veritable illustrated

catalogue of Nile ichthyology—with the drawings in our modern wt.)rks on natural historv,

and above all with photographs of living animals. In Egyptian representations not onlv

does the idea of the individual disappear, but that of varieties of the species is also almost

non-existent, to the great embarrassment of whoever wishes to classify them. I have had

personal experience of this with regard to the fishes, which are usually considered to be

scrupulously accurate. It is a far cry, in this respect, from Egyptian art to that real aid

to the naturalist, namely, the art oi' Japan.

If we go back to the jirimitive period, we find that this synthetic spirit, from the

mere fact of the clumsines^ of the technique, takes on a character of pronounced exaggera-

tion which finds expression in nothing less than a caricature oi the animal. Its character-

istics are much accentuated: and for us the danger lies in taking these representations

t<M> literally. We are impelled by a spirit of precision to seek in nature or in zoological

works for types which exactly correspond with these forms: this is what recently befell

^ Fff'fcox o>i Ep^rritt\ in Mf^'/noir^js Fondritif-n Eugene Pint
,
vol, xvii. pt). 23 foil.

1—2



4 GEORGES BENEDITE

the learned ]\[r Legge with regard to a maininal and a bird on the palette of the two

giraffes^ Were I to yield to the same tendency I should not hesitate to identity the

birds from no. 2 to no. S in the upper register with the jabiru {Mijcteria seneifalensis)

of the White Xile, in which is found the j)eculiarity of the long beak swollen equally

in both mandibles and accompanied at its base by two glands or whittles, as well as

the scanty covering wdth the stpiare tail. Bnt this argument involves another: strict

fidelity in the drawing cannot be assumed as a criterion unless it be assumed of all the

figures. Xow, this fidelity ceases to exist in the second register, and we shall, therefore,

do well to suspend our judgment, for the similarity to the mycteria may be merely

fortuitous, resulting from a clumsy efii>rt to render some other large-beaked wader such

as the Goliath Heron of the White Xile (Ardea GoUatli, Ruppell), or some other kind,

just as the giraffes of the palette, by certain omissions in the drawing, have become

Gerenuk gazelles I The two waders which bring up the rear correspond pi'etty well to the

Common Crane (Gras ciaerea, Beckst.) so often represented in the Memphite niastabehs’.

Second Register. This is composed of a line of three large felidae preceded by an

elephant trampling on two long serpents with uplifted heads. The Elephas africanus,

wdth its sloping forehead, enormous ears and long tail, is accurately rendered. It 'will be

agreed, I think, that this is the most successful figure on this side. There is not the

same certainty with regard to the felidae. The leonine type is strongly marked, and

no hesitation wmuld be possible, Avere there the least vsign of an intention to represent the

mane of the adult male. That they are none the less lions must be deduced, not from

their massive outline, Avhich does nut distinguish them from the oxen of the register

beloAv, and w^hich the same technique Avoiild have attributed equally to the leopard \ but

from the Avhiskers that surround the cheek.

For the art of the pre-Thinite period acquaints us Avith tAvo different conceptions of

the leonine type : on the one hand the maned type, the evolution of wFich I have traced

elseAvhere'^ and on the other hand a type Avith neither pectoral nor dorsal mane, but

characterised by the collar of hair surrounding the cheeks, a natural feature Avhich gives

a singular majesty to the face of the auiinal, and of which sculpture has made the most at

all periods. It Avill be remembered that the classic type of the couchant lion AA'ith the

visage thus framed is fully perfected in the Tliiuite period, Avitness the lion playing-pieces

^ Thp Carved Slater and this h<>^osotis hiscot^ries, in Proceedings of the Saciety of Biblical A rchaeology.,

v(.l. XXXI '1909), 298-0.

“ If one were t<t Oe deeeiA'od by the abnormalities due to primitiA^e technique one w^ould end by not

thidiu^ suthciently similar types amuii^ existing s^iecies, and AVuuld liaAm to turn to fossils. It is evident

thtit "Uch a course wouhl add several tlinu''ands of ye^ars to the durati<iu of certain quaternary species.

- Cf. especially Ptahhcb'i, and AkhcthrVgn vol i, Pis. XXI, XXVII and XXYIII
;
already identified

b\ Robert Hartmann in DLAiicnex, Pins tdtate., p. 3o.

^ A mere hypothesis, fbr u}) in the present the only indisputable leopard made known to us by the

fanna of the palettes has taken the form of a fabulous animal Avith long and flexible neck. The t\Yo felida.e

\Auth no rnanes and short nocks on the reA^ei-se <>f the •'nodi Hierakonpolis palette might just as Avell be u

lioness and her lion A\help Ghe latter cbaiMcterised by the A/.e of its eaisy HoAvcA^er this may be, the

engraA^ed works which attribute a slim .md supple trunk to the maneless felidae attribute this character

also to the manok*".^ li<*n. In thi" ro^}M;ct tiuro u t ompleto equality betAveen the lion and the other Avild

animals. It tliu" a matter of style.

B*' C<></ tea n de (l-^Ai'al\ p. ot).
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from Umui el-Ka^ab^ and from Abyclos-. The development of the mane on the front part

of the torso was marked merely by a line, and so did not modify the outline of the animal.

This surface work has naturally vanished in most of the ivory lions, the skin of which has

crumbled more or less. Going back beyond this period, the type can be traced well into

the pre-dynastic age in the four limestone playing-pieces found by Quibell at Balias and
the small figures of the same material which Petrie considers to have come from Nekadeh
and Gebeleivt Since the 2)ublication of these specimens, others have certainly passed from

the dealers’ hands into those of collectors f and when these latter have realised the interest

attaching to the problem of the origin of the couchant lion as an art-form, they will

publish them without delay. It will readily be admitted that iu many objects of this

class—playing-pieces or amulets, turned out very rapidlv—the maker may have neglected

to engrave the mane
;
from this arose doubtless the type of the bearded lien without mane

which has found its place in the art of the reliefs concurrently with the bearded lion with

mane (Louvre knife) and the lion with mane but without beard (Palette of the Hunt and

the small Hierakonpolis palette). This is what maybe called the exclusively archaeological

solution of the problem
; but the existence in primitive art of the merely bearded lion

may have a cause quite other than the degeneratiuii of a type. For this is the aspect

presented by the young lion which has only just arrived at maturity, an animal which

may have attracted the more attention from the animal sculptors and engravers of that

remote period because it must have been reared in captivity in fairly large numbers^. It

is probably a young lion just arrived at the adult age which the able artist of the Gebel

el-^Arak handle has depicted leaping on to the rump of an ox. There is a great difference

between this young beast, with the sharp outline of its ears, and the old lions which the

Egyptian Gilgamesh (the prehistoric Bes)® is represented as subduing, and whose ears are

enveloped in the mass of the mane. The simultaneous presence of these two types in

one and the same scene, perfect in execution, is, I btdieve, sufficiently conclusive Finally,

1 E. Amelineau, Lei do a celled fou Hies d' Ahydos (1895— 1899;, PI. XXXI.
- Petrie, Abi/dos, vol. ii, Pi. Ill, nos. 23-9.

^ Petrie-Quibell, Saqad<x eind Balias. PI. ^ II, 2, and PL LX, 12, IG, 2.3, 24, 25, 26.

^ Prof. Petrie ineutiuiis (op. eit., p. 46) the existence of '^niull tigures <>f lions in hard stone whicdi

were acquired from a Luxor dealer by the Rev. Randolph Pereii>. I am inclined to believe that they

belonged to the maneler^.s type.

^ The young lion Mvithout mane) iu captivity is known at present only from the two ivories fuiiiid

by Petrie in the excavations of the temple of Abydus [Ahpdos, vol. ii, PL III, nos. 26 and 28', and

tussigued by him to the end of the First Dynasty. He considers them t»> represent lionesses ;p. 24), Can
the lioness, capricious and tierce as she is, be tamed and led on a leash I Only travellers who have seen

domesticated lions in Persia or Abyssinia can answer this question.

^ This is the conclusion to which I have come since the publication uf iny Li.st memoir, the continua-

tion of which 1 hope to }iublish at an early date.

" I reject a prio/d the inadmissible hypothe'^is of the simultaneous appearance of the African lion

and the Asiatic lion on one monument.—The evoluti^m of the lion type in primitive scul])ture has been

the subject of interesting observations on the part of Prof. Petrie, Bopal Tombs, vol. ii, p. 23 corapitrison of

two playing-} aeces found in a tomb dependent u}H)n that of King Zer with the lion found by J. de Morgan
ill the so-called tomb of ^[ena at Xekadeh), and Alti/dos^ vol. ii, p. 24 ‘T’ornparison of the pieces just

mentioned with seven }>laying-pieces which were found in the Abydos temple together with ivories which
must bo placed between the end of the First Dynasty and the Second ', The most archaic type of lion

couchant with tail on back is maintained in the lions of the Royal Tombs : the tail passes over the right

.side of the rump in the Abydos example. Capart (Debais de Vart, })}•. 172-6; takes up the same thesis

starting from the Xekadeh }>eri<»d, but following Petries exanqde he neglects the variations of the mane,
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the identification projDOsed is completed by the fact that logically one would expect to

meet the lion in every scene where the feline family, as representing the fanaa of the

desert, has a part to play. This reasoning, applied logically to the hyaena, one of the

commonest African animals and frequently represented in the niastahelts, incites me—rather

late in the day—to see hyaenas in the four quadrupeds with round ears and fiat muzzles

which run round the border of the Louvre palette h Later, the type will gain in accuracy

and will detach itself entirely from the generic outline given by the primitne artists to a

whole category of Carnivores ijf the canine family, the jackal, the Avolf, the h3\iena-dog

{Cyuhyaena or Lycuon) and the hyaena, for us a stranger to this famiA, but not so to the

Egyptians. The fall of the rump and the reduction of the hind-quarters will be more

correctlv observed, but the long and bush}^ tail will remain contaminated by the jackal tvpe^

Before we leave the second register, this final interpretation may be put forward : the

three felidae represent a lioness followed by her two lion whelps, the first of the three

being more massive and robust in outline than the two others and having also a more

St r0ngl -mark eil muzzle.

The THIRD REiiiSTER, less well preserved than the two px^eeeding ones, is occupied by

three oxen and an animal which, although on a somewhat smaller scale than that of the

three /HzV/ac of the middle register, offers none the less all the characteristics of the old

maned lion. The heavv carriage, which is, so to speak, the trade-mark of our engraver, is

found also in the three oxeii'f whose heads, too much fused with their breasts, carry horns

forming a crescent the two points of which tend to meet.

Science alreadv posse>se.s solid works on the cattle of ancient Egypt
;
Ulrich Rlirst of

Zurich, Lntot and Gaillard of Lyons, have the first title to the gratitude of Egyptologists.

while, with regard to the rut us, of whieh he sees the development in the Thinite epoch, lie does not

notice that it cxi'^ts fully in the lions of the pre-Menite palettes. Bissing (Bissixo-Bruckmaxx,

text, p. 74; gives a general historical outline of the cpiestion. His treatment, which is not

lacking in Lorrcct views, err^ in taking the Thinite period as the point of departure. He does not

obsert'e that the t\y»e had already undergone transformations in the course of the Xekudeli period.

Further, he raises to the impr>rtaiice of typical productions amulets which have heen coarsely roughed
out for rea^oii^ connected witli the material, and which are contemijorary or posterior to the infinitely

more advanced creatioiir^ of the art of the palette^. To my remarks on the maiieless lion 1 may add that

thiN diameter hcluiigs equally to the limo'^toue lions of Ivoptos, the exact age of which is most uncertain.

Cf. Petri i:, IT. V, no. a.

^ i u.e deored/e Puletfe de Schiste, in Mor vments H Mt'uioires (Fondation Plot), vol. x, PL XI, and T neic

Carred S^ate by F. Legoe m Proceech ags of tlte Socitiy of Biblical Archaeology^ vol. xxvi (1904\ pp. 262-3
and Plate. In another article, The Carred Slates ciV., vol. XXXT, 1909, p. 304), Mr Legge contests the
authenticity of this palette. I imagine that he has >ince given up this prepossession on referring to

the fragment puhhshed hy himself three years previously {op, vit„ vul. xxviii, 1906, p. 87), which is

conclusive a> to the 'nummary technique, and which at the same time reveals the exi.steiice of a class
of p.ilettc" having an outline difterent irom tho.se ot Hierakonpolis. In this fragment, whieh belongs to
the Rev. M . ^vlacHregor, the hyaena character is more pronounced than in the Louvre example. If I had
known it in 1903, I should not have considered these four animals in the border to be dogs, influenced
as 1 \Na> i>y the small Hierakonpolis palette. Ihe hyaena trained for hunting has already been observed
ill the re})reseutatioU'' of tlio Meuiphite Its domestication will therefore go back to a far
earlier pfudotl; rt. LaielauI). Le.s tato/inenumts dcs Egypticus de VAnciea Enipire d la recherche des
animattj' it d,,,ro.sti<pfe,\ in Piccue d Ethnogra^d* ie U d*^ Soeiologie, 1912.

~ See Fuueon 00 Eperci^'r 'Alo,>o,neeU et }E,noires, vol. xvii, 1909;, in which I have dealt at length
(pp. 21-5 ^^ith tiie thet>i‘y of the contamination of forms, })articularly in the nythological fauna.

Ihc third bovid, who^e horns 1 do not sec distinctly, i> perhaps a calf.
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But the question, enriched to-day by nuinerou?^ representatifuis from the periods which
elapsed before the Jlemphite Dynasties, is worth reconsideration. When Lortet and
Gaillard speak ot a large-horned Bos africanus, which according to them and to

Schweinfurth, upon whom they base their opinions, originated in central Africa, and which
has now disappeared from the Egyptian soil and has been replaced at a i‘ecent date, as yet

not fixed, by an ox with small horns and not presenting the eervoid tlong-legged) aspect

of the ancient bovine species S these writers arc considering especially tho state of things

revealed by the cemeteries of the New Kingdom. All the mummies of oxen studied by
them fall within this category. But the study of the monuments confronts us with facts

far more complex. In the first place Diirst is right, as against Lortet and Gaillard, when he

assumes the existence of an ox with smaller horns which may easily be recognised in the

low reliefs of the temple of Sahure^ together with the Bos ofriccnnis proper It would

seem that the Egyj^tian language had two words at its di^?posal to designate these two

species. Such is the opinion of Miss Murray, who recognises the large~horne<l ox (the

Bos macroceros of Diirst) in the word ^ and the ox with the snudler horns in the word

Montet does not take this vioAV : according to him, the fonmu’ term applies to

the animal of the meadows, which can be caught only with the lasso, while the latter a])plies

to the stalled oxi The mastabeh of Ptahhetep and AkhctlieU'p apparently supports him’.

This ox of the Memphite reliefs is manifest to ms in the priniiUN'e period in the large-honiod

ox*^ summarily but clearly drawn on a vase published by Weigall". In its gviieral carriage,

and in the lyriform structure of its horns, it difiers from thi; eervoid ox, with its lujrns form-

ing a more or less open crescent, which is represented on omj of the Hierak<mpolis maces*',

and still more from the ox engraved on one of the primitive statues (.)f Min from (foptos^

If, nevertheless, the same animal is in question, the difierenees will have to be explained,

apart from considerations of style (with mure than a thousand years’ intm'val), by tlie well-

known results of castration’". But I cannot bring myself to identify it with the ox of our

ivory, whose horns form a closed crescent. For it would be a great error to disregai*(l

entirely a characteristic upon which the primitive artist has laid the greatest possible stress,

1 La Faiifie momifiee de Vaackaiie Eujj[>te, vuL i, pp. Go —71.

- GrahdenkniiJ.l des Kondjs Sohunj^, PL I and p. ITS. Sec the whole tre-ituient of tho question of tho

Bos hradi^ceros of Riitimeyer in Durst, Die Rinxler run As.-^yrien ^itd Argtjpteo, 1^09, ])p. lo

and 74-6: see also, by the latter author, s»r (pfdjpxs hovid/.^ in VAttthropologie, 1900,

pp. 158 and 655-68. ^ Saq(p<rufi MastfdjUfi, vol. i, p. 34.

^ Les scenes de houcherie dans les tomhes de Vatxien Empire, in B>AJ. dc Vlnst/iiit /r^n^e. Ardteolorjie

Orientale^ vol. vii (1910;, p. 42. (laillard (Les tatonitemcnts des Egpptiens} shares and iipliolds MoiitetV

opinion.

^ Davies, Tlx Alastaha of Ptahhetep <n>d Alhethetep, vol, ii, PI. XXI
;
but LepsIUs, D'.nkmAhi\ Part ii,

PL 49 is against liiN thesis and siqiport^ that of (Miss (Murray.

® Durst {Die Binder^ p. 64; lvject'^ .nnong other denominations that of Pjos africanus^ Lixxe, which

includes also the smaller-horned hull of Africa, and adopts that of the Bos Pnjrns uxacroceros. He rejects

a fortiori that of Bos primigenivs^ Bojaxu>, his thesis consisting ohietiy in saying that it is entirely

distinct from it (pp. 59—64^ ;
cf. Xotes sur qiielqaes Borides, pp. 668-74.

' Annedes du Sercice, vol. viii, p, 49, fig. 5.

^ HierahjnpifVs, vol. I, PI. XXVI B great mace, no. 2 .
'' Petrie, Kopto^, PL III.

1*' The stock cattle withdrawn from reproduction are sharply di-tinuui>hcd from the hulls in the

Memphite reliefs. In Lepsius, Deidmaler^ Part ii, PL 77, there is a good example of a doiiie.stic bull of

the breed with large horns which attain their greatest development in the ca'^trated animal.
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and which is still more emphasised in the stylised tigure of a bull which decorates tlu‘ inside

ef a goblet from Mahasuehh The question becomes a wider one if w'e admit, with Hilz-

heimer-, the presence of the Arnee Buffalo from Asia, \vhieh he recognises in the bulls of

the great Hierakonpolis palette and the fragment E 11, 255 of the Louvre ^ as also that of

the; L^rus {Bos primigenius), based on the discovery in the Fayyiim pleistocene of a fragment

of the frontal bone and the bony heel of a w ell-characterised Urus; Hilzheimer also finds

this wild ox, wEich is abundantly represented b\" the Assyrian reliefs, as wxdl as the

Chaldaean intaglios, in the bulls of the hunting-scene of the funerary temple of Sahure^b

This animal, which appears not to have survived in Egypt after the Old Kingdom, is

thought to have been replaced for the purposes of big-game hunting by domestic oxen

restored to the wild state or rendered wildb It is impossible not to recognise the rightness

of that part of the theory wLich identifies the L^rus or Aurochs of the Chaldaeo-Assyrian

monuments wdth the bull wdthout dewlaps, and of energetic and horselike appearance, in

the Sahure- relief and the Beni Hasan paintings. If, in the hunting-scene of the funerary

temple, the hinder horn of the ox pierced with an arrow^ be masked, the single-horned

appearance of the ilesopotamian LT’US is obtained
;
the illusion is complete. The finding

on the banks of the Nile in the Old Kingdom of the wild Urus of the Hercynian Forest

which is mentioned in Caesars commentaries {De Bello Gallico, Yi, 28) and wdiich, after

surviving in Poland and Lithuania, finally disappeared in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuriesb is a fact wxrthy of attention, and one wLich has not been discussed up to the

presents

^ Ayrtox and Loat, FredifnaMic HeniQttnj at El Mahasna^ PL XIV.
“ In Grahdeak/aaJ. des Koniys p. 171.

^ Cf Heuzey, Revue Archealoyipje^ 1800, pp. 14o and 334, PL-. IV and V, and Bulletin de Corre-

^potidnutce helUniyue^ 1892. p. 307.

^ Gra.hdculciiial des Koniys Sahure^^ PL XVII and p. 174.

^ Cf. Griffith’s remarks in The To/nh of Ftahhetep. p. 28.

^ P. Gervais [Histoire taaturelle des /nam/aiferes, voL II, p. 176; dir^tinguirihe^ the Urus from the Bos

pruniyenius and confu:^es it with the Bonnsus or Bison of Aristotle. ^ Kates sur eptdyues hocides).^

distinguishing it, on the contrary, from the European Bison, traces its history from antiquity to the

seventeenth century. The distinction between the two oxen is confirmed by the two woodcuts of the

Canunentara renim mascocRtruia of Sigisinond do Ilerberstain (Bale, 1556). See also K. Lydueker, Wild
Oxen., Sheep and Goats of all lands, Uciny and extinct, London, 189H, pp. 11—12.

' W. H. V ard i.-^ inclined to see the L^rus only m the agricultural scenes {The Seal Cylinders, nos. 369,

3il, 3<2, and a few other case» (ibid., no^>. 484, 106u, 1220;, this animal having been domesticated at a very

early period on the one hand, and (jn the other belonging neither to the Elamite fawna proper, nor to the

Babylonian /to.o/.a. The n/nu of the inscriptions, which Gilgamesh tights, was according to him the Bison
hoitassus, which came do\\ n from the imjantains of Elam. Restricting ourselves to archaeological arguments
alone, we may observe that the importance attached to the fnrm of the horns would be justified only if it

were possible to distinguish very clearly between those of the Urus or Aurochs and those of the Bison on
these intaglio.>j which are engraved (,)n very small scale. The true characteristic, the most indisputable
sign of the bi.son, is its mane, together with the tufts of hair which frame its face— in a lesser degree, of

course, than in the American bison. These distinctive marks appear in nos, 182, 184, l86, 188, 190, 351,
358 etc. In the other cases we have almost always the Aurochs, an animal which has remained wild, in

spite of domestication, in every part of Asia where it’' has lived. Thus it can be established that in
Mesopotamia, as in Egypt, the phciiomeDon of reciprocal contamination of the two species took place,
giving birih in the intniumeut-- to a hybrid ox, the ^’bisonised Urus,' which spread westward into Cappa-
docian ait, and to the north-i'a>t, through Assyria, up to Persia, where we find it even in the splendid two-
headed capitals of the Achaemenid palaces. The fusion of the hybrid animal with a third element, the lion,

is also to be noted; I shall deal with the reasons elsewhere.
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But it is evident that the ca>sc is ijiiite ditieiviit with regard to the buffalo. Hilzheiiner,

and all the savants who have been tempted to recognise it in the bulls of the palettes, have
completeh’ lo.'^t sight ot the very accurate representati<.»n> of the Babylonian intaglios and
the rock-graffiti of Northern Afiica to which Durst ^ had already called attention. The horns
ut the Bahalus have a disposition and a \olunie whieh differ considerably from what we see

ill the two species of oxen in prehistoric Egypt. The way in which Egyptian drawing lays

stress on characteristic features is as marked as usual in the two human heads having bulls’

ears and horns which Xaville has discussed in his studv < »f the god ^ The

buffalo would have had to be very unfamiliar to the engraver of the palettes tor him to have

been led to neglect the large and powerful way in which the base of the horns is implanted

in the frontal bone of this bovid, so different from the othei* speeies, and at a short distance

from the axis of the foreheads ^Ye must theretere recoguisi' than the Buh'dlns has not yet

made its appearance on the Egyptian monuments. In the ca>c* under diseiission we ha\a'

to do with a Bos, cUid this conclusion is entirel}' in place her(‘ because it is exactly the same

ox which occupies the third register ot eur ivory handle. It will now be the zuolegists’

business to determine its race. F<u’ ourselves, we can draw* no other coiielusion than tin*

fbllowung:—At an ej^och w'hich ends wuth the beginning of tln^ historic peri(»<l. the low* \ alloy

of the Nile possessed a race of oxen w'hose horns described an cllipst* vory iu*arly closed above,

and probably in the plane of the frontal bone. This Bos is to be eonfusi'd neither with the

bulls with horns pointing foiwvaixD of the fragment er\' Cairo pah.Ute, which I have termed

that of the ‘uSeven Castles,’’ nor w'ith the c]a.s>ic ruminant'' ot the )iiitsi<ihv]}s, with widelv-

opened horns (macrocerous or brachycerous) w hicli ha\e jcovitled Brehm, 8chw*einfurth,

^ Xotts s>f.r qn.elqHto hoi'iWf'.-i, p. tig. 4. The autlior derives rle* v.innus kii<avn tern.iry types—the

B. prflueindicffs, Falcoxer 'pleistocene of the valley of Xerhiidila
,
the B. Utverxoy African

pleistocene;, the direct ancestor of the Afncvin buffdoc-< riecorduig to Iviunneyer '' = />. and B. brm-hy-

CHi'oi)—from a single ^R'iriiitive <nicestor, the Bulxif 'is Iff iimeveh of the ''uh-Himalayan mioLeno .

Contrary to Pomeh w*ho limits the geounqjlnc.Ll .irea ot B. to Algeria, JP Rsr. takinc hi> r^tand

on the rock-drawing .'5 wdnch accord w*ith the type of the pre>eiit Anx.e, roid on the di^i.-overy of hones at

Tukh ('Upper Egypt) and in the ^\hidy Xatrfin Lihy.m desert
,
extend.-^ the di''por^,il of the hutfalo, at the

})egimung of the quaternary epoch, from the foot nf the Hnit<iLiy,.'> to Xorthern Africa. In the historic

period it appears in the clearest manner on thr (’haldaean cylinder^ of the thiixl millennium before (.’hri''t.

The most characteristic instances ,tre on no ijn of \V. H. WardA Xv// (VZ/^r/c/wg from the De
Cdercq collection cf. Heuzey, Oriyuix.s dx 1 Art,

t>.
IU4

, and no'>. lUl, if)3 and IhT of the

same w*ork. Xo trace of it is to be found in the intriglio'. ot Lu>r date, rind it eertainlv seems to have

disappeared almost completely fiorn the IMesopot.miian [liaiiis, de''[)ite the views which Hummel op2>o>es

to the current opinion, and wdneh he ha'^cs on a text of the I'cign of A'>''Urnasirpal, end di'spite the oxen

of Arachor^ia, xvhose horns are described by An''t(>tle ' Ri.'-t. A rim., ti, ]. ±2 with the very gra]>hic e}athet

eTrlypvTroL. ArachoMa is entirely outside the zone under coii'^ideration,-- Another tine representation of

the buttalo is found on a cylinder bearing the name L-y-rt-d, published by Scheie, VyBudrrs rt Ryende$

inedits, in Rerrr d Assyrinloyir^ \oL xin. p. b.

- Ed. X’aville, L: dim B**t, m Z^its^ r ri/t jA r oyi/pri<<Ir Sp/’ocAr, v(.»l. XLiii ItMiu
. pp. 77—s;3.

The opinion which I expre.s> here i.> remfoned by tint of A[. J'.ouU', wle»m I ha\e consulted. The
antiquity of the Egyptian ''chi^t plaques m com[)riiTson with the (’h.ddaean int.iglios di»es not justify the

assumption of such a degree of anatomical inaccuracy. The zooh)g]-.ts, as w^ell as the archaeologi.sts, have

been struck by the fiilehty with wdiich the direction rtf the h<*rn^ i" observed in even the most archaic

figures of the ungulates—sheep, oxen, antelopes, gorit"—and have attributed to this feature the importance

of an indisputable criterion in question-- of identirication

•* It escapes no one that these are to be compared, and even idontitied, wuth the maneless oxen {i.e.

Aurochs) of the Suinero-Akkadian cylinders.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 2
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Lortet and Gaillard with the type of o/rivanifs. If it could he pru\ed that it came from

x\sia with the conquering and civilising horde>. its sviubMliL* rule on the pal^‘tlo^ which

commemorate the exploits of the pre-Menitc king w^.mld receive new lights

The lion which ends the line is. by the tact <>f his position in a n^duced space an

animal to some extent sacrificed: but his very >atisfaetnry state of preservation a!lnw«> the

eye te follow all the details of his head, which are rendered with much minuteue'>-;, and the

de\eiopment of the thick mane of an old x\frican lion. It will he noticed that the engravtu-,

in order to emphasise this character, has not given the outline of the ear as in the three

feitdae already studied, hut has merged it in tht* mane just above the beard-collar. The

tail, instead of being pendent or undulating towards the ground, as is oust oi nary in the

figure of the lion passant, is raised for purely decorative purp«.>se^. The same fact is notice-

able ill the last felis of the register above. The presence of this maned lion is a confirma-

tion of w'hat has already been said of its maneless congeners, and dispels any sort of doubt

in the minds of those who might be inclined to see full-growm lions in these beasts of the

second register.

THE FLAT SURFACE.

The boss is decorated with a six-petalled rosette, engraved in detail. Dues this

surface ornamentation, w'hich is lacking on the boss of the Gebel el-Ulrak knife (the only

boss wUich is preserved complete in the series of ivory handles) add a special significance

to the object Is it an emblem ?

One s thoughts go back immediately to the rosettes ungTa^'e<l on the gold plating of

the Gebel Tarif knife". In that case the decorative intention is evident : according to the

space or merely the caprice of the engraver, the floivers possess seven, -ix, five and four

petals. It C(mforms with the rule of ornamentation of the primitive periods that the

elements made use of are ahvays taken from the extrenioly summary pictographic stock

wUich preceded writing. Thus have come into existence those ideograms wUich in the

course of time have become our emblems, and Avhose function it is to be at once writing and

ornament. AA e are logically led to this hypothesis by a consideration of the gTaphic part

played by the same Howler on two stamped mace-heads of the Scorpion-king and of Xarmer,
and on the great Hierakonpolib paletted The theory according to which we have here

the first appearance of the liliaceous plant ivhich is to symbolize Tapper Egypt during the

whole course ot hieroglyphic wwiting still appears to me to be the most plausible. I continue

to believe in the equation ^ wuth all its consequences. In the Hierakonpoiite

documents the sign has the more restricted sense of ’’ King of the South/’ Perhaps

^ To the examples already cited Alahasiieh bowl, great Hieivikonpoli.s palette, Louvre fragment E 11,255)
to be added the double hull of the Palette uf the Hunt.

Often reproduced. See ebpecially J. de Morgax, li^fhercli^s les Origiaes^ vol. i, p. 114 and
tig. llu; \ol. II, j). 266; QrXBf:LL, d/'c7/(oc objects, 14265 [Cat. du Musee du Cadre)) Ourelly, Stone
In*identente. (54, Si ' >ame publication;. 1 have previou:-ly called attention to the error which has cau;^ed
this <>))jeet to he catalogued twice over.

Hierakoxpoli:^, PL XXb I B 'mace-head of Xarmeiv and PL XXVI c luace-head of the Scorpion-king;,.
^ Is it mere coincidence that the sign

^
ns*rt'^ which still serves to write the royal title of the South,

is a plant of similar aspect to ^ (r,y, k,,*^} wdiieh serves to designate the country ? Cf. Grieeith, Hiero-
glgphs, hg. 105, and p. 20, and Borchardi, Die Aeggptische Pflamen^aale.
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heie, as in the Gebel Tarif example, it is the less restricted sign of the clans of the South,

opposed to the cluster of papyrus which was the pictogTaphic sign fur the Xorth. That

the origin ot these two old symbols goes back to prehistoric times is contested by no one.

Even apart from the boss, decorated with so appropriate a motif, there is a great

Contrast between thi^ side and that aheady considered. The animal world is again seen,

without any human being, but in very diflerent conditions. There are no more lines of

animals advancing with rhythmic step, but a desert scene, comparable to those of several

palettes. At the top a dog, whose head is missing, piii'sues a wild animal of which only the

hind-cptarters are h-ft. The dog is followed by an antelope {AlcelapJnis biihalus), distinctly

characterised by the lyriform disposition of its horns. To right and left of the boss are two

deer. We have some difficultv in identifying all the animals at the bottom without

directly consulting the original The first animal on the left, of which nothing remains

but the outline of the upper part and the partlv destroyed horn, is none the less easily

recognised : it is the Oryx leucoryx. The animal which follows unfortunately has its head

very much etfaced, and its aspect \'aries with the lighting in the three photographs placed at

my disposal The slimness and suppleness of the body, the rounded hind-quarters to which

a long tail (its end out of sight) clings with a serpentine movement, indicate one of the

larger felidae, of which, consequently, the orvx is the quarry; but this requires confirmation.

The third animal is lost in a dark cloud. So much as I can make out indicates that it faces

right, contrary to all the animals already dealt with. This is also the direction of the

better preseiaed animal which is fourth in the rank; its head and the outline of its back

are lost, but what is left allows us to reconstruct a clawed animal (an unguiculate) with

high, slight and sinewy paws, and rounded tail ending in a brush. It is thus one of the

felidae and in all probability a hunting-leopard or a cynolin\i. The sharpest of the photo-

graphs enables one to see, or rather to half-see, the veiy problematical silhouette of the

head, which seems to be turned back, thinugh the granulated surface of the corroded ivory.

This attitude with the turned-back head is one which has already been made use of by the

palette engravers, with antelopes, goat^ etc., as well as with the felidae (compare the small

Hierakonpohs palette). The last animal, fitted clos(*iy into the curve, appears to me to be

a running dog with raised tail. The >]iort. blunt muzzle recalls those of the two dogs on

the border of the palette just cited.

Having c^anpleted this <lescription, I now return to the two deer, which are the most

important features nf the Garnaiaaui Ivory, and which are in themselves enough to give a

quite special scientific value to this ubject, if it had no other titles to our interest, as will

be seen from the second part of this memoir. l)eer are not abundant in the fauna of

ancient Egyptian plastic art. However, they can be traced from the prehistoric period into

the middle of the great Theban epoch I From that point (jnwarrls there is no trace of

1 pEi’Kir. PI IIT Reliefs oil i^tatue^ : Lkh^.e, in Prijc<-'eduuj,<i of the

Sorifty of Bihlu id ArrPirnloiiy, vul, xxxi llM/.o, PL XLV P.ilette of the Hunt
; Andauujlofjdal Survey of

Xuhia, Bulletin no. 7, p. Is di<uidle of n.\e
; Borcuardt, Gr<d>di<id'nud d^r, Konoyr Sahurr^^ PL 17;

Lefsius, fugaii/un^Hianh. PL XXTIT .fP/eli, Oivih '1'
^

\ Steixporff, <h\d) des Tu PL 128:

Bissixo, Die d»A Gent-ni-hd. vnl. I, PL XX\' ;

( 'H AMPor LFox, PL 427 (' = PL 383\ and
Xewbekrv, Utui ILisuk, voL II. PL IV tomh no. 10, of Bu'p : Horchardt. op. cit., p. 169, tig. 27 ^fragment

of relief from the toinb of iMentu-hir-hop'^ef, Xuieteenth Dynasty, Cairo Mu.seuuL. Boreliardt further

calls atteiitum, at the end of the hibliogra[>liieal li^t, winch I here hormw from him, to another representa-

tion in an uupui Wished tunfuhdt at S.ikkareh.

.7 -7
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them, either in Snite art or later. They are most usually foiurl in hunting scones, like tin*

^^iklox. They are iiowheie feiiinl as aiiiiuals which are duiaesticated (U* raided in brerding-

gTuuiids after the manner of the gazelles and antelopes of the Memphite e[iech. They play

no ])art whatever aj? sacrihcial animal-^ : tln^y are neither divinised nor consecrated. Xo
miinimy of a deer has yet been found. X'or do they figure aiiiong the Typhoiiian animals,

and it may be said that alike for good and e\il the religion^ texts pass over them in silence.

The hieiHJglyphic writing knows nruhing of tlieim even mere determinatives. If I add

that the art has entirely neglected them in it'^ decorative mutifis, I shall have shown what

a restricted place thev held in the life of the ancient Egyptians.

The only name which designates them in the Pharaonic period, ;T] ,
htm. came

r.'-i

down to us in the first place unlv thivnigh trinib no. 15 at Beni Hasan, then through the

nMstaheh of Ti (PI. 128) under the form
' ^ -Lh- p>;rsists in the Xew Kingdom in the

T I

Berlin Medical Papyrus with the generic determinative of the skin, Demotic writing

knows it no longer, and substitutes for it the word ^yf)\\ Semitic word, likewise

preserved in a magico-medical formula The (Ad name is a fortiori wholly forgotten by

Coptic, which employs in the well-known p:issages of the Old Testament (Dent. xii. 15 :

Ps. xvii. 3o) the various forms of the Semitic name eoVA, t.m; cotA, m; leoT’A, ficoVA, eeioVA;

ecieioVA; Tints after the end of the X^ew Kingdpmi the Cervidae could have ranked only

as exotic animals. Be it noted. lastly, that no matter what epoch Ave take, the Egypjtian texts

(restricted in half the cases to the mere legend of a relief) have given ns oiiR a generic

name, Avhile Assyrian and Hebrew distinguish sharply as the classical languages between

the true red-deer, Cervas eleplias t[-ipicvs, and the falloAv-deer, C. danta^, Egyptian is so

^ This doe> not to Egyptian Jeitie^ when Hellenised. Pciu^aiiias (x, 32, 16;, speaking of the

great yerirly festivals celeliiMted in the .'^anctuary of Ibi^ at Neon in Phoci>, mentions deer among the

victims iiiiiiioLited for the goddess: Svoiai 6e kcu goes' /cal eXdfpovs ol eicaifjiGvetTT^iJOL. Ct, CleraioX^T-

Gaxxeau, L<f pltdidrl^nt n.e ch: Pah-di'Liui^ in Jovri/nl Asiuth^'fe^ April—June 1S78, p. 504, note 2.

- Prugslh sedition, PI. A 1, 1. PJ ; A^ reszixskt, U*^r fjj'osse dltdizims<'he Pc(pyr'fff<^ Ptip. 3038, PL A I,

11. 9 and lu and PI. XT, 1. 12. The horn of a deer, enters into the composition of

fumigation,
[

(. , to exped the affection
j [] ?\ from the bodv of the sufferer. Piedaction

Li v: 0 \ jxtx 1 1 ^
of The Xiiicteeiith iJynasty ‘period of the ^'af/vru-^ iT a formula which may go back to the Aliddle Iving-

doiii. Ill the .second formula, the horn f/uunded with incense and another substance and mixed together

with .>-weet beer, is employed agiinst the affection
^ O -weakens all the members in

V o 111’
surmuer and in winter.

(triffith and IT. ThoaipsoX, T/>e Demotic J/m/hv// Papyrt/'^ of Loadotf and Leydeit^ xi, cers^^^ x
Leyden, cerm^ x 1. 4. Here it is not the horn but the ^kin fff the deer dd^fj-a iXaiptor} tliat is in question,

as is sliowii, for the re^^t, by the repetition of the term in ( ffeek remedy against gout;. It was this

example wliich Brugseh took for his Gramin^oire J)d»r,T'ni,h^^ ^ 40.

Peatrox, Lem, 33. to wliieh may added TiieiOTA from a Coptu-Arabic sc>da. See Loret,
Les Ltci'f^s HI of /I Aiinii'i'ij' \ f'ljdji ,im

j de ht Sciht dlmyixi de Schams ar-Rhdaf ch. 12, Xo. 38,
ill A !' rxde'< d*i Strricr^ vol. i, .‘'>1.

This is a question which ij.is taken up a great deal of room in the re.searehes regarding the identifica-

tion of several Liunlics, suh-f unilies and species of the 'ungnjutri. The point of departure is the Hiexozox-on
of BoexiART, steiii.itiealiy ignored by <.)tto Keller. For the question is not merely to determine the
value (ff the riq/resentatious whicli obound in the \dst pnoince of oriental and Graeco-Poruau ahtiipiitie.s,

and which allow us to construct the [acture of a ureat part c>f the fauna of the Mediterranean basin, as
fill’ .is the BLick 8ra and iho v>ccr*.ru ‘•hon* of the Persian Gulf; but it is also to fix its nomciicldture
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destitute of any suppleiiieiitary name for a second cervid that the Coptic, enumerating the

six cloven-fot)ted riiiiiinants not prohibited by Deuteronomy, after eieioVA, cercas, repro-

duces four names from the Sepruagint Yersimi and gives only U\o names drawn from the old

Egyptian stock, and ^Yhich are both applied indiscriminately to several animals,

caj}rea, dcfniUj dorcas, buhalus, hi/nix syriacus, according to the lexicons and the commen-

tators : and in any case none of the scalae makes use of the word or so fully

identified by el-Damiri with the Cervus danud.

To return to the question of the home of the Cervus family, we must not omit to

mention the fact that in sjhte ot its presence in very ancient times, attested by the Nekadeh

monuments, no remains of palaeontologic age have yet been found in Egypt which would

allow us to fix the date of its iiitroduetioii into the Xile valley. But the discoveries made

in Algeria and Tunisia have to a certain extent supplied this deficiency, and there is no

doubt that deer have formed part of- the fauna of northern Africa since the pliocene

period-. Ckin the families, and even the species, now be determined i This <juestion has

Xow, as regards certain species coiiiuion to Soutliorn Europe, to Xearer Asia and to Xorthern Africa, it

is impossible tu neglect the cniinter-verihcrition aficrded Ijj the ljd)le, hy Semitic inscriptions and by

Arabic literature. This is what emerges elearly from the where th<‘ only data lacking are

for good reasons—those of ancient ^Semitic etiigraphy.

If Cerctii tifpLcus has occasioned no confusion 'although Homwel, Dd Xainrit ihr Sn ng^dhiere bet den

Miiendtdchen Volkem, p. 2S0, note 1, claims the contrary; in ancient literature and in the Bible—for

tXa(/>off is described at length by Aristotle, and eoiresp(mds in the LXX to the which belongs to the

whole family of Semitic languages: Assyr. atdn, Arabic J^, S\r, iL],—that i.> not the case with the

fallow-deer, Cercns dama.

A certain confusion arises from the comparison of writings which have preserved to us tlie memory

of this animal, destined to live even in our modem languages only under a borrowed name
;
lor the damn^

or more exactly the domnui^ of the Romans was not a deer. The lew releivnces in ],iritin texts designate

it by adding to the word eero/s the Greek epithet fniufnros 'Pliny, //. X., xi, 124), or call it fifton

(Apicius, see 0. Keller, Thiere cZes elassdehen 73). This name, ]a'eserved in the inodevn

Greek TrXarwvLj is not found in Aristotle. It is under the name of 7vpo^ that the philosopher mentions an

animal whieh, from the characters which it has in common with tXffc^os'. can only be the hdlou-Lleer. 3>ut

7rpo^ (in spite of Aristotle and the coinage of Proennnesus bearing the legend above a cri>uching

fallow-deer) does not appear with an equally clear sense in Aolun [Be },nt>ira AmnojUuin^ vii, lOaiiel 4<).

Further, one sees it varying in the texts with these two names ha\iiig the same primary sense of

wild-goat, enpre'.f, a ^jroof to be adtled to so many otheis that the fallow-deer did not belong to the indigenous

Greek There is further c<,uitirmatiou in the LXX version, Gent. xiv. 4 and 5. There the Greek list

of non-forl.idden animals numbers eight st)ecies against ten of the Hebrew text, wdiich latter is tuithfully

re[)roduced in the Vulgate. Xow the uncertainty is centred in the word Tzvyapyav, which the interpreters

have equated sometimes with ATdgate hubalas)^ sometiaios with Jw*'" A ulgate pyrargud). Upu^

seems to have been a word unkiioNvn to the translat(U’. The same dithculty appears in I Kings v. 3,

where irvyapyov does not come under the reed of the interpreter, who leaves untranslated.

It is in the Arabic authors who have written on animals, ami princiiially in el-I)amiri, el-Gaswini

and Ibu S.uda, that Bochart hmls the proof that this word, preserved in the forms^^^,^b, isJ applied

to a cervid which can only be the falhuv-dcer. Ve miglit even add that the “single horn divided in several

branches in the middle of the liemD of Il>n Saida, duj]j Ja-w^ ^ OaK applies remarkably

well to the deer in AssurbanipaTs hunting scenes.

I Y. Loret, loc. cd,\ cf. the scala <4 the Coptic c<mveut of Abyssinia published by Brugsch, whieh

wives the same Copto-Arabic equation, in Zeito^'fu'ft 1 er >Jgygtisehe Sprtiche^ V(»l. iii L’s(j*>\ pp. 4i —52.

- Lydeeker, On u Onrcine did' from Alg^rin in Proceed. Zool. ISbO, p. 6^2 and tig. 1; Pomel,
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been studied with exactitude by Max Hilzheimer^, whose thesis may be resumed as

follows:—The characteristics of C\ elapJius are the following: short tail, short and usually

invisible penis, bez-tine. Those of dama are, on the contrary: long tail, visible penis,

no bez-tine. All the Egyptian representations of deer have been identified with the fallow-

deer by R. Hartiiiann(0 and by Matschie for these reasons. If the horns are considered, it

will be observed that those of Danta daiua. the typical fallow-deer, terminate in strong

“'palms” which are lacking in all our representations. But there is one fallow-deer, the

C. dama Mesopotaniivus, Brooke, whose Inuns are more like those of the red-deer, and

Matschie adopts this one. The sole difficulty raised by this identification is that at pre-

sent this variety, strictly confined to Luristan, is altogether absent from Mesopotamia

and Syria, To explain its presence in Egypt it is sufficient to hark back to the pluvial

epoch, he. to the time of the migration of Asiatic species into the African continent. The

C. dama Mesupotainictai entered the low valley of the Nile at the same time as the Arnee

or Indian Butfalo ; this hypothesis rests upon the remains of deer of the pleistocene period

found in Palestine. The existence of a fallow-deer of the same species as the R. Mesopo-

ta miens is incontestable if one may trust the accuracy of certain representations, especially

that of King Sahure^’s hiinth

Such was the state of the question before the appearance of the Carnarvon Ivory. Not

one of the ten representations of deer known hitherto corresponds with that of this ivory.

It is true that, compared together, they do not display complete identity, but they possess

as a common character horns of vague Ibrm, bristling' with short and irregular tines, and

further no brow-tine starting boldly from the bosset or crown with a pronounced curve

fmavards and upwards. Now it is just this that is the most noticeable character of the

horn^ of our deer. Their parallel direction, of which the ten representations mentioned

above atfoa-d but two examples, is here justified by the necessity of making the two brow-

tine> in front of the brow. In the case of the deer of the Hunt of Assurbampal,

the Assyrian artist has not a little obscured the problem of the accurate identification of

these animals by failing to do likewise. Further the beam is harmoniously curved back

and only two tines branch off from it—the bez-tine and the trez-tino, A hunter would

recognise in it a red-deer with its third horns, that is a four-year-old.

It i"^ important not to forget that the fallow-deer, the most southerly of the group, is

not the <uily African cerviis: Northern Africa possesses another, the Cervus elaphiis harharas,

or C.ba i’ha riis, of smallc*r size than our European rcMl-deer; its characteristic will he found in

Lydekker, Ihe Deer tp (dl Lands, ISOS, and in Trouessart, Causertes de la Societe Zoglogiqiie

de France, vol. l, no. 10. This animal, remarkable for its small size and for having only the

brow-tine, >han^s its characteis with tlu^ C. cur.^icu/Lns and the C. Pseudar is, iind forms with
them the group which stands nearest to the common ancestral stock, the small pliocene

type asMuiitsi i)y iSl. Bouh'\ It ha^ now disayipeared from the greater part of Northern

t\/rte / JA/' r(>\ P.ilroiitnlo^io ( (‘t Ct'rrnh's ,
IS93, 44 ; Boule, Et»fde pah'oatologiqve

tt s,//’ hi f>'ih <hi hii> Korn: Ahf>'r,'e , iu hA nthrojudof/ie, vol. XI (U900;, p. 11 :

L. JoirAUD, Lt'id>^ d>‘ In " i,ndii^>if_ rf drs tlo idi/)^,, 191i^,
t>.

320 and note 1.

‘ ( I roJtJ^'rk iiniJ d>‘< A". T(*vt
,

[I It;s.

- Clearly oaitirnied Cy the o anparix -n of tlii'^ tfonre with that of’C. d. Afesoj>ohniiirus in LydekkeCs
wotk. The di''p<>'.itioii oi the iiutleiN <iureeN in the eniiiplete->t wav.

Lko tjr-jtt'.i de voh I lUlu
, p. :2tMi, Xote the Aj'is deer engraved on an axe-handle from

primitive Xuhia. Arekm* <d,„jl,^ol Snrr, ^ <>j Sn},;o, raiUt.tiii no 7. p*ls.
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Africa, and exists, according to 51. Joleaiid, only in a narrow zone adjacent to the Algero-

Tunisian frontier and in a district at the extivuiity of Tunisia (5Iatniala). It can hardly

have been more common in classical antifjuity, for ilorodotiis (LV, 192), Aristotle {Hist.

Animal., vni, 28), Aelian {Be iXat. Anita., xvn, 10) and Pliny (Viii, 51 ) remark its absence

from Libya : but there is abundant archaeological evidence to rebut the testimony of these

authors: representations of deer-stalking in nu»saics and in a mural painting, and effigies of

this animal on coins k One of these coirts, from Hesperis. the Cyrenaic Berenice, as well as

a painting in a sepulchral grotto in Cyfone, authorise the conjecture that the red-rleer was

still extant in the Roman period in a zone lying closer to Egypt than d(,)es the xVtlas region.

The Cervus harharns is thus proved by our ivory to have belongt^d to the /h/o/u of the

low valley of the Nile at the period represented by this object, and Ave need m_)t despair

—

for vain hopes do not exist in Egyptology I
— (jf seeing it iv‘appear on other monuments.

The conclusions are easilv draAvn At a time obvit.uisly very reimUe,—which we shall

have to determine in the continuation of this memoir—Egy[>t was the Jtahdat. the meeting-

ground of two species of deer of very chj^ely related ty})e : on the om‘ hand the Miiall

Mediterranean red-deer Avhich has persisted as C. harharns (»f Algeria and Tunisia and as

C. corsicanus, a fact recognised for a long time past by naturalists: and on the othei’ hand

the Cervus dania Mesopotamicns of Brooke, with which we are made ac^uaiiitc'd by a whoh-

series of monuments which haA C been enumerated al.iovi', and which rangi' from the Nakadeh

period" to the New Kingdom. To all appearances th(‘ former sub-family disapp<‘ared long

before the other. With regard to this latt(*r. the <pi(*stion ot })i-esrr\atioii ])y bn^Mling in

enclosures'" arises immediately one considers the ri'pn'seutations in the tombs of Sm'zemab,

of Ti, and of Kagemni or Oemnikai, wluu'e tlie animal is led in the same mamier as the do-

mesticated antelopes that are assimilated to the other pnxluctsof tlu’ dead man’s dmuainsk

One fact is certain: no places named after d<‘er (‘xi^^t in the geegrapliv ol Ancient

Egvpt, a proof that f>r a long time past ther<.' had bt'en no region which couhl be regarded

as the habitat of the Cervidae.

1 The references for all these 'sources are in Joleamr^ work rdM.voaiientionod, i 1, ]'2 Ho

also adds the passage from the iv, 15:3 foil., t<> wliioh ho uncht have .olded ], ]si ihlL, if u ]>e

admitted that Vergil has not transferred to the African littoral lynccptical ('piM>d(‘> t.ikcn from countries

better known to him. Mure conclusive; is tlic name ot (_ii'c<i to the norili-wo'.t ot lat^.a, in the zone still

inhabited bv deer. Tn agreement with this is the st.iternent, not c<»ntirim;d elsewhere, of Wilkinson,

Manners and Cnstoms, Birclfs edition, vol. ii, p. 95, that it was still seen in liis time “in the vicinity of the

Natron Lakes.”

- Perhaps this other eervid is to be seen in the animal which i'^ eirguved on the ntlicr sule of the boss^

and whose horns, in spite of their parallel direction, are to be compared with tltose of the stags of the

ma.stabeks.

^ Cf. ClERMOXT-GaXXEAU, op. cit., pp. and ( LACDE LaILLARU, Acs tatnmif injint.^ Etjnptu nS

de VAaciea Empire a la recherche des oru 5/ douv in li> >',u_ d' Efhnoar"phie a ite ><nrioJ(jqie^ 1012.

i Cf. the Semitic toponymy GKsrxius. TE:«i p. lb . the ( u’eck the whole senes given by

Pliny: Elapfdtes ins>dae. iii, 152, v, 1:35; El<i v. ]’^7. — AAarpnrT](To^. Sreph. T3yz. : Etf/p/rns Mnn.^^

VIII, 225 ;
EhtpJinsn, IV, 5:3 , the Latin (d.rrurin. IMela, ii, 5, s, (\ r. <r (.ited in footnote 1 of this page-, the

Germanic {Hirsehxvt, Hirselfeld etc. X<aie of the names of domains noted lu the Memphite traistahehs

^ * rD 'I k
has yet given iis a form m ‘3 'U’ -A-L3-

(To he continued)
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PAPYEI FR03r OXYPHYXOHr.S'

By Peof. B. P. GliE>;FELL, B.LriT.. F.B.A,

Prof. HE’XT, who is now in London in the War Trade Intelligence Department, con-

tinues tr> be fully occupied with his military duties, Mr Johnson is still at the Clarendon

Press, and Mr Lobel at the Admiralty Intelligence Department. I have therefore been

working at papyri during the last year practically alone, except for two visits from Prof.

Smyly, who is collaborating in the publication of Part III of the Tebtunis Papyri, containing

Ptolemaic texts from mummy-cartonnage. Throughout last winter I was mainly engaged

ill deciphering a section of the collection which Prof. Smvly had unrolled, but not copied.

A certain number of new documents of interest emerged, and manv pieces were fitted on to

texts previously deciphered. IMost of this additional material was very illegible owing

to plaster and glue, but ultimately could be deciphered after treatment with the 'pure’

paraffin which is sold for medical purposes. This contains a slight amount of some acid, and

forms much the best reagent for restoring the faded ipk of papyrus-cartonnage. In all

nearly 500 texts have to be publidied, over 200 with a commentary, 5Ianv of them are

rpiite long, one case occurring in which the whole cartonnage of a mummy was composed of

pieces of a single papyrus—a register of contracts in b.c. 228~2, extending to more than 30

columns. The printing ot Part III of the Tebtunis Papyri for the University of California

will begin as soon as Part XIII of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri is in tt'pe.

In connexion with the Tebtunis Papyri I devoted a short time last summer to examining
the Ptolemaic section oi the very large collection of ostraca recentlv presented by PrF)f. Sayce
to the Bodleian Library. There are about 250 unpublished specimens of the Ptolemaic
period, nearly all triun Thebes, be^^ides about 50 which were included in Prof. WilckeiTs
Corpus ot Greek ostraca. 5I(jst ot these ostraca consist, as usual, of tax-receipts, but the

following specimen is ot more general interest. It contains a rather neat x\lexandrian epi-

gram, supposed to be spoken by a lame >Spartan soldier, and perhaps suggested bv the

character ot Ago>ilnus. the writing is a large rude uncial of the late first century n.c.

;

the spelling, which is unusually atrocious, indicates a schoolboy's writing-exercise. Probably

the epigram wa^ tamiliar, and suital>le for educational purposes on account of its patriotic

nuiral. The text, as reconstructed in modern form with some assistance from Mr Lobel, is:

Tou0’ 6 AaKcov TTOT 6 /xr; irocriv apria ^aivwv,

66^ TOE OTTfc'p TTrtTpa? aT€XX6fl€VO^ TTOXefXOV'

^ An addrc'?'> delivered dt the General Meeting of the Extdoration Fund, Xov. 21, 19i7.
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'ZTrdpra fcdfi t'SeSe/cro ^orjdooVy dviKa Kav\^

(jt)7r\L(Tfji7]if, KaiTvep yvia ^apvvopevov.

ovh' d)(^p€LOv icpoXKiov 'i^opLai' al')(pLciv

ov (pevjetv 6 \aKo>v, dWci fieveiv epuadov^,

‘ This was once said by the Laconian who limped on his feet, as he was making ready for

war on behalf of his countiy ; Sparta welcomed me too as a defender, when I armed myself

with a spear, though weighed down in my limbs. I shall come, and come not as a useless

appendage. A Laconian, I have learned not to shun but to abide the battle.’"’

In 1898 Prof. Wilcken made in the Archie fHr Papt/rusforschung a usefid classification

of the non-literary Greek papyri then published, but his list has not been kept up to date,

and the material having enormously increased in the last twenty years, I have nearly com-

pleted a new and somewhat more detailed classification of all Greek papyri from Egypt, both

literary and non-literary, together wdth ostraca, inscriptions, Ac., arranged according to sub-

ject and date. Primarily of course this is for my own use, but I hope to publish it after

the war.

Of the theological texts in Part XIII of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri the most important

is a leaf of a vellum codex, containing part of Tobit xii in a recension which is not extant.

It is one of the very earliest biblical fragments that have been found, belonging probably

to the third century. There are two main Greek recensi<ms of Tobit, one represented by

the Codex Sinaiticus (K), the other by the Codex Yaticanus (B) and Codex Alexandrinus (A).

The version of N is the fuller and more picturesque, but which of the two ir? the earlier has

been disputed. Besides these two there is for chs. vi—xiii a third Greek e<lition, found in

three much later MSS., and supported from ch. vii onwards by the Syriac version, which

before that point agrees with BA. To this third recension, which occupies an intermediate

position, being allied to N but less verbose, probably belongs a fragment of ch. ii published

in Part \TII, 1076. The new fragment from ch. xii is on the whole much nearer to BA
than to N or the third recension, here fortunately extant; but it presents a text distinctly

superior to that of BA—a phenomenon which is to be explained by the priority of the new

traoinent in date, not as the result of a revision of the BA text. While the recension of K
is perhaps the oldest of all, it seems to have had before tlie age of the Antonines, perhaps

even as far back as the second or first century n.c., a rival in the shape of the text to which

the new fragment belongs. This was largely superseded after A.D. 200 by the BA recension,

which was based on it
;
but traces of tlie infiiience of the recension represented by the new

fragment are discernible iirthe Old Latin version of Tobit, which wns probably made before

300, and also in the third Greek recension, which wxis designed in the fourth or fifth century

as a compromise betw^een the conflicting versions of the Tobit story.

Of several early fragments of the New' Te>tament, w'hich are contemporary with or even

older than the earliest ^LSS., the most interesting is a late third century piece of Acts xxvi

^ The actual text of Bodl. (tr. laser. 030 : ^r(JLdaXa<a)i'7rure\e^eoi'aft?;7roo-u' ' apTia^iatvdiv
’. lo-town

nuTpa(TT€ ^XK()p€i>ovnv\v!ivv(T77iipTay(.ip. ^ €T€p€Krov ^'i(iio6ooivav^K(ly ’’o'j/Xojott \Lp.€v Kaincpyvaj^apvv ^OjjLei'OV anap-

Tayap€T€T€KTOv ~ jio(xiL(f)V 6piOTCHjavLKnoioin'Kip^
" pKcunepyvaiiapi’vopei’Ov : e^apey 'h8a^p?joi’€(poXyaovi^apea\apa-

-'\>-€v(p€vyii>aXay(0i’a\\a)p€i'€L qpovKa..nai’€v. The second couplet is repeated by mistake. The

meaning of 1. 12 i- ob'^cure. Bodl. (Ir. In>er. 1205 i', a fragment of another equally poor attempt to copy

the same epigiam, in a ditierent but cuiitemporary hand, ^-'^jnaprys -' JeXaforop; ^~]apTuip(jov€iaT ^-]aar€X~

Xopevoiv '~^Tciyup€T(j^€^(i JictKtiXco {<ii ot KLiXoi corrected’. Line 1 does not corrcjspoiul to 1. 12 ot the tiiNt

copy, and seem^ to be a title.

Joiirii. of Egypt. Arch. v. 3
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in an abnormal text. In the sphere of the textual criticism of the New Testament the chief

problems centre round the relation of the recension represented In' the ( NmIox Bezae t IM t)n

the one hand to the text of the earliest codices, the Sinaiticus and ^"aticanus, aiid on the

other to the text upon which the Auth<;rized Version was based. In Acts x\\ i i>. which

differs more markedly in this book than elsewdieiv from the ordinary recensions, is defective,

so that an additional value attaches to the papyrus, which ag]*ees with soim* oi' the U!d

Latin MSS. allied to D. Tliat MS. has generally been regarded as presenting the ‘ Western
*

text
;
but von Soden, the editor ot tlie recently published Berlin edition (.)f the New* Testa-

ment, attributes it to the recension of Pamphilus of Caesarea—a theory wdiich is probably

untenable. Another hypothesis, which has been put foiwvard by Dr Loew'e, is that 1> is

Egyptian in origin. The occurrence in Egypt of an early papyrus tjf Acts akin to D is in

any case remarkable, but the theory of an Egyptian origin for that Uraeco-Latin MS. has

to encounter much prima facie improbability.

Among the other theological fragments is a considerable piece of the Shepherd of

Hernias, a very popular early Christian wmrk. The text, though not very good, naturally

show s several improvements on that of the Mount Athos codex, the sole Greek authority for

most of the Shepherd, w'hich is nine centuries later than the papyrus. There are also pieces

of Several other early Christian treatises or homilies w hich do not seem to be extant. One

of these contains a violent diatribe against the female sex. The author of this homily,

addressed probably to ascetics, seems to have taken as his model ch. xi of the Epistle to the

Hehreu's, w'here most of the verses begin ' Through faith.' followed by various biblical ex-

amples. In the papyrus there is a long series of sentences of this character, ‘ Through a

woman he (sc. the Evil one) blinded the most valiant Samson: through a w'oinan he cut off

the head of John the Baptist/ and so on.

In earlier Oxyrhynchus volumes we have published several valuable fragments ot the

lost poems of Pindar (Paeans, Partheneia, kc.), w^hich down to the third century seem to

have been read more widely than the extant epinician odes. The best papyrus in Part XIII

from a literary point of view^ is a fragment of a roll containing his dithyrambs. These have

been represented hitherto by a few' quotations, tw'o of w'hich occur in the papyrus. The
dithyramb is thought to have been originally a sung to Dionysus, as the paean w*as a song

to Apollu, but enlarged its ^cope in the time of Pindar's predecessors, Lasus and Simonides.

The only complete specimens which are extant are five dithyrambs by Bacchylides. Our
jjap^Tus has parts ot three dithyramb^, but two ot these, one for the Argives apparently

concerning Perseus, the other perhaps tor the Corinthians, are too much broken to be in-

telligible. Of the tlyrd, which was for Pindar s owui countrymen, the Thebans, and probably

one of his most celebrated poems, the first 80 lines are w'ell preserved. In it he drawls a

contrast between the old-tashioned ami newer kinds of dithyramb in favour of the uew^er,

which claims inspiration Iroiii the iestival held in honour of Dionysus at Olympus. There
tollow's a picturesque description ui the celestial revels, and a characteristically grandiloquent
reference to the poet himself, w'hich leads to the subject of Thebes and the ancestry of

Dionysus. Ihe later part ot the poem, which is lost, concerned the descent of Heracles to

Hades in quest ot Cerberus. l)ionysus is more prominent in these dithyrambs than in those
ot Bacchylides, and two at any rate ot the three och^s w*ere in triads, not in ‘ free’ verse, the
use of which has often been ascribed to Pindar, but is probably later.

The lt.)iigest ot the classical papyri in the mwv volume is from a roll containing several
of the lost nrations of Lysia-.. ( )t thi'^ there are about loO fragments of varving sizes, most
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ot tht‘ larg<*r pieces bL^longing to tw(j speeches, of ene of which about 150 lines are preserved

with the titlr 7rpo9 liriroOepcrriv virep depaTraivrj^. All that was known of that speech pre-

viously was oii(‘ or two ^\or^ls
;
but it must have been one of Lysias’ more interesting orations,

since it is coiicenied to a large extent with public atfairs during and immediately after the

administration the Thirty tyrants who were set up in Athens after the capture of the

city' by the Spartans in n.c. 404. The suit turned on the ownership of some property

bought by Hipputherses during the rule of the Thirty. The original owner, who was no

other than the orator Lysias himself, regained or tried to regain possession of it after the

restoration of the democracy in h.c, 408, but Hippotherses refused to give up the property

without compensation, and prosecuted Lysias, the maidservant being apparently merely

Lysias’ agent. The speech throws some valuable light upon the terms of the amnesty

arranged when the democracy was restored, one fragment quoting a section of the agree-

ment about rights of ownership in connexion witli sales. The concluding part, to which

the longer pieces beluiig, consists of a comparison between Lysias’ behaviour towards the

State and hib opponent's. The patriotism of Lysias, who, after losing much of his property

through the action of the Thirty tyrants and going into exile, sacrificed the remainder in

providing arms and mercenaries in support ot the democrats, is recorded in a passage which

must have been betore Plutarch when writing his account of this part of Lysias’ life in the

X/res' of the Tea Orators. Another speech, of which about 100 lines from the beginning are

preserved, was directed against a certain Theomnestus, to whom the unnamed plaintilT in

the suit had lent 30 niinae in order to pay a debt of great urgency, but who now denied

the loan. Two speeches of Lysias against a Theomnestus are extant, but this one was

different, and its title is uncertain. Lysias is credited with no less than 425 speeches, of

which the names of about 170 are knuwn.

Another papyrus, found with the Lysias and containing several columns of a lost

oration, is concerned with a cause celehre of about b.c. 340. Among the earliest finds of

literary papyri in the 19th century was the conclusion of a speech of Hyperides in defence

of Lycophron, now in the British 3Iuseum, Lycophron was accused of entertaining revo-

lutioiiarv views on the subject of the marriage-tie, and in particular ^^as charged with

misconduct with the married sister of a famous athlete called Dioxippus. The prosecution

was conducted by the celebrated orator Lycurgus. whose orations have all perished with

one exception. In the Lycophron case Lycurgus composed two speeches, one in which he

himself addressed the demos, the other for delivery in the law-courts by the chief plaintiff.

It is to a second oration of Hyperides in answer to the second speech of Lycurgus

that the papyrus probably belongs. This is shown by mentions of Lycophron as the

defendant, Dioxippus, and Theomnestus, an accuser also mentioned in the extant oration,

and secondly by the subject of the speech
;
for this, so far as preserved, has to do mainly

with the responsibility for a breach in a wall which divided Lycophron s house from that of

a ladv, the explanation put forward by the prosecution being dismissed as frivolous.

More important than the Hyperides are some pieces of a lost historical work dealing

with events in Greek history shortly after the Great Persian war. Out of about a dozen

fragments which can be reconstructed, the longest of them c^jiitaining about 20 lines, three

belong to an elaborate description of the character of Themistocles, and closely correspond

to Diodorus xi, 59 ;
another describes the capture of Eiou on the Strymun by Ciinon in

B.C. 471 in language borrowed with slight variations from Thucydides, the same event being

also recorded by Diodorus in xi, 60, Another fragment refers to the naval victory of Cimon

3—2
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off Cyprus in the same year, the verbal correspondence with Diodorus being again clo.'^e,

though some fresh details are provided nnd the number of the ships captured is given as

lUO, whereas Diodorus gives it as ^ more than 100.’ Three more pieces belong to an c.ecount

of the battle of the Eurymedon in B.C. 466, again presenting many points of resemblance to

Diodorus xi, 61 ;
and two more refer to the plot of Artabanus in n.c. 465 to kill Xerxes,

which resulted in the accession of Artaxerxes to the Persian throne, as related by Diodorus

in xi, 69. The other fragments seem to be not coimectt^d with Diodorus, which renders

the restoration of them much more difficult. The authorship of this historical work admits

of little doubt. It is known that Diodorus’ history was more or less based on that of

Ephorus, and the period to which the papyrus refers falls outside the scoj^e of Herodotus,

Theopompus and Cratippus, and is only very brietly sketched by Thucydides, so that there

is reallv no other historian than Ephorus whom Diodorus would be likely to follow as closely

as he undoubtedly folL.>ws our author. The extant fragments of Ephorus which give his

actual words are very few, but the style of the papyrus, which avoids hiatus, abounds in

antitheses, and tends to be rather verbose, accords very well with the criticism of Isocrates

that Ephorus required the sjjur. The strongest argument, however, in favour of the identi-

fication of our author with Ephorus is provided by the mention in the papyrus ol the Persian

o'eneral of the land-forces at the battle of the Eurymedon, Pherendates ; for he is known

from Plutarch to have been mentioned by name in Ephorus’ narrative of that battle, and

occurs in Diodorus xi, 60 in a passage obviously derived Irom our author. The discovery of

Some fragments of Ephorus at last is of considerable importance, principally because it

enables us to realize, for the first time at all adequately, the debt of Diodorus to that

celebrated historian, which is certainly much greater than has generally been supposed.

Incidentally the new find will add fresh fuel to the discussion concerning the authorship of

the Hellenica Oj:i/rhynchia

,

in regard to which the view that Ephorus, not Theoj^ompus or

Cratippus, was the author has been so ably maintained by Mr E. M, Walker. The new^

evidence from style and relation to Diodorus is, I think, on the whole distinctly in favour of

his theory: it also supports our attribution of P. Uxy. XI, 1365, a fragment concerning the

history of Sicyon, to Ephorus.

Some pieces (none of them veiy long) of a Socratic dialogue, not by Plato, which con-

tain a discussion with Alcibiades chiefl}^ concerning the character of Themistocles, prove to

belong to the Alcibiades of Aeschines, the contemporary uf Plato, not the orator. Aeschines,

of whose lost dialogues Cicero amongst others had a high opinion, was not on good terms

with Plato, and it is recorded of the latter philosopher that when Aeschines pupils were

reduced in number to one, Plato snatched away even that ewe lamb from his unsuccessful

rival. Some of the fragments coincide with part uf a long quotation from the Alcibiades in

the works of the sophist Aristides ; the new ones mostly refer to Themistocles’ relations to

his parents, his father, as is stated by Socrates, having disowned him. This story was also

known to Plutarch, wh(j however rejects it. The general outline of the dialogue seems to

have been this: Socrates, knowing Themistocles to be the favourite hero of xllcibiades, led him
on to make a panegyric of Themistocles, and then proceeded to show that after all Themis-

tocles was not a very tine character. Aeschines was one of the most important followers of

Socrates, an<l anv new evidence concerniim his lost dialo£fues, which obviously had much life

in th«Uii, is welc<,>me, especially in view of the current controversy, initiated by Prof. Burnet,

concerning the historical character of the Platonic Socrates.

^ novel character, of which there are considerable fragments, seeuis to
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belong to a work somewhat resembling the J\poj3\->]fiaTa of Aristotle. That, however, was
concernorl with questions of natural science, while the papyrus deals with a number of mis-

cellaneous questions concerning literary criticism or history, such as the phrase ‘ ruling by

a spear’ instead of a sceptre, which is explained with reference to the story of Caeneus, the

legendary king of the Lapithae, who tried to make his subjects worship his spear as if it

were a god. Other toi)ics duscussed are the number of judges at dramatic contests, the

distinction between the various jxu’suns called Thucydides, the historian, the politician, and

the Pharsalian, and the attribution of a certain poem ( 0 to >Stesichorus or Lamprocles. The

chief interest of the papyrus lies in its numerous quotations from works that have perished,

including a long extract from Acusilaus, an Argive writer on mythology who lived in the

sixth century B.c. The Alcmcteon hia KoptVdoa of Euripides, Omphale of Ion of Chios,

Bacchae of Lysippus, and nXourof of Cratimis are also cited, besides Pofmion's treatise on

the Athenian acropolis, the 2Ieno of Plato, and Theophrastus’ treatise rrepl /3acn\€La<;.

Among the minor papyri in the section of new classical texts may be mentioned a little

piece of a lost comedy, which owing to the occurrence of the ju'oper names Thrasonides and

Geta almost certainly belongs to the ^ltaov/ji€ro<; of IMenaiider, and a third century fragment

of a philosophical work about efScoXa, in Avhich the author refers to a commentary on the

Tiinaeus of Plato, written by himself.

The fraofments of extant classical authors include several ot more than usual interest.

In the sphere of poetry there is a fairly long papyrus containing jjarts ot tht^ 1st, 2n(b bth

and 7th Olympian odes of Pindai*, this being the first manuscript nf any ot his extant odes

to be discovered, in Egypt. The papyrus, which belongs to the 5th or (jtb century, shows

that there has been comparatively little change in the text of Pindar since probably the

2nd centuiw, owing to the exceptional care bestowed by grammarians on that ditficiilt author.

A fifth century papyrus containing portions of the 5th, 7th, and I5th Idylls of Theocritus is

the first contribution from Egypt ol much value for the text of that poet, which is ofttui cor-

rupt, the manuscripts being late and poor. The papyrus, as iiMial, stands apart from the

existing families, and especially m Idyll xv (that concerning Gorg(_) and Praxin^ie and the

Adonis-festival) presents a number of new readings which ai’e likely to be right, one of

them verifying a conjecture of Keiske. Among prose authors Herodotus is represented by

considerable portions of an early second century roll of Book iii. being ItJiiger than any

Herodotean papyrus yet published. The older group of mediaeval MSS. is un the whole

supported more than the younger, but the eclectic charaetcu- of the papyrus text indicates

that it is earlier than the division of the MSS. into tamilios. In a few places morlern sus-

picions as to the presence of interpolations in the mediaeval MSS. are confirmed by omissions

in the papyrus, but in general the text is distinctly conservative. Another rather long and

interesting papyrus, of the third century, contains part of the Protagonfs of Plato, a dialogue

not hitherto represented in papyri. This is remarkable for the number of alternative read-

ings, mostly new, derived from a different recension, as in the fragments ot the Phuedrus

published in Part VII. The presence of similar allernutive readings also distinguishes one

of the four Thucydides fragments in the new volume : but the most valuable of the prose

texts, as far as novelties are concerned, is a second century papyrus containing part of Aes-

chines’ oration against Ctesiphon. The MSS. L>f Aeschines are very unsatisfactory, and the

papyrus restores the right reading in a number places, verifying several conjectures and

eliminating .several glosses which had crept into the text.

Part XIII will be confined to literary papyri, like Part XI: Uvo sections, Contracts and
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Private Accounts, for ^vhich there was not room in Part XII, are postponed to Part XIV

:

these include some rare specimens of first century B.c. papyri. The following is the trans-

lation of an agreement made in A.D. 342, which throws an interesting side-light both on the

methods of apjDortioning public duties among the citizens of Oxyrhynchiis and on the decline

of paganism in the fourth century :
' Aurelius Apphous, son of Pathermoiithius, of the

illustrious and most illustrious city of Oxyrhynchiis, to Aurelius Diogenes, son of Sanipion,

overseer of the said city for the tribe which is now undertaking public offices, greeting.

Whereas I and my son Thonius have been appointed to undertake a public office for a period

of eight months in the coming year, and we requested you to assign to us a very light duty,

that is to say the post of guard of the temple of Thoeris, you in the exercise of your clemency

and confidence in us agreed to this
;
and we, as an equivalent rotiirn for this favour, acknow-

ledge ourselves bound to perform the duties of guard of the said temple of Thoeris for a

whole year instead of eiglit months, and have for your security issued the present bond, which

shall bo valid.’ By another contract, written in A.D. 298, a professional athlete appoints a

representative to go to Alexandria in search of a fugitive slave ;
' Aurelius Sarapammon also

called Didymus, citizen of Oxyrhynchiis,.. and Athens, victor in all the games within a cycle,

of the rank of “ excellency/' president for life of a training-school, to Aurelius. ..from the said

city of Oxyrhynchiis, greeting. I aj^point you by the present deed to journey to the most

illustrious city of Alexandria and search for rny slave called..., aged about 35 years, with

whom you are acquainted. When you find him. you are to deliver him to me, and are to

have the same powers as if I were acting myself to arrest, imprison, and flog him, and to

bring an accusation before the proper authorities against any persons who harboured him,

and to demand satisfaction.’ The following is a contract of apprenticeship written about

A.D. 180 :
' Platonis also called Ophelia, daughter of Horion, from Oxyrhynchiis, with her

guardian who is her full brother, Plato, and Lucius son of Ision, his mother being Tisasis,

from the village of Aphrodisitim in the Small Oasis, weaver, mutually acknowledge : Platonis

also called Ophelia that she has apprenticed to Lucius her slave Thermuthion, who is under

age, to learn the trade of weaving, for a period of four years dating from the 1st of the

coming month, for which period she (Platonis) is to feed and clothe the girl and produce

her to the instructor daily from sunrise to sunset in the performance of all the duties to be

imposed upon her by Lucius appertaining to the aforesaid trade, her pay being for the first

year at the rate of 8 drachmae a month, for the second year 12 dr., for the third l(i dr., and
for the fourth 20 dr. a month, and that the girl is to be allowed annually 18 holidays on
account of festivals, while, if there are any other days on which she is idle or ill, she shall

remain with the instructor for an equal number of days at the end of the period, the tax

upon the trade and imp«jsts upon apprenticeship being chargeable to the instructor. Lucius
on his part [consents to all these provisions and agrees to instruct the apprentice in the
aforesaid trade within the four years as thoroughly as he knows it himself, and to pay the
monthly wages, as above.’]

^

The editing <4 Part XIII is approaching the end, and the volume may be expected to

appear in the autumn ot 1918. It will therefore soon be necessary to make arrangements
tor Part XI \ . Since we wish to keep, as far as practicable, to a chronological arrangement
in the [>ublication <4 non-literary dtjcuiiients, and in Part XII these mainly belong to the
third and fourth centuries, in Part XI\ they ivill mostly illustrate the fifth and sixth cen-

^ Ke>tured from the parallel contract P. Oxy. 725 .
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turies. This period has been rather neglected in the Oxyrhynchus series ever since Part I,

which alone contains a considerable Byzantine section. But now, stirred by the example

of Mr H. I. Bell, who in the last two volumes of the British Museuiu Catalogue of Greek

Papyri has shown how much historical information is to be obtained from Byzantine papyri,

we are anxious to produce another instalment from the vast store of 5th—7th century

papyri from Oxyrhynchus. Part XIV will appear, I hope, in 1919.

With regard to the next instalment of new literary papyri, the publication of the first

of the three large finds of classical texts in 1905, which began in Part V, will be com-

pleted by the L3\sias and other papyri in Part XIII. Nut very much more is to be expected

from the second find, which began to be published in Part VIII : there remain from it

(1) numerous fragments of several lyric texts, two probably of Pindar and two or thi'ee of

Sappho, but all, I fear, too much broken to be of any real value; (2) a large quantity of

still unsorted fragments, mostly small, from 50 or more literaiy papyri. Of one-of these, a

series of lives of famous literary characters, e.g. Thuc\"dides, xleschines and Demosthenes,

there seems to be a fair amount, and in a few other cases the sifting of the fragments may,

if combinations can be effected, lead to satisfactory residts. Besides these there are avail-

able various literaiy fragments, not yet deciphered, from the papyri belonging to the 1904-5

season which I unrolled two years ago, including a poem in hexameters concerning the

persea and other Nile trees, and a good-sizefl piece of Isocrates’ oration nrpo^ ^Irjpoiufcop.

By the time that Part XIV will be completed, I hope that Prof. Hunt will have returned

to Oxford and will join me in unrolling the third large find of literary paiwri made in 1905.

Concerning the precise nature and importance oi that group ot texts we are still veiy^ much

in the dark, for the papyri in question were found at a great depth, where damp had begun

to penetrate, and were not readily decipherable. But if the third find appn^aches the

standard of the other two, which have produced most oi the chief classical texts in Parts ^

—XIII, some interesting discoveries may be expected.
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THE FUNERARY PAPYRUS OF NESPEHER^AN
{Po.p. Skri'ae, no. 2)

By AYLWAED .At. BLACKMAN, D.Litt.

The funemry papyrus of Xespeherfan

which the authoritieb of the Bodleian Library have kindly permitted me to publish, belongs,

like that of ^Enkhefenkhonsh to the small collection of Egyptian manuscripts presented to

the Bodleian in March 1913- by the Rev. Vivian E. Skrine.

The papyrus, which is practically complete, is 244 m. long and 23*8 to 24 cm. wide.

There is a blank margin of about 3*3 cm. at the top, 4*2 to 4*7 cm. at the bottom, and

11 cm. at the end. The niargin at the beginning has been entirely broken off
;
however,

a 1(>om.‘ fragment with a clear-cut outer edge, that exactly joins on to the top corner, shows

that it measured 1*8 to 2 cm. Unfortunately this fragment was not placed in position

when the document wa> ])hotogra})hed. The roll has been cut into four pieces, each of

which is mounted on a sheet of stiff white paper. There is no writing on the back.

Xespeher^an bears the titles
^

' ^ ive^eh-pnebi, scribe, ^ ^ [| | [ j

ohlatinner"’ of the Horse of Aninn^ ( var. r~^ ohlationer of all aods^.

or merely
a pi

Vj

t^eb-prie^t, scribe, X 1 (
n

py] l

IZD
^

ohlationer of all gods^,

^god's father of He^eV (var.^ ||

/(/Mer of He^et. daughter of R~eC\ ^ ^ ^

^

beloced god’s

father of Me^et, daughter of or just
||
god’s father^^).

^ '^ee Jo (O' /li/J of Egypt(Oh J / ‘ch oeologg, vol . iv
,
p. 1 2^ ff.

Op,
t>.

122. Ill <idditi*>ii to these two papyri the collection comprises a large Demotic document
\\ilh(h'eek uu the top margin: three fragments of one roll that contain a considerable portion of Th^.

Book of a largish fuiginent of papyru-^, on which are a few Demotic words; four friigments,

on wliich tU‘c tin* IbnuU ot Ilnru", Eis, and Xephthys, in colour; and three siOrdl fragments upon wdrich is

written in Muni-hieroglyphic —>: ^ (1 ^ of Him who is in the TeiJ
1 LT-hrXLj

'

^ y Q
— '^'>h m ” lihatif ‘Uer (Tkifftth, CuOdogne of the Demotic Papifri in the John Hylands

Lthoo'y, vt.l. in, p. 10'. Tn our papyrus
^

ridJi, in the compound n often replaced by

ii'fj •f.g., 0, lU, 14—18, 21—2o ' : cf. Jl'NKER, (J t'ummutik dec Denderatewte^ p. o.

^ §§ 1, 4, 0, s, 13. •'

2, 3, r,, 7. 9—11, 15—18, 20—23. ^ 12, 14, 19.

1— o. 14— Is. ' 7— i;*. 1 ,^ ^ [y “godV father of ^le^et’* i> ountteil altogether.
^ 0, 21- 23. ^ 2i>.
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The title “god’s father of Me^et^ suggests that there was at this period in Thebes

an organised cult of the goddess Me^etA But perhaps, as occasionally seems to be the

case", the title \t-ntr is to be regarded as the equivalent of hm-ntr. That being so the

title “god’s lather of Me^et'*' would only indicate that NespeherCan exercised judicial as

well as priestly functiiuis-^. Against this view, however, is the fact that Xespeher^tn is

sometimes entitled “beloved god’s father of Me^et/’ and once “god’s father ” without

further qualification.

The form of the name Xespeher^an is characteristic of the XXIst—XXIInd Dynasties^

and n priest of this name is the owner of one of the numerous XXIst—XXIInd Dynasty

coffins which were found near Der el-Bahri in 1891 by the late Sir Gaston Maspero^. ,

The text, which is in the well-formed semi-hieroglyphic writing employed in the Xew
Kingdom versions of the Booh o/ the Bead, consists of twenty- three petitions to an equal

number of divinitiess each petition being accompanied by a representation of the divinity

to whom it is addressed. Eight of these twenty-three divinities, i.e. those belonging to

§§ 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, and 23, occur Hinong the representations of the 74 aspects of Re^,

which illustrate ch. 1 of the so-called Litanie du SoleiB in the tombs of Sethos I and

Ramesses IV. But the addresses to these divinities in our papyrus bear no resemblance

whatever to the corresponding addresses in the Litanie, Turn-Face, the divinity of § 6, is

the celestial ferry-man of the Pi/rantid Teais and is also one of the forty-two Assessors 't

The remaining fourteen divinities, though their exact counterparts apparently occur

nowhere else, belong to that strange horde of demons and genii with whom popular

imagination peopled the subterranean realms of the dead, and who appear in great

numbers in the vignettes of the Buuh of Him icho is in the Tei and the Booh of Gates,

Accordino' to the last mentioned work the entrances to the various divisions of the under-o
world possessed each its guardian snake We also learn from chs. 144—147 of iho 'Book

of the Dead that, before he reached his final destination, the deceased had to pass a number

of doors, each in charge of a fearsome keeper. Reminiscent possibly of these conceptions

are the words “when he passeth by thee,” which occur in the addresses to the great serpent

(§ 1) and to the bubale-headed genius with a >nake in his mouth (§ 9).

The illustrations, which are exceptionall}' woll drawn, are, as Mr X. de G. Davies has

pointed out to me, reminiscent at times of the figures in the two s^)-called Satyrical Papyri,

the one in the British, and the other in the Turin, Museum^. The attitude of the goat, ^8

in PL IV, is strikingly like that of the goat in the British Museum papyrus^q compare, too,

^ See aEo Lieblein, Dirtioaiiaire de^ Sums Propr^s, p. 997, 69.

- Sec GARDiNER’b art. Persoaiftcation (^Egvptian § 7, in Ha^tinos, Encyclopaedia of R*-iigiorf o,id

Ethics, vol. IX, p. 790^'.

2 See Gardiner, Zdtschrift tin' ayyptUche Spm cite, vol. xuvii ; 1910}. p. 94.

^ See Erman, ZeiUchrift fiir ogyptisdie Sprache, vol. xvii ^1879
, p. 72.

•’ E,g. Lieblein, op, cit, ',%^^', 2276. 2299, 2300, 2304, 2371, 2044 42, 21, 23, 43, 98, 117;.

^ Lieblein, op. cit.. no. 2544; Baedeker, Eyept and th^ Sudan, 1914 edition, p. 90. Lieblein oulj

gives two exampleb <>f this name, viz. im. 2409 and the example already quoted.

^ Cf. Book of the Dead, eh. 125 Confession
"J, ^Yhere also, as frequently in our text, the w'ords “who

hast come from such an<l such a locality) " immediately follow the name of the divinity.

See E. Xaville, La Litanie du Soleil, Leipzig, 1875. See p. 28 wuth note 7.

Budge, The Egyptian Heacen and Hell, ii, pp. 86 0:41., 100 full,, etc.

Lepsius, Ausictihl d^r u'ichtigsteii Crkundec des agyptischec Alterth urns, PI. XXIIL
Lepsius, loc, cit., D.

Journ. nf Egypt. Arch, v. 4
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the buhale- and donkey-headed divinities in Pis. IV. § 0 and V, § 17 with the goat -like animal

and the donkeys of the Turin papyrus^ In the matter of fineness of techni<pie the illustra-

tions in our manuscript more closely resemble those of the Turin, than those of the British

Museum, papyrus. For both text and illustrations black ink only has been employed.

Judging from such a grammatical construction as

in
§ 2, line 4 f, it is evident that the text must be a Xew Kingdom coinp^^sition.

The mention of the ''House of Amun’’ in Xespeher-an’s titles indicate.^ that this roll,

like that of ^Enkhefenkhons, came from the Theban necropolis.

At the beginning of the manuscrijjt {PL III topi is depicted the bai of Nespeher^an,

ifs head surmounted w ith a dab of scented ointment and a lotus bud
;

in front of it is a

lighted himp’L The bai, whose bird-body is furnished with human arms uplifted in the

attitude of prayer (it is probably, therefore, supposed to be reciting the addresses to the

divinities^), stands upon the top of a wooden shrine^, beside which is placed the emblem
called iiny-ict. The association of the hny-wt (which usually stands in front of Osiris) with

a shrine, calls to mind Messrs Lythgoe and Mace's interesting discovery at Lisht during

the season 1 PI 3-14. In a chamber in the thickness of the enclosure wall of the tomb of

a certain Imhotep was found, in addition to two wooden statuettes (the one representing

a king of L'pper, and the other a king of Lower Egypt), a wooden shrine containing an

actual vniy-ivt, or rather a cleverly made model of oneL In our picture we are doubtless

meant to think of the imy-ivt as inside the closed shrine, the contents of which have been

indicated by the artist in the usual pictographic manner. If the suggested explanation is

correct, we have here a comjdete parallel to the discovery at Lisht.

§ 1 (PI. Ill, top). Illustration. The first divinity is an enormous snake whose
prodigiously long body is coiled in the most fantastic manner imaginable. The nearest

approach I can find to this monster is the picture of four great snakes, coiled one behind

the other, in a scene in the tomb of Eamesses IV*^. The divinity's name,

does not, so far as I can discover, occur elsewhere.

X
UJ]

Text. '' 0 Snh-hr within thy^ chapel'^, thou ivJiose lair is a thousoMd cabits long within

1 hx\ cH., A.
“ See Set HE, Zvr Saye rrnn ]>, 5, note 2.

This i.s tdbo indicated by the fact that the signs in the first petition (PL III) face the same way as
the hoi.

Lj. It iLKixsox, The Maiiioirs and Customs oj the Ancient Egyptians (1878 edition), vol. iii, PI. LXVI,
register 3.

A. M. Lythgoe, Exea. cations at the ^outk Pyraanid of Lisht in 1914 (Supplement to the Bulletin of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Xew York, February 1915 >, p. 12.

Lefebtre. Lcs Hypogees roya iu: de Thebes^ vol. ill, PL XXY
;

c/. also a representation of the
Apophw-snake, op. cit., PL XX.

' A .siiake-divinity with a >,oinewhat similarlv sounding name i^ ^ (Legrvin Reciieil de
YT T -n - •, n

E mi
/Of>ncf, \(»L x\, }>. li

; Bergmaxx, lb., voL YU, p. 159\ Yvho also appears in some versions of ch. 125
of tiie Booh of the Dead as the 5th A.>ses>or ;cf. Budge, Book of the Dead [Hieroglyphic Text], p. 515,
line 12;.

' Lit. “hiNy in acc-ordance with the regular Egyptian usage in such cases.

Rea<ling -(^[711 '7- Quibell, E.cco cations at Saqrptra, 1906-07, p. 26 [x]). But perhaps w^e

should read /ndj ‘'’abv'ss '

t
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thy'^ coils, thou whom no god passes by for fear of thee\ grant justification- to the Osiris,

the priest, scribe, ohlutioner of the House of A inun, god's father of Me^et, Nespeher^an, token

he passes by thee”

§ 2 (PL III; top). Illustration. A being called
^ ^ ^

“ Radiance,” and

represented in the form of a disk containing a rain’s head with a urcfeus between its horns.

This being occurs in the tombs of Sethos I^ and Ramesses IV \ where his name is written

C , and also in that of Ramesses IX where the name is written
^^[|(| C

should be noted that in the tombs of Sethos 1“ and Ramesses IV the name

It

O
ill

'' Lord of Radiance ’ accompanies a mummiform divinity with a ram’s head. Beneath the

disk in our example is a rectangular frame enclosing a symbolic eye^.

Text^A “ 0 Radiance, that hast come from heaven, grant thy light and illumine^^ the

burial chamber (lit. cavern) of the tomb-chapeR- of the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of

all gods, god's father of Me^et, Xespeher^an,in the night, in the day, and at any time he calls

to thee.”

§ 3 (PL III, top and bottom). Illustration. The divinity, named

“Bai of ReY' is represented as a fc^-bird within a disk, beneath which is a rectangular frame

containing a cat sitting on its haunches. This cat, like the one of § 28, PL VI, is distinctly

leonine-looking. In writing '^Bai of Re^” the scribe by a slip of his pen has written

^ for Q, thus making the group of signs read Bai of Geb.” But the following parallels

sho\v clearly that R^^j correct reading^ t In the tomb of Sethos P^ there is a

Lit. “Iiifs," in accordance with the regular Egyptian u^a^e in such case.s.

For the loss of the hnal ^ in see Jcxker, Oraitirautih dtr Denderatej'te, p. 14.
)\\ 2

^ The group is derived fi'om the hieratic form of Br rose h, Wnrterhach. p. 1335.

^ Lefkbcke, Lt' To/ubeaif de S^li I, Part 1, PL XV.
^ Lefkbure, Les If^poge'es royaifj: de Tfdhes, vol. ill, PL V.
^ Guilmaxt, Zc Toniheau de Runtsts IX, PI. XIIL
" Lefebure, Le Tomheau de Stti I, Part I, PI. XX.
^ Lee EE ERE, Hypogees roynu.c de Thebes, vol. iii, PL VII.

^ Mr Gri tilth has suggested to me that po.-.'-ibly the frame in this and the other examples ('Pis. ill,

§§ 3, 4 ;
IV, §§ y, 11

;
VI, § 23) depicts a box with a symbolic eye {cf. WTlkixsox. op. cit.. vol. iii, PL LXVI,

2iid register from the top, left end), cat, or label, as the case may be, painted on the side, and with the

ligure of a divinity i ret»resented as above it in the picture; painted on the lid.

Cf. Xaviixe, Litanie, Pis, II, XXXIV, y.

j j

^ . Ft>r another e.\ample of the very rare verb tJd “ illuiniiie,'' see May they granto
that thou see the solar disk when he shines upon the mountains, that his light may ilkuniiie thy burial-

at he may be ut)on tliy breast,'* Pap.chauibcr (^g 'f) jj pf|

Shrine no. 1, Text I, line S.

*- s pvolaMy t- l>o rea.l .<//// : cf.
§ 1C ‘inil in

§ 13. .^Ti, lit.

‘d)uoth," ‘•hall," seems hero and also in § lU to denote the superstructure of the tomb, be., the t»»mb-ehapeL
in contrast with Lv “cavern,*' •‘buriabchatiiber.*’

The only mention of the “Bui of Geb/' >0 far as I know, is in ch. 17 of the Book of the Dead ('ed.

Navillei, line 89,

Lefebure, Ly Tomheae de Sttt 7, Part J, PL XV.
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Buidisk containing a ram-headed hawk, the whole figure being labelled

of Re^/’ There is also a disk (contents destroyed) in the tomb of Ramesses IV bearing

the same a
2)2

)ellation. In both instances this disk is immediately preceded by the one

labelled sty “ Brillianj:-e/’ as is also the disk named ^ in our papyrus.

The emendation ^ is further supported by the fact that this being is said to come from

Kher^eha, a place in the near neighbourhood of Heliopolis and intimately connected with

the sun-cult-. The combination of W-bird and disk, moreover, forms a sort of rebus for

Bai of Re^, as does the combination of disk and ram-headed hawk in the above-quoted

example from the tomb of Sethos I. Bai of Re^ is one of the names of the 6>nc*-bird",

that was supposed to dwell in the Heliopolitan sun-temple‘s, and that might well have

some connection with Kher^eha.

Text'. " 0 Bai of that hast come froai Kher^eha, do thou grant bread, beer,

flesh, fowl, incense, and ointment, which have come forth in thy presence, unto the Osiris,

the priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, god’s father of Me^et, Nespeher^an, even from what

re/nains over froni thine oflering table, that he may feed like the gods!'

§ 4 (PI. III. bottom). Illustration. A lion- or panther-headed god, who is also

furnished with a feline tail. He is named
^

Xttf-m-nkt, and

stands upon an oblong frame containing the words " Ruler of the Li\dng.'‘

Text. “ 0 Ntt-f-m-nkt, who hast issued from the Two Rights, thou shalt not have

power over any limb of the Osiris, priest, scribe, oblationer of the House of Arnun, god’s

father of iMt^et,Nespeher^an. {Thou) sha.lt not eat his flesh, thou shcdt not devour his bones.

He is the divine bai that hath come from Kher^eha!'

§ 5 (PL III, bottom). Illustration. A mummitbrm divinity with a head like that

of a gritfon. His name is ^3^7 f% Xb nrw ‘“'Lord of Strength.’'

Text, " 0 Lord of Strength, who hast come from the necropolis (t? dsr), do thou put

the bai of the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, goTs father of ile^et,

Xespeher^an, within time. Cover him like the gods, without harm (sdh) to his body, without

injuryCC to the wrapping of his mummy!'

§ 6 (PL III, bottom, and PL IV, top). Illustratkjn. A crocodile-headed divinity

with averted countenance, and named * Hrf-n-hif He must be the

same being as ^ Hrfhff'^Hmn-Face,” the celestial Ferryman of the Pyra-

mid Teo:ts\ This iiauie is also given to the 27th Assessor in ch. 125 of the Book of the

Dead (ed. Aaville).

Text. “ 0 Turn-Face, whose vision is Udcen away, the bai of the Osiris, the priest,

1 LErimuRE, Les Hni>oad< I'cuh.oij' fJe voL ill. IT, V.

- See Pioukh line--, lol foil. - of the bend (ed. Xaville), cli. line 1.

^ Human, Handbook nj the Euuijtlan ReHjion, p, 23: Gkai’ow, Crktmden, v, (fenn. trunsL, p. 7, with

note 2.

'
if. Naville, c/V.. VS. 11, XXXIV, 11.

" He.vllli^ /'{n)

' Skthk. i\ui'an> td^'nt^\i \ >t‘eaKi> Human. Hondtiook, p. 94; I.,ACAU, Te.des retiaieux, voi. i, p. li:i.
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scribe, oblationer^ of the House of Amun, beloved god’s father of Me^et, the daughter of
Re^, Xespeher^aa, shall not be taken from the Eddy (bbt) of the West or from any loaters

of the Field of Earn. He is Re^, ivho hath come forth from the Celestial Cow'\”

§ 7 (PI. IV, io])). Illustration, A mummifonn divinity with a head in the foi-m

of a burning lamp. He is named Rkhiv ivr Great Heat,'' and the

accompanying text suggests that he is here regarded as a personiticatiuii of the ceremonial

funerary illuminations This divinity also occurs in the tomb of Sethos I-^, where his name

is written Rkhy, and where he is depicted as mummifonn with a hunian head

surmounted by a burning wick or candle.

Text\ 0 Great Heat, that had come forth from Fire, do thou grant the kindling {of

a light) and illumine every patlC for the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, god’s

father of Me^et, the daughter of Xespeher^an. May he come forth and go in, while

darkness meets him noVC

§ 8 (PL IV, top). Illustration. A ho-goat seated on its haunches in a mock-human

attitude^, and named >SV “ Ram ” (6"zc). Beneath it is a rectangular frame in which

are the words tpjhlf) '‘Great Cavern." In the tombs of Sethos I^ and Ramesses IV
there is the representation of a ram-divinity in a somewhat similar, though utterly

unlifelike, attitude, and labelled in the one case Sr '“Great Ram," and in the

other ^ Sr hpriv “Ram, great in modes of being." Possibly, on
111

tl>e analogy of the latter inscription, the incomprehensible

should be corrected to

on
of our text

Text^L “ 0 Ram (sie)^^ great {t) in modes of being, red (f heartAiwa shalt not put thy

evil upon the head of the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of the House of Ain an, god’s

father of Me^et, the daughter of Re^, Xespeher^an. The morm^Ai) of his corpse shall not

come into being. His bai shall not be driven hark tvhen if dies to hearen every dayd

^ See p. 24, n(»te 3.

“ Mhtacrt “(treat Flood"' (here written nihv-v'rt)) see CtRAPoW, CrL'>i v, 30 foil, and the (terinan

translation, p. 16, note 3.

- See Davies-Gardixer, Tha Tumh of A nieneniftet, pp. 96 foil.

Lefebcrk, Le Tomhean de Sdi /, Pait I, PL XIX.
^ Cf Naville, Litutde, Pis. IV, XXXVI, 40.

Cf. Davies-Gardixer, op. rit., p. 97, and PL XXIII, upper re^i>stcr, line I the text in front of

the last figure ou the right.

^ Reading, at Dr Gardiner’s .*>ugge.'5ti(»n,
,

Gardixer, AoUs on the SUn'u St nvhr, 16.

^ See above, p. 25.

Lefebcre, Le Tomheati djj Sdl 7, Part I, PL XVIII.

In,, Les tlypayees ropaux de Tidhei. vul. ill, PL VI.

Cf. Xaville, Litunie, Pk. Ill, XXXV, 26.

For hp U'«ed transitively

Nr always, apparently, means ram.'"

^ ‘ ^ ascertLiin, the word oecurs nowhere eUe
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§ 9 (PL IV, top). Illustratiox. A mummiform divinity with the head of a biibale(0>

and named
(]

IJAV “ He-who.se-body-is-hiddenL” He holds in his

mouth a live snake which looks as if it were about to bite his forehead.

Text. 0 Thou whose Body is Hidden, lord of the Tei, do thou repel the vkk-snake‘\

Thou shalt not suffer hi/n to take hold of any nteniher of the Osiris, the priest, scribe, ohla-

tioner of all gods, god's father of Mr^et, the daughter of Rt^, Xespeher^an, tvhen he passeth

by the€'^\"

§ 10 (PI. IT, to23 and bottom). Iltx\STEatiox. A nuimmifonn divinity named

Xiun wr Great Flood.’’ He has a ram’s head, the chin of which is adorne<l
—

n1 A/W.-vA <- d>

with a long tuft-beard; the horns are like those of an ox^. The same divinity occurs in

the tomb of Sethos I, where he is named Xion, without the attribute wr, and is depicted

as standing, or immersed, in running Avater'l The fact that he is ram-headed, is called

Great Flood,” and is said to come from the cave ” krr, i.e. the subterranean source of

the Xile at the First Cataract, later localised beneath the rocks of Bigeh^ suggests that he

IS a form of Khnum.
Texta "0 Great Flood, that hast issued from the Gave, give fresh tvater at the two

seasons, and encompass the place op the Osiris, the god's father of Me^et, the daughter of

Re^, priest, oblationer of all gods, Xespeher^an, in the Season of Inundation, the Season of

Winter, the Feast ofThoth, and the Beginning of the Year unto its end^'T

§ 11 (PL IV, bottom). Illestratiox. A divinity in the form of a captive, who is

kneeling on one knee and has his arms bound behind his back. He does not, apparently,

belong to any special race, but rather seems a composite figure,—his face, with its hciirless

upper lip, pointed beard, and scanty whiskers, being that of the ordinary south Palestinian

desert-dweller, while his head-dress is that of a Hittite^L Beneath him is a rectangular

frame containing the words sh wr ‘'Great Hall.” The divinity's name is
^

Xlaw-nint. He occurs in the tomb of Sethos I’L where he is depicted in the same attitude,

H " t m

but fastened by the arms to a post
;
his name is there written /VW'.AA XL

i±^ri

^ ty\ the ox-headed muramifurui diviiiit}’ named
g (1 (]

“Hidden One/’ in Lepi^bure, Le Tomheau
1 /'/'/'//A ] 1

th Si'ti' I, P.ii't I. PI. XVI, ciud Id., Lcs royaux de Ththes, vol. iii, PL VI (tomb of

Rciine'^.'^es IVy

-
• C[f. a snake called Lanzone, Didonarlo di Mitolayki egizki, p. 187, and

ciuother called
^

^

bvcAU, religitiLv, vol. i, p. 8G, no. xxxvi
;
Maspero, Etudes de

Myth<d<^git\ voL ii. p2>. lOi-G, lOS, Ht : BuD(rE, Book of the Dxid [Hieroglyphic Text], Vocah., p. 197.

• Mdg so'kf tliis for

^ cy. the huni^ of the divinity in ^ 14, PL V.

' Lefeblre, U Tomheau dm Ski f Pnrt I. PI. XVIIL
' Junker, JJas OotWrdekrei nher das Ahoton, pp. 37 foil.

Cf Xaville, Lttunie, Pis. Ill, XXXA', 20.

df.:: -CA
: ef. § 10, line 2, i^I. V.

Lep>iua Ih/ikimdxr, Part III, PL IGG, ,ind r/‘ PL 159

LeFEBUKU. Im T<>mh^>nt Sfti /. lAit I, iU. X\ III,

^ Readiii
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^ ikyw-mnit, as though it meant ‘'the Vanquished One^ of the Post'’ {mnit). He also occurs,

together with the post, in the tomb of Eainesses IV where the name appears in the form

Text^ “0 Xkiw-rnnt, f/iut hast coitie from the Well (Imht^), rjive the Great Hall
(sh wr) which is beneath thee unto the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, god's

father of Me^et, the daughter of Re^, Respeher^an. Cover him within thee like all gods'^, that

he may receive offering like them:'

§ 12 (PL IV, bottom). IllustKATIox. A goddoss, named
^

with two heads, the one of a lioness, the other of a crocodile,—the latter emerging from

the back of the former. I can find no other exam^^le of the goddess or of her name.

Text. "0 S^iyt, that hast come from the West, give thy arms to embrace the face of the

Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer, god's father of Me^et, the dangJ^ter of Re^, Xespeher^an.

Hide him in thy arms. Drive away pain from him. There shall no evil come to pass upon

his mummy any day."

§ 13 (PL IV, bottom). Illustuatiox. A ram-headed beetle, surmounted by the

solar disk between two uraei. From either uraeus depend the signs below

Between the beetle s hind

Shm sfy ‘'Venerated Power.”

legs is the sign Q

.

This being is calledthe other.

Text. "0 Venerated Power, that hast come down from heaven, a. lord of strength

against thine (lit. his) enemy, set thy hot breath as fire against the enemies of the Osiris, the

priest, scribe, oblationer of the House of Amiin, god's father of Me^et, the daughter of Re^,

Nespeher^an. Smite the foes who come against him, and dispel evil from the entrance

of his tomb-chapeC."

§ 14 (PL V, top). Illustratiox. An ox-headed mummiform divinity named

same kind of beard as the divinity described in § 10,

uncommon appellation of Osiris”.

Text. " 0 Bull of the West, that hast come from Kher^eha, is the Osiris, the priest,

scribe, oblationer, god's father of Me^et, Nespeher^an, one of those gods who belong to the

kindred of Osiris He was with Horus on the day of Opening the Waif.''

§ 15 (PL V, top). Illustratiox. An enclosure with parallel sides and rounded

ends, containing a sacred eye. At the top is a hawk’s head upside down, from which

o Ki Imntt "Bull of the West,” and with the same shaiied horns and the

' Bull of the West ” is a not

^ See Ember, Zeitsckrift fur Hffyptisehe Spro.che, vol li (1913;, p. 115, 4/.

- Lefebure, Les Hifpoget^s rogaux Ttdhes, vol. in, PL XI.

3 Cf. Xaville, Litame, Pis. 11, XXXIV, 8.

^ vSee Piankki Stele, line 101; Brugsch, Diet, gdjgr., p. 36 ff.
;

Id., ^ynrttrhuch, SuppL, p. 70 ; see

also Pap. Shrine, no. 1, Text iv, line 10. For a representation of the hnht, see Guieysse-Lefebure, Le
Papyrus funeraire de Soatimes, Paris 1877, PL XIX, and Xaville, Das u<j,iptf\^che Todtenhuch, vol. i,

PLCLXIX.
3 Piankhi Stele, loc. cit., informs us that an oftering was made by Piankhi to Atum in Kher^eha, the

Eniiead in the House of the Eiinead, the Well {hnht) and the gods who are in it.'^

^ See above, }>. 27, note 12.

Book of the Dead (ed. Xaville \ eh. 1, line 3; eh. 182, lines 12, 17.
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descend three rays represented by dotted lines the rays cross the eye ainl touch tln^

Cl

bottom of the enclosure. The tigure is named
j

Ktrt ‘‘Divine Eye.” There i^s

a similar figure, bearing the same a]>pellation, in the tombs of Sethos I and Ramesses I\ V

Text^ 0 Dirine Eye, tJuit art in heaven, Great One, inistre^is of the West, grant the

Gracious Eye (i?h(t)) in brightness, illumvie the toinb of t}\e Osiris, the gocVs father of Mc^et,

priest, scribe, ohlationer of all gods, Eespeher^an, and overthrow his enemy i)i the Necropolis,

in the night, in the day, and at any timei'

§16 (PL V, top). Illustratkjx. A miimmiform divinity named

“'Hidden Onef^' He has a human head furnished with the usual exaggerated tuft-beard,

and wears the crown of I^per Egypt tied with a fillet, the ends of which hang in two long

streamers down his back.

Text. "GJ Hidden One, that art in M?nwnk u 'coating forth unto the voice,' incense,

unguent, linen thread, a/id cloth fur thy maatnty, }}'it-cakes for thy bai, the Tei for thy

corpse, {and) for the Osiris, the gocVs father of Me^et, priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods,

Xespeher^anG

§ 17 (PL V. top and bottomy Illusteatiox. A miimmiform divinity with an ass’s

head, who p-rasps a gecko-lizard with both hands'’; he is named SG-hnrw

“Alysterioiis of 3Iodes of BeingL’’ The gecko is called burdseh or bu7\s by the

modern Egy
2
itians, who think it can afflict jieople with leprosy {boras by spitting or

puffing over them or over their food.

Text. “0 Mysterious of Modes of Being, that hast come forth from the Two Rights,

suffer the bai of the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, god's father of Me^et,

Nespeher^an, to ascend to heaven, to traverse the firmament, to fraternize with the stars of

heaven."

§ 18 (PL V, bottom). Illustratiox. A lion-headed mumrniform divinity Avith a live

snake in his mouth
;
the re^itile's tail hangs down straight in fz’ont of him, but the ujjper

part of its body is ujilifted and coiled round above his head. The divinity, like that of

§ 16, is called Imn, “Hidden One.”

Text. “0 Hidden One, lord of the Tei, do thou repel the vVk-snake^ from the Osiris,

the god's father of Me^et, priest, sci'ibe, ohlationer of all gods, Nespeher^an, Thou shalt not

suffer him to take hold of his body in the Necropolis."

1 111 the tomb uf Kame^.^es VI a hawk's head protrude.^ up.side down from a di.'-k and from it two

rays, represented by small circles, descend u])on a mummy (Lefebure, Lvs Hypogies royivix de Tkehes,

vol. II, PI. 50;.

- Lefkbure, Le Tonihtaji. dc /, Part I, PI. X\ III; Id., Les Hypoyets royanx de Thebes, voL in,

PL VI.

Cf, Xaville, Litanle, Pis. Ill, XXXV, 24.

i
Cf. a similar tigure standing inside an oval and named

(j

'

|]
S ‘‘ Hidden of Body,** Lefe-

1 Li X { j I

BURE, Le Tonfhenu de Siti /, Part I, PL XVIII.

Le., the mountain of the "West.

« For other examples of divinities hdlding geckos, see Xaville, JJas (njyptische Todtenhiah, vol i

PL CCVIII.

Cj. Lkrsii'>, Tudb.nhoLh

,

PL <0, lino 2. ^ See p. 30, footnote 2.
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§ 19 (PL Y. bottom). Illustration. A mummifurm divinity, who,se head consists of

a pot, from the mouth of which issues a stieam of vrater. He is called <cz:> Mvj Xtri/

''Divine Water,'' and seems to be a personification (cf. § 21) of the water required by the

dead for their posthumous lustrations. Cf. the '‘Divine Pool in God's Town"
^

from which the deceased Pharaoh s ablution-vessels are filled h

Text. “0 Divine Wate)‘, that hast issued from the spittle{!}~ of Re^, do thou grant

divine water and do thou purify the place if^ the Osiris, the priest, scribe, oblationer,

Nespeher^an!'

§ 20 (PL Y, bottom). IllustkatioX. A muunnified divinity with the head of a hare.

He holds in his meaith a live snake, which seems about to bite his forehead. His name is

Wn)itw-M~hrw. The latter part of the compound, M-hrw

(=‘'he who lets [his] voice resound"), is the name of the 2ord Assessor in ch. 125 of the

Book of the DeacC. Is the fact that this divinitv has a hare's head' in anv way connected

with the element wnntw i the badge of thi' XVth nome of Upper Egypt, a han‘

on a perch with the sign for nome, is probably to be read ^Ynt. the capital town being

^ might possibly be a nisbeA\>v\n of YV)it (cf. nROw for

Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol. iv, p. 124, note 2) and mean "He of the Hare nome.’’

Text. “0 Wnntw-M-hrw, that hast come fruiii the ?tt-//e/ac‘; arerthrow Apaphis for the

Osiris, the god's father, priest, scribe, uhlationer of all gods, Nespeher^an, and drive away

evil from him in the A ecropolis.'

§ 21 (PI. V, bottom, and PI. VI). Illl’stkatioX. A mummiform divinity with a head

composed of a basket containing a bunch <-)f onions and a loaf of bread. His name is

^ ^ Xb-R “Lord of Bread," and he is clearly a personitication'' of the food-otferings

which enabled the dead to continue their existence,—indeed it is stated in the text that

food-offerings emanate from his body.

Bread seasoned with raw onions still forms the staple f >od of the Egyptian peasant :

hence onions are not out of place in the comp(»sition of a personihcation of bread.

We might perhaps compare with our divinity one figured in the tomb of Sethos I,

a mummiform god bearing on his head ajar (of beer 0 and a conical loaf of breadA

Text. '*0 Lord of Bread, great of offerings in the Xecrupolis, grant offerings offood,

1 p}fr. \\\0u,b-, see also Blackmax, ^acratiiciUjt^ Lh's fa>d Ci<0(j*^s if An<'i<‘ft E<igi>t, in Pnjce^’dioija

of the Society of Bihliod Archaeology, vul. xL. pp. :)7—00, sO—-91.

^
/.VAV

- Peadiiu’- ff ‘'qdttlc" ^ee Bruosch, ^y<>rterh"A>
, p. i:)4;3t‘. .

O /VAAA.A

^ See p. 30, footnote 8.

4 XaVILLE, Das oqy^jtische TodtCf.huch. vol. II, p .300.

^ See (triffith, Hieroglyphs, pp- 16 foil. p. 1

' See Blackaiax. The RnA Ti»,d>s of Mdr. wb p p. 2, ante 1 : vn]. u, ]). 38, note 1. The northern

Hf-uome is adjacent tu the Hare-iiome.

^ Cf. the ijersoiiilication of inconf-e and natron Pyr.. 1251 f(—d and of clothing, CIardixer, art. Per-

sonirication .'Egyptian , in Hastixon E,f ydop^udi<i <f RAigin-» and Ethh.s, vd. ix, p. 79U.

^ Lefebure, Le Totnheaa d>‘ S^ti 1. P-u*t lA , PI. XXXIX.

Joiiru. of Egyt)t. Arch. ^ . 5
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which have issued from thy hody'^, unto the Osiris, the beloved god's father of Me^et, the

daughter of Re^, priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, Xespeher^anJ'

§ 22 (PL YI). Illustratiox. A mammiform divinity with a snakes head, which is

furnished with a long tuft-beard- and surmounted by an ostrich feather p. He i.> called

^ '^Righteous One/’

Text. ‘*0 Righteous One, who hast conte from Thinis^, grant justification unto the

Osiris, the beloved god's father of Me^et, priest, scribe, oblationer of all gods, Xespeher^an,

when he arrives at the Broad Hall of the Two Rights!'

§ 23 (PL YI). Illustratiox. A distinctly leonine-looking cat^ seated t»n its haunches

above a rectangular enclosure containing a s3mibolic eye. Above the cat are the signs

rOi
^

followed by a large The cat is called ^[|(|^^
^ ^dyl hsbd

Cat of Lapis Lazuli/’ and is connected somehow or other with the ceremonies of mummi-
fication (see the text). There is a similar divinity wuth the name ‘'Great Catkin the

tombs of Eamesses IX ^ and Sethos IL A cat-headed mummiform divinity named

Miwty also occurs in the tombs of Sethos I' and Ramesses lY®.

Text. “(5 Cat of Lapis Lazuli, great offorms, icho prescribest ordinances ntGv)L

mistress of the Good House^'\ grard the beauteous West in peace unto the Osiris, the beloved

gods father q/ Me^et, the daughter of Re^, priest, scribe, oblatvmier of all gods, Xesjoeher^anC

The purpose of Paf. Skeixe, xo. :2.

Bv means of these twenty-three representations of divinities and the accompanying

addresses Xespeher^an was provided with all that was accounted essential for his post-

humous welfare. The Egyptians, it should be remembered, maintained that divinities

were immanent in the representations of them^^ and that the accompanying written formulae

determined their actions. In accordance with this conception §§ 1 and 22 secure justifica-

tion for Xespeher^an ",§S9 and 18 protect him from venomous serpents §§4—6, 8, 11, 12,

13,15, and 20 preserve his bodv from harm and corruption repel his enemies, drive awaj"

all evil from him, and render powerless the hostile divinities he will have to encounter By
1 Cf. the stntementh in various religious texts about water {Fgr., 788, 1360, 2007, 2031;, incense

{Tgi'’, 116^/, 3i8; Blackman, Zeitschnft fur agg Sprache, vol. l [1912], 69 foil.), natron (Pgr.,

and other connnodities p.g., Pgr., 117 6, 1799 foil); see also Maspero, Mlaoire svr quelques
papyrus du Lo'>frrr^ pp. 57 foil.

- Cf. Xaville, Das aggpUsche Todteuhudi, vol. i. Pis. XXIX, CLV.
Tote - bee Brug^ch, Did. geogr., p. 051. 4 07^ g 3^

^ Guilmaxt, Le Tomhefni de Piamsis IX, PL XLI.
^ Lefebure, Le Tomheam de Seti I, Petrt I, PL XYI; Xaville, Lita.tde, PL V, 56.
' ' LhFKBUHE, Zfs rogav.c de Thdbes, vol. ill, PI. Y.

Ill ^ lew ot wbdt follows the “ordinances ‘ must be the ceremonies jierformed during the various
processes of murnmitication.

A name tor the embalmer s laboratory GRiiPiTH, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, p. 25,
note on line 39 : Davies-Gardiner, The Tumh of A menemhet, p.

45* note 3;.

Jlxker, o. ftdear:achen, p. 6; see also Maspero, Memolre sur quelques papyrus du Louvre
pp, 37 foil., 40 full.

td'. Bo'jk o/thf Dead. ch. lil.o. n ef, op. at., chs. 33—3.5, 30.
'*

‘

I'f- op. fit., chs. IS f., 31, 47, 50, 148 (rubric), 1.53.
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means of §§ 3, 11, 16, and 21, he is supplied with food, drink, and other otferings^ and by

means of §§ 10 and 19 with water- for his refreshment and cleansing. The desire to dwell

in perpetual light and to be free from all the perils of darkness is rather a marked feature

of our papyrus. The fulfilment of this desire is attained through §§ 2, 7, and 15. The §§ 4

and 6 identify XespeheiAm with Re^ or with the bai of that god, while § 14 associates him

with the companions of Horus on the day of Opening the Way^ The daily ascent of

Nespeher^an s bai to heaven^ is assured by § 8, and his peaceful entry into the West" by § 23.

This short composition, therefore, the copying out of which would entail comparatively

small outlay, gave the man of moderate means the same advantages as those his wealthier

neighbour derived from a lengthy and expensive Book of the Dead, or from texts and

representations carved or painted on the walls of his tomb-chapel,—texts like those that

describe the posthumous life of Xakhtmin and Paheri^, or the scenes depicting the pre-

paration and presentation of food- and drink- otferings.

^ Cf. Book of the Dead, chs, 53, 148.

^ Cf. op, cit.j ch. 1, 4^, 66, et passini,

^ Cf Lepsius, Todtenhuch, PI. I, line

- Cf. op, f'd., L-hs. 57—59, 62, 63 a,

Cf Ermax, Haadhuok, p, 106 f.

Ermax, loc. cit.
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XEW KEXDEEIXGS OF EGYPTIAX TEXTS

By BATTISCOMBE GUXX and ALAN H. GARDIXER

II. The Expulsion" of the Hyksos.

UXE of the most obscure and at the same time most interesting chapters in Egyptian

history is that which recounts the domination of the country by the Hyksos, or “ Shepherd

Kings ”
aj? late tradition called them, and their subseouent expulsion by the native kings,

when these, after about a century of oppression at the hands of the invading race, suc-

ceeded in throwing off the yoke and in re-establishing their sovereignty over the whole

land. Little indeed is known of the time Avhen the alien overlords were at the height

of their power : its remains are scanty, and give hardly any information beyond a number

of names ; but of its sequel, the struggle from which Egypt emerged victorious, somewhat

more is known. Xew light has been thrown upon the Hyksos by the researches and

discoveries ot the last few years, and the present moment seems a not unseasonable one

to translate anew and annotate such native records as have anything to tell us of the events

which marked the close of that troublous and critical timef

Before giving these records, it will not be amiss to devote a page or so to sum-

marizing the views at present held on the Hyksos and their relations with Egypt. It

must be pointed out that these views are in great part hardly more than conjecture, owing

to the paucity of the data upon which they rest, and that historians are at variance on

many important points : hence much of what follows lies rather in the realm of the

probable or possible than in that of the certain.

Towards the close of the eighteenth century- before (jur era Egypt had for long been

^ We shall cuiitiiie ourbelve> to such native writings a '5 recount, or allude to, the sojourn of the

Hyksiis ill Egypt and their expulsion therefrom, gladly leaving to others the criticism of the Greek
sources and the study of the royal naiaes of the period. The Manethonitin tradition has been V^rilliantly

treated Ly Ed. NIever, Ae'j^iptisrJte ChronoJoyPj^ pp. 80 foil., but on this topic assured conclusions are

uiioV>tainable. The lesser nionuriieut'> have Lecn collected with the utIno'^t diligence by R. Weill, Les

tt hf R*iiitao r<jtn)i> njmoivih' \\\ Jij,i r iv.d 1910-3, with farther articles on the same subject,

dntL, 191 1 . NI. eill hold'' the entire ''tory of the llNk^os to be a legendary construction, and the his-

tt>rit-al nucleus which he extract^ i'- \ery ditlcrent from that usually accepted; a very severe criticism is

to he touud in Ed. Me\ek, Jtvhf*' des AU^rto titd\ ^ 303, where m<»st recent literature bearing on the

cpiestioii is cpioted.

- 1 he total 'f oil years for the length of the Hyksos domination (Josephus, Vontra i, 84,

as trom Manetho' m nnw geneially discredited. Ed, Meyer considers a century to be ample: Hall,
Ai’Cf'i’f i>r (h p. f217, thinks this too extreme a view, and proposes 1800 b.c. as a

pu^ible date ft>r the inwision. Peirik, vol. ii, pp, 13 foil, makes an cdai»orate but un-

-iicce'^'-tul attempt to viiulu at*- the tiguieN nf M.uietho. Tlie one early piece of native evidence for the

*
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in cl condition of anarchy and general disorganisation, brought about by the degradation

ol the strong and bonoficent rule of the Middle Kingdom Pharaohs into a continuous series

of dynastic struggles, faction striving with taction for the control of the country and king

succeeding king almost annually. This period of weakness synchronised with an era of

unrest and displacements in the adjacent Asiatic countries, whose populations were being

pressed upon or even displaced by invaders coming possibly from more than one quarter. As
the result of Egypt's distraught condition and of the upheaval'- abroad she was overrun, on

her Asiatic frontier, by a horde of foreigners against whom she was powerless to defend

herself. These foreigner.^ are now generally thought to have been Semites, a view sup-

ported by the fact that such personal names ot members of the Hyksos as Egyptian

inscriptions and scarabs have preserved to us are for the most pai*t West-Semitich Pro-

fessor King has advanced the plausible theory that the Hyksos invasion was due to the

di\^ersion south-westwards of a wave of migrating nomads driven la^rthwards out of Arabia

b}^ the increasing aridity of their country
;
the same cause has been a constant factor in

the history of these parts, and has in successive ages brought about the semitizatioii of

Babylonia, the establishment of the Aramaean kingdom, and the political expansion of

Islam-. With this hypothesis agrees the fact that the Egyptians themselves designated

the Hyksos by the name ^A’Umu, literally ‘'users of the boumerangT a common name

applied to the desert Ai*abs, if luA necessarily confined to them ’. Another view, however,

is held by Eduard Meyer, who connects the emergence of the H\'ksos with movements

from the n<'>rth, known to have taken place at about tliis peiiod
;
the Mitanni race, coming

from Asia 3Iinur and speaking a language relatetl to the Caucasian and Hittite idioms,

had already founded a kingdom in northern Mesopotamia and Syria, and there were also

movements in progress of Aiyan peoples Avho eventually gained the ascondancy in the

Mitanni kingdom and elsewhere in Syria. We have seen that tho Hyksos themselves

were probably Semites ; hence we are unable to accept the view, from which Professor

iMeyer is not averse, that they may themselves have been of Mitanni or Aryan race^. But

it must be admitted that the theory vhich would explain the invasion of Egypt as due to

pressure from the north has no less to be said for it than the opposing view advocated by

Professor King. Possibly b(.)th factors coincided.

iMaiietho, the Egyptian priest who wrote a history of his country in Crreek in the

reign of Ptoleiii}^ I, gives an account of this period that is too well known to need much

length of the ITykso^ domination which wo poisses^ is the stele from Tani*- carved in the reign of

Rainer^ses II tin-t half of thirteenth century B.c/' and d.tted in year 400 of Seth Xuhti
;
the ino.-,t acce??-

^;ible reprodiiclion is Bl'Doi:, 7//Wo/y, vol. iii, p. 1.37. Seth Xuhti is here doubt Irs', the god, and the

referen:e very pos-ibly t<i the renewal of his cult in Tams during the flyk-o- period, /.r. about 1670

B.e. : but this interjaeUitioii i- nut unite cert, tin. and in any ea^e prove-, ))Ut little. See Ed. Meyer,

Attjilptisc/i'J pp, 6.3-7.

1 See e-pecially Bcrchardt, ih‘r in t jnr ggiij^qisrhe syrueZ/f,

vol T ri912!, ])p. 6f<»ll.

- Ivixrn Ifisio/y rjf pp. 119 foil., 132.

^ For tlie tfUTii ^A'.'imu applied to the Hykso- see tlie Carnarvon Tablet and the Speo^ Arteniidob

ins^riptnm traiidateil i>ehw: probably also the Sallier papyrus The genuine Manetlio knows nothing

of their race but ealK them ro y^voi a<Tr]g<)L
'' obscure of i>irth ' .Ic>-

,
op, 73 : neither the tradition

that they were Arai>- i, S2^ nor the stattuneur that they wort' klu'tenieians I'the Epitome according

to both Africaiiu- an<l Eusebiu-' eni.uiate^ fr<U{! 31 uietlio him-elf,

^ RtiiJi and Kalto.r d^r Vh* td>n\ p, 3s. note 1 ; aho d> ^ JC rrufnsK u ^ 304.
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diiscubsion in this article. He there tells us that the invaders were called Hyksos, that

is ” Herdsman Kings —pupularly rendered in English Shepherd Kings ”—from h(/l\ a

word thr “king’' in the sacred language, i.e. the language of the hieroglyphs, and from

sus, meaning in the vulgar tongue herdsman a" The derivation is specious, for the two

words d<'> exist in Egyptian with the meanings which Maneiho gives: Jzj hk}, pos>ibly to

he vocalised AyZ', signifies “'ruler’' or “chieftain” in early times, and the Coptic shds

“ heivUman,” which could only be rendered sOs in Greek writing, is probably derived from

a hieroglyphic term
. dfsiv, for the nomads of northern Arabia and the

uut^kirt^ of Palestine- However, it is generally believed to-day that this is a false

“ popular etymology." and that the origin of the word is to be seen in the Egyptian

term liJchv-hhivt (perhaps pronounced something like lioJc y-shose in the New

Kingdom), “rulers of foreign countries/ which is occasionally found from the Sixth

Dynasty to Ptolemaic time^ as a general term lor foreign tribal chiefs, whether from

the n».)rth of Egypt or from the south, but which during the Eighteenth Dynasty was

ur^td especially of the Asiatic races (and not merely their rulers) with whom Tuthmosis III

and his .son Aiueiiophis II fought in Syria". Manetho also tells us that they conquered

the country ‘‘ without a battle.” This may be exaggeration, but we may at least guess

that their success wa.s easily obtained, a fact that has been explained as due to their

>iiporior archery, together with their use of chariots drawn by horses, previously unknown
in PgypD. ith these advantages they might well ha\'e been able to harry the Egyptian

forces witli<->ut once iiir-eting them in a pitched battle, the form of fighting to which the

armies of the Pharaohs were most accustomed.

Whether they at once overran the whole of Egypt is doubtful—Manetho records only

their capture of Memphis; but all our sources agree that they laid the entire country

under trihuto. making their headquarters at Avaris, a city which has not vet been
located, but which probably lay on the fringe of the desert, near the caravan-route to

Syria, ])erhap"^ at no great di'^tance from Pelusiiiin^ During their occupation of Egyjjt

^ ’FkaXarn 0€ ro a{(X7Tav atVwr edvos ''Yk(tcos 'vdrv. 'Ykovo-o-ws, Bi/tusos, etc.% toito Se eVrt

TToi/iM'fs * To ^ 'yXa)(^^^aI' ii(i<riX€ii iTijf.iaa'€L, to rte Sajy 7roL\xi]v i(TTL Kul TroiiiePes tcaTu Ti]v

<7^. r/0, 1. S:^
. .I(.M‘|)hux uo<w on to '-ecoml derivation atYjadAwroi TroLjxhes ‘'Caj)tive

Shfqilien.K, which he preier'- tor N|»ecihLMll\ Jew’i^li reasan.»>
;
here the element Yk is connected with an

old E^yetiaii word h^k '‘to ciq)ture.

- The tierivation th(^ Ooptie word u^oc from Egyptian >y/.ar goe.^ hack to Champollioii, and maj
he regarded tho more cei't.iin 'sinct' the woid i/A uinu, .'^ee p. 37, iu>te 3; has undergone practically
tlie '.uiie eli-inge of meaning in < optic Max XIlu.er, Studien :ur corderasiatischen
(J, << hU hf^‘, p. 0, note 1, point- eut. { hi tlie the -ame author's Asdif toid Evropa, pp. 131 full.

StM‘ e-pt Liull} Siini.. d'

r

//yDe.v in Z^ot^ichrlft /hr tiiffrptischt' vul. xf.vii
l.Jlo

, pp '^1 {(jIL 1 he deii\,.tiou n\ ifsksov, here mentioned w,is tir^^t proposed hy Griffith in Proceedi/Kj's

>/ tin Ldtlo <il Ar< 't !»

<

\f)l p.j^ and is accepted by must schuLirs, hut not by Ed.

^ol. ri, p. .>1 ; Pktrik, Ih/ksos and L'^raelitc Cities, p. 70; Hall, op. c//.,

o!

MtihH ///., jj 3 (j3 j]„,.

^ Ma-clro, liistoirc Ar< e m
p. H 3.

^

For th.' Idte-t di-eu-mu ..t tdi. qu-.ti..n -fo CaRDlNKR. Jo.ini.il of Eg >i(,tian ArcEjeologn, v,.l. ni,
(qi. Ill til.' .ili'i-i'li iii'i' ii..jii,.t.'d 1 k ot .Tc.^ophus Imtli pSiOudi'-.Miinethii ;i, 274' and (.'haireiiion
1, :i"4 th.- i, u.i,. ,,l l'..lu>iu!a m ,i any that makes it clear th.it they ideiitihe.l th.it tmvii
With A\ari-.
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thej^ did not h 1 tug-other usurp the soveroignt\^ of the country
;
a native Theban Dynasty

continued to rule Upper Egypt, sometimes, it may bo, as independent monarchs, but for

the most part as tributary vassals of the Hyksos overlords.

Of the triumph of the Hyksos, and of the earlier period of their d(Hiiinatioii. we have

no contemporary records at allf The inscribed objects of the time offer us hardly any-

thing but the names and titles '^f Hyksos ovorfu’ds and native vassals ; of the former the

most striking figure is that of the *' Hyksos Khyan/' for his name lia^ been found not only

from the northern Delta to Gebelen (south of Thebes), but also in Crete and on a sphinx

from Baghdad. This foct, taken in conjunction with an inscription of <»ne of the Hyksos

kings Apophis, that “his father Seth, Lord of Avaris," had ^‘set all foreign countries under

his feet,'’ has inclined some historians to believe that the Hyksos were for a Nhurt time

masters of an empire of which Egypt was but one province ^ reaching from the Euphrates

to the First Cataract of the Nile-.

Our knowledge, such as it is, of the later dtxilings of the Egyptian kings with the

detested, “rulers of foreign lands” may be rapidly summarised as follows. After a centurv

or more of Hyksos domination, we are shown by a story in a Nineteenth Dvnasty papyrus,

doubtless containing more fiction than fact, the humiliation by Apopliis, one <)f the f()reign

rulers, of the native vassal king Sekueiire^, who is called “Priucr of the Southern City

(Thebes).” Not many years later W(,* find King Kaimjse ilefeating a H\'k>os general

named Teti somewhere north of Shmiin in [Middle Egypt, and possildv (fi>r the* latter

part of the narrative is lost) dri\iiig the oppressor out of Hitldh' Egvpt
;
soo the sketch-

map below, p. 56. For it is evident that the ciaintry was only gradually freed; not until

the reign of Amosis, the founder of the Eighteenth Dynasty, was it that Avaris, the

Hyksos stronghold, was taken and sacked, and the aliens finally expelled from Egypt.

Even then they were far from being disposed of; Amosis himself pursued them to a

fastness of theirs at Shariihen, in southern Palestine, and later to the coastland of Zahi or

Phoenicia farther north. The successors of Amosis, while busily engage >d in setting the

country in order, and in repairing the damage which had bi'cn wrought bv the vandalism

of the Asiatics; continued to wage war upon them ; for after their expulsion they became
the dominant members of the Syrian coalition against Eg\-pl. The menace which they

constituted was only removed by the crushing Asiatic victories of Tuthmosis III, clinched

by those of his son Ameiiophis II ; each of these monarchs style<l himself " Smiter of the

Hyksos who had attacked him^”

Wc will now turn to the texts upon which most of the statements in the preceding

1 Mr Hall {op. p. 2*20) has reoeiitly put forward the iuterG.'>tiiig theory that the decree of kiir-^

Niihkeprure^' Antef dEcovered by Profcbsor Petne at Coptics uioy refer to sedition-^ relati«_>ii^ between the

Coptite priesthood and the Hyksos enemy. The name of the guilty otficial there solemnly cm-sed and
excommunicated Teti, which wa^ indeed a name of ill-ouien in thi^ period, see helow p. 50, note 8.

- Meyek, o/). oit., p. :ri9
;
Lrea.^tep, Ih'i^torp. p. 218. Hall ^7^ p, ;H8) rightly thinks that we

need not jump to so far-reaehiiig a eouchudon.^'—Graves (tf Hyk^o^ date have rcLently been found by
Dr Reisner at Kerma, in DoiigoLi province, ^^ee Zeitsohrift f*ir npppii.«:fH> vul. lii T914). p. 35.

These contained a few scarabs bearing the name of the Hyksos ruler whieh some read as Sheshi, thoimh
others, witli more likelihood, interpret as Pepn i.e. as a variant of the name Ap0}>hi.s, see Weill, Journal
Asiotupre. 1911, pp. 31-2: 1917, p. 120.

; '^ee the article V.y Sethe referred to ab<ive p. 38, note 3, where it is

noted ;p. 80, that the verb is ir-ed in royal epithets only of smiting'' peoples, not individual persons.
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paragraph rest ; these ^ve shall take as far as pos.^iblo in the order of the events or period‘>

with which they di.‘aL

First ill this order is the well-known narrati\'e of Apophis and Sekntnire^f The

youthful scribe Penteweio whr) li^•ed seine fair hundred years later, and wh(»se writing-

exercises at some Theban teiuple-schoel till the British iMuseiim papyrus known a.s

Sallier L commenced the roll with this story, which he either copiied or wrote from

dictation for tw(j columns and a third. He then broke otf in the middle of a sentence

—

probably when he was relea^^ed troni his les*=ion—to resume later with an “Instruction in

Letter-writing." The tale seems, howe\'er. to have continued to haunt him, for he has

repeated one passage out of it on the back of the papyrus. The text, which has been

collated hy one of ns in the original, is ver}^ (ojiTUiit, and onr rendering contains much
guesswork for which it is impossible for us here to state our full reasons.

ft befell that the land of Eaypt was in dire (frHiction (.b“ and tJfat there was no

i^overeign {as) King of the tiineify. A)Ld it happened tltat, behold, King Seknenro^ was Rtdwr

of the Sonthern CVfyk Bnt dire afiiction was in the ^A'ainn towa{ty, the Prince Apjophis

being in Avaris, and the entire land was tributary to him with their produce in full (/) as

well as With all good things of Tim irris'\ Then King Apophis took Setekh to himself a lord,

and did not serve anj( god ff'hich was in the entire land ewcepf Setekh. And he built a temple

of fair a nd. everlasting work by the side of\t}Le palace of] Apophis, and he arose [cvery^^ day

to make the daily sacrifce of [cattle] to Setekh. and the ojficials of [His Majesty] bore garlands

of fitwers {!). exactly as it is done {in) the temple of Phra^-Harakhte. Xow as to King
Apophis. his desire was to bring up a matter of offence' (against) King Seknenre^, [the]

Prince of the SoutJtern City.

Now wlten many days ivere passed after this, King [Apophis] caused to he summoned
[/ns] ,

]iis chief.

At this point the text is interrupted by a lacuna which extends, .save for a few isolated

words, to the end of the first page of the papyrus, The loss amounts to rather more than

halt of the passage already tran>lated, and would have obscured, the purport of the tale

very .seriously but for iho fact that a consultation between King Apophis and his councillors

was clearly here narrated, the contents of which are repeated almost verbatim in the sequel.

Sir (biston Maspero was the first to divine, with his customary insight, the general trend

1 To the very full hihliogiviphy gixeu hy :MA,',rERu, Les CojWes ijop^flaircs ih VEgyptv ancirnne^
pp. -2ss-m. ue hu\e hut little t<. udd; .t few refereiiLe> iu Gauthier, Liere des Rms, vJl, ii, p. 143, and
H di:^eu>^inii of the eoiuiiieneeiJieiit Weill, Jotuoml Asmtipae, 1910, pp. 299—304; hGo M,ine remarks in
Max Mllllk, nmdP, rorderodatf^Au-n Urschdhte, pp. 24-5; traiiGation and comments in Breasted,
IlisitorfL pp. 21.5-U, 223-4.

- Read f df. eineiidiiiy m for /,;/• here and again at the cud cjf the line t The word here and below
transited •dire afflutm,,'’ prolubly nuplies the notion of aome malign inflnenee of a supernatural kind,
>ee (Tvklu.neu. Ad,n-j,nth,>:. ,sVvt, ]>. 2o. The old translation ‘-the land of Egypt was to
c‘. in the hands the unpure appear^ to he indefeusilile

; the word y/h’a- or which wo shall en-
ci'uuter helow, p. .50, note 3. lu'- certainly nothing to do with ddt.

Kmeirlin^ (ip
/ yiny) hi a { f

>
'VMth Leiebi re, Z>‘it<rJinff tffv Uyypturhe ^ ol. xxxi ls9l'

p, IIU; here /'/o/' f would he fnr /y/a- f.

- ^ ^

i Ir. Thehex

Rey.nng with the older xtholars , ! .It ,n J ,„1 which, though open to ^,e^.>us difficulties, is
more [U’ooaoit.' th.ai oLi.spero.s "tieec'-tion.

A name of Egypt, here corruptly written, t
,7, ,• ,, 7^,^,
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of the stoiy,aii<l the parallels (pioted by him from other lands, together with the indieationb

provided by the remaining fragments, enabled him to propose an ingenious and plausible

restoration of the entire passage. Our own close examination of the fragments forces us to

dissent from many of the details of his version^ : but for our own suggestions we claim no

more than that they seem to satisfy the scanty indications upon which such an attempt must
perforce be based.

[ cuid said unto them, The desire of My Majesty to send [ci messenger to

the Southern City in order to bring] an accusation [against King Seknenre^C And Ins

and his kneiv not huw to answer him. Then he caused to he summoned scribes

and wise men [concendng it. And they made afiswer to him and said, '' 0] Sovereign, [our

Lord There ys] a hippopotamus pool [fn the Southern City the] river [ ]

and- they (the hippopotcimi) do not allow [sleep to come to us either by day or by] idght, [but]

noise [is' in out' ear. I^et therefore] thy {!) [Majesty send] to^ the Prince of [the Southern

City King Seknettre^ atid let the messenger say to him: 'King] Apophis [...] com-

mands [thee to cause to be abandoned the hippopotamus pool! So shall Thy Majesty

see who i6*](The second page begins here.) with him as helper^, {for) he{!) does )iot incline to

any god which is in [the entire land] ejxept Ataen-re^, King of the tdods!'

[J-ncZ] tfLeti many days were passed after this. King Apophis sent to the Prince of the

Southern City concerning the accusation which h.is scribes and wise mot had said to him.

And the messenger of King Apophis reached the Pritice of the Southern City ; and they took

him into the presence of the Prince of the Southern City. And One said to the rnessenger of

King Apophis: ^yhat is thy message {A to the Southern City; how didst thou come to make

this journey!'' And the tnessenger said to him, ''King Apophis sends to thee to say: 'Let

cause to he abandoned'' the hippopotamus pool which is in the flowing sprimg'^ of the City",

for they do ifot allow sleep to come to me either by day or by night' ; but noise is [i/?] his ear!'

And the Prince of the Southern City retnained silent and wept{!) a long time, aiul he did not

know how to return ansiver to the messenger of King Apophis^ And the Prince of the

Southern City said to him: ''How{!) did thy lord hear of [the pool which is in{!)^ the]

flowing spring {!) of the Southern City!'' And [the messenger {!) said to him: ''

tJie]

1 Working upon the publi'^hed faesirnile and a photograph only, Sir Gast(»n Maspero does not seem

to have realized that some of the fragments are seriously out of place. Al>ip he allows for a lacuna of

five and a half lines whereas the lo^^s probably amounted only to three and a half.

“ The following words down to night"' arc a practically certain restoration; see 6.

Here there is trace of a rubric ending with n.

^ There is a clear trace of the characteristic sign u'd in the third line of the large fragment; if the

thought of Apophis' addressing a command to Seknenrc^ be considered too harsh, it is open to us to under-

stand the command as addressed to the messenger, or else to restore the word }rd 'Ho despatch.*’

dVp/, see Bruosch, Wnrhrh., SnppL. p. G64.

'Ltd t»: r[>n]tw hr, lit. •'let one caiue that one remove from" ; the ox[)re''^ion is perhaps intention-

ally vague.
" The word y'ha occurs several tirne^ in the Dachel stele R^tnJtil de Trorony^ voL xxi, pp. 12 folk:

the name of artesian wells of the kind described by Beadnell, A./ Egyirlaa Oasis, ch. ix foil. Its

exact meaning in the present context is ob'>cure.

'' Shst "the City" pur ej'rellcww, i.t\ Thebc^, a u^e found elsewhere. Cf. Ao alternating with Ao-

Arnoii in the Hebrew Prophet'-.

'* The lacuna i> not large enough to contain the entire phrase [{/ hn a\ dhy nty ,n y-/] v:hn above 2, 5.

Probably the Prince avilded any reference to the hi}>i>oputami.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. \. 6
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matter coiicerrd)ig which he seat to thee{^!Yd tlte Prince of the Sonthern Citg caused]

the [/nessenger of King A2)ophis] to be tended [ndtli] (til good [things]-, meat, cakes

[And the Prittce of the Southern City said to him: "Return thou to King Ajyophis thy

master (?) attd] whatsoever thou sayest to him, I will do it, [tuhen thou (??) cotnest {f}]
"

[Attd the messenger of King] Apophis betook him to journey to the place

luhere his lord was.

Then the Prince of the Southern City caused to be summoned his great oficers, and like-

u:ise all the chief soldiers that he had, and he rejjeated to them the accusation concerning

which King ApopJns had sent to him. They ivere silent with one accord for a long time,

and knew not aught to answer hirn whether good or bad. xind. King Apophis sent to

Here the tale breaks off and gives place to some model letters, a st}de of composition

donbtlcss educationally more profitable, but to the modern reader considerably less in-

teresting. The exact way in which Seknenre^ was extricated from his difficulties may well

never be learnt, yet it cannot be doubted that Anien-re^ came to his aid, and that the

story endied with the discomfiture of Apophis and his god. We can conclude this section

ot our article in no better manner than by quoting the admirable remarks which Sir Gaston

^laspero has written on the subject in the Introduction to the last edition of his Contes

Populairesh

1 he quarrel ot Apdpi and of Saqnotinriya seems to have been simply the local variant

ot a theme popular throughout the entire East. The kings of those times were wont to

send one another problems to be solved on all sorts of matters, the condition being that

they should pay one another a kind of tribute or fine according as they should answer well

or ill the que^^tions put to them. It is thus that Hiram of Tyre puzzled out by the help of

a certain Abderaon the riddles which Solomon set himf Without here examining the

various stories which have been w(,)ven round this idea, I will cite one which makes what
is kit of the Egyptian narrative intelligible to us. Pharaoh Nectanebo dispatches an
vuvoy to Lycerus, King of Babylon, and to his minister Aesop :

‘ I have in Egypt mares
vhich conceive at the neighing of the horses that are near Babylon; what answer have
you to that The Phrygian postponed his answer until the next day : and having
returned home, he ordered some children to take a cat and lead it through the streets,

beating it. The Egyptians, Avho worshipped this animal, were extremely scandalised at

the way in which it was being treated; they snatched it from the hands ^of the children,

and ^^ent to complain to the King. The Phrygian was caused to come into his presence.
‘Do you not know/ said the King, ‘that this animal is one of our gods/ Why do you
cause him to be treated in this way ? At is because of the offence that he has committed
against Ljceui'^ answered Aesop; ’for last night he strangled a cock of his which was
extiomeU eueigetic and crowed at all times.’ ‘You are a liar/ replied the King; ‘ho\v
w'oidd It be possible fi»r this cat to make such a long journey in so little time?’ ‘And
h<,>w ib it po'5>ible, icq^lied Aesop, tor your mares to hear our horses neighing from such a

^ Before the hieuna there a clear trace uf a rubricized which makes it probable that the
inc^>eupr replied and di^iciaimed knowledge of the .'source of Apo

2 dii,v information. But the papvrus
give'' />' ••to me and not nk ‘’to thee' we h ive tentatively emended.

^ Re^rm'e: [wu pt ar n ,g>rt rst hr rdd] )rgVr }yt » pt fpirri mar 'Ipp „i hi nh] utr.
U< Cu>Us Pvg^ibjirtjr tP TEyigAe 4th oditi«ni, pp. xxvt—xxvii.

ir. i. in t[i lllk-Luuot, t ro<ii,ie».ta HUtonicoru/a Gruecornm. vol. iv, p. 3ys ;
cf. AP,},i„(ler

fr 1, Z'td/., 440.
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distance and to conceive by hearing them A challenge sent by the king of the Xegro

Country to Pharaoh Usimares supplies the dramatic situation in the second Satni romance,

but there we have to do with a sealed letter, the contents of which have to be divined, not

with marvellous animals possessed by the two rivals-. In the Quarrel tht^ hippopotami of

the lake of Thebes which the King of the South is to drive away in order that the King

uf the North may sleep in j^eace are own cousins to the horses w^hose neighing carries as

far as Babylon, or to the cat that achieves in a single night the journey to Assyria and

back. I have no doubt that, after receiving the second message from Apbpi, Saqnounriya

found in his council a sage as wise as Aesop the Phrygian, and one whose prudence

brought him out of the test safe and sound. Did the romance go further and describe the

war which broke out between the princes of the North and the South, and also the

delivery of Egypt from the yoke of the Shepherds 1 The manuscript does not take us far

enough for us to guess with what demueaietd the author terminated.”

There may indeed be a tiny kernel of truth in the story of the Sallier Papyrus^ anei

the first impulse towmrds an organized resistance of the H3^ksos power may have begun

with a Theban ruler wdio bore the name of Seknenre^t The mumnqv of a king of that

name is now in the Cairo Museum and bears five terrible wounds in the head^
;
the theoiy

that these were received in the course of a battle with the H\^ksos'^ is certainly tempting,

but belongs wholly to the realm of conjecture. It would be over-sceptical, however, to

doubt that Sekneiire^ and Apophis were contemporaries, or that a feud existed between

the two*l

1 ‘‘ The Life of Aesop the Phrygian^ translated by La Fontaine (Ftthles de La Fontaine, Lemerre^s edi-

tion, vol. I, pp. 41-^, 45);*

- See Griffith, ^itories of the High Priests of }feniphis, pp. 5:^-3.

3 There is much to he said for the view propounded independently both hy Weill Journed Asiatiqf/e,

1910, pp. 573-7 't and by Buivhardt {Zeiisehrift ftir ogyptisehe Sprache, vol. l (191 e), pp. 120-i) that there

was only one king of the name Seknenre^^ Ta^a (vcirr. TaCi-^u. Ta^a-keiO, despite the oxidicit evidence of

the pt'oei'S cerhd of the tomb robberies (Pap. Abbott) to the contrary. The existence of two closely-

related kings with identical prenomiua would indeed be a r^trange and unaccountable phenomenon.
’ See Elliot-Smith, The Royal Muniniies (in Catfdogee General du }[a:^ee do Cbov', pp. 1—3.
^ Breasted, Hisiory, p. 224.

It is a fact of cou-^iderable signihoance that the enemy of Sekneurc^ should have hiU-iie the name
Apophis, like the fourth king of the (Mauetht>iiian tradition. Had the Ilyk^o-, domination la'>ted for 511

years, as .Josephus supposes Manetho to have stated, it would be ??lrange to tiiul in the last third of that

period—for SekiienrC<^ belongs to the immediate predecessors of Amnsis I—a Hvksos ruler bearing the

same name as one in the tirst third. It is diffieiilt to resist the impressiuii that the real ^lanetho recorded

no more than a single dynasty of Hvksos kings, comprising the ^ix kings whose names are specified in all

our sources though with impossibly long reigns. After reaching this conclusion, we found that it had
been anticipated b\' Max (Muller {Studien :,iir corderasiatischen Geschiehte^ }>p. lb foil. inanv of whose
remarks are bt)th peuetiutiiig and judicious. Ed. Meyer does not share this view, and he gives a plausible

eiioLigli explanation f<>r the absence of any further Hyksos rulers in Eiisehius and the Sothis Bt)ok Aiegopi-

ische Chronologie.ix 84). On tlieAjther hand he takes fir too-kind a view of the evidence uf Africaims, who
makes the six Hyksos kings into the Fifteenth Uynasty instead of the Seventeenth, like Eusebius and
the Hotliis Book, and adds to them a Sixteenth Dynasty of 32 Shephei\ls reigning 51S years, <iiid a Seven-

teenth Dynasty of 43 Shepherds and 43 Diospolites reigning 151 years. The manipulation of pseiido-

(Manethonian fis^mres is a very hazardous game, but it seems dithcult to separate the 518 years of Africaiuis’

Dyu. XVI, on the one hand from the 518 \ears given by Josephus <y>ntra Apaotern. i, 2.30) as intervenino-

between the lirst and second castings forth of the Ilskso^, and on the other hand from the oil vears

given, in a corruiU and dubmus passage up. eit.. i, ^4), for the entire duration of the fi>reigu dranination.

6-2
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A further point of historic interest that emerges from the Sallier Papyrus is Apuphis

attachment to the god Setekh, which is amply corroborated by tht^ Hyk^(js monuments that

have survived to us. This god was probably the local deity of the region of xlvaris and

had been identified by the Hyksos invaders with some god of their own whom they brought

with them. The name of the (fid Egyptian god, the enemy of Homs, may originally have

been jjronounced Setekh or Setech. a pronunciati(.>n which by the time of the Xew Kingdom
had given place to Set or the like. The harder Setekh had perhaps been the dialectal

term in this remote corner of the Deltafi which through the influence of the Hvksos now
came into vogue throughout the whole of Egyj)t. The writing Sutekh that is found in the

works oi the earlier Egyptologists is a slightly erroneous transcription, f()llowing the philo-

logical vie^\^ of the time, from the hieroglyphic spelling usual under the Ramessides. The
antithesis of Setekh and Amen-re^ was thus due, as it would appear, to purelv historical

reasons, but by a strange coincidence it revived a very ancient antagonism between the

legitimate Pharaonic power, in early times re23resented by Horns and Osiris, and the

hostile, murderous divinity Setesh. From the Eighteenth Dvnasty onwards Set or Setekh
became the Egy^ttian stock-e(_|uivalent of any Asiatic enemy god-: the Semitic Ba^tl

^ is written with his sign, and Setekh is the translation of the Hittite

oi)d Teshub in the Treaty made by Eamesses II. That the divine name Set enters into

the comjjo^ition of certain Pharaonic names of the Xineteenth Dynasty like Sethos and
Setiiakht and was alb(j popularly worshipped iindor Eamesses II may be accounted for by
the fact that the northern capital of Per-Rafmesse was established at no great distance

Tlieie are two more or le^^ plaiwiLle tlieurie^ as tu how the figure 518 was obtained. Max Miiller '.op. cit.

p. fiO and M eill {Jonnwl Asw.ti'.pi'^, I'Jlo, p. fi55i regard it as due to the addition to the 259 years of the
six Hyksos rulers of a similar period of contempuraneoirs Thebans f259x 2= 518, and cf. Africanus' Dyn.
X\ II of 43 Shepherds and 43 Diospolites). Meyer, however, holds '.op. cit., p, 70. to the old view of
Lepsius. who took it as arising from the 393 years Mosephus. op. cit., Sj; 103, 231; between the Exodus
and the arrival ot Danaus = Harmais in Argos the 59 \ ears cjf Sethos and tlie CC years of Rampses

231: 393 + 59 + 00= 518, ,
while the 393 years resulted from the addition of the 59 years of Sethos

who Is thus reckoned twice,, to the total reigns of the kings specified in 94—102, namely 333 years
333 + 59 = 392 and from the consideration that the Exodus took place in the year i-efere' Tethrnosis
.iscendeJ the throne 392 + 1=393 . Meters view has the advantage that it retains the explicit calcula-
tion handed down, at le.ist in part, by JosepiiUs; imt he sees no relationshi}) between the figure 518 and
the 511 years earlier alluded to by .Tosephus. The latter figure may well have been obtained by the use
of a list of kings agreeing witli tint of 94—102, but omitting the odd months of their reigns, which
together amount to exactly seven tears (518-7 = 511,; it is noticeable that the reigns of Sethos and
Rampses in ;; 231 have no odd mouths attached to them, ilax Miiller takes the shorter and easier course
of emeudiug (Vi) Trg.b rolj irfcrui; ocriois h'&CKu into irr, irpM toIs JT^vraKoa-lois iv{vca<ai)beKa, 519 beino-
approximately the 259 years. 10 months of the six Hykso. kings doubled as before. Emerging from
thest- deep waters, we may at least conclude that Africanus' figure of 518 years i.s related to"bo1b the
-.11 ycu-s <uiil tiie 518 years of Josci-hus. and th.it these figures are all equally worthless. The origin of
Africanus' Ryu. XVII is utterly obscure, and here we have not even a basis for ingenious speculations

‘ It is noticeable th.it Bohainc has preserved where S.ifidic h.is often reduced original to o

—

For the various writings of the god's mauc see Roedlr, Zctschcift for aypptisclcc Zprache. vol. l 1912..
[ip. 84-0, but the theory here put forward to .iccount for them appears to be new.

Roeder in Ro^chlr. art. 8et. E. I, c can quote only ,i relief in the temple of .Sahiire^' to prove that
8eth wa.s the god . >f fi .reign countries ,,s cai ly ,is the (lid Kiugd, .m. But in that place the a„d i.s expre.ssR-
n.imed.\6f. "of Ombos, .md Sethe. lu hb <, .uinieutiiry, rightly take.s him there to l.e mereh- the pnncnul
g..d of I pper Ecypt ; see Bor, Hap.m. (irot,.h „k,aot Kouifr S.ih,ir^(, text, p 8-'

‘
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Iron where Avaris once stood. The persecution of Set during the Saite and later times,

when his image appears to have been S3’stematically excised from the monuments, was

probably the result of a religious revival, when all old prejudices and hostilities were

aroused b\" a vrave of acute nationalism.

It ib unlikely that the H^^ksos power in Egypt was much, if at all, curtailed before

the reign of Ivamose, who seems to have immediate^ followed the king or kings named
Seknenre^\ and of whose dealings with the enemy we now have an account of the

greatest importance. This is the historical text which fills the obverse of the writing-

board known as the Carnarvon Tablet No. which was discovered during the Earl of

Carnarvon’s excavations at Thebes in 1908, and which is at most fiftv years later than

the events it deals with. The text, with transcription, translation and comments, has been

made the subject of a fairly recent article in this Journal^, and this mubt be consulted

for discussions of the more important philological and historical points. The translation

which we subjoin is a revision of the one given in that article.

As so often happens, the text is incomplete. The writer of the tablet, who was an

ignorant scribe, a careless copyist, and a poor penman, seems to have taken down only as

much as would fill one side of the writing-board, and there to have left it. It seems likely

that we ha^e here a direct copy from a commemorative stela set up bj^ Kaimlse in one of

the Theban temples f and although it is preserved to us as a literarv piece, there is no

reason why we should not rely as much upon its statements as on those of an\^ Egyptian

historical narrative of the same genre.

Year III, Horns " Manifest-on-Ins-Thronel Tiro Goddesses Rej^euting-Monunients,’'

Horns of Gold MaJcing-Coaterd-the-Two-Landsf King of Upper and Lower Egypt

[Wazk]ie^per\_re^, Son of Re^^ Kaniose, given life liLe Re^ for ever and erer^’; beloved of

Anienre^ Lord of Karn ok.

The powerful King within Thebes, Kantuse, given life for ever, was b'enefceat King,

and Re^ [caused] him to be a veritable King, and handed over to him the power in very

trutlG. And His Majesty spoke in his palace to the council of grandees who were in his

saite:
—

"'To what end am I cognizant of it, this power of mine, when a chieftain is in

Avaris, and another in Kush, and I sit in league with an ^A'am and a Negro, every man

holding his slice of this~ Egypt! He who shares the land with me, I do not pass hini{!!)

1 See l)olo\v, p. 4S.

- First published iu Flee Years' E.vphyratiors at Thehrs, by the Earl of Carnarvon and Howard
Carter, London, 191:^.

3 Vol. in, p}). 95 tf.
;
Gardiner, The Ikfat of the Hyksos hy Kamosp: The Carnarron Tablet, No. 1.

^ To the parallel instituted in the article referred to in the last footnote (pp. lOO-lO; between this

document and the Berlin parchment MS. containing an account of the founding of a teintde at Heliopolis

b\' Sesostris I, it may be added here that there is in the latter ,i textual error fat oh for m hmtk),

which could only have arisen fruia the misreading or too slavi.bh cop\ ing; of hierogly]_>hic original;

it is therefore certain that the scriije of the Berlin parchment made a direct copy from a ternijle btele.

This fact ha'- been pointed out by Breasted, Anrient Foordr, vol. i, p. 245iu)te.

The words “like Bc^ for ever and ever'* beem to have been erroneously misplaced in the text. For

an analogous error conitjare t<phitur stele, 11. 3—4, and Ermaii's remarks thereon in hib edition of that text

;

'^ee i)erhapb .ibo (rAUTUiER, Ltcre des Rots, vol. n, p. 369, XVI B,

Thib probablv means merely that Ec^ delegated to him hib ^ goveriiineiit of the earth, and

not that he had alreadv given him victory over his eneime> at the point at which the story opens.

7? mu>t here h.ive dtanonbtrative meaning, a^ Kinf is u>ed without it iu 11. 4 hts>, 7, S, 13. Cf.

tku Knit 1. 5, and // Kmt rst n dnd pii, Seihe, CrkatuLn, IV, 4 the biography of Aliinobe translated below).
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us far as Me/npJus, the ivateri?) of Egypt See, he holds f.) ShmTud, and no man rests,

being wasted through servitude {^) of the Setyu, I ivill grapple with him a)id rip open his

belly; my desire is to deliver Egypt and to smite {1) the Asiatics^

And the gi'andees- of his Council said:—''Behold, the Asiatics have {advanced f as far

as Cu.sae, they have pulled oat{J) their tongues all together. We are at ease holding our

(part of) Egypt. Elephantine is strong, and the 'midland {1) is with us as far as Cusae^.

Men till for us the finest of their land; our cattle are in the papyrus marsJtes. Spelt is

trodden out(!)for{?)our swine. Our cattle are not taken away on account of d.

He holds the land of the ^A'aniu. we hold Egypt. But [whoever fl] comes to land and to

oppose iO us, then would we oppose hinii'

And they were displeasing to the heart of his Majesty. ''As to this counsel of yours

these ^A\nnu who [Behold I will fght(f)] with the ^A\nnu. Success will

come. If. with weeping, the entire land [shall acclaim me{^) the powerful ruler C)\

within Thebes, Karnose the protector of Egypt.'’

H sailed down as a champion to overthrow the ^A'amu by the comiaand of Amun, just

of counsels, my army being valiant in front of me like a blast of fire, troops of Mazoi being

in advance of{!y our strongholds f) in order to spy out the Setyu in order to destroy their

positions. East and TDsf bringing their fat, and ray army abounding in supplies every-

where. I sent forth a powerful troop of Mezay while I spent the day to coop

itpih Teti the so/i of Piopi within XefrusVK I was not going to allow (J) him to

escape-. I turned back the ^A'amu who had encroached (1) upon Egypt and he actedC)

like Ore who the might of the ^A'cvmu. I spent the night in my bocd, my heart being

happy.

When day dauowd I was on him as it were a hawk. When the time of perfuming the

rnoutlr came I overthrew him, I destroyed his wcdl, I slew his folk, I caused his wife to go

dutc/i to the river-bank. My army were like lions with their spoil, with slaves, herds, fat

and honey, dividing up their possessions, their hearts being glad. The district of Xefr[usi f^

urns falling ; it was no great thing for usff) to confine its soul(f). The Per-shak was

lacking u'hen I reached it ; their horses were fled within. The garrisonflf)

The Carnarvon Tablet, like the Sallier Papyrus, comes to an abrupt conclusion, leaving

us in ignorance as to whether the Theban forces pushed on at once to Memphis, or whether

^ Herinttpolis, the capit;il of the Hare Nome, in Middle Egy}>t.

“ The text ha^ orm' ‘‘great men,'' not srv: “otticials,' '‘grandees," as in 1. 2. In these words hieratic

clearly distinguishes signs that are a}>t to be confused in hieroglyphic, so that we may here have further

evidence that the text was copied from a stele.

* The capital of the next iioiue south of the Hare Nome; the modern El-Kusiyeh.
^ A close }cirallel to this abrupt transition trom the third person to the hrst exists in the “Battle of

Kadesir text of Karnesses II. ct. BreasTED, Aiu.ient RfiCmxU, vol. m, ^ Z27. It is also not uncommon
in the roy.il building inscriptions of tbe Eighteenth Dynasty: of. op. dt., vol. Il, 601, 804, 900.

’ For the oi)scure m Jirt possibly coin[)are l-tht d/ziUc nty hry'Sn “other towns which are beyond^')
them. /, 22-3.

'• A city a few miles north of 8bmuu ; between the latter and Kbm el-Alimar.
" Vertainly a future form : here used in the p ist.

5 /or /o’ M( /’/, ‘-the time of [lerfuiuing tlie mouth,'* apparently “breetkfast time,** compare Ebers
Pitpyrys. pi. oO, 2U<i; /’/, with tood-detenninative, breakfast D;," associated with trl /it hEd "even-
tide," Tn/’i,/ Ktd., 46- PiEUL, ll’n'mp .t vol. I, pi. s:3 We are indebted to M. De\uud
fnr the-e references
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the recovery of that city Vv*as deferred to some later season. Glancing back over its

couti'iits, we obtain a strong impression that Ramose must have been the first Theban
ruler to take the initiative against the foreign invaders. The victory of Seknenre^ over

Apophis, which the Sallier Papyrus would, if complete, have relat<^‘d to us, was thus

possibly rather of a moral than of a physical order; Ramose may ha\x^ been the earliest

native ruler to seek a decision by force. The answer given to him by his counsellors is

doubtless pure fiction, a mere literary artifice serving to throw into relief the king’s noble

determination and energy
;
yet their acquiescence in the alien domination may well depict

the actual condition of affairs at the moment when Ramose ascended the tlnxne. It has

often been recognized that the Hyksos occupation in the North must have had some

counterpart in the South
;
this emerges clearly from the biography of Ahmose to Avhich

we shall next turn, but so definite and categorical a statement of it as we find in the

first words of Ramose was hardly to be expected. A Nubian campaign was probably begun

in the reign of Ramose, for his cartouche is found together with that of Amosis I on

a rock at Toshkeh, not far from the present Sudan frontier h The Mezay who are named
as having helped Ramose against the Hyksos were not exactly Nubians, but rather people

of the Beja tribes which still roam the desert between the Nile and the Rod -Sea-. The
last point to which we must draw attention is the interesting menti<,)n of the horses

belonging to the Hyksos
;
thus the oft -repeated ciuijecture that they were introduced into

Egypt by the invaders at last receives valuable confirmation.

Both WeilB and Gauthier-^ have doubted the identity of the Ramose of the Carnarvon

Tablet with the king whose cofiin is in the Cairo Museum and whose weapons and jewels

were found in association with the Queen Ahhotpe, the mother of Amosis I. It is difficult

to share their opinion, based solely on the ditference of the Horus-names. The prenomen

of the Carnarvon Tablet is unfortunately damaged, but may well have read [Waz]kheper[re^]

like that of the previously known king. In any case, when once it is recognized that the

Tablet relates authentic history (or at least history as authentic as is customary in Egyptian

official records), it becomes extremely hard to dissociate the ruler who first opposed the

Hyksos from him who, to all appearance, was the immediate predecessor and perhaps the

elder brother of Amosis I.

i See Weigall, A Repurt on. the Antiquities of Loiver yuhia^ PI. LXV.
- The Mezay (Mdh/) are identitied by S(Uafer (Die AethiopUehe Koniijsinschrift dcs B^diver

fSlnsniuxs; Regierungsherkht des Konigs Xastesea^ Up. 41-2, 3'^- with the J/c/y <if the Xaste>eii Inscription

and with a sccticm of the Beja peoples, who inhabit the desert district between the Nile and the Red Sea

from Ui>per Egypt to the foot of the Ethiopian mountains. This view is cited with reserve by Griffith

{Catcdogiie of the Demotic Papgri in the Rylands Lihrar/p voL in, p. 420; ;
he sugge.sts that the two words

Md>g and Beja are etymologically related, while Schafer’s identification is deduced from coincidence of

geograi^hical distribution. The Bejas, who have been made the subject of an anthropological study by

Professor Seligmann (^Jounwl of the Rogai Anthropologdjd Institute^ vol. 43, pp. 595 foil.), and whose most

characteristic feature is their fuzzy’’ hair, are undoubtedly represented in the reliefs of Middle Kingdom
rock-tombs as herdsmen (see Blackman, The Rock Tomhs tf Meir, Part 2, p. 18, footnote

; Part 1, p. 29,

footnote). The Mezay are very often mentioned in the Xew Kingdom and onwards as soldiers or military

police, and it is possible that in late times the term lost its racial significance, and became a word for

“soldier,’’ “guard,’ whether Beja or not, as in the case of the French suisse with the meaning “beadle.”

The equation J/^yy = Coptic “soldier” is now definitely disproved, the latter word probably

meaning originally ’‘Mede’ isee Griffith, op. eit.^ p. 319).

Journtd A-datique, 1910, pp. 567-8. ^ Livre des Roi.s, vol. ii, p. 160.
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The chronology of this period, as indeed also the sequence and the nuiuber ot its

kings, remains problematic and doubtful in the extreme. When Ahmose ni' El Knb took

his fathers place as a ^varrior in the first years of Amosis I, he was still a young uiiniarried

lad; hence he can hardly have been born earlier than the fifteenth year before Amosis’

accession. Of his father it is said that he served under king SeknenrU : this may have

been at the time of Ahmose s birth, but on the other hand it may equally well have been

twenty or thirty years earlier. Some scholars have wished to place an obscure and ephemeral

king^ variously named Sekhantnebre^, Sekhetenre'^ and Senakhtenre^ between Kamose and

Amosis I : the probabilities are, however, that a king called Senakhtenre^ reigned shortly

before Seknenre^, and that Seknenre^, Kamose and Amosis I succeeded one another in this

order and without interruption.

Leaving to others the discussion of these dubious matters—M. Weill has dealt with

them very elaborately and skilfully-— ,
we may now at length direct our attention to the

biography which the naval officer Ahmose inscribed on the walls of his rock tomb" in hm
native city of El-Kab, some fifty miles south of Thebesf

The naval captain Ahmose, son ofthe justified Ahana'\ he says

I spealv to you, all men, I cause you to knoiu the favours which hawe accrued to me:

how I have been rewarded with gold seven times i)t the sight of the erdire land, and with

men slaves and wumen slaves in Ul’e manner, and how I have been vested with very many
lands. Fur tlte name of a valiant man [resides) in that which he has done; it will not he

obscured in this land, forever''.

^ For tlie king or kin^^ here referred to ^ee CtAUTHiKR, op. cit., pp. lUS-i), and Weill, Jouritul

AsktfJp'e. 1010, pp. 060—571. If the description of the Clot-Bey altar in Maspero, CaAalogue dii

Mask kjgjjiku fW
pt>. 3—5 ,

is to be trusted, M. Gauthier is wrong in stating that the name

Sfeiiakhtenre^ there stand .'5 betw'een Kamo'^e and Aino.^ijj I ; on the contrary, it stands before both

Seknenrc^ and Kamose. In any cafeC, the perdition of Senakhtenrc' on thi^ late monument w-ould be as

little authoritative rt^ is that of Sekhantiiebre'^ bet\veen Kamose and Amosis I 111 the royal list from the

tnnib of Khabekhe 'latest and best publication, Aegy^tisohe I/oscJtnftbn aioi dtn kon. Mo.ibbit va Btrlin,

voL II, pp. 190-2 . In the Table of Karnak. which is just as little decisive as to order, a king Sekhetenre^

occurs between Sekneurc^ and a king Cseienre'^ Sethe, Urkundei*, iv, 609;. It is very probable that

Sekhaiitnebre^, Seklietenre^ and Senakhtenre^ are ail deformations of the same royal name, and the pre-

ference must be given to the wanting Senakhtenre^, which foliow^s the m<jdel of several names in close

proximity to SeknenrC^', a model tirst departed from by Kamose and Amosis I.

“ Joni'iml Asuif/uj^ih',^ 1910, pp. 559-79; 1917, pp. 134-43.

For the dispo.sition ofthe t<_>mb and it'? inscriptions see LlpsICS, iJentmaltr, text, voL iV, pp. 50-1.

^ The l.itest and best edition of the text is Sethl, Urk^indea, iv, 1—10; to tin-, are appended the

fragment of tiie list of lauds gi\eu to Ahmose by way of reward {ibid., lO—11;, and the catalogue of the

slaves similarly gi\en to him. Tlie most recent translations are those of Breasted {Ancient Records, voL ii,

1—16, 3''^-9, 7^*^—->^2, and of Sethe . Crknndi^a der IS. Dyno.ntie, deotsek, pp. 1—-6;. The biograpdiy has

been \ery Iroipieutly studied, and the hist seven lines of it formed the subject of one of Emanuel de

Rouges earliest and most lUiporUint philological studies {Mentoire 6ur I' Inscrfitioji du Tmuheau d'Ahnm,
Chejd.es A avtnii ters., Paris, bt'ol, reprinted in Bdj!lothhpfe Egyptologvpw, vol. XXII, pp. 1—202;. For a full

bibliography see Ma'-plioj. IhAoirb Ancienne, vol. ii, p. ^2, note 1, supplemented by Breasied, op. cit.,

p. 3, note a. i<.> the further indications here given add an edition of the text by V. Luret in Bibliothhqiw

dEt»R\ vol. III.

Aban<i wa^ the mother nt Ahmose, a^ is shown by dii inseriptiun accompanying the hgures of his

father and motiier depleted on the hack Wcdl of the tomb, LepsILs, op. cit., p. 51.

As Spiegelberg ha^ shown de Trormt,\ vol. 26, p. 41;, these words were probabh proverbial
ill the Eighteenth Bynasty; the\ occur again in a heading to a list of Syrian places conquered bv
Tuthinosi^ 111. AU dtc rtuLote lui>d.s of the ends of Asm, tchich His Majesty brought au:>ty as tiring
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Thus he spoke

:

I had t\i\j upbringing^ in the town of NekhaJj', my father being a soldier of the King

f Lower Egypt, the justified Seknenre^, whose name was Baba, son of Re^onet.

I took service us soldier' in his stead, in the ship of The Wild Ballj' in the time of the Lord
of Both Lands, the justified Nebpehtire^^, when I was a youth, and had not taken a wife, hut

spent my nights in a hammock of net^.

Kow when I had established a househoUL, I was taken upon the ship '''Northern,’'

because I was valiant ; and 1 used to accompany the Sovereign upon foot in the course of his

goings abroad in his chariot. And 'when they sat down before the town of Aixiris, I

displayed valour on foot in His Majesty’s presence. Hereupon I was promoted to the

"Manifestation in Memphis.”'

And when they proceeded to fight on the tuater in {the canal?) Pzedku of Avaris, I made
a capture and brought away a hand, and it was reported to the King’s InformamV , and the

gold of vcdour was given to me.

Fighting was repeated in this place, and I proceeded to make a second capture there and

brought away a hand. And the gold of valour was given to me over agoAn.

And when they fought in the {part of ) Egypt south of this town {i.e. Avaris), / brought

away a lacde living prisoner. I went down into the water—{for) he was taken prisoner on

the city side—and carried him over the water with me^. It ivas reported to the King's

Informant, and tliereujjon, behold, I was rewarded with gold afresh.

Then they proceeded to spoil Avaris

;

and I brought away spoil thence: one man; three

women; a total offour heads. And His Majesty gave them to me for slaves.

And they sat down before Shar alien for three years''. And when His Majesty spoiled

it I brought away spoil thence: two women, and a hand. And I was given the gold of

valour. And lo, my^''' spoil was given to me for slaves.

pvisonerii, that ha itiight nmke u gveat slcofghter among theni, arid ti'hvAi had. aot been trodden hg other

except His Majesty; for the name of a caliant man resides in \^>rhat he ha.^ done\ and y'ill not he ohi^eyo'ed

in this land [ foreveiM Sethe, Urknnden, iv, 780, cf. further ibid., 084 and Pap. Petrvyrad 1116a, recto, 107-8.

The aphori.'^m gives the reason why AhinoNe addresses po.^terity on the subject of his warlike exploits.

1 Ir-ai kpnra^ hardly ‘'I assumed my form,*' i.e. was reborn, as Schafer {Zeitschrift fnr dggptische

Spracke, vol. Lii (1914), p. 10^;, reviving an old idea of de Kouge's, has lately maintained, for the narrative

is otherwise uninetaphorical even to the point of baldness. Hprv: has more t>t*obably the sense of ‘‘up-

bringing” implicit in the causative shpr ‘‘to bring uj),” “educate.*'

- I.e. the modern El-Kab.
^ ‘Soldier,'* not “olticer,'’ see von (Jalice, Zeiisehrift fur aggptische fipracke, vol. Lil (1914;,

pp. 116-8.

^ I.e. king Amosis I.

Bmtsnu". the second word means “net,” so that the entire expression is likely to mean a sailor's

hammock rather than a garment worn by youths at night, as Breasted and Sethe think. For the deter-

minative of smt, a word which a[)pears to be othorwi.-se unknown, cf. hn.kgt “bed,” Sinuhe D, 294, and else-

where. The usual phrase for getting married and “settling down.”
" The official whose regular duty it was to keep the Pharaoh informed of important events.

^ The whole of this passage has been admirably elucidated by Schafer, Zeitschrift fur uggptiscke

Sprache, vol. lii [191 i}, pp. 100-2. Sethe, however, adheres to the old view that a combat south of

El-Kab ib here referred to; this we cannot allow, as the parenthetic nature of such an episode in the

present context would be almo.st intolerable.

9 “Three years,** not “six years,’* as Breasted and many scholars before him have thought; see

Sethe, Zeitschrift fnr aggptische Uprache, vul. xlii J905;, p. 136. Sharfihen is a South-Palestiman

in the tribe of Simeon, mentioned Josh. 19, 6.

The order of tlie per-^onal suffix and of the ]_)lural determinative has here a})parently been inverted hv
mistake.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. ~
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Xow when His Majesty had slain the Mentyn of Asitf, he fared soiithivards to Khen-

theanafer'^ to destroy the Nubian Bedu.ins. And His Majesty proceeded to make a great

slaughter among them. Then I brought au:ay spoil thence : two living men and three hands.

And I was rewarded with gold afresh. Lo, two female slaves were given to me. And His

Majesty ja red northwa rds, his heart being glad, in valour and victory-, having taken posses-

sion of the So)itherners and Northerners.

Then there came 'A'ata^ of the South, whose doonc^ his fate drew on, the gods of Upper

Egypt taking hold on him. He was found by His Majesty in TenftaTa'\ And His Majesty

brought hirti a living prisoner, and all his people as easy spoil. Then 1 brought two

skirmishers as captives from the ship of 'Mata. A)id five heads were given to me, and

a portioiv of land, five arurae. in ]ny city ; and it was doite likewise for the whole navy.

Then that wretch came, whose name was Teti^an". He had collected the rebels to hiinself

And His Majesty slew him, his crevB being made non-ewistoit. Then three heads and five

arurae of land were given to me in my city.

And I conveyed by uxiter the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the justified Zeserkere^^''

,

u'hen he was going southward, to K fish to enlarge the frontiers ofEgypt. And His Majesty smote

down that A ubian Beduni in the midst of his army, he being brought away in a strangleholdA^,

^ a name of Xubia or a part of it, the extent of which has still to be determined.
- Ihf ///; is prob;ibly parenthetic, m hnt ni akt being adverbial to as often.

or being uaacconipanied by the definite article in 1. is either a proper name or a de-

?iignatie>n of some similar kind. It clearly has nothing to do vith itclt in the Sallier PapyrUvS s'see above

p. 40, note as used to be supposed. On the other hand it may be connected with a word 'te found

in a Demotic tale, see ORiFriiH, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, p. 163, note on 1. 29; an tfte of

Ku^h ' Is there sptikeu of as having bi’ought a sealed letter as a test whereby Egypt was to be humiliated

see above p. 43'. and Mr Griffith judges from the determinative that the word “may mean ' foreigner^

of ‘negro/ unless it be an expression for sorcerer or an abusive term.'' ^ Ilshe', reckoning '*
(?).

Possibly name of a watering-station in the desert ( Setheb Breasted understands the name as

reading the sign for water at the end phonetically, not as a determinative. This is equally

]jrobable, as a compound word ‘‘canal,” or the like, is known.
Breasted translates ‘‘archers, ’ quoting a scene in the tomb of Haremheb at Thebcs 'Mernoires de la

Mission 1ra act use au Caire, vol. v, PI. Ill after p. 434; see also p. 420;, ‘‘where it bears the determinative
of >hoi)ting, and .stands over a man with a bow with the title ‘chief archer , of His Majesty.'" But
more often the term has a determinative indicating agility or the like, see Aimsi. II. 7. X^SaHwr 7, 1;
Ay^ast. T, 10, 6 = *SV//bp/* /, 3, 8; the determinative of the child given to it in Brit. Mus. 138; Avignon, i;

Davies. Bl Ayyiary^a, iii, 12, may be due to confusion with this. A regiment Os-f; of ru-g, depicted without
bows, Davies, loe.eit.\ ‘'captains'^ of „\~g [hry m-g)\\\ the place quoted by Breasted, and also Louvre
(’ 63 ;

A vignon 1. Among Nubian prisoners, Brit. Mus. 13s
;
the word may well be Nubian.

‘ Dnhr, a word for “^hare” or “portion*' derived from the verb dni ‘qo divide'’ or “parcel out’’
(Pleyte-RussI, Papyrus de Tu,'i,i, PI. 45, 1. 5 , ; used specially of lands perhaps only here and Sallier L
7, :^ = Ana.n. IL 8, 2, but d,tyt “register of lands*' is common.

Names compounded \\ith Teti were very common about this time: the Carnarvon tablet has made
U'^ acipiainted With one. and the (. optu^; decree 'above p. 39, note 1} with another; see also Newberry,
Proceedings or the Bomety of Bdjhe<il Ardut^^eJogy, vol xxxv T913;, p. 119, note 10.

'1st. cf. Urkmyd^n. iv, 663 for the detorminative
;
the word i> used of gangs of workmen, and crew>

of boat.s; here it may have had a C(aiteiiiptuous flavour. lo
/.g. Amenophis 1.o tj>yg>rp determined with the hea'l is evidently a reduplicated form of guP with the same deter-

minative, eg. Lacau, Textes Rd>gieyx. 26. 2 ;
thi> again must be s<»mehow connected with gBr ^‘to be

narrow or “to make narrow,' rt, G(*ptic (5'(oot Bruusch, hVurterh., blOS; SuppJ,, 1293'. It i^ less
bkel\ to mean her- tli.it the enemy w t.tkon --by -,iegt% ’ as Piaakhib, 9 might suggest, than that he

brought b uk to EgN pt with a rope round hi^ nee k, oe. half-strangled.
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nor was any missing, lie who sought flight^ being laid low- like those who had never

been. Now I luas in front of our army ; I fought in very deed, and His Majesty saw my
valour. I brought away Vvo hands, which ivere offered to His Majesty. And ‘when they

proceeded to search for his folk and his cattle, I brought away a living prisoiier, who was

offered to His Majesty. I broujjht His Majesty in two days to Egypt frorn the well Hraw'\ Then

%vas I rewarded with gold. The)t I brought away two female slaves as spoil, apart from
those which I had offered to His Majesty. And they made me a Warrior of the Ruler

And I conveyed by water the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the justified ^Akheper-

kere^^^ when he was going southward to Khenthenna fer to abolish sedition throughout the lands,

and to drive forth the influw of the desei't region^. And I displayed valour in Ids presence

on the had waters, in forcing the ships over the cataracU, And I was thereupon made a

Naval Captain.

And His Majesty [heard that] ^
; and His Majesty became enraged

thereat like a leopard; His Majesty shot, and his first arrow fastened in the neck of that

wretch. And these [rebels] were - and confounded at his royal Uraeus. And there

was made there an hour of execntioK ; tlwir people were brought away as living prisoners.

His Majesty fared northivards, with all foreign lands in his grasp, and that wretched Beduin

of Nubia head downwards in front of His Majesty s falcon ship^"^. And they landed at

Karnak.

After that {His Majesty) made an expedition to Retenu^ that his ardour might be slaked

througliout the foreign lands. His Majesty arrived at Xahara yiiC^ ; His Majesty found that

wretch while he was marshalling his forces. A}id His Majesty )nade a great slaughter among

them. There was no counting of the living prisoners which His Majesty brought away from
his victories. Now I was in front of oar army, and His Majesty saw how valiant I was.

1 cf. CrkiOLclen, IV. 21, 84, 139, 767.

~ Dy hr <js, lit., ‘‘bud on tlie side," .so tO(. Crkfraden. iv, 84; cf. dy hr ysf >iiiiilcirly used of Osiris,

Pyramid Texts, 1033.

^ Hnnit Hro' Breasted and Setlie both render ‘‘fruin the upper well" or watering-^>tatiuii.'’ But the

name of the locality is urgently needed, so that it is preferable to take the words a^, meaning “the wail

(called) Upper ^
\
Ifro'}.

^ 'Ihhcty n HkP evidently a military title, but we are unable to quote any other insUaice."

l.e. king Tuthiaosis I.

is evidently a coiiipound beloiiuing to the .'^eries discus'^ed by Spiegelbero, Ztlisrhiuft fur

ayyptUehe Zpraehe. \oL tl il9l3 ', p]). 122 folk

^ Bor ttuc bhi perhaps compare the phrase mir hstv: in the inscription of Sireiiptuvet of Assuan, see

ZtlUehrljt J'O' nyyptlsehe riprache, voL XLV ;1908., p. 128. note 1.— P-r-s, a ^yllabically ” written word,

not known to us elsewdiere with nansitive force. Of. Pop. T>o'la 17, 2: d/dC?csO IV, 14, 70, whence it is

clear, as Max Muller saw' xZelt.wltrlft for dyyptische Syrochf', \ol. xxvr [1888], 77 , that the stem means

“to exert eti'ort." In the llorendnih Detree. 11. 15, 33, it is a pluuil lumii “endeavours." An instance from

Karnak quoted by Burchardt, Fremdii'nrWr, is n(»t accessible to us. Here the word clearly means “to

strive to cope witli" a recalcitrant “bject.— “vortex” or tlie like, frrjm yid “to overnirn'
;
only here ^

' Two .spaces left hlauk by the sculptor wdio carved ibe itiscri}»tion. Ft>r the general sonso to be

assumed in the UrM of the tw’o .see Crk>o*dea, iv, 139.

^ Perhajis literally : “it wms made there into a moment of execution.'

B}k, properly ‘falcon,’ design<ition of the ship of the king, wdiich wxis identitied wdth the falcon-

headed god Horus" iSETHE^. A similar treatment of the enemies, expressed in almost the same wa>rds,

under Anienophis III, Amoda Stele, 1. 17.

Xhrji, a comiiiuu name in Kuyptian for Mesopotamia, probably equivalent to the Hebrew dual Q'lO?

“the tw'o ri\er''

'
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I brour/ht aivcuf a chariot and its horse, (with him) who ivas in it as a Uvimj prisoner. These

were offered to His Majestij, and I was rewarded with gold afresh.

I ant grown injirm, 1 have reached old age, and the favours show)i me are like the first

I [restl in the upland tomb which 1 myself made.

It is typical of the Egyptian inditference to bald facts that the only conteniporaiy

record that we pr^ssoss n{ the taking of Avaris, a historic event of capital importance,

should be the biography of a naval officer on the walls of his tomb in a remote pro\incial

town. Amosis I ha^ left several public monuments of himself, and among theiii a large

stele enumerating his offerings to the temple of Amen-re^ at Karnak; the first twenty

Unes of this are devoted to adulatory rhetorical epithets, and the sole reference to the king s

epoch-making military achievements consists of the words :

—
'' He is a king whom Re^ has

caused to rude, whom Ainan has magnified; they give to him territories and lands (all) at

One time, even that upmi ivhich Rt^ shines. The desert-dwellers approach in a single humble

processmo and stand at his gates. His awfulness is amoiig the people vf Khenthennafer, and
hiS roaring in the lands oj the Fenkhu, The fear of His Majesty is in the midst of this land

like Min in the year of his coming. They bring goodly tribute, and are laden with offerings

jor the kmg'^!' How different this from the diy annalistic stvle of the Babylonians ! But
if the empty frothiness of the one kind of writing is exasperating, how wearisome and
sterile is the solemn matter-of-factness of the other !

A one of the characteristic Egyptian failing will be found, however, in the narrative

ot Ahmuse, which was possibly dictated by himself. If so, we must picture him to our-

selves as a plain-spoken old warrior, little given to flowers of speech or prolixity of diction.

Hi^ lather appears to have been but a common soldier, or rather marine, and the family

history here rev^ealed indicates how a new loyal well-to-do class arose around the Pharaohs
of the early Eighteenth Dynasty. A early three hundred years later, under Ramesses II,

we read of the legal disputes of a family whose fortunes sprang similarly from a gift of land
made by Amosis I to one Neshi, a faithful ''captain of ships-.''

At the beginning of his biogi“aphy AhmOse boasts of having been rewarded with “very
many lands.’' The nucleus of his fortune may well have been the small grant of land
which Amosis I made to him, as to the rest of his navy, after his last campaign but one;
the land given to Ahmdse on this occasion amounted to no more than 5 arourae, or about

acres. Shortl\ afterwanls he received another 5 arourae. Some much damaged lines
continuing the naiidtue ah early translated prove that a later king conferred upon him
sixt\ aioiiiae more (about 41 acro'^’); if to this be added yet other grants, the mention
of which i.-) lost in the long lacuna, w^e may guess that his total estate, at death, may have
been one hundred arourae, i.e. sixty-seven acres, at the utmost. Comparing this with the
150 aioiiiae granted b} ruthuiosis I to one of his officers, ive must CMinclude that, even at
the end of his career, Ahniose did not possess the exalted rank that has sometimes been

^ Sethe, UrkxiojJtn, iv, 17— Is.

^ee (takdixer, In.si 1

1

nr Mes, p.
’20 . Broa^ted quotes another instance of a reward of lands

loo arourae,^ made m an - otficrr ^

],y Tutlmr».^is 1, namely Ber/in Aeyyjjtische Insrhnften,
1 ndti the 1 tnleiuies Liiid ^i\en to soldiers (called KXrjpovxKV yrf carried with it the

o » ij^atrai <_> lutuie 'Venice. The grants made bv Amosis probably were analogous rather to the Ptole-
maic e’e 6a)^6« y?!. which was usiMlly free both c.f taxes and of ubliuatinns to service.

'
tn try KifUj GO orwrar hi IjltoA. Tnhd
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assigned to him. A man of humble origin^ his bravery secured to him considerable

wealth : but he was certainly not the High Admiral of the Egyptian fleets, as has some-

times been asserted, and he maj^ possibly have had his peers even in his own native city.

The list of lands acquired by Ahmose is followed by a list of the captured slaves that

were given to him. This being of some interest, we append a full translation^ :

—

LIST OF THE SLAVES, MALE AXL FEMALE, OF THE SPOILS

10, the female slave Ta\t ;

11, the female slave Sedmofnai (?) (die [^]

listens to me ')

;

12, the female slave Baket (maid^servant

;

18
,
the female slave Ka..Asi/ ('I. ..her');

14, the female slave Ta^mothu ;

15, the feaiale slave Wa^hentasahhiuet

pure is the land of Sakhmet ')

;

16, the female slave Istavuin ;

17, the female slave lotefaufer (‘his father

is good ’)

;

18, the female slave Hadetkush (‘she who
repels Kush ')

;

19, the female slave Amenehsosneh (‘^Amun
confers health

Most of these names are pure Egyptian, and it must be concluded that some, at least,

of the foreigners who passed into the household of Ahmose there exchanged their names

for others less outlandish. The only name that can with any certainty be regarded as

Semitic is no. 16, which in all likelihood contains as an element the goddess Ishtar or

Astartel The name Ta^inothu (no. 14) has been compared with such names as Amos in

Hebrew, but it is found applied to an Egyptian lady of high rank^ less than a full century

later, so that no clear conclusion can be drawn from it.

We must return now to the campaigns in which Ahmose took part, and which resulted

in his receiving the “gold of valour" five times under Amosis I, and once again under

each of the latter’s two successors. The siege of Avaris, from the very manner in which

it is related, must have been long protracted. Ahmose was promoted once and rewarded

twice before he performed his crowning feat of bravery in this campaign. Perhaps the

Egyptians had been temporarily driven back, for they were now fighting in the district

south of the town—south too, as it would appear, of an arm of the Nile or a canal

(perhaps “ Pzedku of Avaris " previously mentioned) lying between the town and them-

selves. x\hmose seems to have left his companions and gone down into the water: then,

capturing one of the Hyksos on the enemy shore, to have waded home with his prisoner

upon his back. For this act he was rewarded with gold anew. The next event we hear

1 The list is discussed by Muller, op, cit., p. 9, and translated bv Sethe, Urkandea^ iv, text,

pp. 5—6. We deviate in some particulars from both ver^ioiu'^.

- Biirchardt takes the entire name I&htar-llmlni^ 'W\f5tarte i.s lay mother’’: thi> is daring but nut

improbable.

See Davies-Gardiner. Tonih of Ante >ternhH, p. 34.

... 1
,
the slave Prnezay (‘ the Beja man’);

2, the slave PayehOd (‘ he of Abydos ’)

;

3, the slave Senhenhof {' his lord is hale ’)
;

4, the slave P ;

5, the slave Kenphek’a (‘the Ruler is brave’);

6, the slave Bhutsonhu (‘Thoth is hale’);

7, the slave Sehkmdse (‘ Suchos is born (O') ^

8, the slave dia ry (?)

;

9, the slave P^aam (‘ the ^A’am’ or ‘Asiatic’):
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of is the sacking of Avaris, when Ahinose received one male and three female slaves as his

share of the plunder. The memory of this great occurrence descended to the Greeks, for

a chronicler named Ptolemy of blendes was still able to relate that Amosis I “razed Avails

to the grounds”

Next followed the siege of ShaiTihen, a town in the tribe uf Simeon, south of Judah,

to which we must suppose the Hyksos to have retreated
;
when at last, after three years

siege, the place was taken, AUnose was present and participated in the spoils. Professor

Sethe has found in the brief and much damaged preface to the Annals of Tuthmosis III

what he considers to be a reference to the sojourn of the Hyksos garrison in Sharuhen
;
to

us it a2)pears more likely that the passage alludes to the stationing of Egyptian troops in

that town, until their position was endangered by an extensive Syrian “ rebellion,’’ when
the Pharaoh felt called ujion to intervene and defend them-.

The fall of Sharuhen did not bring the Palestinian campaign of Amosis I to a close,

for another soldier named Ahmose, also a native of El-Kab, tells how he accompanied the

king to Zahi or Phoenicia, where he carried off one living 23risoner and one hand t So far

as oar Ahmose is concerned, we next hear of him in Nubia, where he performed fresh

exjjloits and was suitably rewarded. His two further campaigns under Amosis I were

both, apparently, on the soil of Egypt itself, where rebellions arose under the leadership,

firstly, of a mysterious enemy, perhaps a Nubian, called ’A’ata, and secondly of one

TetKan, who, to judge by his name, may have been an Egyptian.

Our interest here being principally with the Hyksos, we need follow^ Ahmose’s career

no further, or rather it wall suffice to refer the reader to our translation of his biograj^hy.

Ahmose must have been quite sixty years of age wLen he fought his last battle in the

first year of Tuthmosis I; for Amosis I reigned for twenty-twm years at least—Manetho
says twenty-five^—and Amenophis I has left a monument of the twxmty-first year of his

reign.

^ \7r L(Dv . . .(prjcrh' on KanfTKayjre Xvapiv "^A/xconrts, Kara rov \\pye7ov yevofiepos "'iva^ovy €v roi?

Xpoi’ois dpeypa\p'€i'

d

MevST^crios Tatiax, 0j\ ad 6'/*., 59. JosepliUH, drawing his account from
philo-Judaic w riters anxious to identify the IIyksu> with the Jew’s of the Exodus, is unable to admit that

tlie Egyptians took Avaris, and asserts that hnally an arrangement wxis reached by wiiich the Hyksos
w^eut forth tsvu hundred and forty thuu.sand in number and f»)unded Jerusalem.

“ The rendering given by Sethk, Z^iUchrlft fur iigyptlsch? Spravhv, vol. XLVII (1910), p. 84, runs as
t‘*lh)W's: } tcir 22, toarth month oj the n'lnter season, day 25. yf<fj('sty yia'cmd the fo^'tress of] Tho.ru
Hi the fr.s't ej^edition of rictury [in o/xTr to drire forth those irho attached thS] frontiers of Egypt ia xalour
[ai>d ia'tnnj, in might and triumph']. A [lung] period of years lasted [mhed the Asiatics ruled in] bri-

gandage, everyone serving before [their princes^ n:ho ivere in dra/'f?]. But d happened ia other times that
the garrison, v'hich v'as there, n-as in the town uf Bharnhen, They > ire \nov'\ from Yrd to the ends of the
eortfi, prr,paring to revolt againd His Jlajer-^ty.

"

We eannut accept the inttu’pretati<.n of the last tw'o lines uf the text, the only part where there are
nu lacunae. r»> us it seems impossible to take /dt Im ‘‘which was there*' in the sense ''which had been
there namely in A\ari'', nor can w^e agree that s[ i^ here tlie pronoun, or that sH m Y-r-d, etc. is its

[»redicate, or that nd r mean'- “to begin to.' \\ q venture tentatively to propose the rendering: But it

happennd ui other tim-s^ that dm garrison v'hdh then^ d.m in Palestine) mas in Bhartlhen, when {st=ist)
jrom ]idto the ends of the earth had fallen udu rebel] iun agudnst His Majesty. ' But the passage is ex-
treiiieh ob^eure our object i'- mainly protect against building any .serious historical conciusiun-, upon
a conjectural restoration.

L rk »nden, IV, 35.

^ Jt>sephus .up, rd
,

>ay> that Tethrnosi^ h(‘ means Amo>is;. reigned for tw'enty-tive years and four
month'' attei the taking <4 A^ari'^, wdiich in any case w'as <-pute rit the beginning of the reign.



THE EXPULSION OF THE HYKSOS 00

It is not our intention to discuss in detail the well-known passage derived from

Manetho through which Josephus strives to demonstrate the great antiquity of the

Jews. The topic is of the highest interest as bearing, not merely upon a very obscure

moment in Egyptian history, but also on the whole problem of the Exodus. But it is

certainly not suited to uncritical treatment, and we prefer to confine ourselves to the

native Egyptian evidence. Before our task is concluded, mention iiuist be made of certain

inscriptions of later date which contrast the havoc and anarchy of the Hyksos age with

the order and activity of the Tuthmoside regime.

The earliest reference of the kind is found upon a stele commemorating the acts of

piety performed *by Tuthmosis I in the temple of xlbydos. In his concluding address to

the priesthood the Pharaoh says :

—

‘'7 have made the frontiers of Tim aris to {tlte limit of) what the sini surrounds, causing

those to be powerful who were in terror, and casting evil forth from it ; causing Egypt to be

the Mistress, and every {other) Umd to be her slaves^!'

There can be but little doubt that the age of terror alluded to was the Hyksos period,

more especially as the text goes on to speak of a time when Egypt got the upper hand,

and every other land was subjected to it.

A much more definite reference occurs, however, as scholars have long known, in the

dedicatory inscription carved by order of Queen Hatshepsut over the entrance of the rock-

temple near Beni Hasan known as the Speos Artemidost Here, in a peroration addressed

to mankind, Hatshepsut says :

—

''I have restored what ivas ruified, and have raised up what was neglected, pre-

viously {^Y, {at the time) when were in the midst of Avaris of the Xorthland, and

strangers in the midst of them overturned what had been made. They ruled without no

one{l) acting according to the divine command, down to Mjf Majestyf
We are here inevitably reminded of the beginning of Manctho's account of the Hyksos

as quoted by Josephus^:

—

“ (whose) mmie was) Toutimaos (?). Under him it came to pass, I kn<nv not how, that

God was adverse, and there came unexpectedly out of the Eastern parts men of obscure race and had

the temerity to invade our country, and captured it by force easily and without a battle. And having

got the rulers of it into their hands, they burned our cities in savage manner and sacked the temples

of the gods
”

The disregard shown by the Hyksos for Egyptian religious feeling is also reflected, as

we have seen, in the Sallier PapjTUs.

1 Sethe, Crkutidiui, iv, 102 and in Zeitschrift f» r agyiAurha Spnwhe, voL xlvii A910), })p. 73-4, where

the bearing of this passage was pointed out for the first time.

- Sethe, Crkunden, iv, 390; the most recent translations are BreasTED, xinrient Records, vol. ig

§ 303, and Max Muller, op. cit,, p. 7 ;
the last-named scholar attaches an exaggerated importance to the

words “ strangers in the midst (,)f them,'’ as Breasted rightly j>oints out.

3 jjeems here to he an adverb, but is known to us nowhere else in this sense.

^ Op. cit., 75, The Greek text now begins abruptly with the WiH*ds rovTigaLo^ ovoga > see Ed. Meyer
Agyptische Chronologie, p. 71. note 2^ which the editors have daringly emended into iyiv^ro ^aatXRs vplv,

Tlfiaos ovopQ. It has recently been proposed from two sides (Isidore Levy in Weill, Journal Asiatigue,

1910, p. 323, see too op. rit., 1013, p. 551 ;
aho Burchardt-Pieper, Handlmeh der ugypiiseher Konigsnauten,

vol. I, p. 53,1 to retain the ^LS. reading, and to identify the sup}>osed Tocrt^aio? with a king Ddicnis named
on a few monuments of the luterinediate period. The conjecture is to the last degree improbable, as the

element -ms always appears in Greek in such forms as -poxiis, -jiacns.
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The disruption and unhappiness of the Hyksos period were followed in Egypt by an

age of brilliant achievements and great prosperity. In this respect the history of the

Eighteenth Dynasty has a m<jst curious parallel in that of the scarcely less splendid times

of the Twelfth Dynasty. The geographical i.sulation of Egypt, exposed as it is to but few

external iiiHuences, renders it strangely open to the possibility of the recurrence of similar

historical sequences
;
the conditions are almost experimental in their simplicity, and longer

stretches of time come under our observation than almost anywhere else. In these two

cases at any rate, the same order of events seems to have been repeated: an age of

internal strife gives his opportunity to the foreigner
;
the activities let loose by the struggle

against the invader are turned, with the coming of peace, into constructive and profitable

channels.

Sketch-map to illustrate the

Expulsion of the Hyksos.
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A CAKYED SLATE PALETTE IN THE
MANCHESTEE MUSEUM

Bv WINIFRED M. CROMPTON

The palette ^vith which this article is concerned has not been published hitherto, but

was referred to by Mr J. E. Quibell in Hiertikoitpolis II, p. 42, as a “palette lately sold in

Cairo and decorated with three ostriches and a human figure in relief/' It was presented

to the Manchester Museum, in 1912, by Mr Jesse Haworth, to whom Mr Quibell wrote, in

1900, that it was important as “ forming a link between the ordinary green slates and the

great palette of Hierakonpolish”

It is distinctly cruder in st3de and workmanship than any hitherto published, except

the two from El-'Amrah- and Gerzeh^ respectively, and these two fall into rather a ditierent

categoiy, as not bearing either human or animal figures.

The Manchester palette (Museum no. 5476) has the form of a long double-bird, and

measures 41 cm. in height, by a breadth of 16*3 cm. and a thickness of IT cm. The entire

palette is shown in Plate VII, top, and the carved portion at the bottom of the same plate.

The design shows a man behind three ostriches. Though the trunk and limbs are decidedly

human, the head can scarcely be so described, and the hands perhaps are doubtful. Professor

Elliot Smith has called my attention to the cave drawings of the Aurignacian period from

Altarnira, where forms with somewhat similar heads appear-*, but their trunks and lower

limbs, at least, ai-e monstrous, whilst those of our carving are clearly human. The head of the

figure on the Manchester palette perhaps more nearh" resembles that of the Cretan Minotaur,

as seen on seal impressions but the arms ditler from this, as they do not terminate in

hoofs but rather in claws—or possibly it was intended to represent the hands as viewed

from behind, with the fingers pointing forwards and somewhat downwards. On the whole,

however, the head approximates most closely in shape to those of the ostriches which the

figure is pursuing. Perhaps the reason why the man has the head of an ostrich is in order

that he may draw close to the birds without startling them, in accordance with the method

now employed by the Bushmen'\ The Lib^^ans, with whom the Predynastic Egyptians

appear to have been connected, practised this mode of hunting, as is shown by the pre-

* This great palette and most of the other carved slates now known are figured in Proceedings of the

Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. xxir (1900;, pp. 125—139
;

vol. xxvi (^1904\ pp. 262-3; vol, xxviii

(1906), p. 87 ;
vol. xxxi (1909), pp. 297 foil. For a further small fragment in the Louvre see Capart,

Primitive Art in Egyyt, Fig. 185.

- Figured RaxdallAIacIver, El Amrah and Ahydos, PL VIII, Fig. 2.

3 Figured Petrie, The Labyrinth, Gerzeh and Mazghuneh, PL VI, Fig. 7.

^ SoLLAS, Ancient Hunters, ed. 1915, Fig. 179.

5 See Joimi, Brit Sch, Athens, vol. vii, p. 18. ^ Sollas, op. cit.. Fig, 194.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. g
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historic rock-glyphs of Teli-Sagha, in Fezan, where two archers, wearing the heads and

skins of gazelles, stalk a biitialo^

On the animal i^alotte from Hierakonpolis, now in the Ashmolean Mu^eum, is a man

with a jackals head and tail, playing a pipe
;
this figure has been called a jackal, but that

it represents a man disguised seems evident from observation of the feet, which are distinctly

human, the left foot showing the toes quite plainly-.

31. Benedite, in an article recently published^ gives the following points as charac-

teristic of the earliest class of carved slate with human and animal figures :—the plain

squared form of the torso, the knees not projecting but with knee-caps outlined
; rudimen-

tary hands without opposing thumbs; the squared foot
;
the lozenge-shaped eye. Of these

characteristics, the squared torso and foot are seen in the 3Ianchester palette
; the hands

are almost like claws
;
the knees cannot be said to project, though the legs are bent, nor

are the knee-caps outlined
;
the eyes are merely the round holes mentioned by Benedite

as the more ancient rendering that is found in the plain animal-shaped slates of Xekadeh.

The hands, knees and eyes, therefore, show a still earlier stage than the great hunting

palette, or the animal palette of Hierakonpolis, which two are considered by M. Benedite

to be the oldest of the carved slates already published. The ostrich at the top of the

animal slate of Hierakonpolis and the ibis in a similar position on the Louvre Giratie

palette are, I believe, the only other instances of the round eye on the carved slates.

The background of the 3Ianchester palette is cut aw-ay, lea\dng the figures in relief,

but of detail there is scarcely any. The exceptions are:—(1) The man is given a girdle,

and in addition to the curved line which denotes the upper edge of this, are two slight

incisions obviously representing folds in the material
;
the girdle is finished with a hanging

knot, unless this object is the sheath often wrongly called the karnata] (2) the curves of

the flesh of the man’s neck are showm
; (3) so is the division between the birds’ bodies and

necks. The direction of the tool-marks on the necks of the first and second ostrich shows
an endeavour to give a rounded appearance. In the hindmost bird the marks go straight

down the neck. This bird is altogether the least lifelike, and if the artist wmrked from left

to right (the most convenient direction) it would be that which was first carved. The feet

of the ostriches resemble those of the smaller birds on the obverse of the British 3Iuseum
Giraffe and palm palette, though the very human looking feet of the latter birds are still

more like those of our man! One interesting point in connection with the technique
is that the idea of high and low relief has been grasped; the body of the ostrich is

thrown up by the cutting down of the base of the neck till, at one edge, it is almost level
with the background. Similarly, the top edge of the man’s girdle is accentuated by
lowering the relief of the portion of his body immediately above it, the same method being
adopted at his neck. These are the only masters in which the workmanship is more than
elementar}'. There is more variation in the relief of these necks than is found in the
figures upon most ot the later palettes. Upon that of Xarmer, generally considered the
latest, the differences of plane are extremely slight. On the Hierakonpolis "animal

It p. ^4, rig. O.

- -Mi,. ( 'romptou thus takes the >ame view .is J. Phris, who brings evidence to show that thi.s
represents a hunter dressed in a j.ickal skin, playing the flute as a lure to the desert animals see /ferwe
Emiptolo^jiq.ie. v,.l. xii, pp, 1 foil —Ed.

' Mo/'Htiftffts >.'t Memoil''

is given \>y Petrie, Anciyi^t

t/e rAv»cE„ue c7,.i tom. x.xil, fast. 1, pp. 21 and 22; an abstract
IPl,, no. 1, p. 30. I follow, in the main, this compressed version.
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palette ” the main figures of the design are in very much higher relief than the smaller and

subsidiary figures, but the differences of plane in any one figure considered by itself are not

great. I write from an examination of casts of the two Hierakonpolis palettes
;
as to the

other carved slates, to judge from photographs in periodicals, though some show very great

varieties of relief (in particular the bull palette of the Louvre and the procession of animals

from Gizeh), yet the edge of the design is in every case kept sharply defined from the back-

ground and nearly always well above it
;
the complete merging into the background shown

in our example scarcely occurs elsewhere.

It has been seen that our palette is most closely allied in workmanship to the earliest

of the elaborately carved slates, but is decidedly cruder. In idea, too, it corresponds to the

early Hierakonpolis animal palette, both having a human figure with a monstrous head.

It is interesting to notice that it is allied to the verv simpU^ carved slates from El-'Amrah

and Gerzeh by a point of technique, showing, like them, very distinct traces of tool marks,

both on the carved and on the plain surfaces. These marks are, alike in all three cases,

slight scratchings, often ending in a triangular point. The plates here given, and those in

The Labyrinth and in El Ainixth already cited, will explain the nature of these marks better

than words. Eubbing with a pebble and water, in some cases with the addition of sand,

will produce a perfectly smooth surface. In the more elaborately carved palettes, though

careful inspection of the originals will reveal the tool-marks in a few places, yet these are

so slight as to be invisible in the published photographs, whence it is obvious that such a

final rubbing down has taken place. Equally obviously it has been omitted in the ruder

slates from Gerzeh and El-Amrah, as also in our ostrich slate, a fact which may perhaps be

a sign that these three belong to an earlier period.

The Gerzeh slate, decorated with a rough cow’s head, with stars ^ at the ends of the

horns and ears, is the most rudely executed of all. The holes in it look much more as

though they had been bored by hand with a flint than as though they had been made with

a drill. There is a ditference in the drilling of the holes in the Manchester slate, for the •

row of five above the ostriches and man has been much less neatly executed than in the

case of the others, the holes not being clean cut, i.e. the drill has left the mark of an

incomplete circle on the face of the slate, and has made circular ridges inside the holes in

the process of boring. Possibly the reason of this difference is that these holes are deeper

than the others, and after passing a certain depth such grooves would be produced if a

triangular drill were used. Of the twenty slate palettes with drilled holes in the Man-
chester Museum, there is only one other in which they are not clean cut. All the holes

on the palette, excepting the small one near the indentations, were doubtless filled in with

rings of white shell or stone, as in the ivory comb figured El Amrah, PI. X, Fig. 7.

The hole forming the eye of the unbroken bird supporter and also that which is just

below the indentations, completely perforate the slate and are drilled from both sides. In

the case of the supporter, this is probably because the outline of the head is as plain at the

back as at the front, and therefore needed the eye. ' In the other case, the perforation was
probably used for suspension, unless perchance a bag c(mtaining malachite and grinding

pebble was hung from it. The indentations between these bird supporters are extremely

regular and well carved, and their execution requires a skill and degree of practice by no
means necessary tor the rendering of the man and ostriches. These indentations are probably

intended to represent the wing-feathers of the two birds;, both in ancient and modern

^ Cf. the design (ai the bowl figured Ilitiruhodpoli^ /, PI. XVIII, 21.

8—2
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Egypt it is the custom to hold fowls by the wings, not by the legs as with us, and when two

birds are held in one hand, which is placed where the wings join the bodies, a bunch of

feathers will rise up more or less betw'een the birds’ heads, and might be conventionalized

as in this example. Slates with these indentations are apparently rather rare—there is a

good specimen at University College, London—at any rate very few are figured in the

Egyptological publications^ To judge by analogy, this indented form, of which the Man-

chester palette is a fine illustration, degraded into the common form of long double-bird

palette shown in Petrie, Naqada and Balias, PL XLIX, 65. On this same Plate various

stages of degradation may be observed
;

thus in no. 75 the indentations are deep and

wide, in no. 69 they are mere notches, in no. 77 scratches only, and lastly, in no. 65, one

sees the plain surface only. The carved Min palette El Amrali, PL VIII, 2, is ex-

tremely like this no. 65 in outline, and therefore one may suppose that the Manchester

slate is earlier than that from El-‘Amrah, On the other hand, degraded and careful speci-

mens of the same form of palette have several times been found together in undisturbed

graves. The very grave (B. 62) which contained the El-‘Amrah carved slate had a double

bird slate with two good indentations : this grave is attributed to sequence-date 60—63-.

Petrie figures a specimen showing indentations and dated to sequence-date 11 so that one

must not lay too much stress on the argument from degradation.

It seems probable, then, that our palette is a link between the plain slates and those

covered, or nearly covered, with carvings, in the sense that it is midway between them in age

and in any case it is very decidedly a connecting link as regards use. The Manchester slate

is t>ne on which a design is carved and which, nevertheless, has plenty of room for grinding

malachite ; from this it is an easy step to the almost purely deconttive purpose of the

elaborate palettes, which were probably designed lor the toilette of the gods in the temples.

Professor Harold Dixon, F.R.S., of Manchester L^niversity, has very kindly examined
the palette to see if any traces of malachite remain. He reports as follows: “I have treated

^the slate with hot dilute nitric acid. The solution contains iron, aluminium and silica, but
I can detect no trace of copper. There is some sand and, I think, clay, sticking in the

crevices,—whence the iron oxide, alumina and silica thrown down on neutralisina- the

solution.”

Considering the number of hands through which the slate has passed, it would have

been strange if any copper could still be traced on it. The use of these slates for grinding

malachite is already amply proved L

The conclusions which we have reached are, then, briefly as follows :

—

(1) The palette is earlier in style than any other bearing carved animal figures.

(2) In roughne.ss of finish it is comparable with the slates carved with symbols
only, these two being generally considered earlier than those mentioned in (1).

(3) It has a fairly elaborate design and yet plenty of space whereon to grind
malachite.

(4) Thus, both from the artistic and utilitarian point of view, it forims, as Quibell
obser\ es, a good link between the ordinary slates and those covered with carvings.

(5) It is also probably the first Egyptian instance of the man wdth animal head so
characteristic of later Egyptian art.

^ The be^t is* El PI. X, Fig. 0, assigned to sequence-date 56—64.
- OJ-, rit.. PL Vlir, :2, and pp. 2o and 38. Tarhhan //, PL XXII, 27 d.
^ The evidence is MUiUaarise.l by Petrie, Audeat 1917, p. 31.
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THE JUBILEE OF AKHEXATON

By F. Ll. GRIFFITH, M.A., F.S.A.

According to the Greek version of the Rosetta Stone, the &cZ-festivai or “jubilee’'

was a rpLaKovraerripi^ marking a period of thirty years, and this is confirmed by the fact

that its celebration is generally recorded in the thirtieth or thirty-first year of a king.

But apart from the fact that the jubilee might be repeated at short intervals after the first

occasion in the same reign, there are instances of its celebration before the thirtieth, in the

fifteenth, twenty-third and other years. Kurt Sethe suggested that the period started

from the proclamation of the future king as crown prince h and Spiegelberg thought that

the name “feast of secV commemorated the assumption of the jackal’s “tail” as an emblem
of royalty on that occasion'-. Against Sethe’s theory Ed. Me3^er has brought forward the

fact that Tuthmosis II, whose mummy shows that he lived no more than twenty-five years,

seems to have celebrated the jubilee twice

y

The ceremonies of the SVc?-festival are illustrated in Professor Xaville’s memoir on

The Fe>itiml Hall at Bubastis built b}" Osorkon It, and in Mdller’s publication of a coffin

where the king in the festival is the deity Osiris himselH They are also found in the

sculptures of the Sun-temple at Abusir (Xeuserre^), at Karnak (Tuthmosis III), and at

Soleb (Amenophis III), but these as yet are incompletely published. Von Bissing, who has

studied all these representations with Dr Kees, is of the opinion that the jubilee was “not

any feast for the king, in honour of the king or for his Osirification ” or deification in an}^

form, as has been variously suggested; it was in realit}" “a festival of thanksgiving of the

Horus-king to all the gods of the countxy ” for length of years and victory^.

Isolated scenes from the jubilee ceremonies are figured in various places^'. Miss Murray
and Prof. Petrie” included Akhenaton in the list of kings who celebrated the festival, on

the strength of a scene dated in his twelfth year in the tomb of Hnya at Tell el-Amarna,

in which the king is carried in a litter, wearing the red crown and holding crook and whip
(which belong also to Osiris). But the copy published by Lepsius® on which they relied is

now shown by Mr Davies’ memoir on the tomb to be incomplete. In the injured scene

1 Sethe, Uatersuchungen, vol. r, p. 10; Zeitsch rift fiir aegyptische Sprache^ vol. xxxvi (1898), p. 64.

- Orientalistische Litteraturzeitnng^ vol. iv, col. 9.

3 Xacktrage zur aegyptischen Chronologle^ j). 43 ;
Oeschichte Altertums^ 3rd ed., vol. i, Part II,

p. 139. The evidence of Tuthmosis IPs jubilee, discovered at Arnada by Breasted, and published in his

Temples of Loicer A uhia^ p. 51 (in Anier, Joitrn, of Sem. Lang.j Oct. 1906) is seen also in Gauthier, Temple
cVArnada, pp. 130—145. G. Elliot Smith, The Royal dummies (191i), p. 45, raises the possible limit of his

age at death to twenty-eight years and is altogether less positive as to his youthfulness than in the first report.
^ Zeitschrlft fill' aegyptische Spraehe, vol. xxxix (1901;, Pis. 5, 6, with p. 71.

^ Die Reliefs vom Sonaenheiligtam des Rath a res, pp. 14, 15 {.Sitzh. Ichn. hayerischen Akad,, 1914, Abh. 9).

^ An example is shown in Journal, vol. iv, PI. IV.

‘ Murray, Osireion, p. 32; Petrie, Rf^searches in Sinat, ]>. 178, - DenJcuidler, Part in, PI, 100 b
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four feet and an embracing arm prove that the queen was in the palanquin with the kingb

There seems to be no real reason to connect this scene with a jubilee
;

it is simply, just as

the accompanying inscription explains^ the going forth of the king and queen upon the

great golden litter to receive the tribute of Syria and Ethiopia, of the west and the east.”

Akhenaton reigned only seventeen years, and appears to have died young like Tuth-

mosis II-. Nevertheless, amongst the examples of Egyptian art which Major Gayer Anderson

has collected and lent for exhibition to the Ashmolean Museum, is one which seems to prove

that he celebrated a jubilee. It is a small slab of limestone giving part of a series of

ceremonial scenes (Plate YIII). The slab is injured and the' details were much obscured

by incrustations until, with the owner s kind permission, Mr Young cleaned it. Neither

the material nor the workmanship is good; a depression near the middle has been ancientl}-

patched with plaster, a good deal of which above the hands of the principal figure has

fallen away.

Two scenes or portions of scenes remain. On the right Akhenaton wears a short cloak,

covering the arms, which seems to be reserved for certain ceremonies of the jubilee^ If in

the other scene the cloak is the same it is at any rate worn quite differently.

The top of the scenes is lost. At the left-hand end the king stands before an altar

piled with offerings : his hands are uplifted and present a vase of ointment to the Aton,

whose rays ending in hands reach down to the offerings. The king wears a short tunic

and the crown of Upper Egypt with a scarf or streamer attached to the middle of the back.

The crown has a double outline in front, but this may be due to a correction. The titles

of the Aton are on the right.

^ ^ ''The great living Aton that is in

the Sed-festivaL Lord of heaven^ Lord of earth, in the midst of ^Rejoicing' in Ahket-AtonT
Separated from this by the representation of what may be a stout; pillar or wall, with

a curious incision at the base, is the second scene. Here the king

walks in the short festal cloak, which covers his shoulders and arms

in characteristic fashion so that only the hands appear, close together

in front of him holding the crook and whip^ His crown again has

the scarf, which in this case appears to be attached to a peg inserted

in the crown. The rays are upon the king, giving him ^ and
|

''life

and length of days!' Before the king's face are his two cartouches

and a remnant of the title of the Aton. Behind him is an attendant

figure in the usual submissive attitude, holding a footstool and a pair

of sandals; this figure is entitled chief

prophet of XipJchuriya (Akhenaton). In front of the king are two
similar figures

;
the first is almost destroyed, the second, entitled

^hief lector, holds a roll of papyrus. Over the first are the cartouches of the

Rock' T(,nih}i of Amu run, voL iii, PL XIII
;
see p. 10 for the restoration of the complicated central

group.

vSee G. Elliot Lc., p. 51, for a full dejicription ami discussion of the mummy of Amenophis ly.
^ Festlcnl HnU, Pis. X, XXIII and especially XXYL
The planter patch ^^uffered further injury in the cleaning, ilr Young took the precaution to have

the slah photographed before eleauing and the accompanying sketch is made from a print.
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Aton "''in, .An sontheni why they should be here is not evident, but the king was

probably proceeding towards a shrine of Aton.

Not only does this slab acquaint us with the new fact of a jubilee in the reign of

Akhenaton
;

it also introduces us to the unexpected title of '' chief prophet '' of that king

—

implying that Akhenaton was actually worshipped—and to the ‘‘ chief lector.” To meet with

such personages in the reign of the heretic king is somewhat of a surprise, and we may well

ask to what phase of the heresy they belong. It may also be <}uestioned whether the slab

belongs to Hermonthis or to Tell el-Amarna. Southern On usually means Hermonthis,

but it might perhaps be a name for some monument in Akhetaton, which city is also named
conspicuously in the inscription; or we might perhaps read ''Pillar of the King'' instead

oi'' southern On."

The Aton which casts its rays on the altar is said to be in the Ha^y (Rejoicing) in

Akhetaton. The palace of Amenophis' III on the west bank of Thebes is named “the

House of Rejoicing” and contained a great festival hall fu* the celebration of the jubilee

^

Two “ Houses of Rejoicing ” are named amongst the buildings designed by Akhenaton to

adorn his new capital. In the fourth year of his reign, when he issued the proclamation

establishing the city of Akhetaton, “the Horizon of the Sun,” at the nujdern Tell el-Amarna,

Akhenaton caused copies of it to be engraved on the eastern clitis at the north and south

limits of the site. Three of these have been found and Mr Davies has recovered from them

about half of the very long and exceedingly important text-. Herein the king swears by

the Aton to build all kinds of monuments in Akhetaton and binds himself not to remove

elsewhere. Among other things he says " I icill make a House of Rejoicingfor the Aton^ my
fatherfn the Island of 'Aton distinguished in Juhilees' in Alletatoii in this place; and I vnll

make a House of Rejoicing .. .[for'] the Aton, my father, in the Island of' Aton distinguished

in Jubilees' in Akhetaton in this place" (11. 15—16). The gap in the record deprives us of

the reason why there should have been two buildings of alnukst identical name, purpose

and situation; perhaps one was a palace, the other a jubilee hall, associated together as in

his fathers residence. Further on a very fragmentary passage (L 40) seems to give "the

celebration (?) of a Jubilee the south (?) tablet of Akhetaton, that I may (^) celebrate the

Jubilee ”

Perhaps Akhenaton counted on the gift of long years of reign in return for his piety to

‘Aton the Lord of Jubilees'; perhaps a jubilee hall was at that period considered a necessary

part of a royal residence
;
perhaps the young and hxnatical king in his anger against the

Theban priesthood was determined that nothing should be omitted to render his new
capital at once independent of the city which had been the chief residence of so many
famous kings but had so grievously rebelled against his doctrine In any case the

“Rejoicing” of Major Gayer Anderson's slab must be identical with the “House of

Rejoicing” of Akhenaton s great proclamation, and the name is borrowed from the Theban
residence of Amenophis III.

i See AVixlock, Excavations at the Palace of Anienhotep HI in The Egyptian. Expedition, 1916 1917,

of the Metropolitan Muse^im of Art, p. 8.

- Piihlished and translated in Rock Tombs of El Amaraa, vol v, Pis. XXIX—XXXII, pp. 28—31.
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THE 3I00X-G0D KHOXS AXD THE KIXCTS
PLACENTA

By Dr G. VAX DER LEEUW

It is with the greatest interest that I have read the article by Mr A. M. Blackman on

the Pharaoh’s Placenta and the Moon-god Khons in a previous number of this periodical'.

interest has been yet further increased by the circumstance that Mr Blackman and I

have, independently from one another, arrived at analogous results as to important ques-

tions. In particular as regards the Ka as at once a protecting spirit and a vital force

(personality) there is a singular coincidence between Mr Blackman's views and my own, as

expressed in an article that will appear shortly in the Zeitschrift filr o.gyptische Sprache,

There is one point which Mr Blackman confesses himself unable to elucidate completely,

namely, how the Moon-gofl Khons {h-in-hc) should have come to his name ‘‘Placenta of the

King ”
? In other words, what has the moon to do with a placenta i

With the Baganda, from whose conceptions Mr Blackman’s argument takes its depar-

ture, the mo<jn has also something to do with the afterbirth. But why ~i

In order to clear up this problem, we must revert to Mr Blackman’s interesting expla-

nation of the placenta as the twin or the double of the royal child. If this is true—and

there seems to be little doubt about it—can the moon possibly have been considered as

the twin of somebody ?

The answer I would venture to suggest is this : the moon can only be considered as

twin to the sun. There is no direct evidence for this, as far as I know, in Egyptian

texts, but passages like Pyr. 128, where sun and moon are addressed together as the

''those two comrades ivho sail through heaven, Re^ and Thoth\'' go far

to suggest a close atHnity between sun and moon as existing in Egyptian minds apart

from the other conception of them as two eyes.

Given also that the sun, Ke^, is the king par excellence, the suggestion that the

moon, Khons, was considered at one time as the placenta of the king, namely the sun,

may not be too bold, though not susceptible of exact proof.

1 Vol. in, pp. 235—240.

- Of. Breasted, Rdigioa <nid Thought^ p. 13 cUid my book (Jodscoorstdliagpu in de oud-Aegyptische
Pyraniidetextea, Leyden, 1016, p 58, note 3.
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NOTE8 AND NEWS
\

During the suspension of its activities rendered necessary by the war the Egypt
Exploration Fund is collecting its forces for a resumption of its field-work on a far more
extensive scale. In laying our plans for the future we have to bear in mind that Egypt is

now a Protectorate within the Empire, and that the archaeological labours which were

hitherto imposed upon us merely by our regard for Science generally have now assumed an

entirely new aspect : it is due to the reputation of our country as a leader in the work or

Civilisation that no effort on our part shall be wanting to make the most, both by excava-

tion and by studious research, of the wonderful relics of antiquity which now fall within

our trusteeship. For the fulfilment of this purpose large funds will be needed, and the

Egypt Exploration Fund has recently issued a finely printed and illustrated account of its

work in the past, together with an appeal for support b}^ our President, Field Marshal

Lord Grenfell. All Subscribers and Members of the Fund are requested to use their best

efforts to aid the Committee in the task which they have undertaken and are determined

to carry through, by interesting their friends and so widening the Membership of the

Fund. Copies of the summary and of the appeal will be sent, on application, to any of our

readers who may desire to help in their distribution.

The lease of the Funds offices at 37, Great Russell Street having come to an end,

temporary premises have been taken at 13 Tavistock Stjuare, \V. 1 ;
all communications

should henceforth be addressed to the Secretary there.

After some months in Ireland, Mr T. E. Peet has returned to Salonika. The war has

now also absorbed another former worker <jf the Egypt Exploration Fund in the person of

Mr Norman de Garis Davies, who recently left for the East in connection with the French
Red Cross. Professor Hunt too, as we understand, is temporarily out of England.

In spite of the continuance of the war, ai’chaeological work in Egypt continues.

M. Lacan, the Director of the Service des Antiqiiiih, has returned to his official post, and
M, Baraize, the successor of M. Legrain, is established at Karnak. M. Foucart and
M. Gauthier have opened some more inscribed tombs at Kurnet Murrai (Thebes).

For the Americans, Dr Reisner has continued his extremely important work in the

Sudan, and has again achieved very valuable results in spite of ill-health. A report of

recent operations that he has been good enough to send us will be found below.

Mr Lansing, during the earlier part of the winter, made some progress with his investiga-

tion of the palace of Amenophis III in the Malkata, a little way S. of Medinet Habii
(W. Thebesj; in February he recommenced the work of the Metropolitan Museum at

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 9
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Libht, where he is clearing the southern pyramid. The Philadelphia expedition, under

Mr Fisher, has finished its excavations at Dendereh and returned to Memphis, where the

previous discoveries have been of the highest interest.

These are described in a recent number of the Philadelphian Museiint Jonmal

(vol. VIII, no. 4, December 1917) ;
we have seldom read a more luminous or instructive

account of any field-work. The site chosen was in the near neighbourhood of the colossi

of Eamesses II, familiar to tourists riding from the railway station of Bedrashen to

Sakkareh, and had been much dug over by natives from the surrounding villages. For-

tunately their depredations had not extended below the Ptolemaic level, and at a depth of

from 16 to 18 feet were found a number of imposing state-ajjartments belonging to the

i\Iemphite palace of 3Ieneptah (1225-15 n.C.). Only the eastern portion has as yet been

exhumed, but this ajjpears to have been the principal wing. A small Entrance Hall led

to a vast Hypostyle Plall. 175 feet long and 80 feet broad, surrounded by a colonnade of

thirty-four columns
;

a jxirticularly interesting feature was a loggia or balcony at the

S(nithern end. From the Hypostyle Hall one passed, through a stately Vestibule, into the

Audience Chamber itself The magnificence of the decorations of this may be judged

from Mr Fisher's account of one of the six columns by which the ceiling was supported :

—

‘ The base was a single block of limestone with a horizontal band of inscription inlaid in

pale greenish-blue faience. The lower part of the shaft had a row of sepals in relief

springing from a broad band o^ gold. The alternate divisions of the sepals were coloured

blue and gold, the gold leaf being laid on over a deep red colour. Between the tips of

these sepals were large open lotus flowers inlaid in faience. The relief band on the shaft

had the usual figures of the king in gold on a blue ground. From the capital to this panel

and then down to the bottom were again the four vertical lines of inscription inlaid in

faience. The fragments of capitals found in this hall showed that they were like those in

the rest of the building, i.e. of the open papyrus type.'’ The sculptured and painted dais

on which stood the Pharaoh s thfrune was found almost intact. Mr Fisher concludes his

description of the room as follows :
—

'' The Throne Room, as one would have seen it from

the \estibule, must have presented a most splendid appearance. The faint light that

came from the slotted windows high up in the walls subdued the brightness of the

colouring and gilding and gave an effect of magnificence and of mystery. It was one

of the most elaborately decorated and striking halls of which we have any record in

Egyptian art.”

Behind the Throne Room or Audience Chamber (Egyptian name ^hnwti/) was a series

of rooms which undoubtedly served as the Pharaoh's night-quarters
;
we shall be interested

to learn whether subsequent investigation confirms Mr Fisher's present view that they

were merely the private retiring-rooms of the king on state occasions, not being extensive

enough to have served as his usual residential suite. At all events, they comprised a hall

out ol which opened a bath-room and other domestic offices; the sleeping apartment was
long and narrow, with a floor of painted stucco; at its inner end may still be seen the

deep alcove, raised above the floor and approached bv a ramp, in which stood the couch of
the king.

Enough has been said in this brief notice to stir the imagination and excite the interest
<)f the moist matter-ot-fact archaeologist. 5[r Pksher’s further researches and final publication
will be awaited with the utmost impatience.
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Professor G. Reisner has sent to us the following valuable account of his latest excava-

tions in the Sudan

:

On the approaching conclusion of its work at Xuri, the Harvard-Boston expedition

took occasion this winter to examine the pyramids of Tangassi, Zuma and Kurru.

(1) Tangassi. The mounds which are shown in Lepsius' plan were identified

the relative situation, and a cut was made in one of them. These mounds are not ruined

pyramids but circular grave-tumuli composed of earth held in place by an outer layer of

small rough stones. This fact was first reported to me by Mr J. AV. Crowfoot, Director of

Education, in 1916. These tumuli are of the general type of the late grave-tumuli of

Gamai excavated in 1915-*16 by Mr Oric Bates of the Peabody Museum, Harvard Univer-

sity. The date of the Tangassi tumuli is, I believe, very late Meroitic at the earliest.

(2) Zuma. The mounds shown in Lej)sius’ plan were examined in the same way as

the Tangassi mounds and proved to be grave-tumuli of exactly the same character.

(3) Kurru. The pyramids shown on Lepsius’ plan are for the most part really

pyramids (see BenkinCdei^ Pt. i, PL 122). Some of the small pyramids shown in the

second and third rows behind the two larger pyramids are, however, later grave-tumuli. The
square enclosure to the magnetic west (local east ”) is a comparatively modern cattle-

zariheh used in times of raids and resembles other similar enclosures in this district. The
smaller of the two larger pyramids on the '' west ” (river side) is separated from the largest

pyramid by a ravine. This smaller pyramid, named by me Kurru II, was c(jmpletely

excavated. The pyramid itself had been completely carried away except for a few courses

of the core structure that were protected by a mixlern ''sheikh.’' The four foundation

deposits were found intact and, together with a remnant of the enclosing wall, gave the

approximate dimensions of the pyramid. The underground tomb was of the usual stair-

way type with two chambers. The chambers had been most thoroughly cleared out by

plunderers and nothing was found except intrusive fragments. The general type of

masonry and tomb dates the pyramid to the Z)-group at Nuri (Malewiyabaman to

Nastasan). The foundation deposits would place the pyramid to the time between

Amannerinutarik and Harsiotef.

The larger pyramid (Kurru I) was partially excavated (the chapel, the two ‘'northern”

corners, and the thieves’ hole in the stairway). The type of pjTamid (masonry, enclosure,

and chapel) was that characteristic of the pyramids of Harsiotef-Nastasan at Xiiri. The

reliefs wore distinctly of the same date, but no name was preserved. On the fioor of the

chapel against the “ northern ” wall stood a large oval basin, with straight sides, o{ ordinary

red-brown pottery such as was found in the pyramids of the later H-group at Xuri (in

particular that of Xastasan and Bathyry, queen of Harsiotef). Under the " northern
”

corners, the foundation deposits with bronze and iron models, pottery, nninscribed tablets,

etc., were found and are to be dated either just before or just after Harsiotef—I believe

just after him. The thieves’ debris in their shaft in the stairway was cleared out in the

hopes of finding the name either on stones thrown down from the chapel or on shawabtis.

Xo shawabtis were found. This again is in accordance with our experience in the Xuri
pyramids of the period Harsiotef-Xastasan, when the shawabtis were of a very poor

quality, practically soluble in water. The chapel was covered up again and the thieves’

hole refilled.

Thus the two chief pyramids, the only two which may bo assumed to be kings’ tombs,

belong with certainty to a peri<Kl near that of Hai’siotef. The small pyramids behind are
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probably queens’ tombs of the same date and, contrary to Lepsius’ plan, are only five or six

in number.

About 200 metres away to the '' S.S.E.” across a wady, we accidentally came upon

a stairway shaft, which wSs also excavated. The pyramid had completely disappeared.

The underground tomb had two chambers, of the type of the earlier queens’ pyramids at

Nuri. A large number (over JiOO) of small shawabtis were found : these were of the type

used in the earlier tombs at Nuri (Tanutaman to Senkamanseken). X few fragments

were also found in the thieves’ debris of the stairway which were inscribed :

—

These were also of the early type of shawabti, in no case later than Senka-

manseken. A few similar fragments had been found in the surface debris

about pyramid Kurru I.

It was quite clear that we had here a tomb of a period entirely different

from that of Kurru I and II, and equally clear that the Piankhy fragments

could by no possibility have come from either of those two pyramids. The group

of shawabtis from Nuri groujD I) (YalewAabaman to Nastasan) is now well

known to me, as well as the shaAvabtis of all previous gTOups, and I can state

^juite positively that these Piankhy fragments cannot have been later than Senkamanseken.

The scattering of these shaAvabtis over the Kurru site is entirely in accordance Avith the

scattering of those of Tirhaqa and Senkamanseken over the Nuri site, and the probability

is that the tomb of this Piankhy is at Kurru on the “south” of the Avady. Just as there

Avas no trace of the queen’s pyramid, the excavation of Avhich has been mentioned, so there

Avas no trace of any other queens’ j^yramids in its vicinity. That does not, hoAvever, exclude

the possibilitv that other small pyramids may be found near by. An examination of the

ground in front of this revealed the remains of a mass of masonry about 100 metres to the

“ Avest,” near the vdllage. This Avas denuded to the ground, but seemed to me to be the

remains of a large pyramid of about 30 metres square. I believe this to be the pp^amid of

the Piankhy of the shaAvabtis, and that he comes betAveen Tanutaman and Senkamanseken.

This Piankhy is presumably Piankhy II. I may say in passing that I am now inclined to

admit (mly tAvo kings of the name Piankhy in addition to Piankh-alara, and I hope soon

to revioAV the evidence for the various kings so named. Xow Atlanarsa, Avhose tomb aauis

not found at Nuri, falls also in this period between Tanutaman and Senkamanseken. It

is only reasonable to conclmle, therefore, that his pyramid AAms also at Kurru in this earlier

and denuded southern ” ceiiieterv.

So fir as is visible all the tombs of the kings of Ethiopia (excepting those at Meroe)
are n«.)W located. The number of kings from Tirhaqa to Nastasan is tAventy-four. A reason-

able estimate ot the length of the period covered by their reigns would bring the end dowm
to about the time of Ergamenes, the contemporary of Ptolemy II. The use of Egypto-
Ptolemaic AA'orkmcn by Ergamenes at Dakkeh and by Azakhraman at Debod prevents a

e^mqjaribon Avith the Egypto-Ethiopian AAT)ik of Nastasan ot Nuri <and Baikal, and I refrain

for the momcait from further conclusions.

On the temple-site r>f Dendereh the behbahta have been busy, and have made more
than one find of exceptional interest. A /.’(/-house or chapel of limestone dedicated by one
of the early kings of the EleA eiith Dynasty named Menthotpe has just been published by
M. I)aro-^sy iu the Artridles (hi Aerrice, Even more recently a considerable portion of the
temple treaMU’e of late Ptohanaic has come to^ light, and it is a satisfaction to record
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that the whole of the find has passed into the keeping of the Cairo Museum. There were

fragments of a naos about three feet high, made of silver plates and covered with goldwork.

Some statuettes, twelve inches high, of queens or goddesses '' (so our informant, but surely

they must be images of Hathor) have a certain charm, as they belong to the better work

of the period
; they are apparently of solid silver incrusted with gold. There are also some

silver figures of “ Harpocrates ” (perhaps 'Ihy, the son of Hathor ?) imposing in size but

otherwise lacking in artistic merit. Among numbers of other objects there are several

great winged scarabs about 20 inches from tip to tip
;
these are of lapis lazuli, with wings

of silver inlaid with coloured glaze or stones. Whatever deficiencies in the way of beauty

there may be in this find will undoubtedly prove to be remedied by its archaeological

importance.

Mr H. I. Bell contributes the following :

—

The accompanying personal notes on German papyrologists have been gleaned from

the German daily press of the last year or so. Wilcken, as is no doubt pretty generally

known already, has left Munich, after a short stay, for Berlin, and his place at Munich has

been taken by Otto, the author of the well-known work on Egyptian cults and priesthoods,

previously at Breslau
;
while to Breslau Kornemann has been appointed. F. Zucker has

gone to Tubingen as Extraordinarius. C. H. Becker has left Bonn for Berlin. Finally, it

may be noted that Wilainowitz-Mollendorf has become a member of the Prussian Herren-

haus as representative of the University of Berlin.
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DOCUMENTS OF APOKERYXIS IX BYZANTINE EGYPT

By H. IDRIS BELL, M.A.

In reviewing the tliird Vfjluine of Jodii Maspero's catalogue of the Cairo Byzantine papyri {Juurn. Ey.

Arch.^ vO. IV, pp. 2S8—202' I remarked on Pap. 67353 ver.>o, a document of dTroKTjpv^i^

:

“That it is an

actual document is important, a> it tends to confirm CuqS view, against Maspero and Lewald, that 67097

ver.su ;D; wa.-s also an actual document, not a mere exercise in declamation.*'

Since these words were written Cuc^ has }»ublished in the Comptes Rendns de TAcadtniie des In-

s^diptious (1917, pp. 354— 369; an article on the papyrus in question, in which he shows how the new

document reinforces the conLlusions drawn hy him from the old. and incidentally points out that the Kara

rhv S€7(}v vopoi' of 11. 32—33 confirms his inference as to a (lo.st; noveUa on the subject of aTroKrjpv^is \ an

inference which had by some critics been challenged on the ground that in 67097 the reference was to

vdfioL in the plural.

After the puldieation of the new papyrus and of Prof. Cuq's article there can no longer be any doubt

on the main question ,is to the actual existence in Byzantine Egypt, recognized by law and probably

regulaiized by a /iurella, of the institution of d7roK.T]pv^is

;

and with that the doubts raised as to the nature

of 67097 fall to the ground. Liiq adds to his article an extremely interesting section illustrating the

continued exi.stcnce of dTrcxi'ipv^Ls in Greece to-day. The primary object of this note is merely to call

attention to his article, which might e.^cape the attention of some who are interested in the subject ;
but

since the document in 67097 is undr)ubtedly written in a more flowery and rhetorical style than the more

recently publi?^hed one, thus affording some apparent support to those who regard it as merely an exercise

in declamation, it will t)erhaps serve a useful purpose to adduce certain considerations which, to my mind,

remove any doubt founded on the alleged peculiarity of its style.

Two considerations urged again the documentary character of 67097 are the fact that it has no

dating clause, as a document should have, but instead the heading ^I'qyrjpa and the omission

of per'>onal name>. A.^ legard'^ the expres.^ion ^uiyr^pa aTroKr^pv^eas, Cuq in his original article Un A^oitreaa

Docomtmi sur 1 A in the M^.uifnres d*: I'AcaxEtaie des Insrriptlons et Belles-Lettres, vol. xxxix (see

[). 224), give> a sufficient explanation, and Lewald, who regards his theory as to the document with

consitlerable doubt [Z^'itseh rift dev Savigdy-Stiftiing, xxxiv, pp. 441—445;, admits the plausibility of his

'>ugge'^tion. The omission of the dating clause and the names is explained by the fact, admitted on any
hypothe.Ms, that the composition i^ only a rough draft. It was indeed usual, even in drafts, to insert the

dating clause, hut it wa^^ not an invariable practice. Cuq now refers to P. Cair. Masp. iii 67310, which is

a draft and ha- neither name- ni>r d ning clause, wherea.- the completed document (P. Lond. v 1711; has
^4 course both; <\t\ toe the <lraft of a petition in P. Cair. Masp. Iii 67279, which is headed merely <.p\[avlep

Tpia^i](o Maptauc^ MixcirjXio), the remaining names and the titles of the Dux feeing omitted
;
or again P. Lond.

V 1674, 1676, viiere the name of the Dux is not given at all.

Coming now t*t the actual stylo of the document, we have of course to consider nut merely single
phrases but the total effect. Here Lewald is conscious of a rhetorical tone which at first seems inconsistent
with the documentary character (4 the composituui

;
and presumably, since he regarded the piece as a

literary exercise, Ma-pern. virh rin intimate kiKosletlge of the documentary style of Dioscorus, agreed with
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him. For myself I can only say, also on the basis of a fairly intimate acquaintance with Dioscorus's work,
that I can see no compelling reason to regard the composition, even had we only the first part of it without
the conclusion (which mentions the village of Aphrodito), as anything but a legal document, of a r>pecial

kind, no doubt, but not essentially difierent from several other do'juments we possess.

But let us come to details. The passage which seems to have occasioned the strongest suspicions is

the opening address, which reads : tols eV tS filto a-efiuS roiv d^:t[4]or;Xa;i^ yd^tov rjy[T)(Tc{\fi\jvots r]a xpr]t7Td

€(j)€vp€lv opoiorpLeviiy Ki^ai) rrjs av'rdiu cr(i3(j)pocrvvTjs /cal vnoray^s Iv diTaaLV uTToXav^crBiH. Such an opening is

unusual
;
but then the document is of an unusual type. It is intended for public exhibition (1. 76, Trpus

€[bi]{TLv TTiu'Tcoz/, 1, 82
,
TrpoTeOijvai de paXuira ravrrjv iv rf) drjpocTLU dyopa K{a\) pi'pr}, pi€\^T(wp€vr)v TTUpd rrdvToiv

ktX.
;

c/. 67353, 36, els el^rpriv Travnov ) ;
and it is therefore natural that it should begin with an address to

the public for whom it is intended and that that address sh<)uld attem[)t from the outset to win their

sympathy. The rather high-falutin’ style may in part be influenced by that of petitions, of which

Uioscorus wrote many; cf. the well-known petition of the Bishop of Syene (P. Leid. Z^Wilcken, Chrcst.

6) :—rots y^s /cal OaXdcro'ris klu 7rai^ru[j di/J^pcoTrcoi/ e6v\o\js\ /cal yevovs [d] ecr ttorat? /crA.

But closer analogies can be found to the idea expressed in these wurds. They stmngly recall the

sentence which frequently begins documents of divorce; e.g. P. Loud, v 1713= P. Flor. i 93 (a document

drawn up by Bioscorus), Tzpdorjv o‘vi'r)(f)6rjpev dWrjXois TTpds ydpov K.ai liiov KoLi'covLuv e7r\ \pr](TTaLS eX7rla-i kui

TeKvoiv yvjj(TLO)u dyaOfj (TTropa olopei'OL p€{i>) to aXXrjXiov eKTeXicrat elt)r]i'LKuv (xepvuv (rwoLKeaiov ktX.; P. Lond.

V 1712, eVl ^p(?;)o'raif eXiTLatv kul reKvcov aTTOpals P. Cair. Mas[). I (J7121, [ot()/xet'os] rd/i/ 3tcoi/ pov

[f£p7;j^[t]K[di/ e/cJreXeVat
;
SO too P. Cair. Masp. ii 67153, 67155, iii 67311. It may be noted too that the

word aepvos seems to be specially used in notarial documents in connexion wflth marriage (and virginity)
;

ct~, besides P. Lond. 1713, quoted aibove, P. Cair. Masp. ii 6 <153, 1(J, ill 67311, 14, aepi/dv awoLKetnou \

P. Lond. V 1711 (a marriage contract concluded after conbunnuation of the marriage and drawui up in the

office of Bioscorus), 17 f., rrjv crtjv (T€ui^I]v /cat darcpaXt] 7rapB€ifeuii> evpdiv ^trjKupevaa.

It is perhaps not quite irrelevaut in this connexion to refer to the apparent custom of t/refixing to the

body of a marriage contract some general reflection on marriage. I have at least conjectured pind the

conjecture still seems to me very probable) that a reflection of this kind is to be found in 11. 4—5 of the

mutilated P. Lond. v 1710; and a similar conjecture is strongly sugge.^ted for P. Lund, v 1711, 4.

Coming now to the body of the document, we find, in single wmrds or phiMses, constant reminiscences

of notarial documents. Thus the at first sight un-n<jtarial raCra de (^ 7^£ flnd> a certain parallel in the

equally
2
>ersonal tone of (pijpl dr) rij TreejyXeypevr) TrodaXyela of P. Lond. v 1676, 16 (a t/etition, from the office

of Bioscorim); and BdXTrco is a common wmrd, e.g. P. Lond. v 1674, lUU; 1727, 11 ; 1729, 16 ;
P. Mon. 8, 3.

For Idloiv Kupdrctiu K^ai) idponTcou (1. 31 f.) sce e.g. P. Lond. V l<2i, 32 f. i^8yone;, ttTro LdpwTcjv (/cal?)

KapdrcoVj for Kara rdv dvuaroi' rpoTTov rrjs crvve)^ov(Tr]S pe p€[T]pi6T7)ros^ e.g. P. Loud. V 1730, 13 (S3AU 1O', rtju

avve)(OpevT)v poi dcrBeveLav and 1711, 28 f., Kara rdv dvvardv rpoirov rrjs eprjs perpidrTjros and so on.

Still closer, a/^ is natural, are the analogies with 67353, undoubtedly an actual deed. Here w^e get the

exj^ressions ecos oi^(>/x[a]ros‘ /cal pupov^ oidpevot evpeip vpas /crX., yijpoKopos-, VTroraxTt/cdj, dt^rtTraXos, all of which,

or their equivalent, occur in 67097. Rhetorical touches like a>s oi pvBoXoyot (1. 43; are by no means
uncommon in the more flowery notari<il >tyle, particularly in petition^

; cf. P. Cair. ^lasp. i 67002, ii. 24,

TrXeov /3[ap]fddpa)i', iii. 3, o/s em to)p iiap,:iLip(oB€VTa)V tottcoi', l. 18, tcrua rov Madiav edvovs elcoBdros Tore rd tCov

'\<TparjX(,Td)v yevTjpara dcfyapTrd^ai. In fact, in so far as our document is more literary and rhetorical in stvle

than the nuijority of notarial documents, this is amply accounted for by its special character. It is in the

nature of an appeal to the sympathy and approval of the public
;
and as such belongs to the class of

documents represented by petitions, where the aim is to win the favour of the perr^on addressed, settlements

of disputes, wffiere the claims of the contending parties are put as tellingly as possible, wulls and donations

inter rivoSy where it is desirable to justify the dispositions made, and the like. If it is compared with the

Aphrodito petitions (P. Cair. Masp. i 6/002fl., P. Loud, v 16/4— 16/8), the dvTLpprjriKol Xl^eXXoi of Hor-
apollon (P. Cair. Masp. iri 67295), the arbitration in P. Lund, v 1708, the donation iu P. Lond. v 1729, or

the Cairo wulls {e.g. P. Cair, Masp. ii 67151), its style will appear far less singular than it has by some been
supposed.

If on the one hand the rhetorical tone of the document is easily to be accounted for by its nature on
the other it contains phr£i.ses and methods of expression wfliich obviously suggest a notarial deed rather
than a literary composition. For example, after the recital of the eansa aheUcatuniiSy come the words
(11. 52—54) oBev els TavTr)v 7jKa)...€yypd(p(i)s rr)v vdpipov dnoTayr)v /c(at; d7roKr)pv^iv. This is the regular
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notarial formula in deeds which begin with a recital of the considerations which have led to the tr<ins.ictiun

which they record
;

e.g,, to take but one instance out of many (and this drawn, to show the universality of

the formula^ from Syene, not from Aphrodito or Antinoopolis) in P. Mon. 8 (*\Schenkiing auf deii Todes-

fall”;, oQ^v els ravTTjv e\r]\vBa Trjp oixoXoylav tvttovs eyovora (sic) t^s 7rapayajp^(rea)?. lu the f<»llowing

declaration there are constant occurrences of common notarial phrases, such as the oath formula, the

phrase eVi Trdarjs d.p^T)s <rX., etc.

Of course, the phraseology of 67353 is, for obvious reasons, closer to that of 67007 than i.s the ca.se with

documents of other tyjjes; and since 67353, being an actual deed, rcnioves all doubts as to the likelihood

of the continued existence, in common use, t)f the institution of d7ro<r]pviis^ the abov^e discussion may be

thought a work of supererogaticui
;
but it seemed worth while to point out the many and close parallels,

rnutatis mutcoidis^ between the style of 67097 and that of ordinary notarial contracts. The notarial style

of the 6th and 7th centuries is in fact honeycombed with rhetorical flourishes and literary or semi-Iiterarv

words and phrases
;
and it would be of some interest to study the documents of those centuries from this

point of view.
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Scarabs and Cylinders with Names, illustr£ited by the Egyptian collection in University College, London.

By Prof. M. Flinders Petrie. London : School of Archaeology in Egypt, Constable and

Qnaritch, 1917. Pp. viii -h 46 -h Iviii. 74 plates (59 half-tone; 15 line).

Professor Petrie’s annual volume for 1915 is a most useful monograph on Scarabs and Cylinders with

royal and personal names, illustrated by examples from the University College collection The photo-

graphs, chiefly by Mr Nash, are excellent. Line drawings of types and of scarabs from other collections

are also provided. The idea of giving the latter by means of drawings, so that they can at once be

distinguished from those of the University College collection, is a very good one. With this book and

the British Museum catalogue of royal scarabs we have now comprehensive publication^^ of the most

important portions of the two chief collections of scarabs in the world. Not even the Cairo collection

(published by Prof. Newberry) can approach either of them in number and variety of specimens. It is

curious that scarabs should have interested British archaeologists almost to the exclusion of their

C07ifrh'es of other nations, but the fact remains that practically the whole of the literature of scarabs is in

Ent^lish. Dr Birch wrote the first catalogue of scarabs
;
Mr Loftie’s little book, published thirty-five

years ago, was the first to draw attention to the artistic interest of the scarab. Dr Budge has published

several catalogues of private collections ;
Mr Griffith and Mr Fraser have also published collections.

Prof. Newberry has published the Cairo collection and given us a work of great value, especially as regards

the scarabs of the Middle Kingdom
;
the present writer has catalogued the royal scarabs of the British

Museum, and now Prof. Petrie has supplemented his earlier work on “ Historical Scarabs ” (perhaps rather

a misnomer in some ways) by the important book under review. The name of no foreign archaeologist

occurs to me as having written anything important on the subject.

Whereas Prof. Newberry had dealt solely with the aspect of the scarab as a seal, Prof. Petrie em})has-

izes its religious aspect from the beginning. He rightly points out that owing to the religious side of

the amulet having become obscured by its use as a seal under the Middle Kingdom, the heart-scarab was

invented as a purely “religious” scarab. AVhen it had once become used as a seal, and its base had

become engraved with inscriptions or designs, even when, as under the XVIIIth Dynasty and later, it was

made of faience, and could usually not be used as a seal at all, the ordinary scarab, worn for luck, always

retained the character of a seal, and was constantly mounted as a ring- bezel. It is impossible to treat its

two aspects separately.

For his classification of the varieties of scarabs, Prof. Petrie goes to the genera and species of the animal

itself, and classifies according to the apparent imitation by the scarab-makers of the actual beetles

Scarahaeus, Catharsivs, Copris, Gymnopleurus, Hypselogenia, etc. Such a classification is very useful,

though it may be doubted whether it can be carried through completely. The Egyptian is likely very

often to have combined or confused the characteristics of difterent species, and probably as often as not

gives us merely a general impression of a beetle. Certain main types, usually characteristic of different

periods, are however readily distinguishable, and Prof. Petrie’s line drawings, studied in conjunction with

those of the British Museum catalogue, give a very good idea of them. We see the characteristic

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 10
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elongated form with striated legs of the Xllth Dynasty, the oval-based type with hunched-up hinder end

of the early XVIlIth Dynasty, the common natui’alistic type of the mid and late XVIIIth Dynasty, the

XXYIth Dynasty form with its bulbous abdomen, the various elaborate types of the Xllth and XIXth

Dvnasties, and so on, with all the different cro>sses and ‘‘contaminations between them.

VTith the designs on scarabs or with inscriptions other than those giving royal and personal names

Prof. Petrie does not deal in this volume. His record of royal names is rendered very complete by his

valuable list on p. 34 ff., which gives the numbers of the scarabs of each king in each collection, side b}

side. This list shew's at a glance the rarity or commonness of any kingly scarabs and cilso gives an idea

cjf the importance of the tw'o London collections relatively to those elsew’here. The autographed list of

private names is also very useful.

Prof. Petrie, as was to be expected, defends with energy his well-known thesis as to the antiquity of

.-carabs. Host of us believe that the inscribed seal-:.carab began at earliest under the Vlth Dynasty, and

that all the royal scarabjj of apparent earlier date are in reality inventions of later periods, \vhether

arclidistic in stvle or no. Prof. Petrie liow’ever still considers many scarabs of the th Dynast} to be

contemporary. It can oiilv lie said that while one is ready to concede royai scarabs of the ^ Illth

Xlth Dvnasty without reservation, and of the ^ Ith with some liesitation, those of any earlier period still

seem unproven and improbable. However line a th Dynasty' scarab may seem to be, however slug-

like the ^ - in its ^ 'y name, the greater probability of Saite archaism cannot be ignored. That

most of them are Saite is surely indubitable. The possibility of a Saite date for the scarab of Hetepher-s

PL IX^' does not seem to me to be by any means excluded. The Lnas scarabs are regarded by Prof. Petrih

Us contemp<->rai‘y. To me they appear to be mostly, not Saite, but of the XIXth—XXIInd Dynasty period;

"'Ome are exactlv like scaralis of the Bubastites. by scarabs of L nas should have been made then I do

not kiioNv unless, as I have suggested \British M'lseurn Catalog o.e^ p. xii, ii. 4}, the name of Lnas was con-

futed with that of the god L'nnefer, perhaps in some connexion with the veneration of the early royal

tomb> including that of “Osiris'') cit ^Ahydos under the XIXth—XXIInd Dynasty.

Coming to the Xlth Dynasty, I, for one, cannot possibly accept the British Museum scarab Xo. 24103

'C^italogue. Xo. 2592; as of Xeb-hapet-Ra Meiituhetep, as Prof. Petrie does. The name to my eyes reads

^ Oo
certaiiilv ^ not 0 . The two .small excrescences at the .side of the lower bulb of the third sign

' ^ I

-eeui ti) we to wake the reading ^ certain. And the design, with its feathers, seems to me to be later

than the Middle Kingdom. Then, a little later in his book, Prof. Petrie objects to my statement {British

Catalogue^ p. xiii; that no contemporary scarabs of Ameiiemhat I are known. It would be rash

tu maintain that an archaet.ilogical statement four years old is insusceptible of correction. But let us look

at hi< six illu>ti‘.itions of su^iposed scarabs of this king at the top of Plate XII. One of them (Xo. 6)

Prof. Petrie admits is late. And of the others, is it possible to regard the inscriptions of 2, 3 and 4 as

of the Xllth Dynasty I Xo. 4 to me is typically XYIIIth Dynasty, and, judging from the photograph,

A
LI caiiii<»t see that it is the name of Ameiiemhat at all. The supposed might be

has tlie contamination with
^

winch c<iuld hardly occur on a Xllth Dynasty scarab, I think. The style

of inscription must be considered as well as the type of scarab. Then Xo. 1 looks like a piece of Saite

archaism ;
the spelling in the order of pronunciatitjn of the signs and the use of the form without

deteriiiinative certainly point in this direction. This leaves us with Xo. 5 only as a possible candidate

lor the Inaiour of coiitemporaneity. The type of its hack (Prof. Petrie’s M 46; might certainly he of the

Xllth Dyn.isty. But i> it necessarily to he ascribed to Ameiiemhat I ? The name is plain Amenemhat,
not Sehotepabra. If Xo. 1 Seliotepabra) w^ere undoubtedly Xllth Dynasty it would provide a better

argument. It may be, hut 2 to 6 surely are not. And it is at least remarkable that with Senusert I

l*egins the series of royal scarabs <,>f the type characteristic of the Xllth Dynasty, whether wuth the plain

name or with the spiral -erolP and accompanying lucky signs, connecting directly with those of the

Yllth—Xth Dynasties. A glance at Plate XII will shew" wliat is meant at once. lYhy have we no
Seiiotepaiira Amenemhat scarabs r.f tlie Senusert type, if they ever existed I I do not accu.se any of the
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Senusert« on this pkite as being later in date with the exception of Nos. 19, 20, and 21 which, as Prof. Petrie

says, are pr<A>ably of the XVII Ith Dynasty. Now, why has the fancifully written name
II

u

O

Senusert I) been x)laced (it is true with the on one side, but that hardly matters) on scarabs which

Prof. Petrie believes to be about hfteen hundred years later than Senusert I, but which I believe to be

about three hundred years later ^ Yet the r>tyle of their backs indicates their date conclusively: they

cannot be of Senusert’s time.

Prof. Petrie's scarabs of the Intermediate and Hyks0;5 periods are important. He continues to place

Neb-kheper-Ea Antef before the XI Ith Dynasty, and adduces arguments for his view. But it is hardly

fair to say, as he does (p. 14), that one reason for Neb-kheper-Ra being placed later is the fact that the

Koptos inscription talks of ‘*au enemy of Antef being received at Koptos.*^ The ferocity of the references

to this enemy is much greater than that of .the IXth—Xth Dynasty references to civil war, the name
Siarnon which occurs in it can hardly be referred to the period before tlie Xllth Dynasty, and, finally, the

inscription is cut on a door-jamb of Seiiusert L Does Prof. Petrie consider that Antef 's stone was re-used

by Senusert ^ On his theory it must have been. The explanation given in Koptus^ p, 10, seems very far-

fetched. Aiitef's scarabs certainly have the appearance of being later than the Xllth Dynasty (PL XI).

But the scarabs of the Xlllth—XVIIth Dynasties need a great deal of study yet. Points of difiPerence can

hardly be avoided on this subject. And it is only by discussion that we shall arrive at the facts. No
dogmatism is possible in archaeology. One can only state one's impression at the time of writing,

and a few years can make a considerable difiPerence in the apparent force of certain evidence. The Yeqeb-

Baal scarabs published by Prof. Petrie are very interesting, and when taken in connexion with those of

Yeqeb-El, already published, Anthi, and other Hyksos kings, sufiiciently prove the Semitic nationality of

some, at least, of the invaders.

Space fails us to mention more than a few of the rarer scarabs here published by Prof. Petrie. There

is the scarab of Teruru (PL X) of the Yllth Dynasty, if it belong to the king of that name; the roundel

of Kheiitikhati (PL XI); the scarab of Neb-khei^esh-Ra Apepi (PI. XXII); the scarab of Thothmes III

with the hulFs head design (PL XXVIII, 74) ;
to name only a few. The whole collection at University

College gives the impression of being an extremely well chosen one, in which the finer scarabs of the

earlier period are perhaps better represented than those of the later.

Prof. Petrie notes that the name of Akh-en-Aten does not appear on any scarab except on his own
funerary heart-scarab. His throne-name, Nefer-khcperu-Ra is common enough. "Whether this was “for

a certain sacred reason ” connected with Aten-worship, or whether most of the scarabs bearing the hated

Aten-name were purposely destroyed, is uncertain. It may be noted, however, that on a British Museum
scarab {Catalogue^ No. 1951), Nefer-khe2wu-Ra is Sehetf^p Aten-FuA.

The statement (p. 28) that the scroll border finally vanishes after Rameses II's reign is perhaps too

definite, as scarabs with such borders exist which look like archaistic work <»f the XXYth Dynasty
(imitating Xllth).

Prof. Petrie says Q). 8) that the material “usually termed ‘green basalt' is really a metamor])hic

volcanic mud, much like slate in composition, but not in fracture,'' and “ as there is no recognised name
for it,'’ he calls it “ durite.’' If this is so, and the name has the sanction of the mineralogists, it might be

admitted. But in view of the fact that it was chieiiy used for the manufacture of heart-scarabs, whv not

call it ‘ scarabite,’ or better, ‘ kheprite,’ instead of " durite,’ which has no associations ?

Prof. Petrie's publication of the early cylinders is of great value, though his translations of their

legends often seem open to question, and in many cases had perhaps 1 )etter not have been attempted.

Prof. Reisuer has already done valuable work on the early cylinders.

"While entirely sympathizing with the desire of the editor of the Journal of Egyptian xirchaeology

that all contributors should adopt a xiarticular system of transliteration of Egyptian names, I have thought
it best to use in this review name-forms generally resembling those used by Prof. Petrie, saving that I do
not adojit his latest modification in transliterating fl by o. It seems to me x>ointless to write “ rnaot ’’

and “kho,’’ as he does in this book, when the well-known forms “maat,’' “khaU give us all we want if we
do not attempt to reproduce D by a symbol. D was not nor a, nor was it o, but any one of these
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vowel-^sounds may have accompanied it at different times and places and in different contexts, so to speak.

And as the vowel-sound is uncertain, why not be content with the common transliteration ? And in the

name which he spells ‘‘ Amenernhot,’' Prof. Petrie appears to be under a double misapprehension : not only

is it unsuitable, as I have stated, to render a by o in any case, but, fiurther, the sound represented by

0 does’ not occur in the name at all, it being now well-known that the hieroglyphic sign representing the

forepart of a lion reads tiot | fl.

These matters are, however, comparatively unimportant. Prof. Petrie has given us a most interesting

and useful book, which will be of the greatest value to all studentb of the scarab and its congeners. And
it is to be hoped that it will be followed, when the times permit, by a sequel dealing with the scarabs

bearing inscriptions without names and those having upon them i)ictorial or decorative designs merely.

Tho^e with religious inscriptions form a very interesting study by themselves, as the late Mrs Alice

Grenfell has shewn in her two articles in the Recvdl de Tracaux (vol. xxx, 105 ftl
;

vol. xxxii, p. 113 ft’.).

And those with decorative designs are of the highest interest to lov^ers of the ‘"small art” of Egypt.

H. R. Hall.

0
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BAS-RELIEF FIGURE OF A KING OF THE PTOLEMAIC
PERIOD IX BLUE FAIENCE

By CHARLES RICKETTS

Among the many minor works of the Egyptians none are so familiar as the amulets,

scarabs and other small objects in blue faience. The charm of their colour, ranging through

the entire gamut of blue, has been their passport to popularity. Fashion even has named

materials bleu Egyptien/' and has put imitation Hathor heads and scarabs on modern

dresses. These delicate trinkets seem to have grown in volume and variety in the Eighteenth

Dynasty
;
in Saitic and Ptolemaic times they became increasingly common. Even in the

Eighteenth Dynasty they had been used as articles of exportation and are found, together

Muth their foreign imitations, on Cretan, Greek and other Mediterranean sites.

The high degree of skill, the daintiness and delicacy of these things, prove the existence

of a craft long since secure of its means
;
they are, in fact, but the small change or currency

of an art whose scope, for the adornment of life, can be realised in the survival of larger

works, tile, vase, statuette, etc., 3delded to us from the excavation of tombs and from the sites

of royal palaces. The most important monument of glazed decoration in relief, not only in

point of date but of its kind, belongs to the Thinite epoch
;

it is now in Berlin, and was a

chamber in the step-pyramid of Zoser at Sakkareh. This is an astonishing and daring

piece of decorative art and may illustrate what was possible in the way of laience mural

decoration even in the earliest times. Chance finds of tiles and enamelled bricks have come

from later sites, several specimens of the greatest fancy and artistic resource having been

found, notably at Tell el-Amarna and at Medinet Habu.

That the free use of faience, both flat and in relief, was adopted in the incrustation of

furniture in imitation of the more costly use of precious materials—lapis, marble, and

even glass—is certain ; but it became an art in itself of infinite capacitj^ as is shown b^'

the famous blue casket of Amenophis III at Cairo.

To the Eighteenth Dynasty belongs, in fact, a singular series of experiments in glazing,

mottling and moulding of surfaces and a more variegated sense of colour
;
the experimental

eflbrts in art which crystallise round the romantic reign of Akhenaton had their confirmation

in glazed portrait-statuettes of a new character, such as the one of the Heretic King at

Cairo, and in countless ex4uisite objects of glazed sculpture, if I may so call it—amulets,

toilet spoons and the like. The truly monumental use of faience by the Egyptians is

illustrated mainly by the chamber of King Zoser and by that singular symbolic pillar,

standard or token in rich blue earthenware in the Victoria and Albert Museum. To the

Eighteenth Dynasty belongs, or would seem to belong, the evolution of the small glazed

objects of art in the round or in relief, w^hose possibilities ranged from flower- and bud-like

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. n
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beads to the portrait-statuette. In its larger aspect, as an adjunct to architecture, the

Egyptians anticipated the famous enamelled walls of the Assyrians, the Persians and,

within our era, the glazed architectural decoration of the Chinese and Arabs. But even

to-day the smaller Egj^ptian trinkets remain unique of their kind.

Though allied to the art of the amulet maker, in technique at least, the quite lovely

and exceptional fragment of a king in the act of adoration, from the collection of Lord

Carnarvon (Plate IX), probably formed part of the inlay once encrusting the flat sides of

some superb piece of furniture, casket, chest, or portable naos of the Ptolemaic epoch. The

smooth glazed edges point to the finish required to make it fit other pieces; it has probably

long since been detached from the surface it decorated, yet, even now, it is possible that

microscopic examination might show grains of adhering substances, invisible crumbs of

wood, nay possibly scintillae of gilding, which once belonged to the surrounding surfaces.

It measures 105 x 55 mm., and is of pale blue colour, excepting the headgear and wiiistband,

which are ultramarine with the lesser details in pale blue. Despite its scale the character

of the modelling shows that suavity of the Ptolemaic and later bas-reliefs which is seen at

K6m Ombo and Dendereh. The expression le sourire da XVIII siecle has sometimes

been applied to this last phase of Egyptian art, and is commonly ascribed to the touch of

Greece upon the craftsmen of Egypt. To the present writer the influence of Greece seems

negligible. Over-fusion of surface, and over-sweetness, had characterized many Saitic

works when as yet a thing to come in the early art of Greece; le sourire du XVIII siecle

flits about the still more naturalistic and even gay work of the Egyptian craftsmen of the

Eighteenth Dynasty. It is only in a certain roundness, and in the balance or pattern of

the detail, that we can date the later phase and separate it from earlier work where a

similar daintiness and grace had been aimed at. The realism of this fragment retains

a national accent
;
an almost negi’oid gaiety plays about the sensual nose and lips. The

over-fluid surface of the body is in no sense Greek, the anatomy is clothed with flesh of a

different and quite African pulp and grain
;
and the temper of the artist has endowed it

with a sly and sleek sense of beauty astonishing in a thing of its size, destined only to form

part in the decoration of some object of daily or ritual use. It is of quite exceptional value

as showing the exquisite finish of which Egyptian art is capable in accessory things, an
impression not seldom obscured by the showy cartonnage and cheap funereal rubbish with

which the art of Egypt is too often confused.
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THE TOMB OF HEPZEFA, Is^OMAKCH OF SIUT

By Professor GEORGE A. REISNER

In the cotirse of the excavations at Kerma (Dongola-Province) described by me else-

where^, a large tumulus, to which I gave the designation K III, was cleared just south-east

of the Defufa, and was shown to be a single tomb of vast proportions. In the debris of this

tumulus two statues were found of such a size that they must have belonged to the original

outfit of the tomb. One was a complete life-size statue of a seated woman in dark granite,

and the other the shattered lower part of a statue of a man of the same size and material.

The shattered statue (Reg. No. 13-12-372) bore the following inscription on the right side-:

f

oi 1 f

(2 )
.(?- D (3)

0)

13-12-371) bore eleven short lines of inscription, each ending with the title

[j

The complete statue (Reg. No,

and theon
name

I /VW\AA
|\ ^ VVWVAA

I ^
[ t or

^ ^
. The two form a pair of similar statues such as, in Egyptian

tombs, usually represent man and wife. Thus the owner of the tomb K III appears to

have been a nomarch and great governor of the South (?) named Hepzefa, whose Avife's

name was SenuAvy and Avhose mother’s name Avas Id-Qxat. Noav the oAAmer of Tomb I

in the cliff at Assiiit^ Avas a nomarch, overseer of Upper Egypt, Hepzefa, born of Id-^a at

and married to SenuAvy* The tomb-inscriptions give the name of a second wife and

a daughter both of Avhom Avere dead; and having much greater space, they also give titles

and attributes of Hepzefa for Avhich there was no room on a statue. There can, therefore,

be no doubt that the nomarch Hepzefa of Siut AA^as identical AAuth the OAvner of the tumulus

K III at Kerma. On the broken statue, the only title Avhich points to Hepzefa's activity

at Kerma is that Avhich" may be rendered ‘‘the great governor of the South(?)”
Tvir* /w'/w y

In the tomb, there is nothing corresponding to this title either in the inscriptions of the

finished sanctuary (Room 7), or in the inscriptions of the Avest side of the Great Hall

(Room 2); but in line 222 of the inscription on the south side of the east AA^all, inscribed

1 Boston Museum of Fine Bulletin^ vol. xii, no. 69 (April, 1914), and a'oI. xiii, no. 80 (December,

1915) ;
Zeitschrift fur dgyptisehe Sprucke^ vol. Lii (1914), pp. 34—49.

2 Having honour irith Wepwaicet^ lord of Siut, the hereditary prince and toparch^ greatest of the greats

..., great chief of the South (?), unique friend, overseer of the estate of the king, the toparch Hepzefa, horn

ofld'ya^etr—ED,
2 See Griffith, The Inscriptions oj Suit and J)er Rijeh, Pls^. 1—9.

11—2
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at the same time as the contracts, the title “overseer of Upper Egypt,
<=> T ^ I u

all of it ” is given. The adjacent lines 218-222 give other expressions which seem to
r-i n n T —*t~~

point to foreign expeditions: (219)
^

AAA^OVA r“
^

§>nD

- Similar expressions occur in the inscriptions of the doorway from the A estibule

/A/A

P^- O Cl
n 1 ^

ra'

1

j
I I i

Cl

Cl

n M I-
^ 1 1 ti't"

(Room 1) into the Great Hall (Room 2).

Xow the Siut tomb of Hepzefa was manifestly unfinished. It is, I believe, the largest

known rock-cut tomb of the Middle Empire, having a length of about 44 metres and

possessing seven rooms arranged symmetrically. The more complicated tombs of the

nomarchs at Beni Hasan (nos. 2 and 3) and at Der el-Bersheh (no. 1) have three rooms

apiece—a Forecourt or A'estibule, a Great Hall, and a small Sanctuary. The tomb ot

Hepzefa has a Forecourt, a Great Hall with two Sanctuaries in the west wall, a Connecting

Hall, a wide Corridor with two wings, and finally an Inner Sanctuary. The only indication

of a burial-place that is mentioned is an inclined shaft leading southwards from the southern

wing of Room G. The walls of the Innermost Sanctuary (Room 7) are the only ones on

which the scenes and figures were sculptured, but the colour has either never been laid on,

or else has completely weathered away—it is very unusual for the colour to disappear

utterly from an inner ro(,)m of this sort. Room 6«, A, c, and Room 5 showed remains of

plaster with some traces of painting. Mr Griffith does not mention the condition of the

walls of the two outer Sanctuaries (Rooms 3 and 4), but gives the irrscription, lines 170-174,

in the thickness of the doorway to Room 3. The Great Hall (Room 2) has a decorated,

^
Effi< ie/ft of t'Ofiihu't ir}>Kft he is despatehed : one obtaining praise on account of cdi that is reckoned up^'

in the way of tribute ^ “ ^ride of gait through th*^ fa roar of the King,''—Ed.

• Aero nipa aping the King in. his goings ; ocerseer of Upper Egypt,, all of it.'—Ed.
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painted ceiling with a line of inscription down the middle from south to north. The walls

on all four sides were originally covered with plaster and painted with scenes and inscrip-

tions; but the doorjambs in the west wall have been inscribed with vertical lines of incised

signs, painted green, and the east wall has been re-decorated with two painted scenes and

105 vertical lines of incised hieroglyphs, painted green. The sides of the doorway from

Room 1 to Room 2 and the door-jamb in the west wall of Room 1 bear incised inscriptions.

Room 1 itself has a painted roof and the walls have been re-decorated, as in Room 2. At

the ends of the north and south walls are some lines of incised inscription.

I think it is evident that the tomb was hollowed out under the personal oversight of

Hepzefa on a most elaborate plan. The whole was plastered, and the scenes and inscrip-

tions painted preliminary to cutting, as usual. The cutting of the figures and inscriptions

was finished, though the painting was not so, as far as the doorway of the Inner Sanctuary

(Room 7): and there the work stopped for some years. The fading of the painted scenes is

easily explicable if the painting was only preliminary to cutting; finished paintings in

protected rooms of this sort do not fade so easily. Of course, unfinished tombs are so

common in Egypt, as well as partial alterations of the decoration, that they hardly call for

a special explanation
;
but extensive alterations and re-decorations such as occur in the

tomb of Hepzefa are quite unusual. Furthermore, the character of the sixty-five lines

containing the contracts is unique in a tomb inscription. It mav be noted that the

epithet {''true of voice'') is applied to Hepzefa only in the inscriptions of the altera-

tions. Now, the use of this term in tomb- and coffin-inscriptions of the Middle Empire^ is

not uniform, it beinof sometimes used and sometimes omitted in the same tomb or on the

same coffin. This fluctuation is probably to be explained, partly at least, by the fact that

many of these inscriptions were prepared while the man was alive, and yet were intended

for his benefit when dead. Now the original contracts must have been prepared while

Hepzefa was alive, and not being funerary texts, they could hardly have contained the

phrase The most plausible explanation of the use of this term in the copies or

summaries of the contracts on the walls of the tomb is that these copies were inscribed after

the death of Hepzefii. When we add to this the fact that Hepzefa died at Kerma, and was

there buried in the tumulus K III, it seems probable that Hepzefa was sent to the Sudan

at a time when he had carried the preparation of his tomb only as far as the cutting of the

inscriptions and scenes of the inner sanctuary. Before leaving, he made his arrangements

with his A:a-priest, and entered into these contracts with the officials named therein. I

assume that, before his death, he sent a letter to his A’a-priest which, among other directions,

contained the instructions given in lines 269-272 :
“ The hereditary prince, the nomarch, the

chief priest, Hepzefa, he says to his \i2i-priest : See, all these things for ivhich I have con-

tracted until these wa^h-pi'iests are under thy oversight
; for it is the ^Vi-priest of a man tvho

causes his property and his offerings to flourish. See, I have brought to your knowledge these

things which I have given to these v^sTh-priests in return for those things which they have

given to me. Guard lest any of them be lost (revoked). Thou shall speak concerning the

things of mine tvhich I have given to them, and thou shall cause thy son and heir to hear them,

he ivho shall act for me as \'d.-priest. See, I have endowed thee tvith land, with people (serfs),

^ See the E. E. F. publications of Beni Hasan and el-Bersheh
;
and Lacau, Sorcophages anteneurs au

XoiueJ Empire, No. 28,088, etc.
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with cattle, with gardens, and with everything, like any exalted man of 8i4.t, in order that

thou inayest carry out iiiy service with a willing heart and mayest stand over all my affairs

which I have given into thy hand. See, they are before thee in writing. These things shall

belong to thy one son who)n thou wishest to act as my l^a-priest from among thy children, as

consumer (of the revenues) without doing damage (to the estate as a whole)h without per-

mitting that he divide it among his children, according to these instructions tvhich I have

given theeJ'- Apparently the contracts, or copies, were sent along with the letter, hut they

may have been left in charge of the A’u-priest in Sint when Hepzefa went to the Sudan.

It is probable that the agreements with the Zra-priest contained some instructions about

finishing the tomb : however that may be, it must have been the ^'a-priest who carried out

the alterations noted by Mr Griffith. The contracts are, in fact, all for the benefit of the

A’u-priest, securing to him services and supplies to be used in the exercise of his office,

adding to his importance and increasing his perquisites. The omission of those contracts

which defined the duties and the obligations of the A;a -priest was due, no doubt, to the

A;a-priest himself and was intentional. About one-third of the later and substituted inscrip-

tions is taken up with the contracts and their introduction, and the rest forms a glorification

(including extracts from the Pyramid Texts, lines 380—392) of the man upon whose great-

ness the prestige of the A^Npriest depended.

The ten contracts have been translated and discussed by Prof. Erman^, as wmll as by
Prof Breasted f For convenience sake, I give the translation in my own wording, with a

few departures from the earlier versions. I have to thank Dr Gardiner for a series of

notes which I have used in the translation.

Contract I (ll. 273—276).

Contract lohich (a) the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

hour-priests of the temple ofWepwat, lord of Siut,

(1) for the gift to him of one roll of white bread by each individual ^\eSh-priest for his

statue which is in the temple of A nubis, Lord of Rekreret,

(c) 0)1 the first intercalary day, when Wepwat, Lord of Siut, proceeds to this temple.

(2) That which he gave to them in )'eturn was his share of the bull offered to Wepwat, Lord
of Shit, in this tonple when he proceeds thither,

(d) as his meat-offering which is due to the noinarch.

(3) And he spoke to them saying : See, I have given to you this meat-offering which is due to

me in the temple, in order to endow{l) this white bread which ye are to give to me.
(d) Then they gave to him a portion of the bull for his statue in charge of his ksi-priest

out of what he had given to them of this meat-offering.

(4) And they were satisfied therewith.

1 Mr Gunn quotes the same legal term from an Old Kingdom letter found at Elephantine, Pap,

Berlin OOlO^Hiemtische Papyrus, vol v, PI. I : while Sebkhotpe was P 1

'WVW' /wwv\

dll eater who does not do mischief,’' i.e. probably a consumer of revenues who does not touch, or detract
from, their source,—

E

d.
^

- Dr Gardiner restores the end of the line rcUtwi [sd] 7n k.

'' ZdW^hnft fiir ugyptUcke Spmche, vol. .v.x a882), pp. 159 if. ; Life i,, Aadent Eq,jpt nn
^ Aifjient Rexfurds. vol. i, pp. 258— 271.

> rr 145 m
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Contract II (11. 277—282).

Contract which (a) the noniarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made ivith (b) the

hour-priests of the temple of Wepivat, Lord of Siat,

(1) For the gift to him of one roll of white bread by each one of them for his statue in

charge of his Va-priest,

(c) on the fii'st day of the first month of the first season, New Fear s day, when the

house is given to its loi'd after the lighting of the lamp (torch ?) in the temple,

and for their going forth after his ha-priest at his glorification until they reach the northern

corner of the temple as they do when they glorify their oivn honoured dead on the day

of the lighting of the lamp (torch?).

(2) That tvhich he gave to them in return ivas one heka-et of northern barley for every field

of the endoivment (pr-dt),

(d) from the first-fruits of the harvest of the noniarch's estate, just as (or, ‘ in the

measure which ') every common man of Siut gives of the first-fruits of his harvest,

(d) for he ivas the first to cause every one of his peasants to give it to this temple from
the first-fruits of his field.

(3) And he said: See, ye know that as for anything vdiich an exalted man or a common
man gives to a temple of the firstfruits of his harvest, the revocation of it is not

pleasant to him, nor does any nomarch in his time diminish the cont7\ict of another

nomarch (made) ivith the y^^Sh-priests of their time.

Furtheriiwre, this barley shall belong to the hour-priests of the temple individually, to each

waQo-pydest who shall give to me this roll of white bread. They shall not divide it

(the barley) among those of the same month because they are to give this ivhite bread

individually.

(4) And they were satisfied therewith.

Contract III (11. 283—289).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the staff

of officials of the temple (of Wepwat),

(1) for the gift to him of bread and beer,

(c) on the ISth of the first month of the first season, the day of the festival :

List of what [they are to give to him .?] ;

List of the same : ^m-JARS ROLLS OF Rolls of
OF BEER. -BREAD. WHITE BREAD.

Chief priest 4 400 10

Announcer 2 •200 5

Master of mysteries 2 200 5

Wardrobe-keeper (sndw ty

)

2 200 5

Store-keeper 2 200 5

Master of the wide-hcdl 2 200 5

Overseer of the sanctuary 2 200 5

Sciibe of the temple 2 200 5

Scribe of the altar 2 200 5

Lector-priest 2 200 5

(Totals, not in te.xt 22 2200 55)
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(2) That which he gave to them in return was 22 days of the temple,

(d) from his property of the house of his father (his paternal inheritance), not from

the nomarch's estate,

four days to the chiefpriest and two days to each one of the others.

(3) And he said to them: See, a temple day is 1^360^// of a year. Ye shall divide all the

daily rations which enter this temple consisting of bread, beer, and meat; for a temple

day is reckoned at l,'360fA of the bread, beer, and everything ivhich enters this temple,

for each one of these temple days which I have given to you.

(d) See, it is my personal propey^ty from my paternal estate, not fy'om the nomarch's

estate, inasmuch as I am the son of a ^xn^h-pydest like each one of you.

See, these days shall pass to every future staff of officicds of the teyyiple because they ai'e

the ones who offer for me this by^ead ayid beer which they are to give me.

( 4 )
^-1 nd they were satisfied th e y^eivith .

Contract IV (IL 290—295).

Contract u'hich (aj the yiomaixh, the chief pydest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

hour-priests of the temple of Wepwat, Lord of Si ut,

(1) for the gift to hiyyi of one roll of white bixad by each one of them for his statue vjhich is

in the teyyiple,

(c) on the ISth day of the first moyith of the first season, the day of the we^ g-festival,

ayid for their gouig foith after his \^-priest at his glorification ivhen the lamp (torch ^) is

lighted for hiyn, as they do ivheyi they gloydfy their own hoyiouyxd dead on the day of
the lighting of the lamp (torch /) in the teyyiple.

Fuy'thermoy'e, this u:hite bread shall he in charge of his ka-pnV^f.

(2) That which he gave to them in retuym teas

a sack of coals for every bull, and

a basin (basket ^) of coals for every goat,

(d) which they are wont to give to the stoix-house of the yiomayxh when a bull or a goat
IS offei’ed to the temple, in payment of that ivhich they owe to the stoix-house of the

nomayxh. And he y'emitted it to them without exacting it from them.

And that which he also gave to them tvasthe 22 kby-jar^- of beer and the 2200 ixlls o/kfri-

by'ead.

(d) which the staff of offwials of the temple weix to give to him on the ISth day of the

fiy'st month of the first season^ in compensation for that ivhich they arx to give, a roll

of white bread for each individual from that which is due to them in the temple, and
{in compensation) for his glorification.

(:3) And he spoke to them, saying: If these coals are exacted from you by any future
noiiiarch, see, this bread and beer shall not be lessened mhick the staff of officials of the
temple provide for me and ivhich I have conveyed to you. Behold, I have contracted
with them for it.

(4) And they were satisfied therwivith.

^ See Contract III.
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Contract V (IL 296—301).

Contract tvhich (a) the nomarchy the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

tvardrohe-keeper (sndwty) of the temple (of Wepwat),

(1) for three imcks with which the lamp (? torch) is to he lighted for the god.

(2) That which he (Hepzefa) gave to him (the sndwty) in return teas three temple days.

Noio these three temple days shall he due to every future ^cardrohe-keeper because

these wicks are to he due to him (Hepzefa).

(3) And he spoke, saying: One of them (the wicks) shall he given to my Va-priest when he

goes forth at the lighting of the lamp (? torch) with it for the god

(c) on the fifth inteixalary day, the eve of the New Year.

As for the wardrohe^keeper (1), he shall hand it {the wick) to my^o^-priest after he has

done that which he has to do ivith it in the temple.

He shall give another

(c) on Neiv Years day in the early da^vn (d/w), when the house is given to its lord after

the hour-priests of the temple have given me this white bread which they are to give to

me individually on New Year^'s day. It shall he issued through my \^a-priest at my
glomfication {i.e., given to him and used by him).

He shall give another

(c) on the 18^A day of the first month of the fir'st season, the day of the wa’gfestival

,

at the same time as the ivhite bread which the individual ^xolh-priests give to me.

This ivick shall be issued through my Ydi-priest at my glorification (attended) by the

hour-priests of the temple.

And he (Hepzefa) said to him : See, as for a temple day, it is l/360rt of a year. Ye shall

divide all the daily rations which enter the temple, {consisthig) of bread, beer and

everything
; for a daily ration is recko)ted at 1/360^A of the bread, beer, and every-

thing which enters the temple, for each of these temple days which I have given to thee,

{d) See, it is my personal propei'ty from the estate of my father, not from the estate

of the nomarch.

Now these thixe temple days shall pass to every future ivardrobe-keeper f) because to

him (Hepzefa)^ are to be due these wicks which thou hast conveyed to me on account of

these three temple days tvhich I have conveyed to thee.

(4) And he was satisfied therewith.

Contract VI (11. 302—304).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

chief priest of Wepwat {i.e. himself),

(1) for a roast of meat

(d) which goes up upon the altar, and is placed on the offering stone (altar) for

every bull slaughtered in the temple;

and a st/-Ja?’ of beerfrom every | ds-Ja/*,

(c) on every day of ” appearance' (in the temple),

(d) which is due to every chief priest in his time,

(2) That which he (Hepzefa) gave to him (the titulary chief priest) in return was two temple

days from his pittemial estate..not from the nomarch's estate,

1 Note the change from the third to the person in the rest of the beiitence.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, v. 12
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(3) Then Hepzefa spohe, saying: Tins roast of meat and this iti-jar of beer shall issue (sm)

on every clay of ' appearance' (in the temple).

They are due to rny statue in charge of my ^.a-priest.

(4) And he (Hepzefa, as titulary chief priest)^ loas satisfied therewith in the presence of this

staff of orficials of the temple.

Contract VII (11. 305—306).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief priest^ Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

g reel t waQo-pr iest of A nub is,

(1) fur three wicks ichich are to be due to him, tcith which the lamp (torch?) is to be lighted

in the tofiple of Anubis,

(c) one on the fifth intercalary day, on the eve of the Hew Year,

(c) another on New Years day,

(c) another on the \lth of the first month of the first season, on the eve of the wa’g-

festivaL

(2) That which he gave to him in return ivas 1000 {measures) of agricultural lurid in

Serau'-resi

(d) of the land of his father,

as compensation for these three wicks which he shall give to my Vsi-priest in order to light

for me the lamp (torch ?) therewith.

(4) And he was satisfied therewith.

Contract VIII (11. 307—311).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

hour-priests of the temple of Anubis,

(1) for the gift to him of one roll of lohite bread by each one of them for his statue,

(c) on the llth day of the first month of the first season, on the eve of the wa’g-

festival;
and for their going forth after his ka-pr^W when the lamp (torch ?) is lighted for him at

his glorification, until they reach the dower stairway' (valley-chapel ?) o/ tomb, just
as they glorify their (own) honoured dead on the day of the lighting of the lamj)
(torch ?);

and fot the gift by the monthly ^Ka^h-priest oj a dish{^ oj bread and a dwiw-Ju/* of beer
fur his statue which is in the 'lower stairway' (valley-chapel C of his tomb,
(c) when he goes forth to perform the ceremonies in the temple every day.

(2) That which he gave to them in return was the northern bailey,

(d) from the first-fruits of the haiwest of every field of the nomarch's estate just as
(or, ^in the measure ichich') every common man of Siut gives of the first-fruits of his
harvest,

(d) Xow, hj>revei\ he m,s the first to caose every one of his peasants to give itfrom
the firstfnuts OJ Ins field to the temple of jintibis.

> The di-;tiuetuni drawn hetweeu Hepzefa a private person and Hepzefa as titulary chief priest
IS only a eliaractenstic piece of Egyptian subtlety, not a mark .jf high legal development. Such contracts
open tlie road to a wide range of frauds, and in order to secure enforcement bef >re a modern court would
h.ive to be justitieci in every lietail. The distinction between a man and his (jffice is reallv a very .siniiile
practical i-onception, whieli is fully gra'-ped i'v .dmo^t .dl spmi-civilized and .sonic quite barbarous races
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(3) And the nomarch, Hepzefa, said: See, ye know that as for any exalted man or any

common man who gives the first-fruits of his harvest to the temple, the revocation{l)

of it is not pleasant to him, nor does any nomarch in his time diminish the contract

ivhich another nomarch has made ivith the 'wofh-priests in their time.

This northern hurley shall belong to the Itour-priests of the temple, individually to each one

who gives me this white bread. He shall not divide with the priests in their months

because they are to give this white bread individually.

(4) And they were satisfied therewith^

Contract IX (11. 312—318).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, true of voice, made with (b) the

overseer of the cemetery-workmen and the desert-guards {'If

(1) for causing them to go to the temple of Anubis

(c) on the fifth intercalary day, the eve of the New Year, and

(c) on New Years day,

to receive tioo ivicks which the great y^ei^h-priest of Anubis has given to the nomarch,

Hepzefa

;

and for their going at his glorification until they reach his tomb

;

and for their giving the one wick (i.e. that of New Year s eve) to his ka-priest after they

have glorified him as they glorify their {own) honoured dead.

(2) That which he gave to them in return was 2200 {measiu^es) of agidcultural land in

Wwabet

(d) of his personal property from his fathers estate, not from the nomarcKs estate:

List of the same: Meascees of laxd.

The overseer of the cemetery-workmen ... 400

Commander {ly of the desert ... 200

Eight desert-guardsCy ... ... 1600

And there was also given to them the lower part of the hind-quarter{^) of every bull

slaughtered on the desert in all its tomb-chapels.

(3) That which they gave to him was

:

The overseer of the cemetery- workmen, two d^-jars of beer, 100 rolls of kin-bread, and

ten rolls of white bread

;

the commander- of the desert, one ds-jar of beer, 50 rolls of kfn-6mirf, and five rolls of
white bread;

the eight desert-guards^, eight d^-jars of beer, 400 rolls of kin-bread, and 40 rolls of
white bread;

for his statue in charge of his kB>-priest,

(c) on the first day of the first moith of the first season, New Years day, when they

glorify him.

(4) And he said to them: See, this land which I have conveyed to him {Vto yoid) shall belong

to every future overseer of the cemetery-workmen, to every commander (w^rtw) of the

desert, and to every future desert-guard {() because they are the ones who are to offer

for me this bread and beei\

^ Tpyiv-dv:. - Tpyiv-dv:.

12—2
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(5) And ye nhall he behind my statue which is in my garden accompanying it ivhen [it

proceeds to the temple of Wepwat (I Ani/bis)],

(c) on every festival of the beginning of a season which is celebrated in this temple.

(6) And they were satisfied therewith.

Contract X (11. 319—324).

Contract which (a) the nomarch, the chief pnest, Hepzefa, made with (b) the overseer of the

desert,

(1) for the gift to him of onehhni-jar of beer, one great cake ((), 500 rolls of kin-bread, and

ten rolls of ivhite bi'ead for his statue in charge of his kei-priest,

(c) on the 11th day of the first month of the first season, the eve of the vfdi^g-festival

(2) That %chich he (Hepzefa) to him in return was 1000 {rneasures) of agricultural land

ill ^Ya^abet,

(d) of his personal property from the estate of his father, not from the estate of the

aomarch;

and the fore-qua7'ter{l) of every bull slaughtei^ed on the desert in all its tomb-chapels,

(3) Ayid he said to the ovei'seer of the desert: See, this land shall pass to every future overseer

of the deser't, because he it is who shall offer for me this bread and beer,

(4) And he was satisfied therewith.

The revered one, the nomarch, the chief priest, Hepzefa, lord of reverence.

As Prof. Erman has pointed out, these ten contracts are not exact copies of the original

documents but summaries or abstracts of their contents. The original documents were of

course written on papyrus, and it is obvious that Hepzefa was alive and in Siut when the

agreements were sealed—that is, before his departure for the Sudan, where he died. Whether

Hepzefa ordered the cutting of these contracts along with the other alterations in his tomb,

or whether the A*a-priest included them on his own initiative, it is now clear that they

assumed a quite unusual importance owing to the fact that Hepzefa was not buried in

the tomb. The service of the statue \vas nearly the only thing left of Hepzefa s mortuary

services in Siut and therefore more than usually liable to fall into desuetude.

It is of some interest to examine the services obtained by Hepzefa through these

contracts and the compensation paid for them. Taking the services provided by the

contracts in their chronological order, they appear as follows:

—

1 1 > Ou the first intercalary day, when Wepwat, lord of Sifit, proceeds to the temple of Anubis, lord of

Kekreret ^'Contract I),

(a) the hour-])riests of the (h) offer a roll of white bread (c) for Hepzefa’s statue which is

temple of AVepwat each in the temple of Anubis.

According to clause (3j of contract, part of the compensation was returned for “his statue in

charge of his /*«-priert.'‘

<’l. On the fifth intercalary day, New Years eve (Contracts V, YII, and IX), when the lamp (torch ?)

is lighted for the god in the temple of Wepwat, at the glorification of the dead, and the yla-priest of

Hepzefa glorifies Hepzefa,

u the w ardrobe-keeper (/ provider a w’ick, which is (e) for the torch-lighting in the
of the temple of Wepwat given to the ^-a-priest temple of Wepwat.

When the glorification procession takes place from the Anubis temple to the tombs in the cemeterv
o the overseer of the ceme- i7>, receive a wick at the (c) After the glorification, the

tery-worknien and the Anubis temple and go in wick is to be given to the
nine desert -guards i, procession to the tomb of 4a-priest.

Hepzefa.
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Of) the great i/*a^i-priest of {b) furnishes the above wick,

the temple of Anubis

The wardrobe-keeper (?) of the temple of Wepwat is further to hand the wick to the Z'a-priest, after he

has done with it what he has to do.

(3) On New Year’s day, in the early dawn^, when the house is given to its lord after the lighting of the

lamps in the temple of Wepwat (Contracts II, V),

(a) the hour-priests of the (h) offer white bread U‘) for the statue of Hepzefa in

Wepwat temple charge of his Ca-priest,

the overseer of the ceme-

tery-workmen and the

nine desert-guards ( ?)

the great ^6-priest of

the Anubis temple

(6) and follow the ^^a-priest to

the northern corner of the

temple,

(h) furnishes the wick(a) the wardrobe-keeper ( ?}
(h) furnishes the wick (c) to the C«-priest for the lamp-

of the Wepwat temple lighting.

When the glorification procession takes place from the Anubis temple to the tombs in the cemetery

(Contracts VII and IX),

{a) the overseer of the ceme- (b) receive a wick at the Anubis

tery-workmen and the temple and go in procession

nine desert-guards ( 1) to Hepzefa’s tomb

(b) and provide 11 c75-jars of (c) for the statue of Hepzefa in

beer, 550 rolls of Z/;i-bread charge of his -priest,

and 55 rolls of white bread

(a) the great ^6-priest of {b) furnishes the wick for the

the Anubis temple above procession.

(4) On the 17th of Thoth, the eve of the ?/YC,^-festival, when the lamp is lighted for him at his glorifica-

tion (Contracts VII, VIII, and X),

(a) the hour-priests of the (&) ofier white bread (c) for the statue of Hepzefa.

Anubis-temple

for the statue of Hepzefa in

charge of his -priest.

(c) for the statue of Hepzefa.

{h) and follow the ^«-priest at

his glorification until they

reach the “lower stairway”

(valley-chapel ?) of the tomb.

(a) the great priest of (b) furnishes the wick for the

Anubis above ceremony.

(a) the overseer of the desert (b) provides! ^6a?-jar of beer, (c) for the statue of

1 large cake (?), 500 rolls of charge of his Z*a-pi

Z//i-bread, and 10 rolls of

white bread

On the 18th of Thoth, the ?/;a>.9-festival, probably in the early dawn (Contracts IV and V)

(c) for the statue of Hepzefa in

charge of his Z*a-priest.

(a) the hour-priests of the {b) ofier white bread (c) for the statue of Hepzefaw^bich

Wepwat-temple is in the temple

(b) and follow the /f*a-priest at

his glorification.

(a) the wardrobe-keeper (?) (b) furnishes the wick for the

of the temple of Wepwat above procession.

(6') On every day of “ appearance ” in the temple of Wepwat, including the three great festivals mentioned

above (Contract VI),

(a) the wardrobe-keeper (?)

of the temple of Wepwat

{a) the chief priest of Wex>*

wat

(b) provides 1 roast of meat

from every bull and 1 jug of

beer from every jar oftered

in the temple of Wepwat

(c) for the statue of Hepzefa in

charge of his -priest.

i The word is dhr, determined with the sign for night. In modern Egypt, the Muhammedans of

Upper Egypt go to the graves in the cemetery in the early dawn, between 3 and 4 a.m., on the morning of

the two annual festivals.
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(7) On every festival of the beginning of a season
;
this would include the New Years eve and the New

Yearns day ceremonies mentioned above, but not the '^-festival (Contract IX),

(a) the overseer of the ceme- (b) follow the procession to the (c) “behind my statue which is

tery-workmen and the temple of Wepwixt(Anubis?) in my garden.’’

nine desert-guards ' 1)

('8) O'li every day^ when the zr«^6-priest of the month of the temple of Anubis comes forth at the making

of offerings in the temple (Contract Till),

(a] the monthly ^6-priest (6) offers bread and beer (sym- (c) for the statue of Hepzefa

of the Anubis-temple bolic ofterings ?) which is in the “lower stair-

way” (valley-chapel?) of his

tomb.

It has ordinarily been assumed that there were five statues of Hepzefa mentioned in

the contracts

:

No. 1. Statue in the Anubis temple, mentioned in Contract I, on the first intercalary day.

No. 2. Statue in the Wepwat-temple, mentioned in Contract lY, on the 18th of Thoth, zt’«»^-festival.

No. 3. Statue in charge of the /-cif-priest, mentioned in Contracts II (action in Wepivat temple, on New
Year’s morning), YI (action by inference in Wepwat-temple on every day of “appearance” in

the Wepwat-temple), IX (offering of overseer of cemetery-workmen and company, on New Year’s

day, action apparently in the cemetery by the same people who are to follow the statue in the

garden), and X (ofiering of desert -overseer, on the eve of the ?4*t^^-festival, action apparently

in the cemetery).

No. 4. Statue in the “lower stairway” of the tomb, mentioned in Contract VIII (action by Anubis-

prie?>tb on the eve of the ^ra^^-festival and on every dayj.

Nti, 5. Statue in the garden, mentioned only in Contract IX, where the overseer of the cemetery and the

desert -guards (?) are bound to follow it when it proceeds to (the temple of Wepwat [or Anubis ?]),

on every festival of the beginning of a season.

Now there is nothing in the chronological order of events which prevents the assump-

tion that all these represent one and the same statue. Furthermore, the following

considerations favour that view :

\a)

(h)

Contract IX shows that the statue in the garden (No. oj was earned in procession on every feast of

the- beginning of a season, and therefore also on New Year’s day, when the actions described in the

other contracts concern the statue in charge of the Ca-priest (No. 3). The offerings of this same

contract, made by the same men, are for statue No. 3, Thus it seems probable that statues Nos. 3

and 5 are the same.

The locality described as
,
which contains statue No. 4, undoubtedly refem to the

valley-chapel of the tomb. The garden which contained statue No. 5 must have adjoined this

“lower stairway” and was probably a part of it. Both were close to the Anubis temple. Statue

No. 4 received the only daily offerings mentioned, and statue No. 5 is the only one carried in pro-

cession. Both of these actions belong most fittingly to the statue in charge of the I-a-priest (No. 3).

All this seems to me to indicate that statues Nos. 4 and 5 are the same and identical with the

statue in charge of the b;/ -priest. I infer that the garden actually surrounded the valley-chapel, at

least on three sides.

(c) In Contract I, the oft'eniig is for the statue which is in the temple of Anubis, but it is to be noted
that part of the compensation paid for this was returned for the statue in charge of the X'a-priest.

:d) No statement is made as to the place of the statue in charge of the Iv.-priest (No. 3). The action

eunceming it takes place in the temple of \Vepwat and apparently in the cemetery. If there were
a statue in the temple of Wepwat (Contract IV, ?'r/.^^-festival), why should the offerings of New
Year's day be made in the temple to statue No. 3 ?

.e; The Cu-priest actually ofiiciate.^ at all the ceremonies concerning all the statues. In other words all

the rtatue^ may be '^aid to be “in eliarge of the /vy-priert." The only ceremony in which the
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/‘^-priest may not have taken part was the torch-light procession from the Anubis temple to the

cemetery on New Yearns eve when no offerings were made either in the temple or in the cemetery,

and no statue is mentioned.

(/) In Contract VIII (1), the offering of white bread is simply for his statue.” Of course, the scribe

who made this summary of the contract may have omitted the defining phrase
;
but even if the

omission were due to carelessness, it would indicate that the phrase was not of any great import-

ance. If it were important, it would have been inserted at the reading of the painted draft of the

inscription before the signs were cut. If the defining phrase was omitted in the original contract,

as I suspect, the evidence that the phrase was unimportant is so much the stronger. The action

takes place between the Anubis temple and the valley-chapel ('4ower stairway”'), while the second

part of YIII (1) deals with the statue in the valley-chapel (No. 4).

Thus the usual assumption that there were five statues of Hepzefa presents certain

difficulties. All these difficulties disappear if it be assumed that there was only one, a

portable statue of Hepzefa, which stood ordinarily in the valley- chapel surrounded by its

garden and was carried in procession to the two temples and to the cemetery as required by

the mortuary service.

Since the contracts refer exclusively to actions for which persons other than the ka-

priest were responsible, all the details of the action are not given. Those ceremonies which

were carried out by the A^a-priest and his servants unassisted, were contained in the un-

recorded contracts with the i^a-priest. Keeping this in mind, and assuming that there was

only one portable statue of Hepzefa, I would suggest the following reconstruction of the

yearly cycle of mortuary ceremonies carried out for the service of the statue

:

(1) Ordinarily the statue stood in the valley-chapel (VIII, 1, second part), which was wholly or partly

surrounded by a garden (IX, 5, end). This was close behind the temple of Anubis. The monthly

ira^6-priest of Anubis went to the valley-chapel every day after making the daily offerings in the

temple and brought as offerings to the statue a of beer and a dish (hnkwT) of /)yZ’-bread.

These were probably the small symbolic daily offerings which were common in important graves

during the Old Empire and continued at some places into the early Middle Empire or later. The

compensation paid in this contract precludes the supposition that these daily offerings could have

had any intrinsic value. Such offerings would oidinarily be received by the /'a-priest and placed by

him before the statue.

(2) On the first intercalary day, when the statue of 'Wepwat wa^^ carried from his temple to the Anubis-

temple for his annual visit, the statue of Hepzefa was brought by the /-a -priest and servants

from the valley-chapel to the same temple of Anubis. There were probably a few other statues of

great men which participated in this ceremony. The action took place by daylight, as no lights are

mentioned. Here, in the Anubis-temple, the hour-priests of Wepwat, who had accompanied the

statue of AVepwat, made an offering of one roll of white bread each for the statue of Hepzefa. This

white bread was, of course, handed to the -priest, he laying it before the statue, which was now

in the temple (Contract I, 1) and afterwards disposing of it according to custom. According to

modern Egyptian custom, it is not allowable for the otierer to consume his ofiering, but he may
give it away ;

he may also exchange his ofiering for that of another ofierer, but this is now con-

sidered bad form for well-to-do people.

^3) The statue remained in the Anubis-temple probably the same length of time as did the statue of the

god, and was carried behind the statue of the god when the latter went back to his own temple.

This again was done by the Ca-priest and his servants. The action took place before New^ Year’s

eve, but is not mentioned in the contracts.

(4) On New Year’s eve, there were two ceremonies of the lighting of lamps,—one in the temple of

Wepwat and another which involved a procession from the Anubis-temple to the cemetery. At
each of these a lamp was lighted for Hepzefa. At the Wepwat -temple, a wick was delivered by the

wardrobe-keeper of the temple, and the lighted lamp was in charge of the Ccr-priest “ when he
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goes forth at the lighting of the lamp for the god ” (V, 1 and 3), but the ceremonies are not further

described. They appear, however, to have been chiefly for the god. The stcitiie was, during this

ceremony, in the Wepwat-temjde, as at the glorification of the next dawn. After the ceremony, the

wardrobe-keeper handed the wick to the -priest. At the cemetery, the procession was one of the

glorification of the dead fIX, 1). The overseer of the cemetery-workmen and the nine eiesert-

guards (? i went to the Anubis-temple, where they received a wick from the great </*a^6-priest of

Anubis and went forth with lighted lamp at the glorification of Hepzefa until they reached his

tomb. We must assume that this was a general celebration, that the desert-guards (?) carried

lamps for other people than Hepzefa, and that many others took part in this procession, which

went through the cemetery from tomb to tomb. The lights must have been suitable to an out-

door procession, that is to say large flares or lanterns of some sort. Even in the temple, the wind
in the unroofed courts and tlie draught in the passages would often have made the use of “ lamps
impossible, and for all these lighted ceremonies, the word 'Harnp^’ should probably be translated

torch.’' The two ceremonies on this evening apjjear to have begun simultaneously. The Zv,/-priest

does not seem to have been present at the cemetery pn^cession, or at ail events at the beginning of

it, fur the torch was carried by the overseer of the cemetery or one of his companions and was
afterwards delivered to the Xr/ -priest. To judge from anything I may know about the Egyptian
character, the delivery of the cemetery wick to the /(’«-priest after the procession was intended to
serve as proof that the wick had been actually used by the desert -guards for the glorification.

Xew lears day was the great day of ofleriiigs, when the hou*e is given to its lord and the lamps are
lighted in the temple,” and appears in its ceremonies to have considerable resemblance to the
modern Muhammedan day of sacrifice.” In the early morning, before dawn, “ after the torches
were lighted in the temple,” the hour-priests of Wepwat delivered one roll of white bread each to
the ^*G-priest for the statue of Hepzefa (II, 1). A wick was delivered by the wardrobe-keeper to the

-priest
, 3, second wick), a torch was lighted, and the ^'tt-priest, followed by the hour-priests of

the temple (II, Ij, ]>roceeded with the statue, which was doubtless carried by the servants of the
/'a-priest, until they came to the ‘^northern corner of the temple” of Wepwat. This may have
been the outside north-eastern or north-\yestern corner, or it may have been the inside corner near
a known door used on this occasion. At this point, the hour-priests returned. They probably had
similar duties to perform for other great men or for their own honoured dead. The /(^a-priest and
his ser\ ants must then have proceeded to the Anubis-temple, which thus appears to have lain to
the north-west of the epwat-temple. One must imagine a number of these little processions
is.suing from the epwat-temple in the dark, each with a lighted torch, and proceeding towards the
Anubis-temple and the cemetery. At the Anubis-temple, the overseer of the cemetery and the desert-
guards (?) had received a wick for Hepzefa from the great ?/*«^6-priest of Anubis and had lighted
a torch. hen the /{-cGpriest of Hepzefa with the statue reached the temple of Anubis, the overseer
of the cemetery-workmen and the desert-guards joined the procession and proceeded in glorification
of Hepzefa until they reached his tomb (Contract VII, 1 and IX, 1). Other processions of glorifica-
tion were also taking place at this time, but it is not clear from the details whether they all went
together with their lights, gathering at the temple of Anubis and starting from there in one great
procession, the women and the servants carrying the ufiferings, or whether each little ])rocession
with Its one or two torches went up by itself. In any case, as the parties reached their individual
tombs the desert side must have been picked out with lights. At this time, a large ofiferina for the
statue was provided by the overseer of the cemetery and the nine desert-guards (?) consLino of
11 ./.-jarsnf beer, ooOrolIsof ^//i-bread and 55 rolls of white bread. This oftering was delivered to°the
Xvi-prie>t at the glorification, and therefore probably at the tomb. Such at any rate was the original
intention, but it is possible in Hepzefa’s case, since he was not actually buried in the tomb that
the processi<»n sto]iped at the valley-chai>el, and that the large offerings were delivered here. Roast-
meat and beer were also delivered by the chief priest of Wepwat to the X^a-priest for the statue
inasmuch as this w\as certainly a day of ‘^appearance” in the temple. This offering amounted to
one roast for every bull and one 6tX-jar from every Jc/^’-jar of beer offered in the temple of
on tliis day from the special dues of the chief priest VI, 1). All these oflerings we
distributed to the poor or to such scribes as came to repeat the offering forinula^efore the statue
In mcKiern practice, the scribe reads or recites a chapter from the Koran, repeating it over and over

^ epwat
tigs were, of course,
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according to what he receives. The whole ceremony was over before noon, and probably about 10
or 11 o^clock.

(6) At the conclusion of the ceremonies of New Year’s day, if the statue was at the tomb, it was carried

down by the Xv^-pnest and his attendants to the valley chapel. Here it remained, su23plied with
the usual daily offerings by the monthly ^ra^fe-priest of Anubis until the 17th day of the first month,
the eve of the 2m‘^-festival (f.e. for 17 days).

(7) On the 17th of the first month, the eve of the 22v^^-festival, the order of the action is not clearly indi-

cated, but apj)ears to have been as follows. The ^-a-priest went to the temple of x4.mibis where he
received the third and last wick from the great ?m^^-2)riest of Anubis (VII, 1, 2), lighted a torch

and, followed by the huur-2)riests of Anubis, proceeded to the valley-chapel. Here the hour-priests

presented one roll of white bread each for the statue, while the overseer of the desert 2)rovided 1 hhnt-

jar of beer, 1 large cake(?), 500 rolls of -bread, and 10 rolls of white bread (X, 1;. These offerings

are slightly less than those provided on New Years day, but were also, no doubt, intended for distri-

bution. It seems remarkable, but not impossible, that these offerings should have been distributed

on this evening by torch-light. Possibly the offerings were provided at that time for some cere-

monial or practical reason, and were actually distributed the next morning (see below). The statue

was then carried to the Wepwat-temple, where it was on the following morning befoi-e dawm.

(8) On the day of the ^ivr^-festival, the 18th day of the first month, 2>robably before dawn as on New
Year’s day, there was again a ceremony of torch-lighting in the temple of Wepwat. After the

temple torches were lighted, the hour-priests of Wepwat each delivered one roll of white bread to

the X’a-priest for the statue, now in the temple
;
the X’a-priest received the third and last wick from

the wardrobe-kee2)er (?) of the temple, lighted a torch for Hepzefa, and went forth, followed by the

hour-priests to glorify him according to custom (Contracts IV, 1 and V, 3). Here the contracts

leave us for this day. No procession to the cemetery is i)rovided by the contracts, nor is any ceremony

in the cemetery, as the ofierings were delivered the 2)receding evening. The 2m>^-festivai w’as one

of the gi’eat festivals on which offerings were brought to the dead. If the contracts are taken to be

practically complete as they stand, it would appear that the offerings at the cemetery were made the

evening before and that on the day itself the ceremonies took efface in the temple. But it is possible

that there were other contracts which have not been recorded. The 55 rolls of white bread 2>r()-

vdded by Contract III, remain undisposed of. The festival must also have been a festival of

“appearance” in the temple, and on this day, therefore, the roast meat and the beer must have been

due from the chief priest as on New Year’s day (VI, 1 c).

(9) After the ceremonies of the 2ra»^-festival, whether they extended to the cemetery or not, the statue

was carried back to the valley-chapel near the Anubis-temjffe, and the monthly <ra^6-i)riest of

Anubis resumed the daily offerings. On every succeeding festival of the beginning of a season,

which must also have been a day of “ aj^pearance” in the temifie, the ^’u-jmest, the overseer of the

cemetery and the nine desert-guards followed the statue in 2>rocession to the temple i^IX) of Wepwat (?),

where the chief priest of Wepwat gave the roast meat and beer provided by Contract VI. The

number of these festivals of the beginning of a season is, I believe, unknown. Nor have we any

knowledge of the number of days of “appearance.”

It is clear that Hepzefa, by means of these contracts and the unrecorded contracts with

the ^’U-priest, had provided for the complete annual round of ceremonies and offerings which

were due to the statue of a nomarch of his standing. This provision has often been called

trivial, but the term can only apply to some of the details, and even then is due partly to a

misunderstanding. The services were to be performed by the highest body of priests in the

province at great national festivals when their services were greatly in demand. The
“wdeks” which seem so insigniticant were without doubt large torch-Avicks of special make,

and were suj)plied by a priest of good standing. I have no doubt that the Avicks Avere

specially blessed or prepared ceremonially for these festivals, and that the priest in question

had a prescriptive monopoly of the supply for the glorification processions. I Avish to

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, v. 23
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emphasize again my impression that these contracts were inscribed by the A’c(-priest in his

own interest, and that they did materially add to the prestige and the benefits of his office.

The various payments made by Hepzeta in order to obtain the advantages just described

open up a number of interesting questions concerning the Egyptian law of contracts, of

land-tenure, and of prescriptive rights, as has often been pointed out. To begin with, we

must note that, the party of the first part being in every case Hepzefa, the party of the

second part is in no case an individual, but always a titulary official binding his successors

to certain perpetual services and payments in return for the grant of lands or for permanent

sources of income. This appears with especial clearness in Contract A I, made by Hepzefa

in his private capacity with himself as titulary chief priest of ^Yepwat, but before witnesses.

The legality of such contracts in Egyptian common law is, in principle, beyond question;

but the title or right ot Hepzefa to the compensations which he conveys in the individual

contracts varies considerably. The consciousness of the illegality of some of the con-

veyances is clearly shown by the appended remarks or exhortations addressed to future

nomarchs. It is to be noted that many of the contracts provide for two considerations, in

which case the secondary consideration is always one of doubtful legality. The major

consideration, however, Avas supposed, according to IV, 3, to be sufficient compensation in

case the minor consideration should fail. Taking only such considerations as either stand

alone or else are of the major variety, they are of the four folloAving classes:

'a ' Land, private property of Hepzefa, inherited from his father (VII, IX, and X).

(Jj) Temple-day 1,360th parts of the annual offerings in the \Vepwat-temple, being a prescriptive right

of Hepzefa hereditary ^rf./^Z/-priest of this temple (HI, V, and VI).

U'j Barley from the first-fruits of the nomarch's estate, in which Hepzefa had only a life interest (II

and VII ly

(d) A share of a bull of sacrifice secured by special contract, the compensation for which is not stated (I).

Bread and beer secured by Contract III (IV).

The minor, or secondary, considerations are all of the same sort, being dues in kind

from temple offerings, and occur in the following contracts

:

IV. Coals doliveraVde with animal-offerings in the temple of AVepwat and constituting a prescriptive

right of the .'^tore-hou.'^e C; of the nomarch.

IX. The lower part of the hind-quarter of every bull slaughtered in the tomb-chapels at Siut, but the

character of Hcpzefa’s right is injt stated.

X. The fore-quarter of every bull slaughtered in the tomb-chapels at Siht, but the character of

Hepzefa’s right is not stated.

It is possible that the portions of meat conveyed in contracts IX and X had been secured

by Hepzefa through special contracts.

The validity oi the conveyances of land (VII, IX, X) is, of course, beyond question.

The amount of land conveyed is unintelligible to us, but must have been perfectly clear to

the parties with their knowledge of couteuqioraneous measures and customs. Possibly in

the original contracts the statement was explicit, perhaps even with a demarcation of the
boundaries, but 1000 measures, even if undivided, in a known field belonging to Hepzefa
in a cortain di^trict must ha^e been a sufficient description for the purpose of these
summaries, e^iiecially if actual possession of the land had been given. Dr Gardiner, in his
notes, take-' the view that " Seina -re>i is to be read meaning .sv/^?-land of Upper
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Egypt/' and that both this expression and iv^h-t designate kinds of land. In that case, the

description of the land did not constitute a legal description, and we are forced to assume

that the original contracts were more explicit. Owing to the nature of agricultural land,

the unit of area used in conveyances is usually fairly large, like the feddctn and the acre,

while the small units are used for fractions. In modem times the measures of area used

for agricultural land in Upper Egypt are as follows

:

Fecldcin== 4,200 square metres— 1*37 + acre.

Qurat — 175 „ ,,
= -0574- „ (24 to the feddan).

Qcisaba = 12-5
,, „ = -004+ „ (14 to the qurat).

Sahm = 7'3~ „ „ - *0024- „ (24 to the qur^t).

In conveyances, the usual amount of land conveyed is expressed in feddans, but conveyances

of less than a feddan, described in qurats, occur occasionally among small land-o\raers. In

practice, conveyances of less than a qurfit must be very rare indeed, for in spite of persistent

inquiries among about 100 natives of Keneh province, I can hear of none in their recol-

lection. If the measure used in the contracts were the size of a qiirclt, 1000 would make

about 57 acres of land, which would appear an excessive consideration for the offerings of

Contract IX. It is clear that this side of the question must be left until the Egyptian land

measures have been definitely ascertained.

The conveyance of temple-days is by no means clear in respect of its legality (III, V,

and YII). The total amounts to 27/860ths of everything which enters the temple of Wepwat

in the course of the year, with the apparent exclusion, however, of the five intercalary days.

Hepzefa’s claim to this revenue was based on his hereditary office of ^va^b-'priest of Wepwat,

and is conveyed only to the other hereditary we^Qo-priests of the same temple. In Contract III,

the staff of officials are named by their titles and are 11 in number, all of whom are said to

be hereditary -priests. If the 12 months were divided among these 11 officials, the

chief priest would probably have twm months and each of the others one month. Originally,

no doubt, each man took whatever came in during his period of service
;
but the prescription

laid down in the contracts for obtaining the value of a temple day proves that at this time

the offerings of the year had been pooled, and divided into 360 parts. This pooling

was no doubt to the general advantage, prevented quaiTeiling, and made the exchange of

temple days easy. Leaving aside the question as to whether trading in temple days was

customary among the iva^b-priests, the present contracts prove conclusively that an in-

equality in the number of days owned by the priests either existed at the time or was

created by these contracts. Hepzefa disposes of 27 days to various titulary officials who as

wa^b-priests already owned a certain number ofdays each. Of these 27 days, he, as chief priest,

receives six days, the wardrobe-keeper (?) receives five, and each of the other functionaries two

days. Now it is to be noted that these days, which were a hereditary possession of Hepzefa

as i/;a^6-priest, pass to other -wa^b-prie^ts not as a hereditary possession but as a possession

of their titulary office. Thus if the distinction was maintained between the possessions and

rights of a hereditary zm^6-priest and those attaching to a position on the staff held by the

same man, then the wardrobe-keeper (^), for example, wull have held a? days as hereditary

tm^6-priest and five days as \vardrobe-keeper. Thus w^e have a picture of eleven men pooling

the temple offerings, dividing them into l;360ths, and taking unequal shares, partly as

hereditary i^;a^6-priests and partly as titular officials of the temple. So far as the contracts

go, there is no hint of any corresponding redistribution of duties. The perquisites of the

offices seem to be completely severed from the duties of the offices, and it may be said that

13—2
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this 'practice, together with the consequent trading in the perquisites, is entirely in

agreement \\’ith the Egyptian character. Of course, if a strict record was kept, it would not

have been difficult, on the death or resignation of an official, to carry out the necessary

separation of the temple days held by him on the basis of his two different rights. By
these contracts, 27 temple days w'ere taken away from the total number of da\’s inherited

by the ?<’((f6-priests. If this practice continued, the time would arrive when the temple

offerings would cease to be an inherited right of the wfffGpriests and become the property

of the same men by right of their titular offices. Thus the perquisites would again become
attached to services rendered in the temple, but no doubt would be unequally distributed.

If a iwffi-priest inherited and transmitted inseparably bo1^ the priesthood and the

temple office which he held, then the greater part of the difficulties would disappear; but
the 27 days here conveyed would become inalienable and a continuance of the practice

would make all the days inalienable. Other questions remain, e.^., how many days were left

to Hepzefa after the conveyances of these contracts i If he had no heir, how was his suc-

ces,sor as (/'(ffi-priest and as chief priest appointed ? Could Hepzefa transmit both these
positions by will to a selected heir Was Hepzefa’s successor in the temple appointed by
the king, by the nomarch, or by the temple staff? If he was appointed by selection and
not by will, or if Hepzefa had disposed of all his temple days, how did the new man obtain
a share of the temple days apart from the inalienable days attached to his office of chief
priest, which were certainly at least six davs ? It is, of course, extremely probable that the
temple officials enjoyed the income of fixed endowments in land as well as various other
peivpiisites besides those mentioned here. Any of these offices was certainly an honour and
carried with it both prestige and privilege. Egv^ptians were, and still are, verj^ fond of
such offices and well understood the art of making them pay. It is, therefore, not unlikely
that almost any well-to-do or educated Egyptian would gladly have taken the appointment
as temple official without a share of the temple days and trusted to his own devices for
obtaining a share afterwards. To our minds, the resulting picture of confused dealings in
temple perquisites seems curious, but it is not, I believe, foreign to the Egyptian manner
of looking at such .sources of income. According to Egyptian ideas, the practice was not
wrong and the conveyances of the contracts were without doubt accepted as legal.

The conveyances of the barley from the first-fruits of the nomarch’s estate (II and
YIII) present another iieculiar distinction between the permanent income of a life estate
and the extras. Custom demanded that the first-fruits should be paid to some temple or
divinity by the cultivators

;
and they were, therefore, not a .source of income to the nomarch

Ordinarily, the payment was no doubt somewhat lax, and the peasant chose the temple to
which he desireil to make it. In the present cases, Hepzefa “caused the peasants to pay”
to two particular teiuples in certain proportions, but the means which he took to secure
this are not stated. The jicasants may have acquiesced out of goodwill or out of the usual
ti-ar which the peasant has of his landlord. In any case, any future nomarch had the same
power ot diverting the first-fruits of these peasants to his use, and Hepzefa recognizes this
by exhorting his successors not to interfere with the present contracts. The contracts IIand \ III certainly had lutle chance of being carried out during any considerable period
after the death of Hepzefa. The amount of grain payable by Contract II is explicit beim?
. uie /i4'" from ex cry field , ,f the estate of the nomarch to the hour-priests of Wenwat Theampnt payable by Contract VIII to the hour-priests of Anubis for greater serves appears
to be that paxable by custom by the common man of .Sint from the first-fruits of every field
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of the nomarch’s estate. The question arises as to Avhether the fields from which the first-

fruits come are the same estate in both contracts. If that is so, then it would appear that

Hepzefa had increased the first-fruits of the peasants by one hk}-t of grain for each field. In

any case, these two contracts show very shady dealing on the part of Hepzefa, unquestionably

a misuse of his position in the province. Hardly anything in the whole series of docu-

ments is so characteristic of the point of view, amounting almost to megalomania, of the

greatest man in an Egyptian province, who is ever unable to realize that on his death

some one else will succeed to the consideration he now enjoys.

The considerations of class {d) w^ere first secured by Hepzefa by other contracts. The
bread and beer conveyed by Contract IV were secured by the apparently valid Contract III.

As for the share of the bull in Contract I, it is stated that the hour-priests of Wepwat re-

turned a part of this to Hepzefa for his statue. It may be assumed that the arrangement

Avas valid, but one suspects a certain pressure exercised by Hepzefa, a certain abuse of his

influence as the greatest man in the province.

The secondary considerations of Contracts lY, IX, and X are all suspect as to their

legality. The coal-dues conveyed in Contract IV belonged by ancient prescription to the

store-house (?) of the nomarch. Hepzefa remits them, but he admits that some future

nomarch may claim them again, in which case the priests have no remedy, but must accept

the bread and beer as sufficient recompense. Contracts IX and X, conveying portions

of the bulls slaughtered in the tomb-chapels, contain no intimation of Hepzefa’s right to

these portions. They would appear to have been prescriptive rights of the priests of those

chapels, and Hepzefa may have acquired them by some more or less questionable contracts.

Another possibility worth bearing in mind is that these two secondary considerations

may have represented dues about which there was some dispute between the chief priest

and the parties of the second part, and that the latter took this opportunity of quieting the

claims of the chief priest.

The general conclusions that have been reached may be stated as follows

:

(1) Hepzefa died iu the Sudan and was buried at Kerma (Tumulus III).

(2) The tomb iu 8iut was unfinished when Hepzefa went to the Sudan, and the inscriptions in Rooms
1—3 were made after his death under the supervision of his /(‘a-priest.

(3) The contracts were made by Hepzefa before leaving Siiit for the Sudan. The unrecorded contracts

with the j(*a-priest were probably made at the same time. When Hepzefa was buried in the Sudan,

the service of the statue was all that remained at Siiit of the mortuary services of Hepzefa and
was therefore liable to be neglected. It was the duty, and to the advantage, of the /I’a-priest to

maintain these contracts. He therefore had them inscribed on the walls of the tomb, together

with the usual laudatory texts, as a permanent record of the services and payments due to him
and his heir from the officials of the temples and the cemetery.

(4) The services and the ofierings provided by the contracts secured the complete (or nearly complete)
annual round due to the statue of a nomarch of Hepzefii^s standing.

(o) The value of the benefits secured depended largely on the high station of the priests concerned and
on the importance of the national festivals at which they served. The value of the wicks was
probably due partly to their ceremonial mode of preparation and partly to the existence of official

monopolies of the supply.

(6) There was only one portable statue of Hepzefa, not five.

(7; The considerations given were of unequal value and of varying legality, but represent, in the total
a considerable value. The conveyances of 42<X) measures of land and of 27 temple days are valid
and constitute no small consideration. The conveyance of first-fniits was valid only for the life
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of Hepzefa, and Contracts II and VIII were therefore liable to early failure, being dependent on

the goud-will of the successor to the life-interest. The conveyances of shares of offerings and

dues, so far as they were not supported by special contracts, were also dependent on the good-will

of the successor to the life-interest in the various offices, but these were for the greater part

secondary considerations. The only contracts which were liable to complete failure were II and
^ HI. Possibly this manner of diverting hrst-friiits to his own use was an ingenious invention on
the part of He])zefa which left all parties except himself a little puzzled but not enough concerned

to interfere with the arrangement for some time.

Considering the contracts as a whole, they give the broad outlines of a picture which

might Well represent Upper Egypt at the present day. The great festivals of the New
Vear and the festival, are only our modern ^eed-el-kibeer and ^eed-es-sugheir. The
otierings in the cemetery and the endowments of mortuary chapels (mosques) still hold an
important place in Egyptian life. Hepzefa and his associates, with their crafty dealings

in perquisites and their view of public office as a private privilege, may be duplicated over

and over again in modern Egypt. In spite of all changes in religion and the introduction

of the products of a higher civilization, the character of the people has remained essentially

the same, and the practices commended by the old beliefs have not been eradicated.
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THE BARKAL TEMPLES IN 1916

{continuedfrom Vol, /r, p. 227)

By Professor GEORGE A. REISNER

II. THE TEMPLE B. 600.

Temple 600, marked J in Lepsius’ plan (see Vol. iv, p. 214) and t in that of Cailliaud,

is a very small structure high up at the base of the next ridge “ north ” of the Great

Temple (B. 500), and is rather a chapel than a temple. It consists of an inner room (603)

with a low platform against the back wall, approached by a stair, an outer room (602)

with the bases of four columns, and a portico with eight columns : see the plan, Plate X.

The walls are fairly well built, but consist mainly of re-used stones. They were never

incised either with scenes or with inscriptions
;
nor is any trace of painting to be detected.

The floor is three metres higher than the floor of B. 703. On the ''northern’’ side,

outside, opposite the wall between 602 and 603, a screen-wall had been built between

600 and 700 to keep back the debris from above. This was later than 600 and later than

the Meroitic restoration of 700. Thus 600 would appear to have been in existence and

probably in use at the same time as 700-Meroitic, i.e, about first century B.c. Further-

more, the masonry is much the same as that of 700-Meroitic, while the portico and the

absence of inscriptions point definitely to the Meroitic period.

Uninteresting as B. 600 is in itself, the excavation revealed several facts of importance

for the history of the site. Among the re-used stones in its walls, one bore the cartouche

of Men-kheperuw-Re^ (Tuthmosis IV). Another, which had also been re-used

and was found in the debris of 602, had part of a cartouche which can only

be restored to Tuthmosis. Both of these stones are of grey-drab sandstone

(nearly white). In the walls were several other grey stones with fragments

of sculpture, and all these may be presumed to come from a temple of

Tuthmosis IV. Now, in clearing where the floor of 600 was broken, the

surface of the virgin soil underneath was found to fall away from a level

about 50 cm. below the floor at the “ eastern ” wall to a level about 200 cm. below under

the "western” wall of the portico. This space was filled with a mass of black debris

(much decayed mud), which extended also " eastwards ” for four or five metres. Contained

in this mass of black debris under 600, we picked up remnants of foundation walls and the

foundation-piers of columns. Both the " northern ” columns of Meroitic 602 rested on

these old piers; but a complete plan of what was preserved could not be followed without

destroying 600. All the stones of these foundation walls were of yellow-brown sandstone

in large blocks, a stone not used at Barkal or Nuri after Tanutaman, but used in the

earlier period even for the small squared blocks of the Ramesside period. It is not

improbable that the grey sandstone walls of Tuthmosis IV may have stood on these

foundation walls.
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In the black debris under the “north-eastern” corner of room 602, near the inner

angle of the older foundation wall, the contents of a disturbed foundation deposit of

Tuthmosis IV were found scattered but all within the same cubic metre of debris. The

name was given by two small plaques of blue faience, inscribed on one side

The other objects were a lot of small ring beads of blue faience, some scraps of gold foil,

and twelve or more small model pots of ordinary red-brown ware. See Vol. iv, Plate XLV

;

there were six or more of the first kind there depicted, one of the second, four or more of

the third, and one of the fourth. The forms of these pottery models are the same as those

of the model vessels of the foundation deposits of Tuthmosis III found in Egjqit: and the

vessels may be safely ascribed to the same deposit as the plaques of Tuthmosis IV just

mentioned.

This material—the re-used inscribed blocks of Tuthmosis IV, the older foimdcition

walls, and the deposit of Tuthmosis IV—^justifies the conclusion that a temple of

Tuthmosis IV once stood approximately on the same site as that now occupied bv

B. 600.

Just in front of the portico of B. 600, a burial was found which was earlier than the

accumulation of dark debris containing the foundation and the foundation deposit of the

temple of Tuthmosis IV. It consisted of a narrow oval pit sunk only 30 cm, in the virgin

soil of the red sandbank, and was filled with clean red sand broken from this same red

soil. It the grave had been dug after the accumulation of the dark debris, the filling

would have been ot sand and dark debris mixed. This shows that the burial must have
been previous to any occupation of the site, and certainly previous to Tuthmosis IV. The
body lay on the right side, with the knees dra^vn up level with the hips, the head towards
the “east —a typical burial-position of the Lower Nubian C-group. Another burial was
found exactly similar later about 15 metres further “west.” This was accompanied by a
stone armlet and a deep bowl of smooth coarse red ware, both of which might well belong
to the corresponding archaeological gi-oup of Lower Nubia; but the material is too meagre
to justify assigning the burials definitely to the C-gi’oup. It may be said, however, that
they certainly represent burials of local inhabitants of a period earlier than Tuthmosis IV,
and in all probability earlier than the New Empire.

To sum up, temple B. 600 is a small and poor structure of the Meroitic period (about
first century A.D.), standing on the site of a temple of Tuthmosis IV and built largely of
re-used stones from that temple. It is possible that the Meroitic builders intended it as
a reconstruction of the Tuthmosis temple, and the perfunctory execution may have been
due to the fact that the rebuilding was merely a useless work of piety. The Tuthmosis
temple had probably been crushed by a fall of rock from the cliff. B. 600 certainly suffered
that fate, and its u^mains have been greatly diminished by the subsequent removal of stone
fur buiMing piirpo.ses, a process which has c<mtinued down to recent times.
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IIL THE TEMPLE B. 700.

Temple B. 700, H in the plan of Lepsius, and s in that of Cailliaud, adjoins B. 600 on

the “north,'' standing on the same ridge of ancient detritus. Like B. 600, B. 700 stands

at the foot of the cliff, and when we began work the back part was covered with great

blocks of sandstone fallen from the cliff. From beneath this mass of rocks, a bank of hard

packed sand and dust ran out towards the river and covered the front part of 700, the

paved roadway, B. 900 and a strip along the “ southern ” side of B, 900. This bank was so

like the older ridges in appearance that after a first superficial inspection I reckoned it

as “gebel" and planned to dump the debris from 700 upon it. A series of preliminary

trenches revealed, however, dirty debris at a depth of nearly two metres, and the mass of

the bank was found to contain potsherds, small faience objects, and fragments of hard

stone statuettes (New^ Empire). These objects ranged in date from the New Empire to

the Christian period and proved that, in spite of its ancient appearance, the bank was of

comparatively recent origin. Trenches cut to the “north" of B. 700 along the foot of the

cliff exposed an area of unoccupied ground, and here the debris from 700, 800, 900 and the

intervening space had been thrown, being piled up against the cliff. The breaking of the

huge blocks of sandstone on the back of 700 and the removal of the fragments were a work

of considerable difficulty. Underneath these blocks, the back rooms, 703 and 704 (see the

plan, Plate X), were found filled with the detritus from the blocks as well as with sand

washed from the cliff. Their walls had been denuded to the top of this debris by the

removal of stone. In room 702 and in the portico, not only had the upper parts of the

Avails and the columns been removed but also the paved floors. The room 702 and the

portico were filled with disturbed dirty debris which had been turned over and over,

probably by treasure-seekers. The disturbance extended to the virgin soil beneath. Thus

the only undisturbed layers of debris were in rooms 703 and 704. In room 704, the

contents of the room at the time of the last occupation, when a part of the cliff fell, Avere

found intact except for the damage done by the fall of rock. In room 703, the same

condition existed over the larger part of the room, but the floor along the “ northern " Avail

had been penetrated, also probably by treasure-seekers. In spile of the breaking up of the

debris in the rest of the temple, the greater part of the objects in the disturbed debris

seemed to belong to the time of the last occupation of the temple
;
but Avith these there

Avere fi*agments of older things, especially of statues and an obelisk.

(1) The Meroitic Temple, B. 700.

The temple B. 700, as it stood when cleared (see the photograph, Plate XII), consisted

of three rooms, a pylon, and a portico. The portico, supported by eight columns screened

on the outside, is a feature typical of the Meroitic period, but the temple AAms definitely

dated by the objects found in the undisturbed debris in 704 Avhich came from the last

occupation of the temple. These objects consisted of

(1) a standing statue of a god (?) in grey sandstone, about 3 4 life-size, badly broken and decayed,

and of crude Meroitic work.

(2) seA^eral sandstone statuettes of the same workmanship, and in the same condition.

(3) a standing statuette of the ram -headed Amun in black granite, of better Meroitic work.

(4) a small uninscribed altar of granite.

(5) two ranfs-head amulets in green-glazed, red-bodied faience as found in the Barkal pyramids.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v.
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'6) twelve small bronze figures of Osiris, as found in Barkal pyramid VIII.

7) four glass inlays from a small wooden bos (decayed fragments and bronze rivets), like the glass

found in Barkal pyramids I—VIII

;

and other small objects, including potsherds such as were found in the Barkal pyramids.

Most of the objects found were identical in form, material and workmanship with those

found by us in the Barkal pyramids, and I have no hesitation in assigning them to the

fii*st century K.c. or somewhat later. They belong to the last period of occupation of the

temple and in all probability to the same generation as that which gave the temple its

final form.

The large sandstone figure stood in front of the small granite altar, facing the door

;

see Plate XIII, top. On its right stood the black statuette of Amun, while the small objects

seemed to have been cast in from the doorway. On the right of the sandstone figure

stood a faceless statuette of Amenophis III in green slate. In spite of a most careful

search, the missing face was not to be found in the debris of either 704 or 703. If the

statuette had been broken by the fall of rock, the face would have been in front of the

statuette on the floor. It is ju'obable therefore that the face was already broken off* when

the statuette was placed in its present position. The inscriptions of the statuette are here

reprudiiced in hand-copies (Fig. 1).

TOP OF t.^ZZ

FRO.NT OF BASE .

lk.lL

R. SIDE OF B^SE

a D

'Hi -y

0
’O AS*#?

L. SIDE OF BASE .

o ^ r, m
Vt- ^ o

0

Back, of 8A5e.

Fig. I. Statue of Amenophis III
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[These hieroglyphic legends contain but little beyond the names and titles of

Amenophis III
;
only the following are worth translation

:

Right side of base: All lands and every hill-country, Upper Rethenu and Loiver

Rethenu, are at the feet of this Good God, All people praise (him), that they may live.

Left side of base : All lands and every hill-country, all distant hill-countries and

Khenthennufer (i.e. the Sudan) are at the feet of this Good God, All people praise {him),

that they may live.—Ed.]

The erasure of the name of Amun is, I believe, the most southerly example of the

work of Amenophis lY in his struggle with the priesthood of Amun. The examples of

New Empire sculpture and architecture at Barkal are now so numerous that the only

possible conclusion is that this statue was originally placed in one of the New Empire

temples at Barkal, and in all probability in a temple built by Amenophis III. The
builders who gave to B. 700 its present form must have found this statuette, probably in the

debris of some older temple—possibly the unexcavated temple north ’’ of 800—and must

have placed it for some reason in the inner sanctuary (B. 704) along with the Meroitic

statuettes. Curiously enough, there is evidence of the activity at Barkal of a Meroitic

king whose ^\^-name was also Neb-ma^et-re^. He had a small shrine in the form of an

omphalos (see the note by Mr Griffith in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, Yol. Ill, p. 2-55),

which was placed in the temple of Amun (B. 500) ;
it may well have been this king who

restored B. 700 and B. 600. If the restoration took place in or near his time, it is possible

that the statuette of Amenophis III, on which only the 4\^“iiame remained, was mistaken

for a statuette of this Meroitic king produced by magic. On the other hand, the act of

placing the chance-found statuette in the sanctuary may have been dictated by simple

piety.

The Meroitic temple B, 700 was clearly the mere restoration of an older temple which

bore the names of the Ethiopian kings Atlanarsa and Senkamanseken. The Ethiopian

and the Meroitic parts were plainly distinguishable both by the type of masonry and by
the inscriptions on the older wails. The room 704 and the portico had not been in the

original plan and were entirely Meroitic. The foundations of the older “ eastern '' wall of

703 passed under the doorway to 704, while the walls of 704 were very roughly built of

re-used stones and faced on the inside only. The stones re-used in these walls bore the

name of Atlanarsa. The portico was built on very rough foundations resting partly on

debris and containing re-used stones
;

it was built against the pylon and both the plan and

the conventional papyrus columns were Meroitic in style. Apart from these additions to

the original plan, the Meroitic restoration consisted of a reconstruction of the inside faces

of the southern’' and ''eastern” walls of room 703. This masonry was of smaller stones

than the older masonry,—the stones of which appeared to have been obtained by re-cutting

older stones. Like B. 600, none of the Meroitic walls bore the least trace of any inscrip-

tion, whether incised or painted.

(2) The Ethiopian Temple, B. 700.

When I had identified the Meroitic parts of B. 700, the remainder was seen to be built

on one plan and to form a coherent bonded structure which was dated by its inscriptions to

the reigns of Atlanarsa and Senkamanseken, which I am inclined to place at about 650
610 B.c. This Ethiopian temple consisted of two rooms only, 702 and 703, each with four

14—2
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columns, together with the pylon on the front side of 702. For a photograph of part of

702 see Plate XVI, top. The capitals of 702 were the ordinary Egyptian palm capital,

while the columns in 703 were papyrus bundle columns with open dower capitals. I had

expected to find that these two rooms led to a rock-cut sanctuary similar to that of B. 200

and B, 300, but although we laid bare the rock all along the back of the temple, we found

Hi) evidence that any rock-cut apartments had ever existed. This simple two-room temple

with pylon was dedicated to Ainen-Ee^: this is proved by the inscriptions on the pylon

copied by Cailliand and now* destroyed b as well as by those on a gi^anite altar found by us

in position in room 703.

The granite altar just mentioned stood near the middle of 703 on the Ethiopian stone

pavement and was clearly in its original position, undisturbed since the time when it was
placed in the temple. This fact is easily explained by the size and weight of the single

block out of which it was carved. It is of the same form as the Tirhaqa altar in B. 506,

but is of black granite. On the front or ‘‘ west ” side (Plate XIV, top) Atlanarsa is seen

.standing on the "^-sign; he faces “south’’ and holds up the sign representing the sky.

On each side of the X-sign is a god helping to tie together the papyrus-lily knot that

symbolizes the union of Upper and Lower Eg}q)t : on the “north,” tying the papyrus,

is Homs of Behdet, ' “south,” tying the lily, is Thoth of Shinun,

1
' scene is the vertical column of hieroglyphs marked A ir

Fig, 2, and to the right a corresponding column marked B in the same Figure. To these
have been later added the two intrusive columns a and b. The copies in Fig. 2 are hand-
copies, not facsimiles.

Fig. 2

See* neiiiw. p. lOs.





#
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On the back or east ” side (Plate XIV, bottom) Atlanarsa is seen facing to left,

supporting the sign f=^ of the sky with upraised arms : on the two sides of the head the

explanatory legend '^1 ''supporting his father!’ To right and left of the

king are the Meret-goddesses of Upper and Lower Eg}^pt, with raised hands; the words

sung by them are written before them
JIM

"The god conies; give adoration, four

times!’ On the “south'’ and “north" of the scene are the vertical columns C and D
respectively.

The “north" and “'south" sides of the altar show two scenes each. The lower scene,

which is identical in the two cases, shows both cartouches of Atlanarsa (surmounted by the

usual feathers and disk) vertically upon the ^-sign; beside which are the usual papyrus

and lily clumps. On either side the legend §

^

food-offerings!’ The two upper scenes are counterparts one of the other. On the “ north

side the goddess with the lily clump is seen on the right
;
Atlanarsa — approaches her,

followed by three hawk-headed figures, the " The Spirits of Pe!’ On the “south

side, the scene is identical except that for the hawk-headed deities are substituted three

with jackal-heads, the ®
'' The Spirits of Nehhen!’ The vertical columns of

hieroglyphs E, F in Fig. 2 form the fi^aming of the scenes on the “north" side, and the

columns G, H form a similar framing for the scenes on the “ south " side.

[Translation of the legends in Fig. 2

:

A. "Homs of Gold, Establishing-Laws ; the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,

Khukare^ ; Son of Re^, Atlanarsa ; beloved of Aniun, lord of Thrones-of-the-Two-LandsT

B. " Horus, Founding-the-Two-Lands ; Two Goddesses, Loving-Truth ; King of Upper

and Lower Egypt, Khukare^ ; Son of Re^, Atlanarsa; beloved ofAman of Napata!’

C. "Spoken by the Meret-goddess: 0 Amen-Re^, Lord of Thrones-of-the-Two-Lands in

the Pure 3Ioiintain (name of the hill of Napata), come that thou inayst see this thy beautiful

altar!’

D. Continuation of C. "Spoken by the Meret-goddess : which thy beloved son, the Son of

Re^ Atlanarsa, makes for thee, and thou art pleased at what he makes for thee, living for ever!’

E. "Spoken by Amen-Re^, Lord of Thrones-of-the-Two-Lands before his beloved son

Atlanarsa. I give to thee Upper and Lower Egypt as recompense (emend m for this

monument!’

F. Continuation of G at the opposite front corner on the “ south " side :
“ of granite

to 7'est iipon it in the Great Place. He gives to him all life and tvealth, all health eternally!’

G. "He made as his monument to his father Amen-Re^, Lord of Thrones-of-the-Two-

Lands in the Pure Mountain, his making for him [this beautiful^ altar.” Continued in F.

H. "Spoken by Amiui of Napata. 0 Son of Re^, Atlanarsa. My heart is pleased

because of what thou hast done for me.”

The two intrusive inscriptions on the “ west " side

:

a. "The King of the Upper and Ijower Egypt Sekheperenre^
,
beloved of Amun of

Napata, given life eternally!'

b. "Son of Re^y Senkamanseken, beloved of Amen-Re^, Lord of Thrones-of-the-Tioo-

Lands, given life eternally.”—Ed.]
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These very interesting inscriptions distinctly state that Atlanarsa presented the altar

of granite to Amun. In no case has the name of Atlanarsa been erased or damaged in any

way, and it was the name originally written in every place where it occurs. The names
of Serikamanseken on the middle field of the ‘'west” side are not so well cut and are

certainly intrusive. Senkamanseken respected the name of Atlanarsa and merely inserted

his name on a vacant place on the front
;
this insertion was quite justified by the work

which he did in the temple (see below).

The “western” and the “northern” walls of room B. 703 were decorated with standing

figures in sunk relief and some vertical lines of incised hieroglyphs. The “western” wall

(Plate XV, top and bottom), which is the better preserved, presents four figures on each half,

and the third figure from the “south" was preceded by the cartouche of Atlanarsa, of which
n-7’-s is still legible. Xow a number of stones were found of very different workmanship,
bearing hieroglyphs in relief. Two of these were re-used, along with incised stones, in

T04-Meroitic, and others were found in room 703 in the debris resulting from the destruction

of the temple. None were found in place
;
but two of them bore the name of Atlanarsa

and undoubtedly belong to this temple. Considering the number of the stones and the
presence of incised inscriptions on the “ northern ” wall, it seems probable that the stones
with relief inscriptions originally belonged to the “ eastern ” wall. Two of these inscriptions

(a and h) are shown in Plate XVI
; hand-copies of the other two are given in the accom-

panying Fig. 3. [Beyond the heading Atlanarsa [beloved] of Osiris Dedun in Ta-sti
(Xubia)... very little connected sense is to be drawn from these fragments.

—

Ed.]

(

Fig- 3

o D

O

In the debris of 703 there were also drums of the columns which stood in the room.
These had incised inscriptions like the “northern” and “western” (also “southern”?) walls
and some of them gave the cartouches of Atlanarsa. Thus it was clear that room' 703 so’
ar as jireserved, was entirely decorated in the name of Atlanarsa, and that the altar Lad
been placed there by him. But Senkamanseken had inserted his name on the altar, and
the decorations of the wall were in two very different styles,—the one consisting of crude
rather unfinished hieroglyphs in relief, and the other of well-drawn incised hieroglyphs and
sunk reliefs, both in the name of Atlanarsa.

All examination of the foundations of the temple led to the discovery of two foundation
deposits of Atlanar-sa under the “north-eastern” and “south-eastern” corners of room 703
re.spectively. An exhaustive search under the other corners of the temple, under the thres
liolds, and under the middle of the outside walls, failed to reveal any other depo.sits Each
of these foundation deposits was in a square hole (110 x 110 cm., with a depth of 65 cm.)
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under the foundation course and exactly beneath the corner. It may be noted in passing

that these square holes for foundation deposits appear at Xuri under the pyramids of

Senkamanseken, Anlaman, Aspalta, Amtalqa, and Malenaqan, but the holes thereafter are

circular. The holes of the foundation deposits of the temple of Tirhaqa excavated by
Mr Griffith at Abu Sanam (Merowe) were also square, as he has informed me. The founda-

tion deposits of Atlanarsa under temple B. 700 consisted of the following objects (see this

Journal, Vol iv, Plate XLV, Fig. 3)

:

No. Object. ‘-x.e.’’

1. Jars, red-brown ware, red wash. Occur at Nuri, Senkamanseken to Aspalta. 2-f 3 +
2. ' Cups of red ware. Occur at Nhri, Aspalta to Saasnutq. 6-{- 5-h

3. Flaring cups of red ware. Occur at Nuri, Aspalta to Malenaqan. 2-}- 24-

4. Wide bowls of red-brown ware, red wash. Occur at Nfiri, Senkamanseken

to Aspalta. 1

4

- 2 -f-

5. Small beakers of red ware. The corresponding beaker of Senkamanseken

and Aspalta at Nhri has a fiat foot. The round-bottomed beaker a^ipears

at intervals throughout the deposits of Nuri. One of these beakers in

‘"S.E.” was nearly full of a golden brown resin. Fragments of resin

were also found in “N.E.’’ At Nuri, resin was found in pottery beakers

in deposits of Senkamanseken, and in faience cups in deposits of Anla-

man, Aspalta and Nansalsa. 11 + 13 +
6. Two-handled mortar of grey-white sandstone. Occurs at Nfiri, in a harder

stone, in deposits of Senkamanseken to Malenaqan. 1 1

7. Bronze model, blade of mattock. As in Egyptian deposits of XIXth Dyn.

:

at Ntiri no bronze models were foimd before Nasakbma
;
thereafter in all

deposits to Piankh-alara and Nastasan, in which they occur both in bronze

and in iron. 0 3

8. Bronze model, long broad-pointed chisel with rectangular shaft. 0 3

9. „ „ pointed chisel or drill. 2 0

10. „ „ short heavy chisel. 1 0

11. „ „ small adze (?). 1 2

12. ,, „ ase. 1 1

13. „ ,,
spearhead. 1 1

14. „ bowl or saucer. 1 1

15. Feathered cartouche in white-bodied blue-glazed faience, with the name
“Atlanarsa.’’ At Nfiri, feathered doubled cartouche with two names in

deposits of Anlaman and Aspalta. 1 1

16. Tablets inscribed with the name “ Atlanarsa ” in a cartouche, no title. Like

the tablets of Senkamanseken at Niiri.

a. Gold. 1 0

h. Bronze. 2 1

c. Lapis lazuli. 1 1

d. Blue-green feldspath (? beryl ?). 1 1

€. Crystal. 0 1

/. Bed jasper. 1 0

g. Blue faience, small. 1 0
h. Blue faience, large. 1 1

17. Fragments of animal bones, probably calf.

Both these foundation deposits had been crushed, and had also sutfei'ed (especially the

bronze, faience, and bones) from moisture. Nevertheless, with the knowledge now available
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from the pyramid deposits at Xiiri, the list of objects appears to be fairly complete. There

the models and tablets were scattered over the floor of the hole in no order, the pots were

arranged in whatever way seemed eonvenientj and the animal bones (skull and fore-quarter

of a calf) were laid on or among the pottery vessels. One other point that emerges from

the Xiiri material should be noted: in the case of rebuilding or enlargement, no second

foundation deposit was made. The absence of foundation deposits of Senkamanseken thus

indicates clearly that Atlanarsa planned and built the greater part of the temple.

This material—the inscriptions on the walls, the altar, and the foundation deposits—

proves conclusively that the Ethiopian temple, B. 700,

which is a structural unit, was planned by Atlanarsa,

and that the room 703 was built and decorated by

him. The name of Senkamanseken appears only

intrusively on the o-ranite altar. But in room 702
^ O

and on the pylon, the only name preserved in the

in.scriptions is that of Senkamanseken. The “eastern'*

column on the “southern" side of 702 bore his name.

The inscriptions on the walls were very badly preserved

and the remnants {same style as those of 703, “west"

wall) contained no name. But the copy of the front

of the pylon published by Cailliaud, Voyage a

Meroe, Vol. i, PI. LXL gives a dedication of the temple

to Amen-Re^ by Senkamanseken : and fragments of

the pylon found by us in the debris of the portico also

showed the name of Senkamanseken. Furthermore,

in the disturbed debris of 702, near the door, we found

a section of a small black gi'anite obelisk (19 x 19 cm.

in section and 95 cm. long) inscribed with a single

vertical line on each of the four faces. Two of these

lines are nearly obliterated in the middle, as if they

had been worn by people brushing against or rubbing

them with the handf The inscriptions on this stone

are shovn in the accompanying Fig. 4, a mere hand-

copy.

[Trax.slatiox.

O' ' y.[Two Gudde>ises, Appeamij]-on-acoourd-of-Right
; Horus uf Gold, [Rich-

in-vuhjuv; King uf Upper and Lower Egypt, Sekheperenref]
; Son of Re(,

^\^enl:anianseken^ "

{-) " A/fion of Xopnta great seat ”

a' Senkamanseken, I knew him in the womb, before he teas
born, "

"
fiis heart. ..ill) give to him the scmetur on [?Aw] day Ed.]

’ I know of ,, certain statue of an ape in the Cairo Jlu-euni, the male memher of winch has been
entiroiv- worn ,uv,iy lu les.s then a generation hy the hands of native
cnnception.

women touching it to indii(;(
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Thus it is clear that while the temple was begun by Atlanarsa, it was finished by

Senkamanseken and that the latter respected the name of the former. There is, however,

no decisive evidence as to where the work of the one leaves off and that of the other begins.

The unfinished appearance of the inscriptions in relief suggests that this type of decoration

is to be assigned to Atlanarsa and the better finished incised inscriptions to Senkamanseken

But it is equally possible that after the attempt to decorate the ‘"eastern” wall with

relief inscriptions, Atlanarsa may have ordered the other walls to be treated in the more

usual manner. The incised decoration is all in the same style of \vork, and I believe

by the same hand. But this does not help us, as the same men probably worked for

Atlanarsa and for his successor, as I assume vSenkamanseken to have been. Leaving the

precise line of separation undecided, I consider that the construction was nearly, if not

entirely, finished by Atlanarsa and only the unfinished decoration and perhaps part of the

pylon were completed by Senkamanseken.

A confirmation of this conclusion may be seen in the large unfinished statue (over

life-size) in grey granite, found by us lying exposed in a hole dug in the debris of the

portico
;
see Plate XYII, top. According to a statement communicated to me by Col. H. W.

Jackson, Governor of Dongola Province, this statue was excavated by Dr Budge. In material,

size, and workmanship, it is very like the statue of AmananaP found by us in 500 A, but it

is uninscribed and clearly unfinished (feet, legs, and hands). I would explain this as a

statue of Atlanarsa made to stand as one of a pair in front of the pylon. Judging from the

position in which it lies, it had already been set, or was about to be set, in place in this

unfinished condition and was to be finished after being set up. It was buried in its present

place at or before the Meroitic restoration. The companion statue could hardly have been

in place, as no fragment or other trace of it was found, and indeed it would not be strange

if the unfinished statue of the same size and material now lying in the quarry at Tombos

were this companion statue, which on the death of iltlanarsa was about to be moved from

the quarry. The temptation is great also to include the two uninscribed statues on the

Island of Argo among these works of Atlanarsa. They are of stone from the same quarry,

the grey granite quarry at Tombos, and are the work of the same school of sculptors who

made all the Ethiopian statues of this time
;
moreover, they are uninscribed and not quite

finished, a condition proved so far only for the statue of Atlanarsa lying in the portico of

B. 700. In my opinion, the existence of these unfinished statues which I venture to ascribe

to Atlanarsa, and the completion of B. 700 by Senkamanseken, are facts that agree in

pointing to one and the same conclusion, namely an unexpected termination of the reign

of Atlanarsa.

The evidence supplied by B. 700 proves conclusively that Senkamanseken was later

than Atlanarsa. The respect shoAvn for the work and the name of Atlanarsa makes it

extremelv probable that Senkamanseken was his immediate successor, possibly a near

relative. The evidence of the hard stone monuments already found shows that Atlanarsa

and Senkamanseken belong to the first great group of Ethiopian kings, comprising Tirhaqa,

Tanutaman, Amananal, Aspalta and xlmtalqa. The tombs of all these, except xVtlanarsa,

have been found at Nuri, and their correct order is beyond any doubt as follows : Tirhaqa,

Tanutaman, Senkamanseken, Amananal, Aspalta, Amtalqa. Atlanarsa cannot be placed

before Tanutaman and must, therefore, come between Tanutaman and Senkamanseken.

1 [See this Joamal^ voL iv, p. 216. Anidiianal clearly the same king who was called Anlaman in

the previous article.—

E

d.]

Joiirn. of Egypt. Arch. v. 15
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The only question is whether there was not another king, not buried at Xuri, who also

comes between Tanutaman and Senkamanseken. If there was, I think the evidence of

B. 700 indicates that he came between Tanutaman and Atlanarsa, not between Atlanarsa

and Senkamanseken. As stated above, the tomb of Atlanarsa does not appear to be at

Xuri, the excavation of which is now approaching completion. I may say in passing that

the only remaining known site where his tomb may now be sought is the pyramid field of

Kurru. The examination of the supposed pyramids at Tangassi and at Zuma, of which

Lepsiuh made plans, proves that no pyramids exist or existed at either place. The mounds

which Lep>iu> drew as pyramids are all of them tumuli graves of the type observed by me
at Ferket and Gamai in February 1914. The tumuli of Gamai were excavated by Mr Oric

Bates for the Harvard Peabody Museum in 1915-1916 and found to be of the third to fifth

centuries a.d. The Tangassi and Ziima tumuli are banked with small stones and may be

.somewhat earlier, but they too are conical and not pyramidal. Tombs of kings of Ethiopia

or Meroe are not to be found at either place. The pyramids of Kurru, on the other hand,

are real pyramids. The large one on the plan of Lepsius and the small pyramids behind it

appear to me, on a superficial examination, to be of the same general period as the p}u*amids

at Barkal : but there is a badly destroyed pyramid on the ‘^northern'’ side of the wady
running through the field which may be older. If the tomb of Atlanarsa is not here, then

it must be sought at the other end of Dongola province, perhaps near Kawa (Gem-Aton).

The masonry of the Ethiopian temple is of good light-red sandstone blocks, founded on

one or two foundation courses which rest in shallow trenches cut in the hard sandbank.

The undressed blocks in the foundation courses measure about 80—90 x 55—65 x 40—50 cm.,

having been roughly squared to one size, apparently at the quarry. The same kind of

blocks were used in the dressed walls, but there, owing to the dressing and the cutting

necessitated by the bonding, the size varies considerably. The foundation courses are all

headers. 1 he facing stones in the walls are all stretchers—even the short stones put in to

bring a long stone into the corner. At the corners there is the usual bond formed by
placing the long stone alternately in one and then in the other of the two adjoining faces.

Ihe side walls are two stones, or 105 cm. thick. As the faces, each half a stone thick, are
n<tt bonded with the core, the wall is really a cased core. The core is, ho\vever, bonded,
and consists of alternate header and stretcher courses of undressed stones. The interstices
are filled wdth mud and chips ot stone. There is no trace of the bond introduced in the
pyramids ot Xuri about a century later, the peculiar system which consisted of laying two
stretchers and a header alternately in each course, but so as to break the joints with the
courses above and below. This point has a certain importance for fixing the order of the
Xuri pyramids. All the above-mentioned details are illustrated in the sketches Plate XI, top.

The piers on which the columns rested are also built of the same kind of stones as the
otlier ioniidations. laach consists of two courses, each course comprising five stones, three
header'^ and two stivtc'her> ; but the joints are not properly broken (see Plate XVI. top)
Ihe column^, both the papyrus column.s of room 793 and the palm columns of 702, are built
ot largo <1 run IS, niarktal in the centre wuth a cross.

Ihe moulding on the corner of the pylon is at present preserved onlv at the tw’o
'•soiuhorn coniors, but i> of cour>o to be restored at the other two corners. The '‘northern’*
halt ot the bark wall adjoining tlu' cliff i.s thicker than the "southenF’ half, apparentlv
boeaiwe ot a rain-waslu ,1 gully whieli makes the giuund in this direction insecure. On the
'•-sraith; tho rivneh fo]- the wall is artually made by cutting into the cliff' (see Plate XI
section on A— B).

' " ’
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(3) Earlier Structcres under B. 700.

Underneath B. 700, there are some traces of earlier structures. Just beside the pylon

on the “north/’ there was another small building {700-suh-2), which was on the same

surface as the structures undef the temple and must be included with them. Three of these

earlier walls were built of the same yellow or white blocks of uniform size (52 x 26 x 22 cm.),

which in B. 500 were dated to the period of Harnesses II. One of the three was under the

“eastern ’ wail of 703 and only visible where the Meroitic doorway had been broken

through the wall. The other two, however, were complete single room structures (700-si/6-l

and 70Q-sub~2 ). The small room, 700-52(6-1, was under the Meroitic portico and was denuded

or destroyed down to a single course of stones, resting in a very shallow foundation trench

in the hard sandbank. Manifestly earlier than B. 700, it was probably already destroyed

when 700 was built, but if not it would have been cleared away to open the entrance to

that temple. The room was not well squared. On three sides the walls were a single

stone thick (52 cm.), but on the “western” side the wall extended beyond the sides and

was tw^o stones thick having thus the appearance of a small pylon. The small room, B. 700-

52(6-2, a little to the “ north,” was of the same masonry, in the same state of destruction but

was better squared. These small structures are like the two under the back of B. 500

(rooms 520 and 522: cf, also 500 A^) both in their simplicity and in their size. The date

of all of them must be approximately the XIXth Dynasty, to which time this type of

masonry is dated with certainty. Apparently in that period, probably during or previous

to the construction of 500-first, a number of these small structures stood scattered over the

site. B. 700-52(6-1 looks like a chapel, and it is possible that others of them were small

temporary chapels
;
but it is also possible that some or all of them were offices or shelters

of some sort put up during the construction of B. 500-first.

Under the floor of the “northern” side of room 703, where the treasure seekers had

broken through, two remnants of walls were visible, of different thickness but both of light-

red sandstone. Under the circumstances, it was not possible to follow these out. They may
have been only some sort of construction ramp used in building the Ethiopian temple 700.

(4) Summary, B. 700.

The temjfle B. 700 is an Ethiopian temple of about 050—610 B.C., planned and nearly

finished by Atlanarsa. Room 702 and the pylon were decorated by Senkamanseken, and

their construction may have been completed by him. The site was next to that of the

temple of Tuthmosis IV, which was probably already in ruins; and it was unoccupied

except for some small structures of the New Empire, probably completely destroyed by the

time when the Ethiopian building commenced. Owing to its proximity to the cliff, the site

is not a good one. It may be pointed out that the better ground in front was already

taken by older buildings, B. 800, B. 900, and B. 1100, and the difficulty of finding a place

for a new temple was probably responsible for the selection of this site.

The Ethiopian temple was partially destroyed bji a fall of rock from the cliff. If we
may judge from the worn places on the obelisk of Senkamanseken, the period of occupation

was more than a generation and may have been a great deal more. The length of the

1 See Jimr/iuJ of Eiji/ptiaii Archffeoh,(f,f^ vol. tv, pp. 220, 224.
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period during which the back part of the temple lay in ruins is equally difficult to deter-

mine. But some time during the Meroitic period, in the early part of the first century a.d.

or somewhat earlier, the temple was restored. No attempt seems to have been made to

straighten the old back wall, which had been bent in by the fall of rock
;
but the inside

facing of the walls of 708 was rebuilt, the columns were probably also rebuilt together

with the old drums, a small inner sanctuary in very rough work was added at the back, and

a columned portico was put in fi'ont of the pylon after the manner favoured bj’ the Meroitic

architects. The second period of occupation came to an end in the first century a.d., at

about the same time as the Baikal pyramids were built. And again the termination of its

use was caused by a fall of blocks from the cliff.

After this second destruction of the temple, it remained to be used as a quarry and as

a hunting ground for treasure seekers until our day. The only part which was left undis-

turbed was the sanctuary, B. 704, and the greater part of room 703, which lay inaccessible

under the fallen blocks.

IV. THE PAYED ROADWAY.

In clearing away the bank of debris which ran out ''westward from B. 700, a paved

roadway (Plate XVII, below) was exposed, made of slabs of white sandstone,—a material

not Ui>od in any of the later buildings at Barkal (after Tirhaqa). This consisted of a pave-

ment on which side walls were built to enclose the actual roadway. The height of the

side walls was indeterminable, but two courses (over 50 cm.) were preserved at one place

and there was at least one more course on the top of these. The walls were about 50 cm.

thick and, as they stand, were dressed on the inside only. But on the outside, the courses

now in place were probably below the surface and may have been left undressed for this

ivason. I am therefore in doubt how to restore the section, wffiether as a high-kerbed road

*>r as a covered passage.

The width between the side walls increased from 165 cm. on the " west,'’ opposite the

‘'south-eastern ” corner of B. 900, to 255 cm. on the east,” in front of B. 700. Towards
the “ east,” where the roadway widened, it turned in a curve to the '* north” and passed in

front of 700~sub-l, Beyond this point, it was totally destroyed to the edge of our excava-

tion, but may possibly be picked up again along the back of B. 1100. On the " west,” the

n>adway had passed along the '‘southern” side of B. 900, but was destroyed to a point

opposite B. 904, where its continuation was found at the edge of our excavation.

The le\ el of the " easteim” end of the pavement is about 150 cm. below the threshold

of 702-Ethiopuui, while the level on the "west” is about the same as that of B. 900-first.

The difference in level between the roadw^ay and B. 700 does not signify much, owdng to

the ri«.e in the ground towards the “ east.” The coincidence wuth the ffoor of B. 900 has a
greater value from the fact that both are on the same level of ground and both are built of

ij\e >ame kind ot stones. The relative positions, moreover, of the roadway and B. 900
indicate that out* was built alongside the (uher, avoiding it, and the two must have been
in use at the same time. B. 9()i}, as will appear subsequently, is to be dated not later than
Tirhaqa, and possibly earlier. This give-, the only endence available at present for the date
of the roadway, 'fh^av can be little doubt that the roadway was a passage leadino* from
teinplt* tn tt-mplr.

( T(j he Qoidiniied )
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ON THE YAKIOUS METHODS OF REPRESENTING HAIR
IN THE WALL-PAINTINGS OF THE THEBAN TOMBS

By ERNEST MACKAY

In the wall-paintings of the Egyptian tombs the head of the human figure is always

represented as either completely bare or covered with a wig. In the period of the

Eighteenth Dynasty it is usually the less important figures that are represented with

bare or shaven heads, though occasionally an important personage is portrayed without

a wig. In the latter case, however, he is always shown acting in a priestly capacity or

performing a religious rite. During the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties even the

most important male figures are often drawn with bare and shaven heads, as is to be seen

in many Eamesside tombs, the reason being that in this period such people were nearly

always represented as acting in a sacerdotal capacity.

The shaven portion of the head was either painted the same colour as the body or a

lighter tint. The latter was the more usual method in the earlier period, the colour com-

monly employed being either a brownish-red or brick-red which contrasted well with the

dark red used for the rest of the body. In Ramesside times, however, this distinction of

colour between the shaven part of the head and the rest of the body was rarely made.

Very closely cropped or newly-growing hair was often represented by painting the

head a deep pink colour covered with numbers of black or red spots. Good examples of

such work may be seen in the tombs of Meryamun and Userhet (nos. 22 and o6).

The usual method of representing a wig was to paint it in black or blue, the latter

colour being quite frequently used. It is difficult to understand why blue should have

been used for this purpose unless Ave suppose that the ancient Egyptian could not readily

distinguish between black and blue, as is the case with the fellahin at the present day.

Another possible explanation is that certain kinds of black hair appear to have a bluish tint

in a strong light, whereas others are distinctly warm in colourk Black, however, was the

colour more frequently used, though both black and blue Avigs are often to be seen in the

same Avail-painting. A serious disadA^antage attended the use of black paint for this pur-

pose in that much of it aa as not of a permanent nature. In some tombs it has practically

disappeared, especially Avhere it has been exposed to a strong light, so that the Avigs on

many figures appear neA’er to have been painted black at all.

i Iii the story of the Destruction of Mankind, it is related that when Re^ the Sun-god, was grown

old, his “ hones Avere of silver, his flesh of gold, and his hair of lapi>s lazuli.” The Avriter has not, hoAvcA'er,

found any instances in the Theban tombs of hair being coloured blue to denote age, nor is it clear that

this Avas intended by the Egyptian writer, Avho may be referring to the august rather than to the senile

appearance of the god.
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The wigs of the more important figures in a tomb are represented in several different

wavs, but the most interesting are those with the curls in relief. These were always very

carefully done, and in the finest examples their execution must have occupied the artist a

considerable time. The preliminary stage in the best work was to draw a series of fine

horizontal lines across the outlined head to serve as guides in order to enable the artist to

Set the curls in as regular order as possible. The method can J^e best studied in the tombs

of iMenkheper (no. 79, see Fig. 1) and of Baki (no. 18), where both the beginning and end

Fig. I. Heads from the tomb of Menkheper (no. 79).

of the process may be seen\ In the tomb of Menkheper, the lines were drawn about

11 mm. apart, apparently with the help of a very narrow ruler or straight-edge, with whose

width the space between the lines evidently corresponded, for no attempt was made to

mark off with points the positions of the lines, as would have been done had an ordinary

straight-edge been used. The curls, which resemble pear-shaped drops hanging vertically,

are composed entirely of thick blue paint or coloured paste. In other tombs such curls

were similarly formed, but plaster was generally the substance used for the purpose and

was, after setting, painted black or blue. There is only one Avay in which such curls could

have been made, namely, by dipping a pointed stick into the liquid material and applying

it to the wall with a dvoi^) of plaster or coloured paste hanging from it. In no case so far

discovered in the necropolis were such wigs cut out of solid material or modelled in the

mass in wet plaster
;
they were evidently invariably made, curl by curl, from fluid material.

Ihe gui<ling lines above mentioned would obviously be useless for any other method, being

drawn, as they are, directly on the unpainted plaster of the tomb wall and at a deeper level

than the outer surface of the curls. A very etfective ^xig is to be seen in the tomb of Antef
( n<x 155), It is made from drops of blue paste in the manner described above, but diflfers

from the wigs ah’eady mentioned in that the ground between the raised curls is painted
black, the whole t«4rming a verv imposing head-dress.

Aiauher methtjd of representing the hair on a wig in relief, of which, however, exam-
ples ha\tj up to the present time been found in only tw(; tombs, namely those of Huv
and Rekhmire (nos. 51 and 100), was to make a series of raised lines in plaster radiating
from a point on the tup of the head, the lower part of the wig nearest the face being com-
posed of drops as in the tombs above mentioned, nos. 18, 54 and 79. These raised lines

1 Such Hues are ako to he seen in the tomh of Huy Oio, 54', in a figure of Huy on the left jamb of
the entiwuce Hcxjrway.
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must have been cut or moulded in plaster, as they could hardly have been made in any

other way\

Wigs represented in relief in painted tombs appear to date from the period between

Tuthmosis II and Amenophis III
;
none of either earlier or later date have been discovered

in the Theban Necropolis.

In any given painted tomb the wig of the deceased is never shown in relief more than

once or twice ;
in all the other representations of him it is merely painted on the flat. In

the finer painted tombs, however, much care was taken even with a painted wig in order

to make it as realistic as possible, and the colours used for this purpose were very varied.

A rare method of depicting a curled wig w^as to pifint it blue and to represent the

curls by rows of small black triangles, the apicvs of the triangles in each row touching

the bases of those in the row^ above. Good examples of this method are to be seen in the

tombs of Anena (see Fig. 2), Antef and Amenemhet (nos. 81, 155 and 1<S2). In the tomb of

another Amenemhet (no. 82, see Fig. 3"), this arrangement Avas reversed, for the apices of

the triangles point downw^ards. All these tombs, with one exception, are dated to the

Fig. 2. From the tomb of

Anena (no. 8i)

Fig. 3. From DAViEs-GARTuxKn,
Tomh of Anieneinhet, PI. VIII

Fig. 4. From Davies-Gardiner,
I'onih of Atnciiemliet^ PI, XVIII

time of Tuthmosis HI; and though the exception, owung to the absence of definite evidence,

cannot be exactly dated, there is a strong presumption that it belongs to the same period.

This method of representing the curls in a wig by row^s of small triangles comes dowm from

the Old Kingdom, but is only found in the Theban Necropolis in tombs of the middle of

the Eighteenth Dynasty.

It should also be noted that in the tombs of Amenemhet (Fig. 4") and Antef (nos, 82

and 155), some of the figures in the Avail paintings wear head-dresses wuth thick black

horizontal lines painted on a blue gnumd. This is a very remarkable Avay to represent a

wig, and beyond the examples in the tAvo tombs mentioned, the AATiter knoAvs of no others

in the necropolis.

In four tombs (nos. 16, 147, 181 and 255) there are Avigs in which the hair is painted

in black on a ground of dark grey-blue or slate grey. The grouml-colours used for the

AAUgs in Tombs 38, 43, 55, 56, 64 and 93 Avere light red and both light and dark brown,

the hair, Avhether in curls or straight, being painted in black. In the tomb of Sennufer

^ Wigs of a somewhat similar design, hut cut in stone, mav be seen in the tombs of Ramose and

Khaemhet (nos. 55 and 57

- See DaAUES-GaRDIXLK, Tujnh of Ainen^^mhtt (no.
, PI. VIII.

See op. tvV., PI. XA'III.
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(no. 96) a wig is to he seen, in which a series of thick black wavy lines representing the

hair are painted chjse together on a yellow ground.

The representation of the wigs presented ditliculties in the case of the small bodies or

gangs of men frequently to be seen in Egyptian wall-paintings, whether the personal ser-

vants of the decea'^ed or men over whoUi he had authority when alive, such as soldiers or

labourers on temple lands, for they were usually drawn in runs, standing one partly behind

the other. The result was that, owing to the Egyptian use of Hat 0010111*8 and the total

absence of light and shade in their paintings, the heads and bodies of the figures tended

to blend into one another so as to form a shajieless mass of colour. As a general rule, with

a view to obviating this difficultv, each figure was outlined with a thin red line of a darker

tint than the colour it enclosed, but in many cases thi,s was found to be .somewhat unsatis-

factory, as such an outline couhi be seen only from comparatively close to the wall. The
simple expedient was, therefore, adopted of painting alternate bodies of a lighter tint, a

method extensively used throughout the Theban Necropolis, and the same system was

applied in painting the head-dresses of the figure.s. One of the best examples of this is

to be seen in the tomb of Kenamun (no. 93). where the wigs of three large and important

figures standing partly one behind the other are painted in three different colours. The
wig of the foremost figure is dark red, that of the second dark vellow and of the third

grey, a series of wavy curls being drawn on the ground-colour in each case. Another good
example is to be found in the tonib of Amenemhab (no. 85), where the wigs of a row of

figures are painted in turn black, light red, black, blue, black, light red, and so on, with no
attempt to represent either curls or straight hair. Then again in the tomb of Ramose
(no. 55), a well painted row of men wear black wigs, alternately with red ones adorned
with black curls

An exceptionally interesting case of a series of wigs being differentiated without the
use of colour is to be seen on the south-west wall of the tomb of Rekhmire (no. 100), where
there is a row of six men overlapping each other considerably. No attempt has been made
to contrast the figures by the use of different colours, the faces and bodies being merely
outlined in dark red, as in the case of single figures, but the wigs are distinguished from
each other by varying the shape of the raised plaster curls in alternate figures. Thus the
leading figure has a wig with horiz.uital plaster drops to represent curls, the drops are
vertical in the second figure, and .so on alternately, the last man having a wdg similar in
design tu the second.

In portraits of women the wig is painted either black or blue, the latter colour being
iaiel\ found. Three types ot head-dress are to be .seen, namely wigs with hair tassels
hanging from the lower btjrder, others with a plain border, and head-dresses consisting
mainly of loosely twisted or plaited strands, which were mostly worn by dancing girls and
female musicians. The lower Vjorders of the wigs of these three types are drawn either
falling in iiont of the hinder shoulder of the wearer, or partly in front of and partly behind
it. Xo attempt ^\as made to represent in relief the hair upon a wig worn by a woman,
hieh is cm lolls, considering the care expended on the head-dresses worn by the men.

Women, with but tew exceptions, were never represented with the head bare, and
these exceptions are, in all eases, women personating goddesses in funeral ceremonies,
as may be seen m the tomb of Ameiiemhet (no. 82 ), vvhere the cnjpped or newly growing
hair is plainly indicated on the women’s heads

^ Oil the loft lidiid ^ide uf the pdr5'^dge. See DAviErs-GARDiXER, ojj. cit,, PI, XL
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The Purification of Dhuthotpe
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8031E X0TE8 OS THE A^XIEyT EGYPTIA^s^
PRACTICE OF WASHIXC THE DEAD

By AYLWAED M. BLACIvMAX, D.Litt.

Amoxg the reliefs that adorn the walls of his tomb-chapel at El-Bersheh is one (see

PL XVIII) representing the dead Dhuthotpe being purified by his sons and other officiantsL

When Mr Griffith and Professor Newberry’s joint volume on this monument appeared in

1893, comparatively little was known about the beliefs and usages of the ancient Egyptians

with respect to purification. During the last 3xar or s<^ I have succeeded in collecting a

considerable amount of information on that subject, owing to iiu' having undertaken to

write the article PuRiFiCATiox, Purity (Egy^ptian) for Dr Hastings’ Encyclopaedia of

Religion and Ethics. I trust, therefore, that a new discussion of the above-mentioned

relief will not be unacceptable to readers of this Journal.

The washing or sprinkling of the living and dead king seems to have been a feature of

the sumcult of Heliopolis. The sun-god Ee'^-Atum was supposed to wash or be washed

every morning before he appeared above the eastern horizon. As a result of his daily

matutinal ablutions, at Avhich, according to one conception, Homs and Thoth acted as his

bath-attendants, the sun-god was thought to be reborn-.

The living Pharaoh (originallv the local king or chieftain of Heliopolis) was regarded

as the embodiment of the sun-god on earth. -In this capacity he had on various occasions

to undergo lustration like his divine prototype. For example, before entering a temple

(originally the Heliopolitan sun-temple) in order to officiate, he was washed in the ‘'House

of the Morning” the temple-vestrv. The lustrators on this occasion were supposed

to be Horns and Thoth, the sun-god’s bath attendants, or Horns and Seth, the patron-gods

of Lower and Tapper Egypt respectively I

The same gods, Horus and Thoth L or Horns and Seth", were likewise thought to wash
the dead Pharaoh before his ascent to heaven.

In reality, both the living and the dead king were washed by human officiants imper-

sonating the divinities in cjuestion. Pnffiablj", in order to make theiaselves more like those

gods and therefore render their acts all the more effectual, the lustrators sometimes would
have worn masks. We know that a jackal mask was worn by the chief enibalrner, who

1 Griffith-Xewberry, El-Bersheh, Part 1. PL X.
“ Blackmax, Froteedings of the Soeiety of BibHeul Aren urology^ vol. xl, pp. 57—60.

3 Blackmax, op. cit, i^p. 60 foil, and pp. 86 foil. ^ Ibid., pp. 61 foil.

^ See the passage ^\Vriyest thou (the deceased, in the lirX instance the dead Pharaoh - be punned, may
thy body become dirine, io the presence of the brothers Eorus and Seth; may Thoth and Harukhti hear thy
hai aloft

f

Gacdixer, Egyptian Hieratic Texts, Part I, p. 8.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 16
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impersonated Aniibis at the embalmment and burial ceremonies ^ It is highly probable

that masks were worn by the priests who washed the Pharaoh in the temple vestry. An
actual mask, belonging to a dancer who impersonated a lion-headed goddess, was found by

Professor Petrie in the ruins <,>f a Twelfth Dynasty house at Kahun-.

Through the medium of the lustraticai-water, which was identified with that of Xun
or of a

2
)ool sacred to the sun-god, the Pharar>h was thought to be reborn, like that god

himself, and to be brought into close association with him-f

When the dead king came to be regarded as Osiris the ceremony of washing his corpse

was retained as an episode in the Rite of Embalmment, being performed when the corpse

was taken out of the salt-bathf But the view now held was, not that the dead king was

reborn as a result of this lustration, but that his body, like that of Osiris, was revivified.

The water also was not identified with that of Nun ('>r of a pool sacred to the sun-god, but

it was said to come from Elephantine, i.e.. the First Cataract region and the traditional

Source of the Nile. The Nile was regarded as the vital fluid that had exuded from the

dead Osiris, whose body, according to one account, lay in a cavern beneath the island of

Bigeh in the First Cataiuct, from w hich cavern the Nile was thought to issue. The water

from that region was therefore regarded as especially pure and potent, welling up direct,

it were, from the god himself. It was supposed to bring together the deceased s bones,

unite hi^ head to his trunk, and make him complete (tni) in every particular^

The change in the significance of the posthumous lustration did not involve any

alterations in the manner of performing it. More^jver, Horns and Thoth*^, or, strange to

say, Horns and Seth\ were still thought to officiate at the washing of the departed before

their reception into the abode of the blessed.

Accordingly the representation of the washing of the dead Dhuthotpe recalls the

descriptions, such as those in the Pyramid Texts, of the ablutions of the dead Pharaoh and
ot his prototype the sun-god C it also resembles the reliefs depicting the living Pharaoh

being purified in the temple-vestrv^'.

Dhuthotpe stands between two officiants who pour each a |-vase of water over him*

The lustrator (m the left is his second son Senusret^onkh^^ : the one on the right is not
named. Behind Senusret^onkh stands Dhutlyjtpes third son Nehriii, holding a vessel

Inch, so the descriptive label informs us, contains 6(/-natron. The corresponding figure

on the right is the eldest son &hcmsumkha*^wef who holds a vessel in which is some
substance made up iiitoballs. The descriptive label is destroyed, but it doubtless mentioned
some kind of natron, such as hosmen^" or niter

^ Blvckmax, up, cif., p. an, with note 82, pp. 86 foil.

- Petrie, lufk^ui Garuh and Htururo, p. 30^*, PI. YIII.
" Blackmax, op, pp, 63 full, pp. 87—90.
^ Herodotus, ii, 86.

For the .--t^iteinciit:- in thi, liaragrapli see the writer's forthcoming art. in Proceeding.-^ of the Society
u f Bihlvial Atrhoeohujij^ eutitletl ‘‘Osnim Lustration^.”

Moller, Dai ht'kUn. Tut^npoiprtis llhit'd, L vi, line> 1—6: cf. Book of the Dead (Ed. Xaville;, ch. 1
lines 13 full.

• See above, p. 117, nute 5.

Bt.ackmax, Pro,\ttd) rxjA ty th.K Sotipyf nf BibHod Archatologp, vul. XL, pp. .57 foil., pp. 61 65
Llackmax, *p. f pp. s6 foil

^
PI. \ , rtl>o below, p. 124.

ORIFEilH-XEWBEHKV, EIGkrd>t_dt, P U’t L p, OP. H 1- jbkl
Copt. OCC.U. u

.f Ok. virpov.
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The natron held by Nehri and Shemsumkha^wef was of course meant to be mixed
with the lustration water in order to enhance its cleansing properties, natron (raw native

carbonate of soda) being, as we know, regularly put to this usek

In the second register behind Dhuthotpe the lector emhet is depicted reading

Irom a roll. Part of the formula he is reciting is written in front of him :

—

''Unite for thee

thy hones. hat belongs to thee is complete'^.’' This formula was regularly repeated at

Osirian lustrations, i.e. at the sprinkling of the statue (or mummy) in the Opening of the

MouthV’ the sprinkling of the statue of a divinity in the daily temple service^ and at the

(Osirianized) purification of the Pharaoh in the House of the Morning^"'

In the third register, immediately below this inscription, stands an attendant holding

an object that bears a strong resemblance to the hieroglyph ^ Griffith and

Newberry call it “a curious spoon-like instrument"^/’

Among the burial equipment—ornaments, clothes, insignia of office, furniture, house-

hold utensils, etc.—painted on the wooden coffins of the Herakleopolitan"

period, are sometimes included two objects like the one produced in the

adjoining cut. Their name is given as {hyy, but they are also

labelled 'feeUivasher of the king of Upper Egyptf "'feet-

ivasher of the king of Lower Egypt^J' As the variant label shows the

object called hy is a long-necked can furnished with a spout and used

for pouring water over the feet.

Clearly the spoon-like instrument ” in the El-Bersheh relief is

an example of this curiously shaped can, with the spout broken awurv.

The officiant who holds it is evidently waiting to pour water over

Dhuthotpe^s feet when the two lustrators with the | -vessels have

finished their task. Scholars did not know of the existence of this

particular can when Professor Newberry copied the scenes in Dhuthotpe’s

tomb-chapel. He naturally, therefore, did not indicate wdiat must have appeared to him
as one out of many disfiguring breaks. Ot course it is possible that the spout was omitted

by the sculptor himself; for already at his time the can for feet-ablutions may have been

an obsolete and unfaunliar object^”.

This can is possibly also represented in a fragmentary relief from the sun-temple of

Nuserre^ (see cut on next page). In front of what was evidently a seated fio-ure of that

Can for Feet-
ablutions

(After Lacau. Sarco-
2)hcnjes ant^rieurs

an Xouvel Empire,
vol. I, PI. XXXIV,
tig. SS.)

1 See the writer s article Purificatiox, Pcrity ^ Egyptian', in H.vstixgs, Encpchpaediu of Religion

and Ethics, vol. x, pp. 475, 477 foil., and 479.

Restore MX(V) cr. ScHlACARELLi, Lihro dei Fai»eralu vol. i, pp. 31^ 34;

Budge, The Book of Opening the Mouth, vol. i, p. 140
;
vol. ir, p. 4.

3 Schiaparelli, Budge, locc. citt.

^ Moret, Rituel da culte dicia journal ier, pp. 171 hdl,

^ Kees, Reeneil de Tracanx, vol. xxxvi (1914', p. s,

® Griffith-Xewcerry, ibid,

' Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol. iv (1917 \ p. 204.

^ Lacau, Sarcophages aaterieurs an Xoucel Empire, vol. i, \\ 99, nos. 27, 28.

^ Op. cit., p, 112, nos, 37, 38.

The representcitioiUi on the eotiins are highly conventionalized.
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Pharaoh kneels an attendant who supports one of his majesty's feet (all that now remains

of his portrait) with his right hand, while with his left he seems to be rubbing the royal

ankle. Beside the kneeling attendant stands a

‘‘courtier” (S/nr) holding a much damaged object,

whic-h is not altogether unlike 'the lower part ot

the feet-ablution can. His attitude suo'gests that

he is pouring, or is about to pour, water over

Xuserre^ s foot. The presence of a lector behind

the “courtier" shows that this is a cei-emunial

washing. pussibA part of the ablution that took

place in the two sunken basins uutside the vestry

uf Nuserre^ s sun-teiiiplef

According to Professors Schafer and Breasted-,

this relief depicts not the tvashing, but the

anointing, of the Pharaoh's feet, their view evi-

dently being that the remains of the object in

the “ Courtier hand is the ba>e of a *^-shaped vase of ointment. My suo'O’estion
\_7 j- ^ oo >

however, is further supported by the fact that though we possess many representations of

banqueters sinelling unguent ' or with a dab of that substance on their headsf there is no
evidence to show that the Egyptians ever anointed their feet with it. In temple reliefs

depicting the offering of unguent, the king is represented as holding up the vase or vases

in front of the di\'inity'" or as applying some of the contents to his (the divinity’s) fore-

head or head^

To return to the purification of the dead Dhuthotpe. Behind the officiant with the

can for feet-ablntir)ns is a man carrying a box, below which is written [PD]
J

“A box of fHitron. Xatron was therefoie dissolved in the water for washing the feet as
well as in that tor pouring over the bodv. The words “box of natron " remind one of a

1teriiiula that In soinetiines found on Herakleopolitan coffins, e.rj.\—

^
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(Jrace granted

bg the kti>g ond M<!.j ft eh grant fur daaghter, the Ostria Sithedjfotpe, the fashion-
ing of a bo.r uf nafruii ftr Iter, n.'hot ts /'epiested in the ivag of offerings, a 'coming forth unto

the ri)ice, the odornig of the god the /'ending of numerous beatificatio/is, the doing of ecery
goixl tJong jnr hei'y [even jor) the h oiou/'ed Sithedhotpe'f

^ Soo itjULiiARnr, lO iji ,/i\< Koiiioi Xe- pp. 15 full, and p. 49 with tig. 42.

SiHAiEPt, Z> jur Ai/n Spr.>gv‘^ M)1, xxxmi 1699
i,

PI. I; Brea'-tkd, A IJiMuig xtf

Kg>i^r, f'ditinji, |> I2u, tic 72

‘ /A/., I)A\iL-. 77V li.,k 7 ', uf lh-<r Part If PL XVII.
^ 7V'c y.X uj PU VllI, XVL pp. 37, 04.

Llp-ti ih ,>hu>'<.h r, p.at IIP I iss, ;/.

^ iJlK ' It
,
Part 1 1 1, Pi. !'-:>. 1 h

Lacat-. ,,,, X<>ur,l vmI. i, p. :>o3 , Yuf IT. pp. 42, Of;. 98, 90 Of. Lacau
Tf ,tt^ r>h.}A>j,\ Part I. p. i'A i’. 37 ful:.

• * * ?
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In the bottom left-hand register is a man with “a box of clean clothes” i
^

The second nght-hand register is destroyed and so is the one below it, except for an
insignificant fragment. In tlie fourth is an attendant carrying a box, the contents of which
we do not know, owing to the mutilation of the explanatory inscription.

Dhuthotpe, it will be observed, is standing upon a low pedestal, probably of stone.

The Egyptians performed both their secular and ceremonial ablutions in a shallow tank or

bath^
;
but it was also customary for them, while purif

3
*ing themselves, to stand or squat

upon a stone pedestal. The late M. Legrain found in the temple at Karnak a rectangular
block of alabaster intended to be put to this use b\' the ‘'fathers of the god,”—the priests.

as is well known, having to purity themselves before they .officiated in a temple^ The
block in question (bee the adjoining cut) is just over a metre in length, about 75 cm, wide,

and 50 cm. in height. The top is in the form of a shallow rectangular basin with sloping

sides and with a margin of just undor 10 cm. In the centre of the basin are two slightly

slanting rests for the feet. On the front and back sides of the pedestal is the following

inscription:—” " [He /nude it us] his munume}it fur hjs father Annin, lord of Karnak,

AT^V'/VN

Ifj -

0
AAAa/VV /'A.VvX^ .

niakih(j for him a parificatioinpedestul of alahaster of Hatnuh for the use of the fathers of
the God, that he may make "an Endov:ed-ivith-Lfe-hke-Ee^-for~everJ^^

In his tomb'chapel at Thebes there is a painting of the dead ^Okheperkere^sonb

squatting on what is evidently an ablution-pedestal, its top being like that of the one found
at Karnak, except that there appear to be no rests for the feet

;
see PL XIX reproduced

from a photograph taken by Mr X. de G. Davies, who has kindly granted me permission to
make use of it. Round about the deceased stand four pairs of officiants, each of whom
pours water over him from a vessel. These eight officiants are perhaps supposed to be

1 See, tf.//., Borch-\rdt, MitUduagtn thr chjatschen Oritiit-Gesellschaft^ no. 50 n 91 ^\ pp. 20 f.
; Legr^iv

Xaville, la He nurd da pylone d'AnUttrjhis Ilf Pi. XI b.

- Legrain, Atuudes da Sarcice des Antuputtis de VEygpte, voL iv (1903), pp. 225 foil.

3 Apparently tiiere are traces liere of a cartouche of TuthmoNis III
; Legrain, op. cit., p
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impersonating the four sons of Horns and the four Si)ns of 3Iekhoiitirti^ According to

L^tterance (j70 of the Pijrairdd TeAs- the four sons of Horns washed Osiris, and Oh. 17 of

the Buoh of the DecicP speaks of them and the four sons of ^lekhentirti as guarding the

corpse of Osiris in the *“ Place of Purification^ i.e. the embalnier's workshop. In this

connection we might note that Utterance 553 of the Pijraiaid Texts'^ states that the dead

Osiris was purified as he rested on the lap of Mekhentirti.

Ch. 172 of the Book of the Dead informs us of what was supposed to be done for or by

the deceased when he visited the Heliopolitan sun-temple This account is doubtless

based up<m the procedure followed when the king entered that temple to officiate therein.

In lines 39 full, we read :

—
'"Anuhis ivraps thee. which he hath made for him whom he hath

furoured. Pie who is Great of Seeing, the cup-hearer (wdpww) of the great god, presents

thee With his sd. Thou guest on thg way to cleanse thyself ia the Excellent Pool. Thou

rnakest oferings in the Upper Houses; thou contentest the lords of Heliopolis. Thou of'erest

the water of Re^ in a snbt-^^/'c/\ {and) two great vessels of milk. Thine oblation is laid upon

the altar. Thou washest thy feet upon a block of...'^ upon the hank'^ of the Pool of the God.

Thou earnest forth to behold Re^ upon the Supports, the Upholders of Heaven, upon the head of

Iwn-niutef', upon the shoulders of Upwawet; he opens for thee the way. Thou

beholdest the Jiorizon, the p/ire place 'wherein thou desirest {to hef'

The follow ing passage occurs in the so-called Ritual of Embalmment ’’
:

M n 1

e3o
^
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-ir 0
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— wv'yVN ^
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‘'Thou goest
G o —o w

upon a grouiid oj silver, upon a foor of gold. Thou art washed upon a block of silver, upon
a door of gold. Thou art swatlied upon a bench {or table) of turquoise-

J'

Finally we find thi:s quotation in Brugsch, Dictionnaire geographique, p. 413:

—

^ O O I ri Z~\ ^wwv\
5 0 o

1 ini; i Ol
''Thou washest thy feet

upon a block of silvei', upon a basis of turp^oise'^.
'

^ Tlii^ cuij not Klientiklieti to be the correct rendering of the name; see Blackmax, Zeitschrift

^ ;
bee ako

o W
tnr nyyjXisrhf^ vol. '1010', ]). ISl, ^\here it is spelt U"

(

/ / 7 .o(.I-tATOW, LikuniWii V. p. 43.

- Ski HE, yO/t- nftnggptischen PgVOmuh' i-OnvO: hereafter quoted as Pyr.', 19s:i

tTHAKow, L vko p. 4S foil.; rj. JrxKER, Dih f>cnndt'itU'nrlit>,i i,i den O.^u'is'nigbteried, p. 4.

^ Pgr.. ^ 1307 foil.

I: o'^'^ihly, in ^ lew < >f the passage quoted by Brugsch and given below, ^’bh »ek of silver ' should be read here.

cB> VI I

me.ai a rallied piece of ground with a fiat surface (see BruosCH, Worterhiieh,

[>. 703, and .V'Z/Y'h, [». <Ujr> , hence "bunk,' "Itench.’' 'djasi''.*’

i In'* pci'-'' cat' expLun*' tic* name pi'it-irrtrfj "Pillar of his ^Mother. ' Iho god was thus called because
lie was «»iie nt the ^uppoitei'N of ybu, the celestiril cow-goddes'^ ; see BuiiAX, Ho ndhook of Egyution PieUyion,
Kiiuii''h traii'-Mtiou, p s, tjM.

; iMAsREKo, Tht' Diiii'it i>f Cit'diZiUIon. ed. h'^y4j p. inn.
' Mariki-tk. /...-I ‘J" 'I' Bouh.n, vul. I, PI. 14, 1. O foil.: Maspero,

^'O’ <iiie^iiin^^^>a2>gv>/s thi Lir>n:i\% p. aU,

OO °
‘

la* i lardiuer refers me to

At S O III

r>:U'dt'fj\ pait I, Ilf. AX. line-' Ul f 41 .

^ 0. 71 .

-ix A di I i 1 1 1

1

Tti-r-. /., ,, y,„_l sih>.r "/.'o// n luj hs tarn'ifh-. Lacau, Textts
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The scene in the tomb-chapel of Dhuthotpe furnishes us with some interesting

particulars as to the procedure followed at the washing of a feudal lord’s corpse in the

Middle Kingdom. That this is the ceremony depicted is shown by the presence of the

lector and by the formula written in front of him.

In the first place we learn that Dhuthotpe’s three sons assisted at the washing of his

bodyh the second son being one of the two officiants who poured water over it. While

the water was being poured out a lector recited a formula or formulae similar to those

pronounced at the sprinkling of the mummy or statue in the ceremony of '' Opening the

^louth'l’’ Unfortunately the titles of the second lustrator and of the other officiants are

not given, so that we do mjt know whether they wore pndessional unutuary priests or

merelv ordinary members of Dhuthotpe’s househokP.

When the <.>fficiants with the | -ewers had finished their work, the man with the can

for washing the feet probably poured water over the feet of the corpse.

One would imagine that there was the figure of an officiant with burning incense in

one of the two destroyed right-hand registers, for fumigation with incense Avas the regular

sequel to both secular and ceremonial ablutionsk

The presence in the third left-hand register of the man with the ‘'box of clean clothes”

suggests that when the lustration was completed Dhuthotpe s body Avas attired in one or

more o-arments—unless bv '' clean clothes ” are meant the bandages in which the body Avas

SAvathed after it had been treated Avith unguents, gums, and spices.

The relief is partly a realistic, partly a symbolical representation of the Avashing of the

corpse. It is realistic in that Dhuthotpe is being Avashed by human officiants and not by

gods^ It is symbolic in that he is depicted as alive, clothed in a kilt, adorned Avith a bead-

collar, and wearing a Avig and tuft-beard,—Avhereas the corpse, both Avhile soaking in the

salt-bath, and at the subsequent lustration AAdaich is here depicted, Avould surely have been

naked. The designer of the scene evidently had in mind the lustration Avhich the dead

were supposed to undergo at the hands of divinities before being received into heaven.

Accordingly he represented him as standing upon an ablution-pedestal, like that mentioned

in the passage quoted aboAm (p. 122) from ch. 172 of the Book of the Dead Of course the

departed in their posthumous existence AVere visualized as alive. It is as a still living

person, for example, not as a statue or corpse, that the deceased is represented partaking of

the funerary banquet.

Partly symbolic represontations of the Avashing of tho dead, such as this't and a wholly

1 See p. IIS. “ P'

3 The four oihciaut.'^ Avho wash the dead Seniiufer ,tem[). XVIIIth Dynasty'^ are a chief lector, Iavo

ordinary lectors, and a .sv/i-prie.st ; Yirey, RecoAl de Trocaux, voL xxii i'1900), !>. 91. The tAvo lustrators

of Reniii are an enihalnier ,
aV; and a treasurer of the god (Tvlor, E^-Kah: The Tomh of Renai, PL XI). For

the sni and trearsurer of the god innerary prie.->ts see the AvriteiX art. Friem, Priesth*)od ^Egyptian), in

Hastings, En(‘if(doj>aed-ia if EtRiglun Ethks, voL x. pp. :29Ty 302'^

^ See the AATiters art. Pl rificatiox, Purity (Egyptian; in Hastings, Eeciidopaedtu of Religion and

Ethics, vol. X, pp. 475b 47ffi, 477'\ 47Sy 479.

These otticiants, however, are doubtless supposed to be impersonating g(xls ; see the AvritePs forth-

coming art. in Proceecliiigs of the Soedty of BihUcal Archaeology, entitled ‘Usirian Lustrations/'

^ 111 a somewhat simdar scene, see A irey, Rc'Ued dc Tr<icavx, vol. xxii (1900
, p. 91. The scene of

the purification of the deooa-ed by two officiants th.it occurs in certain tombs of the Eighteenth PynastAg

tli.it of Pvenni at El-Kab see n.'»te 3 above *, and those of Pekhmire^' , Virey, Le Tomheaa de ReHmara ,

PI. XX ' and User Uxmes, Fire Thebm Toutls, PL XXP at Thebes, is possibly meant to l>e a more or less
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symbolic one like that in the tomb-chapel of Penne at Anibehh resemble, as has already

been remarked, the scene of the Pharaoh being juirified in the " House of the Horning,"

and were possibly intentionally approximated to it. At purely ceremonial ablutions like

those performed before officiating in a temple, the Pharaoh was doubtless only lightly

sprinkled with water and not literally washed. He was therefore not obliged to take off his

clothes, ornaments, and wig.

That representations of the lustration undergone by the dead should be approximated

to those of the ceremonial sprinkling of the Pharaoh in the temple-vestry is only to be

expected
;

for both ceremonies were supposed to imitate the same performance, i.e., the

sun-god s daily matutinal ablutions.

realistic representation of the lustration in the embalmer’s workshop. The dead man i^ not standing up,

as though he were alive, on an ablution-pedestal, }>ut is placed in a suuatting attitude on a large jar; .-^ee

the writer s forthcoming art. ‘‘ O^irian Lustrations already referred to.

^ Penne, fully clothed, stands between Anubi» and Thoth, who sprinkle him wutb the contents of two

*^-cwers>: Lef^ius, Denkutader, ^ol. in, PI. 231 h. It must be borne in mind that thi^ repre->ontation may

not be '^o entirely symbolical a^ it appears to be. A-> ha^ already been stated the lu^trators of the dead

not only iin[)er.'^unated divinities, but may also have worn ina>k,s : >ee above, p. Its.
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THE NAOPHOROUS STATUE BELONGIXU TO
PROFESSOR TOURAEFF

By BATTISCOMBE GUXX

Ix Volume iv, pages 119 ff., of this Journal, Professor Boris Touraeft published photo-

graphs and translations of the main inscription on the lower part of an interesting

naophorous statue in his collection. He has now sent the Editor hand-copies of the text

of that inscription, and of the hitherto unpublished inscription running in six vertical

lines on the support at the back of the statue, also a photograph of this latter Plate XX).

These documents, completing the material for this monument, have been handed to me
by the Editor for publication.

Professor Touraetf’s copies being in ordinary writing-ink and somewhat cursive in

character, were hardly suitable for direct reproduction, and I have therefore copied them

out, in the directions of the original texts (see Plate XXI ^). Previously running over the

copies with the photographs, I noticed one or two unimportant slips in the former, and

also here and there a few doubtful points as to the reading of these rather roughly-cut signs.

The palpable slips I have ventured to correct without comment
;
the dubious points are

mentioned in notes on the Plate. I have also reversed in the lines B 2, 5, C 3, 4, the

direction of the sign as .shown clear!}' by the photographs
;
had this reversal some

maoical reason ?o
Text C is thus described by Professor Touraeff: Inscription on the support behind the

statue. It contains the name and titles of the brother of the owner of this monument,

who had made it 'to make his name live,’ and the names and titles of his relatives. Among
them are the Heliopolitan priestly titles ImijA^hwt-^, etc., with the names, common in this

time, of D-Hr, Wd^-HrJ

The following is an attempt of my own—conditioned by great ignorance of the

peculiarities of Late Hieroglyphic—at a translation of this passage-.

[/mt] hi<jh[-voi€€d] in the Hobj Place, Hor. It is {?) his brother who causes

his name to live, the Prophet and Imy-ii’ht-^, Master of the Secret in the Great 2Iansi(>n,

Master of the Secret in the Mansion of. , Harwoz€[iuho isicalled

gy'eat in his nature of Great of Vision (name of the High Priest of Heliopolis)

1 Professor Touraefl"> imnibering of the lines has of course been respected, although it seems to me
thcit the central line in the front of the statue (line Al), ending in

,
is the joint beginning of the

two texts on either side of it (A 2—12 ;
B 1— 12;.

'

- Xote that the bottom ends of lines 1 and 6 should come down lower than would
copy.

Journ. of Eg} pt. Arch. v.

appear from my

17
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Grent Priest in holy places, cliscreeP (lit., 'whose belly conceals ), Master of the Secret

collected (.0 of heart in ti)ne of distress, a good wall against which one may lean, -who

sits upon ,a man of might whose goodness is widespread without

going in and out, who loves Right, whose ahoniination is sin, happy of nature (w/d ^kd),

good of character {jiic bit), who gives an order (tp-rd) in {due) place, so that he makes favour

according to all that he says, the scribe His brother, the Father of the God

and Minster of the Secret in the Great Mansion Harwoze, who is called

Petosiris. His brother, the Father of the GocL Wezosiri who is called Teds. His sister,

Xefer The name of their mother is Tihatnub, daughter of. , Prophet of

Horas son of Isis in Heliopolis, Homs of Chemmis,
, Isis

^ “ For this title and those following cf. my Egypticut Collection of the Museum of Fine Arts at

Moscou: : The Statiws of the GoUnischef Collection, p. 54 (X 4152;, and my article Die Naophore Statue

S CC ini Vafibtn in Zeitschrift fur OgyptUche Sprache, Vol. XLVi (1909 1

, pp. 74-7, line 1 of the inscription

on the support behind the statue/"—Prof. Touraeflfs note to his copy of the text.



Plate XXI

c
Inscriptions on the Naophorous Statue belonging to Professor Touraeff
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THE DELTA KESIDENCE OF THE RAMESSIDES

By ALAX H. GARDINER, D.Litt.

The texts of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties make constant reference to

a town named

loved-of~Amun,'’ which, from the frequency of the Egyptian king’s presence there as well

as from other indications, has to be recoo'nized as the royal Residence in the Delta throuo-h-

out that period. It would have been strange if the early Egyptologists, always on the

alert to catch at any straw of evidence bearing upon the problems of the Exodus, had

failed to identify this town with the store-city of Raamses built for Pharaoh, together

with Pithom, by the oppressed and enslaved Israelites (Exod. i, 11). In point of fact the

temptation proved too strong
;
and the consequent fusion into one of the two possibly

distinct places denoted respectively by the Hebrew and Egyptian names has ever since

gravely complicated the topographical and historical questions arising with regard to each.

Quite apart from the question as to whether the identification is correct, it was unjustifiable,

from the standpoint of right method, to start with such an assumption : so far as the data

permitted, the position of the two towns ought to have been determined separately
;
the

results thus obtained might then have been combined, if it still seemed likely that Pi-

RaGnesse and Raamses were identical. The adoption of a different course has involved

the entire subject in such obscurity and diversity of opinion that we must now perforce

retrace our steps and traverse the old ground anew from the very beginning.

We must enumerate and discuss one by one, no matter how tedious the process may
be, every single passage relating to Pi-Ra^messe that can be ferreted out of the Egyptian

inscriptions and papyri. The result of this arduous but necessary operation wdll be to

lead us back to the almost forgotten view of Chabas, according to which Pi-Ra^messe was
situated at Pelusium or at all events somewhere in the region of that cityh In conclusion,

we shall be entitled to reconsider quite briefly whether a case can any longer be made out

for the identity of the Delta Residence of the Ramessides with the store-city of Raamses
mentioned in the Bible.

To convey some idea of the views previously held upon this twofold problem a number of

recent expressions of opinion have been collected in a footnoted Most of them go back ulti-

^ This view wa^ expressed by Chabas first of all quite tentatively in Mehtnyes Eijiiptohgiqu^^s^ deuxi^me
serie (1864), pp. 108—164, then repeated more briefly but less uncritically in his later work Etudes svr

rAntiqidit Historique [lS73j^ pp. 2:21-2. See too Id., Rccherches pour serrir d VHistoire de la AYA'//iC.

Dyaastie^ pp. 138 foil.

- See below p. 129, footnote 1.

17—2

Pi-RaGnesse-mi-Amun, '' House-of-Raiaesses-Be-
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mately to one or other of the rival theories of Brugsch and Lepsius respecting the r«)Uie ot the

Exodus. The theory of Brugsch has, as a whole, fallen upon evil days: living scholars do not

favour the view that the narrow reed-covered strip of land between the Sirboniun Lake and

the Mediterranean can have been the scene of the crossing of the Israelites, and the sites

assigned by Brugsch to Pithom (Eg. ^ Pi-tum) and Sttccoth (presumed to be Eg.

^
^ Theku ) are now definitelv proved to have been far north ot their true posi-

tionsb Nevertheless, maiiv traces still survive ot Brugschs view that Raamses or Pi-

Ra<^rnesse was none other than Tunis itself the often mentioned fortress ot
s

I

Thel and the Hyksos stronghold of Avaib-^ being, in the same scholar s oj^inion, yet further

names of the same town-. The hypothesis advanced by Lepsius*^ was much more sober.

For him the route of the Israelites lay along the A ady Tumilat. the narrow valley, over

thirty miles long, connecting Egypt with Lake Timsah. Lepsius had firmly grasped the

fact that the land of Goshen where the Egyptians sojourned was the region immediately

to the west of this wady, at the mouth of which, near Tell Abu Suleiman, he inclined to

place Pithom, while Raam^e??. he considered, might be identical with the extensive mounds

of Tell el-Maskhuteh towards its eastern end. The excavations of Professor Naville"^ for

the Egvpt Exploration Fund (18s8) finally settled the question of Pithom, which was

found to be the ancient name of Tell el-Maskhuteh : and inscriptions found on the same

site made it clear that Theku, the bupposed prototype of Succoth, was either an alternative

name of the town of Pithom or else was situated in its near neighbourhood. Since, how-

ever, Succeth was the first halting-place of the Israelites after quitting Raamses (here

written Raineses, Exod. xii, 37 ), it now became apparent that Raamses had to be sought

nearer the entrance to the Wady Tumilat. When, accordingly, Professor Petrie unearthed,

in 1905-G, some considerable Ramesside remains at Tell er-Retabeh, or Tell Rotabf nine

or ten miles west of Pithom, most scholars readily acijuiesced in his claim to have discovered

' See the map areompauying the hruchure entitled L'Ej-oJ^ et les M<jnujnent$ Egypiiens^ Leipzig, 1875.

At an earlier date Brugsch's views on the position of all these Biblie il sites were much more in accordance

with tho^e nf Lep'>iu.>, .>ee Ueogr^iphi-^cfu^ Ihsrhrift^^n alt<f(jyptischer iJenkmaler (1857;, voh i, pp. ^60 foil.,

where the relevant e\ ideiice is eullceted and discussed at length. The theory here envisaged was adversely

criticized Ly Ma^pem in Rkcox iiouvelle ^erie, vul. xxxiv ilB77i, pp. 323-4, hut without

Iji'ingiug c(aivictit>n to its .Luthor, who reiterated his opinions with emphasis in various articles of his

Du tio'iuiOti'r (it ogrojJn<pif\ particularly s. r. duh, pp. 890—919.

- Rtduct.int as 1 am to di'''[)drage the work of a great scholar who has contributed more greatly to the

progress of Egyptology th.ui almost any of the successors of Cham})ollion, yet it seeni?> necessarv to utter

a word of warning with regard to Brug'^chS geographical writings. Owing to his inveterate habit of

changing his opinion without calling the reader's attention to the fact, as well as to his practice of express-

ing Ills conjectures in an ab>olutely dogmatic form, often without references, the Dirtionaaii'tf Geograpklgne
i-s one of the most misleading <ind confusing of books, only to be consulted in the most sceptical and critical

spirit.

ih*' Etge coh EtfJnnn SiiLLiit},) V ml lEroonpuUs} \i\ Zeltstjhrift far ffgi/ptische iSpmrh.e^

\ol. XXI 1^''3
, pp. 41 —53.

^ Sec* L. Naxu.lk, The Stot't l^ifhtjm B. E. F. memoir'-, 4th edition, 19u3.

" PKfKU:, tfml pp. i>s._g4
^
gi'-Cs a full account of these excavations. Here the

name is wnttoii Ti’il ei Ket-ibeh \ in tii'' later vork Rgg^d tiinl Isro.el '1911
, p. 33, Professor Petrie returns

to the torin 4 ell Pot.ib u^ed by Proft*-«-or XaMilo at an earlier date, see Navili.t:, Gh.^h.pn, pp. 24-5. The
'-[telling Ttll er-lh'taheh that 1 lia\e ado[»red is derived from Drivfr. p. 5, footnote.
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the real position of Raamses, in spite of the fact that this claim was uncorroborated by any
inscriptional testimony whatsoever. If now the question of Raamses appeared settled, a

doubt still remained as to Pi-Ra^messe, the Ramesside city of Residence, since it was felt

that in its case the evidence of Brugsch in favour of Tanis had not been completely dis-

posed ot, and since, furthermore, it had come to be recognized that there were certainly

several different towns in Egypt that owed their names to the Pharaoh Ramesses. Thus,

as a final result, the bulk of present opinion tends towards the view that the Biblical

Raamses is to be localized at Tell Rotab, while, as regards Pi-Ra^messe, some continue

to identify this with Tanis, others assimilate it to Raamses and Tell Rotab, and others

again leave the question openk

I.

Our first step must be to eliminate from the discussion certain localities which, while

they derive their name from one of the Pharaohs called Ram esses, yet cannot claim to be

either the Residence-city or yet the Raamses of the Bible.

A. As M. Daressy pointed out to me some years ago, there still exists in the Delta

a village named Ramsis. Boinet Bey- describes it as numbering S34 inhabitants,

or 1256 if its nine dependences are taken into account. It is situated quite close to Xau-

Gratis, at one hour and ten minutes’ distance on foot from Etay el-Barud in the province of

Beheireh. Mr Griffith visited it in 1S85, and wrote about it as follows^^:— an insig-

nificant village, on level ground. A bank at the north end, twenty feet long by five broad,

thouoh showino- nothing but late red brick, has been more extensive, and mav, on the

streno'th of the name, mark the site of a small chateau of Raineses.*'

^ Somewhere in the eastern Delta he (Ramesses II; tbun<leil a ro'^idenoe city, Per-Raiii^H'>. or

of Ramses/ Its location is not certain, although it has often been thought to be identical with Tanis,*'

Breasted, Historif of Egupt^ pp. 442-3. '*The ‘Treasure City Raamses’ is, then, almost beyond doubt,

none other than Tanis, or Pa-Ramessu,” Budge, Hlstorg of Eggpi, vol. v, p. 125. la ville de Ramses,

qui est a Tell Retabeh, au milieu du Ouady Toumilat,” DareSsV, in Sercici^, vol. xvii, p. 12-S.

“ Pithom and Raamses (of which the latter certainly cannot be eailier th.iii the reign of Rameses II,

since it is " Per-Rameses,‘ the royal burgh at Tanis;," Hall, A/tr/ent Hibtorg ^f the E<ist. ik 405.

“ von Teller Retabeh, einem in der Mitte des Wadis liegendeii Ruinenliueel, d<'n die Ausgrabuiigeu

Petries ;ds die Uberreste der Stadt Rainses er\viesen haben,' Kuthmaxx, Dir Ostgremr Agoj>tf p 34.

Max 51uller, art. Uumeses in Enogch.ipfirdin o,- located the Raamses of the Bilile m eastern (loslieii,

possibly at Tell Abu Suleiman (the article was written before Petrie's excavation^ at Tell RoUib', but

admits that there were several cities of the name; elsewhere ;see below ^ ni, under no. 4 he tdludes to

a Per-Rameses at Pelusiuin. Roeder, art. in P.auly-Kroll-Witte, ReohoLCpdi)piidi»\ 2te. Reihe,

col. 225, holds the old identification with Tanis to be certainly urong, and quotes as po^slble alternatives

Naville’s localization of the town at Fakus, and that of Petrie at Tell er-Rebibeh. "At le.ist two places

of the name existed in the Delta. One of them seems to have been near Zouii, the other is mentionod in

the great papyrus of Hamses III who calls it Pi-RLuasesAIeri-Ainon, the liouse of Rainses II. As it is

named in the papyrus between Pi-Bailos and Atliribis, the present Benha, it could not have been far

distant from Goshen. This agrees with the statement of ExoJiis xiii, 37 ."'5
) that when the Israelites

tied from Egypt they started from Raanises, " Sayce, The Higher Crinrtaia <n»d the I ardwt of the Mon >iiaeHU^

8th ed. i'1915), p. 239. “ sa celebre ville de Pa-Ramses dans le Toumilat/ R. AVeill, Reeved, des lascnp-

tions Eggptkimes dv iSinai, p. 6.

- A. Boixet Bly, Dtctioyinaire (Jtographli^v.e de VEgupte, Cairo, 1899, p. 401.

^ Euacratis^ vol. Ii, p. <9.
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B. There is no real difficult}- in identifying the modern village of Ramsis with the

place referred to on the hieratic stele of Tefnakht at Athens'
;
this reconls the presentation

to Neith by that kino’ of some land near the to^vrn of
m

,WWV\

o \\

AV^AA

I I AA'A^

^ ^ Castle-of-Ramesses in front of Ha^py (the Xile)’'—whatever the last

phrase may mean. From the context one might conjecture this place to be somewhere in

the vicinity of Sais ; the modern Eamsis is not so far away, but was probabl}’ on the

western side of the ancient Xile-arm near Xaucratis; Xaucratis, however, is situated

within the Saite nome.

C. A similarly named place on a late sarcophagus- in the Louvre (D 1 ) is quite likely

to refer to the same locality as B. The owner of the sarcophagus was a
^U3

\B 1

''overseer of the ergastulum isn^) of the temple of Oastle-of-Ramesses”

and held many priestly offices in different towns. Among the latter the only one that

appears to be located with certainty is Tell Mostai near Kwesneh in the pro-

vince of Menufiyeh^, which is at some distance from both Ramsis and Sais
;
but this does

not appear to be a very serious objection to the identification of C with B.

D. The great Papyrus Harris recording the pious acts of Ramesses III names

(51o. 5 = 516, I— 5). among the property dedicated by this king to Ptah of Memphis, 40

stufs befdiminc: to w i

^

1 I o I

t o
VI i AA I

"the town of H(juse-uf~Usimare--Beloved-of-Anian (i.e. Ramesses II) on the western side of

the Western Watersf This is obviously not the Residence-city, Avhich is otherwise described

both in Pap, Harris and elsewhere. If the word here translated vaguely ‘‘Waters” could

denote a branch of the Nile, then the village near Xaucratis (above A) might conceivably

be meant. Xaucratis lies, however, near the westernmost arm of the Xile known to anti-

quity as 6 Meya? W oraflop, and in the Golenischeft" Glossary AAAAAA
, AAyWW

AA
the

Western River

f

not improbably the same as ''the Western Waters'' in Pap. Flarris, is

named separately and apparently as distinct from /WWW
0\ \ AA/VS/W

"the Great Riverf

which Brug^ch, seemingly with good reason, identified with Ptolemy’s 6 Meya? ITora^o?.

There is just a possibility, as Professor Grenfell informs me by letter, that the term

"We'^tern Waters’' might refer to a high-level canal such as is indicated in the Tahida

^ Spiegelbkrg, Di*i Tf^jiiUvhthossWh df^s Museunis coii Athen^ iu Reawll de Travaiu:, vol. xxv, pp. 190

foil.: 1 have L-orreeted uii unfortunate error in the writing of the place-name, ns there printed, on the

authority ot my own copy ot the original and aim op. c/V., vol. xviii, p. 5, footnote 1.

- Quoted i
ly Bru<.t>CH, Lh<:tLOitu<i > t'e ]>. 1135.

^ Soe tinoAR, li^jpvrt nn o// Eyvn,t'iitA>jsL at Tdl Om Harh^ in A/inaJes da Servicd, vol. XI, pp. 164-9.
^ Sa'o below, [). 133. footnote 5.

Dicfnrn/'.aire tj^xojraph pp. where an Apis stele is> quoted that mentions Dinl-n~Ht\ the

modern iLimanhur, a'^ on the west ^ule of the Great River*': another example of the term on the frag-

ment of a uiiie-jar. SriLoLLLERo, Udrat;, (harava. PI. XXIX, no. 240 . The expre>.>,ion ‘‘Great Rivei-’

'::eeni'> to imply thot thi" arm regarded as the true Xile it'^elf, and it is interesting to note in this

connection that the (, optic equn alent eiepo : sevpo wa» employed of the Xile generullw The phrase “bi
fr‘>nt at ILApu the Xile-god in B pniut^ iii tiie same direction.
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PevhngerKum ancl alluded to by Strabo, leaving the Nile somewhere near the modern
Barrage and corresponding roughly to the modern Khatatbieh and Nubarieh canals ending

at Alexandria
;
in this case D would have necessarily to be distinguished from A. This

solution does not help matters much, for though such a canal might certainly be called

''the Wester}) IFufers’' it could scarcely be called 'Hhe Western River, the Pelusiac and

Canopic branches being alwat^s regarded in Graeco-Koman times as the two extremes
;
so

that the datum of the Golenischeff Glossary is not accounted for. The easiest way out of

the tangle would, as Professor Grenfell agrees in thinking, be to regard “ the Western River ”

and ''the Western Waiers'" as alternative names for the lower part of the Me7a9 IloTa^o?,

which is identical with the Canopic armh On this hypothesis A, B, C and D will all refer

to the same town.

E. To Kamesses II belongs a series of large commemorative scarabs that served a

kindred purpose to our modern commemorative medals. One of these is published by

Professor Petrie^ and has reference to a “ House-of-Ptah-of-

Ramesses,'' presumably built or restored by that Pharaoh
;

this does not concern us further. The two others, in the

Aberdeen Museum and Carnarvon collection respectively, are

both of interest to us in the present connection. The Car-

narvon example (Fig. 1), of pottery glazed with a thin green

glaze and measuring 82 x 55 x 15 mm., commemorates a

temple called "The Castle-of-Raniesses-Beloved'Of-Arndn-Be-

loved-like-Tam on the Weste}'n WatersT The words "Western

Waters'’ are misspelt or, at all events, rather peculiarly spelt,

as is not unusual in this class of object. There can be little

doubt but that the same temple is meant as was discussed

above under D, although the term t^ hh,
" The Castle,’’ is

here substituted for pr,
" House

;
this variation even helps

the view above put forward, as it mediates between I) and

B—C. It seems probable, therefore, that E must be com-

bined with A, B, C, I) as referring to one and the same place.

F. A temple of Amun in Phoenicia or Palestine, which bears a name resembling the

Hat-Ra^messe of B and C, is mentioned in the Harris papyrus, where it is thus described

(9, 1): “/ have built for thee a mysterio^is castle (h/t) in the land of Zahi, like the horizon of

Fig. I

^ The most prohaHe view of the ouui^e of this Xile-arui, according to Profe^^or Grenfell, is that it

flowed north probably as far as about Xegwileh, then turned in a more westerly direction past Xaucratis,

and then taking somewhat the same course as the modern railway, flowed alongside Damanhur and de-

bouched at Canopus. The Eosetta arm at the present day take^ a much m<>re eu'^teriv course from Xeg-
wileh northwards. For literature on the subject see Petrie, XaucraV§, voL i, cb. ix, with Plate XXXTX
.;thi^ reproduces part of the Tuhidu P*jittitHjerian>f.)\ Hogarth, in Jiatronl of fL Jtfonr voL xxiv,

pp. Ifolk; Daressy in Rerue Areheologvjue, 3rd series, vol. xxv. AHo Griffith, Xuuerfftis, vol. ii,

pp. 83-4. As regards the 'AVestern River," its lower cour'^es appear from the great geographical text of

Edfu (Brugsch, Dirtiomioire Ghgrapfdque. p. 1369j to have run through the Tilth Louver Egyptian nome,
usually identitied with that of Metelis. ^AVine of the ATestern River” is named on a hieroglyphic jar-

sealing, Petrie, Six Ternplea Thehes, PI. Ill, no. 23.

- Petrie. Sraruhs, PI. XL, no. *2. A fourth example of the same seriers is possibly also the fra<y-

nientary scarab Cairo 37396= Newberry, Searah-shaped Seals, PI. XVII.
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the sky which is in heaven ; its name is Castle-of-Eamesses~Rider-of-HeliopoIis{i,e.B.iimei^s>ch

lll)~in-Pe-Kana^an'' The whereabouts of this temple or town is unknown.

G. Yarious temples mentioned in Papyrus Harris are named House^pryaJ-Ra-

messes'y " Castleihhyof-Raraessesy and the like. \Yhere hh is the first element.

specific temples in Thebes, Memphis or elsewhere are meant
;
where

^

pr is used, the

reference is either to some specific temple or else to the estate belonging to such a temple,

for pr often has the wider meaning of “'estate.’’ In none of the instances here envisaged

has it ever been claimed that a town or village was intended, so that beyond this general

allusion they can be passed over in silence.

H. In Pap. Anastasi V, 23, 7—25, 2, there is a letter from two officers in the army

to a Koyal Butler in which the former state that they have set forth from the place where

Pharaoh is—Memphis is perhaps meant—and that, by order of the king, they are bringing

with them three stelae. They report that they have now jjassed the frontier-fortress of

\

Thel and are about to unload their vessels at

V ri .nn'n.

a
'' The-Dn:elling-of-Rainesses-Beloved-oyAman'' \ from that point onwards the

monuments will have to be dragged—will the Royal Butler write and instruct them as to

what they are to do next ( The fortress of Thel, as we shall see, is now fixed in the neigh-

biuirhood of the modern Kantareh, and was the starting-point of the principal military

road to Palestine. It seems evident that '' The-DivelUng-of-Ra messes” is identical with

^
''

"^^^^^'^htcelling-of-Sese” named in Pap. Anastasi /, 27,3

as the first station ahmg that road ; iSese is. of course, a well-known abbreviation of the

royal name Ramesses^ Xor is it unlikely, again, that we have a third designation of this

halting-place in The-Dwelling-of-the-Lion
”
shown in the reliefs of

Sethos I at Karnak which illustrate the same routed The-Divelling-oythe-Lion” is there

depicted just at the point where the water forming the base-line of the representation

comes to an end, or rather slopes away out of the picture. ^Yhatever this water may be—

a

(pie^tion to ^\hich I shall return elsewhere,—the indication agrees well with the passage in

Aiun^tasi V where it appears to have been necessary to unload the stelae at
'' The-Dwelling-

of-Ra messes! The purport r>f the letter Avould thus seem to be that the stelae were in-

tended for Palestine, or tv>r some station on the road thither ; they were, accordingly,

shipped as far as possible bef >re unloading for further transport over land. Chabas® fell

into the mistake of supposing that '' The-Divelling-of-Ru messes” was none other than

Pi-Ra^messe itself: for this assumption there is neither evidence nor probability.

I. Brugseh tlujught'^ to have found a new town of Ramesses in an inscription of the

reign i>f Meneptah from Silsilis’, where an overseer of works, by name Hui, bears the titles

^ See especially }> r'lft fn r ifaytddrltp .Spnv’he, vel. XLI ^1904', pp. 53-7.

- Lkfsiu.'^, D^'fd t\ Part III, PI. a,. In this iidme ‘"the-Lion” is undoubtedly an epithet of

th(* kmir. and may well be substituted for the Sethos, later to be transformed into Raiuesses

‘>r So^e.

'• Mrhi-,uw-< deuxitine silrie, [ip. 135—140.
i hn ft r*ir vul. xiv 1876

,
p. 70

;
the same mistake repeated, Dictionnaire

Otnifrupfi^<j>i':^. p. 435.

LepsIUs, Fhoknvaer. Part III, PI. 175. b.
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of j/v-

n I

of-Amiin of ^Per-'nehAnn' and

steward of Castle-of-Ramesses-Beloved-

Pre^-of-Ramesses-South-of-Memphis'' This official evidentlj" was the administrator of the

estate of two temples dedicated Rainesses II, the first at Kom el-Hisnh near EhTod,
some miles south of Naucratis, and the second southwards from Memphis; the latter is

alluded to again in a corrupt passage of the model letter Pap. Leyden 349. In the Silsilis

text Brugsch has made the absurd mistake of translating the title ^ on its second

occurrence, as Vorsteher der Btadt {der So)ine des Ramses Miamon) though he had previously

rendered it Ortsvorstand {vo)n Tempel Ramses Miamon). No new town of Ramesses is to

be deduced from this monument
;
the true significance of the two titles was subsequently

pointed out by Lepsiiis-.

J. A much effaced hieratic ostracon in the Louvre, published by Prof. Spiegelberg%

bears a text which maybe translated thus : Year fourth month of winter, of Ramesses II,

Iryt, the daughter of the ships captain Ben ^Anath, the wife of the Inng's son Simonth

W\A
^

-j- '^,^A/VV^

^ w. L a
J

• AAAA/O

AAAA/V\ \> C _j 1

y I PIn, “I a© who is ... (?read
^ 1 xJ. /vww" J\ i c?bt

m imy-r/ "'overseer of the'') orchard of Hoase-of-Usimare^-Ghosen-of-ReA in Memphis.''

The purpose and exact meaning of this memorandum are uncertain, but the House of

Ramesses II here alluded to was very probably a Memphite temple.

K. Far away to the south, the Nubian town of Abu Simbel bore the name of

n
{

on '' House-of-Ramesses- Beloved-of-Ain a fly' the gods Min-Amun, Onuris-

Shu, Harakhte and the deified Ramesses himself being all qualified, in the inscriptions of

the great temple, as dwelling in the midst of” ^hat placed It might perhaps be

imagined that the name " House-ofRamesses-BeJoved-of-Amrin" referred to this temple
alone, but such is not the case, for the statue of Harakhte in the cella is accompanied by

the legend ip "Harakhte in the midst of the town of

Uouse-opRamesses-Beloved-of-Amdu"^] the words p/ dm\y “the town,” prove that the

name was that of the entire settlement.

L. Still farther to the south, the temple of Derr built by Ramesses II was called

I

m/

1

^ VWVAA 1
!

1

variant form of the name being

^
‘‘ Castle -of-Ramesses -Beloved -of- Amun-indhe-House-of-Re^.^

“ The temple House-

^ For Kom el-Hisii see the literature quoted by Edgar in Mx.sea Egi/ptien. vol. in, pp. 54 full, to which
may be added Rax he, ZeiUchrift fur agyptUche Sprache, vol. XLiv (1907), p. 50.

- Zeitschrift f>ir dgyptUvhe Spracke, vol. xxi i^l8S3y pp. 50-1.

Recueil cle Travaux, vol xvi, p. 64.

^ See Lepsius, Denkrnaler, text, vol v, pp. 142, 145, 146, 150, 156.

Op. cit.y Part III, PI 190. I'or the words p^ dull added in apposition to the name, where English
would prefix “the town of,'‘ cf. Pap. Harrii 10. 12; 51a, 5; 51b, 4; Anastasi VIII, 1, 11; pop, Lma'ra
3160

;
and below under L and M.

JoiUTi. of Egypt. Arch. v. 18
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of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Aiaun-in-the-HouHe-of-Re^'^r The town itself seems to have derived

its name from the temple, since in the tomb of Peiine at Anibeh certain lands with which

a statue of Eamesses YI set up by Penne in the temple of Anibeh was endowed extended

ICTj zj

northwards from
'

1.111 I

toivn of

Rainesses-Beloved-of-Ainun-vn-the-House-of-Re^ opposite The-Hoiise-of-the-Sun-J' I fail to

understand the meaning of the last phrase.

M. Lender this letter reference will be made to one or two foundations of Eamesses III

which might easily be supposed to refer to towns built by Eamesses II
;

it was a not un-

common habit, as we shall see, for later kings to substitute their own cartouche for that

of the original founder in place-names compounded with a royal name, (a) In the Harris

Papyrus (8, 13) we read: "I have made far thee {i.e. for Amun) a noble house in Ta-Sti

(i.e. Lower Nubia), engraved with thy noble name like the heavens ^
^ P J 4

^

IQ
I I Hoase-ofRaniesses-Prince-ofHeliopolis-Gi'eat-of-Victories, established -with

thy name to all eternity'' The name of this foundation is identical with the name of the

Delta city of Eesidence in the form which it takes in the Harris Papyrus (see below § ill,

nos. *26, 27). But there is no evidence that a toAvn of the same name surrounded this

temple, which moreover is at some unidentified spot in Lower Nubia; nor is there any

evidence that the cartouche of Eamesses III here takes the place of that of Eamesses IL

(6) A real town of Eamesses III did, however, exist somewhere in the desert west of Egypt,

but cannot be connected with any town of Eamesses II known to us. This town is mentioned

on three separate occasions on the walls of the temple ofMedinet Habu. The least damaged re-

ference to it is on the inner side of the south wing of the First Pylon, where the king is seen

hurling himself against the Libyan enemy. The legend runs :

—

^
/'/VWV'- The sl[ctiujhter ivhich his Majesty made

among the enemies ofthe land of Mashwash who had invadedi] Egyptfrom the town ofHat-sho^

(i.e. '' Castle-ofSand" ) to the town of Usimare^-mi-Amun, which is by the mountain of Up-to'

(i.e. ‘ Beginning-of-Land"), making 8 itr (a land-measure of undetermined length) of massacre

arao)ig them^T On the exterior north wall, near the First Pylon, is another representation

of the same event : Eamesses III, in his chariot, dashes forward against the enemy, while

jo oo o

] 1 1

1

the Egyptians shoot at them from two fortresses, one of which bears the name

^ See Black31ax, Temple oj Derr^ pp. 2 and 113-4. In the last-mentioned form of the name we must
probably read htt-ntr pr-R^nis^iVf not simply JjU-ntr R^jnssic as Dr Blackman's translations seem to imply.

P'/'-R^yftssv: is in that case probably in appo.sitit>n to which would otherwise be preceded bv the

dehnite article : for this grammatical rule, of which dml and clrd Wsrmir^-mVIiiia below under
M .6; are striking exemplification.-, see ZelUehrijt far ngyptische Sprarhe, vol L fl9i2\ p. 55, note (n).

- LepsIus, DeakaKfhr^ Part III, PI. a 11. 1—2.

5 Published by Bkcgsch, Aeg-iptolofe, p. 472 and again by Dauessy, A,nudes dii Sendee, vol. xvi,

p. 240.^ I quote t'rom a copy by Profeisor Sethe controlled by photograph no. 476 of the Berlin Academy's
Darsf^llv lajdji der Frtutdujlk^.r.
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Ha’t-slio^, uCastle-Oi-Sand.” The legend above is much damaged
;
according to a copy by

Professor Sethe^ it reads

'
1 I

''The \_slaughter which His Majesty made uz] the

land [o/] the Mashioash who came to Egypt, from [the city o/] Ra^messe-Prince-ofrHeliopolis,

[which hy the mountain of Up-td, [to the towltfr) Hdt-sho^, making eig[ht] itr.” This

legend is interesting as giving to the town of Eamesses III his nomen instead of his jyre-

nomen, and also for the means it provides of restoring the text previouslv quoted. The
same town appears to be named in some hieroglyphs which, according to M. Daressy^ stand

upon a fort in front of which Ramesses III is haranguing his troops (North wall, third scene):

Or :n â fipv
fr^ Pharaoh has overpoweredd) the enemy of Libya in front of the town of

Usimared-mi-Amun-massacri)ig-the-Te)nliiid M. Daressy provides evidence that Ha’t-sho^

here is identical with a place waitten
\

L

Min-lord-of-SoncTfrxhich is found in a curious text turning on temple ritual and naming

many places in the north-west corner of the Delta ; though this fact is clear to him, and

though he bases other valuable conjectures upon it, he takes the curious point of view

that Hak-sho^ is to be sought in the Oasis of Siweh. Surely it is more natural to suppose

that it lies a short wa3^out in the desert near Lake Mareotis. The term Up-toV^Beginning-

of-Earth/' is usually applied to the extreme south of Ethiopia, but at least one other

instance of its use in connection with the north-western country can be quoted ^

HH-tws and having* a god_- ““ail.
Q

To sum up the results of this section, we see that, quite apart from the Delta Capital

of Pi-Ea^messe, there existed in or near Egypt at least two or three towns that derived

their names from that of Ramesses II
;
there was another town, also, on the fringe of the

Libyan desert, which was called after Ramesses III. In Graeco-Roman times we meet with

a similar phenomenon ; scattered over the ancient world there were various places that bore

the names of Alexandria, Ptolemais, and Caesarea.

II.

At last we may turn to the Residence-city itself. Since its name appears in several

different forms, our first task must be to discuss the more certain of these. The town was

called after Ramesses II, who is probably to be I'egarded as its actual founder
; consequently

his characteristic epithet mry Tmn “Beloved-of-Amun ” (pronounced in Greek times

1 Controlled hy photograph no. 469 of the 'series named in the last note.

toe, cit.

3 A god ‘AIin-Re<^...iu Ha‘t-diu<^'' is menti(>iied on a -Roman j-tele, Petrie, Koptos, PL XX.
Sometimes triinsiated Horns of the Earth.'* See Sethe, Urkunden iv, 55. 13S

;
Lepsius, Dtuh/diler

Part III, PI. 81, r, where the extreme southern boundary is meant. This is not referred to as a mountain
;

“the mountain of Up-to'" is, however, mentioned in connection with the Libyan victory of Heneptah on
the Athribis stele published Zeitschrift fur uy^^jtiscke Sprache, vol. xxi flS&3\ p. 66.

18^2
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^liafiovv) appears in nearly all writings of the name, being placed within the cartouche.

The only exceptions are a trio of instances (below nos. 24, 26, 27) where Ramesses III has

substituted his own particular predicate hh^ 'Iwnw ''Ruler-of-Heliopolis,’’ thus arrogating

to himself in true Egyptian fashion, the credit of founding the city^; and, further, a late

example (below no. 89) where the exact attribution was either forgotten or else deemed un-

n
essential. The permanent nucleus of the name is thus iitiP

Hi ^ AlA.^aaa

Fr-R^mssiv-

mry-Imn, ''House-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Amun/’ probably pronounced in late times Pi-

Ra^messe-mi-Amun. It is unnecessary to enter into details as to the purely graphic

variations of this nucleus. Nor need more than a passing mention be made of the feict that

the usual honorific abbreviations 'diving, prospering, in health’' are as a rule appended

to the cartouche, especially in hieratic. The signs ^^ " given life " replace them on one

occasion (below no. 5).

Much more important than these minutiae are two epithets frequently, though by no

means always (e.g. nos. 4, 7, 8, 9), added to the cartouche and its adjuncts; these, according

to the habit of Egyptian names, express the precise aspect in which the king appeared in

the particular locality that they designate, and are the real distinguishing mark by which

that locality could be ditferentiated from others owing their names to the same king. The

n

,

original name of the city, in its complete form, was Pr-
O

R^'nissw-m ry- '‘Hoii ^‘€~of-Ra messes-Beloved-of-A rn lin-Gveat-of- Victoriesf and

the boastful addition here made to the royal nomen conveys a significant hint as to the

position of the city near the military road to Asia. The epithet '' Great-of-Victoriesf ^Y]x\(Ax,

it may be remarked, is a regular constituent of the Horus-oEGold name of Ramesses II,

and also appears as a constituent in other place-names ^ occurs several times in the in-

scriptions of the reign of that monarch himself (below nos. 1, 3, 6; variant

nor did it quite pass out of remembrance after his death (below nos. 26, 27). In one or two

places (see the next paragraph, ad finem) this epithet stands alone, unaccompanied by the

words Pi-Ra^messe-mi-Amun, as the name of the Residence-city.

The just reflexion that, after the death of Ramesses II, the epithet "Great-of-Yictories"

could be legitimately claimed only by a possibly jealous successor led to its replacement

by a new honorific predicate. From this time forth, the town was known in full as

Cl

il ^ VvW." i-i. ic^W
" Hunse-of-Ramesses- Beloved-of-A m an-{ ltvh\g, prospering, in healthytlie-Great-Spirit-of-the-

Siin-Hor)(s-oT-tJte-Homon. In a few rare cases P-re^, 'Ghe-Sanf alone stands in place of

P-re^-Harakhte, " the-yu n-Homs-of-the-Horizon ' (below nos. 12, 18). In either form the
underlying thought was that the Pharaoh Ramesses, the founder of the Residence-city, had

^ In ju^t the ><iine way the fortress of " Riito-of-Setho's ’* was called ‘'Buto-of-Sese” under Ramesses II,

^ee (jariuxer, //<Vro/o.' v.,1. p. 29*, note 0.

- In the Kdnictk relitdk depicting Sethos IS laturn frnm A^ia there depicted (Lepsics, Dtnknader^
Part III, PI. H6, h -i w.iteriug-st.itinii called d \inat Mn-nd^t-R^ aldw “The well-oPSethosSl-j-Great-

ofA ictories ; thi'> must he far too near Kaphia to have anything to do with the town of Pi-Ra^niesse. See
t.Mj the tt>wii of Kame.sSes III in Nuhia discussed above, p. 134, under M in).
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at length “flown to heaven and become merged with'' the sun-god his creator, henceforth

manifesting himself to mankind in the guise of the great soul or spirit or essence of the

solar deity. There are only two passages in which a reasonable doubt could be entertained

as to whether Ramesses II was really dead at the time when the new predicate was applied

to him in connection with the name of Pi-Ra^messe. One is a stele discovered by Marietta

at Abydos (below no. 9), but it is quite justifiable to conjecture that the Vizier Rahotpe, its

owner, lived on and continued to hold office in the next reign. The other is a passage on the

verso of Pap. Salher IV, a discussion of which will be found below under no. 12. The positive

proof that House-of'Rainesses-Beloced-of-Amunlhe-Cjreat^Spirit-of-the-Sun-Horus-of-tJie-'

Horizon” refers to the same place as '' House-of-Rainesses-Beloved-of-Amun-Great-of-

Victoy'ies” is afforded by two texts, each of which exists in an earlier and a later transcript.

The so-called “Poem of Pentaur/’ after its long and flowery account of the battle between

Ramesses II and the Hittites, describes how in the end Ramesses returned to Pi-Ra^messe

(below no. 3); in the almost contemporary monumental version at Karnak (1. 72) the name

n

,

I

of the town is uiven as
9 -

1 Sif 1

House-of-Rantesses-

Beloved-of-Amun-Oreat-of- Victoriesf ^yheYes.s in the papyrus SallierJIIAvoni the hand of the

scribe Pentowere in the reign of Meneptahb it is written ni
_1

0
'House-0f-Raniesses-Beluved-

of-Amat}-(living, prospering, in health)-tJie-G}‘eat-Spirit-of-the-Sun-Horus-uf-the-HorizonI

Again, in a lyrical eulogy of Pi-Ra^messe that will be translated in extenso further on

(below no. 15), the obviously late Vienna manuscript writes cr3i
0^
'O —

.q

n ' Hotise-of-Ra /nesses -Beloved -of

-

Ainan-the-Great-Spirit-of-the-Sun-Horus-of-the-Ho/dzorV \ it is true that Pap. Anastasi III,

an earlier though not contemporary copy, writes in the coxTesponding passage (1, 12) only

^0 j|'

t

tI ^
'

House-of-Ramesses-Beloced-of-A niiin-{l icing, prospe/dng,

,0
Great-of- Victories” occursin health),” but the ditferentiating epithet

three times lower down (2, 8 ; 3, 2. 5) as an abbreviated name of the citv, leaving no doubt

as to what Pi-Ra^messe is meant at the beginning of the eulog}\

There are to be found a cei^tain number of references to a town of Ramesses II, where
the name is not written in any of the above characteristic ways, and wdxere, owing to the

obscurity of the context, there remains a certain degree of doubt whether some place

different from the Residence-city may not be meant. At the present stage it is impossible

to discuss these references, which will be dealt with at the end of the next section of this

article. In order, however, to give some sort of completeness to the paragraphs devoted to

the name of the town, the more dubious writings in question are collected here. In the

first place there are a couple of examples in which the prefixed word
^

''House” or its

and no. 34

j

n i@. It is evident that the addition of the words /)/ dmi

equivalent is omitted: no. 2 ^

Muller, Hiti'atMie Pah/ograpKie, vol. ii, pp. 11— 12.
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the town ” is in both these cases the cause why ^ pr is omitted
;
none the less, its

omission provides,—at least in the example where the king s nomen is used (no. 2)—a very

good parallel to the Biblical place-name DDXDy“!> Septuagint Vapea{(7)r), Sahidic

opewAieccH (Numb, xxxiii, 3, 5), Boheiric p^).AieccH (Ex. i, 12), pevAi^vccH (Ex. xii, 37), where

there is no trace of ^ pr. Turnino' back to the last section, we shall see that the town of
I

®

Ramebses III in Libya (above p. 134, under M [b]) was written both with the prenomen and

wdthout the prefixed word pr. The writing of the name of Pi-Ea^messe in the Delta with

the preniftiien of Eamesses II has already been instanced in the case of no. 34 ;
to this must

now be added nos. 32, 33, where the regular prefix ^ pr precedes the prenamen. A quite

problematic writing of the name of Pi-Ea^messe is

at lenoth under no. 35.

O
k fi:

S- Jll, discussed

Rather less doubtful is on the Aberdeen scarab (no. 36).

.n
py

y

Seems possible except that it is a phonetic writing of
' ^

pr.Here no explanation of

This wuiild, of course, point to the vocalization Pi-Ra^messe, which I have adopted, rather

than Per-Ra<^messe, throughout the present essay. The vocalization Pi- is, on the whole,

commoner than Per-, which, since it preserves the original consonantal ending r, must

belong to an older stratum of the language than Pi-, Indeed, for the construct state ending

in r tile only unexceptionable instances seem to be ep.uonT = {P)er-mont, Hermonthis, the

equL\alent of the ancient place-name
1 _u_ VJ

f 1 c\

'House-of-

/www '‘House-of-Montliu^' and the name c^optop

in Pap. Ojryrli., 470, 11, which is there explained as ''D.pov olfco<;, i,e.

Homs.” A disputed, but nevertheless probable example, as will be seen later on, is

iiepe.woTu, the Coptic name of Farama, Pelusium ; this must surely correspond to an old

Pr- Imn, House-ot-Amun. ’ The retention of the r in nppo “Pharaoh” and nep;\;/ra<Jcrir7;(T

House-of-Amasis-son-of-Xeith^” is perhaps somehow due to the pjroximity of the guttural

letter ^ain. Pi-, on the other hand, is a common transcription of ^ in place-names and

elsewhere, though the words in which it occurs are apparently all rather late; thus Assyrian

Pinieti “Mendes,” Pisaptu, “Saft el-Henneh,” Hebrew nOl'S Pibeseth ^^Bubastis/’ DHS
“Pithom, Coptic hshtior "the stove.” The fact that the Aberdeen scarab connects P}y-
R^mssw with “ The-W aters-ot-Re<^” lends colour, as wx shall see, to the conjecture that Piy

is written instead of
^

pr. An analogous but converse writing ^ for the definite article

p^ occurs in some XXIst Dyn. letters from Thebes, e.g.m ^

spondances du Temps des Rois-pretres, p, 112, s.r. ^

fortress,” in the (dolenis

Rylands Papyri, p. 347.

czi Spiegelbero, Corre-

O

fortress,’ in the (dolenischef Glo-^sary, below no. 38: further in demotic,

1“'; so too m ‘Hhe-

see Griffith,

PTo be Continued)

See ^PlEoELBERo, iIh Tracaoj\ yol. xxvn, p. 1G2.
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BALLS OF THREAD WOUIS D ON PIECES OF POTTERY

By BERNICE M. CARTLAND

In Plate XXII are reproduced some X-ray photographs^ of Uvo balls of linen thread in

the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York-, showing how the Egyptians used small

pottery fragments as a foundation on which to wind thread into balls. The fact that this

was usual has already been stated by Professor Flinders Petrie I These two balls date from

some time between the Twentieth and the TAventy-second Dynasties (about 1200—1000 B.c.).

The accompanying photographs show them full size, as they actually look, ^x\th X-rays of

each ball in two positions placed above them. Solid cores that appear upon examination to

be made of pottery can be seen inside. The larger ball contains one piece of pottery, the

smaller has two laid with flat sides together in order the more easily to make the ball

round. Such small, roughly circular pottery fragments, varying in thickness from one-

quarter to three-quarters of an inch, have been found frequently without any thread on

them by the Metropolitan Museum’s Egyptian Expedition at Lisht, and their probable

purpose is now evident. They are roughly cut out of fragments of pots baked pink on

either side, with a dark underbaked layer through the middle.

It is interesting to note that the thread on the smaller ball, which is rather brittle,

being poorly spun, was Avound so as to leave a hole on one side of the ball, just as some

people noAA^adays AAund their yarn in balls, leaving a thumb-hole so that the yarn, Avhen

used, AAull unAvind from the inside of the ball. HoAvever, it is improbable that this Avas the

case Avith the ancient ball, though it is impossible to be certain on account of the delicate

condition of the thread.

1 Furnished through the courtesy of Dr C. tVinfield Perkins of New York.

“ From the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum at Lisht.

2 Petrie, Tuoh and TVeftjxyns, p. 53.
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^fOTES AXD XEAYS

The Egypt Exploration Fund has again sustained heavy losses through death in the

persons of 3Irs ^IcClure and its former Hon. Secretary Mr J. S. Cotton. Mrs McClure was

the wife of Canon McClure, Secretary of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowdedge
until the outbreak of the war, and wms throughout her life the close companion and col-

laborator in her husband s studies. To her fluent pen is due the English translation of

Sir Gaston Maspero s great History of the Orient, and at the time of her sudden and deeply

regretted death she was engaged on an edition of the Pilgrimage of Aetheria. As Miss Herbert

Mrs McClure became in 1888 a Member of the Fund, and had been a member of the Com-
mittee ever since that date.

Mr James Sutherland Cotton was a brilliant scholar and man of letters who joined our

Committee at an even earlier date. He held the post of Hon. Secretary to the Fund from

1896 to 1912. During the last years of his life he acted as Assistant-Editor to this Journal,

where \ve can bear testimony to his extraordinary accuracy and acuteness of vision as a

proof-reader, and w'here his scholarly oversight and ever-ready counsel have already made
themselves most regrettably missed. Full notices of Mr Cotton’s career appeared in the

daily Press, and more space than Ave have at our disposal Avould be required to do justice to

his distinguished and remarkable career. A scholar of Trinity College, Oxford, he secured
high Classical honours and from 18^1 to 1874 AA’as Fellow and Lecturer of Queen’s College.

In 1874 he A\as called to the Bar and in 1881 became editor of the Academy, Avhich under
his able guidance gained a leading position for its scholarly outlook and authoritative
criticism. During his later years Mr Cotton Avas engaged in cataloguing the European MSS.
relating to India in the library of the India Office. By the younge'r English Egyptologists
Ml Cotton aaIU be lemembered mainly as a very kindly and unassuming elder; but those
AAho belong more nearly to his generation are loud in their praise not only of his intellectual
qualities but also of his gifts of friendship and devotion. It is a pleasure to quote the fol-

loAving lines irom the letter of one of his old College companions :— He cared not for
publicity or ordinary rewards, such as fame

;
as for money, he got all he wanted, and he

wanted little for his modest requirements and pure aims. With his talents, brightness, Avide
knowledge and conscientious industry he might have gone far, if he had but added a^ittle
push. But he aaus what he was, a warm-hearted affectionate man, fortunate in his troops
of friends, his absorbing studies, his social gifts as a talker and companion, and in a most
happy family life.

News ha. reached us of the death, on June 21st, of Oskar von Lemm, Conservator of
the Asiatic Museum ot the Academy of Arts and Sciences, Petrograd. Born in 1856, for
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the four years 1887—1891 he was Professor of Egyptology in the University of Petrograd-

At the beginning of his career he published some works on Old-Egyptian philology, but this

he subsequently abandoned for the study of Coptic, in which he became an acknowledged

master. In the next number of the Journal Mr Crum will give some account of his extremely

valuable contributions in the field of Coptic language and literature.

M. Lacau speaks, in a private letter, of the discovery at Heliopolis of the tomb of another

Mnevis-bull, similar to that described by Ahmed Bey Kama! in YoL xxv of the Recueil

cle Travaux. Apart from this, there appears to be no archaeological news of interest to

report fi^om Egypt.

We take the following from the Vossische Zeitung of Aug. 4

:

In the Sitzungsherichte of the Berlin Academy Prof Schubart publishes a Greek

papyrus with music. The text, in large carefully written characters, appears on the back

of a Latin military document, dated in 156 A.D.
; it can be taken that the Greek was

written a few decades later. It does not consist of a complete poem with music, but of

three difterent beginnings or extracts, the object being apparently to give specimens of

music; perhaps examples were copied out from a musical text-book for some purpose or

other. The syllables are spread out so as to make room for the notes. The Greek notes

are represented by letters and written above the lines after the vow^el to which they

belong. Many lines contain clearly distinct instrumental parts. In both systems sustained

notes are represented by a cross and rests by a dot. Curves under two notes may well

signify that the notes are to be slurred. An over-written stroke to the right throughout

some entire lines and here and there in one probably corresponds to an octave sign. Various

other individual signs in the instrumental staves appear to indicate pauses. The instru-

ment staves probably belong each time to the preceding song, but it is doubtful w’hether

they are postludes or accompaniments to it.

Mr H. I. Bell sends us the following personalia gleaned from the German papers

:

Prof Matthias Gelzer of Greifswald has been made ordentUcher Professor of Ancient

History and Director of the Inst, flir Altertumswissenschaft at Strassburg in succession to

K. J. Neumann He has done excellent work at the history of Bx^zantine Egypt and also

at papyri of an earlier period. Artur Steinwenter, a jurist who has, inter aha, devoted his

attention to legal papyri of the Roman and Byzantine periods, has been appointed extra-

ordinary Professor at Graz. Friedrich Zucker, who had been appointed as Professor of

Classical Philology at Ttibingen, has now been called as Ordinarius to Jena.

The chair of Prof Nicole at Geneva has been filled by another papyrologist, M. Victor

Martin. M. Martin, a pupil of Nicole's, has already done excellent work in papyrolog\\

His first publication was Les Epistrateges (Geneva, 1911), a doctoral thesis on the epi-

strategus, on wLose office he succeeded in throwing a good deal of new light. Another

valuable piece of w^ork wms an article on the strategi and royal scribes of the Arsinoite

nome in the Roman period, contributed to the Archiv far Papyrologie (vol. vi); and

recently he has published, in Wessely's Studien, a land register contained on one of the

burnt papyri of Mendes, wdth an illuminating commentary. His principal wmrk in papyrologj^

is, how’ever, vol. ii of the Rylands Papyri, in wffiich he collaborated wdth Messrs. Hunt and
Johnson.

Joum. of Egypt. Arch. v. 19
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A series of lectures will again this year be provided by the Egypt Exploration Fund

in the rooms of the Royal Society, Burlington House, and the services of Dr A. M. Blackman

have once more been obtained for a course of four on the Relations of Ancient Egypt with

Foreign Countries
;
the first deals with the Pre-Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom,

and will take place at 4 p.m. on Friday, November 29th. The dates of the other lectures

will be announced later. 3Iembers and Subscribers are reminded that their friends can be

introduced by ticket, and in view of the actuality of the subject treated it is hoped all

interested in the Fund will help to secure a good attendance.
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NOTICES OF EECENT PE-BLICATIONS

Lef> Ciiltes Egypiiens a D^ilos dn HE f/u E ‘ Sihcle ac. J. C. By Pierre Roussel. Arovtles de VEst

puhliees par la Facidte des Lettres lUniversite de yadcy, Berger-Levrault, Paris, Xancy, 1915

—

1916. Pp. 300. With^plates and plans.

A good deal of evidence, in the shape both of inscriptions and of architectural remains, with regard

to the Egyptian shrines in Delos has been accumulated from time to time, particularly in the course of

the excavations undertaken by the French in 1909—1912, and M. Rou:^.'5cl has rendered a very ir^eful

service in gathering togeth^* and digesting it in this intere-^ting monograph. Pie begins the volume with

a sketch of the development of our knowledge iqi to the excavations just referred to, and follows this

with a detailed account, accompanied by plans and photogiMphs, of the building,') brought to light
;
after

which he publishes, with a brief commentary and in a systematic arrangement, the inscriptions, both

published and unpublished, found in or relating to the shrines. He concludes the volume with a history

of the cults in Delos and a summary of the conclusions to be drawn from the evidence as to the gods,

their worshippers, and the forms of worship.

The evidence thus presented serves to give us a good deal of information on certain subjects, though

on others it tells us little or nothing. On the cult itself, its liturgical forms and the spirit of the worship,

we learn nothing except for such scanty and indirect conclusions a.s may bo drawn froiii the titles of

priestly officials and associations of worshippers, from lists of offerings, from votive inscriptions and the

like
;
but on the history of the cult and its external organization we acrpiire a considerable amount of

knowledge.

The excavations of 1909— 1912 revealed the fact that there was not one shrine only but three, referred

to by Roussel as Serapeum A, B, and C re.spectively
;
the last being the only one previously known, while

A and B were brought to light only by the excavations referred to. These two are regarded by Rfjussel

as private and so to say proprietary shrines ; C, much larger, was the seat of the public and official cult.

For the history of shrine A we have a valuable authority in the shape of an inscription (the first in

Roussefs collection) containing a metrical chronicle of the cult and of the erection of the shrine. This

inscription is in some ways the most interesting of all, since it probably reveals to us the origin of the

Sarapis cult m DehiS, and certainly affords an illustration of the way in which such cults might spread

and of the ideas and standpoint of the devotees of Sarapis.

Another fact established by the recent excavations was that the marble temple hitherto regarded as

the shrine of Isis or Sarapis really behuiged to Hera. Sufficient remains were brought to light to make
it possible to draw plans of all three shrines

;
but Roussel admits that there is considerable uncertainty

as to details of these, and he doubts certain identifications by their author, M. Sven Risom. Both the

shrines A and B and perhaps also C have subterranean chambers or crypts which Roussel regards as the

reservoir of the sacred water; perhaps also as the place of ‘dneubation.'* Serapeum C is much the largest

and most elaborate of the three, a'^ is natural
;
but all three reveal the same general idea and thus serve

to give us some notion of the externals of the cult. It may be noted that on p. 36 the author appears to

have got his points of the compass confused: in 1. oue.it would appear to be miswritten for est, in 1. 13

sud-oaesi for sud~est,} With few oxcei^tions the buildings are all of very poor construction and do not

indicate the existence of much wealth among the devotees of the Egyptian deities—or at least of much
readiness to spend it on building.

The inscriptions include several which are of considerable interest besides that already referred to.

Among these may be mentioned the senatus-consultum on p. 93, the decrees on pp. 203—206, and the

valuable series of inventories, which throw much incidental light on various details of the cults.
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]N[any interesting points are touched on by Roussel in his commentary and concluding chapters. Of

special importance is his conclusion that the Ptolemies did not, as has generally lieen supposed, take

active steps to propagate the Sarapis cult in their foreign dependencies. His argument, founded on the

evidence of the inscriptions and other remains, seems conclusive, so far at least as Delos was concerned.

Another interesting point is the conclusion from the dedications that the worship) of the triad Sarapis-

Osiris, Isis, and Harpocrates did not figure in the original cult. In the oldest inscriptions Harpoerates

is genentlly ignored
;
in the later ones he comes fourth, after Anubis.

Roussel was able to use, but only in the Addenda, the invocation to Isis in P. Oxy. xi 1380, details

of which find interesting parallels in the Delos inscriptions. To those pointed out by Roussel may be

added a reference to 11. 30 and 48, vLKrjrpLa^ as compared with the N/k/; "'lo-tSt of Roussel’s Inscr. 121 and

SeoLs i>LKT](l)6pois of Inscr. 4,

H. I. Bell.
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TWO FAIENCE CHALICES AT ETOX COLLEGE FROM
THE COLLECTIOX OF THE LATE 31AJOR W. J. MYERS

By CHARLES RICKETTS

Many years have passed since the small but singularly exquisite collection of

Egyptian objects brought together by the late Major W. J. Myers was on view in the

Victoria and Albert Museum. Since his death, in the Boer War, they have been left to

his old school, Eton College, where they form a memorial to a gallant gentleman and art-

lover of rare taste and discernment.

The two blue faience chalices now at Eton^ (Plates XXIII—XXV) have been illustrated

and described by Dr Henry Wallis in his work on Egyptian Ceram^ Art-, as well as

another in his own possession ; a fourth is in the collection of the Rev^V. MacGregor at

Tamworth. The four were found at Tuneh, and, failing any further evidence, each can be

ascribed, in the matter of style, to the later years of the Eighteenth Dynasty or to the

early years of the Nineteenth. The uncertainty attending their discovery by Arab ex-

plorers has deprived us of all sure knowledge as to their date, the cartouches on the first

specimen being meaningless and yielding no clue. Other cups of this shape exist in

Florence, Athens and Berlin, the last, of coarser workmanship, bearing the name of a son

of Sheshonk I of the Twenty-second Dynasty. It is doubtless this fact which has led

Mr Wallis to assign so late a date as the Twentieth Dynasty to the Eton cups, though

the Berlin specimen is not of the same provenance, nor indeed of the same quality in

style, invention and workmanship as the four goblets from Tuneh.

The resemblance in the shape of these chalices to half-open lotuses is strengthened

by the fact that the specimens in Florence and the Tamworth collection are moulded to

represent opening flowers. The Eton cups possess a double interest beyond the fact of

them shape, rare in faience : not only are they outstanding specimens of ceramic craftsiuan-

ship, but their maker has overcome great technical difliculties in making them. Their

form is really better adapted to metal
;
the stem supporting the bell-shaped cup is not one

to which the potter would instinctively turn. It is possible to say more : the intricate

decoration in relief imitates a type of design of which embossed and chased metal would

furnish prototypes. The photogi'aphs leave one in doubt as tu their substance
;
without

the breakages th^ey might be in metal, the incised outline of the potter $ tool, the engraved

line of the burin, giving sharpness and accent to the work of the chaser. An almost

t We are deeply indebted to the authorities of Eton College for permission to publish these and other

.)bjects from the Myer> collection : and siyocial thanks are due to Mr F. H. Rawlins and Mr C. H. Blakiston

for the facilities for studying the same which they very eourteoudy provided.

—

Ed.

- Eg^ptifffi Ceramic Art, lD<Xy pp. 22-5 with Plate IX.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. v. 20
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Asiatic richness of design, a certain lack of severity even, tends to confirm the impression

that these cups found at Tiineh belong to an age of experiment, even of cross influences,

such as the later years of the Eighteenth Dynasty; there is something exotic or not entirely

Egyptian in their general aspect, though the composing elements are entirely native.

The cup figured in Plate XXIV (160 mm. in height, breadth 90 mm.) is decorated

with a row of sacred eyes at the rim
;
the two following bands are divided into panels each

representing a king slapng an enemy; the base is decorated with lotus petals; on the

stem are reversed lotus buds and papyrus blooms. The colour, once a turquoise blue, has

grown gretdsh with time. The other cup (Plate XXIII, 150 mm. high, 88 mm. across the

top) is yet richer in aspect and, with its sparse figures, more certainly in the temper of the

Eighteenth Dynasty. On the rim is a series of stunted papyrus stems and birds. On the

two following bands the design may well be consecutive and represents, in the lowest

section, charioteers on a battle-field strewn with dead. The upper band displays the

bringing in and sacrifice of prisoners in the presence of sacred persons
;
but breakages

have rendered the interpretation of the last scene uncertain, an important piece of the

design being missing. The base is decorated with lotuses and buds, the stem with reversed

or descending palm branches.

My feeling that in the second cup we can detect the pictorial manner of the Eighteenth

D}masty is strengthened by the Wallis chalice, which almost certainly came from the same

tomb. In this, ^e spirited fowling scene repeats with even less formality those familiar

water hunting-parties of the painted tombs. The fact that the Berlin chalice belongs to

the Twenty-second Dynasty need not detain us, for it is not of the same provenance and

the decoration is not only coarser, but it shows no naturalistic or pictorial tendencies.

It is hackwork decoration and, without the evidence of its inscription, it might be placed

some centuries later. At the risk of over-stating the experimental character of these two

chalices I feel it difficult to class them outside that exceptional period in Egyptian Art to

which I have ascribed them. From the reign of Tuthmosis IV to that of Sethos I we
constantly come into touch with unexpected elements in the lesser crafts. The naturalism

associated with the reign of Akhenaten covers a period slightly anterior to his reign and

survives it for a while.

During the Eighteenth Dynasty chance foreign elements may well have become

blended with the immemorial crafts of the Egyptians. The Asiatic campaigns had brought

them into closer touch with other civilizations, and it is the period when imported objects,

Cretan and other, have been found on Egyptian gr(jund. Early in the Dynasty strange

shapes and composite forms occur in the sacred vessels ordered and, in official phrase,

designed by Tuthmosis III, which we can see carved on the w^alls of Karnak, and the

crescendo in experiment may w^ell have been continuous
;
new^ conditions, the widening

of frontiers and intermarriages, may have brought other influences to bear on the stubborn

and self-sufficing art of Egypt. It is during the Eighteenth D}masty that the ceramic

worker acquires a new tendency tow^ards variegation and the fi-ee use of colours, from the

deep blues ot the older potters to pale greens and pale -primrose yellow. To drink out

of a flower-shaped cup is in the spirit of the time; to fashion objects of decoration in

imitation of g’apes, convolvulus blooms and fleld-daisies is of constant occurrence
; earlier,

as too in later days, the style is more formal, the taste more masculine
;
and perhaps the

Eighteenth Dynasty was the most art-loving time in the X^ile civilization, or the one in
which the permanence and utility of an object did not wholly control the conditions of
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its achievement. The chance finds in tombs and, above all, on the sites of palaces and

cities, have yielded things which seem to have been done for their own sake. There is

a vein of coquettish fancy in the contemporary toilet utensils and in the vases of intricate

shape and variegated colour. The profusion of gilding and silvering upon the very coffins

puts a touch of gaiety even upon the houses of the dead. The sun-worship of Akhenaten,

the love of brightness and luxury in life, meet us in the social festivals painted in the

tombs, replacing the more sober works and days represented in earlier sepulchres
;

it

is as if Egyptian art had learnt to smile. In all this the craftsmanship itself may not

outclass or even equal the gi’aver efforts of former times. But the impulse is different,

more intimate, more life-loving. The late Eighteenth Dynasty is the epoch which has

left us the most varied, suave and vivnd faces in Egyptian sculpture, the tenderest and

most charming small objects of decoration
;
not indeed the most perfect in workmanship

or taste, for centuries before and after the sense of design may be sounder and more

secure, but something of the spirit will not be there or else will affect us differently.

It is not wholely due to chance that the tomb-paintings have yielded pictures of feasting,

and the furniture of the dead so many dainty objects of daily use
;
the temper of the

times seems to have been more secular and more beaut3"-loving. The very religion of

the Heretic King accepted beauty, or the love of beauty, in the attempted emancipation

of man from the thrall of the dead and their creeds, so powerful hitherto. Something

analogous to the Fifteenth Century rebirth in Italy surrounded the reign of Akhenaten,

that earlier St Francis, who brought with him a new art and the love of peace among
men. The artistic impulse was slow to die, at least in the lesser crafts.

The Louis XlV-like temper and splendours of the great Ramesses II were destined

to turn Egyptian Art into other channels. But within the short reign of his father Sethos I

the manner of the Eighteenth Dynasty was kept alive by older craftsmen or by those men
and women who still remembered, nay actually wore, the ampler garments and fantastic wigs

invented in earlier times
;
men and women who may well have retained the holiday spirit

of those days before the new remoulding of an arrogant and more than ever self-supporting

Egyptian civilization, one more than ever closed in within its ritual of tradition and

haughty sense of formula and immemorial perfection.

20~2
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"THE HOUSE OF THE MORNING"

By AYL^YAKD M. BLACKMAX, D.Litt.

As I have pointed out in a recent article^ the Pharaoh had to undergo purification

before officiating in a temple. Inscriptions in the temples of Edfu- and Philae^ and two

passages in the tamous Piankhi Stele inform us that the purification took place in a special

chamber of the temple called ^ {pr<lwh). The two last mentioned passages are as

follows :

—
'"His majesty 'proceeded to the House of \_Pta]i\ his purification was performed

in the pr-dw>t, there were performed for him all the ceremonies that are performed for a

h'lny. {Then) he entered into the temple^!' ‘'{He) came in procession to the House of

and entered the temple with loud acclaim, the chief lector praising the god and repelling

those hostile to the king. The {Rite of the) pr~dw?t was performed, the ^dib-vestment was

fastened on, and he (the king) teas purified with incense and cool water^.” See also the

following passage in the so>called Papyrus of the '' Hathorienne Sais'' :—

m

illiQ'

O ^ -=>\\ (S f\
/vww\ _

rvwvw HFW :A I i

3 ^
in 4. O o (E

0

Hatlior K., thy purification is performed in the pr-dw?t of the king, and thou livest'^T

Beliefs depicting the purification of the Phai-aoh in the pr-dwH occur in a number of

temples'. They show that he was robed and crowned as well as purified; in fact the

pr-dwh was a ceremonial Toilet-chamber.

A not uncommon title in the Old Kingdom, but not known outside that period, except

in the archaistic inscriptions of the XXYIth Dynasty s is 1 {hp sW
//- pr-chrU). Supervisor of the Mysteries of the pr-dwh. The following is a list of all the

persons I know ot who bore this title. The other titles that are closely associated ^yith it

follow each name in the order of thedr occurrence.

60, Sj

—

91 ;
see also this volume* l*rocet;<hhys />/ Ute or Biljlfcal Ai'(']iupolvfin, vul. XL, pp. o7

tlie Jo>ii'auJ, pp, 117 foil.

- Kees Remeil Troenuj, vol. xxxvx. pp. 4 foil.

’ Dumichen, Buoijt'schii.'hW, p. 10,

‘ Schafer, Ud'<n»h^o Apa nyy^tUchra AlfrrVamr<, vol. in, [>. Zo=^Pia,>lh; Bteh, line 98.
Schafer, r>i>.

* it., p. = Pl<j i>kln SoAe, line 103,
' SCHIAPARELLI, Lihro ihi F»iii:i'iA\, Vi>l. ii, p. 13S.

See Proctt‘dings or Sncofy o f BAJioa A r*:h<iihJogy. vol. xl, 87, with note 91.

A.'/.. DimcHEX. Di r a rtiJ^ytjla.a P>it,iu niimifp, PL III, above Neuted tigure.
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NO. DYNASTY

1. IV—Y.

2. IV.

3. IV.

4. IV.

5. IV—V.

6. IV—V.

V.

8. V.

NAME

Kenofer

Thenti

Debhen

lunmin

Xiuti

Sethu

Khiiemliotpe

Enkheftka

TITLES

Unique Friend fvar. Friend), Controller of the Palace, Super-

visor of the Mysteries of the pr-dicH {Egyptktn Stelae in the

Brit. Afus..^ Part I, PI. 4). K. was a son of Snofru, a Vizier

and Chief Justice, and superintendent of that king^s pyramid.

Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc. (L.,

Part II, PL 30).

(a) Unique Friend, Chief Nekhebite-, Supervisor etc., Keeper

of the Crown AVho adorns Horns (L., Z>.,

Part II, PL 35).

(/3) Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor of the Contri-

butions in the House of Life {hry u'dh^ rn ht-^nh)., doing what

his lord loves, Debhen, Supervisor etc., Debhen, Unique

Friend, Keeper of the Crown {op. cit.., PL 36, c).

(y) Unique Friend, Chief Lector, Supervisor etc., Keeper of the

Crown, Who adorns Horns, Supervisor of the Contributions

in the House of Life {op. cit.., PL 37, a).

Unique Friend of hii> Father, Supervisor etc. (op. cit., PL 34, g).

He was a “ king’s eldest son ” and aLso bears the titles of

Vizier, Chief Justice, Controller of the Palace, and Lector.

Fav<jurite Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor

etc. {op. cit., PL 89, a:.

(a) L^nique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Chief Xekhebite,

[7], Supervisor etc., Supervisor of the Contribution^

of the Hou.'se of Life {op. cit., PL 86, h).

(/3) I^nique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc.,

Supervisor of the Contributions of the House of Life iih.,

PL 87).

(y) Unique Friend, Supervisor etc.. Controller of the Palace

{op. cit., PL 86,

Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc., Chief Xekhe-

bite, Keeper of the Crown, Supervisor of the Contributions in

the House of Life (Mar., A[a.-<t.^, p. 312; see also Egyptian

Stelae in the Brit. Mas., Part I, PL 26). K. was also an In-

spector of the a;e^5-priests of the sun-teniple of L^serkaf.

Friend, Controller of the Palace, Sut)ervisor etc., Supervisor of

the Contributions of the House of Life (Mar., Mast., p. 307

foil.). He was also a Superintendent of the King’s Linen,

Superintendent of the Kings Adornment, Superintendent of

the Bathroom of Pharaoh, a <re^5-priest of Re^ in thesun-temple

of L^serkaf, an Inspector of //v^5-priests of the pyramid of the

•^arne king, and a //-e^/^-prie^t of the twramid of Sahure^.

1 i=LEFsiUs, Denk'nialer aas Aegypten end Aethiupien.

- See Gardiner, Zeiischrift fnr agyptische Sprache, vol. 45, p. 126. The stele of Khentemsemti the

Younger, line 7 foil. {Egypt. Stelae in the Brit. Mas., Part II, PL 9), closely associates this title with the

priesthood of the royal diadems vi:., ^‘supporting the irJdte cruicn in the pr-wr, chief Xekhebite, serrant

of the red crou'n in the pr-nw, cautious in his goings v'hen putting on the red crou'n, rhen causing Horns

lord of the palace gloriously to appear (m sb^'t Hr nb Hi).’’

See Sethe, Ber. Sachs. Oes. d. isseyischaften. vol. lxiii. p. 149.

^ =MaRIETTE, LeS MifStahas de I AnCO'n Empire.
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NO.

9.

DYNASTY

V.

10.

11 .

12 .

13.

Y.

NAHE TITLES

Sekhemkere^ 'cO Unique Friend, Controller of the Palace, Supervisor etc. (L.,

D., Part II, PI. 41, 6).

Chief Lector of bis Father, Unique Friend, Supervisor etc.

{op. r,t.^ PI. 41, C).

He was a kings son. Vizier, and Chief Justice, and also Lore the

title '•Anubi.'i the Embalmer" {op. PI. 42).

We^hptah Unique Friend, Keeper oJ the Crown, Supervisor etc. (Mar.,

Muht.. ])p. 269 foil. . He was also a Vizier, Chief Justice,

Chief Lector, and Scribe of the God'.s Book.

Keinromet (? '. Unique Friend, Chief NeklieLite, His Lord’s favourite Controller

of the Palace, Sui)eiAisor etc., Supei'visor of the Contributions

in the House of Life (Mar., p. 176). He Wcts also a

pro
2jhet of the jiyrainid of XuserreC

TepenUonkh Keejier of the Crown, Sutiervisor etc., Controller of the Palace,

Servant of the Throne (Borcharbt, Da$ Grahdenkmal des

Koniys Se- User-re^, p. 120).

Ti 'a; Unique Friend, Supervisor etc. (Steindorff, Das Grab des

TU PL 27).

(;3) Beloved Unique Friend, His Lord’s favourite Keeper of the

Crown, L^nique Friend, Lector, His Lord’s favourite Supervisor

etc. {loc. clt.).

Unique Friend, Keej^er of the Crown, His Lord’s favourite

Chief Xekhebite, Supervisor etc. {op. PL 80).

{b} LTiique Friend, Keei:)er of the Crown, Chief Xekhebite,

Siqierintendeiit of all the King’s Adornment, Director of the

AVig-inaker^> uf the King, Su
2
)ervisor etc. {op. cit.., PL 82).

fe; Director of Pharaoh’s AVig-makers, Supervisor etc., Chief

Xekhebite, Controller of the Palace {op. cit.. PL 95).

;f) L^nique Friend, Keeper of the Crown, Director of the AATg-

inaker.^ of Pharaoh, Siqiervi.^or etc., Lector {op. cit.., PL 136).

Ti was also a sui)erintendent of the pyramid of Neferirkere^,

sutjerintendent of the jjrophets of that pyramid, and super-

intendent of the pyramid of Nuserre^. He was moreover
superintendent of the sun-temple of SahureC Xeferirkere^,

XefrureC and Xuserre^ ujp. czL, p. 6).

14. V. Perneb Unique Friend, Chief Xekhebite, Kee^ier of the Crown, Super-

visor etc., He who adorns the King {The Tomb of Perneb,

jiublished by the Metrotiolitaii Museum of Art, Xew York,
tig. 34, p. 60;,

15. V. Ui^onkh Unique Friend, Supervisor etc., Superintendent of Pharaoh’s
Two Pools {EypptiUii Stelae in the Brit. Mus., vol. i, PL 24).

16. V. Klieini Siqiei'intendent of the ssro: / 1 TT" j , Superintendent of

V—VL SetliU

the tint

^ ^ 1
1 j

of the King, Friend, Supervisor etc.

M.tR., Must., p. 135;,

He was aUo Siq>erintendeut of tlie hit (a royal head-dress) and
Siq>erintendent of the Chamber of the //y/^-sceptre.

King’s son ol his body, Unique Friend, Sujiervisor etc. {op. cit..

p. 303 .
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N'O. DYNASTY NAME TITLES

18. VL Mereruka Royal House-Superintendent of the Lord of the Palace, Super-

viftor'of the Mysteries of what only one sees, Lector, Sui^ervisor

etc.
'

Dares SY, Mem, p. 537).

He was also ins]3ector of the proi:>hets of the pyramid of Teti,

and, moreover, a Vizier and Chief Justice.

19. VI. Meriteti Lector of his father, Supervisor etc. {op. cit., p. 569 j.

20. VI. Ihimhoref Lector, Supervisor etc. Kop. cit., p. 573).

21. VI. Isesikha<^ Inspector of the Great House, Supervisor etc. (Mar., Mast.,

p. 456).

He was also a ''superintendent of the distribution" {npt} of the

pyramid of Piopi I.

22. VL Scsi Unique Friend, Supervisor etc. {op. cit., p. 420).

He was also Vizier and Chief Justice, was connected with the

domain attached to Piopi Fs pyramid, was an inspector of

the prophets of that pyramid and of the establishment called

Meret-Meryr^^.

23. VI. Merire^nofer

24. VI.

25. VII—VIII.

Pepi^onkh the

IMiddle

Emroll

Unique Friend, Lector, Supervisor etc. {Annales du Serciee defi

antlquites de TEgypte, vol. xvii, p. 131).

He was a Memphite official (cf.
O

: 3
luc. cit.) who had been sent on a mission to Edfu {op. cit.,

p. 136' where his stele has recently been found.

Unique Friend, Lector, Supeiwisor etc. (op. cit., vul. xv,

p. 214).

Xouiarch Supervisor etc., C’hief of the Transport of

Hathor Mistress of Dendereh, Superintendent of the

Prophets (Petrie, Dendereh, PL VIII).

He wa.s also supervisor of the mysteries of the Treasurer of the

Hod and Herdsman of the X^z^^-cows Hoc. cit.
;

cf. Blackman,
IVie Rock Tombs of Meii\ vol. i, p. 2).

As the list shows, the title Supervisor of the pr-dwh is closely associated with the

well-known one
^

Unique Friend (var. Friend)! It was sometimes borne by

persons of the highest rank, as in the case of nos. 1, 4, 9, 10, 17, 18, all of whom held the
offices of Vizier and Chief Justice, and four of whom were sons of kings. The Supervisor

of the pr-dioH was evidently, therefore, a functionary whose relations with the Pharaoh
were of an intimate nature.

Since this title is also closely associated once with that of Royal House-Superinten-
dent of the Lord of the Palace (no. 18), once with that of Inspector of the Great House

(no. 21), and in the greater number of instances with that of
| ^ Controller of the

Palace- (nos. 1—9, 11—13e), one would suppose that the pr-dwh in this connection was
a department of the palace or an annex thereof

' Thi^ lues already been remarked ..u by Gahdixer, Xotes on thv Story of Siauhe, p. lOy.
- See Gardixer, lor. cit.
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Again, we find this title standing next, or in close proximity, to those of

Keeper of the Crown (nos. 3, 7, 10, 13, 14), adorns Horns, i.e. the king

(no. 3 : cf no. 14). Superintendent of all the adornment of the King (no.

13 : cf. no. 8), ^
^ ^var. ^

j

Director of the wig-makers of the King, var. Pharaoh

tendent of the sSrw, Superintendent of the tmt of the King (no. 16). These three last

offices, as the determinative
j

Y shows, were connected with the care of the royal

wardrobe.

Though not chjsely associated with it in the respective enumerations of their offices,

it should be noted that, in addition to the title Supervisor of the pr-divit, Enkheftka

(no. 8) bore among other titles those of
^ j

I

' Superintendent of the King's

linen, ^ ^ Su^^erintendent of the Kings adornment, and
,2=>

P
^Jj {f

^n Superintendent of the Pharaoh s bath-room
;

and Khenu (no. 16) those of

^ Superintendent of the (royal head-dress called) hH^, and

^ Superintendent of the chamber of the /ms-sceptre.

The fact that the office of Supervisor of the pr-chvk is combined with the care of the

king’s diadem, wigs, ornaments, apparel, and the superintendence of his bath-room, indi-

cates that pr-dwU' has the same meaning here as in the inscriptions referred to at the

beginning of the article, namely that of Toilet-chamber,—in other words the pr-divH of

this Old Kingdom title was the apartment or group of apartments in his palace wherein

the Pharaoh was assisted at his daily toilet by specially privileged courtiers-.

\\ hat is the literal meaning ol the compound pr-dwH ? Most authorities seem to

connect the element dndt with ^ ^
diid “ to adore,” and translate the whole by

“ Hoiise ol Adorations ’ But no word dwH with the meaning adoration ” is to be found
in the lexicons : indeed, so iar as I can ascertain, no feminine derivative of divi to adore”

..ccurs at all, except of course in the title dwit-ntr “Votaress of the God^” where

^ must be the fein. impertect active participle and should really be transcribed dwiyt.

JJivH in the compound pr-divk cannot be the infinitive of dwl “to adore,” for that verb,

being a triliteral, has a ma-.culine infinitive^

^ See MAtL-WiXLoeK. Tht Tnmb p|>. 43 full.

See Gardixkr, op. rif,. p. 110 and the writer ^ art. Pcrificatiox ('Egyptian;, in Hastings, Enoy-
, of <r„<} Etfrir^^ Vnl. X. 476^’,

§ III.

•> Kkks. rj,: Tr.uv.u-- vul, xxxvi, p, 3; Krman, Lif, /V Anckat Eyjjpt, p. 70; Moret, Z)k
(\troot* r*' r^Jtgirn !' tl*' ht Ito/ioriti p, 21^,

I Sec the writer - .irt. Pi!U>t. Prii>ihood Egyptian
,
lu ilA-rixo.N 'Jp- p. 296'‘.

A',./.. itAKi.iNhK. Ztit<rh,;jt Or e///y-u'.v/.e vol. 4.i, p. 126; Griffith, .Son! and D^.r RiM
I’l. li. line 1 : see ab" below p, lo4. note

' ’
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The only support for the rendering “ House of Adoration is afforded by two writings

of the compound, the one occurring in the passage from the very late Papyrus of the

'' Hathorienne Saisy' quoted in full on p. 148, and the other in a passage in the Story of

A 1 1 in‘
Sinuhe^, In the former instance pr<hvH is determined with viz. ^
in the latter the parallel compound ^Juaviy-clwh is determined with thus:

A.VWW

0 ^ ]n*: In all other instances that I know of, except one, the determina-

tive of pr-dwh is CT], or else there is no determinative at all. In that one exceptional

instance pr-ditdt is determined with 0, thus:

But dtvh written without a determinative ^thus : usually determined

^ ^ ^ usual word for morning^ I wouldwith a ^thus
: ^

suggest, therefore, that pr-dwH should be rendered, not ''House of Adoration/’ but “House

of the Morning,’' a rendering that is furthermore supported by the fact that the exceptional

writing is very early, dating from the Fourth Dynasty; and, as we shall see, it

agrees with all we know about the origin of the rite performed in the pr-dwH^.

I have shown in the articles already referred to that the priests of the Heliopolitan

sun-god Re^-Atiim represented him as reborn every morning as the result of his under-

going lustration, his lustrators being, according to one conception, the gods Horns and

Thoth'l The Pharaoh was regarded as the embodiment of the sun-god, a view that was

doubtless held in the first instance about the predynastic king of Heliopolis^ The Helio-

politan king would also have been high-priest of the sun-god", and officiated, or was sup-

posed to officiate, in the sun-temple every day^ Before he could officiate, however, he had

to undergo lustration, as the result of which he was believed to be reborn like his divine

prototype.

The natural time for the king-priest to have entered the sun-temple in order to offi-

ciate was at sun-rise, especially in view of his close association, or indeed practical identitv,

with the sun-god. Then the regenerative lustrations undergone by the king would have

taken place simultaneously with those believed to be undergone by the god, a fact that

would have made those of the king, who impersonated the god, seem all the more real and

effective.

There are a good many indications of the correctness of my suggestion that the king

entered the Heliopolitan sun-temple at dawn.

^ Oardixeh, yvU'S on the ^'^tory of Sin nJie^ p. 10'^.

- Lepsics, Dnnkmoho' aus Aegypttn nnd Aethinpieuy Part 11, PL
^ Brugsch, W (frtn>'f}ijchy p. 1621 : Ekmax, AngyptiiicJojs (Jlossur., p. 140.
^ tVlieii tliiLs paper was more tliaii half written I found that Guiffitu [upinl Petrie, Dendereh

p. 4S‘j aho favour'' the rendering “ House of the Morning. ''

•'* Thu.'' an in.''eription at Philae, which concerned with the lustral washing of the Phaniob, the
einbodiuieiit of the sun-god, speaks uf Thoth a.s the ThOth of Rc^ ” Bauyefichichte, p. lo..

See BlackmaX, Proceedings of the Society of Bihlkal Archaeology, vol XL, p. 60 foil.

^ See the writers art. Priest, Priesthood (Egyptian) in Hastixgs, op. cit„ p. '2dS^\

^ See Blackmax, igo clt.y p. 00, note 107, and cf. the lustration formula which states that the water
hears tJm king <f Ppptr ond. Loe>.r Eay^A. X, Idc Re^ ectry doy'' ilhid.. p. 89\

Journ. of Egypt. Arch, v,
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For example :—Hymns to the sun-god are commonly prefaced by the following or

similar words : '^Praise
\ i I of ivlten he ci/'iseth lu the eastern hovizvn of heaveUy by
Ad

X., ivho saithd and then follows the actual hymn^
Piankhi informs us that he went at dawn ‘'very early" {cbd did) to make otiering to

Atum at Kher^eha^ and that on another occasion he “ irent to the High Pandphill) in

Heliopolis and //lade a great orr'ering on the High Sand{-hill) in Heliopolis in the presence

of Re^ at his rising

d

It is most significant that before making this oftering to Re^ at

dawn "he pnrified himself in the Cool Poof and icashed his face in the Stream of XiiHy in

which Re^ washes his face'^C

The temple of Abu Simbefi dedicated to Ee^-Harakhte of Heliopolis and Amun-re<^,

the solarized god of Thebes, has been so orientated that the rising sun sends its rays

straight into the sanctuary f To enable the rays to enter the priests must have opened

the doors <-)f this temple at dawn,—an indication that it was customary in all sun-temples

for the daily service to begin at that hour^

It is not, I think, inappropriate to point out in this connection that the song beginning

Thov aivakest in peace

C

which was addressed to the sun-god and then to other divinities

(doubtless by the same process as that by which they came to have ascribed to them the

solar quality of righteousness'^), was veiy possibly addressed in the first instixnce to the

king A If this greeting Avas used to arouse the king at datvn, it naturally enough came to

be employed as a tvelcome to the sun-god, Avith Avhom the king Avas so closely associated,

when, aAvaking from his night-long sleep, he appeared at daAvn above the eastern desert

hills.

It is also to be borne in mind that the Avord dvd to adore may Avell be etymologi-

cally connected Avith did " to do something in the morning/’ ‘‘ to arise early to Avhich

root dvdt “morning” of course belongs. Dw^ “to adore” may originally have meant
“ adore in the morning,” and haA'e come into existence because it Avas his priests’ custom

to adore the sun-god at daAvn
;

it should be observed that div^y as already pointed out, is

often the first Avord in hymns to the sun-god. The suggested connection of did “to adore”

Avith dtid “ to arise early ” finds a parallel in the Arabic sabah “ to get ixp early in the

morning” and sabbah “ to greet in the morning.”

That the Heliopolitan king’s ablutions and entry into the sun-ternpie took place at

1 Bud(u:, Book of ike DukI, Hieruglyphic Text, pp. 1, 3, 6, 8, 39; cf p. 11, line 5 full.; Davies, El-
Anujraa, \o\. vi, p. PL XXV.

- Schafer, Urknuden des Alt^rtnuis^ a^oL hi, p. 37,

^ Op. aV., p. 37 foil.

^ See Baedeker, ligypW.n *ind dtr S^klda, ed. 1913, p. 387.

1 he iiiodein fdhih still an->e'^ at dawn to pray, and before prayint^ j^quats uixm the bank of the
Nile or of ;i oui.il to perforin hi, ablution-. May we not recogm.-e iu these acts a survival from the days
of his '-un-wnrahi[>ping cinee.>tor:< ?

See the wntorS art. Righteousness ^K-yptiaiu in Hastings^ ciV., p. 797e
See Erm.vn, -./« ,hj.< Di<"h,a <!.;•

p. 1.^
; Bre.vsted, l)e,-elop„ie,a of Religio,- and

Tho'Ojl.t in Amount Egppt, [). 17.

^ gnds np ^arbj to adore her'' (Erman, lor. dt.\ where

there i>> evidently ;i play on the two-fold meaning of the root drd.
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dawn is perhaps also indicated by a passage in the Pyramid Texts which represents the

dead Pharaoh as washing himself when the sun-god appears in the horizon h

Finally my suggestion is supported by a passage in the biographical inscription of

Khentemsemti, which implies that the Opening of the Mouth, a rite derived in its main

features from that of the pr-dwh-, was performed at dawn. The passage speaks of Khen-

temserati as '' Great shm in the House of Gold

(the sculptors' workshop) luhen the god is born (or fashioned) in the morning^

T

How came it about that the same name was assigned to the toilet-chamber or cham-

bers of an Old Kingdom royal palace as to the temple-vestry ? The following seems to

be the right explanation.

The residence of the Heliopolitan king, since he was also, of course, high-priest of the

sun-god, was doubtless attached to the temple of that divinity ^ The House of the Morning

{pr-dtcH), therefore, was as much an adjunct of the one building as of the other. The

belief that the king was the embodiment of the sun-god, and the custom concomitant

therewith of ceremonially washing and arraying him every day in the early morning, were

still maintained after Heliopolis ceased to be the seat of the central government and when

in consequence the royal residence was separated from the sun-temple. Accordingly the

name House of the ]\Iorning was assigned to the group of apartments in the palace in

which the king's morning toilet took place.

That I am right in ascribing a ceremonial significance to the Pharaoh's daily morning

toilet during the Old Kingdom is indicated by the fact that the title Supervisor of the

pr-dudt is often closely associated with that of Chief Lector, var. Lector (nos. 87, 4, 9 /3 ,

10,
18—20, 23); in the case of nos. 87 ,

18—20, and 28, the latter title or its variant im-

mediately precedes the former. In this connection it should be pointed out that a lector

figured at the ceremonial toilet performed in the temple pr-dwH, For example, in a

fragmentary relief from the sun-temple of Nuserre^ a lector is depicted officiating at the

washing of the Pharaoh's feet ’
; a purificatory episode in the festival and one that

doubtless took place in the pr-dwH of that temple'^. Again, Pianh'hi Stele, line 108, asso-

ciates the recitations of a lector with the purification of the Pharaoh in the pr-divH of the

sun-temple at Heliopolis^. It is also to be noted that many Supervisors of the pr-divh

were distinctly priestly persons, namely nos. 7, S, 11, 18, 22 : see also below, p. 1G4.

After the fall of the Sixth Dynasty the religious aspect of the Pharaoh's early morning-

toilet seems to have been entirely lost sight of. This was probably due to the seat of

government shifting from Memphis to Herakleopolis Magna, when accordingly the influ-

ence of the Heliopolitan priests would have waned, owing to the distance between their

city and the new capital. The office of Supervisor of the pr-divh was not, it would

seem, held by any officials of the Theban Pharaohs of the Middle Kingdom, and pr-divh

as the name of the toilet apartments in the royal palace appears to have fallen out of use.

However, in the Story of Sinuhe a parallel compound ^hnwiy-diidt, "Cabinet of the Morning,"

^ Py/’., § 370 «. - See below, pp. 159 foil.

^ Egyptian Stelae in the Brit. Mas., Part IT, PI. 8, line 10.

^ Cf. MacIver, Buhen, pp. 105, 107, PL 32 foil.

^ See the cut on p. 120 of this volume of the JouraaL

See the writer’s art. Purificatiox (Egyptian) in Hastix(;s, op. cit., p. 478\

Schafer, Urkiindea der agyptischea Altertams, vol. iii, p. 38.

21—2
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is employed to denote the toilet-chambers in the house of a Middle Kingdom princeh But

not a vestige of any religious significance seems to have been attached to this “ cabinet ’’

;

it was simply a place where a person bathed, dressed, and was shaved".

Though the daily morning toilet of the Pharaoh had lost its religious significance

before the Xllth Dynasty, the Heliopolitan sun-temple, as is shown by line 108 of the

Pianklii Stele \ still possessed jr/’-cbiSt

:

and the Eire of the pr-thvh [ i.e. the ceremonial

purifying and robing of the king before officiating in that tem})le) continued to remain a

feature of the Heliopolitan sun-cult.

But, as we have >een on p. 14cS, temples other than those of the sun-god possessed

their pr-divH, and for the following reason. In order, doubtless, to enhance their political

prestige a number of the local gods of Egypt were identified with the sun-god'*, with the

result that certain accessories of solar ritual were imported into th^ h* cult, and in process

of time into the cult of all the greater Egyptian divinities. Thus apparently every temple

possessed its pr~diuH\ in which the Pharaoh had to undergo purification before he could

enter the presence of the divinity to whom the temple was dedicr ed. Not only so, but

the water used for purifying the Pharaoh was brought from the sacred pool with which

every temple seems to have been provided, and which seems regularly to have been asso-

ciated, not with the presiding deity of the temple, but with the sim-god^. The shrine in

the fjrrn of a boat Avas also probably in the first instance a feature of the sun-cultg as also

the otforing to a divinity of a figure of the goddess Me^et in the daily temple serviced

A detailed discussion of all the episodes that formed the Rite of the pr-diuH, whether

in the palace or the temple, must be reserved for another article. It should, however, be

p<,>inted out here that the characteristic feature of the rite as performed before entering a

temple (originally the Heliopolitan sun-temple) Avas the lustral Avashing of the king, with

Avhich Avere nearly always associated tAvo other subsidiary episodes, viz, fumigating him

with burning incense and presenting him Avith balls of natron to chew. According to the

reliefs and inscriptions on the Avails of the pr-divU at Edfu® the rite began with these

three episodes, as no doubt did the actual daily ceremonial toilet of the king as originally

carried out in the pr-dadt of Heliopolis. The reliefs depicting the lustration, which are to

be found in most Egyptian temples, represent the king being Avashed either by Horus and

Thoth, the bath-attendants of the sun-god Avith whom the king A\’as identified, or by Horus

and Seth, the patron gTxE of LoAver and Upper Egypt respectively Actually the king

woidd have been avashed by two officials impersonating either pair of gods, and wearing

a[)propriate* masks The water Avas brought, as already stated, from a tank or pool sacred

^ (rARDlNKR, Ott tjoi Shj,'!} of he

^

pp. lOS full

- (L\rui>'LR, op. eit., p. 10:^.

See al*ovo, p. Its.

i See the writerS art. KioHrKeL'-NB>s Egyptian', in ILvsTiN^is, o/>. cvh, p. 797‘S Erman, Handbook
( > f Et!ppti0,1 luJ / t'o /a t ) . 5 f

.

See the \\ liter's ait. PcRiriCATiux . Egyptian;, in Hastixo^?, op. p. 478^
Blackman. Pri><'u‘<Hn>js of fif>‘ Sneiptp of Bihlir,p Archaeohxjn, vol. xl, p. 88, with note 97.

’ Ah/., Schafkr, op. ch., p. Pia/Achi >VeA, line 104.

" The fitumla that the priest recited when he offered the figure is elearly of solar origin; ?^ec Moret,
P>t(of <hi i »}f,‘ client jnorinij;, r Apy/>^^ pp. 138 foil.

‘‘ Kb.l-, d*. Troc'»iit\ vol XXXVI, pp. 7— 9.

See above, p. 117,

H See pp. lls fi.ll,. whore, lu di-cu^Mn:. the we.iruig ef ma-k-, hy I might have referred
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to the sun-god and was identified with Nun, the primaeval ocean out of which the god had

in the first instance been born^ By means of the lustration the king was, as we have seen

(p. 153), thought to be reborn and at the same time to be endowed with solar qualities

The lustratiu-s, as they poured the water over the king, repeated formulae which re-

present him as imbued with life and good fortune and rejuvenated like the sun-god ^ or

which assert that his purification is that of the gods Horus, Thoth, and Seth themselves,

and also that of a god called Sepa*^, who was close Ij’ connected somehow or other with the

Heliopolitan sun-cult \ The incense-smoke not only purified the king'', but through its

medium he was brought into communion with the four above-mentioned gods and their

kas and also with his own ktr. The natron, so one of the formulae pronounced at its pre-

sentation informs us, is that of those same four gods^ indeed it has been chewed and spat

out bv Horus and and when the king himself has chewed it his mouth becomes

“ like the moath of a calf of 'tnilk on the day it ivas hond^'T The natron also divinized the

recipient The king was thus regenerated, brought into contact with the gods and imbued

with their unearthly i lalities, and his mouth was made fit to pronounce the formulae that

accompanied the various ritual acts and to chant the hymns in praise of the god^-. 8o

much for the Rite of the pr-divlt in so far as it concerned the living king.

Before the dead king could ascend to heaven, where he Avas assimilated to, or identified

with, the sun-god, or else held the position of the god s son, it was thought necessary for

him to undergo the same lustration as that undergone by the living king in the pr-dwltj

and at the hands of the same gods^^ The rite of preparing the dead king's body for

burial was therefore as nearly a replica as possible of the ceremonial toilet of the living king.

This comes out clearly in the scene representing the purification of the dead ^)huthutpe^^

whose place in the archetype of that scene would have been occupied by a figure of the

Pharaoh; cf also the passage already quoted on p. 148 which speaks of the deceased as

being ''purified in the pr-dw?t of the king;'—a statement which suggests that pr-dn:U could

be used to denote the embalmer s workshop, viewed as the ])lace in Avhich the body was

to the statement of the historian Appian about a eert<iin Volusius, who escaped arrest by assuming the

garb of a priest of Isis, which consisted of .) haig linen garment and a mask in the form of a dog’s head

(Frazer, Adoais Attis and Osiris, vol. ii, p, 8o, note

^ Blackmax, op, cif., pp. 88 foil.
;
especially note the lustration formula quoted from Junker, Stundr/i-

icacheti, p. 67, and referred to in note 8, p. 153 of this article.

- Blackman, op. cit., pp. 87 foil. " lin'd. ^ Kees, op. clt., p. 8,

See '^His majrsty proceeded to Htdiupolls vpon tlds hdl of Kher^elio, Dyww\\ r T

upon th^ road that f<ep*i t<fk<^s to Kher^ehaf Schafer, op. eit., p. 37; see also Von

Bissing, Zeitschrlft far ayyptische l^praehe, vol. 53, p. 145.

Schafer, op. cit.. p. 38, line 16; Kees, op. cit., vol. xxxvi, pp. 12 foil.

“ Pyr., § 17 foil. ; cf. §§ 376 a—378 o; Breasted, Development of Religion aad Thought, }>. 126.

^ Kees, op, rit., p. 9 ;
Pyr.. § 27. Py>'>. § -6 c, d.

Kees, lor. cit . ;
Pyr., § 27, d. Pye.. § Ton, h.

The puriticatioii undergone by the priests before they entered upon their course comprised the
“drinking’" of natron. Likewise the wailing women who bemoaned Osiris not only purified themselves
four times but also washed their mouths, chewed natron, and fumigated themselve.^ with incense, so that

both they and the lamentations with which they “beatified " the dead god might be pure (see the writers
art. Purification (Egyptian), in Hastings, op. cit., p, 489^';.

Blackman, op. cit., pp. 61 foil. : see also above, p. 117 with note 5.

See above, PL XVIII, pp. 117 foil, and pp. 123 foil.
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Fig. I. The fune-
rary pr-ilii'ft in the

Tomb-Chapel of

Rekhmire^".

washed before or during embalmment. This suggestion is possibly turther supported by

part of an inscription that accompanies one out of the numerous representations ot tunerary

ceremonies in the tomb-chapel of Rekhmire^h Some of these ceremonies may well have

taken plac(.^ while the body was being prepared for burial
;
they do not appear to be arranged

with any particular regard for the order ot their actual occurrence

^

Beside a lector, standing book in hand, are the words in question :

—

“ Going on land by the lector in front of the pr-dw?t/ Beyond the

inscription stands a group of mortuary officiants, consisting of a

-priest, a father-of-the-god, an iniikhant, the two female mourners

who impersonated Isis and Xephthys, and lastly the lector himselt

Immediately in front of them is a building which the two female

mourners are fumigating with incense. This building is doubtless the

pr-diidt mentioned in the neighbouring inscription. The embalmers

workshoji is usually called w^ht, the Place of Purification, or pr nfr, the

Goed House, or else more fully the Place of Purification of the Good

Housed It is perhaps worth pointing out that the representation of

the funerary pr-divk in this scene in Rekhmire^'s tomb-chapel (Fig. 1)

closely resembles the representation of the iv^bt in a scene in the

tomb-chapel of the youngest of the three Pepi^^onkhs at Mer^ (Fig. 2).

Through the lustral washing, so we learn from a number of religious texts, the dead

like the living king was reborn and acfpiired solar qualities and

characteristics L He was supposed, however, to be reborn not only

once, i.e. before his bod\’ was buried, but, like the sun-god himself

with whom he Avas closely associated, he was believed to undergo

lustration and be reborn every day’t Accordingly one would expect

the performance of a rite based upon that of the pr-divH to have

taken place daily in the chapel or temple attached to the king s tomb.

Apparently this is exactly what did occur.

But it was impossible to wash the corpse itself at this daily

performance, as it lay inaccessible in the vault at the bottom of the

burial-pit. Accordingly a libation of Avater poured out in the cultus-

room of the tomb-chapel or pyramid-temple took the place of the

lustrati(m (see beloAv, pp. 10

1

,
103). When the corpse decayed, or if

it A\ere destroyed, the rite Avould have lacked reality; it Avould haA’e been felt that there

must be an intact l>ody to which the officiants might direct their thoughts and acts",

—

indeod if the body Avere not intact the daily rebirth, and therefore the continuance of the

p<)sthumc)us existence, <>1 the decensed Avould ho ax* been regarded as seriously imperilled if

Fig. 2. The?^^tMnthe
Tomb-Chapel of Pe-
pi^onkh.

^ \ iRF.v, L‘ (h PI. XXV full., bottom register; boe also Kees, Reciieil de

\<>L XXXVI, p. 1 1.

- j ) PMiOINLfl, 7/b o/-’J pp. 5r», oT.

See tlio enters .u’t, pHiE>r. PuiKbiHuou kgy[»ti.iri
,
in Hastino'h, ciV., p. 30P’, § xia', {h).

^ Set* Davie-Gardinkr, '

7 -. p. LA, note 4; Blackm.vn, The Ihjrk Tombs of vol. i, p. G.

'•

P>I V< KMAN, Pro>\e<Ui>lf< the uf Btbh'i'oi Ai'chjO'Olo(j,f, Vnl. XL, pp. 62 foil.

' IbhI., p. GI with note 3!) aiul p. 03.

For a somewhat similar idea >ee \V. S. Bla^.kaian, The MoyimJ o^d CeremoHud Uses of Fire in

F<'U'-Lor^\ vol. XX VII. pp. 37Gfnil.
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not rendered impossible. Hence, perhaps, originated the practice of artificially preserving

the body*. But the early mummies were extremely perishable and also had a most un-

lifelike appearance. These circumstances prompted the making of a new body for the

deceased, more durable and more lifelike than the corpse, viz. a portrait-statue-.

The statue had to be identified with the body of the dead king. The rite by which

that was accomplished was the so-called Opening of the Mouth, which, apart from certain

episodes, was, like the rite performed on the corpse itsolf, based upon that of the pr-dwk.

The Opening of the Mouth was supposed to take place in the sculptors' workshop (the

House of Gold) where it had been tashioned". The statue was first washed and then, after

its mouth had been purified with natron, it was fumigated with incensef After a number
of episodes of doubtful significance, followed by the slaughter of an ox and the presentation

to the statue of its heart and foreleg, came those from which the whole performance derived

its name. To the accompaniment of appropriate formulae the mouth and eyes of the statue

were touched with adzes and other implements and thereby opened*”’. After this interrup-

tion the episodes based upon the royal toilet cou tinned The proceedings terminated in

presenting the king, now immanent in the statue, with a meal.

The practical identity of the Kite of the Opening of the Mouth with that of the

pr-cltvh was fully realized by the Egyptians themselves. Thus in an inscription of the

Nineteenth Dynasty the name pr-du:h, House of the Morning, is assigned to the place in

which the Opening of the Mouth of an Apis-bull was performed e

How closely the Egyptians connected a statue with the person it represented appears in

the following quotation :

—

He (Ftah) formed their (the gods’) hody^^^ Then

the gods entered into their bodg^'^ of every kind of irood, every kind of stone, every kind of

metal

* The view that mummitication was of Solar rjther tEm Osirian origin tiud-s sonic support in the

tradition that it was the sun-g(jd Re^ who sent AnuH.s to embalm Osiris (Breasted, DeceJopment of

Religion and Thought^ p. Again according to Pyr,^ 721c, 1500 —1504, Obiris was raised to life by

Re^, and a pa.sScige in a text published ly Junker, (Jotterdekret iiher d<AS Ahaton^ p. 57, connects the

mummitication and burial of Osiris with the gods of Heliopolis.

^ See Elliot Smith, The Migratlomi tf Early Ctdtn.re^ p. 3G ; Bulletin of the John Ryhmds Library^

Manehester, vol. 4, p. 211.

^ Egyptian Stelae in the Brit. Mas., Part II, PL 8, line 10; Budge, The Book of Opening the Mouthy

vol. II, p. 1 ; Davies-Gardiner, up. eit.^ pp. 57 foil.

^ According to the version on the coflin of BirthPimn incense ^vas also burnt before the lustration

(Budge, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 2'.

Budge, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 66 foil. ; vol. ii, pp. 23 foil.
; Davies-Gardiner, op. c/0, pp. 58 foil.

Budge, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 40 tf. It is significant that the toilet ends with the binning of incense

to the iiraeus, i.e. the royal di<idem [ibid., p. 66 .

~ Chassinat, Recio’il de Troeaiu\ vol. xxi, p. 72.

^ Erman, Eiit Deak/naJ naonphitUeher Theologie, in Sit:, d. kon. prey.6.^iseh. Akad. d. Wissensekaften,

vol. XLiii [1911], pp. 942. Junker, (Jotterdekret nlipr das Ahoton, pp. 42 foil., quotes a text in which is men-
tioned a ceremony for making a god enter an image. See also Junker, Stundtnn'arhen, p. 6; Journal of
Egyptian Artkaeology. vol. r, p. 253; Erman, Ho ndbook of Egyptia n Religion, pp. 43, 134—136 ; Blackman,
Journal rf Egyptian Arrhaeoloyy, vol. Ill, p. 253 with note 2. A model mummy of Grains was, of course,

used in the anniuil rite of re-enacting his embalmment,—the rite which forms the .subject of Junker’s
Die Stnrdr,nr,,eh»a> in ib r tt.Jris-musterkn. Through the ceremonial bandaging of the model luiminiy to
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In Old Kingdom times the portrait-statue (there were often several statues) was

placed for safety’s sake in a walled-iip chamber that generally adjoined the cult-roomh

No doubt this practice dates from the time when portrait-statues were first employed in

the tunerar}^ cult. The only communication between the statue-chamber and the cult-

room was a narrow slit or squint ; somet-ijiies, as in the mastabeh of Ti, there were as many
as three squints. As to the purpose for which the squint served see the writers article in

the Journal of Eg uptian Arcliaeolonip vol. iii, pp. i253 folk

Infinitely older than the Heliopolitan theory of the daily rebirth of the dead king-

identified with the sun-god, was the idea that somehow or other the dead continued to

exist and that in order to maintain this posthumous existence they needed to be supplied

with food and drink. Accordingly the oldest Egyptian funerary rite of which we have any

written record was in the form of a banquet ‘k It began with the pouring out of water

overall officiant s hands and the burning of incense: these acts represented the washing

of the ban<|ueter’s hands and his fumigation with incense-smoke % the prelude to every

Egyptian feast. Xext came three acts representing the anointing of the banqueter, the

giving to him of a pair of table-napkins, and a final censing of him. The act immediately

})rcceding the bringing in of the viands was the pouring out of a libation of water. Does
thi.s represent the washing of the banqueter’s mouth before the partaking of food ? The
fact that the first items of the repast are called a mouth-wash ” supports this

suggestion.

hen the theory wa> accepted that the dead king was daily reborn through lustration,

the old funerary repast just described was not abolished, but, with the conservatism so

characteristic of the Egyptians, the newer Heliopolitan rite was combined with it.

The earliest example of the newer rite that we possess is in the form of this combina-

tion. It dates from the end of the Fifth Dynasty, occurring in the pyramid of king Llnis-*-

By that time the custom had long been established of setting up in his mortuary temple

a portrait-statue of the dead king as a substitute for his perishable corpse. Hence the

version of the Eite of the pr-Jwk, employed for the daily funerary liturgy, contains certain

episodes, in an abbreviated form, that belong to the Opening of the Mouth. It is true that

dhe operatii)!! of Opmiing the 5Iouth of the statue had been fully carried out in the House
(d Gold, but on the <.)t]iLr hand repetition is a feature of most sacramental performances;

the \irtue they have imparted is liable to become impaired and therefore needs constantly

to be replenishc'd.

the .u cuiiujaniiiioiit of the preseriheil ioriiiuhie the god was thought to become iuiinaneut in the figure, as

appear'^ in the following p<c ^Eil
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- Sro nj .Mr KRAY. >'0 YY./;V/ Pan I, PL XVI fl, p. 3e,

• l*«'r tlio impvr^on.ttinii .*f tin* dead by an ntfieiaut ef. Sot<ire, vnl. O'j. p.
49pi.

^ \\ 10 fob.
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The poiiiiug out of water over the officiant s hands and the burning of incense had

become the traditional way of beginning the daily or periodical service for the dead. In

the combination of the older and newer rites these two acts retained their customary

position. But after them were inserted two episodes, which, as we have seen, were charac-

teristic marks of the Rite of the pr<lwH, episodes representing the lustral washing of the

king and the purification of his mouth with natron. The rite was performed in front of

the so-called false door (through which the dead had access to the world of the living) and

not, as in the case of the daily temple liturgy, in the presence of a cultus-statue\; for, as

we have seen, the statue was placed in a walled-up chamber^ and was almost as inaccessible

as the corpse. The lustra! washing, therefore, as already stated on p. 158, took the form

of a libations The burning of incense, which usually followed directly after the lustration^

was omitted here (probably because incense had been burnt just previously), and the

officiants passed straight on to the offering of natron for the purification of the mouth I

In recognition of the presence of the statues in the adjoining compartment, the officiants

next produced certain implements that were used at the Opening of the Mouth*^. After

the presentation of food and drink, by means of which the Oj^ening of the Mouth was

completed", the dead king, according to the texts in the pyramid of Xeferkere^, was fur-

nished with various ceremonial garments and with royal insignia \ The next series of

episodes, the offering of unguents, cosmetics, and napkins ', are preliminaries of the old

funerciry banquet. But, together with the acts immediately preceding, they also bear a

general resemblance to what must have followed the purifying of the king s mouth at his

daily toilet in the pr-dwh^'\ The rite ended with the serving up of the banquet.

^ It might have been expected that when the ii^e of a pi>rtrait-^tatue was introduced into the

funerary cult, the rite, as in the case of divinities, would have been tjerforuied in it^ presence, and that

the lustral water would have been sprinkled on it. But it must be borne in mind that there was this

difference between the cult of divinities and the cult of dead kings : if the ciiltus-.'^tatue of a divinity

were to have been destroyed or to have perished with age it would have been re[)laced, for the worship of

a divinity was for the beneht of the community
;
the maintenance of the cult of dead kings, however,

was in most case^ for their own benefit only, and their successors could hardly, therefore, be expected to

renew their statues if any mishap befell them, whence the only safe course was to wall them up.

- In certain mastabehs at ('lizeh there was no statue-chamber, the persons buried tlierein apparently

not being furnished with statues. Instead, a stele with a figure of the deceased carved upon it was

erected in the cult-room.* The continued existence of the deceased Wris evidently thought to be as much
bound up in these cases with the stele as, in other cases, with the statue. Hence it too was walled up

with blocks of stone to preserve it from damage or destruction (Juxker, Vorherkht kher die ziveite

Grahung hei den Pgromiden ron. Gizeh^ pp. 4 foil, with PL III).

3 Pyr., § 22 foil.

^ See Kees, Recueil de Trurajfx, p. 8; ef. Moret, Rituel da raUe dirin jinirn'diei\ pp. 171—177. In

the Opening of the Mouth the statue was fumigated with incense after tlie presentation of the natron

(Budge, The Book of Opening the Mooth, vol. ir, p. 10). For fumigation with incense as the ordinary

sequel to a bath see Pyr,, §§ 1164c, 1180 a— 1181 2006 a, h. The burning of incense, it should also be

noted, is the regular accompaniment of a libation Blackmax, The Teuiyh of Derr^ Pis. XXXVI,
XLII, LYII, LXIII; JrxKER, Gotterdekret, p. 20, fig. 6}.

> P//A, §§ 26 foil. Pyr,, § 30a, h. " Pyr„ §§ 31—40.
- Pyr., §§ 41—49. ^ §§ bO—57.

After his actual purification the king would have been anointed, clothed, adorned with his jewelled

collar, bracelets, etc., presented with the y//i8-seeptre and arrayed in a wig or in the runs- or hJt- head-

cloth, or else crowned with the royal diadem; see above, pp. 14S and 150, and cf. BuDi.i£, fgo eit.^ vol. ir,

pp. 40—63; Moret, op , ciV., pp. 179 foil, and 238 foil

Jouru. (‘f Egypt. Arch. v. 22
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We can now understand why in the tomb-chapel of Pctamenope the formulae written

above the so-called “ List of Offerings ” are prefaced bv the following line of text

A n =o Di 1 I

A Q

1.

Q

Formula: the House of the Morning (-^v-dwh), ivhat is requested in the loay of

offerings, the purifying of the hanquet-tahle, for the ka of. Petennenope the justified^

The reason is that into the '' List of Offerings/’ which is really a collection of directions

for the due celebration of the funerary banquet, has been incorporated a version of the

Eite of the prMAi'H‘^.

Thus when phutnakht of El-Bersheh prays that the southern and the northern itrt

may make for him a pr-dicH, he is merely asking for a regular performance of the mortuary

service in his tomb-chapel, i.e. the presentation of offerings preceded by episodes that

represent what was originally the daijy royal morning toilet.

The Eite of the pr-divH closely resembles the daily service performed in all Egyptian

temples in historic times. After certain preliminaries, which included opening the doors

of the shrine and making prostrations ^ the officiating priest took the cultus-image out of

the shrine. He first sprinkled it with water, fumigated it with incense^ and purified its

mouth with natron‘s; after which he arrayed^it in various coloured ^yrappings®, decked it

with ornaments^ crowned it", and finally presented it with a meaP. The fact is, as I pro-

pose to show in a future article, that the daily temple liturgy, as we know it, is based upon

the rite that was performed every day on behalf of the cultus-statue of the Heliopolitan

sun-god. Indeed the purificatory performances in the pr-dwU are themselves derived from

that rite,—the king identified with the sun-god being treated in the same manner as the

god s image. After undergoing lustration, the image of the sun-god was robed, anointed,

and crowned etc., because the god was regarded as a king, or rather as the prototype of all

Egyptian kings. Accordingly, both in the case of the king and of the sun-god, the toilet-

episodes that follow^ed the lustral washing were practically identical.

As we have seen, several of the local divinities were identified with the sun-god.

Now the king in one aspect was regarded as the son of the sun-god was therefore

regarded as the son of the gods identified with the sun-god. This idea of sonship wmuld

soon affect the relationship of the king with all divinities whether male or female. The

king was also the high-priest of the sun-god, and he became high-priest of the local

divinities by the same process as that by which he came to be regarded as their son. The

local high-priesthoods also, of course, devolved upon the Pharaoh as the supreme head of

the centralized government of Egypt, in whom were united all the political and religious

1 DuMICHEN, Lirobj'nJo dts Pj. V.

- Ofteniuis of food and drink were regarded a> yurificatoiy in a .secondary sense, viz. they

iiubued the recipient with uiy^teri<nis vital force and divine qualities. See the art. Purification (Egyp-
tian', in Ha>tino'», iii>, , pp. 47 <y' = ^

v. p d', and 3 . Hence the priest in the daily temple
.service Mohei, <*p. •nt,, pp. 9 . 19 , .D and preface.'? the conj?tant assertion '”‘1 am pure’' with
the words ‘"An ottering which the king gives, — formula to which at an early date gi’eat magical potency
Wris a'^crihc'd and which ni\ sterioii>ly brought into existence offerings of food and drink for the person on
wh<»se l)ehalf it was repeated ; >ee Davies-Garoinlu, op. tit., p. 92 .

Moref, op, pp 9—90. * Op. ,‘tf

.

pp. I 7 |_q 77
^ pp^ 2u2foll.

'• Op. cit.. p[) 17 sf<)li.
^

' Oj>. pp. 23Sfoll. ' Op. rit., pp. 238
,
240 .

'* Krm.vn, Hn j'dbtufk nT Enppt*" t<
p. 4b)

DLACKM.VN, Prn,:r,j;rp.< of fh> Sn'o\f}/ nj BihU^ol A/rhuCnJ
o<Jp

,

VoL XL, pp. 00 foll.
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functions that once belonged bo the local chiefs^ As their son and high-priest he, or his

deputy^ would naturally have performed the same rite on behalf of the local divinities as

in the first instance on behalf of the sun-god.

When the dead king was identified with Osiris the posthumous lustration and the

funerary cult in general acquired a diiferent significance, though there seems to have been

little change in the exterior forms, which had doubtless become stereotyped. The signi-

ficance of the Osirianized washing of the dead in the embalmment and other funerary

rites is sufficiently set forth in my previous article on p. 118 of this volume of the Journal.

The cult of Osiris, whether this god is to be regarded as actually a dead king or as the

personification of dead kingship, would have been the same in form as that of any dead

Egyptian king. Now the living king was Horus, and Horus according to the myth was

the son of Osiris, with whom, certainly by the end of the Fifth Dynasty, every dead king

was identified. Since the living Pharaoh Horus was regarded as the son of all Egyptian

divinities, his relationship with them naturally enough came to be regarded as that of

Horus with his father Osiris, especially as the rite celebrated by him on behalf of these

divinities so closely resembled that celebrated by him on behalf of his dead father. Accord-

ingly for cult-purposes every Egyptian divinity came to be regarded as an Osiris, the king

or his deputy the priest, playing the part of Horus. Thus the daily temple liturgy, that

was based upon that performed for the Heliopolitan sun-god, underwent the same process

of Osirianization as the funerary rites based upon the Rite of the pi-divh. Naturally the

Opening of the Mouth was Osirianized, for by it the portrait-statue was identified with the

body of the dead king, i.e. the body of Osiris. Lastly the Osirianization of the rites derived

from that of the pr-dich led to the Osirianization of that rite itself, as we see in the texts

attached to the representations of it that date from the Ptolemaic epochs

It would be as well, perhaps, to give a few examples of the Osirianization of these

originally solar rites.

The daily service on behalf of the dead king had, as is shown by Pyr, §§16 foil., been

completely Osirianized by the end of the Fifth Dynasty. Accordingly the water used for the

libation which preceded the ottering of natron and which was substituted for the lustral

washing of the king's body, is not identified with the water of a sacred solar pool nor

associated with Horus, Thoth, Seth, and Sepa, but is said to be the moisture that has

exuded from Osiris^ By means of this water the dead king identified with Osiris receives

back his vital fiuid and his heart is no longer still {tcrd), but beats again. That this

libation actually does represent the old Heliopolitan lustration is shown by the fact that it

is followed by the otfering of natron (which act represents the purification of the mouth by
the chewing of that substance), and also by the fact that the formulae pronounced when
the natron was offered are the same as those recited when natron was offered after lustration

in the Rite of the pr-dwH, and in the closely connected Opening of the Mouth and daily

temple liturgy. In these two last-mentioned rites, and in the version of the Rite of the

pr-divH preserved at Edfu, the formula pronounced during the lu^tration was likewise

Osirianized. The water used for sprinkling the living king and the dead king's portrait

^ See the writer'« art. Priest, Priesthood (Egyptian^ in Hastings, op. cit., p. 293^’.

2 OjU. u7., p. 29H.

^ A.y., Kee^, Recued de T/'iH'ifox, pp. 7 toll.
;
Chassinat, Mnurraui d Edfov^ pp. 69, 85; Benedite

LIh de Fhilae., pp. 9, 82 foil.
’

^ Pyr., § 22 foil.

22— 2
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statue, is still associated ^yith. Horus, Thuth, Seth, and Sepa\ but it is also said to unite the

bones, adjust the head to the bones, and make the person, statue or divinity “complete”

(tni) in every particular-. Thus, to the Heliopolitan formula that ascribed the washing of

the king etc. to divinities associated with the sun-cult, was tacked on an Osirian formula

which represented the object of the lustration as a dismembered corpse that was being

revivified. A similar Osirian formula was repeated at the lustral washing of the ilead king,

as I have shown on p. 119 of this volume of the Journal.

There are a fe^v more points that I want to draw attention to before bringing to a close

what is, I fear, a rambling and disconnected article.

The Old Kingdom Supervisor of the pr-divH not only officiated at the Pharaoh s daily

morning toilet, but also, I would suggest, (a) at the performances in the temple pr-clwH,

and (6) at the washing of his royal master s corpse.

{a) We have seen that the title Supervisor of the pr-dwh is closely associated wuth

that of Unirpie Friend (var. Friend). In the relief referred to on p. 155, which depicts the

wu'^hing of king Xuserre^s feet in the pr-duJt of his sun-temple, it is a Friend who holds

the can fhr feet-ablutions. Khnemhotpe (no. 7), a Friend, Controller of the Palace, Keeper

the Crown etc., was an Inspector of the ice^i-priests of UserkaPs sun-temple, while

Eiikheftka (no. 8), also a Friend and Controller of the Palace, besides being a Super-

intendent of the king’s linen, the king’s adornment, and the bath-room of Pharaoh, was a

u:Jh priest ol SahureCs sun-temple. Again Ti (no. 13) in addition to being a Unhpie
Friend, Controller ot the Palace, and the courtier responsible for the care of the Pharaoh’s

wigs and diadem, was Suj^enntendent of the sun-temples of Sahure^, XeferirkereC XefrureC
and Xus(U’reC It is most probable, therefore, that these three functionaries not only

Mipervised the mysteries in the pr-dudt <jf the palace, but those in the pr<lwH of the

temples to wdiich they were attached. Lastly Emrori of Dendereh (no. 25), apart from that

of Xomarch bears no titles that are not priestly, most of them being connected
w ith rhe cult of Hathor. A purely local notable, as Emrori appears to have been, could
hardly have officiated at the toilet of his sovereign in distant 5Iemphis or Herakleopolis.

In hi'^ ca^e, therefore, Supeiwisor of the pr-djtdt possibly means that he took part in the
ceremonit‘> of the pr-dadt in Hathor s temple at Dendereh, when the Pharaoh came to visit

the go(hh'>s and h) exercise before her his high-priestlv office.

{h) Ivc'iiofer 1,) certainly assisted the king at his daily morning toilet, as the
a^sociatlon *4 the title Supervisor <4 the pr-dudt with those of Unique Friend and Controller
of the } <ilace indicates. Eut hi'> being a Siiperinteiulent of his father king’ Snefru’s pyramid

tint he also officnted at tln^ tunerary Kite of the pr-dwH. The same funerary
function ma\ als<.> be assigned to Enkheftka (no. 8; see also above under o),^w*ho was a

UUprie^t of the pyramid of Sahure^: Kemromet
>

;
no. II), a prophet

<4 tla pyrami<l of Xmeriv'^; Ti (no. 13). superinteiideiil <4 the pyramid of XeferirkereC
supermteiideiit of the prophet- of that pyramid, and superintendent of the pyramid of
Auseriv^; l-esikluU (no. 21 ) an official of the pyramid of Piopi I: Sesi (no. 22), an inspector
of the i.iophet- of the same pyramid; Mereruka (in. 18). an inspector of the prophets ot

leti s pyramid: ami abovr all to Sekheiakere^ ( uo. h), w'ho bore the title of

the Embahiier, t.e. In wa- rhe chit4‘ officiant <it the Rite of Embalmment.

Anubis

^ biixTh, 74-'/' tl>> vol. n, j.p .3 full. ; Kkes. < 7V., p. 8,
- L v.\ Morkf. .>;/,. pp, 17] toil.
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The above-mentioned Ken5fer and Sekhemkere^, also Iiinmin (no. 4) and Sethu (no. 17),

^vere sons of kings, in which connection it should be remembered that it is his sons who are

represented as assisting at the washing of the dead Dhnthotpe of El-Bershehb and who, on

the analogy of the procedure followed at the court, would have acted in the same capacity

when he was aliv^e.

It would appear, therefore, that the same courtiers who assisted the king at his daily

morning toilet in the pr-divH of the palace, assisted both at his purifying, robing etc., in

the pr-dwk of the temple and at the derived performance that took place at the embalm-

ment of his corpse.

It will be observed that Meriteti (no. 19), the son of the great noble and official

3Iereruka, is entitled in the latter’s tomb-chapel, Lector of his father, Supervisor of the

Mysteries of the pr-divH. The addition of the words ‘'of his father” to the title Lector,

and the close association of this title with that of Supervisor of the 3Iyst erics of the pr-dwH^

suggest that the pr-dwH here mentioned is not that of the king, but that the mysteries of

the pr-diuH denote in this case the lustral washing etc. of Mereruka’s coi'pse.

It is highly
2
->i*^bable that the posthumous washing of the deceased to ensure his

rebirth had ceased to be an exclusively royal funerary rite by the beginning of the Sixth

Dynasty, the period when Mereruka flourished. The closely connected Eite of Opening the

31outh was performed on statues of subjects as early as the end of the Third Dynasty, as we

learn from reliefs in the tomb-chapel of ^lethen-. iloreover by the end of the Sixth Dynasty^

portions of the Pyramid Texts were inscribed on the coffins of subjects, thus ensuring for

them the celestial destiny that, according to the earlier conception, viz. that of the Helio-

politan priesthood, was reserved for the dead Pharaoh.

X.B. The title “ Supervisor of the 31ysteries of the House of the 3Iorning,” when

quoted in this article, is generally, for convenience sake, abbreviated to " Supervisor of the

House of the 3Iorning.”

1 See above, pp. 118, 123.

- Lepsius, Deid'iiujler^ Part II, PI. 4 foil. Metbeu's ^statue in the Beilin Musseum, a& are also the

reliefs from ma.^tabeli (Lepsius, toe. oit.., and M-V.-^pero, The Duo:a of Cicdilation^ ed, 1894, p. 293).

^ See Mace-Winlock, The Toud) of Seaebtisi

^

p}>. 50 foil, and 114fnll.
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THE EGYPTIAN
or ART

COLLECTION IN THE MUSEUM
AT CLEVELAND, OHIO

By CAROLINE RANSOM WILLIAMS, Ph.D., D.Litt.

When in June 1916 the Cleveland Museum of Art opened its doors to the public, one

gallery of Egyptian objects, about five hundred in number h was included in the inaugural

exhibition. These objects had been acquired in Egypt in 1913 by a special agent A)f the

Museum and were thus a part of its permanent collections, which even then were very

creditable, considering the youth of the institution. Through the courtesy of the Director

of the Museum, Mr F. Allen Whiting, I have had opportunity to study the collection and

am now permitted to publish certain pieces selected to show the quality of the material

and to illu>trate its range of interest. I wish to acknowledge mv indebtedness also to

Mr J. Arthur iMacLeaii, Curator of the Museum, for answering various questions which

developed with reference to the material in the course of writing this paper.

Of ve^^^els in the collection, those of stone are the most varied and representative;

among them an entire large tomb group from Sakkareh of the Early Dynastic period.

The piRtery \ es^els, although numerous, are not so well distributed through the ditferent

kind> of ^^ares, being largely IMiddle Kingdoih specimens from Harageh : the collection

CiUitains. howevi'r. one excellent large pot (141 . 14) of the so-called Decorated, or Red-lined,

Pre-histoi‘ie ware, an XVllIth Dynasty storage vessel with hL*ad of Hathor in relief

(142 . 14), an inttav>ting Empire va>e of fine red pottery imitating a leather bag (391 . 14),

and a lew lato pieee>. Two bronze vc'^sels, some good early glass vaseS; a few pieces of

laieiice, and several X Vlllth Dynasty dummy vases of painted wood (388-390 . 14) complete

the numbta* of the vess(.D. Three of the later stone pieces and a tiny group in faience are

selected for imtice here.

Xu. 1 (>et‘ tigiuv un next page and Plate XX VI. top, left). Vase (78,14). Alabaster.

X\ Illth D\na>i\ - lit.. diam. at top. .'ll m. Pieces lo’^t from the rim and from
the body iu‘ar tln^ ba‘>e.

ihis umuual torm >ugge''t> a type oi vase, with ami wdthout handle, w^hich is familiar

the auiiil>er I'' Inuidred and ''eveiity-tive, iiieludiug material from Harageh presented bv
tlu* mI An haet>ln'^\ in iiid ''omt* gitt'? truin individu-ds. Thi'' tuttil dues not include
m.itciial leceutU m Eg} pt ut winch wurj lia>just cstuie tu ine. The new t>urchafees will fill

-<.mc hwiniHc iiidic-ited m thc^e p-tces and add a numher uf imaiue object^ to thi^ intcreNtimc collection.
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in Cretan paintings and originals \ and is included among the foreign vessels known to the

Egyptians-. The resemblance lies in the straight sides tapering down-

ward. The Cleveland vase is less slender than the majority of the

Cretan vessels, but nevertheless its proportions can be paralleled among
them. A ring-stand made in one piece with the vase, as here, is unusual

if it occurs among examples from the Aegean regions, but among the

vessels brought by the foreign tribute-bearers in the tomb of Eekhmire*^

are represented not only vases (jf the common Cretan form, pointed at

the bottom, but others which have low ring-stands, united with the

vase, as is evident in one carried by its handle. Our vase is carved in

relief to represent a network of cords such as might have been used to

suspend it. Another peculiarity is that the rim is not in the same

plane with the base but slants sharjfly (see the cut). Possibly this slant

was occasioned by the shape of the block of alabaster available for

making the vase. As no record of the finding of the vase has been preser\ed and as com-

plete parallels apparently fail, one is at a loss to date it, unless the general resemblance to

the foreign forms which have been cited Wctrrants pronouncing it an XVIIIth Dynasty

piece of native workmanship influenced by imported models’^.

No. 2 (Plate XXVI, top, centre). Ointment jar (73 . 14). Alabaster. Xllth or XVIIIth

Dynasty. Ht., 2| in., diam. at top, 2^% in.

Small toilet vases of the shape of this one extend over a considerable period but are

commonest in the Xllth and XVIIIth Dynasties, The Cleveland vase was no doubt once

furnished with a flat cover. Its special interest lies in the inscription
'' ointment,”

“ salve,'’ incised on the exterior, which must have been intended to indicate the contents of

the jai"*.

No. 3 (Plate XXVI, top, right). Dish on a stand (79. 14). Alabaster. XVIIIth or

XIXth Dynasty. Ht., o^in.. diam, at rim, Tjin. Parts of base and lip missing.

This form of dish with its three ribs about the body was introduced in the XVIIIth

Dynasty and is found with and without the stand raising it from the ground. When the

bottom is rounded, as here, we may infer that the vase originally had a stand, even when
the latter is not preserved. Other pieces intended for use alone have a low foot. It is

perhaps uncertain whether the present two parts belonged together originally, but at least

the form resulting from their union is a normal one. Some related dishes have only two

ribs and are thus shallower.

In the Cairo catalogue of stone vessels examples are published and cited which vary

1 For instance, Perrut et Cuipiez, ih: Vurt thms V<j Vul, \'i, p. 919, Fig. 473 : Hawes,

Oournuf^ Vasiliki <tud vther Prehistorir in Cret*\ PL A II, Xos, 26 and 29.

- See Wilkixsox-Birch, Manners nnd Cnstotns of thr Andoit E<ji/pti((ns, Vol. i, PL II a, painting in

the tomb of Rekhmire^.

3 Cf the blue-glazed Egyptian vase of .similar proportions, but with handle and pointed bottom, given

in Hall, The Oldest Cinli-jaion nf Utuw, p. 1S6, Fig. 53: this clearly imitates a Fretan type.

tf the Middle Kingdom toilet jars found at Da^liur with covers bearing inscriptions in hieratic

writing particularizing their contents, De Morgan, Fuudles a DaheltuUf\ Mars-.Juiii, 1894, p. 110.
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in date from the reign of Tuthmosis III to that of Ramesses IL. Reference is made in the

text to similar vases found on the island of Cyprus, h^it no examples are quoted. Four such

vessels fi’om Cyprus are in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, contained in the Cesnola

Collection, viz., No. 1G37, a dish similar to the one in Cleveland, but smaller and with stand

and bowl worked out of one piece of alabaster^ No. 1636, a larger, similar vessel without

stand, also of alabaster-, No. 1579 without stand, made of green faience, decorated in the

interior ^^ith a lotus flower {Nympliaea lotvs) seen from below, as the sepals partly cover

the petals and No. 1538 of black steatite with stand and dish in one piece All these vases

appear to be local imitations of Egyptian products, rather than importations from Egypt,

to judge by the unpleasing quality of the alabaster and faience, the thick walls, and some-

what clumsy workmanship. The faience vase from Cyprus is placed by Prof. Myres in

the “late Bronze Age, 1500—1200 B.c.,
’ the black steatite one in the period 1200—1000 B.c."

The latter, at least, according to Prof Myres' reckoning, is later than the dated pieces

found in Egypt. Although extant Egyptian dishes of this class made of stone® are fairly

abundant, the form seems absent from Theban tomb-paintings, so far as publications showy

yet these same tomb-paintings contain numerous high-stemmed drinking-cups of the form

pictured in Wilkixsox-Birch, Marniers and Customs, Vol. ii, Fig. 268 on p. 2h wdiich

agree in general proportions w ith the vases under discussion, but have bowds of different

outline. The available material does not settle the C|uestion w^hether our vase is of foreign

or native design, but at least the Ctqniote examples mentioned do not suggest a foreign

origin for it.

No. 4 (PI. XXVI, middle). Four miniature jars on a common base (1-^1 . 16, on loan).

Light green-blue faience. XXVIth Dynasty or later. Length, 1| in.

The Cairo Museum contains numerous miniature faience vases, among them, besides

those w’hich occur singly, six groups of two jars on a common base, eleven of four jars

forming a square on plan, and one of four jars in a row as here^ This last, No. 3800,As
bomew'hat larger than our piece, being m. 0'052 long. The extant groups are not confined,

howxwer, to the twos and tours rejiresented in the Cairo catalogue; a group of six is among
the types w'hich w^ere prevalent at Abydos*', and a group of eight is contained in the Leyden

^ ^ ox Bissixg, Xo''. 1S210, 15-218, PI. ^ II and p. xxi. A close parallel to our
piece, not included in Dr von Bisyngy example^, is in the Leyden collection, see Leemaxs, Moniuneiits

iht :S[v^i^e fV A,'rJq„iU^ Ptup-his 0 Leirh,Yo\. ii, PL LVl, 170; related forms on this plate

and PI. LV. Cf. al>o Pelrik, Inh/rluth, aad Mazghnvdi, PL XVI, 3, and Exgelbach, Riqqehand
Mcnipfds VL PL XI, 5.

- Myke>, ILirdhuokufthr CeSitnht Potliii.ttUif

,

p. 2^6.

<qi. /;?/., p. 2( I, puhlislied Di eE'>xoLA, A Dt’senpa i'e Atlui) uf the Cesnolo Collection of Cypriote
opntiei if the Mt'seont of Art, VuL iii, PL CVIII, 3. Diam., in.

^ MvRh>, np. Cft
,
p. 2H7.

^ So nil museum LiLel dictated by Prnf. Vlvre^^.

^oe al-. a tuilet t.nx ..f wu,,,! without .taiid, Ih'lhsti,' <1- I In.ititnt Frno';. d Arch. Orientale, Yol. l.

j)[i. 22. 2.U. and Plato II. -I" ,ind 6, late X\ Illth Dyna.-sty. I am iiiialile to oite any Egyptian examples
of friience, <ilthounh they pn.ibahly exist.

W KL'>ziN'.Kr. AP'f-'^ ^> 1
, <fltoo,f,q,fF<<‘h>.{> k'Afu/'ir text to PL 90, reproduces one of the Levden

va^e-. of nur type 5 nf a ^cene in the tonil) of Rekhrairey but hi^ parallel is not precise
;
the vWel

held by the ^lave-^tirl m the p.v.ntin'j; ha^^ a different bowl.
' vox Bis-iXn, Xus. 3732, 3733, 37^2-93. 3708-8rHy 3803, with p. xxviii.
MaRIETTE, Cfarfloiffi q*- II> r<d d*!^ ///,/. il' AhffdjiH, Xo, 1369, p. 5'^()
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museum ^ The forms include various wide-mouthed vessels, the hes-vase, and the low

water-jar with spout. A group of four, square on plan, in the Art Institute, Chicago

(No. 94.646), is sufficiently large to have been used for liquid in small quantity ‘1 The
majority of the jars, however, have so little capacity that one is forced to agi'ee with the

opinion expressed long ago by Mariette that they were not intended to hold anything. Pre-

sumably they served the dead mystically in the place of vessels of normal dimensions. The
finding of two silver groups at the foot of the mummy and still others within the Canopic jars

of the same burial is reported in the Anncfles du Seirice des Antiquity de ViJgypte, Vol. iii

(1902), p. 211. Apparently it was felt that the parts of the body placed in the Canopic

jars must have their provision of model vases, too. Dr von Bissing dates the Cairo pieces

to the Ptolemaic and Eoman periods, perhaps judging from their glaze, as he states that

all record of the circumstances of their discovery has been lost
;
the appearance of the

Cleveland group would not necessitate so late a dating.

Among the miscellaneous objects of stone and faience is one of alabaster (127.14)

shaped like the wooden plasterer’s float, found with mortar on it, which is published in

Petrie, Kahun, Guroh and Hcvivara, PI. IX, 9. The Cleveland piece, in view of its

material and smaller size (length, 5Y^in.) is perhaps a ceremonial floats

Another object is a blue faience pomegranate (59 . 14) of the style of the nineteen or

more examples discovered in the tomb of Ameiiophis Ilf

\Ye may here consider also the following numbers :

No. 5 (Plate XXYI, bottom). Head-rest of “the King’s spsty YXrwet” (80.14).

Alabaster. Late Yth or YIth Dynasty. Ht., in.
;
base, 7§ by 2|^in.

This number is an excellent example of a type of Old Kingdom head-rest which satisfies

the aesthetic sense by its good proportions and vigorous lines. A plain space equal to

about two and one-half flutes was reserved on the front of the stem for a vertical inscription

which, however, never w'as added, as the head-rest was eventually bought for a woman with

a short name and only one short title, and her inscription
^ ^ ^ ^ was readily

accommodated on the edge of the block below the curving head-piece. The title, which

was frequent only from the end of the Yth through the YIth Dynasty, is of significance for

the date of the head-rest. Its meaning, in common with that of many other Egyptian

titles, has not been defined. It has been rendered “Royal Noblewoman^” and “Royal

Lady^” but why should the wife and daughters of provincial giundees be thus called^?

Did the title indicate blood relati<mship with the king ? Was it a rank conferred bv him

^ Leemax.'), op, cit.^ II, PL XCIV, 2^7.

- For data with respect to material in the mirseums of Chicago rind for various, suggestioii.s and

corrections, I am indebted to Dr T. G. Allen.

3 Miniature mason’s floats were put in foundation deposits, see Theodore M. Davi.s, The Tomb of

Hotshopsitu, PL XV, 2, p. 105. In addition to the actual floats found at Kahun, sec Wilkinsox-Birch

op, ciY., Vol. II, Xo. 391, 3, p. 175.

^ Daressy, FoinUes de la Vallee des Rois,, PL XXX, Xos. 24508—24525,

Petrie, Deshasheh^ j). 20.

^ Davies, The Rock Tombs of SheiL’h p. 30.

• See esj^ecially A/imdei> dii Serciee^ VoL III (1902;, p2
>. 250 and 257.

Journ. of Fgy})t. Arch. v. 23
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on the women of the families he desired to propitiate, and sometimes also on the sons^ of

the family ?

In the use of a head-rest instead of pillow the Egyptians are linked with the Orient

and difler from the peoples to the north of the Mediterranean
;
indeed in no other country

of the Orient can the head-rest be traced to so remote a date. The assumption is generally

made that it came in as a means of preserving elaborate coiffures during the hours of sleep.

M. Capart, being unable to cite very much evidence for elaborate hair-dressing among the

early Egyptians, argues' that they must nevertheless have practised the art because they

made use of head-rests 1 Prof. Petrie adheres to the usual view, but observes^ that the

shcipe, long and wide, of the uppermost member of the Egyptian head-rests is not specially

suited to complicated coiffures, contrasting in this respect with the wooden pillows of modern

African tribes, which are narrow at the top, doubtless to accommodate elaborately dressed

hair. In view of the Egyptian custom of cutting short the natural hair and wearing wigs,

the usual explanation of the purpose of Egyptian head-rests is not convincing. It necessi-

tates assuming, with Prof Ermanf that the Egyptians slept in their wigs; yet in the

day-time, to judge by the mastaba reliefs, they shifted freely from a wigless state to one of

formal embellishment with now a short, now a long, perruque. Is it not possible that the

head-rest had its origin in a different conception of comfort'^ from that of the western

world, and that the Egyptians in their hot climate did not care to embed their heads in

pillows ?

Xo. 6 (Plate XXYII, top). Reel for thread ? (250.14.) Pale blue faience. About

XXIInd Djmasty. Diam., 1| in.

Small disks similar to this one, made of faience of varying shades of blue and green

and ornamented on both sides, are fairly numerous. The most probable explanation which

has been offered for them is that they are reels for thread®, a view which probably is based

on their general resemblance to plain reels with ancient thread in position, such as the one

of wood in the Leyden museum f It is not apparent why some have two opposed holes

through the groove for the thread®, others have holes in the middle of the two sides and

the Cleveland piece is without any opening into the interior, although each side has a deep

depression in the centre. They differ, too, in form : some, like the one in Cleveland and the

examples in Xew \ork, are flat on one side and convex on the other; others are convex on

both sides, usually, however, in a differing degree^'*. I do not know of any which are flat on

^ Davies, Th>: R<jrk Tombs of Deir el Gehmwl^ Vol. ii, PL XVIII
; Adncdes du Service, YoL III, p. 256.

Another instance of the title home by a man, Capart, U,ie rue de tomheaiu: a Sakkarah, PL CII.
* Primitire Art ii>. Eg^pt, p. 42.

IleliopoHs^ Kfifr Amnior, and Sh'itrufo, p. ^2,

^ Life ill Ancle lit Egjfpt, p. 185.

Petrie, op. cit., ]). 22, glve'^ evidence that the Egyptians dmeliorated by more or less padding the
hardness of the headrests.

So Petrie, TmAs and Weapons, [c 53, 148.

Wilkix>on-Biiu'H, np. nit., YoL II, Xo. 392, }). 176.

So ,i :5pcciiiien in the Art Iii-'>titute, ( hicago. Xo. 94. 478, ^^hlch of a darker blue than the majority.
Xo. 311)12 in the i'leld ilu-eum, Chioa-n, of dark gray-l.lue colour, 15. 3. 871 and 872 in the Metro-

polit.in Mu-puui of Alt. Xew Vork, from tlie iluspum'» e.xcavatirms in the village of the XXth—XXIInd
Ii\ii.i^t\ at the Aoitli I \ittmid ol Lrdit. All tho'-e have the pattern worked tl Joui' ox\ one side.

.So the Chicago piece, uud the one publidied in C.turiER-jEQuiER, /o-uY/eirfeZiV/ii, p. 106, Fig. 142.
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both sides like the Leyden wooden reel. The ornament in many instances consists, on the

one side of a large rosette, on the other of concentric patterns of petals, small rectangles,

leaf-like motives, and, rarely, as here, the Greek maeander. Prof. Petrie suggests that

they date from the XXIInd Dynasty, and the two from the 3Ietropolitan iluseum's excava-

tions at Lisht cannot be later than that date.

The class of seals and signet-rings is well represented in the Cleveland collection.

The rings include a few fragile ones of bright blue faience, which are signet-rings only in

form, a good illustration of the swivel type in Xo. 252 . 14, namely a bronze ring set with

scarab of Ramesses II, and several with solid bezel made of cornelian and lapis lazuli.

Among the seals are examples of the ‘‘ button ” type, a goodly number of scarabs, including

one of gold of the XIIth Dynasty (258.14), and some attractive fancy forms, such as one

having a small ibis (248. 14), and another a cat, in the round, on the top. Three of the

seals are described in the following paragraphs

:

No. 7 (Plate XXYII, centre). Cylinder-seal of llycerinus (16.656). Basalt ? IVth
Dynasty. Length, of an inch.

A photographic view of the seal itself and of an impression of its device are given in

the Plate. The formula '' King X, beloved of Hathor, beloved of the gods,'' found here, is

the sole device on some other royal cylinder-seals of the Old Kingdom
;
both epithets

occur also as a part of longer royal cylinder inscriptions. The somewhat unusual t filling

in the space under the ?iu’-sign is probably a mere distortion of, or mistake for, i\ As a

parallehin thought, also testifying to Hathor as special patroness of the king at this early

time, the place-name, V may be cited. Indeed the cult of this

goddess must have fiourished greatly, judging by the number of lay priests and priestesses

she had among the nobility of the time. The known cylinders of ilycerinus are not fewer

than ten‘^. They were used, of course, not by the king himself, but by those in his service.

No. 8 (Plate XXVII, bottom, right). Seal (259 . 14). Blue-glazed steatite. Xllth
Dynast}". Diam., inch.

This seal is a lovely example of its class. The bright blue glaze is well preserved and
both designs are cleanly cut. On the bottom the stalks of two papyrus umbels are coiled

into spirals and the remaining space is filled with two hieroglyphs {nfr and t) twice repeated.

The top design falls in the category of ‘‘ pure ornament." The exquisite sense of balance

and spacing exhibited in this tiny object is characteristic of Eg}"ptian ornament of the

Twentieth Century B.c., which deserves more attention from modern students of design

than it receives.

1 Borchardt-Sethe, Grabdenkmal des Kbnigs ^cChu-re^^ Vol. it, Text, p. 106.

2 Newberry, Scarabs, PL T, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 ;
Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders with Names, PL IX,

4. L 1 {
= History I, Fig. 34) and 2 ;

Schafer-Moller, Goldschmiedearheit, p. 15, No. 7 (of gold)
; Legraix,

Annales du Sercice, Vol. iv (1903;, p. 134 ;
3Iace, The March Collection of Egyptian Antiquities (Supple-

ment to the Bulletin of the iletropolitan 3Iuseum of Art, Jan. 1911), Fig. 3, 1 ; A Catalogue of the Scarabs
Belonging to George Fraser, 1900, p. 2, No. 10.

23—2
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No. 9 (Plate XXVII, bottom, left). Scarab-seal of the “Keeper of the Palace-Storehouse,

Userkere^-^ankhu ’* (287 . 14). Green-glazed steatite. Early XVth Dynasty ? Length, 1 in.

This scarab belongs to the class of seals of officials that is abundantly illustrated in

Newberry, Scarabs. Pis. XIII—XVIL Its special interest lies in the personal name coin-

pninded with that of a king^ L^serkere^, about whom little is known and who has been

assigned to the Xlllth Dynasty and again to the opening of the XVth Dynasty-. The name

Userkere<^ occurs also on another scarab, belonging to the Fraser collection, the genuineness

of which was once doubted by Dr Max Pieper
;
he must, however, have felt reassured about

it when he later cited it in the handbook of Egyptian kings names, which he and the late

Dr Burchardt issued jointly ( The present scarab is additional evidence for the existence

of a king Userkere^ in the period following the decline of the Middle Kingdom.

The pei'sonal ornaments in the collection include, besides the Middle Kingdom jcAvelry

described below, the following numbers: 307—3II . 14, five tiny recumbent lions of silver

and electrum of a type found at Dashur^; 364.14, a glass “divider” from a bracelet or

anklet with three frogs in the round on top; a small, but characteristic, assemblage of corn-

flowers, persea fruits, sepals, petals, leaves, etc. of faience, dating from the XVIIIth Dynasty
;

a lair representation of beads, amulets, and pendants of different periods and materials, in

particular No. 374. 14, consisting of eleven gold and two green felspar long beads, with one

ond rounded and larger than the other, which remind one of the beads worn by the

Theban worthy Khaemhet in the well-known Berlin relief (No. 2063), where each long bead'^

alternates with two ball beads and the strings, three in number, hang over the wide collar

and serve to suspend a heart amulet.

No. 10 (Plate XXVIII, top, right). Four rosettes from a wig, eight beads (D, and two

pendants (372 . 14). Silver. XIIth Dynasty. Diam. of rosettes, ^ in.
;
length of pendants,

exclusive of eyelet, of an inch.

The four rosettes and a fifth broken specimen, accessioned under No. 373.14 and
illustrated in the Plate, are of the type of the gold wig-rosettes found in the burial equipment
of the lady Senebtisi, recently handsomely published by the Metropolitan Museum'\

1 There is no Lnrtouclie, to he sure, hut the form of the uume calls fur either a god s or king^s name in

coiiipobitioii with C r, ILjrFMAXx, Die theophoreii Personenmutn^n des dlteren Agpptens^ pp. 1—4,
and numerous combination^ with king's names to be found in Mukray, ladex of Xames mid Titles of the
Old Kingd.utti. pp. ii—iv, vii, viii, xi, xiv, and xv.

- For the occurrences of this king's name and tlie literature discussing his identity and date, see
ilAiTiKR, Lit-rr des Vol. ti lom

, pp. 1:38— 1;^9.

[vi>i*fg.<no ni* n^ mm, p. 44, No. 220.

* Dn Morgan, tit,. [). Gl, Fi-. i:30 and PI. XVIl.
Similar 'Goads were found ai Da^bfir, see De Morgan, <p , c/h, p. G3 No. 35 PL XVIII.
Mace and Wi.vi.ock. Th.; r.„„h of VU. X\ b uud c, XXI, ’xXVIll d and f, with

i’i‘’ I'ltei Nihci' ro'.ettes with eight haiN, 7 luin. iu diarueter, of j^iiiiilar, hut less good,
w.,i-kiu.ui>hiic now X». ..f rhe Berlin iluseuu), Schafer-Molleu, (.’oTkehmiedearbeit, FI. IlLtnd
1

>. (S = .MacIvkr AVI. Mvce, l-:i A„,n,h .j„d PI. p. yi. It i., not unliktdv that these rosettes
and the larg-er ...le of PEnuE. .Mr ,.t Th J,.;,. p. uud PL III, 7, were sewn on doth, rather than
on wigs, in view ..f the freuueut rei.rcentation iu the Decadence, from which they date, of drapery strewn
with ro''ette'' : <'t. liunot:, Tl' Miiining. Fig oppu-^ite p. 2iG.
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Special interest attaches to these rosettes, because at the time Senebtisi’s set of ninety-

eight were discussed, the authors stated that “ wig-rosettes such as these have not, so far

as we know, come to light anywhere else in Egypt/' Unfortunately the provenance of the

pieces in Cleveland is unknown, but their agreement in size and technique with the

rosettes found at Lisht leaves no room to doubt that they are of the Middle Kingdom and

were used for the same purpose. Eighty-five of the Lisht rosettes are pierced twice for

threading and thirteen have eyelets made of a separate strip of metal soldered to the back

of the rosette ; two types, one with sixteen, one with twelve, bars, are represented in the

number. All the Cleveland pieces correspond with those from Lisht, having eyelets and

sixteen bars or petals composing the rosette.

The two pendants have much the form of the lower ends of the front locks in a style

of hair-dressing popular with women in the Middle Kingdom as such, they could have

been derived only from a statuette with head-dress of silver. Probably, however, the eyelets

indicate that thej^ were parts of some collar or necklace. The pendants have a filling to

render them more substantial
;
the beads, if such they were, at least have no filling at

present, but consist each of a thin strip of silver bent into cylindrical, or nearly cylindrical,

form and soldei^ed
;
several have a greater diameter at one end than at the other.

Xo. 11 (Plate XXYIII, top, left). Nine cowry shells of silver; one cowry shell of

electrum (378.14). Seven pendants of cornelmn set in silver (361 .14). Xllth Dynasty.

Length of silver cowries 1—‘ly^^ in.
;

of electrum cowry, ^ of an inch ; of pendants, varies

slightly, the largest 4| of an inch.

The characteristic cowry shells have been found widely distributed on jMiddle Kingdom

sitesv The present examples have a filling and are pierced twice longitudinally for double

stringing.

Probably the outline of the pendants was suggested by that of shells such as are

represented unmistakably hi Senebtisi's gold shells^ and in a single gold shell ol the Cleve-

land Museum (Xo. 15 . 25). The gold shell-pendants of the Senebtisi burial were combined

with three strings of tiny beads of semi-precious stones, separated at short intervals by gold

multiple beads, through which the threads of each string passed. This necklace, of which

the design was quite accurately recovered, gives a hint of the way in which the pendants of

the Cleveland collection may have been used. Good parallels to their technique are among

the Dashur jewelry f

Included in the Cleveland collection are a number of objects which were said by the

dealers to have come '‘from the Monke}^ tomb'’! There seems small question, judging

^ Discusbed Mace and AVinlock, cit,, p. 45.

- At Dabhtir, De Morgan, op. cit., Pis. XXIII, XXIV, with pp. 60, 5 : 65, 7 ; 66, II. At
Illahfm, Aiicieiit Egypt., Vol. i (1914}, p. 98 ;

Jourual of Eg. Arck.^ Vul. i (1914), PL XXIX, p. 186, and

the Ilhistrated London June 20, 1914. At Beni Hiisan, Garstang, B*frifd Cui^tonts of Ancient Egypt.,

p. 222, tonib 287, ^‘cowries of silver”
;
note also the finding of ^‘one cowry shell'' in tomb 65 (p. 214), and

“two cowry shells” in tomb 61 (p. 213), PI. I and p. 4. At Thebes, Bulletin of the MctropolW/n Mti.-ien/n

of Art, Vol. IX (1914;, p. 17, Fig. 8.

^ Mace and Winlock, op. cit

,

PI. XXII and XXIII, and p. 60.

De Morgan, Fouille^ J Dahehonr 1894—1895, PL V, Xos, 31, 32, and 33.
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from the nature of the material and the time when it was acquired in Egypt, that it comes

from the Wady Gabbanet el-Kirud to the west of Thebes, about which Mr Howard Carter

wrote in Vol. iv of this Journal, pp. 109 and 110. The graves of apes at the mouth of the

valley no doubt suggested the confused statement of the dealers. The material in question

Consists in part of mimic burials found under boulders. The figures are somewhat like

ushehtis in size and in their manner of deposit, wrapped in linen, but tho}^ wei’e not placed

with human burials and do not, so far as I have been able to learn, bear the usheht'i

charm. It is very desirable that more of this material should be made known. The

develand Museum possesses ft'om this source three pottery figures (38—40,14) and one

mud figure (41 . 14 ), of which three are definitely characterized as Osiris b}" the head-dress,

and two of the three further by the ceremonial fly-tiap and the Ate’-sceptre held in the

hands. The fourth (39 . 14 ) wears the wig-cover with front shoulder-tabs, and might, so far

a.s its appearance goes, be an ordinary ushehti. The figures are a trifle over six inches in

heifdit, they are exquisitely modelled and are painted in red, yellow, black and white;

Xo. 40.14 arrived wrapped in very fine linen. In passing, mention may be made of an

apparent parallel to Xo. 38.14, a statuette from Thebes in the Abbott Collection, New
York. This mummifonn figure, 6f inches in height, has the head-dress of Osiris, but not

the fly-flap and sceptre
;

it is of Xile mud, and with it is preserved its anthropoid coffin, also

of Xile mud
;
a peculiar feature of the coffin is a serpent’s hetid rudely modelled on the

cover in the place of a human head. This example was found in the middle of the last

centurv and it seems that mimic burials, with mummy in the form of the god Osiris, have

come to light from time to time elsewhere at Thebes than in the Valley Gabbanet el-

Kiriub.

Mr Carter, in the passage referred to above, mentioned, in addition to the mimic

burials, the finding of packages of viscera to which head, arms and hands “exquisitely

wrouo'ht in bronze’' had been attached. The Cleveland collection contains the following

detached bronze pieces: 334 and 335 . 14, two male 'heads (1-^- ^tnd 1^^ in. high), wearing a

style of elaborately-curled wig seen in works of art from the close of the XYIIIth Dynasty

until into the XXIInd Dynasty
;
apparently belonging with the heads, a pair of arms, one

hand holding the feather (340 . 14), the other a scribe's palette (341 . 14); a pair of arms

cros.sed holding a 6a-bird against the breast, wrought out of one piece of metal (337 . 14)

;

two pairs ot feet (339 and 343.14); finality Xo. 333.14, a small bronze head of a falcon,

with stripes of the head-cloth delicately inlaid in gold (1 J- in. high).

There are other pieces imaccessioned and in storage in the Cleveland Museum, which

1 suspect may have come from the same source : a small cartonnage, 18 in, long, containing

animaUO remains, with head-dress of Osiris, the face modelled in wax laid over the carton-

nage, the collar and some details of the head-dress drawn in black line on the cartonnage,

the whole heavily wrapped in resin-soaked bandages, which have been partiallv cut away
ti) expose the tace and breast of the cartonnage (Plate XXIX, top-) ; accompanying the

toregoing larger cartonnage, four smaller packages similarly composed of a linen-wrapped

J See C’akxarvox and Carter, Fire Veors' Er^loratiOns at Thhes. PL XLII, Xo. 1 and p. 50, Xo. 8.

- The photographs reproduced in PI. XXIX, which we owe to the courtesy of Mr F. Allen Whiting,
director of the Cle\ eland M\iseuuu leaciied iw oni\ ,it the last niotaent

; for this re.isou it was impossible
to provide the object- they depict with running nuuiben-, like the reA of the antupiities published in this
article.

—

Ed,
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cartonnage with head partially wax-covered; these presumably contain the viscera of the

creature in the larger cartonnage, and the heads suggest the Sons of Horus (Plate XXIX,
bottom) ^ As these heads are in animal form, the pieces are unlikely to be earlier than the

close of the XVII Ith Dynasty, when animal heads for the Sons of Horus first appeared on

Canopic jar covers. Perhaps the wax masks to be described next were stripped fi*om car-

tonnages such as the larger one mentioned above. Their size and the absence of any parts

of shoulder- or breast-covering would suggest this view.

Xos. 12 and I2f/ (Plate XXVIII, middle and bottom). Fragmentary Masks of Wax
(344—351 . 14). Probably from the Wady Gabbanet el-Kirud, Thebes. Close of the

XVIIIth Dynasty, or later. Ht. of piece marked 12 a, 2^ in.

Bits of gold leaf still adhering to the faces indicate that they were once entirely

covered with gold. They wear the beard of the gods, plaited, long, and turned up at the

tip
;
the straps holding it in place are rendered by incised lines. The masks are sketchily

modelled and present considerable variety of facial expression. The most interesting is the

one on the extreme right of Plate XXVIII, middle, of which two other views are given at the

bottom of the same Plate. The upper lip has an unusual length, found only occasionally

in Egyptian portraits^ The eyes reveal a subtly humorous, yet somewhat shrewd expression,

suggestive withal of a man of j^oise and cheerful outlook on life, capable on occasion of

driving a good bargain.

The four Egyptian coffins in the Cleveland collection are excellent examples from the

Middle Kingdom, the Decadence (two), and the Classical period. The Empire period is

not represented among them. Two of these, with the head of a cartonnage inner coffin

accompanjdng one of them, may now be considered.

Xo. 13 (Plate XXX, bottom). Coffin of the “Scribe of the Royal Records, Senbi
”

(356.14). Wood. Xllth Djniasty. From Mer. Ht., 27|in.: width, 21f in,; length, 7 feet.

Cleats missing from the bottom. At each end of the cover, the short poles by which
it was manipulated until in place have been sawn off flush with the face of the coffin.

This coffin and the head to be described below under Xo. 14 are said to have been
acquired in Assiut. The inscriptions on the coffin, including the title and name of the

deceased, correspond so closely to the inscriptions published by Ahmed Bey Kamal in the

Annales da Service, Vol. xii (1912), pp. 120—12.5, as to render it probable that this piece

is the second of the three coffins found together at Mer in the season of 1910-11 com-
pletely filling one small tomb-chamber and each bearing the name of a Senbi. Kauials
description of the exterior, his statement that the interior is without inscriptions, and the

dimensions given by him fit the Cleveland piece. He does not, however, mention an inner

coffin, and there is no definite proof that the coffin and head of cartonnage belong together.

^ I believe the four forui a ^et and belong with the larger cartonnage because of the s>iinilaritv of

material and colour in the cartonnages and of style in the head«. The set is somewhat irrei^ular, however,
as follows: package with jackal head, length Tlin.

;
package with baboon head, 7 in.

;

package with
baboon (?) head, 6‘f in.

;
paekagti with falcon head, 5^ in.

- So in the reliefs of a Xllth Dynasty prince found at Dashiir, <ee Vaspero, Oaide to the Cairo Museiim
4th English ed., Xos. 217—218, Fig. 31 and p. 110.
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The coffin belongs to the Middle Egyptian, or Heracleopolitan, type discussed by

Messrs Mace and Wiiilockh a type which had its beginnings in the Vlth Dynasty, its

greatest vogue in the Transitional Period, and which survived into the Xllth Dynasty.

Although the high, narrow box form, the horizontal bands of short religious texts and the

eye-panel are found also on contemporary coffins of Upper Egypt, the elaborate examples

of which specialized in exterior texts and scenes, the division, as here, into large panels by

means of a few vertically-written short texts is peculiar to the Middle Egyptian class. This

coffin, however, lacks the distinctive interior decoration of the typical coffins of Middle

Egypt, which as late as the Xllth Dynasty was becoming rare.

No. 14 (Plate XXX, top). Head from an inner anthropoid coffin (421.14). Cartonnage:

beard of wood, eyes of limestone and obsidian. Xllth Dynasty. Ht., 10| in. The lower

part, on which were represented the shoulder-tabs of the ^yig and the broad collar, is

lacking, the bridge of the nose, the left side of the face, and the forehead were so crushed

that some rebuilding was necessary. The eyebrows are repainted except about f of an inch

nearest the nose over the right eye : the right eye has lost a part of the iris.

The probability that the plain interior anthropoid coffins, such as the one of which

this head originally formed a part, Avere derived from the masks of the Transitional Period

and were the precursors of the later, large decorated coffins of the Empire (c/1 No. 15), has

already been set forth-. That the head is really from a coffin rather than from a Transi-

tional mask'’' is rendered practically certain by the style of the face, which lacks the crudity

of the masks, also the moustache always associated Avith the beard on masks. This head is

closely similar in style to the head of the inner anthropoid coffin of Nephthys in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, a Xllth Dynasty example which is made of cartonnage and

comes from Merf

The beard is of the style, short and spreading, which Avas AAmrn in life and was charac-

teristic of masks and coffins until the dead became so identified with the god Osiris that

the head Avas no longer essentially a portrait of the deceased, but represented him in the

character of the god, and accordingly with the beard giA^en to divine beings. The face is

yellow in colour, not as an exception to the general convention Avhereby a man's skin is

painted some shade of red or brown-red, although there are such exceptions^ but as a sub-

stitute for the gold-leaf popular in all periods for the faces of the masks'^ and anthropoid

coffins. Eyebrows, beard, and the upper part of the head are of a blue colour
;
blue for

hair is a well -recognized convention’’, and it A\ms equally appropriate for the upper part of

^ Male axd Winlock, o^j. pp. oO—51. - - dt.^ pp. 53—56.

^ Schafer, Prtestiirfjrnh*ii\ pp. 60—61, Fig. 86 ;
Lepsics, DenkmOler, Supplementary vol., PI. XLIV,

.itid Text, Vol. T, pp 148 and 151
;
Steixdorff, Grahfnnde^ Yol. ii, p. 32 ;

Chassixat-Pal^xnque, FovAlles

d'A.mo>n, Pl>. II, III, XXI, XXVI, and XXVII ; Garstaxg, Bunal Customs^ Figs. 70, 176, 178, and 182.

^ Xo. 11, 150, 15 B
;
hee Handbook, Fig. 32 and p. 68

;
also Mace axd Wixlock, op. cit., p. 54, note 1,

for the n\ention of two other early anthropoid coffins of stucco and cloth, found at Lisht.

‘ See Ml'rrav, ><wpiara Vol. i, t>p. 45-6
;
Blackmax, The Rock Toud)S ofMdr, Vol. i, p. 17

;

Bouchardt-Sethe, Salni-rd, Vol. ii, PI. V., p. 19, for Sopdu with yelloAv skin; PL 20, p. 38, for god

•‘Magic” : PL 25, p. 41, yellow as at)t)ropriate to the god of grain.

*' See ('ll this point Steixeorff, Grahfuude, Vol. ii, p. 32,

•
< hi the comparatively late introduetiou of blue into the Egyptian painteFs palette and its first use

a- an alternative for black, >ee the Metropolitan Museum brochure The Tomb of Perneb, p. 79. The
cdtoriLitive use of blue and black for hair is well illustrated in the mask published by Professor Schafer
' "ce note 3 aboA’e, in which the eye-lashes and chin-beard are l)lack, the eye-broAVs and moustache blue.
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the head, whether we suppose an uncuvered wig or a head-cloth worn over the wig to be

represented, as the Egyptians also certainly dyed linen blue. Indeed the iletropolitan

Museum of Art possesses an actual Egyptian head-cloth of blue linen

^

The head is marked among extant specimens by its wonderfully life-like, alert, and

amiable expression, as -if this old Egyptian had lived but yesterday, instead of nearly

four thousand years ago! The vivid look is in part due to the preservation of the inset

eyes and to the archaic device of raising the corners of the lips to lend a smile to the

countenance.

Xo. 15 (Phite XXXI). Coffin of the ‘‘Divine Father ofAmen-ReC Bekenmiit” (353. 14).

Wood. Probably XXIInd Dynasty. From Thebes. Length, 7 ft. 9^ in.
;
greatest width,

27| in. The clenched hands fi'om the cover, which were of separate pieces of wood, are

now missing.

The coffins of this period, closely covered inside and out with figures and accompanying

legends and texts, present an almost unworked mine of material for the iconography of the

Egyptian religion. They testify to the liveliness of the Egyptian imagination which

peopled the Netherworld with supernatural beings, many of them grotesque in appearance,

but, so far as included among the coffin pictures, beneficent and trusted to confer benefits

on the deceased. Some of the scenes of the decoration, too, reflect the life of the deceased

on earth, as those in which he is represented officiating before the gods.

The large size of this coffin indicates that it originally contained an inner coffin and

cartonnage in which the mummy was enclosed. Its scheme of decoration is a typical one

—

the flat bottom impainted, the head-dress of the style commonest on ushebtis, coffins,

statuettes of gods, etc., namely a sewn, protective covering over a wig, the collar one of

elaborate pattern and great depth, reaching down half-way from the shoulders to the feet,

the exterior below the collar and around the sides crowded with registers of small-scale

figures, which at a distance present only a somewhat mottled look
;
the interior, on the

contrary, painted in a bold, clear style, often, although mere artisan's work, attaining to

considerable beauty of line, as may be seen in the detail to right of the Plate.

This coffin has many interesting details. On each side of the exterior of the box, at

the foot, is the scene normally found there, the deceased officiating before ^ Hathor, Mistress

of the West
;

it includes the usual representation of the western cliffs, the architectural

faijade, the Hathor cow, and accessory to the main action, high in the cliffs, the soul of the

deceased as a human-headed bird with human arms raised in adoration to the Sun's disk,

which is represented just sinking into the hills
;
the accompanying legend reads ; ''Adoration

of Re^-Harakhte-Atum” The scene of the weighing of the heart of the deceased also

occurs on the exterior and, adjoining it, the deceased and a priestess (his wife ?), hand in

hand, are led by a cat-headed god before the enthroned judge. But most curiously, in

several other scenes where the priest Bekenmut, each time identified by a legend, is per-

forming some ritualistic act—burning of incense, pouring a libation, oftering a jar of

ointment—before the statue uf an enthroned god, we have the roj^al pair present. They
stand, one at each of the extremities of the scene, the queen behind the god's statue, with

the identifying words "god's nnfe, king's wife" written beside her figure, and the king

wearing the crown of the North and a mantle reaching down to his knees. Did Bekenmilt

^ Accesbion, Xo. 09 . 184.217. The three linen head-kerchiefs in the collection were recognized such
and discussed by Mr H. £. Wiiilock in the Museum Bulletin, Vol. xi PP- 238—242.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 24
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thus commemorate some proud occasion in his life when he officiated in the temple in the

presence of the king and queen ?

A somewhat unusual feature of the interior is the figure of the deified king,

Tuthmosis III (recognizable by the legend), which occupies the main register of the floor

of the coffin : before him kneels a priest, probably Bekenmut himself. The king wears the

royal head -cloth, his form is wrapped about with wings and he carries the attributes

associated with Osiris, as with the kings of earth
;
more usual in this position is a figure of

Osiris or of some goddess. The representation of the king Amenophis I in the next

register below has, on the other hand, many parallels I Here, on the one side, the mummy
of Bekenmut stands before Amenophis I

;
on the other side, before another enthroned

figure of the same king, is seen the mummy of a female relative of Bekenmut. Her name,

as written on the coffin, lacks the last syllable and her relationship to Bekenmut is not

designated there, but from her papyrus in the Cleveland collection (377 . 14) we learn that

she was Bekenmut s daughter and that her name in full was

Buarhura^mut.

(To be continued)

1 Cf. Maspero, Guide to the Cairo Mu^seura^ 4th English ed., p. 283. Also on a coffin of the

XXIst Dynasty, No. 30000, in the Field Museum, Chicago.



THE DELTA RESIDENCE OF THE RAMESSIDES

By ALAN H. GARDINER, D.Litt.

Ill

In the following enumeration of passages relating to Pi-Ra^messe the chronological

order will be observed as closely as possible. A general word of warning must, in this

connexion, be uttered with regard to the literary papyri, since even if these have been

precisely dated by the scribe, the date may yet quite possibly be fictitious and secondary

as applied to the particular event to which it is attached. Thus a Cairo papyrus (below

no. 23) notes the receipt of taxes in Pi-Ra^messe in the tenth year of Ramesses III

;

doubtless this was the exact year in which the manuscript was written, but the memo-

randum in which the date has been inserted may have been copied, as a mere school-

exercise, from an earlier manuscript. The uncertainty here pointed out becomes a

certainty in the case of the Medinet Habu stele of Ramesses III (below no. 24), this having

been copied almost slavishly from the original of the Abu Simbel stele of Ramesses II

(below no. A).

(1) Possibly the earliest actual monument referring to the Residence-city is the large

stele of the 8th year of Ramesses II found near Heliopolis and published by Ahmed Bey

KamaP. This records the work effected in the local quarry whence the reddish crystalline

sandstone was obtained, and narrates that there were taken ''from it other statues for the

house of Am an of Ramesses-Beloved-of-Aman and for the house of Ptah of

Ratnesses-Beloved-of-Ainun ^
\

^n I TJO^I I •

in House-of-Ra messes-Beloved-

of-Aman'Great-of Victories”

. (2) The triumphal poem wrongly known as the “Poem of Pentaur''" may or may not

have been graven upon the walls of the Egyptian temples at a still earlier date. The very

equivocal victory which it celebrates occurred in the 5th year. There are two allusions in

the poem to a town named after Ramesses II, one at the beginning and one at the end.

After the title and some lines of introduction the narrative commences: "Year o, second

month ofsummer, day 9, His Majesty passed the fortress of Thel.” The Pharaohs martial

and awe-inspiring appearance having been described, the text continues : "Noiv ivhen many

days had passed over these things,

^ Recueil de Tracaux, vol. xxx, p. 215.

- An admirable account of this and of the texts upon which it rests is given in Breasted, Ancient

Records, vol. Iii, §§ 305, foil.
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Majesty being in [the town of] Ra messes-Beloved-of-Ainiui ” So the Luxoi’ text'; the

Saifet, .ccorimg lo m, own collntion. has f

^
adding the two words dim ''the town/’ as restored in the above translation.

Not more than about five squares can be missing before the lacuna ends with the word

" cedar-'' preserved alone in the veiy fragmentary Abydos text": after

which the narrative continues, with slight variations in the ditferent versions: ''Then His

Majesty proceeded northward and arrived at the upland of KadeshT The view to be taken

of the town of Eamesses here mentioned hangs closely together with the question as to how
the gap has to be filled. Chabas^, who was unaware of the existence of the Abydos text

with its embarrassing word "cedar/’ did not hesitate to identify the town under consklera-

tion with the Eamesside city of Eesidence, and consequently inferred that this must lie to

the east of Thel and near, if not actually upon, the military road to Asia. Max Miiller^,

t/ 1 © _o o I /W'ys/vx

'the town [v'hich is in the country of the^ cedar
j'

provisionally concluded

:he town of Eamesses here meant was some place in the Lebanon
;
Breasted thinks it

may have been at or near the mouth of the Nahr el-Kelb^. The interpretation suggested
by Chabas appears to me by far the more probable, and I would hazard the guess that the

lost words were

presumably having in mind some such restoration as

that t

^

" [^receiving the tribute ofthe^ cedar"

ur the like. On this supposition 1;he particle
(jj^^

would receive its full temporal force,

and the clause following it would describe how the Pharaoh spent his many days before

proceeding northward
;
the sudden and unnatural transplantation to the Lebanon would be

avoided, as well as the assumed existence of a town of Eamesses in the Lebanon for which
we have otherwise no warrant—except it be, perchance, the town in Palestine or Phoenicia
named in Pap. Hams (above p. 131, F). The whole passage would now run : "Now when
many days had passed over these things, His Majesty being in the town of Ramesses-Beloved-
<g-Atnan [^I'eceiving the tribute of the^ cedar, then His Majesty proceeded northward and
art ived at the highland op Kadesh. Plausible as I consider this version, care must be
taken to build no conclusions upon it, seeing that it is to so large an extent based upon
a conjectuie , a cautious use may, however, legitimately be made of it as corroborative
c ircumstantial et' idenee

.

(3) On his leturn to Egypt the Pharaohs first objective was the Delta Eesidence.
Ihe hieiogl\phic writings of the city-name in this passage were discussed in the last

section (abo\e p. 137). ihe passage itself runs as follows : "His Majesty returned in peace
to Timuris and to Honse-ufMa niesses^Beloved-of-AmuuHreat-of-Vd^^^^ (so Karnak:

^ 1)K Rduge, Ili^'rojdj/phtfpies, PL CrXXXIII, 1. 11.
' The cnivcntioual rendering " cedar '’

is here retained, tnu Profe>-,or Loret has recently puhli^hed a
careful stu.ly in which he seeks to show that the f.otieo was the name of both the pine and the fir, see

do Sort' UR', vol. XVI, pp. :3 :2
—

“> 1 .

’ Makiette, Ahy,h,, c-l. ii, PL 4, 1. 14. 4 Etadr, s.r VA,.tlq.nt4 hhtonqae, pp, 221-2.
Max Muller, >nid E>fropu.^ p. ^573,

^ 7.

’ BREA«<rED, Tin B>ath' (,f K'fd*^.<},^ 11.
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Sallier III has the later form of the name), and rested in his Palace of Life and Pros-

peHty^ like upon his throne! Xo clearer evidence could be desired that Pi-Ra^messe
was at this time regarded as the Deltaic Capital.

(4) The treaty between Ramesses II and the Great Chief of Khatti was ratified on the

twenty-first day of the fifth month of the 21st year, when the Hittite amba.ssadors reached

Pi-Ra^messe and presented to Pharaoh a silver tablet on which the terms were gi'aven.

The event is thus commemorated upon the famous Karnak stele : On that day^ hehold,

His Majesty teas at the town of House-of-Ramesses-

Beloved-of-AinCni, performing the behests of his father Aineu-Re<^, Harakhte, Atuin lord of
the two lands of On, Amun of Ramesses-Beloved-of-Anian, Ptah of Rainesses-Beloved-of

Aniun, and Setekh, great of valour, the son of Nut, according as they give to him an ete^mity

of jubilees and an everlasting cycle of peaceful years, all lands and hill-con ntries being

prostrate beneath his feet eternally! Max Muller, the last 'editor of the text, argues that

the Pi-Ra<^messe here meant cannot be the city near Pelusium, since the local gods named
are not the deities of that place, but point rather to the Raamses in Goshen-. That this is

a mistaken view is clear from no. 1 above, and from nos. 12, 17, 18, 20, 26, 29, .30 and 31

below. On the Treaty stele Ainen-Ke^ and Atuin are the gods of Thebes and Heliopolis

respectively, Harakhte is a generally worshipped solar deity, but the last three gods are

deities who all actually possessed temples in Pi-Ra^messe.

(.5 ) A stele of the 35th year of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel sets forth in high-flown

language the various benefits accorded to that king by Ptah-Tanen. the god of Memphis t

So far from these being confined to gifts of local interest, they range over the whole field of

the spiritual and material advantages which a god could bestow upon his favourite son. It

is unlikely, therefore, from the outset, that the Pi-RaCmesse included in the gifts of Ptah-

Tanen could be the relatively unimportant settlement of Abu Simbel, even though that

settlement, as we have seen (p. 133, K), did actually bear the name of Pi-Ra<^messe. Any
lingering doubt on this score is dispelled when we recollect that a close duplicate of this

stele was set up by Ramesses III in his Theban temple of Medinet Habu, see below no. 24 ;

add to this the fact that the author of the benefits was the god of ilemphis, and it will

appear a plausible conjecture that the original of both these stelae was one made to be set

up in the temple of Memphis, whence copies of it were taken for other temples on account

of the poetical beauty with which it was credited by contemporaries. The passage relating

to Pi-Ra^raesse reads thus: “I have madefor thee{{) a nolle Residence ° ©) in order to
\ /WW\A ^ /

strengthen the houndarij of the Two Lands, ^^^'^^'O'-rarnesses-

Beloved-of-Anuin-{given life); it is firm upon eartit like the four pillars of heaven.” Fur
the continuation, see below no. 25.

(6) Xo mention has so far been made of the gTeat dedicatory inscription inscribed by
Ramesses II on the walls of his father’s temple at Abydos, since it is generally agreed that

* For this luuue of the palace of Pi-R.ifmesse see Si’IEcjelbeko in RvciieU de Traoj.iu; vol. xi.v, p. 89.
- Mitteilungvd dvr Vorderasiatisvhen UeselUchaft, 1902, no. 5: Dev Bmidnisvertrag Ramses' II und des

Chaliterktj nigs, p. 8, foutiiote 6 .

- Full biMiography in Brea.sted, alt,, vul. iir, p. 17a, footnote />.
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this, though referring to events in the first year of his reign, was actually engi-avod towards

its middle or end. The commencement relates how Rame&ses, after tarrying in Thebes in

order to restore the monuments of his father Sethos I, left the Southern City and “ made

a start and set sail, the royal barges illluninating the flood, and directed his face downstream

® ^
to the mighty place House-of-Ramesses-4r

/!
/WWV\

1

/WVSA^

Beloceihof-Antan^Grexit-of- Victories.’' The text then proceeds to describe a visit to Abydos

made en route, and the problem which there presents itself in connection with the un-

finished temple of Sethos I develops into the sole theme of the rest of the inscription,

the ultimate goal of the voyage being entirely lost sight of. The reference to Pi-Ra^messe

has clearly been introduced merely to explain how the Pharaoh came to visit Abydos,

and forms, therefore, excellent evidence that Pi-Ra^messe was the northern Capital at this

date
;
Ramesses touched at Abydos in the course of a journey between his two Capitals.

It has been necessary to dilate on this somewhat obvious point, since M. Gauthier, the

latest editor of the inscription, notes on the name Pi-Ra^messe: “une construction de

Ramses II, situee probablement a Abydos meme ou dans la regionf” This view leaves the

designation '' mighty place” and the epithet ''Great of Victories” completely unexplained.

(7) We do not know in exactly what year of Ramesses II the complicated litigation

relating to the estates of Neshi was inscribed upon the walls of the tomb of his descendant

Mose at Sakkareh. One of the principal episodes in that litigation was a lawsuit in the

18th year before the Vizier at Heliopolis; the documents produced by the rival claimants

proved so contradictory that the Vizier ordered the official tax-receipts to be fetched from

the northern Capital: "They took us downstream
ct] HMD to House-of-

Ramesses-Beloved-of-Am un, and they entered into the Treasury of Pharaoh and likeivise into

the office of the Granary of Pharaoh, and they brought the two registers before the Vizier

in the Great KenheP.”

(S) An official who was sent to Pi-Ra^messe, apparently by the High Priest of

Memphis, to collect taxes or dues of some sort, kept a journal of events and accounts that

is preserved on the verso of Pap. Leyden 350 1 The voyage, which took place in the 52nd

year, was made by boat. The return-joumey began on the first day of the seventh month,

when anchor was weighed from Pi-Ra^messe at nightfall. On the third there was a strong

south-wind, the mention of which is doubtless intended to explain the small distance covered

on that day; the otherwise unknown village of Thede^ seems to have

been the starting-point, but the mooring-place reached the same evening is kept from our

knowledge through a blank space in the papyrus that was never filled up. The travellers

reached Heliopolis on the evening of the fourth of the month. The name of Pi-Ra^messe is

writtenm ^G'

(9) Allusion las already been made (above p. 137) to the Abvdos stele of the Vizier

‘ d' Etvxh, voL iv : H. Gauthier, Ln (jrande Inscription d^dicatoire d^Abydos, p. 58.

- Gardiner, The Ihscriptioa of Mes, in Sethe, Uatersuchungen, vol. iv, part 3
,
p. 9.

See &FIEGELBERG, D<is Geschdftsjouraal eiaes agyptisehen Btamten ia der Rarnsesstadt aiis der Re-

gieriing R<(,nses If in Recced de Tracaux, vol. xvii, pp. 143—160. The account here given is based on

uiy '*wii trcUiNcripr : Spiegel berg tided to read the name of Heiiopolib in eol. V, 1. 22.
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Ra^hotpe^
^

Amun-the-Great-Spirit-of4he‘Sun this, as it was pointed out, may well date from

after the death of Ramesses II. Two other monuments belonging to a similarly named

Vizier are not mentioned by Weil in his work on the viziers of Egypt. One is the lower

part of a statue, no. 1393 of the Aberdeen collection
;
on the base in two vertical lines

:

EA u ^ ' 0/ Hoiise-qf~Ramesses-Beloved-of-

O
o 1

1

1 ! o Governor of the City, the Vizier Ra^hotpe, justified''] and on

the back: | Ic
.

RiVunesses-Beloved-of-Amim-!' The second is a squatting statue that was once in a private

collection at Padua
;
the old engraving^ from which alone this is known to me, is fantasti-

cally inaccurate, like most eighteenth-century publications of Egyptian monuments, but the

vertical legend on the front may be deciphered as ^ ^ ®

caCUD .[RiVhotpej] justified, of House-of-

. £1^ M I
4

'‘The territorial magnate, Governor of the City, the Vizier PraQiotpe,

justified, of Pi-[Ra^messe\” The spelling of the name as Pra^hotpe, instead of simply

Ra^hotpe, raises the question as to whether quite another man may not be meant
;
Weil

devotes a section to a vizier Pra^hotpe who lived in the reign of Ramesses II and whose

genealogy seems to have been different from that of Ra^hotpe
;

this problem cannot be

discussed here^

(10) With the reign of Meneptah v'e reach the series of literary papyri referred to at

the beginning of this section. The earliest among them that can be accurately dated is

Pap. Bologna 109j, a collection of model letters having on page 12 (= verso 1) a jotting from

the 8th year of Meneptah. Pi-Ra^messe is mentioned five times, on each occasion under the

^^Hoiise-ofRamesses-Beloved-of-Ani tinfliving, prospemng, in healthythe-Great-Spirit-of-the-

Sun-Horus-of-the-Horizon." In three of the five cases the name occurs with reference to

the deities to whom the writer directs his prayers for the welfare of the addressee, thus

indicating that the letters were written, or supposed to be \vritten, at Pi-Ra^messe
;
the

gods invoked in 8, 2—3 are " Pre^-Harakhte at his rising and his setting, and the gods of

Pi-Ra^inesse, etc.'’; in 8, 6—7 they are Pre^-Harakhte, Setekh and the gods of Pi-Ra^messe,

etc.”; in 11,11 they are ''Pre^~Harakhte and the gods and goddesses of Pi-Ra^messe, etc.”

The passage 7, 6 is without interest
;
the remaining allusion is found among instructions to

\ CG ID

^ Mariette, Catalogue d'Ahydos. no. 1138.

2 See R. W. Reid, BJjjMrated Catalogue of the Anthropological Museion, Alarischal College, University

of Aberdeen, p. 180.

3 Alticchiero by Mad*^. J. W. C. D. R. (Padua, 1787), Pis. XIII—XVI. A copy of this rare book was

presented to me by my friend Dr T. Borenius.

^ See Weil, Veziere des Pharaonenreiches, pp. 96 foil. Matters are complicated yet further because a

Vizier ReX^hotpe of whom there is a stele in the Cairo Museum (Piehl, Inscriptions Hifroglyphiques, vol. iii.

Pis. LXXXI-II) speaks of himself as “of Memphis"; Sethe {Uaiersuchungen, vol. ii, p. 106; hence con-

cludes that there were two viziers of the name.
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a scribe to hurry on the fabrication of chariots for the approaching repetition of the Jubilee

festival
; when they are ready the writer will come to Pi-Ra^messe to inspect them (4^, 5—6).

(11) Fup. Sallier /, a similar miscellany, names Meneptah in 8, 8, and in 3, 4—5 has

the following title : ''Beginning of the maniatl of letter-writing made hy the scribe Pentowere

in gear 10, fourth month of Inundation, dag 7, [1(5.^^

was in House-of-Raniesses-Beloved-of-Annui-{living, prospering, in health)-the-GreatSpirit-

of-the-Sun-Horfis-of-the-Horizonf The regmal date belongs clearly to the reign of Meneptah.

(12) On the verso ot p. 22 in the papp’us Sallier IV there is a note of the same

kind, reading ‘‘ ^vhen One

{t.e. Pharaoh) was in House-of-Rames {sic)-the-Great-Spirit-of~ihe-Sunf This indeed occurs

immediately above an elaborate titulary of Ramesses II, dated in the fifty-sixth year and

ending with the words "beloved of Setekh-great-of-valour-of-Rainesses-Beloved-of-Anitui''

\

but there is no reason to think that the latter text is contemporary, since the cartouche of

Meneptah is found on the verso of pp. 11—12, and on the verso of p. 13 there are accounts

of the third year of a king who can only be Meneptah. On the verso of p. 7 are some

jottings in which the pupil tried his hand at the opening words of a judicial proces verbal
;

after the cartouches of Ramesses II in 11. 1—2 follows, in 1. 3 :
" Great-Spirit-of-the-San-

Horns-of-the-Horizon, Court of this day! Obviously the writer had in mind a court of

justice sitting in the city of Residence.

(13) In the tomb of 'The royal scribe of the despatches of the Lord

of the Two Lands " Thoy, at Thebes (no. 23), dating from the reign of Meneptah, there is a

sculptured scene representing the buildings of Pharaoh’s Royal Rescript department at

Pi-Ra^messe : above them runs the legendo
1-—0 ^ i n n 1 1 I

"The ojfice of the despatches of Pharaoh in

House-opRarnesses-Beloved-qf-Anian-the-Great-Spu'it'OfthefSunyi Clearly this public

office would not have been established at Pi-Ra^messe, had not that town been a place

where the Ramesside Pharaohs constantly resided.

(14) In Pap. Anastasi III, on the vei'so of PL 8, there is a note similar to that in

Papp. Salher I and /L described above (nos. 11, 12): "Year 1, first month of Inundation,

dai/O, One was in cr}\f^\\f'^i]^^^^^^^Huuse-of-Ra7nesses-Beloved-of-Am€in...’’

The name of Meneptah occurs frequently throughout the papyrus, and the well-known diary
of a trontier-uftieial nn pp. 3 o ot the verso is dated in the third year of what can only be
his reign. If. as is not improbable, the notice on the verso of PL 8 gives the precise day
upon which it wa.s written, the first year here mentioned can only be that of Meheptah’s
successor, i.e. probably Amenraesses.

(l.'T) Pap. Anastasi III contains two more passages relating to Pi-Kafmesse, both
of high importance. The hi>t of these (1, 11—3. 9) is a long lyrical description of the

‘ L. BoRVH.vKhi. (/ls

nyyptUcht Sprurh'

,

vuL XLIV l!>07 ,

n'tvhit ii/Uer den Rtonpasiclfni, in Zeitschrift fnr
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town, analogous to the eulogj" of Memphio on the back of Pap. Sallier IV. It was com-

posed in the actual reign of Eaniesses II, as the allusions to him in 3, 4. 9 show. For the

way in which the name of Pi-Ea^messe is here written, see section II above (p. 137).

There are duplicate texts in a carelessly written and certainly later papyrus in the Eainer

collection at Vienna^ and on a fine unpublished limestone ostracon in the library of

Queen's College, Oxford
;
these are quoted in the footnotes below as V and Q respectively.

There have been many previous renderings-
;
the following, which is based on my own

original collations, as in the case of almost all the hieratic texts used in this article, owes

its motley and un-English appearance to our ignorance of the meaning of manj^ of the

words employed, as well as to the interjectional and jerky style of the writer. My
annotations make no claim to completeness, and lexicographical points are left Avithout

discussion.

'"The scribe Pibesa greets his master the scribe Amenemope. In life, prosperity, good

health ! It is a letter to give information to [mg'] master.

Another greeting^ to my master, to the effect that I have arrived at Hoiise-ofRaniesses-

Beloved-ofA munffliving, prospering, in healthy and find it flourishing exceedingly. {It is)

a fair^ spot, there is not the like of it ; resembling Thebes, it teas [Re^ who founded iff him-

self. The Residence'^ is agreeable to live in, its fields are full of all good things'; it is

(furnished) with abundant provisions every day ; its backwaters {?) are {full) of fishes and

its pools {^?) of birds; its meads are verdant with herbage^, the greenery is a cubit and a

half (in height), the fruit is like the taste of honey in the cultivated (I) fields ; its granaries

are full of (vheat and spelt, they draw near to the sky ; onions and leeks in'^^ the ,

clusters of flowers in the grove pomegranates {!), apples and olives; figs from the

orchard; sweet wine of Kenkeme surpassing honey ; red vsd-fish from the lake of the Resi-

dencef); [one lives oa]^- lotus ; htin-fish froin Hri; hr-fish together^^‘ with hg-fish

;

-fish

from Phrt'^; ^d-fish from ^h(?')-of-Ba^al ; h.\\\n-fish^~\from the (waters of) Nt-pLdb of

Great-of-Victories. The Waters-of-Horus (Shi-Hui') yield, salt and Phr natron. Its ships

fare forth and. return to port. Abundance offood is in it every day'^'fi one rejoicetlt to dwell

within it, no ivish (is left) by it to be spokeid‘. The small in it are like the great.

^ Pupyrus Erzlierzog Rainer : Fuhrer clurch die Ausstellv ng, part I, Vienna 1892, PL II
(
= edition of

1894, PL V;; description and translation by J. Krall, under no. 72 (p}^. 20 and 32 resiiectively in the

two editions;.

- Heath, The Exodus Papyri, p. 68 and pp. 73-.5
;
Chabas, Melanges Egyptologiques, deuxieme serie,

pp. 131-4; Goodwix in Records of the Past, 1st series, pp. 11—16; Brcgsch, G^sckichte Aegyptens, 1st

edit., 1877, pp. 547-9; Id., Steiainschrift und Bihelwort, pp. 189—192; Maspero, Genre Epistolaire^

pp. 103— 106; Id., Histoire Ancien/te des Peuples de I' Orient Classigue, vol. ii, pp. 388-9.

^ V begins at this point with the words : '^Another topic: to the eflect that,’' etc.

^ For the variant of V, see above, p. 137. V omits ‘‘fair.’’

A/i. has a lacuna; Y is corrupt, but affords a good basis for the restoration In [Pl^ grg ds f.

^ V ‘‘its town.” ^ V “all seed.”

V inserts : “its banks bear dates, its plantations
i

abound in...”

71 strictly “to,” “belong to'’; it has been found convenient to render “in” here and often below.

V omits these phrases, beginning with “ its granaries.” So Y. Y ends here.

Brugsch . Dictioiniaire Geographigue, p. 222- compares “the dogs of P-hdot'' in the Leyden Magical
Papyrus 'Col. 14, 1. 15 in Griffith-Thompsox, Df^'mofiC Magv'ul Papyrus^ jc 100}, but this equation rests

solely on the consonantal resemblance. Q begins here, and reads “>^</-^fish.’'

Q here inserts several sentences found lover down in J/o
;
^ee below, p. 186, footnote 2.

Q ends here.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 25
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Come let us celebrate for it its festivals of the ski/ and its beginnings of seasons. The

reed-swamps'^ come to it with papyrus, and the Waters-of-Horus luith rushes ; ^hr-plants

from [the] gardens, garlands from the vineyards. [There are brought (i) to it] birds from
the Cataract-region, and they wade upon The sea {is full o/(?)) bg-^isA and ^di-fish.

The marshlands offer to it their )

The youths- of Great-of-Victories are in festal attire every day ; sweet olive-oil is upon

their heads, with hair dressed ariew. They stand beside their doors, their hands laden with

foliage, with greenery from House-of-Hathor^ ,
bouquets from {the waters of) Phr.

The day for the entry of Usimare^-setpenre^ (Ramesses II), {even) Monthir in the Two

Lands; the morning of the feast of Khoiakh. Every man is like his fellow {in) uttering his

petitions. Siveet of Great-of-Victories, its goblet-draughts{?) are like sV, its hww
are as the toMe of imv, surpassing honey. Beer of Cilicia'^ from the port, wine from the

vineyards, sweet ointment of the {)vaters of ) Sgbyn, garlands from the grove {!), sweet singers

from Great-in-Victories instructed in Memphis. Dwell, be happy and stride freely forth,

not moving thence, 0 Usimare^-setpenre^
,
Monthu in the Two Lands, Ramesses-Beloved-of-

Amun, thou god !

Numerous localities are here named in connection with the goodly produce which the

Residence contains, and except in a few cases where the contrary is ohviousl}^ true must
be places in the vicinity of Pi-Ra^messe itself. This clue helps us less than might have

been anticipated, since none of the names occurs elsewhere, or can be identified, except

Shi-Hiir {i.e. Waters-of-Horiis) and Kenkeme. Of these two, nnwe will be said later.

(16) Pap. Anastasi III contains yet one more allusion to Pi-Ra^messe in a pane-

gyric (7, 2—10) addressed to Meneptah, the Pharaoh in whose reign we may presume most
of the papyrus to have been written (see above no. 11). In this panegyric there is nothing

specially applicable to Meneptah : the reference to the building of Pi-Ra^messe, on the

other hand, points significantly toward Ramesses II as the original subject of the poem.
A complete rendering is here given, as the text does not appear to have been translated

very recently"^. •

Binerel-Beloved-of-Amnn (name of Meneptah), thou principal sailing-vessel, the-mace{?)

that shattereth, the scimetar that slayeth the desert-dwellers, the handy knife, ivho descended

froyn the sky, and was born in Heliopolis, and victories were decreed to him in every land!
How happy is a day of thy period, how sweet is thy voice when speaking, seeing that thou

didst build
^
House-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Amun, the forefront

of everyforeign land, the end of Egypt*, the {city) beauteous of balconies, dazzling ivith halls of

^ For ticf, Hebrew as a geo^raphital c*xt)re.ssinii, sometimes determined by the city-determina-

tive, see Saltier I, 4, b
;
A nastasi I \

, 15, 6 ;
Anastfisi T III, 3, 4 ;

the tJol^'nischeif Glossary, see below under
no. 38; also in Demotic >pelt pr-dnf in Spiegelberg, Saye/dreis des Koniys Petahistis, tllossary, no. 582.

- The whole of thi> short paragraph occurs in Q higher up.

A Pr-IItthr. ** Huiise-of-Hathoiv’ of the Deltti, distinct from ‘‘ House-of-Hathor-of-the-Turquoise
that cilso occurs earlier, is named between Tauis and Eubastus oii the important stele of the Adox)tion of

Nitokris Zeitsehrift f*ir agyytisvhe Syracte, vol. xxxv (1897', p. 27;.

ihe war-god of Egypt. ^ Ifdy, see below, p. 188, footnote 2.

*' Older translations: Chabas, Etnde,^ sur I Antiqintl Hti^torique, \)\>. 219-20; Ma.spero, Genre Epis-
tolaire, pp. m-8; BhugsCH, St^Kiitusclu'itt >oid Liheh>'ort. pp. 200-1.

031 i o i
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azin^e and emerald^, the marshalling place of thg cavalry, the rally ing-point of thy soldiers, the

harhoiirage of thy ships' troops—they bring to thee tribute. Praised be thou, ivhen thou comest

amid thy regiments of archers, {men) offierce looks and burning fingers ; ivho advance {I) when
they behold the Prince standing and fighting, and mountains cannot stand before him. They

are afraid [af] thy aivfalness, 0 Binere^-Beloved-of-Amun. Thou shalt exist, even as eternity

exists! Eternity shall exist, even as thou existest, beinc/ established in the nlace of thy father

BtC-Harakhte!']

Brugscli rightly used this passage as proof that Pi-Ea^inesse lay quite close to the

sea, and could therefore not be situated in the Wady TumiUlt'^

(17)^ The papyrus Anastasi IV is to be attributed, in all probability, to the end of the

first year of Sethos II It contains three passages that are of interest to us in our .present

^ , . . . - < n o wvw\
j Q c—

>

quest. One of these (6, 1—10) is the description of /VWWS ^ ] J

^ A'

'^a castle called Great-of-Victory," which is repeated at length in Pap, Anastasi II, 1, 1—2,

5, a manuscript dating from the reign of Meneptah^ The name Great-of-Victory ” so

closely resembles the designation ‘'Great-of-Victories” of the city of Residence that a doubt

as to the identity of the two is scarcely possible. The term bhnw '‘castle/’ or, as I here

venture to translate, “citadel,” may possibly have increased the scruples against the identi-

fication that seem to have been felt
;
but the content and whole character of the poem make

it evident that a place of considerable importance can alone be meant—a town with a

numerous population and several temples, and one where Ramesses II received the ambas-

sadors of loreign potentates

^

BEGiyXIXG OF THE ReCTTAL OF THE VICTORIES OF THE LOPJ) OF EgYPT.

His Majesty has built himself a citadel whose name is Great-of- Victory. It lies betwixt

Zahi and Timuris*^, and is full of food and provisions. It is like to On of Upper EgypV ;

its duration is like that of Memphis. The sun arises in the horizon thereof, and sets {again)

'within it. Everyone hath left his town and settled within its territory. Its western part is

the house of A nmn, its southern part the house of Setekh. Astarte is in its Orient, and Buto

in its northern part. The citadel that is in it is like the horizon of heaven. Ra^inesse-

niiaintm is in it as god; Monthu-in-the-Two-Lands as Irforniant ; Sun-of-Pririces'^ is the

^ Lit., “of la}>is lazuli and of turquoise.’''

- Divtioiiaair*^ Oeoyrdphique. pp, 4*21-2.

^ See Moller, op. rit., p. 11.

^ PrevioiLb traiihlations : Chabas, Mthopes Egi/^tuloghpieH, deuxierae serie, pp. 151 foil; Id., Pt tides

sur VAntiyulte Historique,2rn\ edit., pp. 277-8; Maspero, Genre EpUtohdre, p. 102; Brugsch, Steininschrift

and Bibelirvi't, pp. 192-4; Erman, Aeggpten, 242-3.

Chabas, Melanges {loe. cit.), p. 143, makes much use of a passage in Pap. Leyden 348, where (0, 6}

mention i^ made of ‘‘the qD/y?r-people who drag stones to the great castle {bkn[t]) of...Ramesses-Beloved-

of-Amun-Beluved-of-Truth.” But there is a lacuna' before the cartouche which is by no means neces.sarilj

to be restored [House-of] as would be necessary if the town of Rainesses were meant. The epithet Be-
loved-of-Truth .suggests rather that some temple is- meant. Thus Chabas’ belief that this pa.^.sage refe^*d
to the actual building of Raarnses by the Hebrews rests on but poor grounds; scholars genernllv domot
now accept the view that the word fryn: means Hebrews.

^ Tl-niri, Greek Timuris, was a name of Egypt.
" Hermonthi.s in Upper Egypt.
^ “Monthu-in-the-Two-Lands” and “ Sun-of-Princes ’’ are < occasional epithets applied to Ramesses II;

for the former see Anastasi III, 3, 4, 8, and for the latter Lepsius, Benhadler, part III, PI. 192, h
; Anas^

tasi VIII, 7: Tendon SCarah, 2295: Xaville, Bjibastis, p. 34.

25—
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Vizier ; Joy-of-EgypV, Beloved-of-Titm is the Mayor, llie hutd goeth down to his place.

The Great Chief of Khatti sends to the Chief of Kedy - :
—

‘‘ Get thee ready, let as hasten to

Egypt and say ' the will of god prevails! Let us speak softly to Usiinare^ ; he giveth breath

to whom he ivill. Every land is
( full) of the love of him ; Khatti is in his power alone.

Except the god receive its offerings, it beholds not the rain of heaven
; for it is in the power of

TJsirnart^, the Bull who loveth valour!'

(18j Anastasi IV, 6, 10—-7, 9 is a model letter supposed to be written by an admini-

strative official, and runs as follows: ''A}iother greeting to my master, to the effect that I have

arrived at AWW\ Xa KVmessemni-

amrin on the hanks of the Vty^vaters -with the felucca belonging to my master and with the

two cattle-ferries of the Gastle-of-Mlllions-of-Years of King Sethos II in the estate ofA mun.

I have collected the whole of the gardeners of the gardens of the Castle-of-Millions-of-Years

of King Sethos II in the estate {ofAmu a), and fml that there are 7 gardeners, 4 striplings,

4 old men, and 0 children, total 21. To bring to my masters knowledge the quantity of wine

which I found sealed up in the hands of the Chief of Gardeners Thatry: 1500 mnt-)neasures

of wine, 70 nmt-measures of must, 50 mui-measures o/P/wr, 50 sacks of pomegranates {!),

50 -baskets(]) of hea ns{!), and 60 krht. I loaded with them the hvo cattle-ferries of the

Castle-oJ-Mdlions-of-Yea 7's ofKing Sethos II in the esta te ofAm un ,
and sailed down from

{siQ,)House-of-Ramesses-Beloved-ofAman,-the-Great-Spirit-of-the-Sun-IIorus-of-the-Horizon,

and handed theni over to the controllers of the Castle-of-Millions-of-Ye<n's of King Sethos II
in the estate of Amutr and arn sending to inform my master!'

Brugsch has translated this text almost completely in his Dictionnaire Geographique
AA/WV\ r, t\ —

(pp. 230 foil), where he agrees with Chabas, its earlier commentator^, that
(j

- in the

geographical name at the commencement ought to be emended into n i. The word ?i/y new-

‘'those of’ is, however, a frequent formative in place-names h and Brugsch himself later

found it necessary to revise his opinion on this point \ Still, so long as we retain the pre-

position m "from” in the sentence
o

ca I (o ^mw
' I sailed doivnstream from

Hoase-of-Bamesses-Belored-ot-A mun,-the-Great-Spirit-of-the-Sun - Horus-of-the-Horizon ” at

the end of the text, just so long will it be necessary to assent to the identification of Na-
Ra^niesse with the Residence-city, which in this case will have lain on a canal or river-arm

called Pety iPtr]) of which little more is known than that it was celebrated for its 6/^-fish'\

^ yd/n-lb-n-Kmt occiirs Hs epithet of Rame>»es III .-several time^ at Medinet HabCi, e.g. de Rouge,
I/isCftijtiu/i.i Uuroipypfiu.iu.es, PI. 146, 1. 66, but is uukiiowu to me in connection with Rames^es II.

' hdy i^ pretty generally agreed to be the coa^tldiid of Cilicia and northernmo.'st Syria, see Max
Miller, and Enropa, ch. XIX.

^ ' EggijUAognpiK-s^ troisicine scrie, vol. II,
t)t).

78—93.
^ See SpiEoELBEiUr in Aju/dnr, vol. vi, p[>. S6-8. ^ Diet. Geogr.. p. 1^19.

BtgmAi «,>f the /V/v'-\\ater>, Ano.-<tasi JV. lo, 6, in a libt of tithes and othei* supplies required for

the palace. It i.'> ju'^t posable that the caUfil or river-arm ^ ^

ji(J/w.AAA mentioned on a wine-jar
I (JIawwn XI

from the Rame^''euni Spil<tELBeh<l Ildrutin O^irnoo PI. XXI, no. 168 j may refer to the same waters.

Mr Chum point-, out that some waters railed FCt. Ptr are named in the Pyramid Texts (ed. Sethe, § 1138)
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The entire drift of the passage seems to me to make it essential that r “to'' should be

emended in the place of m “from" before the name of Pi-Ra^messe; Anastasi IV is one of the

most incorrectly written of all the school-copybooks belonging to this series of manuscripts,

and such a slip of the pen is easily imaginable. On this supposition, Na-Ra^messe will have

been the name of a place where Sethos II had vineyards, distinct fr'om Pi-Ra^messe. With

this agrees the fact that the fr*agment of a wine-jar from the Ramesseum bears the legend

' d

£^1111

Ol I I I

.up I- -IOH.

^ '"Year 8, wine of the mneyavd which is in Xa-Usimare^~setpeuamun,.dl

Na-Usimare^-setpenamun, compounded with the prenomen of Ramesses II instead of the

nomen, in all probability identical with Na-Ra^'messe-mi-Amun
;
where it was situated

is unknown, except that it must be inferred from the word hd “ to sail down " in the

sentence from Anastasi IV already quoted that it lay southward of Pi-Ra^messe.

The mission envisaged in the letter must be interpreted, accordingly, as follows. An
official of the funerary temple of Sethos II at Thebes- travels down with several river-craft

to Na-Ra^messe on the Pety-canal, where the vineyards of Pharaoh lay. Having inspected

the personnel, he receives and takes on board the wine and other produce of the vineyard,

then sailing down to the Residence-city of Pi-Ra^messe, where he hands over his cargo to

the controllers or agents of the funerary temple. Their task will presumably have been

to despatch the wine to Thebes in due course. The Residence-city here again appears as

the centre of the Ramesside revenue administration (see above nos. 7, 8, and below no. 23).

Without emending as I propose to do, it is difficult to see how the official could ‘"sail

downstream," i.e. northwards from Pi-Ra^messe, since we have every reason for believing

Pi-Ra^messe to have been close to the sea. Moreover, it is obviously necessary that ^ve

should be informed where the produce was handed over to the controllers : both Chabas

and Brugsch evade the issue by slurring over the specific meaning of the verb hd, which

they translate by partir,'' “ repartirl

(19) On the verso Anastasi IV, 11 are the fr-agments of a memorandum similar to

those of which we have already discussed several examples: “(Pharaoh was) in House-of-

Ramesses-Beloved-of'Aniiin,-the-Great-Spirit-of-the-8iin-IIorus-uf-the~IIorizckn, doing what

h is father Ptah-of-Ra messes-Beloved-of-Ain a n praisedI

(20) Pap. AnasUisi VI dates probably from the beginning of the reign of Sethos II,

and is a school miscellany like many of the Anastasi and Sallier papyri. It begins with

six lines of very large Avriting containing the stereotyped titulary and introductory for-

mulae that might be prefixed to various official documents, and therefore had to be

practised by the youthful scribed “ Under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Lower

1 Spiegelbero, Hieratic Ostraca, PL XIX, no. 145.

- For this Theban temple, the site of which does not seem to have been discovered, ^ee the .stele of

Bilgai, published by me in Zeitschrift fur agyptuche Sprache, vol. l (1912 <, pp. 49—57, where two officials

are named who were employed to collect the revenues in the same way as the official in Anastasi IV. In

the stele vH Bilgai the temple is sim^^ly named “ Hou^e-of-Sethos-Meneptah in the estate of Amiui/’’ cf. a

wine-jar naming “the vineyard of Hoii.-ie-of-Sethos-Meneptah ’’ found in the deposit of Queen Tewosret

(Petrie. Sir Temples at Thebes, PI. XIX, no. 3 ).—Brugsch has further complicated the problem in

Anastasi IV by imagining that a temple in the neighbourhood of Diospolis Parva in the Delta is here

referred to.

^ Previously translated by Chaba^ in Rtclierches pour sercir a I'Histoire de In XI Dynostle, p. 121.
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Egypt, Lord of the Tivo Lands^Userkhepruenre^'Setpenre^, Son of Re^, Lord of Diadems like

Tam, Sethos-Meneptah, beloved of Tam, Lord of the Two Lands, of Heliopolis and of

Re^ Homs of tlte Horizon, granted life for ever and aye like his father Re^ Horns of the

Horizon. On l^his) day O^ie was in House-of-RamesseS‘Beloved-of-Aman,4he-Great-SpiriU

of-the-Sun-Horns-of-the-HorizoJt, the beautiful royal palace of millions of Jubilees, doing

what is praised by Aman of Ramesses-Beloved-ofArnan, and by Ptah-of- Here the

text euraes to an abrupt conclusion.

(21) Some accounts of the Fayurn Residence of Sethos II (Griffith, Kahun Papyri,

PL XL) c*)ntain two dates belonging to year 2 of that Pharaoh, each being follow'ed by the

usual note stating where the Pharaoh chanced to be at that particular time :
“ One ivas

inHoiise-of-Ra /nesses-Beloved-of-A'ma n,-the‘Great-Spirit-ofth€-Sun-Horas-of-the-Horizon'^T

Some broken fragments ef the same papyrus, handed me for study by Professor Petrie,

also refer lo Pi-RaGnesse and allude to events in the sixty-seventh and even so far back

as the sixtieth year of Ramesses II.

(22) I^ap. Anastasi VII was written by Ennene, the same scribe to whom we owe

Anastasi IV and VI, as well as Sallier II, and bears (7, L—7) the dating 'Tn year 6, second

nionth of sum nter, day twenty-fee, (when) One was in Hoase-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Amitn,-

the-Great-Spirit-of-the'Snn-Horus-of-the- Horizon!' Dr Moller argues that the reign of Siptah

must be meant, seeing that Sothus II did not reign as much as six years. But IM. Daressy

has published^ an ostracon found by Mr Theodore Davis at Biban el-Moluk from which he

seeks to prove that the death of Sethos II was announced in Thebes on the nineteenth day

of the first winter month of year 6. The ostracon is a record of work done in the Theban

necropolis, doubtless on the royal tomb, and has an entry tor every day from vear 6, second

month of summer, day IG onwards. There is no change of regnal year on NewyeaFs day,

the first day of the first month of inundation, and various subsequent datings show that

year G continued on until the king’s death, whence it is plain that the regnal years were

accounted at this period from accession day to accession dayt On the nineteenth day of

the first winter-month there is the note
w -<s>-r

!0
''The day that the chief Mazoi Nakhtmin came, saying

:

‘ The falcon has

fawn up to heaven, namely^ Sethos, and another has arisen in his place!" Further on, there

^ M. (Uiuthier chs Rois, vol. ill, p. 3/) assigns these dates to Ramesses II, forgetting that they

are written on the cerso t')f a rep<jrt to Sethos II, and in the ^ame handwriting.
“ Rtcveil cR TravaiLc, voL xxxiv, pp, 39—o2.

'• Su too Pop. Txrlti 152-3, a journal commencing with the epagumenal day.'^> of year 13 (Ramesses IX
Xeterkere^;, inake> nu change of year on the iir^t day of the tir*t month of inundation. Pop, Abbott, 8, 1

lui> the date '‘i cor 1, t>rst montk of Inundation, day 2, corresponding to year 19”
;
this is probably to ])e

understood <l'^ meaning that, had Xeferkere^-Ramesses not died previously, the said date of his successor

Would ^>till have tallen vvithin his nineteenth year.
^ M. Daressy thinks that n here is the genitive exponent, and translates Le faucon de Seti s’est

envolc all ciel. Such an inversion w(juld be cpiite monstrous, and I think n must here be the equivalent

ot the preposition m, as we find it er/. in

^ ’
‘‘thus he spoke, namely the Vizier”;

Coptic has further developed this peculiar uso of the m esserdiae into : u'2L€, i.e. rn H n, “in the form
of.” ’‘namely.’'
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is a similar note, in which the words ''year 1” are prefixed to the date nineteenth day of
the first winter month. ’ The new king appears from a subsequent reference to be the very

,
Skha<^nre-setpenre^

Ra^messe-si-Ptah, formerly classed as Ramesses IX. M. Daressy now proposes to call him

Rarnesses III, the effect of this beino: that the numbers of all the kinofs named Ramesses

between Ramesses III and Ramesses IX would have to be advanced by one. M. Gauthier,

on the contrary, accepts the view previously advanced by Sir Gaston Maspero that the

cartouches of the supposed Ramesses IX are really only the names used by Meneptah-Siptah

in the first, and at all events not later than the second, year of his reign \ There is some-

thing to be said for the latter point of view, though I am unable, for my part, to regard it

as altogether certain. At all events, it is inadvisable, on so doubtful evidence, to change

the numbers of the Ramessides from Ramesses III onwards; if, with M. Daressy, we prefer

to distinguish Ra^messe-Siptah from Meneptah-Siptah, these kings nicLy be designated as

Siptah I and Siptah II i‘espectively.

We have wandered far from Pap. Anastasi VII, but this discussion has been needful

both in order to show that there is no reason for refusing to assign the date of year 6 in

that papyrus to Sethos II, and also in order to settle (jur nomenclature of the subsequent

kings. A scrap of new evidence may here be added with regard to the actual day of

Sethos II s accession. This must have fallen, as M. Daressy 's ostracnn shows, somewhere

between the nineteenth day of the first month of winter and the sixteenth day of the second

month of summer. Xow the late Mr Harold Jones lent me for study a limestone ostracon

found by him in Mr Theodore Davis’ exca\'ations at Biban el-Moliik, which once contained

specific evidence on this point. The text is a journal of accounts connected with the

workmen engaged upon the tomb of Sethos II and dating from the thirteenth day of the

third month of inundation (of the first year) onwards. By way of explanatory prelaee the

rarely named
( ©

/I AAA/vV\
O'

accounts are preceded by the note
I"

o
G' n

PV; f j\

AA/'A^A !

Yeitr X, month Y of winter, day 16,

the scribe Pest dr came with the good tidings that Userkheprure^-setpeure^ {i.e. Sethos II) had

arisen as Prince! Combining this with M. Daressy ’s data, it is clear that vSethos II must

have ascended the throne somewhere about the middle of the second, third or fourth month
of winter. It is most regrettable that the regnal year should have fiaked awav, since this

would have acquainted us wdth the exact length of the reign of Sethos’ predecessor.

Sir Gaston Maspero, commenting on the memorandum about House-of-Ramesses in

Pap. Anastasi VII, makes the curious suggestion that the Theban Ramesseum is meant in

this and the various similar examples which we have encountered. . .or shall encounters

M. Gauthier^ has pointed out the falsity of this view ; the name of the Ramesseum was
1 i ux.

The-Castle-of- L sun a re^-setpenre^ in the estate of

Amiutf and the evidence already set forth is absolutely decisive that the addition “ the-
Great-Spirit-of-the-Sun-Horus-of-the-Horizon ” is an attribute of the Pi-Ra<^messe in the
Delta.

I Oauthier, Livre des Rois, vol. iii, p. 141, footnote 1.

- Rynitta <fii Xdj in Bihliotkiqne cTEtvxR, vol. v, pp. vii— x. " Op. dt., p. 63, footnote 1.
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(23j No further precisely datable testimony seems available until the reign of

Ramesses III is reached. To the 10th year of that Pharaoh belong some jottings on the

verso of the Cairo j^apyrus describing the game of draughts’. After the date and titulary

of Ramesse.s III is the entry

\
[

)i sic, end of line

l-fip; Received as tribute in House-of-Ramesses-Beloved-

of-Ainun-the-rjreut-Sjnrit (sic) through the Royal Scribe. ,.Ry, doing according to ichat His

Majesty coini)tanded{^), namely to cause it to he fabmcated!' The reference is apparently to

some raw materials received as tribute in Pi-Ka^^messe w^hich have now to be utilized for

the manufacture of something.

(24) In the 1 2th year of Ramesses III was set up at Medinet Habu the stele record-

ing the benefits bestowed upon the Pharaoh by Ptah-Tenen, a duplicate, as we have seen,

of one at Abu Simbel in favour of Ramesses II (above no. 5). The passage that interests

us- runs as fidllows: 'I have made for thee a great and noble Residence in order to strengthen

the boundaries of Tiniuris.
ca

I liMl /wvws

n 1
^ ©

Honse-of-Ramesses-

Prince-of- Heliopolis, great u:ith the provisions of Egypt; [it is'\firni [upon earth like'] the four

pillars [of^ heaven, and Thy Majesty is established in its palace." It will be seen that there are

several slight variations between the text of Abu Simbel and that of Medinet Habii, besides

the important alteration in the name of the Residence -city itself. In the latter the sub-

stitution of the name of Ramesses III for that of Ramesses II is due to purely ostentatious

and egoistic motives, and need not lead us to suppose that any place other than Pi-Ra^messe

of the Delta was here meant
;
this substitution recurs, moreover, in the Hands papyrus

(below no. 26). The epithet " great in the produce of Egypt'’ is interesting; we have seen

in no. 15 what great stress was laid on the fertility and productiveness of the Delta Residence.

For the words that follow see below no. 25.

(25) In the tomb of Setau, high priest of Xekhbet, at EbKab, there is a picture of a

boat containing the shrine of the goddess Nekhbet being towed by another boat. Above

is a legend ^\hich. after due restoration, runs as follows: ''[Year month of...season ^

day ...under the Majesty of the King of Upper and Loioer Egypt], lord of [the Tiuo Lands]

Usinia)'e^-)m-A/nnn, the son of Re^, lord of Diadems, Ramesses-Prince-of-Heliopolis. FHst
occurrence of the Jubilee festival. His Majesty commanded to comviission the governor of

the Residence-city, the Vizier To, [to bring the divine bark of Nekhbet to the Jubilee] and to

carry out her sacred rites in the hou.ses of the Jubilee festival. Arrival at ^ '

U '

'Cm®]!
'^Hou.se-ofRamesses-Beloved-ofA‘miinrthe-[Great]-Spirit-of-

the-[Sufi]-. .A f). [n< year 2\)... month of. season, day...]. Reception of the front-haiuser of

the dnune bark by the King in person!' In discussing this scene and inscription elsewhere"

^ Sec lUn'-ihCy (h> Troaorr.^ voL xvi, p. 129.

' De ?e)U(rE, Lu^criptimh'^ Hurofjlyplaques, PL ([’XXXV, 11. 23-4.

'•* Z^itschrift ff!,' ngyptische Sprach*^, voL XLViii (1910), pp. 47—51.
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I have made use of a passage from a Turin papjTus^ which provides the basis for the restora-

tions in the El-Kab text: ''Year 2^, fourth month of ivinter, day 28. The Vizier To sailed

northxvardsy after he had come to take the (jods of the Southern Province to the Jubilee festival

T

Fig. 2

Was then the Jubilee festival of Ramesses III celebrated at Pi-Ra^messe ? This

question has to be answered in the negative, for Pap. Harris 49, 10—12 definitely

states, in the long declaration addressed by Ramesses III to the Memphite Ptah, ''I nuide

for thee the first Jubilee of my reign as a great, vast festival for Tanen I restored thy

temple and the chapels of the Jubilee festival that were ruined of old ’’ Professor Sethe

has shown that some of the central rites of the festival—the circuit of the wails and the

erection of the Ded-symbol —were specifically Memphite ceremonies-; he might also

have quoted the decree of Ptah-Tanen at Abu Simbel and Medinet Habu, where the

passages relating to Pi-Ra^messe (above nos. 5, 23) are immediately followed by a reference

/'/NA
I'

•

^ j

'

j

to Memphis as the scene of the Jubilee festival:
^

I I I

Ramesses III, Medinet Habu 'j inin which are houses of the

Sovereignfl) (var. "I built Wall-town, in xvhich is my seat), that thou mightest celebrate the

Jubilee which I celebrate within it. I fastened thy crown with my own hands^, thou appear-

ing upon the gi'eat double dais, gods and men rejoicing at thy name, like me when I celebrated

Jubilee festivals^ The first words in the Abu Simbel stele are obscured by a lacuna followed

by a puzzling variant, but it cannot be doubted that the sense was substantially the same

as that of the Medinet Habu stele
:
perhaps [7 built

Wall-town], in which are houses of the Sovereign'' should be emended. ‘AVall-town” is a

well-known name of Memphis^ and the thought running through these sentences is that

1 Pleyte-Rossi, P^ipyr>fs de Turin, PL 44, 11. 18— 19.

- Uniermchungen znr GeschickU? vnd Altertumshuidn Aegyptens, voL iii, pp. i;35-7.

^ This means, of course, that the high priest of Memphis performed the actual rite of coronation.

So, under Ptolemy Neos Dionysos, the high priest of that time, Pshenptah boasts: "'It was I who placed

the uraeus-ornameiit on the brow of the king on the day when the two landb w’ere united to him, and who
performed for him all the usual rites in the chapels of the Jubilee festival’’ (op. cit., p. 135).

^ Op. cit., pp. 131-3.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arch. v. 26
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Ptah-Tanen claims to have built his seat and city expressly in order that Ramesses II (or III)

might there celebrate the Jubilee festival as he himself had done of yore. Professor Breasted

has been misled by the lacuna into connecting the passage referring to AYall-town with the

preceding passage that deals with Pi-Ra^messe, thus conveying the impression that the

Jubilee festival was celebrated there ^

But if such was not the case, what is the meaning of the El-Kab inscription ? Here

we are reduced to guesswork. For my own part I would conjecture that it merely con-

firms the view that Pi-Ra^messe was the Residence-city at this period. To that city the

Vizier and high officials of the land will have thronged, together with the high-priests of

the provinces and their sacred barks bearing the shrines of the gods. Then, all together

in one solemn and stately procession, with the Pharaoh in their midst, they will have

proceeded down-stream to Memphis, there to celebrate the Jubilee under the patronage of

its ancient god Ptah-Tanen.

(26) The great Hcaiis Papyrus, enumerating the benefits conferred on the gods of

Egj’pt by Ramesses III, contains several important references to the Delta Capital. In

the section devoted to the wide-.spread estates and foundations consecrated to the Theban
Amun, there is a long passage describing the town with its vineyards and orchards, and

subsequently the temple of Amun there and the gardens and property connected with

it. The name of Pi-Ra^messe is slightly disguised by the substitution of the nomen of

Ramesses III for that of Ramesses II. This substitution carried with it, however, the

retention of the original epithet ‘‘ Great -of-Victories applied to Ramesses II in the name
of his town. So long as he lived

;
we have seen that this epithet applied only to a ruling

Pharaoh, but when Ramesses III represented himself, and not Ramesses II, as the author

of the city there was nothing to prevent him annexing also its original founder's epithet.

The passage is interesting enough to translate in full (8, 2—12):

—

"I nwcle for thee a noble domain in a Delta city, established as a heritage to thee for

ever; ^ PP
J

^

^ ‘ House- of- Ramesses- Prince- of- Heliopolis-

Great-of-^ ictories, is the name by vjfiich it shall be called unto cdl eternity, I assigned to it

Tiinuns with its produce ; men of every land are collected- within it; it is equipped with

great gardens and promenades and all kinds of fruii-hearing bashes loaded ivifh their fruit

;

a sacred avenue is hrigld mitli the flowers of every land, reeds and papyrus and rermet-
plants {plentiful) like sand.

" I made Kenkernefor it, inundated like {f) the two lands, with great olive-lands(J) hearing
vines and enclosed with a wall all around them for miles {!), planted with great trees on all

their sides, and the oil from them is more plentiful than the sand of the shore; in order to

present them to thy ka in Victorious Thebes—wine like running sti'ea.ms, unlimited—and in

order to offer them in thy presence as perpetual offerings.

I built for thee thy temple within its territory, embellished with fine work in stone of
^Ayn, lU door and its doorposts of gold mounted with copper ; inlay-figures of all kinds of
precious stones tike the two gates of heaven.

I faAiioned. thy noble image with which { festal) appearances are made like Re^ when
he illuminate.'^ the earth with his beams. Its great, noble name is Amun-of-Ranvesses-Prince-
of ehopolis. I filed- his house with male and female slaves whom I brought from the
binds of the Asiatic.s. The lay-priests of the temple were -hearers and children of

* Af^rietit Rt'jorch, vol, iii, § 406 .
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magnates, whom I had educated. His treasuries overflow with the riches of every land ; his

granaries draw nigh to heaven ; his herds are mxdtiplied more than sand; cattle-stalls are

devoted to his ka; perpetual offerings full and pure are before him; thefattening-shops contain

fatij) geese, and the poultry-yards fowl of the air
;
gardens with xu in e, equipped with their

fruit, vegetables and all manner offlowers.''

The vineyards of Kenkeme have come before our notice above in no. 15 and provide

the definite proof that the Delta Residence of Ramesses II is here meant
;
numerous frag-

ments of wine-jars which once contained wine from Kenkeme were found by Mr Quibell

in the Ramesseum\ That the god Amun in Per-Ra^messe was specifically named Amun
of Ramesses is confirmed by nos. 1, 4, 17, 20, 27, 30, 31 and 89.

(27) In the catalogue of the possessions of Amun there is an entry (10, 12) giving

the number of persons in Pi-Ra^messe whom Ramesses III ''placed in the house of his

noble father Amemre^, king of the gods, Mut,Khons and all the gods of Thebes as a heritage

for ever'" (10, 1—2):

—

v..
' * *

' House-of-Raiaesses-

Prince- of-Heliopolis-Great-of- Victories, the town which Pharaoh made for thee in the

northern country upon the foundation of the house of Ameii-re^, king of the gods, saying

' Thou prevailest, according as thou causest it to be established for ever and ever'

:

7872

heads." It is not to be supposed that Ramesses III actually provided all these persons

for the service of Amun in Pi-Ra^messe
;
on the contrary, most or at all events many of

them will have belonged to the foundation of Ramesses II. Xor is it possible to judge

what percentage of the population they formed
;
probably they were quite distinct from

the officials, craftsmen and slaves attached to the royal administration and to the personal

service of Pharaoh himself.

(28) The Heliopolitan section of the Harris Papyrus contains no reference to Pi-

Ra^messe, but there is a possible allusion to that city in the Memphite portion. It is

clear from passages already quoted or still to be adduced that Ptah possessed a cult in

Pi-Ra^messe under the name of Ptah-oLRamesses. In the catalogue of the estate of

Ptah there is the following entry (51 8): " Ptah-of-Ramesses-Prince-of-Heliopolis-whose-

place-is-found, in the estate of Ptah, in charge of the deputy Ptahmose

;

7 persons," It is

quite conceivable that this may refer to the particular cult-statue of Ptah dedicated by

Ramesses III himself, and placed in the temple of Ptah built by Ramesses II in Pi-

Ra^messe, The latter might in that case possibly be meant in the indefinite reference

found a few lines previously: cn I

(
c
||P

jl

|^||)^ ' o I^
Prince-of-Heliopolis, in the estate of Ptah, in charge of Huy who was major-domo

;

16

persons" (51 a, 6; cf, also 51 b, 5). Taking this view, we should have to suppose that the

nomen of Ramesses III is here again substituted for that of Ramesses II, an assumption

that presents no difficulty.

(29) The seemingly over-speculative suggestions made under (28) above win a cer-

tain degree of plausibility from the similar, but fuller, references made in the section

concerning the lesser temples of Egypt as to Ramesses Ill's gifts to the Setekh-of-Ramesses

in Pi-Ra^mes>e k5etekh-of-Ramesses, like Ptah-ot-Ramesses, is often mentioned in con-

1 Spiegelberg, Hieratii: Ostraca, no.s. 140, 142, 156, 162, 166, 191, 192, 199, 214, 219, 256
;
also Wiede-

mann, Zeitsrhritt fur Ogyptifa-he Sprorhf, vnl. xxi 'd883), p. 34.

26—2
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nection with the gods of Pi-Ra^naesse. The longer ol the two passages (60, 2 o) may

be thus rendered: nuide ci greot teiiipl€y enlarged ‘in the niakingy of the house oj ^>etekh-uf‘

Raniesses-Beloi^d-of-Annuiy builtJa‘id, smoothed and inscribed with designs; having door-

posts of stone and doors of cedar
y
and its name is called n i ^ X J,!

ca I

^ in the house of ySetekh' for every

I appointed to it a staff of people whoni I had educated, men-servants and maidservants

whom I had carried off as the booty of rny scimetar. I made for -it offerings full aiid

pare to devote them to his ka every day. I filled hts treasury with riches unnumbered,

with granaries for grain like teits-of-thousands, herds and cattle like to sand to devote

them to thy ka, thou Great-of-Sirenffh.’' In the catalogue-section (62 a, 3) there is the

corresponding entry: House-of-Ramesses-Prince'Of-Heliopolis in the estate of Setekh

House-offRarnesses-Beloved-of-Amun; lOQ persons''

;

Pi-Ra ^111esse is here written in the short way, but quite normally, and there cannot be any

d<jubt uf its identit^L Professor Navilie (Goshen, pp. 19—20), having remarked that Pi-

Ra^messe here occurs between Brst (presumed on insufficient grounds to be Belbeis) and

Athribis, concludes that Pi-Ra^messe must be situated in the land of Goshen. But the

list of Delta towns is too short for us to gain the assurance that it follows any geographical

onler, and we shall find copious evidence for rejecting this conclusion.

(30) This concludes the list of precisely dated references to the Delta Capital.

Scattered up and down the Ramesside literature there are undated references which must

now be enumerated as briefiy as possible. Papp. Leyden 360—36S comprise a series of

original letters from servants and persons of low rank evidently written from Pi-Ra^messe, the

gods of which are regularly invoked. These letters are undoubtedly later than Ramesses II,

since in several cases the epithet '' the-Great-Spirit-of-the-Sun-Horus-of-the-Horizon" is

added to the name '' House-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Amu n
''

(so Papp. 360, 364, 366, 367 ;

without the epithet Papp. 361, 362, 364, 365). The prayers for the welfare of the addressee

are in some cases addressed simply to the '"gods of Pi-Ra^messe'' (Papp. 363, 365, 367)

or to the gods and goddesses of Pi-Ra^messe’' (Pap. 362). In the other instances the

names of one or more deities are added: "to Ptah and to the gods and goddesses of

Pi-Ra^messe-Beloved-of-Antan ’’ (Pap. 361) ;

“ to Ptah South-of~His-Wall, Lord-of-Life, to

Pre'C-Haraklde at his rising and his setting, and to the gods and goddesses of Pi-Ra^rnesse"

[Pap. 364); "to Pre^-Ha rakhte at his rising and his setting, to Amivn of Ramesses, to Ptah

of Ra messes and to the gods and goddesses of Pi-Ra^messe" (Pap. 366); and finally

Pre^-Ha rakhte, to Amaii-of-Ramesses, to Ptah -of-Ra messes, to Pre^-\offRamesses, to

>ietek}t-Great-of-vahmr-of-Ramesses, and to the gods and goddesses of PfRa^messe" (Pap.

360). From these fuller addresses Pre^-Harakhte and Ptah-South-of-His-Wall may be

t‘liminated a^ great gods worsliipped generally throughout the entire extent of Egypt; the

otlua* deities must be considered as those peculiar to Pi-Ra^messe, a view that receives

ample confirmation in other texts.

(31) Pap. Bolugna 1086 is an apparently original letter sent by ''the scribe of the

table Bekna ninn ’ to ''the priest Ra^mose of the House-of-Thoth-Contented-in-MempJiis."

Prayers on behalf of the said priest are addressed '' to Pre^-Harakhte at his rising and his

setting, to Amdn. Pr^^ and Ptah of Bnmesses-Beloved-of-Amun and to the gods and
g<uhhsies of Honse-of- Ra rnesses-the-Great-Spirit-of-the-Snn-Horfis-of-the-Horizon”
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(32) In Pap. Anastasi IX, a letter dealing with certain herds of cattle, there is a

much-damaged sentence (1. 20) in which it appears to be said that they were to be conveyed

>C3\
1 1

HoiLse-of-Usimare^-setpenre^ in front of lael

(33) On a potsherd from the Earnesseum are some accounts, amid which the words

OM
Jj

"'sailing down to House-of-Usiinare^-setpenret^' occur m^ ©

an obscure context^

(34) The lack of any closer definition makes it difficult to believe that the two last

references could refer to any town except the famous Delta Residence of Eamesses II,

though the name is written with that Pharaoh’s prenomen instead of with his nomen, the

usual method. The letter preserved in Pap. Anastasi VIII goes a step further, writing the

name of the city with the prenomen of Eamesses H and without the preceding qualification

^ House-of '' (1. 44), The writer makes allusion to a ship ^ ^ ^

1
^ is going to the town of Vsimare^-setpenre^ with

the s^rt-'?t'00?(?)/’ but there is nothing to indicate where the town was situated. What
makes it difficult to recognize the Delta Residence in this place-name is the fact that

rr2\
c
0 '' House-of’Ramesses-Beloved-of-A man,'' i.e. Pi-Ea^messe nor-

mally written, is mentioned in 1. 27 in the sentence "I will spend from the second month of
inundation, day 8 to day 10, there {i.e. in Memphis), and then we will set forth to Pi-Ra^messe,

if we live." But under no. 35 we shall have to consider some testimony which perhaps

turns the scale in favour of the identification.

(35) Yet another reference to Pi-Ra<^messe may be contained in Anastasi VIII in the

sentence (11.9—10) "As to the s^rt-tcool (.0 of the god

/WWNA

I ^ e "I ^vh^ch is in Tomb Oyof-Ramesses-Beloved-

of-AmLin on the bank of ‘ The-Wuters-ofthe-Sun,’ as whose freight shall it be given !” The
o

word n hr elsewhere means ' tomb ”
;
but the tomb of Ramesses II was at Thebes,

and not on the arm of the Nile knoAvn as “ The-Waters-of-the-Sim.” Some mistake or

unusual word may here be concealed, and “ Tomb (^)-of-Ratnesses ” may possibly be a

variant name of the Delta Capital. This is the more likely, since the ship bound for

“the town of Usimare^-setpenre'^-” (above no. 34) carried the same commodity (sf;-t-wool)

as is here apparently mentioned as stored in “ Tomb 0)-of-Ramesses.” There are two
further scraps of evidence, both unhappily doubtful, which point to the likelihood that
Pi-Ra<’messe may have been situated on the Nile-arm called “ The-\Yaters-of-ReC”

(36) The less dubious of the two is the Aberdeen .scarab, no. 1012, here drawn from
an impression kindly provided by Professor R. W. Reid, the Curator of the Aberdeen
Museum (Fig. 3) ;

the drawing has been controlled by means of notes on the original

taken by myself in 1914, as well as by the published photographs This scarab, as
has been already noted (p. 131, under E), belongs to a series commemorating the building
achievements of Ramesses II. As is commonly the case with scarabs, especially those

‘ Spiegelberg, Hiemtlc Ostrava, PI. XIII. no. 114.

- P. IV. Reid, oy. cit., p. 150 .
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made of glaze like the present one, there are serious difficulties in the inscription. What,

in the first place, is Q 4 ,
the formative element in the

l/m 1 1

1

place-name to which the cartouche of Ramesses is added ^

No such formative is known to me, though [l[|

j

(see

above, p. 138) might possibly be quoted as a distinct analogy.

So far as I can see, the only possibility that presents any

likelihood is to regard 4 py as a phonetic writing of

^ ;
the philological aspect of this interpretation has been

discussed above (p. 138), and here all that has to be considered

is the translation and interpretation of the inscription as a

whole. The indeterminate house-like sign might be under-

stood as , since the feminine definite article precedes. The

two shapeless holes following were certainly meant for
,
so

that the place-name, together with the words qualifying it, ought probably to be rendered

r*i-Ra^messe-nii-Aman, in the Castle (?) on the shore of The- Waters-of-the-Sunr

(37) Even less certain is a possible reference to Pi-Ra^messe contained in the hieratic

inscription on a fragment of a wine-jar from the Ramesseumh Here only the end of a

cartouche is preserved before the words '‘in The-Watei^s-of-the-San''

:

it is tempting to

emend
A/WW\

/W\/V\.'\ AAA/W\
^

^ /VVW^.^

“[Pi~Ra^messe~

(/ii-A7na n] in The-Waters-of-the-SiinT

(38) The geographical list in the Golenischefi' glossary (Dyn. XXI) is very defective

in the material which it provides for the cities of the Delta ; nor are these arranged in any
intelligible order. Alter some towns that do not here concern us come the three river-arms

/\AAA/\A

WWSA
/WWW

. AW/WS
/WW^^
/VW'A/'

^ A/WWV
the Western

River, the Great River, The-Waters-oJ-the-Suif\b, 10): the last name is written as a rubric.
7 A • a _ >k n n'l n Pi ^ n a n , , o w (c>

Then follown I

<WW\A
. ft SI AAAAAA i 1

I £21

—r /WWNa
/WWW

I

. CsQ /WWV.
» CT!

.... /WWW

i s " I H o \ ZIZ - w -» - _— o

1
^

I © '' KoTii el-Hisn (Pr-nbt-Tmw), Pi-Ra^ynesse-ziiGAnvun, Sethroe {tHdhvw'),

Busins’, Bala man, (p^-gwwO, (Pr-wMyt) (pr-s/y-t/^), Ta/ns (d^nt), the

- © n I

o eg nrzD

^ Spiegelberg, Hieratic O^traca, PL XXXI, no. 2o4.

Ihis conjecture, which is due to M. Goleuischelf fttr dyyptUehe t^yrache, vol. XL [1902],
p. I0o\ is based solely on the resemblance of the consonants.

lor the same spelling see Rcrueil de Tracaav*', vol. xxxv, p, 41.

M. Dare^sy has recently attempted to prove that this was a name of Xois, Annales dii Service, vol.

XMi, pp. 46-8. May this not he the town of ® mentioned in the narrative of Siniihe's flight

Sinuhe R 13. i On the stele from Sakha published by M. Daressy the name is written

See BrU(4>ch, Dictiotnio ire Otojrojjf iqut, p. 661.
'"Ap \\// ©
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Papynis-aty (pMwf)\ the- fortress of Tkel.” Here the list of towns ends and is followed by
an enumeration of kinds of buildings. An elaborate commentary would be required to ex-

plain and justify the identifications suggested in the above rendering. For our purposes
all that matters is to observe that Pi-Ra^messe, Tanis and the fortress of Thel are all

distinguished from one another, and separated from one another by one or more names.

(39) In the Cairo 3Iuseum there are two statues bearing very similar titles and each

belonging to a general named Teos, which nevertheless, owing to the difference in the

names of the parents indicated in either case, must represent two different personages

;

the date is possibly the fourth century On the statue of Teos, son of the priest

Onnophris, found at Tanis in 1861, occur, among other inscriptions, the following titles :

—

AA/W\A AWWA ^
im I /WWV\

ll I

jl^ ' OI ^

I ca

J O 1 o lU
C, (S; ©

t
preceding copy reproduces the hieroglyphs as given by

M. Daressy; Brugsch diverges at some points : a, rightly
;

h, c, instead of

;

i'^cuna in place of
; y, omits . Translation :

“ Priest of Araun

the loarrior lord of triumph, priest of (Ac), priest of Amen- lord of Thrones of the Two
Lands, priest of Horns lord of Mesen, priest of ILhons-the-child, priest of Turn (/), priest of
Thoth, priest of Osiris-Thoth.jjriest of Osiris powerful ( 1) in Mesen, priest of Osiris hm/g lord

of Great-Toivn, priest of Sokuris-Osiris lord of Great-Town, priest of Isis of Dedet, priest

of the ennead of. of House of Khons, \ve(h-priest of Sakhniet, scribe, priest of Amiln of
RaOnes (sic) of Pi-Ra'^messe and of Amen-RH the helper, prince of the gods who have no
director of priests, the great general Teds, son of the priest Onnophris, whose mother was
Nehtaui.”

It was this text which definitely decided Brugsch to identify Pi-Rafmesse with Tanish

Not only was the statue itself found at Tanis, but the references upon it to Mesnet

with its god Horns, and to the divine and priestly title

p |

“ warrior lord of

triumph ’’ pointed unmistakably to the XIVth norite of Lower Egypt, which Brugsch now

identified with the Tanitic nome, abandoning his former view that Thel, its

capital, was the same as Heroonpolis of the Greeks ’. This identification seemed to him
to be proved by the fitct that the other statue of Tehs not .tnly contains such epithets asHA
A

Q ^ AAAAA^

> —a C3 ' 'o© ^ oo (5 I

AA Oi

T
' entering into

1 See above p. 186, footnote 1. For the writing of the definite article here, ^ee above, p. 138.
Part of the inscriptions is published by Brugsch, Dictionnaire Geograpkique, pp. 303, 418; a com-

plete edition is given by Daressy, Recueil de Tmvaxuf voL xv, pp. 151-6.
^ Dictionnaire (dtocjcaphique, pp. 417-8, incorporating the results of the article Zeitschrift fur acivptmhe

Spruche^ vol. x 1 1872), pp. 16—20.

Geographische Insckrifte/i, vol. i, pp. 262-4; vol, m, p. 21.
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the sanctimry of the lord of Thel, giving ointment and perfuming the limbs of the noble ones

{the gods) in (the nome of) Khant-yeb'^ bat also actually appeared to give the name of Taiiis

itself in the title
^

j I 3 ,

^'he mho is In the regions of Field-of-Za^anet”

Now the name of Tunis had not previously been encountered in hieroglyphs, but that it

was to be recognized in the element za^anet of this expression was rendered practically

certain because '' Field-of-Za^anet'' at once recalls the Hebrew in the Field-of-

Zoanf where, according to Ps. 78, 12. 43 Moses performed his wonders, and where the

Septuagint has eV irehicp Taj/eco?, of Sah. ^ Tctouje nT'2s.«.iktie, Boh. ^euTuoi 51*
2^ it

:

and,

on the other hand, “ Field-of-Za^ ’’ appears in the Graeco-Roman temples as

the name of the pehu or ‘^Hinterland’’ of the XIVth nome. Despite the divergence

between '' Field-of-Za^anet"' and Field-of-Za^i' and although he overlooked the fact, later

pointed out by Daressy, that the two statues of Teos belong to two different persons^

Brugsch had thus quite a strong case for his view that Tanis was the metropolis of the

XIVth nome, a good case for his identification of that city Avith Thel and Mesen—for

it is a tamiliar fact that the old Egyptian towns often boi’e several names—and some
case at least for his conjecture that Pi-Ea^messe was yet another designation of the same

2
jlace

;
this conjecture was, of course, sub-consciously backed bv the knowledge that many

important Ramesside monuments had been discovered by Mariette on the site of Tanis.

Nevertheless, Brugsch later abandoned*^ all these views, at times defended by him with

quite unnecessary acrimony : in his book Bie Aegyptologie^, j)^^I^^Lhed in 1891, there is no

mention of Tanis or Pi-Ra^inesse in the brief paragraph devoted to the XIVth nome. No
reasons are given for the change of opinion

:
perhaps he had been convinced by the argu-

ments of Dlimichen, who had always insisted that the XIVth nome lay in the extreme east

of the Delta, in immediate contact Avith the desert".

(To be continued)

^ There is other goijd evideace, of course, f(jr the identity of the Biblical Zoan and Tanis; see E^icy-

'•loj)aechc( Bihlica^ s.i\ Zoan. Hieroglyphic for Tanis was subsequently found in other contexts.

Tliis I myself also failed to notice in my discussion of the position of Avaris, Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology^ vol. Ill, p. 101. The titles on the two statues are, howev'er, so similar that for geographical
purposes they may be quite justifiably utilized as though they were derived from a single document.

^ This is pointed out hy De Rouge, Geographic de la Basse-Egypte^ jq;). 100-1.
^ Die Aegyptologie, p. 451.

Dulnichen^s final views are set forth at length 111 his posthumous work Zur Geographic des alien

Agypten, pp. 31—33.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: CHRISTIAN EGYPT

By W. E. CKUM, M.A.

The following notes obviously cannot, in the present circumstances, pretend to any-

thing like completeness. Nor have they this year been confined within the limits of 1917

and 1918. I am under obligations to several friends, both here and in Egypt, for references

I should otherwise have missed.

1. Biblical, Among the earlier of extant Coptic MSS. is the parchment volume,

whereof part is now in Vienna, while the remainder has been lost sight of, and which

contains the Achmimic version of the Minor Prophets. The parts now lost were published

by Bouriant from a copy
;
together with the Vienna leaves, these are reproduced by

W'essely\ who had the help of some preliminary work done on the at times almost illegible

text by Krall. The MS. may be as late as the 5th century and is reputed, like the

Achmimic Apocalypse of Elias, to have been found at the White Monastery. But place of

(alleged) finding and place of origin are not necessarily identical. The publication is, from

all points of view, highly important and welcome. Spiegelberg^ has suggested a large

number of emendations to Wessely’s readings.

A further addition is promised us to the Bible texts in this, the oldest of Coptic idioms.

Steindorff has announced the forthcoming edition, by himself and C. Schmidt, of the

Berlin papyrus of Proverbs^ The MS. is said to be of the 3rd century. Its acquisition

was announced as early as 1907^.

An appreciative review of Worrells Sa^idic Psalter (v. Joirrnal III, 226) has been

written by Torry ’
;
another by I. GuiDi^.

A hitherto unutilized text of Sa^idic Matt, vii, 4—27 is reproduced by Delaporte^

from a papyrus facsimiled in Cailliaud’s Voyage (1821).

To his previous edition of the Freer Greek Gospel MS., H. A. Sanders has now added

that of the Pauline MS., a very fragmentary codex of the 6th (T should suggest the 7th)

century Whatever may have been the statements of native dealers, I cannot but think

that this MS. at least came originally from Upper Egypt. It is notorious that certain of

the Curzon MSS., though acquired in Nitria, had been previously brought from the White
Monastery.

I Stvdk'n zvr Pahioyrupfut;, xvi a91o). Or. Litt Z. 1918, 22.
•’ Deutsche Lit, Z. 1917, 1060

;
Or, Litt. Z. 1917, 251. ^ Berlin i<itzvugsh. 1907, 155.

^ Amer. Journ. of Theol. xxi, 461. *5 Rcc, St^ul. Or, vii, 723.
- Rec. Bihl. 1916, 560.

^ Cnic. of Michigart Studies^ Hurnani.'stic Series, vol. ix, Xew York, 1918.

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. v. 07
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K. Lake, though bringing new evidence to support an Egyptian origin for the Codd.

Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, yet seems not to wish it to be taken as pointing in that direction^

There can be no doubt that a comparison—not easily feasible as yet, since the necessary

MSS. have not been reproduced—between the scripts of these two codices and of certain

early Sa^idic fragments would go far to convince sceptics that the former were the work

of Egyptian scribes.

From a Sinuthian fragment of 8 leaves D. P. Buckle has collected over 60 biblical

quotations-. On a number of these he has textual notes, as also observations upon the

habit of Bible quotation by Coptic homilists.

R. Schumacher has written upon Apollos the Alexandrine (Acts xviii, 24). H.

\Yikdisch notices the work‘d, saying that it merely sums up the results of previous investi-

gations.

In his study of the story of Dives and Lazarus'^ H. Gressmaxn discusses the name
Nineue given to the former in Egypt. He would derive it ultimately from Minuios = Bar

the wicked publican in a Jewish legend, curiously parallel to the Gospel story. He
does not mention Bendel Harris's suggestion Report 1900-01, 66).

2. Gnostic and Magical. In a study of Gnosticism, based upon de Faye’s work

(i\ Report 1912-13, 52, Journal ii, 26), P. Monceaux has much to say about the Egyptian

sects and their books\ His estimate of the latter is low : Jane niediocrite decourageante

etJnne obscurite invraisemhlahle" '' ouvrages illisihles, (pii defient la patience du lecteurj

He approves de Faye s opinion of their authors : leur pensee. ..n'a servi en rien ana: progres

des ideesi' '\fort au-dessous de la pensee chi temps'' ''de braves gens, sans idees personnelles,

sans talent, tres ennuyeax." Their originality and value lie in the moral purity and eleva-

tion they display.

These same books are very ditferently valued by F. B. Bond and T. S. Lea^ who claim

to have recognized therein a species of ' code ' cryptogram, whereby the gnostic author

aimed at expressing a mathematical theory of the origin of the universe.'' A similar key

to knowledge is to be discovered in the New Testament, but the writers say that the

application of this geometria in criticism of the Greek text has “barely yet begun.” The
second author had already written on these subjects (v. Journal li, 26). Review: Ch. Quart
Rev. 1918, 350.

The “ anonymous ' gnostic work contained in the Bruce Papyrus {ed. C. Schmidt,

335 tf.) is translated, from Amelineau s French translation, by F. LAMPLUGHk with a

pretace on gnosis in general and notes which show much “gnostic ” reading.

In a review of Legge's book {v. Journal iv, 48) F. Granger® declares that the real

importance ot the Pistis Sophia lies in its knowledge of the Odes of Solomon. He further

regards the Poimandres as a commentary on the Pistis.

Kroll's work on Hermes Trismegistus G’- Journal Hi, 51) is reviewed twice^.

Conti Rossini had, a few years ago, edited the Ethiopic translation of the story of the

sojourn of the Holy Family at Koskani in Upper Egypt (v. Journed iii, 52). Michelangelo

^ Hurra i\l TheuL Hkc. xi, 32. - Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, iv, ,312.

' Throb Lit. Z. 1917, 158. i Berlin Academy, Abhandl, 1918, no, 7, pp. 6, 29.

Jo'fr/K des No/*. 1918, pp. 78, 79.

*•' A Prelini. L>cestig. of the Cahahi, rontaiued in the Coptic Gnostic hooks, Oxford, 1917.
" The Gitnsis of Liijht, London, 1918. ® Hibbert Journal, xvi (1>, 171.

f. KircheagesGi. 1916 ; Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1917, 14L.
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Guidi now prints the Arabic A^ersionh whence the Ethiopic was derived. There is as yet

no trace of the inevitable Coptic original. The story is told by the patriarch Theophilus,

yet at its close, his nephew and successor, Cyril, appears to haA^e become the narrator. A
translation Avill doubtless folloAv.

M. E. James discusses- certain apocryphal features in Budge's last A^olume (r. Journal ix,

47 ff.) : the heretic monk in the 2nd text and the Gospel of the HebreAvs
;
the Prayer of

Athanasius and its relation to SteindorfTs ‘'anonymous ” apocalypse in the loth : a book of

Prochorus (?) mentioned in the 16th
;
the critical A^alue of the Sa^idic Apocalypse of Paul.

In a Coptic magical papjTus {Zeitschr. f. dg. Sprache, 1895, 48) the charm AAmrks by the

recitation of the story of Horus sending subserAuent spirits as his messengers to Isis.

This Erman compares^ Avith an incident in the medieval Faust Book.

3. Liturgical. The Berlin Papyrus 13,41 5 presumably contains liturgical matter, since

Th. ScHERMANN has used it in an article on early forms of the prayers preparatory to

baptism, Avhich I knoAv only from a re\deAv^

A pocket edition of the Anaphora of St Basil, AAuth a short historical introduction,

has been issued by Farah Girgis, on the authority of the Patriarchs Its pieces differ

someAvhat in sequence from those in the editions both of Tuki and of Philotheus (1887).

Alternative prayers, etc. from the Liturgy of St Gregory are here and there added
;
also the

hymns proper at certain stages. After the Anaphora a ' series of occasional Prayers of

Fraction are printed
;
finally the liturgy of Evening and Fleming Incense (c/. the beginning

of Tuki's Missale),

Mercers Ethiopic Liturgy is someAvhat severely criticized by Praetorius^ AA^ho

doubts the translator s competence at present to decide as to the ultimate sources—Avhether

from the Greek direct or through Coptic channels—of the rite.

The same editor is stated' to be engaged on the so-called Anaphora of Jesus Christ.

The primitive form of invocation—the Person of the Trinity invoked—is the subject

of J. W. Tyrer s study of The Eucharistic Epiclesis^. Evidence from Egypt is represented

by Serapion of Thmuis and Athanasius. He concludes that the earlier, certainly the

more general, form invokes the Holy Spirit, not the Word. RevicAv: Ch. Quart, Rev. 1918, 170.

O. Graf, AAho has long made a speciality of Christian Arabic literature, has an article

on the communion ritual of the Copts^.

Another ostracon, AAuth a fragmentary Greek hymn, is edited by Ea^elyx-White^^, avIio

suggests that the piece may relate to Easter.

A Sa^idic Hymn on the Cross, edited by H. MuNiER^h refers to the legend of Eusignius

(c/. Zoega, p. 241). But its chief interest lies in its being, I think, the sole example in this

dialect of an alphabetically acrostical composition. A second hymn addresses Peter I of

Alexandria.

The second volume (pp. 481—704) of the Cairo Psalmudia or Theotokia for the month
of Kihak (r. Journal ii, 27), edited by the late Claudius Labib (?;. below), has been issued^-.

^ Rendk. Lincel^ xxvr, 381.

Orient, StucUenJ F. Honvael,, ii, 301.

^ Tiaruiphora ethuxih. Cairo (^Tawfik Press), no date.

WiCr. CV/f. 1917(2), 225.

^ Der KathoUk, X.F. XAUir, 11.

Ann, (in Srre, 1918, 65.

“ Journ, Th. St, xviii, 163.

Theol. Lit, Z. 1918, 8l.

ZDMO.^ Lxx, 263.

London, 1917.

Journ. Th, St. xvii, 171.

KitCih el~Ah^ahnud\yah Cairo, a.m. 1627.

27—2
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The text is apparently eclectic, being based on several MSS., one (p. 517) of a.d. 1443.

Variant readings are often given and mistakes emended. In some cases the author of the

hymn is named (pp. 506, 628). A number of pieces are introduced which do not figure in

copies hitherto described. A thii'd volume is in the press.

A pamphlet issued by the Coptic Young Mens Society^ gives a sketch of the history

of music in the native church, treating especially of the work and influence of Abuna Takla

as reformer and teacher, of bishop Agapius Bishai, of the introduction of western notation

by the Jesuits, and discussing the question of female singing and instrumental music in

church. Appended is the programme of a National School of Oriental Music,’' established

at Cai]*o.

4. Ohurch Literature. The sources drawn upon by Philo and by Clement of Alex-

andria aro the subject of a book by BorssET-. As to the latter, B. concludes that he made

use of a ‘'gnostic” document, ascribable probably to Pantaenus; also of other, less precise

sources. B. s investigations owe much to the initiative of Collomp, in Lev. de Philologie,

1913. G. Hoexnicke, in a re view ^ doubts whether B/s theories allow of demonstration.

G. \V. ButterWORTH examines the story told by Clement of Aloxandria, in his Qiiis

Dives, about St John and the Robber Chiefs and concludes that John is there most

probably the writer of the 3rd Epistle, but not the Apostle.

As a e<.>ntribution towards the knowledge of Clement’s acquaintance with the classics,

W. Gemoll examines certain quotations of Xenophon and shows that they are not made at

first-hand I

The Coptic Catena published by Lagarde contains the comments of Irenseus upon

John xix, 34 and, in quoting that text, has the reading " water and blood.” B. Kraft
points out^ that nothing is thereby proved as to Irena^us’ own Bible-text, but merely as to

that used by the compiler of the Catena.

In 1904 an edition of the remains of Dionysius of Alexandria was published by C. L.

Feltue. He now gives us translations of a selection of the Letters and Treatises^, preceded

by an introduction dealing with the writer’s career, the controversies in which he was

involved, his place as a dogmatic writer and so on. The translations are provided with

frequent notes and an index.

A. PafadopouluS has written a series of articles on Dionysius of Alexandria in the

^)^KK\i]cna(TTLKo^ in 1916-17, which I have not been able to see.

L. Bayer's dissertation on Isidore of Pelusium, in his relation to classical writers, is

noticed by Belser%

E. Weiuls study (1914) of the Christology of Athanasius, its forerunners at Antioch

and m Apollinarist circles, is well reviewed^.

Of an investigation by A. Stegemaxx of Athanasius’ 4th Oration against the Arians,

which he decides to be spurious, F. Loots says^^ that this conclusion had already been

accepted and that the proposal to ascribe it to Apollinarius can scarcely be maintained.

^ AlJohi al-kuaUah C xiru (Rarn-scs Pres--}, 1917,

- iu Btui>set-l.iuiikol, injun. }s.F. vi, lOlO. > Dtjutsche Lit. Z. 1917, 4S.

^ Th. St. xvni, 141. Htrmes, 1918, 1U5.

“ Bihlisvh^ Z. xin. 354. ' St Dionysius of Alexandria, SPCK. 1918.

' Theijl. 1916. 270. ^ Tkeol. Lit. Z. 1916, 57.

The'-L Lit. Z. 191'^, 129. r, aUe Theol, (^nartalsckr. 1916, 227.
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P. ZoEPFEL has written upon the pseudo-Athanasian homily on John xii. 1—8h
A Greek fragment from Egypt of the 32nd Oration of Gregory Xazianzene, in a

9th—10th century minuscule, is edited by L. De Stefani-.

The additions to the Kempten series of patristic translations now include various

treatises of Athanasius, his Life of Antony and also the (Greek) Life of Pachomius'^

G. L. Marriott has been occupied with further investigations as to Macarian and

pseudo-Macarian literature (r. Journal iv, 51). In one instance-^ a homily attributed to

Macarius is shown to be based on a passage of the Lausiac History
;
in another^ it is

argued that one bearing the name of Gregory Nyssen is but a rechauffe of old ascetic

materials, among them again a letter of Macarius. M. elsewhere points out® that Symeon
Metaphrastes drew upon Macarius’ homilies for his Tractates on Perfection.

E. H. Connollys demonstration that the so-called ‘'Egyptian Church Order” is in

fact the Paradosis of Hippolytus (r. Journal iv, 50) has been accepted by competent

critics : e,g. C. H. Turner^ J. H. Srawley®, E. C. Butler^ A. dAlLs^®. See too the

author’s own additional notes

G. Mercati shows^’^ that the homily no. 6 in Crum’s Theological Texts is strikingly

similar in phraseology to pseudo-Chrysostom on the Nativity {PG. LXI, 763).

A collection of 34 of Chrysostom’s Homilies in Arabic, published at Aleppo in 1707

and reprinted in 1872, had become rare and the Rev. Habib Girgis has again reprinted

it, with sundry emendations and with patriarchal sanction, at Cairo

There is naturally no prospect of P. Nikitin’s edition of the Apophthegniata being-

printed at present (r. Journal iv, 50), but I learn from Russia that his papers were

handed over by the Academy to the epigraphist Nikitski, who may, it is hoped, some day

be able to publish them.

Crum’s edition of the Phillipps Papyrus (r. Journal ill, 52) has been reviewed several

times, e.g. by Leipoldt^*^, who regards the texts as an important document of early popular

pietjv The dialogues he regards as hardly genuine. A review by I. Gumi^'^ proposes

certain variants in text and translation.

The first volume has appeared of a composite commentary on the Psalter, edited by

YOsuf Bey Mankarius, rector of the Clerical College, Cairo, and Habib Girgis, instructor

in religion at the same^®. It consists, for each Psalm, of (1) the 11th century Commentary

of Abu ’1-Farag 'Abd Allah b. at-Taiyib (on whom v. Rieu’s Supplem., no. 15), (2) of extracts

from the 8th century Expositions of Daniel of Salah, and (8) of ‘^Spiritual reflexions” by

the two editors. Both these Syrian commentaries are so far unedited and the book is

therefore of considerable interest.

The lessons appointed in the Coptic church for Sundays and festivals throughout

the year have been provided with lengthy commentaries (with patriarchal approval) by

’ Tht^oL-Prakt. Monatshefte, 191 B, Oct. - Pubbl. della 8oc. ItaL, Pap. Gi\ e Lat. v, no. 550.

Bibliothek tL Kircheneater (Kosel), 1917. ^ Th. St, xviii, 68.

5 Ihid, XIX, 326. Ihkl xvill, 71 and xix, 331.

^ Ch, Quart. Per., Oct. 1917 (and in The Parlp Ch urch and the Ministry,^ p. xx).

Jovrn, Th. St, xviii, 229 ff. Doicaside Her. xxxv, 118 ff.

1*' R^cherrhes de St\ RelUj, 1918, 132 ff. Jouru. Th. St. xix, 132.

Journ. Th. St. xviii, 315. ad-Darr al-Muntahah. Cairo {Al-Knnnah Preys'!, 1912.

Deutsche Lit. Z. 1917, 1. Also ihid, 1915, 52. Lit. Z. Bl 1916, 29.

Riv. Stud. Or. vii, 724.

Al-Raud aa~itad\r fy Uffstr al-Afnzanur. Cairo iTawfik Press', no date.
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Philotheus Al-Makari and Yusuf Bey Mankarius'. As Introduction they print a

Dissertation on coumientaries in general by Peter of Sedment (on whom v. Rylands, Catal

Copt MSS. no. 467).

The Rev. Habir Girgis, assisted by Wahaby Bey, has, at the Patriarch’s bidding,

issued an interesting collection of some 40 Arabic sermons, appropriate to Sundays and

Festivals throughout the year". Twenty are by Shams ar-Riasah b. Kabr (Abu ’1-Barakat),

ten by As-Safi b. al-dssal, the two most eminent of medieval Coptic scholars. The precise

date and occasion of several by the first-named are given. Two pieces (7, 31) are taken from

ancient MSS. in Cairo churches, the remainder reprinted from a recently published collection

(

{

that noticed in Report 1911-12, 65). A Charge by the present patriarch, issued in 1907,

closes the volume.

5. History, Legends, etc. Holes investigations" as to the origin of the festivals of

Epiphany and Christmas and their coincident celebration by the early Church on Jan. 6

lead him to the conclusion that both can be traced to the calendar of pagan Egypt, which

at that date celebrated both the birth of a god (Atwi^) and a Nile-water ceremony. This

(bv recalling the equation Osiris = Dionysus) he further regards as explanatory of the

original commemoration of the Marriage at Cana on the same date.

Under the title “An Anti-Arian Apocryphon,’’ Ex. Drioton edits, with textual com-

mentary^, the Coptic version of the correspondence of Christ and Abgar. In a discussion

of its historical and dogmatic value D. maintains that it was put together under stress of

Allan persecution, between 359 and 362 and by an Upper Egyptian monk.

Some of the MSS. belonging to the great find which became Mr Pierpont Morgan’s

propel ty remained in Cairo. One of these, the Martyrdom of Isidore of Antioch, is edited

and translated by H. MuNiER^ The story of his tortures and successive deaths, a passage

from which had been published by 0. von Lemm, is less interesting than the idiom

in which it is told and which, besides various rare words, shows the curious mixture of

dialects nut uncommon Avith scribes from the Fayyiim. The village Avhence this one came

is named Ptepouhar.

Another fragment from the same find is published by the same editor*^. It contains

part of the Martyrdom of Philotheus, likewise of Antioch, and is this time in pure

Fayyiimic.

A third text comes from the same source and the same editor : a Sa^idic fragment of

the Martyrdom of one Shnoube (Shenoufe)', carried out apparently at Bubastis, on the

6th Paone. With him died 96 others and a virgin named Sophia. They do not figure in

the Synaxarvi ni.

Muxier gives us finally a fourth fragmentary martyrdom^: that of Nabraha (Naberho,

Xe(^6/Dco9 ), who hoAvever was not actually slain, but survived the accession of Constantine.

\\ essely translates the incident of the god Kothos, from the so-called Memoii's of

Dioscorns and speculates as to how the name reached Egypt

i hifjtO t'thjoJi 'l-iiutguil etc., 1st vuL, C<dro (St Macarius Pre^.'^j, 1914.

- 4/ Uffdhar aa-XafUxh fy KhdU/h al-KanUxh. Cairo, Al-Kunaah Pre«s, 1914.
• Berlin Academy, 1917

^
402, ^ ROC. xx, 306.

' Bolt InM. Fr. XIV, 97. A,^n. do S^rv. 1916, 247. * Ibid. 1917, 145.

B'dJ. F/\ XV, 22 j. Stod. :. Pahtngr. xvii, 52.
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C. H. Turner returns to the study of the early episcopal lists^ and examines the

evidence of Eusebius. Of Alexandria he has little to say.

Though belated here, notice must be taken of R. Reitzenstein’s views as to the Life

of Antony-, the Athanasian authorship of which is now generally conceded—as here by

R., Avho is concerned rather with the writers object in composing the biograph}" and the

literary models he imitated. Striking no doubt are certain verbal coincidences with

Porphyry's Life of Pythagoras, though such occur, it seems, only in the introductory

sections. The philosophic ideal of the perfect sage is here transplanted by Athanasius

into Christianity.’'

While speaking of xlntony a curious point raised by H. 1. Bell should be noted^.'

A British Museum papyrus letter of the 4th century is written by an Antony to his

spiritual son, named possibly Ammon. Could the '' father of monks ” be its author ?

Dates would suit
;
but was not Antony illiterate and ignorant of Greek ? He might

indeed be employing a scribe.

R. Reitzenstein, in pursuance of his studies of the sources and character of early

monastic literature (cf. Report 1905-06, 70), has now taken as his theme the Historia

Monachorum and the Historia Laasiaca^, He aims at ascertaining, primarily by philo-

logical investigation, the ideals and schools of thought represented in these works : how

far are they influenced by neo-pythagorean and how^ far by gnostic speculation and termi-

nology ? What was the monkish interpretation of the terms ^vcoariKo^, TryevpaTtKo^i ?

R.’s book is as usual packed with interesting matter ; but its contents are so formless and

confused, that it makes difficult reading. He treats of the monkish novel with a didactic

purpose, of ascetic ' perfection,’ of Egyptian influences in early monasticism, of the main

divisions and several of the chief characters in the H.L., of the evolution of monasticism

towards the official church, of the gnostic systems (as against Harnack) and incidentally

of much else besides.

G. Kruger, in a long review declares this to be the most important work on the

subject since Weingarten; although he by no means admits that all in these stories is inven-

tion, nothing based on fact. Both R. and K. have some criticisms to make as to E. C.

Butler’s choice of MSS. in forming his text. A review by A. Hausrath® regards such

anecdotes as at first mere types, which only later on became attached to particular

individuals.

The composition of the Lausiac History is likewise the subject of analysis by

W. Bousset^ He seeks to identify Palladius’s own share in the book by the occurrence

of the terms and Trvevpa. The Egyptian chapters he holds to be perhaps from

Apophthegmata, worked up by the author with narratives of his own experiences. As to

Palladius’s trustworthiness as an eye-witness B. will not commit himself. A mixture of

Dichtung iind Wahrheit. Personal narratives are used as mere decoration for materials from

the following sources; (1) Scetic anecdotes, (2) Pachomian traditions, (3) a list of Syrian

saints and (4) perhaps a collection relating to holy women.

It is strange, seeing how popular at various times ascetic literature has been in

England, that Lowther Clarke’s translation of the Lausiac History^ should be the first

1 Joura, Th. St, xviii, 103. - Heidelberg Academy, Slt:ungsher. 1914, 8 . Heft.

3 Greek Papyri in Br, Mub. v, p. 18. ^ Boirsset-Gimkerb Forsekungen^ N.F. vii, 1916.
^ Theol. Rundschau, 1917, 70 and Lit. Z, Bl. 1917, 285. Berl Philol. 1916, 1360.

Gottinger Xachrichten, 1917, 173. ^ SPCK. 1918.
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in the language. Perhaps the iinsatisfactor}" state of the text previous to Butler s labours

may be in part the reason. The translation is carefully done and reads well, the notes

and introduction are adequate.

In the above review of Reitzenstein, Krtiger refers to a new discussion of the Karoyoi

problem {i\ Report 1903-04, 79, Journal ii, 106, Jahresk d. Geschichtsioiss, 1913, i, 109)

by H. Diehls^

Five of the anecdotes in D. C. Hesselixg’s selection from the Pratum Spirituale-

concern Egypt, while many of his notes deal with points relating thereto and John the

Almoner and the church of Alexandria in the 7th century figure largely in the Introduc-

tion. Migne s juint of the text is often criticised, yet there are still no signs that any one

contemplates a better edition {v. Report 1903-04, 80). A reviewer appears to think that

H.'s is the editio princeps of the text^.

Another valuable text edited by MuNiER and already referred to (r. Journal iv, 57) is

a long Sa^^idic fragment of the story of the royal ascetes, Maximus and Donietius^, whose

Roman’' origin is commemorated in the name of the monastery of Ei-Baramus. The

text is considerably longer than the corresponding Bohairic. The point of view fi"om

which such publications should not be estimated may be seen in Ancient Egypt 1917, 72.

Et. Driotox concludes his study^ of the doctrinal discussion betAveen the anthro-

pouiorphite Aphou of Oxyrhynchus and the patriarch Theophilus (r. Journal iv, 52),

developing his thesis that the former was an important agent in effecting the conversion

of the latter from Origenism.

In Gaselee's collection of nine stories attractively translated or retold from the

hagiography of the Eastern churches^ two are from the Coptic, though the first of these

does not relate to Egypt : viz, the history of Eustathius Placidus and that of Dorotheus

and Theopiste. Both are taken from Budge’s publications. A third is the Nubian tale of

St Menas and the Egg.

The patchwork '' Revelations ” ascribed to Methodius of Olympus became popular in

all Christian languages and influenced various similar prophetic productions : among
them, F. Nau believes s the Epistle of Pesynthius of Keft {v. Journal iii, 52, iv, 52).

A. Bauer (the editor, it will be remembered, in 1906, of Golenischeffs “Alexandrine

Chn.micle") has written upon Alexandria and the spread of such universal chronicles^; but

I have not seen his article,

KoulakoAVsky s History of Byzantium is reviewed at length by L. Brehier®, who has

a good deal to say of Heraclius and Egypt and of the Mokaukis = Cyrus, whom he regards

not as a traitor, but as the victim of imperial incapacity.

In an article on Theodora’s ecclesiastical proteges^^ Duchesne describes the internal

schisms among the Monophysites of Alexandria and discusses the history and influence of

Severn s.

Charles's long-expected translation of the Chronicle of John of Nikiu {v. Journal iv,

53) has appeareck^ and answers all expectations. The editor has taken great pains to

1

II

Berlin 1916, 78.

Jo^frn. Th. St. xviii,

ROC. XX 1917;.

Jijvnx. 1917 , 415 .

ih’i Sar. 1917, 451,

PuMi^liod fur the TiZJ't ond Tnuul,

- Bloemlezing ait het Pr. Sp..^ Utrecht, 1916.

^ Bull. Imt. Fr. XIII, 93.

Stories fro ta the Christian East., London, 1918.

“ Z, d. Hist. Ver. Steierniark, 1917, 1.

Melanges d'Arch. et d'Hist. xxxv (1915), 57.

*SV., London, 1916.
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identify corresponding passages in the parallel chronicles (so far as this was not already

done by Zotenberg) and to improve the obscure readings of the proper names. The text

itself he freely emends, thereby often making a reasonable translation possible. Crum in

a review^ has tried to demonstrate what was intrinsically probable: that the Arabic behind

the Ethiopic version was itself the translation of a Coptic (not of a Greek) original.

As is well known, the canonical ‘"Visions,’' into which the Greek Daniel is divided, have

in the Bohairic version a highly apocryphal addition, wherein the future of Egypt and the

domination of the “Turks" are foretold. C. H. Becker has published an interesting study

of this piece-, which, however, he despairs of interpreting satisfactorily. At most the king,

whose death is foreshadowed, would appear to be Merwan II {oh. 750). If so, a terminus for

composition would be gained. One important observation of B. s needs criticism. He
applies the statement of a scribe's note, found on the first p: of Daniel in both MSS., to the

tvhole Coptic text of the prophet, which is thereby made to be but a retranslation from

an intermediate Arabic translation—a unique and improbable procedure, as Erman, who

contributes valuable notes on the Coptic text, saw. In reality the note in question applies

solely to ch. i, 1—3 of Daniel in the LXX version, which it follows and which are here

introduced as a preface to the normal (Theodotion's) text.

Samuel, abbot of the Monastery of Calamon and a witness of the arrival of the Moslems

in Egypt, was credited (like his contemporary, Pesynthius of Keft) with a deathbed

prophecy as to the subsequent fate of the Copts. It dates evidently from the period when

Coptic was falling into disuse. The writer inveighs vehemently against the intruding

Arabic. The Arabic version is edited and translated by the abbe Ziadeh^

In the course of a re\dew of Evetts’s and Seybold s {CSCO.) editions of the Patriarchal

Histor}"^ A. R. Guest emphasizes the incidental importance of the work for the secular

history of Egypt and sketches the course of the relations between the Coptic church and

the Muslim authorities. He gives a number of emendations to the Arabic text of both

editions and commends E.'s as decidedly more valuable than S.'s.

In a second Festgahe for A. Knopfler, G. Pfeilschifter writes on the information to

be gathered from the Oxyrhynchus papyri as to the local ecclesiastical and monastic matters

and especially the calendar {v. Journal iii, 51), and promises to deal more fully and generally

with this subject later on. I have only seen a reviews

The medieval history of the Sinaitic monasteries is recounted by B. Moritz who inci-

dentally anal
3
^ses one of Mahommed's supposed edicts in favour of the Copts. M. holds it

to be the work of the Copts themselves. One of its stipulations is that the monasteries

(? of Nitria) should entertain passing Muslims returning westward from the Pilgrimage.

The handbook of canon law relating to persons, by the late Hegumenus Philotheus

{oh. 1904), has been re-edited with additional comments by G. Ph. x^WApC who gives

facsimiles of two 13th centuiy MSS. used : one of the Nomocanon of Ibn Al-^AssM, the

other of the Canons of Cyril b. Laklak.

In a comprehensive history of Catholic propaganda in the East K. Lubeck® describes

the various stages of the work in Egypt, from the Franciscan mission in the 17th century,

i This Journal, iv, 207. - Gottioyer Xachrichten, 1916, 7.

•5 ROC. XX, no. 4. ^ Jonrn. R, As. Soc. 1917, 837.

® Berl. Philol. ^yock. 1918, 422. ^ Berlin Academy, Ahhandl. 1918, no. 4.

" Al-Khildsah aCKihinnlyak fy 'l-ahivdl al-shakhsiyah etc., Cairo .Egyptian National Press), 1913.

Gdrres Gesellsch. ( Vereinsschnp\ 1917.

Joiiru. of Egypt, xlrcb. v. 28
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followed by Louis XIY's Jesuits and a subsequent return of Franciscans, to the rival

hierarchy instituted by the Pope in the second half of the 18th century. Leo XIIPs

activities resulted in a fruitful counter-revival on the part of the Coptic church (the

Tawtik Society). Nevertheless, despite the unfortunate policy of Cyril Makar (1906), the

L^niates plus Latins numbered over S9,0(j0 before the war.

Instead of the name of CVril of Alexandria, invoked now and then on medieval

European bell-inscriptions and in some MSS. against bad weather, G. Stolz proposes^ to

read Columba, whom he holds tu be the saint properly intended.

6. yun-litem/'i/ tea:ts. Though chronologically out of place now, notice should be

taken of Mallow’s valuable article on Coptic epigiuphy^ which appeared in 1914. Before

dealing systematically with the various classes of monuments, their local distribution, their

formulae and decoration, M. has introductory paragra23hs upon the history and duration of

the language, which contain many acute observations.

In H, I. Bell’s recent volume of the Papyrus Catalogue of the British Museum^, as

in the j^arallel volume (ill) of the Cairo Catalogue, there are a certain number of documents

relating incidentally to ecclesiastical matters, e.g. nos. 1704, 1782-5, 1832 and 1686, in

which local monasteries or churches figure as landowners. In the last of these the monastery

is named “of Zmin (^Zminis),'’ a name written also Smin(os), and identical, I suspect,

with Tastnine (also ^mine), Pachomius's first foundation at Panopolis. In no. 1776 a church

at Hermojjolis ajq^ears to have soldiers in its service. Various churches and monasteries

are mentioned in Aj^hrodito, Hermopolis and elsewhere. The legal documents from Syene,

which figure prominently here, give continual illustration of similar Coptic deeds. The

volume indeed contains an interesting Coptic deed of arbitration, edited by Sir Herbert
Thompson, while on the verso of no. 1674 is a valuable Greek-Coptic glossary, to be

published, it is hoj^ed. by the editor and the jjresent writer.

H. Munier publishes a ninth century Coptic stelef commemorating a monk, native of

Babylon (Old Cairo). The idiom is still a tolerably pure Sa^idic.

We owe to the same editor a stele, found near Minyeh^ and mentioning a place Hage,

perhap^ that already assumed to be in the neighbourhood of Antinoe.

He also describes a clay lamp from Thebes®, whereon are inscribed the names of the

martyrs Lucius and Arsenins. It seems that the former name varies with that of Eulogius.

In B(3Eser’s last volume of the Leyden monuments' is included the Coptic grave-stele

of Gerrge, a deacon and ^pa/x^arer'?.

The remains of a church at Tinnis, in Lake Menzaleh, have produced certain columns,

upon one of which H. 31unier reads- the name of a saint Procopius, presumably the

martyr of Caesarea.

Two early OxyrhtTichus letters (xii, 1489, 15S3), of the 3rd and 2nd centuries respec-

tively, are discussed by C. H. DuDD't in respect of the reminiscences they exhibit of

Pauline idioms.

Among the Greek i^apyri edited by P. Meyer is a 6th cent, letter, addressed to an
ecclesiastical superior.

^ (pu-irVtWJ.r, ]910, LS7.

Oi'fk A tJte B. J/., vol. V. 1917.

Z/a</. 1917, 103.

• B^'o hridh>fi>g i], At<j. vn, 1915, Lt^t pLito.

' Erpoo'tnr. 191 S, 291 .

“ 111 Cabrol, Bkt, cVArthiol, ill, 2819.

^ Aun. NV/r. 1016, 253.

IIhcL 1017, 160.

A/tfi. do *SV/V'. 1918, 72.

Or. TtAe a os Aegpikeu^ 1016, no. 24,
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Spiegelberg publishes an interesting Coptic papyrus from B&leh relating to the hire

of a water-wheel, on which Wilcken contributes a note.

In the same publication Rabel edits the Greek papyri
;
among them a letter which

he ascribes to the first half of the 8rd century—thus the oldest known Christian letter.

(It may be noted that Wessely denies^ that the letter, P. Amh. no. iii, is older than 264.)

A complete papyrus letter in Fayyumic is printed, with a photograph, but without

comment, by A. Chatze^

7. Philology. The relations of subject and predicate may be said to be the main

matter investigated by Sethe in his important study of the Egyptian nominal claused

The answer to the question, what is a predicate i is not always obvious. S.'s work is a

large contribution towards its solution and takes constantly into account the conditions of

Coptic, as well as earlier, syntax. A review has been seen-l

Sethe also investigates the survivals in the later language of Egypt of words intro-

duced by the pre-Christian Persian occupation ^ Ertoh, gingor, hagor {ayyapo^), matoi

(Mode), iceienin (Ionian) are the Coptic words discussed. Aramaic was the vehicle of their

importation. Much valuable phonetic material is utilised.

Sethe, discussing the words for '‘hen” in hieroglyphics s gives the Coptic forms, as

found in Kircher and Peyron.

Spiegelberg continues his etymological and grammatical notest They concern the

name 'Pharaoh' in Lower Egypt, the words noutf, etnih, jane, aun nunet, toiue, the suffixes

-so'U,-se, the Sue infirmae verbal class, and a rare form of causative. In another note'^* he

writes on the words for 'mother' and 'town' and on the apparently inconsistent vocalization

of the latter {no, but also ne).

It may be mentioned that the word sauhes, used by Jerome {Ep. xxii) for a congrega-

tion of monks, and explained by Spiegelberg {Reciieil xxviii, 211) as a Coptic word with

Greek ending, has since (and more probably) been referred by him to the Achmimic form

of the woitP'\

Etymological notes are contributed by H. Wiesmann, on ji-hra-, on ref- -h qualitative,

on neat (? = n-eat).

A large number of Graeco-Egyptian proper names, found in the papyri, are examined

by K. F. W. ScHMiDT^h and Coptic etymologies are often proposed, several among which

appear more than doubtful.

The use in Bohairic of the "strong” and the ^'weak" article is governed by rules not

yet adequately defined. C. KuENTZ shows that, in certain circumstances, an apparent p-

is, by orthographic licence, written for pi-. He names the usage " graphic abbreviation.”

In a note on recent activities of the Petrograd Academy^^ a study by Fortunatoff

of the origins of the Glagolithic alphabet is mentioned, wherein certain of its letters are

traced to Coptic characters.

I am sorry to hear that the Dictionary, planned by G. Ph. Awad upon the basis of

Bishais materials (v. Journal iv, 55), has had to be abandoned, for lack of funds.

^ Gotting^-r AhhandL 1917, no. 3

\\pXaLo\. ’E(^;7/x. 1915, 31.

Deutsche Lit. Z. 1918, 180.

^ Festschr. f. F. C. Andreas, 1916, p. 116.

On p. 40 of Reitzeiistem’>. book above\

1- Bull. Inst. Franc, xin, 169.

- Deutsche Lit. Z. 1916, 1944.
^ Leipzig Academy, Abhandl. xxxiii, 1916.

Gottinger Sachriehten, 1916, 112.

^ ZeiUchr. f. ag, i<praehe, LIII, 130. ** Ihid. 104.

Berh PhiloL Woch. 1918, 477.

Jocru. dc^ Sac, 1916, 528.

28—2
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Seeing that the Coptic Dictionary for which I have made myself responsible was

referred to in the preceding Bibliography {v. Journal iv, 55), it ought to be recorded here

that all expectation of carrying it out by means of international collaboration, as projected

in 1914, has by now been perforce abandoned. A compromise scheme, proposed by neutral

friends in 1917, proved abortive. Not for some time yet will it be possible to see whence

and to what extent foreign help can be made use of. Meanwhile such progress continues

to be made as the present circumstances permit.

8. Archfeology, Art, etc.—M. Herz Pasha, formerly director of the Arab Museum,

writes upon Babylon and Kasr esh-Shama^^. The result of an inquiry as to the origin of

these names shoAVs that, at the time of the Arab conquest, there existed but a single fort,

due to Trajan, who had called it Babylon. This name the conquerors eventually replaced

by K. esh-Sh. C. H, Becker adds a note, resuming A. J. Butler’s latest views {Babylon

of Egypt) and agreeing with them.

The Arabic “ Book of Buried Pearls,'’ viz. the Egyptian treasure hunter s vade mecnm,

is of course full of geographical information of a rather vague sort. Daressy publishes- a

useful catalogue of the places named, with attempts at their identification. A number of

churches and monasteries occur, some apparently with double designations.

Daressy discusses the true location of the monastery no longer extant, named Dair

el-Xahiah, near Abu Roash'*.

Legraix describes a Christian chapel and baptistry in the so-called for tini at Luxor^

Ahmed Bey Kamal gives an account'^ of excavations at Dair Dronkah and Siut, and

prints (quite inadequately) the texts of two stelae there found.

The British Museum has acquired about a dozen Coptic stelae with names, architec-

tural fragments etc., from a ruined church at Edfu and from the monastery of Jeremias at

Sakkarah'l

I'he Berlin collections have acquired two bronze lamps, presumably of Coptic origin^

;

also (freon the Cans collection) a number of gold pendants, discs etc. of the Byzantine

period, from Egypt, which are described and discussed by R. ZahxI
Baumstark describes a bracelet, in the de Bearn collection^ possibly of Egyptian

workmanship and decorated Avith texts taken either from liturgical or from extra-canonical

Sources.

He likeAvise discusses'^'' a representation of the crucifixion in the Bohairic Gospel MS.,

Paris no. 13 (12th century), Avhich is characterized by the groups of friends and enemies

depicted to right and left of the cross respectiA^elv.

Certain Byzantine textiles from Egypt in the Victoria and Albert Museum are the

subject of tAvo descriptive articles by A. F. KEXDRiCK^h who assigns their designs to the

Oth centtiry. While the'^e pieces came presumably as usual fi*om Achmim, another

acquisition is described by K.^“ Avhich, like a group of Gayet’s specimens, are from Damietta.

Their designs are regarded as of the 4th or 5th century.

^ Ihr VI rI, 1.

• .1/0/. Xt'/v’. lots, :>74.

’ Ami, i.h> Stf'c. loin. r)5.

' Ainfj. B> o. //. K<y , KtfU'itsam. XXXVIII, 23S.

1910, 49.

xxxi, 13. xxxir, 145.

- Ball. hist. Franc, xill, 175.

^ Ball. In.it. Egypt. 1917, 259.

Brit. Mua. Returrt, 1917, 35.

^ Ibid, xxxviii, 1.

1'-' Ibid. 271.

Ibid, xxxir, 10.
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The same writer discaisses^ the origin of the clearly foreign designs upon the silk

fabrics, which in Egypt succeeded woollen tapestry. Possibly they were imported ready

woven from Mesopotamia. -

It may here be mentioned that in W. Schubart s new book a wonderfully perfect

specimen (Berlin Museum) of a Byzantine robe is reproduced-; while the New York Museum
has been exhibiting other fine examples I

Somers Clarke has given his collection of papers relating to Coptic monuments to

the British MiiseumL

A review to be noted is that by G. Stuhlfauth*^ of H.R.H. John George’s book

{v. Journal iv, oo).

Moret describes® the second volume of Cledat’s Fouilles de Baoiiit (issued 14 years

after the excavations), which contains chapels 30 to 39. M. lays stress (as against J. Maspero)

on the indigenous, pagan elements in Bawit art, especially in its hunting scenes, which

recall those in the neighbouring tombs at Meir.

Any w^ork treating of Christian iconography in the early centuries is bound to take

large account of the products and influence of Egypt, and much of E. Baldwin Smith’s

book^ is occupied therewith. He sets out, by the methodical examination of selected scenes,

(1) to gi’oup the extant specimens by locality and (2) thence to locate certain still disputed

pieces, while (3) seeking to vindicate for one group a Provencal origin. In admittedly

Egyptian works he distinguishes two groups : the Alexandrine-Coptic and the Palestinian-

Coptic. He does not allow much artistic sense or originality to the monastic craftsmen of

Upper Egypt, who are responsible for ‘'what we call Coptic art.” He lays stress upon the

Egj^ptian influences traceable, with others from the east, upon the sculptures of Provence.

A review in Times, Lit Suppl., 19. xii. 18.

Three important handbooks, dealing inter alia with Christian art in Egypt, have

appeared during the last few years : O. M. Dalton’s, C. M. Kaufmann’s, and now

L. Br^hier’s®. One cannot here do more than point out how many aspects of Christian

art history are dealt with by B. in their relation to Eg}^t ; Egyptian forms of the cross,

Egyptian types of Christ, angels, Virgin etc.
;
the contrast between the formal and abstract

tendencies in the art of Constantinople and the more realistic types favoured by monastic

influences from Syria and Egypt in the 6th century
;

these influences as they affected

western art in the 13th century
;
the connexion—long patent to any one who compared

them—between Coptic and Irish illumination.

9. Miscellaneous.—Unless we except Deissmann’s Licht vora Osten, it must-be allowed

that Camden M. Cobern’s book'* is “the pioneer work” in its own field. The author has

aimed at gathering together as much as possible of the evidence produced by the discoveries

of the past few years which illustrates the text of the New Testament and the life of the

early Church. The first part treats of the MSS., the second of the m’onuments. In the former

Egypt of course plays the principal role
;
biblical papyri, in Coptic as well as Greek, are

described, and use is also made of the published documents in both languages. Two short

^ Barlhojton xxxiii, l;U. - Euif. in d. Papyruskuude, Taf. v.

> Btdl. Metr. Mus. of Art, xiri, 28.3. ^ Brit. Mas. Return, 1915, 73.

> TheoL Lit. Z. 1916, 31. Rev. Grit. 1917 (2), 353.
" Earl^ Christian leonograpity iPrineetowu Monographs vi), London /Milford) 1918.

^ LWrt Chretien, Paris, 1918. The Nev: Areh.pol. Discoveries-, 1917.
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Coptic papyri are reproduced (translations by Hyveknat) for the first time. A review

has appeared in this Journal (iv, 283).

Rahlfs has been led, by his Septuagint project, to investigate the facts of Theodore

Petraeus’ life and publications^ (cf. Sterx, Grarmn, p. viii). He has much to tell that is

interesting. P.'s stay in London, in 1G59, seems not to have been realised by previous

biographers. It may be noted that the Coptic lexicon {scala), brought by him from Egypt,

is that now in the Bodleian, numbered Bodl. Or. 325.

I). P. Buckle has put together a useful statement- of the various printed ''aids to the

study of tht‘ [Coptic] language " available in the Eylands Library, which is unusually well

supplied in this respect. The article is indeed a concise but comprehensive record of all

the most notable European publications, from the first attempts in the I7th centuiy down

to the present day.

S. H. Leedek’s popular account, from his own observations, of the Copts of to-day^

contains much that is interesting in regard to folk-lore and social and religious customs

(birth, marriage, death), as also to daily life in a well-to-do Coptic family, whose guest the

author was. An interesting chapter gives a .sketch of the late bishop of the Fajyum, a

modern saint, the story of whose career is strangely parallel to that of many a worthy of

the early church of Egypt. The author had valuable help in Cairo from Marcus Pasha

Simaika and Dr George Sobhy. Reviewed in Tinies^ and Sunday Tinies^,

I do not know how long it i.s since the energy and persistence of Marcus Pasha Simaika

achieved the establishment, at the church of Al-iMo^allakah in Old Cairo, of a Coptic

Museuiu. At any rate in a relatively short time the collection of Christian antiquities and

Coptic MSS. has made remarkable progress and the Patriarch has now been prevailed on

to entrust to its safe-keeping such of the older and more remarkable MSS. as can be

colieete<l fi-om the churches. The editing of interesting texts is one of the objects of the

institution and a beginning is to be made by G. Sobhy. It is also hoped to acquire, as

funds permit, a library of modern works relating to Coptic studies.

51. Foucart writes that at the French Archaeological Institute likewise a Bibliotheque

de te.rtes copies is about to be inaugurated. The Egyptian Museum and the French Institute

between them should be able to feed such an undertaking with material for many a day,

}>rovided editors can be enlisted.

(Jur studies have sutfered, .since I last wrote here, a very serious loss. Oskar von
Lemm diisl at Petrograd in June 1918. I last heard from him in February 1916: a very

depre.'^sed letter, ending with the words, ''There is no more room for science in the world."

Lemm was among the first of contemporary Coptic scholars. Others have done more in

the Egyptological side of the subject, but in profound knowledge of Coptic literature,

narrowly called, no one rivalled him. He had moreover an acquaintance with the Bible,

rare (strange to say) among even his theological colleagues, and also with patristics,

wdiereby he wus repeatedly enabled to identify "acephalous" texts or to trace others to

their origins. Hi^ powers of textual criticism, aided by a wonderful memory, Avere notorious

and were exercised with salutary effect : his Kleine Koptische Studien have indeed long
been a terror to careless editors. The long list of his Coptic publications begins in 1885.

1 * must be grateful for all he achieved—and his health was often bad—but regrets are

^ (Oittiofjrr X»(ohr'u h fen, 1017, 290.

- B>iV. of J, li'd'iiiLh IV 1;, 119.

^ Lu. 27. vi. IS.

Modern Sons of the Pkanwhs, London, 1918.
^ 19. vii. 18.
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inevitable at the thought of the unfulfilled projects: the Apophthegmata, the Martyrdom

of Victor, the 2nd volume of Triaclon. These and more he had in hand, but now they must

be left to the mercies of scholars less exact and less accomplished.

The death, last May, of Professor Claudius Labib will be felt by all Coptic scholars

;

more especially by those interested in the growth of these studies among the Copts them-

selves. It was for that ideal that Labib worked, with unflagging zeal and no small success,

for the past 30 years. Indeed such was his enthusiasm for the revival of his ancestral

tongue, that he had actually succeeded in making Coptic the everyday language, at least

in his o^vn family. The Coptic Orthodox Faith Society has now issued a catalogue of his

works (the prices of which have been considerably reduced)
;
they number some two dozen

and include several that will remain valuable. His dictionary, the most important of them,

was noticed here as it appeared {i\ Reports 1894-5, 58; 1896-7, 68; 1897-8, 64); so too

his grammars and the various liturgical publications which he edited with the authority of

the church—the last of these is the Psalmodia, described above. Labib left his dictionary

unfinished. I hear that the remaining 4 letters are to be completed by G. Sobhy.
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XOTES AXD NEATS

The last number of the Journal was already printed, when the new^s of the Armistice

arrived and ushered in the dawn of another and, let it be hoped, a better era. Though it

had not been possible previously to embark on the actual reconstruction of the Egypt

Exploration Fund, our plans had long been laid, and are no^v being pursued with all possible

energy and despatch. Various changes in our Officers and Staff, though signifying a sever-

ance of old ties that will be very deeply regretted, yet betoken a determination on the part

of our Society to equip itself wdth ne^y talent in order to improve both its wwk and the

financial basis which makes that work possible. We have been fortunate in obtaining

General Sir Edmund Allenby s acceptance of the post of Vice-President, and w^e regard his

great achievements in Palestine as setting a standard of efficiency and success which may
well serve us as a pattern. The demobilization of Lieut. T. E. Peet has been secured, and

pending the resumption of excavations, he will be engaged in wTiting the second and

descriptive volume on our researches in Sinai, as well as in making propaganda for the Fund.

The Journal has made arrangements for getting up to date, and the present very full

number will be rapidly succeeded by the last part for 1918. In short, the activities of our

Society are in full swing, and w'e face the future wdth confidence and enthusiasm.

At the General Meeting on the 14th February the Committee was able to present a

more favourable account of its finances than for many years past. Lord Grenfell, who took

the chair, alluded sympathetically to the great loss wffiich the Society is sustaining in the

retirement of Miss Paterson, who has been its Secretary for no less than thirty-one years.

Miss Paterson w^as originally secretary to Miss Amelia B. Edwards, one of the founders of

the Egypt Exploration Fund, and no one is as well acquainted as she with the past history

and fortunes of the Society ; happily, Miss Paterson has expressed her readiness to instruct

and assist the in-coming secretary to the full extent of her pow^er, so that w^e shall suffer as

little as possible by the change. The proceedings of the General Meeting ended with a

lecture by Miss Winifred Blackman on The Material Culture of Ancient Egypt, with some
Comparisons aiiujngst Primitive Peoples at the Present Day.” The second half of Miss

Blackman s lecture will be delivered at the Royal Society’s Rooms, on Friday, March 28th,

at 4 o’clock.

Just as we w^ere going to press, a powerful appeal by Sir Arthur Evans on behalf

nf British Egyptology appeared in the Times (March 3), where it w^as followed by a cogent

letter from <uir President, Lord Grenfell The Egypt Exploration Fund is represented on
the Committee formed by the British Academy to deliberate on the archaeology of the

Near East, and this Committee had presented to the Lords of the Treasury a memorial
strongly urging the creation of an Imperial British Institute of Archaeology in Cairo, to be

4
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subsidized by an annual grant from the Treasury at least sufficient to make our position as

Protecting Power not appreciably inferior in this respect to that of other countries. Both
Sir Arthur Evans and Lord Grenfell vigorously support the plea, of which indeed the

necessity is self-evident to anyone not wholly ignorant of the efforts made by other

countries to enhance their scientific prestige by the study of the oldest civilization in the

world. Sir Arthur Evans' admirable letter is too long to quote here, but we may be

excused for reprinting our President's excellent contribution, which covers much of the

same ground

:

To the Editor of The Times.

Sir,

As president of the oldest society in Great Britain devoting itself to Egyptian archaeology,

I desire to endorse every line of Sir Arthur Evans’s very forceful letter in The Times of this morning. In

advocating the creation of a British Imperial Institute of Archreology for Egypt, not merely subsidized,

but wholly maintained on a liberal scale by the State, the discoverer of the Minoan civilization has laid his

finger upon a glaring defect of our own. For a long time past Egypt has been practically under British

rule
;
yet whereas France and Germany have made it a point of honour to sustain well-equipped schools

of archaeology in Cairo, and whereas the American museums and universities have vied with one another

in fitting out ever more costly exploring expeditions, our own Government has been content to leave its

reputation as regards the study of the antiquities of Egypt in the hands of a few enthusiasts, supported by
the subscriptions of private individuals.

As Sirdar of the Egyptian Army, and latterly commanding the British Force in Egypt, and also taking

tlie greatest possible interest in Egyptology, it was often a matter of great regret to me to note the serious

disadvantages at which British archcuologists were placed in comparison with those of other countries : and
in the past few months I have had exceptional opportunity for observing the unhappy results of this same
policy. The Egypt Exploration Fund, the society alluded to above, has striven hard in face of countless

difficulties to secure the sum needful for entering the ranks during the coming winter as a competitor with

the French and American excavators. Egyptologists themselves have responded well to our appeal, no less

than others who, without being specialists, have long interested themselves in Egyptian archceology ; nor
‘must I forget the liberal contributions provided by some of those patriotic and wealthy fellow-countrymen

who are regularly appealed to whenever any worthy and State-neglected cause is at stake. But when ail

IS said and done, the amount we have collected as capital is less than would suffice to support for a single

year an institute such as our responsibilities as the protecting Power in Egypt seem to render indispensable.

The credit of the country is involved. In taking over full responsibility for the administration of EgA^pt,

we are bound to show that we are behind no other country in our care for the intellectual interests con-

nected with the same. Surely it is time that such debts to culture and to education should be paid, not
by a handful of individuals properly sensitive to their country’s repute, but by the Government acting

on behalf of the community at large.

I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

GRENFELL, F.M.

Egypt Exploration Fund, 13 Tavistock-square,

London, W.C. 1, March 4.

Journ of Egypt. Arch. v.
^9
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THE SUPPOSED EGYPTIAN EQUIVALENT OF THE NAME OF GOSHEN

Bv ALAX H, GARDINER

In the course of my researches on the Residence-city of the RamesAdes I have found it necessary to

investigate anew several of the place-names mentioned in the Old Testament in connection with the

Exodus, and among them the name of Goshen. For this name the Septiiagint has in two places a signifi-

cant gloss: the phrase ‘^in the land of Goshen'' is rendered in Genesis xlv, 9 by eV yf) Peo-e/x \\pa^[as and

in Genesis xliv, 33 by eV yp FeVe/x \\pa^la. Briigsch (Dictionnaire Geographiquej p. 427, cf. too 876, 1348;

seems to have been the first to propose as its equivalent the district or town ^ ^

by him QoSeM, which certain Graeco-Roman geographical texts associate with the XXth Lower Egyptian

nome of So2)d ^
That nome had been earlier equated with the Greek nome of Arabia, the actual

position of which, east of the Bubastic river and between the Sethroites and the Bubastites fPtolemy), was

fairlv narrowly defined; the ground at first alleged (Bhugsch, Geographische Lischnftea^ voL I (1857),

pp. 129, 140, etc.) was the rather slender one that the god Sopd of the XXth nome often appears in the

inscriptions of Sinai and elsewhere as )th Uhtt, ‘Tord of the East/' but the .'subsequent identification of

Pi-Sopd, the capital of the XXth nome, with the modern Salt ehHenneh^ finally settled this

question. Thus there seemed the best of reasons for regarding QoSe5I in the XXth Arabian nome as the

equivalent of the Fecrep 'Xpa^las of the Septiiagint, and this view has become an accepted dogma of our

^^eienee It is no pleasant task t(:> undermine old-established and comfortable beliefs, but every student

worthy of the name is at the mercy of his facts; I am therefore not entitled to withhold my doubts,

re.sting as they do on evidence that is obviously relevant to the issue but has never yet been di.scussed in

connection with it.

The name ^ ^ encountered fir^t of ail in the geographical lists of the Graeco-

Roman period: example^ are (1) the words describing the action of Ptolemy XI in offering the nome of

S<-)pd to Horns <*f Edfu, '"'‘He brings to thee the nonie of Sopd leith yrhat eomes forth from ti^ and ^

icith irha.t is la it; thou ort the elder god 'i)E RougA Inscriptions et Notices reoieillies o Edfov^

PL CXI = Dl\michen, Geogrttphische Lischriften^ vol. I, PL LXV. no. 20;, and (2) a similar legend from

Dendereh beginning with the wt>rd» "-He brings to thee th^ e>ister/> ^ [the products of ?]''

Dcmichex, op. dt., voL I, PL LXVIIL n‘ », 20 and more completely vol. iii, PL XXA" G. Brug.sch
(
Dictionnciire

‘ BijOt'.ch. 7>u <U< Xo/ao>’ Anih'vi m /.eiUchrift fiir dpuptlche Sprache, vol. xix (1881), pp. 15—18, where
lu-^e made for the fii=t time of the in-cupnons on the tamoiu shrine oi Xektanebos at Saft, later to be published

and dit'cussed by Prof. Naville mot t}ie shniie vj Sart tl Htiindi. 1887, fourth memoir of the Egypt Explora-
tion Fund).

Beside-i the work by Frofe&>or Naville reieired to m the last note see especially Griffith, art. Goshen, in

Hio^tinid Dictiiomnj nr tJu Bihle and W. Mix .Mcllkr. art. Goshen, in Encyclopaedia Biblica,

In the later publication Duniicheu give> the first sign as which, if correct, would be a strong argument in

ta'iour of the leading but the earlier edition 'bow? the sign cross-hatched as though indistinct, and the
-.ibsequent leading i^ theretore pivbablv meie interpi-Htation

,
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iUoyf'ft^Jdque^ p. 427) implies that the designation de VEst ' occurs elsewhere besides in the passage

last-quoted, but I have failed to unearth in the Ptolemaic temples any instances of the supposed name

of Goshen except those mentioned above. From (1) it seems natural to suppose that ^

a name of the capital of the nome
;

it will not, however, have been the most ordinary name, since in the

parallel legends of the other nomes all the town-names are unusual and indeed for the greatest part quite

unknown. This conclusion is borne out by the inscriptions on the shrine of Saft el-Henneh, where that

place is not only described as Pi-Sopd (PL III, 4), but also appears under the form ^ (PL VI, 2

^'}V/ien His Majesty proeeeded to in order to propitiate this noble god 8opd^ lord of the East'^ ; ibid. 3,

^Ht leas the king hiniself who caused these figures of the gods of to stand upon this shrine The writing

on the shrine of Saft is read by Prof. Xaville Kes, and he takes the curious standpoint that the place-name

read QoSeM by Brug.sch is ^‘only another form’' of it ; this position enables him further to combine Aes

with the second syllable of the niime Phacusa, which Ptolemy mentions as the metropolis of the Arabian

nome^. The ultimate association of Goshen and Phacusa thus obtained may be very satisfaetoi*}’ from a

topographical point of view, but it is certainly not an example of sound philological method. For my own

part I have no doubt that ^ must be read in the same way as ^ ^ ,
that in fact is here,

not a ‘‘determinative of sound” as the reading Kes assumes, but that it is a biliteral sign for mt; in late

hieroglyphic the tongue” is used as a biliteral sign not only for /nr but also for mt, and in all pro-

bability is a graphic confusion for the sign of the “tongue,” just as that sign itself is often substituted

for the “serpent”'
^

d.

AVe have thii.^^ three examples of the supposed Egyptian prototype of the name Goshen where it

appears as an alternative name of Pi-Sopd, the original capital of the XXth nome and the ancient town

that stood on the site of the modern village Saft el-Henneh. In the fourth passage, wheie "^the eaUera

6 is named, the determinative suggests rather that a district bordering on the desert is

meant, and this fits in well with the conjecture that the land of Goshen was thus indicated. Now what

appears at first to be a startling confirmation of this view is the occurrence of the place-name 5 p

in the Hymn to Sesostris III (Byn. XII) published by Mr Griffith among the papyri found by Professor

Petrie at Kahun-. The Pharaoh is described in a number of different metaphors, of which the one here

in question is thus transcribed and translated by Mr Griffith; Twice great is the lo/'d of his city;

k n t

y 1 1

1

^dt is as it were a stronghold of xmlls and sharp stonesi^)

of Kcse/U {Goshen):' In an additional note^ Mr Griffith conjectures the meaning ‘"spikes,” for the doubtful

word spdw{jj and quotes with approbation the comment of Sir Gaston Maspero that “these fortifications

of Goshen may well be the “AA^all of the Prince” mentioned in the Story of Sinuhe and, a» we now^ know,

also in the Petrograd prophetic pa])yrus. A better sense can, however, be obtained if the last words, as

is palaeographically quite admissible, are read
j
6 p

and are translated: “/7c is a

stronghold {of defence) ecen as a vxdl of copper of Shekrn ”
;
the comparison of a strong character with a

wall or mountain of copper is a commonplace of the Egyptian texts'^. But if the word “copper" is correct

Prot. Naville expresses himself as follows (p. 16) :
“ The Dutch scholar A'an der Hardt had already remarked that

this name {i.e. Phacusa) must be considered as being composed of two parts, the name itself being chhi, preceded

by the syllable Pa or Pha, which may be either the definite article, or the word 'Pa,’ meaning ‘house’ or

‘temple.’ Champollion fully endorsed this view, adding that the Coptic name was Rtoc-’’ The last sentence is

very misleading; there is no evidence that Rtoc was the Coptic name of Phacusa, and all that Champollion says

(VEgypte svu'i les Pharaons, voL ii, p. 76) is that the name rioc, which is found as the name of several towns in

Upper Egypt, is clearly the same name as enters into the composition of Phacusa. As I am pointing out else-

where, Phacusa is not Saft el-Hermeh, but the modem Fakus some distance to the north of it
;
this is an additional

reason why the name on the shrine of Saft cannot be identified with it.

- Geiffith, The Petrie Papyri. PL II, L 14. with p. 3.

Op. cit.. p. 100. ^ E.y. Sethe, Jl’kamkn i\, 1087.

29—2
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then must be the land from which the coi>per comes, and can therefore not be Goshen
;

it will

be more natural to read the first sign 5 instead of ^ g (or and to conjecture that Sheaern is the

name of a region fiirther afield, perhaps in Sinai or in Syria. There are additional linguistic scruple.s which

render the new interpretation preferable b

The comparison of the name ^ with r^o-e/x of the Septuagint is, in point of fact, unsuitable

both topographically and phonetically. The topographical difficulty is the less important, but it will clear

the ground to deal with it first. The conception of ^‘the land of Goshen revealed by tlie Biblical narrati\ e

is that of a region near Egypt, suitable for grazing cattle, but not inhabited by the Egyptians themselves,

.see especially Genesis xlvi, M
;
Exodus viii, 22; ix, ^6. Xow this description would evidently not apply

to the district round about Saft el-Henneh, though it might to a certain extent do so to the Wady Tumllat,

cf. especially the often quoted passage from Pop. A7iastasi TY with regard to the admi^^sion of certain

pastoral tribes to the neighbourhood of Theku, Le. Maskhuteh or the neighbourhood. If it be argued that

the gloss T4(T€g \\paf3las points to the Arabian nome, and consequently t(j Saft el-Henneh^ the answer is

that there is no necessity at all to construe the term Apa/3/as“ in the narrow sense of the nome of Arabia,

for this term is regularly used in the wider sense of the eastern border of Egypt generally. But even

should the intention of the Septuagint translators have been to use it in the narrow sense of the nome of

Arabia, the Wady Tiimilat may nevertheless j^till have been meant, for Strabo 805 seems to stand alone in

making this a separate nome, the Bbagroriopolites -. There is definite evidence that the Sepituagint

translators were thinking of the Wady Tumilat in connection with the land of Go.'^hen, for in Genesis xlvi,

28-9 Goshen is definitely equated by them with the town of Pithom-Herooiipolis, at or near the modern Tell

el-]Mar>khtiteh excavated by Prof Navilie. The R.V. version of the Hebrew text runs : ^'Aiid he sent Judah

before him unto Joseph, to shew the way before him unto Goshen
;
and they came into the land of Goshen.

And Jo.'seph made ready his chariot, and went u]> to meet Israel his father, to Gohheii.*’ For this the

Septuagint has : Tor Joofiar aTreVreiXer efX77po(TS€v avrwv irpus avvavrrjcrai atreo 'Hpajcar TroXir

fif y^)v ‘Papecr(T7)^. loicn)(p ra appara avrov iii’eAf] (Tvi'avTrjaiv l(Tpa7)\ rw Trarpl ot too Ka$^ 'Hpoxor

TTi'iXiv
;
while the Sahidic version-^ has correspondingly ^Tpcocon TnoAic '"at the town of Heroonpolls

the Bolieiric give.'s ne-o-oxu '*to the t(nvn of Pi thorn.’' Moreover, Heroonpolis is known from

other sources to have been in the Wady Tumilat.

The other traditions with regard to the situation of Goshen need not detain us long. In the passage

Judith i, 7—10 Goshen appears to signify the whole Delta, or at lea^t the wh(de eastern Delta, as op2><')sed

to Egypt, Up2>er Egy]>t : “And Nebuchadnezzar sent unto all that dwelt in Persia,

and to all that were in Samaria and the cities thereof, and beyond Jonlui unto Jerusalem, and Betane,

<uid Chellus, and Kadesh, and the river of Egypt, and Tahpanhes, and Piameses, and all the land of Goshen,

until thoU coniest above Tan is and MenqJiis, and to all that dwelt in Egy^U, until thou couiest to the

borders of Ethiojua.’’ Where,is this staudixnnt seems to be unique and isolated, that of the Abbess
Aetheria, who visited the holy places between the years 533 and 540 a.d., was evidently the interpretation

of her own time, and is clearly based n]*ou the Se
2
)tuagiiit glo^s Veo-ep \\pn,3laP\ Aetheria speaks of

arriving od ricitotem., ap/K'Uotur At'olno, (puv' est ctvitas in tt'rra tlius reversing the view of the

Septuagint itself, where, as we have seen, Hesem was a toicr Henioupolis, while Aivibia was a hind. The

^ The doubtful points in the old rendering aie: (1) the use of m “a stronghold <>t {2) the dubious meaning
and existence of .'pJa* ‘•'.pikes”; (3) the very awkward coonlination without a piepO'.ition ut twu nouns of which
the second govern'? a direct genitive.

* The city from which tin-, otherwise unknown nome derive? it? name is mentioned elsewhere; Isis was
worshipped theie, see GnKXFri.L on Pup. o.vprh., no. 1380. 1. 46. The Greek name alludes to a fish ipa-^pcb/jcos 6p

Kai (pd'^fpov Ka\oC'<Ttp (Strabo 823) and possibly is the tranfiation or some old Egyptian place-name not vet discovered

See further Hopfnek, Turkult dti alten Anyptiv (Vienna. 1013), p. 157.

The word-? “into the land of Rames-e?” are probably a second interpietation ot Goshen derived from xlvii

11. wheie “ the land of Bame?e^” corresponds to “ the land of GosheiP’ of xhu, 4, 6,

^ Apiid Mv^PFiio, n rcht'nhufiijue Franrai''f\ vol. m. p. 26.

•'

I quote from the extract? given m C. Kuthmann. DU Aonpttu., pp. 9—10. Aetheria’s knowledge
of the Septuagint ver-iun. or of the Coptic version dependent on it. i> shown by her naming Heroonpolis as the

2
)]ace wheie Joseph met hi'^ father Jacob; ^ee the glo- on Gen. xhi ‘28-9 dixm^sed in the text above
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land of Jesse or Ge^se {ie. Go.'^hen), according to Aetheria, began at the sixteenth milestone from Heroon-

polis, but no serious value can be attached to this figure. Xo hint is given of the extension of the land

of Jesse, except in so for as this is implied in the statements that the town of Arabia lay within it and that

the towm of Ramesses was four miles to the east of it. With regard to the position of the town of Arabia

there is a conflict of evidence : it seems clear from Aetheria’s general route that she must have meant

8aft el-Henneh, which lies conveniently near the mouth of the Wady Tfimilat, but the Oxford list of

bishoprics identifies Arabia with Fakus^; Arabia is also mentioned by Hierokles, but ’without any indication

of its position-.

Even though Aetheria may have identified Goshen with the district that centred round Saft el-Henneh,

her view is so clearly a mere interpretation of the Septuagint gloss, that it cannot be accorded the pre-

ference over the view of the Septuagint itself. So far, therefore, as tradition goes, this points to the WMy
Tumtlat as the sojourning-place of the Israelites, and the attempt of Egyptologists to connect the name of

Goshen with an Egyptian name for Saft el-Henneh means a displacement, which, though unimportant

from the point of view of mileage, nevertheless becomes of considerable moment owing to the fact that Saft

is well within Egy-pt itself, while the Wady Tfimildt is sufficiently outside it for the purposes of the Bible

narrative. Of the Septuagint tradition it may at least be said that it gives a plausible view of the position

of Goshen
;
but whether this view was that of the original Hebrew wu’iters is for Biblical scholars, not for

an Eg^'prologist, to decide.

The philological objections to identifying ^ © with Goshen are vastly more serious. It is

pure assumption that the sign 5 in the Egyptian name is here to be read g as in a few Egyptian place-

names and other words, where early and correct hieroglyphic writing, but not hieratic, distinguishes it as

^ from Tj 5.1, see Griffith, Hit'roglgphs, [). 48. Having no old hieroglyphic spellings of the name, we must

assume that, other thing.s being equal, might just as well be meant as 5 ;
but other things are not equal,

for whereas the sign rare, 5 U {hs) is common. When, moreover, the combination 5p found in

early texts, or ^ in later ones, the presumption is extremely strong that si and 55 respectively are to be

read^. Thus a heavy onus prohimU lies upon him who asserts that is not to be read but

Gsm^ and that ^ but Gsmt—in the current readings QoSeM, Kesem, Gesem

of the latter name the fact is ignored that is here the equivalent of the hieratic ligature for mt and is

no simple substitute fin* tn, so that at all events this i>Lice-name must be understood as a feminine form.

Xo'w the relationship of the Gk. Peo-e/x to the old Hebrew Goshen is quite obscure b and it is a serious

difficulty that the hierogly[>hic name is compared not with the original Hebrew form, from which it would

at all events differ as regards both s and n, but with the Greek form. If the assumed 6^5/n = Goshen were

originally an Egyptian name, we shouhl expect to find as a Hebrew equivalent DDi* {cf. DnrS P/-jV/isg,

Phinehas) or just possibly {cf. Msft\ Moses), but not It might perhaps be conjectured, on

the same hypothesis, that the Hebrew form somehow became distorted, and that its Septuagint equivalent

was a transcription direct from the Egyptian original
;
but in this case we should expect, not but

cf. Kovo-aai. If, on the contrary, it be supposed that Goshen or Goshem was originally a Semitic

name, it could hardly appear otherwise in Egyptian than under the form Gsn or G'5?n, unless the Egy^ptiau

equivalent went back to almost prehistoric times, when Eg. 5^ Arab.
4
j-j = Hebrew 'f ;

the last supposition

may be ruled out at once. The name Goshen being taken to be Semitic, the Gk. Peo-eju, perhaps correcting

the Hebrew writing as regards the m, must still be thought of as equivalent to old Dw’3*, the sigma being

^ See J. i>E Rouge, Geographie de la Basi^e-Egupte^ p. 155.

- Cf. Hierokiis Synecdemus. ed. Burckhardt, 728.
^ It is, however, true that there exist two place-names in which the sign "5 i^ followed by *

: (1) the name of

Kusae, curiously written with the sign in question twice repeated; (2) GsV, an unknown place, mentioned Pyr.,
a08, 312.

In the book of Joshua, x, 41 xi, 16, the *• land of Goshen” is a district of southern Canaan, and in the
same book xv, 51 “Goshen'’ is a town in the hill-country of Judah. For this Goshen, Hebrew the Septuagint

has Todog. No satisfactory explanation has been given of these extraordinary coincidences, if coincidences they are.
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due to the fact that Gk. does not possess the sound shit ^ ;
so that again the Egyptian counterpart would

have had to be Gsm.

It thus seems impossible to make 6 square with even if the Egyptian word should

be read, against the a p/’ion probabilities, CrSni (better Osiat)^ instead ot Ssui [hsnit). But in fav«iur of

Ssmt, which may represent an old-Egyptian Ssoit just as well as an old-Egyptian Ssmt, speak the strange

facts that Sopd, />. the god of Saft el-Henneh, not only wears a kind of apron called hrat

(see the accompanying cut and for the name of this apron Pyr,^ ed.

Sethk, 1612-4), but also is associated with a land called Ssmt,

if. the legend describing the figure of Sopd (see accompanying cut)

on a Twelfth Dynasty stele from the Wady Gasiis, near the Red

Sea, '"^opcl, h,rd of the land of Ssnit, lord of the EasPP The land

Ssnit is occasionally mentioned in the Pyramid Texts (456, 1784),

but with nothing to indicate its whereabouts. The epithet Ssraty,

doubtless meaning ‘'belonging to (the land) is very often

applied to Horus^ (Pyr. 450, 528, 983, 987, 1085, 1136, 1409, 1413)

;

'^Horus oi SsHit'' is one of the four forms of Horus (together with

‘•Horns of the gods,’’ “Homs of the Horizon," and “Horus of the

East") which, if not precisely assimilated to the sun-god, at least

rise like him in the sky in the early morning-. All this evidence

points to Ssint as an eastern country, and although the epithet

,Ssinty does not ap[)eai' to be actually applied to Sopd under this

name, yet the name Sopd itself w as merely an epithet {spd “keen”

or “ready”; of Hums (^Hr spd, cf. Pyr. 330, 632, 1636), imaged

(see Pyr. 1863: under the form of a crouching falcon as at Hiera-

conpolis in Upper Egypt Moreover, Sopd is constantly identified

with Horus, bears the title “lord of the East,’' and is found in

Sinai, so that it i.', very w‘ell thinkable that Sopd and the Horus
of Ssnit were considered as identical. In the funerary temple of

Sahure^"^ a god with the heard and yellow^ complexion of an Asiatic,

w^eariug the double feathei> characteristic of Sopd as well the ssnit apron, is described by the title

“lord of the foreign countries” elsewdiere given to Horus ^ Furthermore, there is a green

mineral ^ associated with nifl'P “turquoise” both in the Pyramid Texts

(567) and later (e.g. Sethe, Urkundea, iv, 875-6, here mentioned together with ^^Sopd, lord of the East,

lord of the forelgt* coniitrfes^')^ it wms found in biiiai \ Inscrfioj/ts of Sinai, no. 2O0'i, but also apparently in

the Sudan (tomb of Rekhmere^, beside a green mass, Skthe, op. eit., iv, 1099); the later WTiting (see the

last tw‘o examples, and others quoted hv HRLr4s<_H, Zeifsrhrift fxr a'gyptf^rke Sprache, voL xviii (1880),

p. 13*^) is ^ the like.

We might combine the facts enumerated in the last paragraph in various ways, so as to construct a

consistent theory. We might suppose that Ss/nt (appearing as a masculine Ssm in the Kahim Hymn) was

originally a name for Isinai, and that the mineral ssnit there found and the apron ssmt there worn were

u<imed after it. We might assume that sijice Saft el-Heiineh was the starting-point for the caravans which

^ Birch, Cataloan*' of thc...E<n/ptinn Antiqnitu.- at Ain (rich Ca.Alr. PI. IV opposite p. 269.

- For the lion-headed goddes'^ S^intt ‘‘she of (the lan<l) see Lacau, Pecueil fit Travaii.r, vol. xxiv.

pp. 198—200.

' The sole difference is that whereas the Horus of Hieraconpoli.=; weai^ the white crown of Upper Egypt, Sopd,

the Horus of Saft ebHenneh, wearb the two feathers perhaps symbolic of eastern travel.

Bobchabdt -Sethe, /)a^ Orahiicnkmal dos Krmiq!^ Sahurk^. PI, .5. Many of the leference^ given in the text of

the present paragraph are derived from Pi of. SetheS commentaiy. p. 82. footnote -5.

> Ctardiner-Pket, In.^icription.^ of Sinai, no. *28; Beciuil tie Tiaiaio, vol. xwv. p. 46 {temp, Amenophis 111).

In his TJictionnnire tTconrnphiqnc, p. 1348. Brugseb tries to associate this mineral with the place-name read

by him QoSeM.

Ik
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made their way through the A\'ady Tumilat to Sinai, where Sopd, the god of Saft, is often named, this

wa', the reason that Sopd was called ‘‘he of (the land) even as he is called “lord of the East’’ both

in Sinai and at Saft itself. The last step in this development would be when the land-name

under the later spelling which the spellings of the mineral samt provide an admirable analogy)

was transferred from the eastern land where Sopd was a visitor to the Egyptian town where Sopd was at

home; the phrase “the eastern quoted above from a Dendereh inscription would now become in-

telligible, and for the transference of the name Ssmt to Saft el-Henneh one might recall how ^ ^ Bkdt^

originally the name of a Delta town, pa^aed with the god Horns there worshipped (Hr Bhdty^ “Homs of

Behdet”) to Edfu in Upper Egypt, and subsequently became the name of that place h

All these conjectures j^JOssess a certain plausibility, but rest on too slender a basis of evidence to be

affirmed with any degree of assurance. Here I will be content to maintain the thesis that so far from there

existing any arguments in favour of the reading for ^ favour of its connection with

the Biblical name of Goshen, the reading both is a priori probable and also is suggested by the

association with Sopd, the god of Saft el-Henneh, of various words presenting the same consonants hni.

Nor, to look at the matter from the purely topographical point of view, is there any very apparent reason

why an unusual Egyptian name for the town Saft el-Henneh should have been claimed as the original

of a Hebrew name which the best tradition available identifies with the Wady Tumilat.

i That Bhdt was the name of a Lower Egyptian town is shown by the facts (1) that Horus of Behdet was, from

the earliest times, the god of Lower Egypt as opposed to Seth of Ballas-Ombos, the god of Upper Egypt; and

(2) that though the Horus of Behdet was worshipped at Edfu from quite early times, it is only at the end of the

Twelfth Dynasty (see Ayinales da Service, vol. p. 243) that Bhdt appears as an alternative name for Dhf (the

next occurrence is perhaps under Tuthmosis IV, de Moegan, Catalotjue des 2Ionu?nent>^, vol. i. p. 67). Whether the

original Bhdt was identical with the ^'BMt of Lower Egypt” discussed by Brugsch, Bictionnaire Geographiqite,

p. 1266-7, must be left to future research to determine. Prof. Sethe conjectures [Grabdenknial deo Kbnigs Sahure^,

p. 97) that the Lower Egyptian Bhdt was Damanhur. One Edfu text at least (Dvmichen, Geographische Inschrifte)},

vol. I, PL LXV) equates Bhdt with SmBBhdt, i.e. the Diospolite or XVIIth Lower Egyptian nome.
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NOTICES OF EECENT PUBLICATIONS

Stories from the Ckristian East^ by Stephen Gaselee. London : Sidgwick and Jackson, 1918. Pp. 85,

9 full-page illustrations.

Lives and legends of saints are, regarded a?? historical documents, of very varying value. Some,

handled with the necessary caution, rank high as evidence, while others, so far as the facts they relate are

cuncei'ned, are of no more authority than Grimm’s fairy taleji. Even the latter class, however, throw

valuable light on popular beliefs and popular culture, bearing indeed to the higher forms of theological

literature somewhat the same relation as the folk-song to “ literary” poetry
;
and it was a Inippy thought

to collect into a handy volume these characteristic tales of eastern Christendom. It is not indeed

altogether clear for what audience they are intended. Hardly for the scholar
; and even for the adult

“general reader ” their value and even their interest would have beeii increased by more explicit informa-

tion as to their sources and some discussion concerning them. But probably they are meant primarily for

children
;
that some at least are well adapted to this pur])ose the reviewer has proved by experiments in

his own family circle. The “ moral of one or two stories is not perhaps of the best
; but fortunately the

modern child i^ fieed from the tyranny of “morals.” There are nine stories, taken from four different

languages, and ranging from a Menas miracle in a Xubian MS. edited by F. LI. Griffith to the Greek life

of St John Damascene. They are rather retellings in shortened form th<in translations, as the authors
preface might be taken to imply, and in the main are well told, but there are some lapses. Phrases like

“ it mubt clearly be hurting him badly ” and “frightened of" might be avoided without sacrificing any of
the simplicity essential in stories for children. The pictures by Mr Mavrogordato cannot be very highly
commended. If they are intended to show the quaintness of the stories they illustrate they may be
described as successful. They have no other very obvious merits.

H. I. Bell.







THE CARNARVON IVORY'

' By GEOEGES BENEDITE

{Continued from p, 15.)

II

It is now necessary to examine, in the light of the new ivory, the scenes which adorn

the knife-handles of the Brooklyn Museum and the Pitt-Eivers collection.

I shall henceforth refer to the knife-handles of the Brooklyn Museum and the Pitt-

Rivers collection as handles I and II respectively, while the Carnarvon ivory will be known
as handle III. For the Brooklyn handle (I) see below PL XXXIV, and for the Pitt-Eivers

handle (II), below^ p. 227.

In the first place, several common characteristics appear in the three related objects :

(a) The animals are most usually grouped by species, and in most cases a whole row is

devoted to each species.

(b) The exceptions to this rale are not of an arbitrary kind ; the proof of this being

that they are reproduced on more than one handle.

The Bull {Bos taurusY extends over two rows on the boss side of handle I, and on

both sides of handle II. This is the only instance in ^vhich a species occupies more than

one row.

Animals represented by isolated units belong to fixed species and, as a rule, occupy

identical positions. The Dog proper {Canis familiaris) is placed at the tail-end of the row

in which it figures : handle I, boss side, fourth row
;
handle III, boss side, fii'st row. This

peculiarit}" extends to the Fishes, of which three species are found (see Tabular analysis,

p. 229) ;
they are placed at the rear of whatever row they appear in. The position of the

Heron {Ardea cinerea) is no more arbitrary than that of the animals before-mentioned : it

concludes the ro\v of the large-beaked waders. The same is the case w ith the crested bird,

probably an Ibis (Ibis comata); but the Lion (handle III, side awny from boss), as Avell as

an undetermined felis (handle II, boss side), animals w^hich elsewLere occupy entire rows,

play the part of pursuers behind the bulls.

(e) The number of rows is variable ; hut the elements constituting them are not so.

If the boss side of the Carnarvon ivory, which has a special character, be excepted, it

is found that the species comprised in handles II and III are also possessed by handle I,

the most abundantly provided of all (119 -h 7 animals on one side and 92 on the other).

There are a few^ exceptions to this statement, but they are of an essentially limited

character. The long-maned and short-maned Lions characteristic of handle III are lacking

on handles I and II, but on these their place is taken by the Leopard {F. pardusy.

1 For the translation of M. BGnedite\s French original we are again indebted to Mr Battiscombe
Gunn.

—

Ed.

- See the tabular analysis, p. 229.

•’ The lion appear^ with all its characteristic.^ only on the Carnarvon handle and on that the Gebel
ebCCrak knife (Louvre), w’hich are carved on a scale more than double that of ivories I and II.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 30
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Confusion between the two species is for the rest easy on such a sinall scale. The Gazelle

{G. do7'cas), noticeable on handle II, is absent from I, but it is to be noted that it belongs

to an abnormal row in which an effort has been made to group various kinds (boss side,

2nd row), and which, from this point of view, it would be worth while to verify on the

original. The Crowned Crane (Lady Cecil s Balecwica pavomtia), which Prof. Petries

drawing shows on handle II (side away from boss, 2nd row), is diflScult to find on h^dle I,

in the row of waders (last but one), but here again verification on the original would not be

out of place.

(cl) The cudmetis t^epreseiited do not embrace the entire monumental fauna of the Nile

Valley, hut are circumscidhed ivithin a rather limited gy'oup.

To cite only some of the most usual animals, the handles in question know neither the

ass, nor the crocodile, nor the falcon, although these were familiar to the artists of pre-

historic times. The animal which I suggest may be the hippopotamus is extremely

doubtful.

(e) I come now to the fact to which I attach the most importance, because it links up

these objects in a far more transparent way : namely, the presence of cer^tain thematic

groupings, which will come into play when it falls to us to draw the conclusions of the

present investigation.

On ivories I and II, the first row of the boss side is formed by Vultures engaged in

slashing with their beaks the prey which they hold fast in their talons—a familiar attitude

of rapacious birds. Whatever this prey, which eludes our scrutiny, may be, the act and the

attitude constitute a recurrent theme, and the foremost place which it occupies on the two

handles is not a negligible matter. To this theme is opposed, on the other side, a second

no less characteristic : the Elephant trampling on a pair of serpents, the appearance of

whose heads sufficiently indicates the nauuhciie. Ivory II is not equally conclusive, being

much damaged in this region
;
none the less I maintain the existence here of the same

representation. Confirmation of this will be found on a fourth object shortly to be

discussed.

If we pass on to the second row of the side without boss in I and II, the first of the same
side in III, we see new evidence of the thematic character of the decoration. The laro-e-o
beaked Waders to which, through the necessity of classifying them, the name of Jabiru

has been attributed, or, to conform with other opinions, that of the Adjutant-bird^ do not

occupy the whole register. The tail of the group is formed by two waders of a different

species. But what do we see at its head, on ivories I and III ? We see a Giraffe, inserted

behind the leader of the file. This giraffe could not have been lacking on ivory II, unfor-

tunately <lestroyed at this point, since we find it again on the fourth object alluded to

above. The importance of the'theme is further accentuated by the feet that the leading

bird is grappling with an upright Serpent, This may well be the Eryx thehaicus or the
E, jaculus, since it has neither the head of the naia nor that of the cerastes and since it

does not coil itself in the manner of the python. This .serpent is absent from the Carmirvon
Ivoiy, but appears on the fourth object.

^ Cf. M. A. VuKRAV, Saq^i'fruJi PI. XX}
wiiicn eater into the

name ^ the the , have at the artK-uIation of their lower

mandibles the earuncles which are .inite ebaractori!=tio of the birds under di,cusaion
; but their beaks

are fir from h-iving the 'Ume volume. For the f-o/ bird Crii'hth, ILer.vjlyphl tig. 74 and p. 21.
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^/) importance of these themes is further emphasized hy the fact that, when an
imry has not room to depict them in fall, it refrains from omitting them altogethey\ Thus
the serpent-crushing elephant is so essential an element that the Carnarvon ivory, not
having the space required to devote an entire row to it, has retained a single example,
fitted in with the lions.

(g) A certain order is observed in the sequence of the rows.

We have just seen that the thematic rows containing the vulture tearing its prey, the
serpent-crushing elephant, and the alleged jabirus or adjutant-birds walking in company
with the giraffe, have their recognized place in the upper parts. We shall find similarly that
the ill-defined animal in which I propose to see provisionally the hippopotamus^ is regularly

Fig. I. Ivory Knife-handle in the Pitt-Rivers Museum (“Ivory II’’).

placed in the lower portion. This may be verified on ivories I (last row but one on both sides)

and II (side away from boss, last row); it is absent from the Carnarvon ivory, but not from

the fourth object, where it is found again at the very bottom of the representations.

(h) Another observation relative to the intentional and systematic character of the

decoration is the following: nowhere are two consecutive rows of ruminants or of carnivora

to be seen. And this observation, independently of the conclusions to be drawn from it for

the collective significance of all these scenes, will help to prevent error in the identification

of rows of ill-defined animals.

Ill

The analogy seen to exist throughout the representatitms which we have just analvsed

has kept in store for us a new surprise. A fourth ivory, devoid of any warlike character, a

comb which by a stroke of good fortune has lost nothing but its teeth ^ reproduces on its

two sides not only the type of representations which forms the subject of this studv,

1 Perhaps the hog, Sus Ubycm. Another hypothesis deserves examination. The animars rigid tail

its curved snout, and its more or less square ears (see ivory lY), remind one of the Seth-animal, not

indeed such as it appears already in the nionunients of the end of the Thinite period (Petrie, Iloyal

Tomhs, vol. II, Pis. XXI, XXII and XXIII passim), nor even at the time of the Hierakonpolite kings

(Quibell, Hierakoiipolis, PI. XXVI, 1), but before it took on its slim body from the hare or some other

animal, and, what is much more remarkable, its snout from the oxyrhynchus-fish. For the Typhonian
character of this fish directs attention to its facial similarity with the Seth-quadruped (Wiedemann's alleged

okapi), in which I have always seen an imaginary animal. For the rest it is known that on the monuments

of the Dynastic period its tail is often nothing but the hieroglyph
J,

connecting with the same idea.

This sign also varies with the arrow (c/. again Qcibell, loe. cit). But upon the proposed hypo-

thesis the imaginary animal merely replaced a real one which very early disappeared from the Egyptian
horizon, or else subsisted but was unrecognized.

^ These numbered 31 ;
the two ends of the row of teeth are formed, as in our modern combs, bv

broad “ heels.”
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but also the most characteristic of the thematic elements, and these in such a way as to

greatly strengthen my comments thereon. This object (Plate XXXIII), which belonged to

Mr Theodore M. Davis, hence assumes an importance that could not have been suspected

by those who have previously published it\ It is adorned on each side with live rows of

animals
;
of these, three roAvs on one side are identical as to species with the three corre-

sponding roAVs on the other side. The two others correspond only in so far that the families

are identical. The three in Avhich the identity extends to the very species occupy the same

places as in the h^ories discussed aboA^e.

First roav. Three elephants trampling on serpents. Here the reptile is single and

has not its throat puffed out in the style of the naia, a fact that should Avarn us against a

too strict classification.

Second row. The alleged jabirus (or adjutant-birds) appear, with the serpent

standing erect before the leader of the file ; the giraffe comes, as Avas to be expected,

immediately behind this first bird, and the heron {Ardea cinered) duly brings up the rear

in accordance Avith a canon the existence of Avhich needs no further evidence.

Fifth, and last, roav. The pachyderm AAuth the short and erect tail, the Ioav head,

the more or less square ears, and the rounded back, supposed proAusionally to be a hippo-

potamus, appears in the same ;^ce as in ivories I and II.

The other tAvo roAA^s quite logically equate the short-maned lion (side A) with the

hyaena or hyaena-dog (side B), and the oryx (side A) with the bo\nd (side B), in such a

way that the sum of the species constitutes an average Avhich Avill exhibit its full import-

ance AA^hen the number of kindred objects has been augmented. What is striking in this

one is the classic—if I may use this term, instead of saying merely logical and normal

—

character of its decoration. It must have conformed, in its reduced and abridged form,

Avith a model the elements of which are scattered in the objects previously described, and
which Avas characterised, not only by the alternation of ferocious animals with animals

either domesticated or capable of domestication, but perhaps also by alternation in the

direction of the rows, some moving from left to right, others going the other AA^ay. The
importance of this orientation is emphasized by the fact that the opposite side (B)

presents the inA’erse arrangement, in such a way that in reality, and Avithout depending
upon the spectator’s point of AueAv, obverse and reverse correspond as do the tAvo sides, the

one visible and the other invisible, of a single animal.

The thematic intention of this fourth ivory receh^es further confirmation from tAVO

significant details. The row of lions (side A), reduced, as in the Carnarvon ivory, to three

indiAuduals, is terminated by a running dog. In h^ory I this animal pursues only the ox

and the Avild sheep
; but in the Carnarvon ivory the animal pursued is certainly a large

felis (boss side, first row). The other detail is of such a nature as still more to challenge

the ingenuity ot modern interpreters : behind the four pachyderms of side A is engraved
a five-raye^l star, Avhich is found in exactly the same position on handle I. The row of

pachyderms being absent trom ivory III, it need not surprise us that the star is not to be
seen there, for these tAvo elements appear to be closely connected. On ivory II the row
in question is folLjwed by a fish : a correspondence the exact meaning of which Ave

cannot grasp.

Fir^t publifslaff by Capart, Prinutice Art in p. 78
,
from a photograph by E. Brugsch ;

then
Lr. ^la&pero iii Egypte ; A/**’ L na series,, p. 25, fig. 40. I will not dwell upon the errors contained in

the caption the la.'st-mentioued illustration, as they are certainly due to over-hasty editing ; I will

merely punt <'>ut that the object does not belong to the Louvre Museum.
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TABUi^AR ANALYSIS OF THE FAUNA ON FOUR PREHISTORIC IVORIES

(Note. The luimbers in brackets are those of the rows of animals of each side, counted downwards.)

I II III IV

Handle Handle Handle Prehistoric
Comb

^Brooklyn Museum) (Pitt-Kivers collection) (In Lord Carnarvon’s (In Mr T. M.
collection) Davis’s collection)

List of Species
Side away Boss side Side away ’ Boss side Side away Boss side

j

Side A SideB
1

from boss fi'om boss ! from boss t

i

1

i

j
larsre mane
(short mane

1

1 (III)

3 (III)
I

3 (II)

flUT)
\1?(III)

I

Felis paedcs 1

vel F. CYXAILURUS(?; /
11 (III) 9 (IIF 6-f.r (III) 4+riIII)

TT (Hyaena \

- CEOCUC.V 12 (V) 11 (VII) 6+.v(V) 7 + .r (V)
4(111)

imE
1 (2^:^;^-JSPICTCsj

1

Caxis familiar is 1 (YIII) 1 (IV) 1 (I) 1 (III)

Cervus dama Mesopo-
1 (II)

1

TAMICUS
Cervus barbarus 1 (11) i

(jtIRAFFA camelo-
1(1) 1 (II) 1(11) i

pardalis 1 (IF ? (II)

1 (III)

1 (I)
!

Oryx leucoryx 11 (VI) 8 (VI) 1(11) 4 (IV)
i

Alcelaphus bubalis
1 (II)

1

i

GaZELLA DORCAS !
!

Capra xubiana {Ibe.v) 7(Xi 9(11)
1

Ammotragus trage-
1 (II)

1

LAPHUS 11 (IV) 7 + 1 (IV)

Bos TAURUS 10 (Till)
fio (VIII)

\9 (X)
j
o + aFI^ )

(6 + { VI)
/4+a’(IV)
(.2+.r(VI)

3 (HI) 4 (IV) !

'

Elephas africaxus 8 (I) 1 (II) 3 (1) 3 (I) I

Hippopotamus amphi-I
4(V) 4 (V)

Bius(?) r 10 (IX) 11 (IX) 4+.r(VII)

vel Sus LIBYCUS j
i

! !

1
;

Uiidetermined QaadniA
j

1

1 1

ped: horns^dorsal mettie
^

- 10 (VII)
I

1

tail inform of a hoid J
i

j

1

1

Undetermined Quadnt-^ 1

ped : squaU head do ivn -
( 1(\)

j

\
j

ivards^ neck hent^ short
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IV

We must not neglect to ascertain if other objects known to be of the same period

—

this term being taken here in its widest sense—show any trace of this system of repre-

sentations, and exhibit more or less directly the thematic principle or even thematic

C()mbinations.

It would be very wide of the mark to proceed to detail all the representations of

animals which form the essential basis of the decoration of objects coming from the

cemeteries of primitive Egypt, whether this decoration be of an accessory nature, or

whether it moulds to its own form the object to which it is applied and which then itself

takes on the aspect of an animal. We are dealing here with a special case which it is

desirable to treat separately, restricting oiirsclv^es to relevant comparisons alone. Now the

material upon which we can draw is extremely limited. It would perhaps be less so had

the iraportant deposit of ivories discovered at Hierakonpolis not stood so ill the test of

time; for it is perhaps there, while awaiting further sporadic discoveries such as have

given us the four flint-knife handles (including that of the Louvre) and the Davis comb,

that we might have been able to gather additioncil data as to the nature of these represen-

tations. The important place taken by i\ory in the personal property of the military or

religious chiefs of the earliest settled centres of primitive Egypt is shown in a striking

manner by this deposit of objects, which were accumulated in the lowest strata of the

temple of the old southern capitals On this account the bulk of these remains, presented

at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, deserves careful examination. I must necessarily

confine myself here to the pieces collected in Mr Quibelfs publication. Strictly speaking,

not one of them enters into our category. Among them are curved limbs of furniture, in

a fragmentary condition; two of them have retained their joining tenons^ and one might

be tempted to see in them with Capart" the arms of arm-chairs; but I am more inclined to

look for parts of much more portable objects. The curved staves, one of which has retained

its terminal beak^ suggest the idea of the cross-piece of a cithern, an instrument of which

I know no example in the Memphite reliefs, and which, apart from the well-known example

from Tomb 3 at Beni Hasan% does not occur before the New Kingdom^ But the Asiatic

origin of this instrument does not constitute an objection, far from it. To continue with

the enumeration: a receptacle carved from a piece of elephant's tusk’’; pieces of veneer

which may have belonged to caskets®
;
a fragment of a spoon-handle^ and a cylinder-seaP^.

On all these objects are found, mixed with others, members of the fauna observed on the

handles and the comb, but in quite different conditions. And this is an essential point.

A fact on which I cannot lay too much stress is that in cases where there are several

superposed rows of animals, dividing lines are found to exist. The animals do not stand

on nothing, as in the four objects which form the subject of this study, and to which

* Quibell, Hitrak'ot^ijofis^ Fart Ii, pp. :29—30.

-
i>l>. cit,. PL XIII, I

;
XVI, 1 and 2 (photograph PL XXXII), and PL XVIL

VArt, p. 131. ‘ Ql-ibell, Hierahnp<jUg, PI. XIII, 1 and 2,
'» X E\VBER RY, Ben

i

v< >1. I, PL XXX 1.

*’ ThiN observation has already been made Ermax, Aeyi/ijten^ p. 344.

” Qiubeel, Ihtnfl'on PL XI\,

Op. eit.s PL Xn, 1, *2, S
; PL XVI. 4 (ph(‘tograp]i PL VP, o,

0^. lit., PI. XV, o. Op. cit., PL XV, 6.
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I may add, for this feature, the Gehel el-^Arak ivory (see Plate XXXII). Now with regard

to this very ivory last-mentioned I have remarked that the absence of dividing lines was

a sign of hyper-archaism ^ This must also be taken as a warning that the Hierakonpolis

deposit was not fo^^ced, archaeologically speaking, to display the types which are to be

expected from cemeteries such as those of ^Abbadiyeh, Gebel Tarif, and Abu Zeidan,

and, in a general way, from the cemeteries of the NekMeh period. For it is above all in

the province of prehistoric archaeology, where -the whole apparatus of criteria furnished

by writing is lacking, that we must take the strictest account of all the elements of

classification.

In the second place, although we may observe on one of the Hierakonpolis plaques-

the alternating direction of the registers conforming with the system of the Davis comb, it

is far more important to notice that none of the (hitherto published) fragments from

Hierakonpolis contains the theme of the serpent-crushing elephant, or that of the giraffe

strayed among the waders, or the special arrangement giving these latter a rear-guard of

another family or sub-family, or the alternation of rows of carnivora and rows of ruminants.

It is useless to go beyond these conclusive differences.

The only elements which are worthy of comparison are

:

1. That which is presented by a curved fragment of ivory ^ in which a person whose

character is pretty clearly defined by the scene is twice shown quelling the attacks of

two of the well-known long-necked panthers
;
I have already compared him with the hero

subduing two lions on the Gebel el-^Arak ivory^.

2. The elephants treading mountains, which occupy the (present) second register of

a veneering piece and reproduce a theme already known from one of the predynastic or

protodynastic statues of Min from Petrie find at Koptos^.

It emerges in any case from this comparison that the representations on the three

handles I, II and III and the Davis comb correspond to an earlier stage, determined by a

complex of dispositions which are not arbitrary, but intentional and deliberate, and which

consequently possess a significance that has been forgotten or neglected in the Hierakon-

polis ivories, these thus logically constituting a subsequent stage.

It cannot be objected against the view taken here that this disposition is peculiar to

the handles of daggers, and that as these are absent from the deposit of Kdm el-Ahmar the

comparison is fundamentally wu'ong-headed : for the Davis comb comes in very opportunely

to dispel this doubt and to establish the fact that the decorative and significant conception

revealed by the handles could extend even to toilet articles. \Ye may, therefore, henceforth

picture to ourselves a sequence in the animal decoration of prehistoric ivories of which the

(provisionally) most remote phase is constituted by the handles and the Davis comb, and

the latest phase by the Quibell ivories. Petrie s excavations at Tarkhan offer an inter-

mediate stage. I would draw attention tO’ the ivory spoon having a bowl in the shape of a

small trough, and the handle surmounted by a couchant animal stated by Petrie to be a

^ Bexedite, Le Couteau de Gehel eh^Arak, p. 29. The oiifV cxceptioii among the Hierakonpolis

ivories is constituted by fragment 2 with the scorpion ( PL XII).

- Quibell, HlemJconpoUsj PI. XII, 1. Op. ciO, PI. XVI^ 2.

^ Bexebite, Le Covteau de Gebel eL^Aral\ p. 33.

5 Quibell, ffienikonpolis, PL XVI, 4 (photoj^raph PL VI, 2;.

Petrie, Kopto^ty PL III, .4 (photograph PL IVy
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calf \ All the outer surfaces of the bowl lire subdivided into registers, in which alternate

rows of panthers and oryxes, i.e., of carnivora and ruminants, are seen
;
this agrees entirely

with the decorative scheme of the four prototype ivories. On the reverse of the bottom

surface (PL XIII, 5) the panthers have given place te dogs. In the last register of

sides I, 2 and 3 the quadrupeds, in spite of their very compressed appearance through lack

of space, certainly seem to be, not oiyxes as one would expect, but hyaenas or hyaena-dogs,

animals whose position is always subordinated to that of the felidae in the prototype

ivories.

On one of the lateral surfaces (PL XIII, I), as well as on the small surface forming the

anterior side of the trough (PL XIII, 2), the last feline of the second row has its tail raised.

Xow this peculiarity has already been pointed out in the two lions which terminate rows 2

and 3 of the Carnarvon ivory. This minute detail again shows the degree of relationship

between the Tarkhan ivory and the four others. But, even apart from the question of

themes, which does not find any application here, there is a feature in this ivory which we

cannot leave out of account—the separation into linear registers, i.e.y by means of the

ground-line, to which we have attached the importance of a test. By this test we may
provisionally assign to this ivory a place intermediate between those forming the subject

of this study and the Hierakonpolite series.

V

From the foregoing considerations it should be possible to deduce the age of this

category of objects. The Hierakonpolis material will serve us as a point of departure.

The degeneration of the primitive concept which characterises its decoration assigns it a

date more recent than that of our handles
;
and if it be granted that the ivory fragment

marked with the name of the Scorpion-king (PL XII, 2 ) may be taken as giving the most

ancient date of this material, we must then go behind the reign of that king, one of the

last pre-Menite rulers.

When studying the Gebel el-^Arak knife-handle I arrived- at the conclusion that this

object was contemporary with that stage of the pre-Menite period corresponding with

8.D. 60 of Petrie s classification. Since the publication of my essay the learned University

College professor has devoted an important article to the same ivory in his Egyptological

journal Ancient Egypt\ On a certain number of points his views are much more definite

than my own: on others I regret to see that our opinions differ. But what is of capital

importance for my point of view is that we are in agreement in regard to the date of the

object, which he assigns to the climax of the second pre-Menite civilisation.

Commencing with the study of the palettes, which I divided into three groups : A, the
protodynastic group, dated by a royal name; B, the predynastic group, thrown by its

characters back to the other extremity of the classification; and C, the intermediate

group, dividing only imperfectly these two extremes, I endeavoured (this resume is limited

to our present subject) to determine as strictly as possible the specific characters of group B
\\hich comprises the Palette of ^e Hunt, the fragments of which are shared between the

1 W. M. F. Peikie, G. a. Wainwrighi and A. H. Gardixer, Turkhun I and Memp?ds F (British

SclaxI of Archat^ohv^y in Egypt , 1913, PI. XII, 6, and PL XII
1, 1— fj

; and cf. p. 25.

- BeneDUE. Ej dt (jthel d~^Arok\ p, 36 with note 2.

Eggpt in the ahove-naiurtl journal, 1917, p[). :16—36,
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British Museum^ and the Louvre-; the small Hierakonpolis palette^ at the Ashmolean

Museum
;
and the complete palette E. 11052 of the Louvre. On these the outlines of human

beings and animals present certain technical peculiarities which are more or less absent from

the other two groups, and to which I have attached the value of tests of hyper-archaism.

Succinctly enumerated, these are : the geometrical form of the eyes, the summary treatment

of torsos, the absence of protuberance in the knees, the hatchet-shape given to the human

feet, the flexion-wrinkles on the quadrupeds’ shoulders, the hypogastric prolongation of the

lion’s mane, the arrangement of claws like the teeth of a comb on the paws of wild animals,

the preponderance of exaggerated detail, and the absence of any conventional sign to

represent earth or water so that living beings and boats rest on nothing.

These characters agree to an appreciable degree with those of the representations on

the Gebel el-^Arak handle. Prof. Petrie regards the palettes as a later product of the

same artistic school as that to w^ich the handle belongs, in the sense that the roughest

and most archaic of them (my group B) would correspond to handles I (Brooklyn Museum)

and II (Ashmolean Museum), which the English savant attributes^ to a period of decadence

in comparison with the Louvre handle.

We stand now at the most delicate point in the problem, I might say at the parting

of two roads which do not nece'ssarily lead to the same conclusions. One of these roads is

constituted by considerations of technique alone, the other by the evolutional characters of

the representations—these being provisionally considered quite separately from the signifi-

cation of the representations.

In comparing a barbarous form with a fully developed artistic one, we are sufficiently

well situated to-day not to confuse the barbarism of decadence with that of primitive

culture, when periods and monuments are concerned with whose general history we are

acquainted. Only an unpractised eye could fail to discern wherein the archaism of the

Mediterranean countries in the seventh century before our era differs from the barbarism

of the same countries in the seventh century of that era. An art which is seeking itself

has not the same physiognomy for the expert as an art which is losing itself. If we

transport ourselves to the remote epochs of pre-history the distinction is far less obvious,

for we do not possess objects enough to enable us to follow step by step the evolution or

the degeneration of forms. Another obstacle of which the fullest account must be taken

is differences of scale in the representations classified. The engraver who had to fit

119 figures into a surface with maximum measurements of 92 x 60 mm., and who had less

than one square centimetre at his disposal for each figure, could not obtain the same result

as the maker of the Gebel el-CArak knife, who put two or three figures side by side on an

area which the other would have made to hold two or three rows of five or six figures each.

The same argument applies to handle II, which has moreover suffered by mutilation. To

my mind the opinion to be formed on handles I and II must be subordinated to that which

results from the examination of ivories III and IV., i.e., the Carnarvon ivory and the Davis

comb, in which the dimensions of the figures are approximately the same as in the Louvre

ivory. Yo prolonged examination is necessary for the discovery that the execution of the

^ No. 20,790. - The Louvre frciginent hatj the inventory number E. 11254.

3 I will not deal here with the already copious bibliography of the problem of the palettes, but

will merely refer the English reader to Mr F. Legge's cirticles, which reproduce all these monuments, in

Proceedifigs of the Society of Biblical Archaeology^ 1900, 1904, 1906, 1909.

Egypt and Mesopotaniia^ p. 30.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 31
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former is greatly superior to that of the latter. Nothing is more characteristic in this

respect than the figure of the elephant (Fig. 2). The engraver of the handle has rendered

it with remarkable realism and exactitude. The profile of the

sloping brow, emphasising the smallness of the head (a feature

of the African elephant), the rendering of the ears, the flexi-

bility of which is indicated by parallel furrows, the anatomy

of the legs, the prominence of the iliac bone near the rump,

and in general the rightness of the proportions, render this

figure very nearly worthy of a place beside the animals of

the Louvre handle. It would be very difficult to apply this

description to the six elephants of the Davis comb, which

are quite rudimentary.

But which of the two representations preceded the^ other ? If it were possible to

settle this point we should have the basis for a classification, for the comb is singularly

closely related by its style to ivories I and II, while the Carnarvon ivory has an unmis-

takeable family likeness to the Louvre ivory. Thus, according as the Carnarvon ivory be

assumed to be earlier or later than the Davis comb, the conclusion will be arrived at that

the Gebel el-C4rak ivory is earlier (as Prof. Petrie considers) or later than the Brooklyn

and Ashmolean Museum ivories. It must be realised that this problem cannot be solved

merely by analysis of the forms, without knowledge of the intermediate links. My habits of

thinking, if I gave them full play, would lead me to lay great stress on certain elements

which favour the priority of the comb. The childish exaggeration of detail, out of

proportion with the scale of the figures, agrees satisfixctorily Avith this thesis. What is.

certain is that these two objects, even if they are quite contemporary, do not come from

the same workshop, still less from the same hand. The one testifies to an intimate know-
ledge of animal life and reproduces it with dexterity

;
the other merely repeats, Avith the

perfunctoriness of a bad AAmrkman, an exceedingly primitive model consecrated by custom.

We shall arrive at a result more satisfying to logic if AA^e folloAv the other road, and
examine the evolutional characters of the representations. For this, the flat side of the

Carnarvon handle must be compared Avith the tAA^o sides of the comb. At first sight we are

apprised by their similarities and differences that both hark back to one prototype from
Avhich they are more or less removed.

At this point handles I and II should be brought into play. Handle I especially

claims our attention with its twenty roAvs of animals (ten on each side) as being, among
the objects at present known, the one which stands nearest to the prototype, even granting
that it does not reproduce the latter exactly. Everything in it is subordinated to the
necessity of making an entirely unabridged representation. The feAv figures on it Avhich
art‘ not shoAAU in roAAS, but Avhich are represented by one or Iaa^j indiAuduals, are similarly
treated on all the handles. These are the cases of the giraffe, the two last Avaders, the dog,
the fishes, and lastly the star.

The same cannot be said ot the Carnarvon Ivory. Although it reproduces the giraffe
and the two last Avaders in the conditions already noted, it arbitrarily employs the same
method with the elephant, which <m the three other ivories occurs in a complete series.
Thi^ is already a sign of more recent date. We shall find other .such .signs.

The primitive conception, such as it may be deduced from handled, involves at least
twenty rows ot animals. It the tabular analysis (p. 220) be consulted, it will be seen that
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although certain species are met with on both sides, only one of them—Bos tanriis—
occupies two rows on the same side. This is intentional, and we shall seek its meaning

later on
;
but what seems certain is that we have here a scheme which is thought out and

is far fi'om being merely arbitrary. For the 10+10 rows of ivory I, ivory II can show only

7 + 6 and ivory IV (the comb) 5 + 5. These two objects are thus less complete than

ivory I. Is the most elaborate one that which is the most representative of the prototype,

or is it, on the contrary, that which by reason of its complexity must correspond to the

latest evolutional stage ? We should be led to adopt this latter conclusion if the ivories

with fewer rows showed signs of indecision, of groping, of divergences in the choice of

animals, and in the order of the rows
;

but, as we shall shortly see, there is, on the

contrcTiy, a close relationship between all these representations. They appear to conform

to the same rules, to be derived from the same conception, and what is more, from a very

definite conception. Thus, with regard to the order in which the elements occur, the

serpent-crushing elephant regularly occupies the uppermost row in I, II and IV, the series

of wader-birds accompanied by the giraffe occupies the second row in these same ivories, in

which also the following row is allotted to beasts of prey. After the beasts of prey comes

a row of ruminants. It is only after this point that differences appear in the ivories, arising

from the number of rows. To trace the parallelism further, it is necessary to refer to the

lowest portions which show the row- of the pachyderms walking with tail erect. The

rows which are absent from the two defective ivories are occupied in ivory I by alternate

rows of ruminants and of quadrupeds which it is at present impossible to identify on

account of the smallness of the scale and because they lack the most certain descriptive

feature, namely the horns. They certainly reproduce the rhythm of alternating carnivora

and ruminants, for this is a fundamental rule upon which the decorative scheme of these

objects rests: but it is important to note that they have a very distinctly intentional

character of their own, and are not put in merely to fill out the spaces.

We thus have before us a homogeneous, unique decorative theme, shown in its full

form in ivory I, and in abridged forms, in epitome, in ivories II and IV—this apart from

any question of the exact moment of their execution
;
for there is no reason, on this ground,

why they should not have been altogether contemporary, just as in later times two religious

or funerary texts, the one an abridgment of the other, may be simultaneous products of

the same guild of scribes.

I will not say the same of the Carnarvon ivory (III). The physiognomy of this handle

contrasts with that of the two others not only on account of the scale of the figures,

involving an arbitrary reduction of the scheme, which ignores, whether by design or not,

several elements essential to the other ivories, but also because it does not faithfully

observe the order of the rows, giving the waders precedence over the elephant, which is

reduced to a single figure and is thus doubly degi-aded. Another difference which is still

more important is that only the side of the handle without boss is devoted to this theme, the

other, the boss side—and this emphasises its relationship with the Gebel el-<Arak ivoiw

—

being reserved for a pictorial scene of animals in the desert, needing only the huntsman, as

in certain palettes, for us to describe it as a hunting scene. The degeneration of the

processional theme of animals thus in itself stamps this handle, and consequently its

congener from Gebel el-Clrak, as being of later date.

My conclusions may be resumed thus : Ivories I, II and IV, that is to say the

Brookljui and Pitt-Rivers handles and the Davis comb, must be regarded as belonging to

31-2
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a rather more remote antiquity than the t^YO fine ivories belonging to the Louvre and

to Lord Carnarvon, while remaining strictly within the limits of the same cultural cycle,

that called by Petrie the “ Second Civilisation.”

YI

We now come to the most debataWe part of our subject : the interpretation of the scenes

which have been described at length and of which I have attempted to trace the genesis.

And first, what purpose is to be attributed to the adoption of this decorative system,

which arranges animals in parallel friezes, and of which the key-note is repetition ? Is the

repetition a process having a purely aesthetic reference ? Is it in its origin a fact of an

artistic order One would be tempted to believe this, did there not clearly emerge

another and still more fundamental idea : the idea of plurality. The intention would seem

to have been to represent the whole species and not the individual—an idea which has not

escaped Prof. Petrie, and which may be resumed in this other formula : unity in plurality,

and conversely, plurality in unity. The species is dealt with as a single individual in

numerous manifestations h We may thus regard the representations in question as more

or less complete lists of species. The proof of this may be seen notably in the elephant of

the Carnarvon ivory, who by himself is as representative of the species as are his six or

eight brethren of the other ivories. But, when this has been said, what is the purpose of

these lists ?

It is of prime importance to consider what could have been the relations subsisting

between the animal world and the first inhabitants of the Nile Valley, what place the

former held in the mind of primitive Egypt. Now, the further we penetrate into that

remote past, with the help of the fairly numerous remains which have come down to

us, the more we are struck by the preponderant place which the animal world occupied

therein. It becomes evident that the barbarian who made the first attempts at organised

life on a hospitable soil was continually dominated by all the feelings ev'oked in him by his

joint existence with the rest of the animal kingdom. In these creatures, living and active

like himself, he saw the extension of living and active nature, that is to say, of a world not

distinct from his own. And this conception, which W'as originally closely intermingled

with those of animism and fetishism which attributed conscious life to inanimate objects,

gTadually separated itself therefrom. Whatever one may say, the inert fetishes which had
a place in the most primitive beliefs of Eg}^pt did not preserve the verj^ high degree of

human character conferred on animals; they never attained to an absolute anthropomorphism
from which all the logical conclusions were drawn; they never possessed a life fully

modelled on that of human beings. This is manifest, and if any one doubts it he need
only turn to the pictures drawn over and over again by the primitive Egyptians to see

how few of these deal with objects or forms other than those of animals. We can thus

infer the existence of a whole series of manifestations dealing with the animal world, and
may expect to find these intimately mingled with all the childish speculations of primitive

thought.

A glance at the tabular analysis will show that the animal kingdom does not enter

into our investigations as a whole
;
we hav^e before us a selection. How has this selection

been arrived at ? Hypotheses will vary according as we consider the facts regarding animals

^ . M. F. Petrie, Atumal Morslap m Efjypt^ in Proceedings of the Society of Bihlico.l Archaeology^
vol XXVI ;i904), p. 113. CY. Frazer, Totetaism, p. 3 (cited Fy Petrie).
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apart from humanity, or the facts as to the relations which may then have subsisted between

animals and men.

In the first case we must assume the existence of traditional legends taking the form

of stories, of apologues, of folk-songs, of everything, in fact, which goes to make up the oral

life of the nomad, and was, consequently, sufficiently well-known to be evoked by a childish

superposition of figures, without even any attempt at pictographic story-telling \ But this

is a hyf)othesis without support, for we are still almost completely ignomnt of the lowest

strata of Egyptian folklore. That this people had a very lively taste for making animals

act like men is proved, apart from any mythological allusions, by the well-known satyric

drawings. Further, the Oxford palette humanizes an animal of the dog family, and this

figure may well prepare us for other discoveries
;
but in the interpretation of the scene

under discussion we need not embrace this theory to the exclusion of any other, and nothing

prevents us fi^om turning to hypotheses regarding animals in their relations with humanity.

That these reliefs engraved on portable objects are to be regarded as a methodical

employment of imitative magic with a view to obtaining, for example, the multiplication

of cattle, of game—especially if it be borne in mind that the knife was a hunting and

perhaps also a sacrificial weapon, and that the beasts of prey opposed to the ruminants

might (magically) become the hunters coadjutors: this is a theory which will readily find

credence in certain minds. Nevertheless T mention it onl}’* to reject it, for if that had

been the ruling idea it would not have involved a traditional order in the arrangement

of the figures. Its method would have been (piite different
;

in any case the thematic

combinations which have been reviewed would not have entered into it.

A list of totem animals (set side by side, possibly, with animals devoid of that

character) would show greater variety, and would hardly admit of the curtailments to

which the decorator has readily reconciled himself Nevertheless, I must say tliat I believe

this hypothesis brings us nearer to our goal.

The persistence of the same order in the^ows is a fact of capital importance. It

refers either to a succession in time (on the hypothesis, which we have abandoned, of a

folk-tale theme), or to a succession in space (on the hypothesis of a list of totems) pre-

senting itself to us as a geographical index. Can the latter view be justified ? We must

first of all abandon the expectation of systematically tracing back the religious geography

of Pharaonic Egypt to such a remote period. But if we found that some of these data

tallied with certain geogi-aphical emblems in the monumental lists we should already have

a decisive result. Now we find that on one side the elephant, and on the other the vulture,

have the first place. How is this precedence to be explained ^ The elephant has not been
preserved to us among the standards of the geographical lists, nor even among any of the

religious emblems carried in processions. It is absent from Egyptian mythology, but has

left its trace in the name of the capital of the first nome of Upper Egypt, and, what is

equally evidential in such a case, it figures among the standards set up on the boats

decorating vases coeval with the objects which form the subject of this article. It thus

constitutes one of the most ancient geographical entities, and there is no valid reason why
the standard of the Nekixdeh vases should not refer to the future Elephantine region of

the dynastic period". The vulture is the bird of the goddess Nekhebt,

1 I should certainly assign this character to the subject represented on the small Hierakonpolls

palette now at the Ashmolean Museum.
- H. Brugsch, Dktionnaire Geographiqoe, p. 110. The elephant as determinative figure>s in the texts
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consequently corresponds to the capital of the third nome, whose primordial role in the

times immediately preceding Menes cannot now be recovered. These two first rows are

thus connected with the southernmost region of Egypt. This is a result which seems to me

satisfactory.

But hovr shall we group all the rows which follow, in relation to these first two ?

In which part or parts of Egypt are they to be placed { Admitting that we have a point

of departure corresponding to the region comprised between Elephantine and Eileithyia-

polis, can w^e descend the Xile and methodiccilly distribute each of the rows in the order of

the principalities which pretty early formed the fi’amework of the political geography of

ancient Egypt ?

One of the first objections is that arising from the absence of the Horus-falcon
;
but

it loses its force if the fact be taken into account that the Horus-falcon is intimately

connected with the invasion which, several centuries before culminating in the constitution

of a single monarchy (materialised by the Egyptian annalists into the perhaps imaginary

reign of Menes), succeeded in amalgamating all the small barbarous states of Upper Egypt

into a first monarchical group that a persistent tradition represents to us as having been

opposed to an analogous group in Xorthern Egypt under the sovereignty of the Serpent

principality, Pe-Wazt (Bouto). It suffices then to assume that our ivories take us back to

far more ancient times for th*e absence of the Horus-falcon to be explained, an explanation

which finds further support in what has been said of the later date of the Hierakonpolis

ivories.

This having been noted, it will be observed that generally speaking the animals which

find a place in the series of ivories having an ornamental parallel arrangement of fiigures

are among those found in the political and religious symbols of later times : the lion, the

canidae, the oryx, the ram, the oxb the hippopotamus (?), the ibis, the heron, the Lepidotiis^

and finally the elephant and the vulture, whose cases have been settled.

For the hypothesis discussed here to be tenable, it is necessary to start out from a

certain number of premises, which may be set forth as follows

:

1. The warlike clans represented by their totem-animals do not necessarily correspond

to the first principalities which contributed to the formation of one or other of the two

great divisions of Egypt,

2. An uncertain number of these clans, perhaps even the greater number of them,

did not, at the outset of their occupation of the Nile Valley, occupy a settled position, and

in course of time were obliged to shift their places before reaching their final seats.

3. Some of them lost their independence by absorption or by complete destruction,

and it is reasonable to believe that only a minority had at the dawn of the historic period

attained sufficient strength and cohesion to constitute the forty-odd small states destined

to become the future regional divisions of dynastic Egypt—and that only after numerous

transformations.

4. The further we plunge into the remote depths of this pre-history, the more we
must expect to find on its scanty monuments only local data of rather limited range.

of the Old Kingdom
; c/’., for exciuiplo, the inscription of Uni, 1. 42, which settles, for that period and after,

the meaning of
^ J

• Cf. also Skthe, P^ramidentej'te, §§ 864 h, c, 1116 b,

^ The repetition of the row of bovids favours this hypothesis. The bull is one of the animals which

occur most frequently on the political and religious standards.
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5. In correlation with these positive or negative facts we shall not expect to find

on these same monuments any rudiments of hieroglyphic writing, nor yet the form of the

bracket- or perch-standard, which does not figure on the vases of the Xekadeh period and

appeal's first on the palettes of series A and the mace-heads contemporary with the last

pre-Menite kings. Its origin appears to me to be bound up with the

cult of the Horus-falcon, of which it was logically the support. In his

primitive sanctuary the living totem was held by a leash to a perch-

stand, which gave its form to the support of the standard, so much so

that the bird’s food-trough and the meat which this contained persisted

in the hieroglyphic form of the object (see the accompanying cut ). And
when the Horus-falcon, the Falco peregrinus, extended his sovereignty

over the other totems he influenced them in various ways, of which the most singular of all

was certainly the Ccxusing the images of large quadrupeds to be mounted on his bird’s

perch-stand : a fiict which proves, contnary to the opinion of Diodorus, that there were

originally real animals which were ancestors and gods of the clans, and not mere distinctive

effigies serving the purpose of standards. The living animal preceded, and did not follow

the standards

These conditions are satisfied by our series of ivories, and I recognize that a reasoned

and robust faith in their hyper-archaism is necessary to deny' beforehand the possibility of

a single one turning up which would negative this thesis by characteristics peculiar to the

ivories of the Thinite epoch, or even of the period immediately previous.

Did the five-rayed star, which is absent from the Carnarvon ivory, but which, in view

of its connection with the register of pachyderms, ivory II apparently contained, likewise

have the value of a totem ? Up to the present it has not been found on any of the

prehistoric standards, where its existence would not be more surprising than that of the

solar disk (no. 17 of Loret’s list, op. cAt., p. 70). We are naturally inclined to consider it

the representation of Sirius. But in that case it may be doubted whether it would not be

just as logical to leave it its astral significance : and at once one sees the use which the

adepts in astrological interpretations could make of this for the general significance of the

Fig. 3-

1 Appearances support Diodoi’us [Bihl. Hist, i, 36), and also M. Victor Loret, who, more guarded in

an earlier work, Le.^ enseignes niilitaires des in Revue Egyptologique^ 1902, has developed the

position of Diodorus in (^uelques ide'es sur la forme primitive etc, in Revue Egyptologique, 1904 ;
for on the

monuments of the oldest 2)eriod the standard supporting the totem is nothing more than a pike, with or

without the embellishment of a feather and two streamers. But reflexion will make it clear that what is

secondary is not the perch-stand but merely the idea of making it the theme of tlie support of the standard,

the adaptation to its form of that of the i)rimitive })ike. L<^gic demands that the totem-falcon, the

ancestor and god of the clan, should have been in persona propria the object of a regular cult at the same
time that its image served as the emblem and distinctive token of this >sanie clan. On the other hand
nothing is more likely than that the taehygraphic reproduction of this standard, with its feeding-trough of

plaited work (papyrus or palm-leaf stalk) should have become, as M. Loret has shown, the ordinary god-

hieroglyph. It seems to me that the proposition should he formulated thus : the emblematic stand

supporting the Horus-falcon became, in the Thinite period and after, i.e.. in the newly unified Eg\'|)t,

the sign used to designate the gods. The bird which .surmounted it might be removed from it
;
from this

resulted the doublet having exactly the same siginfieaiice, whether as determinatives of god-

names or in the formula Thus it was the graphic expre.^sion of the god.'^,

and not the gods them.selves, that originated from the standard of Horim.
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picture, \vhich would be transported from the earth to the sky, the zones of animals being

thus transformed into constellations. Before adopting this standpoint let us wait until

we come upon further ivories with more convincing marks of their celestial character. Let

us not forget that Sirius has the function of generatrix of the new year, and might very

well denote the date of the feast in which the votive weapon was consecrated. But this is

merely one of the views suggested by its special and, so to speak, sacramental position in

these representations. I prefer to confess that this sign adds one more enigma to these

mysterious ivories.

I come, in conclusion, to two difficulties which are not solved by the geographical

hypothesis, (a) In contrast with the standards found on the vases of the Nekadeh period,

no sign foreign to the animal kingdom (except the star) appears on the ivories; the

presence of the sign of Min, «— of the tree, or of the branch, would have been particularly

convincing, while on the other hand their absence opens the door to doubt, (b) The

systematic alternation of carnivora and ruminants seem to defy any geographical inter-

pretation.

An answer is possible. It is sufficiently evident that the weapon is as much a

hunting-weapon as an instrument of sacrifice; this is clear from the Carnarvon ivory.

The boss side of the latter accords completely with the conception of the Gebel el-^'Arak

handle (same side). A sort of jeu cCesprit, the most obvious manifestation of which is the

enrolmont of the giraffe in the band of long-necked wader-birds, and in which I am inclined

to see the most ancient specimen of satiric humour that Egypt has bequeathed us,

presided over the sorting of the totem-animals into hunting beasts and hunted beasts.

I find this contrast again in the themes of the elephant and the bird leading the file, both

<.>f which are at grips with serpents. This view would thus make due allowance for so

much as is systematic in the choice and the persistence of the order of species adopted, as

well as f(jr the Constant alternation of animals of prey and ruminants-. Such a conception

implies an artistic preoccupation. But what object, even the most rudimentar}^, of the

remotest periods of human life on the banks of the Nile, does not bear witness to the

maia elltuis gift to which Eg^^pt chiefly owes her place in the history of civilisation ? In

these ivories the artistic and technical qualities most suited to the material are displayed

a.< much as in similar works of the best periods.

Such are the ideas which appear to me to govern this type of decoration, which passed

from the handles of knives to the combs of warriors, and the model of which was so

completely successful that it determined a style wffience issued perhaps the whole animal

decoration of ivory objects during a period that eludes computation. These ideas may be

resumed thus : the totem-animals of more or less adjacent clans, and even of internal

suV>divisions of the clan (family groupings) \ are assembled in a pictorial manner having

^ K thi" iinloefi the primitive form uf ? Cf. the determiuati\es of the word

^
^ ie Pjjr^futid Tixt-i Setlie'r^ edition;

§
1212 e.

- The special and intentional character of the additional row of oxeJi (a geographical characteristic)

^imuld not ho overlooked.

• e know ic thing of the perM)iuil proper name.> of tho>e remote times, but that animals’ names may
hove loon home hy men mu>t ho admitted. The potters' marks, Petrie, Saqada and Balh^s, PI. LI,
/>oKy/o//.< Parc'i, Ph XX ; (\pAKr, d^' / J/-/, p. 134, should ho taken into account in this connection,

aKo the mark> on eyllndor-'^oals etc.
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reference to the idea of the chase, this latter fact rendering it impossible that the artist,

a fortiori the owner or consecrator of the object, should have belonged to one of the clans

or sub-clans whose ancestral divinity was an animal in the series of weaker opponents,

i,e. the ruminants.

Independently of the animals which the traditions of later ages have preserved to us in

the geographical system or in the lists of sacred animals, we can perhaps find in these the

most ancient trace of mystical expressions which play a great part in the mythological,

religious and funerary texts of all periods. Our thoughts turn immediately to those

which have been so much discussed, and to those of the

mythic
^ ^

(Heliopolis) which appear constantly in the religious texts together wdth the

or of ^ (Pe) and of ^ (Nekhen), and which are likewise attributed

to the dead king and consequently to all dead persons.

However it may be with these hypotheses—those which I have rejected as well as

that which I have felt obliged to adopt—the fact remains that we have before us objects

with a systematic and expressive decoration, the first attempt discerned by us to note

down and commemorate facts before the arrival of writing. There is much more in them

than in the magical or reputed magical representations of animals in the caverns of the

palaeolithic age, from which any system is entirely absent. And nothing equally definite

exists, to my mind, in the decoration of the earthenware vases of the Nekadeh period,

although so great efforts have been made to inteiq)ret them-. These ivories thus form

at present the earliest known manifestation of human thought before the first embryonic

texts. This consideration alone shows how great is the importance of this category of

monuments.

^ The theme of the three birds, already vested with a mystical purport, appears on a certain number
of objects of the Thinite period. Cf. Quibell, Archaic Objects {Catalogue General du Musee du Caire)^ nos.

11898, 11900, 11904 (PL 37), and 11976 (PL 40), 11978, from the royal tomb of XekMeh. The examples

given by J. de Morgan, Origines de VEgypte, vol. ii, tigs. 517 and 557, have the same lyrovename. See also

Petrie, Royal Torahs, vol. i, PL XII, no. 1, and ibid., vol. Ii, PL XV, no. 113. The trijjle form is merely

the mark of the plural, and might be expressed, in the decoration of a vase, by a whole row of birds.

2 Cf G. Foccart, la decoration des rases de la periode dite de Neggadeh, in Coraptes rendus de

VAcadeaiie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, 1905, pj). 257—278.

Journ. of Egyi^t. Arch. v.
32
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THE DELTA EESIDENCE OF THE RAMESSIDES

By ALAX H. GARDIXEE, D.Litt.

Here at last we come to grips with the problem to which, in a sense, all the foregoing

investigations have been prefatory—the localization of Pi-EaQnesse, the Delta Eesidence

of the Pharaohs of the Xineteenth and early Twentieth Dynasties.

The discussion commenced under no. 39 of the last section provides us with a good

point ot departure. The researches of recent years have made it practically certain that

Thel, the metropolis of the XlVth nome of Khant-yeb, was

situated, not ’at Tanis, but at Tell Abu Sefeh, an ancient site some Ih miles east of El-

Kantareh. Mr Griffith, who in 1886 studied the neighbourhood of El-Kantareh with much
care\ found there part of an obelisk bearing the names of Eamesses I, Sethos I and
Eamesses II, which Prisse d’Avennes had seen and published entire: a few years ago
M. Cledat discovered the whereabouts of the missing portion and produced documentary
evidence showing that the obelisk came from Tell Abu Sefeh du cote de TAsie, vers Pest,

a environ quatre kilometres At Tell Abu Sefeh itself Mr Griffith discovered, obviously
in situ or almost so, a base for an image of some sort dedicated by Eamesses II, as well as a
Latin inscription from the joint reign of Diocletian cind Maximian recording the establish-

ment there of a military station. Both the Eamesside monuments mentioned the god

of Mesen” often referred to as the god of the XIVth nome.

This suggest6d the possibility that the place might be the capital of that Donie^,
namely Thel or, as it is often transcribed, Zaru, where was a fortress ivhich Tuthmosis III,
Sethos I and Raniesses II all had to pass when setting forth on their Asiatic campaigns h
Again, the Latin inscription made it appear likely that Tell Abu Sefeh. was Selle, a town
m the eastern Delta where, according to the Xotitia Dignitatiim (beginning of the Vth
centuit ) a Roman garrison was stationed. Now the Antonine Itinerary mentions a Sile at

1 Petrie, X.jhjiheh •hnl D-J-.-nwh. pp. 96 foil., and Plate LI.
- R. .-otv/ T,vo-/.'r. vol. sxsi, j.p. 11.3—120, with full publication of the inscriptions of the obelisk
-

.isn
in the Croat Ldtugeographual te.xt, Bruo.sch, Dktlonnnire G.'ograi^hi^^ue. p. 1366; in the Edfuno t.m '-'D'-a text. ( .(<_ ., . ss . in a Philae text, Brco.sch, Qeographische laschrifien, vol. iii, PI. T

;
in two

tex s ,it I Vm.leroh. Lt MICHEX. O^.gr.pl.M.e v, I. m, PI. XXIII
; op! oh., vol. I, PI. XCIX, I. 21

;

^tud ei-'OwherhL
^ ^

, ,,,1

Sethos I, see Lepsics, Part III, PI. 126«,
<i!Di tiDGw Ail 1 1. ; T\AUD.-N>e> 11, see above p. 170 , under nn, 2

^
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a distance of 24 Eoman miles, equivalent to about 22J English miles, from Pelusium on

the road via Serapeum to Clysma (Suez), and this estimate is but a little in excess of the

actual distance—some 19 English miles—between Farameh and Tell Abu Sefehb The

identification, thus obtained, of Tell Abu Sefeh with Sile or Selle suits the old Egyptian

evidence admirably, for the name written with the signs Ti-m\ contains

according to the so-called ''syllabic'' orthography current in the New Kingdom only two

consonants that count, and of these t appears as cr in Greek (c/! Th-ntr ^e^evvvros), while

the other consonant r may equally well stand for I
;
Thel (or perhaps better Sel) is, accord-

ingly, a perfectly legitimate equivalent for the old hieroglyphic name, and the identity of

this with Sile, Sele, Selle is apparent. Mr Griffith was, therefore, fully justified in identifying

Tell Abu Sefeh with the Pharaonic fortress of Thel and the Roman garrison-town of Sile; but

he was less happy in the distinction he attempted to draw between the fortress of Thel and

the to iuR of the same name that was the metropolis of the XIVth nome. The reason assigned

by him for this distinction was the fact that the XIVth nome of Lower Egypt seemed to

correspond to Ptolemy's Sethroite nome, of which the capital, Herakleopolis Parva, ought

probably, in his opinion, to be looked for at Tell Belim (Tell esh-Sherig)- ; the toivn of

Thel would, therefore, be situated at Tell Belim, on the edge of Lake Menzaleh, while the

fortress of Thel was at Tell Abu Sefeh. This theory overlooks the fact, of which we find

further instances in the case of the Tanite and Arabian nomes, that an old metropolis

was apt to be superseded by some other town that had come to surpass it in importance.-

In the case of the XIVth nome we may perhaps distinguish three successive capitals

:

Mesen, the home of the nome-god Horus
;
Thel, the frontier-town and military centre

;

and finally, in Graeco-Roman times, Herakleopolis Parva. For all we know, Herakleopolis

Parva and Mesen may have been identical
;
they have no direct bearing on the problem

before us, and we therefore cannot discuss them further; but there can be but little doubt

that Thel, both town and fortress, is Tell Abu Sefeh About Thel we may gather the

following additional information. It was on the very edge of the desert and almost out-

side Egypt ;
this is indicated by the determinatives

^
accompanying its name in

hieroglyphic writing. It was the boundary between Eg^-pt and Syria (Khal), as appears

from the epithet ''Royal envoy \to tlie.,.^ countries of Khal from Thel to Yupe^T Again,

in Haremhab’s time criminals were sent thither, docked of their noses, just as in later

times they were sent to 'VivoKopovpa^ a place that owed its name to that barbarous form

of punishment*’. On the other hand, Thel lay on the borrler of the cultivation, for it pos-

i For the evidence as to Sile see Kuthmaxx, Die Ostgreme Aeyypteiis, pp. 5, 38—40. The distance

from Clysma to Serapeum, according to the Antonine Itinerary, was 50 miles
;
the remainder of the road

to Pelusium is given as follows

:

Iter a Serapiu Pelusio

:

Thaubasio

Sile

Magdolo

Pelusio

“ Petrie, Sehesheh and Defenneh^ p. 103, footnote 2.

3 So Kuthmann, op. cit.y pp. 38-9.

^ Pap, A/iastasi III, 1, 10.

» See Zeitschrift fur Ugypthche Sprache, voL xxvi (1888), p. 81.

m.p. VIII

„ XXVIII

. XII

„ XII

32—2
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sessed vineyards whence wine was sent to the Theban Eaniesseum^; and it was accessible

by water-, probably by a canal which later, at least if local tradition, backed by some slight

classical authority, can be trusted, extended to Ostracine, now Ei-Flusiyeh at the east end

of Lake Sirbonis®. We must not forget to mention here the interesting sculptured scene

on the north wall of Karnak, where the fortress of Thel is depicted as it was in the time

of Sethos In conclusion, reference must be made to some late sarcophagi recently

found at Tell Abu Sefeh^; not only do their inscriptions mention Thel, but they also

contain ample testimony as to the priestly and divine names connected with the XIYth
nomel

It is desirable for our purpose to form some idea as to the extent and boundaries of

that nome. Its south-western end, Mr Griffith reasonably supposes, may have lain between

Tell Defenneh (Daphnae) and El-Menagi, since at the latter place a block of Nektanebos

was found on which some words are addressed to Buto of [1^ Tmt; Tmt is
1 o ©

Xebesheh, the capital of the XIXth nome of ^ Tmt-pehu ^^the lotve?^ ^Imt-nome,'^

some six miles from El-Menagi\ The natural boundary between the XIYth and XIXth
nomes would be the Pelusiac or Bubastite branch of the Nile, which, according to Mr
Griffith, '' running W. of Herakleopolis, seems to have turned to the N". a little before

reaching Defenneh,” Ptolemy makes the Nile the dividing-line between the nomes;

jDetween the Busiric and Bubastite river, he says, were (from north to south) the nome
of Nes

3"t
with its metropolis Panephysis, the Tanite nome with its metropolis Tanis, and

1 Spiegelberg, Hieratic Ostmca^ nos. 163, 189, 203, 211.

“ See above, p. 132, under the letter H.
2 Annales du Service, vol, xvi, p. 8. ^ Lepsius, Denkmdler, Part III, PL 128, b.

^ Antiales du Service, vol. xii, pp. 69

—

76; Bulletin de Vlnstitut Frangais, vol. xi, pp. 29—38. Still

more recent excavations {Eecueil de Travaux, vol. xxxviii, pp. 21—32) produced no inscriptions.

« The following bibliographical notes msiy be useful. Brugsch at first {Geograpkische Lisckn/ten,

vol. I, pp. 262-3; identified Thel with Heroonpolis and placed it at the mouth of the Wady Tfimtlat

;

later, a^> we have seen, he changed his view and located it at Tanis (see especially Dictionnaire Geo-

graphique, pp. 992-7, 1356), J. de Eouge following suit {Geographic de la Basse-Egyptc, p. 95). Diimichen,
however, laid great stress on a passage in the Edfu texts relating to the myth of Horus, and hence sought
to show that Thel lay near Ismailiyeh {Gesckichte Aegyptens,^iy. 257-60); though he himself subsequently
modified his view, placing the town somewhat further north {Zur Geograpthie des aliens Aegyptens, p. 33)

;

this opinion was retained by German scholars until quite recently {e.g, Steindorff, Die dgyptischen Gaue
p. 6, footnote 2, in Ahhandl. d. phil.~hist, Klasse d. hjti, Sachs. Ges. d. 62^5., vol. xxvii, 1909), when it was
disposed of by Kuthmann {op. cit., p. 49). Max Muller, Proceedings of the Society \f Biblical Archaeo-
logy. vol. X, pp. 467-77, ignores Griffith, but correctly remarks that Thel would be best located “where
the great road from the East crosses the narrowest part of the water between the Birket Ballah and the
lake of Menzaleh : his further suggestion (p. 478) that Thel is identical with Shur, Gk. Soup, of the Bible,
is le^s fortunate.

To complete the documentation of Thel a few references that do not occur elsewhere in this article may
here he added: “split hi-tishes of Thel/' P,,p. IV, 15, 7; the fortress of Thel is named in the
well-known journal of a frontier-official, Pap. A.aMod III verso 3, 5; at Serahit el-Khadim was found the
stele of a mayor of Thel fr.an the reign of TuthmoM. IT, see Gabdixer-Peet, Inscriptions ofSmalxdli,
PI. XIX, no. o9, and a .stele apparently of the same man is now in Leyden (T43, see Boeser, Benlmiiler des
yeoen Ileipa , P.u-t HI, PI. XIII, no. 22 . There also occurs the personal name 27ry, doubtless meaning
“ a man of Thel,^ .see m-ieoelberg, Corrcspcjiances des Temps des Rois-Pritres, Index s.r.

‘ Petrie. Aehesheh and Defenaek, PI. XLIII, and pp. 46, 107.
^
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the Pharbaethite nome with its metropolis Pharbaethos^
;

to the east of the Bubastite

river were the Sethroite nome with its metropolis Herakleopolis Parva, the nome of Arabia

with its metropolis Phacusa, the Bubastite nome with its metropolis Biibastus^ and the

Heliopolitan nome with its metropolis Oniou. Doubtless this account is too schematic

even for Graeco-Roman times, and there is the additional difficulty that the old Egyptian

nomes cannot be legitimately equated in all details with those recorded by the classical

writers. Still, if it is roughly permissible to identify the XIVth nome with the Sethroites

of Ptolemy, then surely we must go further and identify the XIXth nome with Ptolemy's

Tanites. As the pivot on which the former identification revolved was the localization of

Thel at Tell Abu Sefeh, so that on which the latter identification turns is the localization

of Tmt at Xebesheh. This was sufficiently proved by Professor Petrie’s excavations in

1886, and the same scholar was amply justified in explaining^ the Greek name of the nome

as due to the fact that Tanis was a city of more recent origin which in course of time had

come to overshadow the old religious centre of Tmt. So too, probably, Phakusa (Fakus)

later took the place of Pi-Sapt (Saft el-Henneh) as the capital of the XXth nome of

Aj'abia^, and we have seen that the Sethroite nome may have possessed three successive

capitals.

It thus appears that Brugsch, in identifying the XIVth nome with the Tanites and

the XIXth with the Sethroites, exactly reversed the truth. Some modem craters on the

subject, like Professor Naville^ seein clear on the point that the XIVth is the Sethroite

nome, but an Egyptologist as well acquainted with Delta geography as M. Daressy still

maintains that though Tell Abu Sefeh was the earlier capital of the nome, later it was

eclipsed in importance by Tanis, which then took its place as the metropolis^ How
improbable a view this is may be seen from a mere inspection of the map

;
Tanis is some

ten miles to the north-west of Nebesheh, the capital of the XIXth nome, while Tell

Abu Sefeh is about thirty miles due east of the latter place. If there is no very definite

1 The name of the Pharbnethite nome survives in the modern place-name Horbet, which possibly

marks the site of the capital iSdnio, the cult-place of Har-merti
;
see de Rouge, Geognvphie de la Basse-

Egypte^ pp, 66 foil., and Annales du Serclce^ Index to vols. i—x, p. 29, su\ Horbeit. The nome was a late

creation, which took in some lists the place of the old nome of Hsh (XI), though this w^as probably situated

in a quite different part of the Delta.

- Bubastiis is the form of the place-name preferred by almost all the classical geographers except

Herodotus, in contradistinction to the goddess Bubastis. The jirototypes of the Taiiite and Bubastite

nome together originally formed the large nome of Tmt, part of which was to the right and part to the

left of the Bubastite Nile-arm. At an early date the nome of Tmt seems to have been divided into two,

known respectively as the Upper and Lower Tmt-nomes (Tmt-khant, Tmt-pehu). In Graeco-Roman
times the Pharbaethite nome may have been cut partly out of the early Bubastite nome (Tmt-khant); see
last note.

Petrie, Xehesheh and Defennek^ p. 6.

^ Prof. Naville {Goshen^ pp. 14 foil.) contends that Phacusa must be the modern Saft el-Henneh,
since Strabo (p. 805) states that the canal running from the Nile to the Red Sea branches off' from the
river at Phacusa

;
this, says Prof. Naville, would be a physical impossibility if Phacusa were the modern

Faktis. It seems to me easier to suppose that Strabo has confused the earlier and later capitals of the
nome than that Fakfis should not be the modern equivalent of Phacusa. The capital of the nome seems
to have been called Arabia in late classical times; see Kuthmaxx, op, aL, pp. 9—10.

° Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. xxxiv (1912), p. 310. The proposal there
made to identify Thel with the Zoar of Genesis xix, 20 is phonetically quite impossible.

^ Bulletin de I'lnstitut Francais^ vol. xi, p. 35.
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evidence beyond its proximity—this indeed would seem enough—to prove that Tunis was

in the same nome as Nebesheh, there is no really valid argument to show that it belonged

to the same nome as TheL Since Briigsch s error still appears to exercise considerable

influence, and since a decision on this point has an important bearing upon the problem of

the position of Pi-Ea^messe, his arguments for identifying the XIVth nome with the

Tanites must receive very careful examination.

Let us remember that Brugsch, when compiling the Dictionnaire Geographique, had

as yet no means of locating 'Imt, the capital of the XIXth nome; nor does he seem ever

to have realized the import of Professor Petrie’s researches at Nebesheh, since in his latest

utterance (1891) on these geographical problems he still clings to his conjecture that Tmt
signified the mud-city^’ (Coptic o.vie, latum) and hence was to be equated with Pelusiumh

We must take the Dictionnaire Geographique as the clearest expression of Brugsch's

opinions. Handicapped by his ignorance of the true whereabouts of Tmt, he would

naturally attach the greater importance to his apparent evidence for the identity of Thel

O \

with Tanis. This evidence appears to consist of the following points: (1)

Sht-D<^nt '' Field-of-Za^anety' which is obviously identical with the ''Field-of-Zoan''

{i.e. Field of Tanis) of the Bible, occurs on several occasions in place of the more usual

Sht-D^ Field-of-Za^” which is the pehu or Hinterland ” of the XIVth nome;

(2) monuments have been found at Tanis which appear to connect that town with Thel

(Sile), because they bear upon them the name either of the town itself or of its gods.

(1) The first point does indeed seem to be a formidable one, and requires the most

careful consideration. The name Field-of'Za^ occurs first of all amid a series

of representations of inundated districts and the like depicted upon a rained wall of the

temple at Memphis which Ramesses II dedicated to Ptahv The adjacent names are

:

(a) Sha’usef, the flooded land of the IXth, Busirite, nome
; (6)

Sha’mentet, a designation unknown from any other source, which might, however, mean

the land flooded by the waters ^ mnwt of the XVth Hermopolite nome^: (c)

'' Field-of-Za^

:

(^0 Q ^ @ Avaris, the well-known stronghold of the Hyksos in the Seth-

roite nome. The general sequence seems to be from west to east along the northern ex-

tremity of the Delta. The addresses to Ptah wFich accompany these personifications of

geographical areas are, as a rule, without interest
;
alone in the case of “ Field-of-Za^”

does the acc(nnpanying legend contain references that may be of topographical significance.

The address in question runs thus: ^'Ratnesse^ II comes to thee, 0 Ptah, he brings to thee

F\eld-\(}f-Za^\ @ ofers to thee him ivho is in Busiris,

introdnces to thee the lady of Behhet (Iseum)^, which

^ Dit' p. 4.)

" BkCG^CH,

see tCH) Ai>ivjh-i d*' SerciO\ vol. m, p. 27

Brcg^ch, op,rit., pp. 1369, 13S9.

^ For the modern see pn
'1909;, pp. 62 foil.

Utoyntphlpi^, p. 270 and p. 1176; Mahiette, MorofmeaU Dicers, Vl.Zl] and
A. Ill, n. 27.

‘ticularly Roeder, ZedscIiCi/t fur dgyptische Sprache, vol. XLVI
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Ramesses II gives to thee '' To these words I shall return later. In Graeco-Roman
times FielcUof-Za^” is constantly named as the pehu of the XIVth nome^; thus in the great

geographical text of Edfu weread^|^ ^ j" ^ f J
''he (the nome-god Horns of Mesen) inundates the Boinulaad (Phoenix-land) at {its) season

of the year, he pours its fresh water into the pehu of Field-of-Za^

T

To repeat what was
I rs/WV/

'he who issaid under no. 39 of the last section (p. 200) the title -[[-
^

U \> I I I I

in the regions of Field-of-Za^anet” occurs on one of the statues of Teos among titles that

point unequivocally to the nome of Khant-3"eb (XIV) and not to that of Tmt-pehu (XIX).

The resemblance of Field-of-Za^anet ” to the Fiekl-of-Zoan'' irehiov Taz/ew?,

Tccouje nT*2£.d».A.iie, tkoi of Psalm 78 was far too striking to be fortuitous, so that

Brugsch could conclude with some show of reason that the nome to which “ Field-of-Za^

" Field-of-Za^anet'' belonged was the nome of Tanis. That " Field-ofZa^aneV is no mere

mistake on the part of a scribe is shown by the facts that a Ptolemaic stele in Cairo-

couples the goddess IX>

^ " Nebhotpe in the

territory of Ra^nufer, arising in Field-of-Za^anet '' with the god of the fourteenth nome
" Horus of Mesen, the noble flying scarahaeus, protecting the two lands, great god of Thelfl

and that a third instance of the expression ‘‘ Field-ofZa^anet '' occurs on a late statue pub-

lished by M. Daressy" in a more or less close association with Thel, The text inscribed on

the statue is very obscure, but it is somehow narrated of its owner, the general Amenpiom,

that his business was to superintend the irrigation of the north-eastern nomes
• |

^ ^ ^

1 www^f I © i AAAA/V\ I I

‘'the
I I t

king appointed him as the governor over the province {?) of Field-of-Za^anet in order to pre-

vent the oppression of. in their oppressions {tfl* Then follow some extremelj^ unintelli-

^
gible sentences, the text of which, according to M. Daressy, runs as follows : <=

sOI I

(ZZl ^ rw-i IS

J wiwwi '

difficult to believe that the published text is quite correct, though its obscurity ma\" well

be due in some part to the ancient sculptor. The following rendering will, however, give

some notion of its contents :
‘‘ in order to punish the deed of him luho commits it and who

transgresses {U) it, in order to free ([s]sw?) {it) from ruins {?) which fail to receive mud (le.

he had to remove brick ruins which prevented the inundation from spreading its mud over

the area in question ??) and in order to divide {?) near the of Thel. He made pro-

lific the good territories in front of them, Shasef {th^xe is an intrusive m, which makes it

1 Brugsch, Dictionnaire Gtographique, p. 1370. A few other references, Duhichex, Geographiscke
Inschriften, voL I, PI. XIY (Edfu)

;
PL XXVIII (Dendereh)

;
vol. iv, PI. CXX (Dendereh)

; Griffith-
Petrie, Tico Hieroglyphic Pifpyri, PL X, frag. 18.

- See Bulletin de I'lnstitut Froacai^, vol. xr, p. 30, for a full bihliograph}^ of this monuiueiit.
3 Recueil de Travaux, vol. xv, ]>. 150,
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doubtful whether Shahisef the flooded land of the Busirite norne mentioned above, is really

meant) being with (/) their tvaters, and from the terydtory of the Mendesictn nome as far as

Field-of-Za^anet being inundated every [^yearY' After making all allowances for mistrans-

lation, it is clear that the general Amenpiom was charged with the duty of looking after

the irrio'ation of the extreme north, from the Phatnitic mouth eastward to Field-of-
o

Za^anet"
;
the latter is somehow connected with the name of Thel.

These three instances of Field-of-Za^anet
”
appear to me to place its equivalence with

" Field-of-ZiF” beyond a doubt. “ Field-of-Za^" appears, so far as our evidence goes, to
AWvAA

be the older form ; the later variation can only be explained by taking ®

nine adjective agreeing with sht “field” in place of the old genitive d^, “Za^.” Egj^ptian

does display analogous adjectival formations, cf. 'p-, mhnt “ the Northern House” and the

j X

like ; compare the Semitic terminations, Arabic O'-, Hebrew ji-k If then “ Field-of-Za^anet”

is to be accepted, like “Field-of-Za^," as a name of the pehu of the XIYth nome, we must

fixce the fact that the nome whose capital was at Tell Abu Sefeh possessed a pehu having

its name compounded with the name of Tanis-Zoan. For the identity of “Field-of-Zcd^anet”

with the Biblical Field-of-Zoan” is beyond dispute, and the LXX and Coptic equivalents
<3

| A^A/W\ /WVWS - — ~jr

prove that the latter contained the name of Tanis
;
on the other hand ^ @

IFnt is really the Egyptian name of Tanis, though this fact was until comparatively recently

merely a deduction based by Brugsch on the term ''Field-of-Za^anet!' The

Annals of Assurbanipal had indeed afforded the Assyrian transcription Saanu^, but the

© D^nt was actually first found as the name of the city of Tanisname
AA/W^^ AAAAAA -

A/WW\H n
in M. Golenischetf’s papyrus containing the romantic story of the mission of Unamun to

Phoenicia
;
here it appears as the seat of government of Smendes, the founder of Manetho’s

XXIst Taiiite government, and as a port where the prince of Dor alone had twenty trading-

vessels (1, a* -f 23) The city-name E^/i^-Za^anet has since been encountered in the

Goleiiischetf glossary (above no. 38), on the Stele of the Adoption of Nitokris, and in the

Demotic tale of Petiibastis.

Now since the name D^/?t-Za^anet for Tanis is conspicuously absent from texts of

earlier date—at Tanis itself it does not occur at all except in '' Field-of-Za^aneF' on the

statue of Teos—it seems likely that it owes its origin to the proximity of the ‘‘ Field-of-

Zu^f which may well be a rather wide expression signifying the region of Lake Menzaleh.

Hew great was the extension of the '' Field-of-Za^” we do not know; if any importance is

t(> be attached te the words on the Memphite wall addressed to Ptah in connection with it,

thtm we should have to conclude that it covered the whole marshy region lying between

the region north of Tell Abu Seieh and the Phatnitic mouth; the statue of Amenpiom,
however, indicates a less extension. In any case, it is necessary to emphasize the fact

that because the pelp^ oi a nome has a name that can be associated with a place which

^ Sbc Ehmax, Agyptfscl^j ( § 236.

- See H. Raxke, KtihchriftHchts Materud :'*ir tdUtgyptUch^a Voralmttion,\).Z^f\\\ Ahh,d. kbn. Preuss.

AkatL d. 1910, where, however, Saanu is? not pruperly dibtinguished from Si’inu, guessed l>y Prof.

Spieuelherg to he Pelu&ium ; see below p. 253.
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would otherwise be considered to lie outside that nome, this is no reason whatsoever for in-

cluding the said place in the norne to which the pelm in question belongs^ We know hardly

anything as to the real nature of the pehu; the word seems to mean “Hinterland’' or

“ back-lying district”; in the great Edfu geographical inscription it would appear to signify

the region into which the river of the nome pours its ^vaters (see above, p. 247, top). Even

this is doubtful, however, for the pehu of the Arabian nome (XX) bears the same name

W
AAA/w\ 'Ity as the “river” of the Heliopolitan nome (XIII) farther upstream ^ though

this seeming contradiction may be reconciled by supposing that 'Ity was one name of the

entire stretch of the Bubastite river from the Heliopolitan nome to belo^v that of Arabia.

What is more illuminating for our present argument, the pehu of the IVth nome, that of

the Southern Neith, bears the name ^Anz, which is obviously inseparable from the

name and the deity of the IXth, the Busirite, nome that lay wholly or partially to the

north of the IVth nome.
^

^

"

(2) It cannot, therefore, be proved from the term “ Field-of-Za^anet ” that Za^anet-

Tanis lay within the XIVth nome, and so far as the testimony of this expression is

concerned we may still regard the Bubastite river as the dividing line between the

Sethroites (XIV) and the Tanites (XIX). It remains, however, to examine the second

argument that seems to have influenced Brugsch, namely the fact that Thel, or the god of

Thel, is named on certain monuments discovered at Tunis, whence it might seem natural

to identify Tunis and Thel. Little weight can be attached to the application of the

title Commander of the Fortress of Thel” to the Vizier Pra^messe who accompanies

Ramesses II on the Stele of Four Hundred Years, where Ramesses II is depicted offering

to Setekh-of-Ramesses^. It must be admitted, on the other hand, that the statues of

Teos come from Tunis, and that one or two Ptolemaic stelae found in the excavations

there either mention Thel or are dedicated to the Horns of Mesen^ Other Ptolemaic

stelae from Tunis, however, are dedicated to Buto of Xebesheh®, though her name scarcely

occurs upon the earlier monuments from that site. M. Daressy tells us that the chief

deity of Tunis was Amen-Re^, and he accordingly quotes a late stele from Memphis where

the divinities of Thel are associated with Amen-Re^ as proof that Tunis later replaced

Thel as capital of the XIVth nome I As a matter of fact Amen-Re^ hardly occurs on the

Tanite monuments, though the rulers of the XXIst Dynasty, spoken of as ''the officers

whom Amen-Re^ has given to the north of his land^” may well have shown to the god of

1 In my dibcussion of the town of Avaris {Journal of Egyptian Archaeology^ vul. in, pp. 99—101)

I failed to realize this point, and the remarks there made on the relationship between the XIVth and
XIXth nomes consequently require revision.

“ Beugsch, Dictionnclire Geographique, pjj. 1369, 1373.

3 See Griffith, Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, voh xxi, pp. 278-9, for the reading

for these names.

^ The most accebsible reproduction is Budge, History of Egypt, vol. iii, p. 157.

Petrie, Tauis If PI. X, nos. 168, 170.

Op, cit,, PL X, nos. 164, 165. She occurs also on a statue usurped hy Meueptah, Tunis f PL I,

no. 3, B.

This stele has been already quoted in another connection, see above p. 247, with footnote 2.

^ Unamifn, II, 35.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 33
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their Theban home more consideration than previous Pharaohs had done. To tell the

truth, the documents at our disposal do not permit us to decide what special cults were

most in favour at Tanis
;
Mr Griffith, who made a careful investigation of this question,

summed up his opinion as follows^ :
“ The search for a local mythology and really local

worship has not been successful. When we have sifted out the national gods who change

with the dynasties (the Ptah, Osiris, and Sokar of the Middle Kingdom : Set of the

Hyksos
;
Set, Harmachis, Turn, Tathnen and Amen of the Eamessides) there is no resi-

duum left sufficient to certify a local worship. Set, Uati ap taui and Horus of the

foreieners, wear a semblance of localization.”

The uncertainty of which Mr Griffith here complains ^YOuld be much increased if a

plausible theory recently put forward by M. Daressy were to prove true*. Combating

the late Sir Gaston Maspero’s hypothesis of a special Tanite school of Art, he

argues that the Ramesside and later Pharaohs who adorned the great temple of Tanis

transported thither, and particularly from Memphis, many of the older monuments found

on the site: only thus, he considers, can we explain the prominence of the Memphite

Ptah on a number of the early statues excavated at Tanis. M. Daressy does not extend

his theory to the monuments naming Seth of Avaris, since though he does not admit the

identity of Avmris and Tanis, he thinks that those towns were quite close to one another.

Manetho, however, distinctly says that Avaris lay to the east of the Bubastite river and

in the Sethroite nome; I have tried elsewRere*^ to make it probable that Avaris was

Pelusium or at all events near it, a view for which, as Ave shall see, there is evidence in

tradition. Still, just as Thel Avas close enough to Tanis for its gods occasionally to be

mentioned there, so may AAmis also have been. Whether or no, therefore, we suppose

that the monuments discovered at Tanis and bearing the name of Seth of Avaris Avere

moved thither by the kings of the Xineteenth or of the Tanite Dynasty, no serious

evidence is forthcoming for the vieAv that Seth Avas the principal god of Tanis. The same

argument applies to the monuments naming the Seth of Meneptah, Avho, as Avill be shown

subsequently, AAms merely the Seth of Pi-Ra^messe under another name. From the coins

of the Tanite nome it appears that its predominant cult aa’us that of the falcon-god Horus.

To sum up the results of the last feAv pages, there is no eAudence favouring the

vieAv that Tanis AAvas in the nome of Khant-yeb A\^hich can outAA^eigh the inherent impro-

bability of such a supposition. The actual topographical conditions demand imperatively

that Tanis should belong to the nome of Avhich Nebesheh Avas, at one time at least, the

capital
;
Ave are, therefore, justified in identifying the Tanites A\dth the nome of Tmt-Pehu

(XIX) and in assuming, until contradictory facts make their appearance, that in the

Pharaonic times, as also later, the Bubastite branch formed the boundary betAveen the

XIVth and the XIXth nomes.

This elaborate discussion of the relationship betAA'een the tAAm north-eastern nomes of

the Delta may have seemed irreleAant to the particular question here at issue; in realitA’’

it has cut away the ground beneath Brugsch s identification of Pi-Ra<^messe AAuth Tanis.

That identification rested to no small extent on the occurrence of the title priest of
A man of Ro<^ines of Fi-Ra^messe" on the statue of Teos found at Tanis (above p. 199,

no. 39), where it Avas associated Avith various priesthoods c^mnected Avith Thel and Avith

^ Tams //, [>. thi Serrice, vol. xvii, pp, 164—176 .

^ Jfjio’/nfl if Eq>{ph'fi> Af'chaolog]}, voL ill, pp. 99—101.
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the XI\ th noine. We now realize that Thel was Tell Abu Sefeh and not Tanis. as Brugsch
supposed; but still if Tanis had been in the same nome as Thel the title in question
might have seemed to point naturally to the equation of Pi-Ea^messe with Tanis, the

more so because Tanis possesses an abundance of Eainesside monuments and was also

virtually a sea-port, as we have learnt from the narrative of Unamim. Knowing what we
now know about the relations of the XIXth and XIVth, the Tanite and the Sethroite,

nomes, the close association of the title ''priest ofAmun of Ra^mes of Pi-Ra^messe'' with

titles belonging to the XIVth nome either indicates nothing at all or else indicates that

Pi-Ra^raesse is to be sought eastward of the Bubastite branch of the Nile. It is true that

the statue of Teos was found at Tanis, and its owner may therefore have held some offices

there. But that would not prove that the Tanitic and Sethroitic nomes were in any
way fused or inseparable ; the general Nektanebos who lived under Ptolemy Soter was
governor not only in Thel (Sile), but also in Tmt (Nebesheh) and Thebnute (Sebennytos)\
Similarly the owner of the Sarcophagus Louvre D 1 (quoted above p. 130, under C) appears

to have held priesthoods in various cities in by no means close proximity to one another.

Numberless other examples of the same kind could be quoted.

If no convincing argument can be based oa the testimony of the statue of Teos
adduced by Brugsch, another piece of evidence that he employed can now^ be made to

weigh heavily against him. In the long description contained in Pap, Anastasi III (above

p. 184, no. 15) of the delights and riches of Pi-Ra^messe, a number of localities are named
which must necessarily lie in the neighbourhood, though possibly not in the immediate
neighbourhood, of that city. Unhappily only one of the names is identifiable : in 2, 8—

9

it is said that " The- Waters-of-Horns yield salt^' and thi'ee lines further on we find the

sentence, 'TAe reed-s^imnps come to it (Pi-Ra^'messe) ^vith papyrus, and The-Waters-of-

Hortis tuith rushesi Now^ the name tLW IW ! © Pi Si-Hr, here rendered

" The- Waters-of-Horns,'' is obviously the same as the *

t
—

r Si-Hr "Waters-of~

Horns ” frequently mentioned by the Graeco-Roman texts in connection with the XIVth
nome-. In the great geographical inscription of Edfu "Waters-of-Horus" is the ^'7dver”

of the XIVth nome—the stream or strip of water upon which fioated the

sacred bark "
Beautifid-is-Mesen^.” Most of the references to "Watei's-of-Homis" in the

late temples are devoid of geographical interest, but once^ in a legend that accompanies
a figure of the king pouring libations we read, "These thy libations come forth from Ele-

phantine, arrive at Waters-of-Horns, that thou mayst drink

of them," etc.
;
apparently the purpose of the writer was to say that the Nile is offered to

the god in its full extent, from Elephantine and the First Cataract dowm to “ Waters-of-

1 Sethe, Urku/iden, ii, 24-6.
2 B.y., Dendereh, Dumichex, thographische Lischriften, vol. iv, PL CXX; Mariette, Denderah vol i

PL 66 a, 7. At Edfu, cf. Dimichex, op. clL, voL iii, PL XXII [; de Rouge, Edfou, PL XXVI; op. dt.,
PL LXIII

; PiEHL, Inscriptions IIiHroglyplagues, vol. II, PL CII, F. Only indisputable references to the
Si-Hr of the XR th nome have here been quoted; for other localities with the same or a similar name
cf. Brugsch, Dictioyinaire Geograpkique, pp, 519, 1261.

'

3 Brugsch, op. cit., p. 1369.
^ At Edfu, see Piehl, op. cit., PL CVIII, l

; cf. also Mariette, op, cit., vol. i, PL 10,

33—2
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Hoi'us,^^ its northernmost rench. From this and various other passages it seems evident

that ^^Waters-of-Hurns'' must be a stretch of running water; it cannot ie.g.) be equated

with Lake Ballah, nor again is it likely to have anything to do with the canal, already

mentioned, which connected Thel with the Xile. For the Egyptian the only drinking-

water that seemed desirable was that of the Nile, and it is therefore necessary to regard

^^Water$-of-Horiis" as name of a part of the Nile itself. From the circumstances of the

case it can only be the name of that stretch of the Bubastite branch which we must pre-

sume to have formed the western boundary of the XIVth nome, in other words the stretch

which debouched at or near Pelusium.

This conclusion is confirmed in a quite remarkable manner by the place-name Shihor

familiar from the Old Testament. The Hebrew name lirT’V* Shihor, once (Joshua xiii, 3)

preceded by the definite article Hash-Shihor, is an impeccable equivalent of the

Egjqjtian SUHr ''Waters-of-Horns” or 8l-Hr ^'The-Waters-

of-HorusK” Two of the passages where Shihor occurs prove it to be a name of the Nile

or a part of it, and the other two equally clearly show that it marked the potential or

actual boundary between Egypt and the land of Israel. In Isaiah’s ‘'Burden of Tyre’'

(xxiii, 3) we read, ^^And on great waters the seed of Shihor, the harvest of the Nile, was her

revenue ”
;
and the prophet Jeremiah asks (ii, 18), ''And noiu what hast thou to do in the tvay

to Egypt, to drink the vjaters of Shihor

N

Again, when Joshua was grown old, there re-

mained yet much land to be possessed by Israel, “ all the regions of the Philistines, and all

the Geshurites; from the Shihor which is before Egypt, even unto the border of Ekron north-

ward
”
(Joshua xiii, 2 ) ;

and in the history of David, "So David assembled all Israel together,

from Shihor of EgypP even unto the entering in of Hamath” (I Chronicles, xiii, 5). It is

strange that these very explicit passages could ever have been misinterpreted^; neither

the Hebrew Shihor nor the Egyptian "Naters-of-Horns” can well be understood otherwise

than as designations of the lower reaches of the Bubastite or Pelusiac Nile-arm.

Thus the association of “ Waters-of-Horns
”
with Pi-Ra^messe indicates the identity

of the latter, not as Brugsch supposed with Tanis, but rather with Pelusium or at all events

with some town situated near the sea on the Bubastite branch of the Nile. With the Biblical

passages representing Shihor as the boundary of Israel one may compare the Egyptian

texts describing Pi-Ra^messe as "betwiA Zahi and Egypt” (no. 17) and as "the forefront of

every land, the e)td of Egypt” (no. 16). That Pi-Ra^messe was a sea-port, whether actually

beside the sea or some little distance inland beside the river-mouth, is shown by the

words "the harbourage of thy ships' troops” (no. 16); '
its ships fare forth and return to

port” (no. 15).

In parting company once and for ail with Brugsch and his theory of the identity of

Pi-Ra^messe and Tanis, let us recall the decisive evidence of the Golenischeff Glossary

(no. 38), where Pi-Ra^messe is distinct both from Thel and fi'om Tanis.

1 The equation is perhaps due to Brugsch, the first mention of it that is known to me being Die

A^gyi-dotitpie (18ru\ p. 451. Dr Klithmann {op, cit,, p. 41, footnote 2) has rightly revived it.

- R.V. gratuit<)U''ly in>erts after Shihor the hrook:' This insertion rests cm the supposed identity

<.f Shihor with the brook of Egypt'' nameti p.g.) Numbers xxxiv, 5, and generally taken to be the Wady
el-^Aridi.

3 Bruwn-Driver-Briogs, Ilehren' Lexicon, s.v. ShihOr, takes the correct view, as doej> also E. Meyer,

Di*‘ Jft'ueliteti vmi Aochhctrst^f mnie, p. 45/, fiM)tuote 1. Cheyne, E/tctjctopuedui Bibiicn deals

with the name in a characteristically fanciful way.
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As we have seen, it was Chabas who first voiced the possibility that Pi-Ra^messe was
Pelusium or in its neighbourhood

;
apart from Max Miiller, whose adhesion to this theory

seems to have been quite transitory, it has found no supporters. Chabas attached much
weight to the passage in the '' Poem of Pentaur (no. 2), whence we learn that Ramesses II

passed the fortress of Thel before reaching the town of Ramesses
;
but in view of the

defective text, and the consequent uncertainty whether the particular town of Ramesses
there meant was the Delta capital, we have pledged ourselves not to use this passage

otherwise than as corroborative evidence. What further arguments can be adduced in

favour of our thesis ? Thus far we have ascertained that Pi-Ra^messe was intimately

associated with Shihor, a name of the lower reaches of the Bubastite Nile-arm
;
further,

that it was near the sea and was distinct from Thel. Certain epithets, moreover, indicate

that it lay on the extreme eastern border (p. 252). But it did not lie on the route between

Thel and Raphia
;
else it would have been named in the comprehensive list of names of

places on that route contained in Pap. Anastasi /, 27, 3—8. Beyond these details and the

fact that Pi>Ra^messe was accessible by water from Heliopolis (no. 8) we have no direct or

certain information as to its whereabouts. But there remains a certain amount of indirect

and not quite demonstrable testimony which, taken in bulk, renders it exceedingly

probable that Pi-Ra^messe stood on the site known to the Greeks as Pelusium, “the

city of mud.'’

Pelusium, as has been said already, was situated at the approximate distance of

24 Roman miles from Sile (Thel) and must have lain in the same nome. The ruins, now
known as Tell Farameh, have been described by Mr Griffith^ and, more recently, by
M. Cledafl Thus far the only monuments of Pharaonic date discovered there have been

a weight bearing the name of the Pharaoh Nektanebos, part of a sarcophagus of the same
period, and a small fi:’agment of a temple scene (or the like) that appears to belong to Ra-
messide times I There exists evidence, however, that the town was a very old one. Its

original name may have been Oo S({)niVy this occurring already in the Pyramid Texts as

the provenance of a particularly good kind of wine
;
the name possibly means “ stronghold

"

^
native Egyptian inscriptions of the Pharaonic period do not allude

to Siniv except in this connection, but the Annals of Assurbanipal name Sharludari, prince

of Si mu, as one of the Delta chieftains subjugated by the Assyrians
; Si’inu here must be

a city distinct from Sa anu-Tanis, since the prince of that city bore the name of Petubishti

(Petubastis). In Demotic two references to a town of similar name are found : the Vienna
novel of Petubastis sends that warrior “ into the provinces of Egypt from Elephantine to

Stvn” where Sivn must obviously be a place in the extreme north
;
in the geographical

Swn is named in a position such that

he borders of Egj^pt. A few years ago Professor

Spiegelberg, combining these data with the prophecy Ezechiel xxx, 15, “7 toUl pour my
anger upon Sin, the strength of Egyptf where the Vulgate has Pehisium for the Hebrew
!'P (probably to be vocalized l,aiv with the Septuagint), made out a plausible case for the

manual Pap. Cairo 31169, 3, 26 a place

we must assume it to be just outside t

^ Petrie, Xehesheh and Defenneh, pp. 99—101.

2 Annales du Service, vol. xiii, pp. 79—85, with a plan of the ruins. The general position of the town
is best shown by Cledat’s map, op. cit., vol, x, unnumbered Plate referring to the article, pp. 209 237.

3 Recueil de Travaux, vol. xxxvir, pp. 33-4.
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old »S'«2 it' of the Pyramid Texts being Pelusiiimf The Greek name TirfKovcriov “mud-

city” would on this view be a popular etymology from the Egyptian word shi

‘‘clay/’ “mud."’ Modern scholars have always adhered to the Vulgate's identification of

pp in Ezechiel with Pelusiuin, both because Pelusiiim suits the requirements of the passage

well and because of the Syriac word s^yana “ mud/’ which seemed to furnish the Semitic

equivalent of the Greek name-. Professor Erman attempts to reconcile these conflicting

etymologies by regarding the Egj^ptian word sbz “mud" as the source both of the Syriac

s^ydna, which has no good Semitic affinities, and also of the Greek translation WrjXovatov.

Leaving now these rather doubtfal philological details, we may take it as possible

that Sainu or some similarly vocalized name was the commonest Egyptian designation of

the important and historic town of Pelusium^ But Egyptian towns have, as has been

noted previously, a way of possessing several different names, and it is by no means

unlikely that this may have been the case with Peliisium. In the confused and un-

doubtedly composite story told by Josephus about the expulsion of the Hyksos and the

Exodus of the Jews, Pelusium is several times mentioned in a manner that leaves no

doubt in the mind that it was thought synonymous with Avaris. The Heliopolitan priest

Osarsiph had been made ruler of the lepers set apart by king Amenophis in Avaris {contra

Apionem, ed. Xaber, i, 238-9); Osarsiph now sends to Jerusalem to the descendants of

the Hyksos who had been driven out of Avaris by Tethmosis, and begs them to return

thither (op. cit., i, 242-3). This they do, but at a subsequent stage of the narrative it is

at Pelusium, and not at Avaris, that the army of the son of Amenophis, according to

Manetho, encounters the lepers (op. cit, [, 274). In the still more muddled version of

the legend ascribed by Josephus to Chairemon, Moses-Tisithen and Joseph-Peteseph

an-ive at Pelusium and find 380,000 men left there by Amenophis, he not wishing to take

them into Egypt
;
Moses and Joseph enter into a league of friendship with them and join

them in an expedition to Egjqit (op. cit.^ i, 290-1
; cf. also 302) ;

Pelusium is here what
Avaris is in the other accounts, the place of assembly for foreigners and rebels engaged in

warfare against Egypt.

Now as I have sho\\Ti elsewhere ^ the scanty data we possess concerning the position

of Avaris point to its having been situated in the neighbourhood, if not on the actual site,

of Pelusium, so that the tradition as to the identity of the two places handed down by
Josephus is entitled to a respect which would not have been due to it had it stood alone.

Theie aie, ho\\e\er, certain indications which make it by no means improbable that
Pi-Ra^messe stood on the site of the old Avaris, and consequently is none other than
Pelusium itself

,
possibly e\en the story told by Josephus may contain a hint of this, for

that stor\ desciibes how numbers of Egyptians and foreigners were gathered together into
Avaris-Ptdusium during the Eamesside age, just as it is said in a poem about Pi-Ra<^messe

' nqiptuche Spr^che, vol. XLix (1911), pp. 81-4. Spiegelberg makes out a fairly good
case fnr trau^tribing the old Egyptian name Shnc, though in a number of instances Sivn, with is

written.

- .Max Muller, Eiu'nrhjyaedla BibUcn, &rt. .Sin (written before the appearance of Spiegelberg’s essay),
rejects the identification <>f the Sin cf Ezechiel with Pelu'^iuin.

For the hi^story of Pelusium in classical and medieval time;:;, ;>ee a good pt)pular account by Dr tV. F.
Hume in the Cairv Scientipc Jour/taK vol. ix pp. 54—63.

* Jourtt»d of Eijtfpiia /I Archneoh^p. vol, iii, pp. 99— 101.
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translated above (no. 17): ''Everyone hath left his toivn and settled within its territory!'

Apart from this, however, the prominence of Setekh in both Avaris and Pi-Ra^messe is a

point strongly in favour of the identity of the two places. The gods of Pi-Ra^messe, as

we learn from the evidence set forth in the last section, were as follows

:

Amiin-of-Ramesses~Beloced-of-Amuii‘' (R. II), nos. 1, 4, 17, 20, 30, 31. Of Pi-Ra^'messe it is said:

Its western part is the house of Amfin!^ no. 17. His temple, no. 1. ^^Amua-of-Raonesses-Prince-

of- Heliopolis''' (R. Ill); his temple described, no. 26; it possessed 7872 serfs, no. 27. In late

times, Amiiu-of-Ra^ !ties" {sic)^ no. 39.

Ptah-of-Raraesses-Beloved-of-Amun " (R. II), nos. 1, 4, 19, 20, 30, 31. His temple, no. 1. ^^Ptak-of-

Rarnesses-Pnnce-of-Heliopolis" (R. Ill); his temple is described in no. 28, and was apparently

attended by 23 (16 + 7) persons, but it is not quite ceidain that this temple was in Pi-Ra^messe.

SeteJch-great-of-valour-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Ainiin" (R. II), nos. 12, 30; Setekh-great-of-valour-

son-of-Nut

"

named immediately after Amun and Ptah of R. II, no, 4. Of Pi-Ra^messe it is said :

Its southern part is the house of Setekhf no. 17. In the reign of R. Ill, Pi-Ra^messe had a temple

of SUekh-of-Raraesses-Beloved-of-Amu/i" (R. II) called House-of-Ramesses-Prince-of-Heliopolis

(R. lliyin-the-House-of-Setekh ;
” this possessed 106 serfs, no. 29.

Pre^-of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Amilnf only nos. 30 and 31.

In addition to these deities, it is once said of Pi-Ra^messe that “ Astai'te is in its Orient^ and Buto in

its northern partf no. 17. On the stele of the Hittite treaty (no. 4), R. II is described as doing the

behests of certain gods in the Residence-city ; Amen-Re^, Harakhte and Atum are here named

before Amun of R. II, Ptah of R. II and Setekh, great of valour, son of Nut, but there is no

reason for thinking that the first three gods were specially worshipped in Pi-Ra^messe.

It is extremely interesting to find that on several monuments usurped by Meneptah

he describes himself alternately as (a) "loved of Seth, lord of Avaris!' {^) " loved of Seth,

great of valour

f

and (7)
“ beloved of Seth-of-Meneptah!' The monuments in question are :

base of statue, Petrie, Tanis I, PI. II, no. 5 a {a, /3, 7 together)*
;

colossus originally of

Sesostris I, now in Berlin, Aeg, Inschr. aus den hon, Mus,, vol. ii, pp. 19

—

22 (a, 7 together)

;

statue originally of Amenemmes III, now in Berlin, op. cit, vol. ii, p. 18 (yS only); statue

originally of Sesostris I, now in Cairo, Annales du Service, vol. xvii, p. 170, no. 4 (yS only)*

;

statue originally of Sesostris I, now in Cairo, loc. cit., nos. 5 and 8 (yS and 7 together)*.

Those statues here marked with an asterisk are known to have come from Tanis, and the

same may be true of the others, as well as of several related monuments yet to be quoted

;

but we have seen that not much importance is to be attached to this fact in connection with

our topographical problem b Now Seth-of-Meneptah is obviously identical with Seth-of-

Ramesses-Beloved-of-Ainun, who is depicted on the Stele of Four Hundred A'ears found

at Tanis b and named on a sphinx from the same place now in the Louvre b Thus one of

the principal gods of Pi-Ra^messe—we shall return to the others further on—is also

the principal god of Avaris, a fact which seems to point to the identity of Avaris and
Pi-Ra^messe

;
but if Avaris is Pelusium, then Pi-Ra<^messe will have to be looked for at

Pelusium too.

With this fact would agree, further, the prominence of Amiin at Pelusium. In Coptic

times the town was called nepe.uoTn, which must surely correspond to an old Pr-Imu

^ See above, pp. 249—251.

- The most handy reproduction of thib curious monument is to be found in Budge, Histoi'y of Egypt
vol. Ill, p. 157. On the Seth of Ramesses II, see Orifiitks article in Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archaeology, vol. xvi, jq), 87—89, where it is pointed out that he is associated with Buto of Nebesheh
not only in the titles of the Stele of Four Hundred Years but also on a monument from Nebesheh itself

3 A 21, see Sharpe, Egyptian Inscriptions, vol. ii, PI. 44; also Petrie, Tanis, i, PI. II, no. 25.
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Hoiise-of-Amuny' the reluctance of Egj^ptologists to recognize the fact^; and

it is this name which gave rise, it is believed, to the name Tell Farameh borne by the

mounds now concealing the remains of Pelusiuml In Roman times the Pelusiac Amiin

was called Zeus Kasios, and the remains of his temple have been recently excavated in

the middle of the western mound of Tell Farameh It is probably the merest coincidence

that Pap. Anastasi Illy describing Pi-Ra^messe, tells us that '"its ivestern part is the house

of Amun!'
It cannot be denied that the deities of Pi-Ra^messe were contemporaneously wor-

shipped, or at least commemorated, in various other cities besides Pi-Ra^messe itself.

Seth-of-Ramesses has been met with at Tanis, and it must now be added that he occurs

in company with Ptah-of-Ramesses also at Bubastus^ ; Ptah-of-Ramesses is named on a

palette from Thebes^ and at es-Sebu^a in Nubia®, and Ptah-of-Meneptah, evidently the

same god, is recorded on a lintel from Memphis'. At Tell-el-Yahudiyeh Amtin-of-Meneptah

and Ptah“Ot-Meneptah are associated with the erased Seth-of-Meneptah®, Lastly,Amun-of-

Usimare^-setpenre^ is depicted at Abu SimbeP. So devoted, indeed, was Ramesses II to

his four gods Pre^, Amlin, Ptah and Seth that he not only honoured them in his Residence,

but also named the four divisions of his army after them^®. A temple of Pre^-of-Ramesses

situated to the south of Memphis has been discussed above (p. 133, under I), but
apart from this we have no evidence of an established cult of the gods of Pi-Ra^messe
elsewhere than at that city itself. For it is reasonable to conjecture that the chapel of

Amun-of-Usimare^-setpenre^ dedicated by a queen who may have been Tewosret (‘‘Tausert”)

of the Nineteenth Dynasty was at Pi-Ra^messe itself or quite close to it; this is the

more likely, since it w^as placed in charge of an ofiGcial known as The Commander of the

Fortress of the Sea.” But even if we suppose the gods of Pi-Ra^messe to have possessed

temples and priests of their own in other towns beside Pi-Ra^messe, it is highly improbable
that such cults survived Rainesside times. In Pi-Ra^messe itself they may have lingered

on, the priesthoods sustaining themselves on the relics of the vast heritage with which
Ramesses II endow^ed them

;
indeed w^e know for a fact from the statue of Teos (no. 39)

that Amim-of-Ramesses was attended in Pi-Ra^messe by a priest as late as the fourth
century B.c.

The foregoing argument enables us to estimate at its true value the mention of two
of the gods of Pi-Ra^messe on a shrine of red granite dedicated by the Pharaoh Nekht-
harhebet (Dyn. XXX), the fragments of which were discovered by Professor Naville at
Bubastus^ . The two gods in question occur among the delicately sculptured figures of

1 Amelixeau, La Gtor/rapkie a Feporjife Copte, pp. 319-20.
- A diftei-ent and impo.ssible origin is proposed by Brugsch, Dktionnmre Geographique, p. 1089;

rightU <*oinbated by Maspero in fur figpptwhe Sp/Xfche, vol. XXI (1883), pp. 63—4.
A,nu,l,.i da Sernce, vul. xviii, pp. 79—8.5. For references to the temple in classical writers see

\\ lEDEMAXX, llerodots Zireitcs Btfrhy p. 63.

Xaville, Bubastisy PI. XXXVI, f, h.

Leiiiii 6

1

64; '^ce Zeitsthnft Jnr dgyptische Sprarke, vol. xxx {1892), [)p. 43-6.
'' Gavthier, Le T>nipbj Jp. Oaadi e^-Seboiaiy p. 151.

Ppitrie, Pahu-p of Aprieiiy PI. XXI.
^ Petrie, IIAsoa ^n>d Brad ite PL XVI.
‘‘ Ghampulliox, Xidicps Descriptii'eSy vol. i, p. 73.

i'* See Breasted, Batdp of Kath^Ah. p. 11.

“ U.vRDiNEB. The ateJ. „j Bilgai, in Zeitsehrlft far aggptkche Sproche, vol. L (1912), pp. 49—57
N.WILLE, Baboitii. PI. XLVI, B.
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numeruus local deities, and their images are accompanied by the legends :

OI n.
AA^AAl^ -

/WWW Temple ofthe-Sun~of-Ramesses-{'"Pre^-of-Ramesses')-
AAwvr I

of-The~Waters-of-the-San ’’ and
/VAAAA^ Q

G n.
« o I

Temple of

Ptah-Tanea-of-Ramesses upon the edge of the river

T

If the argument of the last paragraph

is sound, these two legends must teach us, not only that Pi-Ra^messe was situated on a branch

of the river, but also that the said branch was named ''The^Waters-of-Re^l' '' The-Waters-of-

the-Sun.” This calls to uur mind the three dubious passages recorded in the last section

(nos. 35, 36, 37 ), whence it seemed to emerge that Pi-Ra^messe lay beside a Xile-arm called

/w^ /vwv^ ^ ^'The-Waters-ofPre^,'' '"The-Watei^s-of-tke-SiinT The passages

mutually confirm one another and the conclusion to which they appeared to point tkTis

cTcqiiires some degree of solidity. What then do we know about “ The-Waters-of-the-Sun ” I

The earliest occurrence of this name is in a list of nomes, inundated districts and river-

arms depicted on the walls of the temple of Sethos I at Abydos : the list concludes with
^/WVW\
A/WV\A A/WW\

’'aaaaaa

"'The- Waters-of-PtaJuT /V'VWV'

jy rjH AAAAyvA _i

menre^'' (Sethos I),
5
AAAAAA

A/WWN /'AA/V\A

^ /WWV^

O.*

The- Waters-of-McfT-

The-Waters-of-the-Siin ’’ and another name that

is illegible ^ On a number of fragmentary wine-jars from the Ramesseum we read of wine

from ''the great orchard of the Ramesseum {i,e. of Thebes), ivhich is in The-Waters-of-the-
Sun'\” The same branch of the river is mentioned in the Golenischeff Glossary and in the

analogous catalogue of place-names, the Demotic Pap. Gairv 31169^ In Pap, Harris 10,

7—11 is a list of hei'ds of cattle belonging to the estate of Amun
;
each herd has a name,

and after three of them is an indication of the district where they were pastured {"in the

Great-Riverf "in The-Waters-of-the-SunT ''in the Great-River”). Such at least seems the

natural way of interpreting the text
;
but Professor Breasted attaches the supposed local

indications to the names themselves, thus obtaining in the case that concerns us "Herd
{called) Ushnare^-Mkunun.-L-P-H- is-th e- conqueror -of-the -Meshwesh- at -the -Waters-of
the-SiinK” Since, however, the victory of Ramesses III over the Meshwesh here alluded to

certainly took place in the west of the Deltas it would necessarily follow that " The-Waters-

of-the-Siin” was the name of the western branch of the Xile. This agrees with nothing

else that we know about this name
;
moreover, we have seen that the westernmost branch

of the Nile was called “ Tke-Mkstern- Waters,” "The- Western-River” (above, p. 130, under O).

^ Mariette, Ahydos, vol. i, PL 14, c; Dilmichen, Geogmpki^che Lisckriften, voL i, PL XCII. The-
Watevs-of-Ptak are named on the fragments of two wine-jars, Spiegelberg, Hkratic Ostraka, nos. 197
292. The destroyed name may have been Thf’- )y(ttfirs-opAmriii " named on the fragments, op. cit., nos.

153, 225, 228. Stress must be laid on the importance of these fragments of wine-jars for a knowledo-e of
the names of Xile-arms and canals in the Delta

;
they ha\e already been quoted several times in this

connection. Note that LJ “Ka'’' in nos. 186, 209. 217, 218, 221, 243, 269, 289, 292 look.s like the

original of the Agathodaemon river in Ptolemy.

- Op. at., nos. 143, 231, 276: for no. 264, which may have named Pi-Ra^messe, see no. 37 of last
section.

" Sphiur, vol. XIV, p. 163. ^ A,n'ie,>t lPa>rdsi, vol. iv, § 224. See above, p. 134, under M.
.Tourn. of Egypt. Arch. v. .y.
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Professor Breasted is obviously in error, as also a passage now to be quoted tends to

show. In the list of dedications made to the less important local deities by Ramesses III

I

w

ill'

are named 169 serfs who were placed

“m the House of Bast, lady Brst, iit The-Waters-of-the-Sun''

{Pap. Harris, 62a, 2). The locality Brst is referred to again in the great Karnak inscrip-

tion of Meneptahh where (1. 7) it is said that foreign invaders had pitched
W

^ J1 1

1

I

A<WW'^ //V\A/NA

/WWVA

AVWV' I I
<

A'V'vWN

AVWV^
/VV'AAA ^

“ tents in front of Pr-Brst and had made {their) hahitation^ in the tract of Tty
V’

Now the name 'Ity is determined with the signs for water, and ''the tract of Tty” must

therefore be the region watered by that n
w

/W\AAA

/Wv\AA ’Ity which, as we have seen, is

described by the great Edfu geographical text as the river ” of the XIIIth (Heliopolitan)

and the pehu of the XXth (Arabian) nome^; hence it is plausible to suppose that 'Ity was the

name given to the jjortion of the Bubastite Nile-arm adjacent to those twm nonies. Brugsch

bears the responsibility for the conjecture that Brst or Pr-Brst is the modern Belbes

(Coptic a conjecture that has received a quite unmerited degree of acceptance®,

seeing that it rests on nothing more than a superficial consonantal resemblance. There is

no evidence that the Bubastite branch ran so far east as Belbes, and it may be guessed that

Brst and Pr-Brst are

1

but variant names, due to some cause unknown, of Bist and

‘ Pr-Bht respectively. At all events it is a fact that in two of the three^ instances

where Brst, Pr-Brst occurs it is in connection wdth the goddess of Bubastus. Brugsch and

uthei's have quoted a goddess
Jj ^^ 5

I am unable to lay my hands on

the evidence for her, but if such exists, she is probably only Bastwdth the name abnormally

spelt. This view is confimied by the occurrence of a writing J
''''

1 1^ that is

obviously intermediate between Brst and Bht\ The conclusion to be drawn, then,

1 Latest and be.st editioti, Max Muller, Egyptological Researches, vol. i. Pis. 17—32.
- Skit is probably a derivative of Hebrew in spite of the determinatives of water

; these may be
borrowed from ’Ey by a kind of anticipatory attraction

; .so Bcrchardt, Die altkanaanaischen Fremd-
toorte, no. 885.

^ Prol»al>ly ao to 1>€ read, though the bird-sign actually employed is y and not tiw.
^ See above, p. 249. Since the firi.t part of this article was in print, 1 have noticed that the inscrip-

tion on the Carnarvon scarab, p. 131, under E, ought probably to be translated: “ The~Ca^tle-of~Rames8e&-
Bdoved-of-A.MLH-BdooriPke-TaBi oa the trest of the Atj-icaters:' Where this temple was situated is im-
knoViii. There is as ^et no leason to think that a town of Ramesses was built around it

Bru(4sch, Diet 10 /tno ire Gdjyraphipj.e, p. 197.

Xaville, (Joshea, p. 26 ;
Id., Moundf the Jev:, pp. 24-5

; Petrie, Hyksos and Israelite Cities, p. 65.
It IS true that the few fragments of in.scriptiou found by Professor Xaville at Belbes did mention the
goddess Bast and placo.s l.elonging to the Buba.stite Home; but this does not prove that Brst is Belbes

The fictitious WTitcr of the satirical letter contained in Pap. Aaostasi I is of mythological name and
parentage

;
he was called Hori, son of Onnophris of Ahydos, “ horn of Teicosret (“ the powerful ” i e Isis)

in the district of Bry the chantress of Bast ia Field-of-ihe-GodP See Gardiner, Egyptian Hieratic TeMs,
vol. I, p. .1 and p. notes 2 and 3. > Bruusch, Dictionnaire Oeoqraphigue, p 1328.

» Benedite, Le Tombeou de Xeterhotpou, PI. Ill, in Meinoires de la Mission Francfdse vol v
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from the passage in Pap. Harris which gave rise to this discussion of Brst, Pr-Brst is

that The-Watei's-of-the-Sun'' was the name of the Nile-arm that ran past Bubastus.

The designation is a natural one, for the Bubastite branch left the main river (the

'‘Great River”) near Heliopolis, to whose god it appeal's to owe its name. We have

only to suppose that ‘'Tke-Watei's-of-the-Sun'' was the term applied to the entire

Bubastite branch in order to understand how that term could be used in connection

with Pi-Ra^messe. Pi-Ra^messe was near the sea, and accordingly lay near the mouth

of the Bubastite Xile-arm. But the Bubastite Nile-arm debouched in the Pelusiac

mouth, and consequently we are again led back to the conclusion that Pi-Ra^messe

is Pelusium. With this view of “ The- Waters-of-the-Sun ” agrees the fact that the entire

A 'WW'A
^ SSI

Gregion lying along this branch seems to have been called

Pi-rd-n-p^-R^, ^^The-Border-of-the-SiuT' \ a prince of this region has left a statue at Saft el-

Heiineh^ Brugsch rightly conjectured that ''The-Border-of-the-Sun'' represented the

eastern margin of the Delta- just as HI# HI Pi-rd-im ntyf' The- Western -

Border,” was the name given to its western margin" ; in two places

i“,
rd-iihty, '' The-Eastern-Borderf is mentioned^ and either is identical with ''The-

Border-of-the-Sun ” or else has a wider extension but includes it. Other place-names in

the same general region into the composition of which R^, Pi-R^ enters are
^ ^

^
jj T ® Wiht-R^-m-Pr-Bist, “ Settleriient-of-Re^-in-Buhastusf which clearly

cannot have been far from Bubastus^ Pi-grg-pi-R^,'" The-Foundation-

of-the-Sunf attested by an inscription of Takelothis II as being somewRere in this

vicinity^.

Thus the identification of Pi-Ra^messe with Pelusium is further suggested by its

situation on the banks of '' The- Waters-of-the-Sun

f

a good wine-gi’owing district, as the

^ Annales du Sereice, vol. xi, pp. 142-4.

- It had military officers of its own, who were apparently subordinated to the commandant of Theku

in the Wady Tumilat, Tap. Ana^tasi V, 25, 3. 4; their province of action must have been the nome of

Arabia and the parts east of it. See also la^criptioiis of Siiiai^ no, 295.

3 Brugsch, Dictionnaire Geographlquej pp. 439-40, 1247-8. For The-4^^estern-Border,'’ see Mariette,

Monuments Divers., 277, and several other passages that all throw light on its extension. From Pap.

Harris 77, 1 it is clear that it extended from Memphis in a north-westerly direction. In the accounts of

Meneptah’s defeat of the Libyans it is twice said that this occurred in “ The-Western-Border viz.,, on the

Athribis stele, Zeitschrift fiir cigyptische Spracke, vol. xxi [1883], p. 66, and in a new fragment of the

Karnak text, Recueil de Travaux, vol. xxxi, p. 179
;
and it is clear that it is in this sense that p} rd is

to be understood in 1. 30 of the Karnak inscription, where the locality is more definitely specified under

the name Fr-iric. In Pap. Bologna 1094, 7, 3 the writer of a letter addresses his prayers t<,) the gods of
“ The-Western-Border,” and later on (7, 9), when narrating events of local interest, mentions Pr-Pric.

No doubt Golenischeff is wrong in identifying this Pr-lrw with a place south of Herakleopolis Magna
mentioned in his hieratic glossary {Zeitschrift far agyptisehe Sprache, vol. XL [1902-3], p. 102)

;
nor is the

name to be read Pr-\r-sps, and Brugsch’s identification with Prosopis therefore falls to the ground.
^ Pap. Harris 500, verso 5, 2;’ Spiegelberg, Rechjtungen, p. 44.

^ Pap. Anastasi F, 22, 2; 27, 5.

^ Recueil de Traixnur, vol. xviii, p. 53.

34—2
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potsherds from the RamesseiUii indicate. Peliisium is not mentioned by the classical

writers as especially famous for its wines, but as we have seen, the wine of Sinw, Stvn

enjoyed a high repute in Pharaonic Egypt from the very earliest times. That Pi-Ea^messe

was in the centre of a great wine-growing region is proved by the praise bestowed upon

the famous vineyards of Kenkeme
;
for these see nos. 15, 26 and perhaps no. 37, together

with the notes thereupon. Pelusium was also a great place in Graeco-Eoman times for

the drying and salting of fish, and for the cultivation of lentils : in the Eevenue papyrus

it is a commercial port for oil rivalling even Alexandria. These conditions generally agree

well with the account of Pi-Ea^messe given in Pap. Aiiadasi III (no. 15).

Strabo (c. 803) says that Pelusium was more than twenty stades fi*om the sea, i.e.

some 2 1 miles, a distance which corresponds pretty well to modern conditions. Lying

beside the Bubastite Nile-arm it was to all intents and purposes a sea-port. It seems not

impossible—though for this we have no very tangible evidence—that the actual harbour

of Pi-Ea<^inesse was known as 's'l Port of
/\Nsr\N\ 1 L J [l il V 1 H 1 ivww\>q 1 A I

Usima re ^-setpenre

^

” oi* simj^ly ''the Port! In a model letter its

writer describes how he sought two boats : went soathwaixls upon the edge of the water

(the sea-shore {) and found them in the Port of Usima re^-setpenre^ in charge of the Fan-

hearer Peking^!' On several wine-jars discovered in the Eamesseum mention is made of

"wine of the vineyard of the Castle-of-Usimare^-setpenre^-in~the-House-of-Aman {i.e. the

Eamesseum) on the west of the Port"!’ and once the entry ''much oil from the Port” occurs in

a list of imported oils and the like^ Whether this guess (for it is nothing more) be true or

not, it is now familiar to us that Pi-Ea^messe was considered as a port (see nos. 15, 16),

and may therefore well have been Pelusium.

The last reason to be invoked in favour of the position here accorded to Pi-Ra^'messe

is its suitability from a historical point of view. The Hyksos had established themselves

in a fortress-town midway between Palestine and the main valley of the Nile, and had
thus created a precedent which Eamesses II may well have copied. In the flourishing

period of the Eighteenth Dynasty the Pharaohs were powerful enough, and sufficiently

little apprehensive of Eastern aggression, to rule their Syrian Empire from Thebes and
^lemphis. In the Nineteenth Dynasty, however, that Empire was no longer secure, but
required careful watching from a central position : therefore Eamesses II, or it may even
have been his grandfather Eamesses D, founded a new Eesidence near Pelusium, much as

I n^). Ltyden 34S, 8, 6 7, et. 0, 2 ’ '’edge here is an eiaeiidation, but a practically cer-
tain one.

Sfikgelbero, Hieratic Ot^frakn., no!=^, 230, 262, 299.

' A 1 1 ', 14
,
4 .

•t 111 1913 M. Le-raiu discovered near the pyh.n of Hareinhab at Karnak two statue.s dating from
that reign and belonging to a Vi/.ier Pra<^iacsse ^on of tietoy :An„ahs du vol. xiv, pp. 29—38);
HI piibli>hing the find M. Legmin makes the very probable suggestion that this Vizier was none other
tiuui Ihtincsso I. Recently [up. clt., vol. xvii. p. I6s M. Dare.s.sy has called attention to the title borne by
him ••overseer ..t the nver-niouths ' and aKo to the name of his father, which is .simply that of the -md
Sotekh found on the monumeuts of Tams. Hence M. Dares.sy concludes that the family of the Rantes-
Mdes originated in these p-irts. This notion appe.irs to me by ,,0 means improbable, though, from what
we have seen, all th.it .M. D.ire.ssy .says about the conneition between isGtekh and Tanis mn.st be trails-
Icrrcil to the site <4 Avans ,iiid Pi-Ra^iiie>^e near Pelusimn.
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Peter the Great, needing to guard his Baltic provinces, removed his capital from Moscow

to St Petersburg. Later, the Egyptian hold over Syria became so insecure that the

Delta capital was withdrawn to Tanis. Such appears to have been the general sequence

of events.

From the number of serfs of Amun resident in Pi-Ra^messe under Ramesses III (no. 27)

we learn that it must have been a town of considerable size. The officials and domestics of

the Court will certainly have been numerous, and since the place became a great adminis-

trative centre it must undoubtedly have ranked among the larger cities of Egypt, though

never rivalling with Thebes, Memphis or Heliopolis. It owed its prominence to the favour

bestowed upon it by all the Pharaohs from Ramesses II to Ramesses III, as well as to

its strategic importance.

Y

So far as the Biblical city of Raamses-Raineses is concerned, the plan of this essay has

been less to solve the problem than to provide the material fur its solution. An estimate

of the historical value of the Exodus narrative obviously lies outside the province of the

Egyptologist ; nor indeed can our quest be so extended as to include an exhaustive revision

of the geography of the Exodus-route in the light of the Egyptian s<jurces. Nevertheless,

the conclusions here reached do seem to provide a basis for further deductions. These will

be suggested in a tentative wa\% and it will remain for Biblical students to reject or to

confirm them.

Of the towns derivino- their name from the Pharaoh Ramesses the fbreo-oino' investisfa-

tions have elicited only two which could with an}’ plausibility be claimed as the original of

the store-city mentioned in Exodus i, II. One is the Residence-city at or near Peliisium,

and the other the station named '' The-Divelling-pf-Rainesses-Beloved-of-Aiaiin'' on the

high-road from Thel (Sile) to Raphia (above p. 132, under H)^ The latter has been up to

the present without an advocate, and is likely to remain s< > ;
it seems to have been a place

of no great size or importance, and its name contains in its composition an unusual and
characteristic element, " The-Dwelling Q), the omission of which to yield the shortened

place-name ‘‘ Raamses ” is highly improbable. On the other hand there is nd difficulty in

identifying the name of the Biblical Raamses with that of the Ramesside Delta Capital

(see above, p. 138). The issue before us may, therefore, be defined : either Raamses-Rameses

of the Bible is the Residence-city of the Ramessides near Pelasium, or else it is a tonni unknoivn

to the Egyptian monuments, the ejcistence of lohicli is merely postulated.

In order that the problem may be the more clearly focussed, the various O.T. passao-es

in which the name of Raineses or Raamses occurs are here set forth seriatim, with a few
supplementary and explicative notes.

{a) Cteuesis xlvi, :28—29 : And he (Jacobi sent Judah before hint unto Joseph, to sheic the before
him unto Goshen; and they came i/ito the tand OT tioshen. And Joseph niade readif his chariot, and went up
to meet Israel his father, to Goshen:'

The Hebrew text does not mention the name of Karneses
;
but tlie LXX pre^^ents the version : “And

he sent Judah before them to Joi>eph to come to meet him at Heroonpolis into the land of rvame.sses
ijvvavT^aai avr^ KaB" 'Hpcowi/ ttoXo^ ih y?jv 'Vapeaaf. And Joseph, having y.»ked his chariot, went up to

1 There is no evidence whatever that the temple “ ThePa^stleaf-Raiuesses-Beloved-ofAmun-Belored-
lihe-Tum-otidhe-westafdhe-Ity-waters'' on the Carnarvon scarab ip. 131, e and p. 25S, footnote 4) represents
a town of Rcimesses, so that this alternative may be left out of account.
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meet Israel Lis father at Heroonpolis (ets crvvavT7}<TLv ^Icrpa^X rw irarpl avrov kqB^ *Hpa>a)i^ rroXiv),^^ Whereas

the Sahidic version^ retains the name Herooii2>olis in both i3laces ^Tpcocoti TnoAic), the Boheiric

version has Tie^acoAi ^en nKd.^i npew.uewcCH ‘'to the town of Pithom in the land of Ramasse”
and encd. Mne^coAi towards the town of Pithom/’

The LXX presents a twofold expansion of the phrase “ into the land of Goshen ”
: first the words “at

Heroonpolis" are of the nature of a topographical gloss based on Exodus i, 11 (below’ r), and second, “into

the land of Ramesses" is a harmonistic rendering derived from xlvii, 11 (below’ b).

Josephu-N, Arch. Jod.^ ed. Xaber, ii, 184, says that the meeting-place of Jacob and Joseph w’as

Heroonpolis.

(h} Genesis xlvii, li : And Joseph placed jath^^r uad hU brethren^ and gaee them a possession in the

laud of Egypt, in the best of the land^ in the land of Ranieses, as Pharaoh had commaudedP
The command of Pharaoh (xlvii, 6: actually wws :

" in tlie land of Goshen let them dwell *’

;
clearly “the

land of Rame.^es'' here is synonymous wdth “the land of Goshen/' a standpoint thatw’as in the mind of the

LXX tran.^lators of xlvi, 28—29 'above a\ Biblical chronology assigns the king under whom Joseph lived

to the Hyksos ^jeiaod
;

l->e this as it may, the phrase “the land of Raineses" must in any case be a crass

anachronism, or, as the commentators more politely say, is used proleptically.^^

The Targnm of Palestine has : “And Jose})h brought his father and brethren to dw^ell, and gave them
a possession in the land of ^lizraim, in a goodly part of the country, in the country of Pilusin, as Pharaoh
had commanded.^' Targum Jerushalmi : “Pelusim”

;
it is quite evident that Pelusium is intended.

Josephus, Arch, dud., ed. Xaber, it, 188
,
states that the place wLere Jacob w^as given leave to dw^ell

was Hidiopolis.

c Exodus i, 1 1 : "And they h>nlt far Pharaoh store cities, Pithoin and RaanisesP

LXX has “strong cities" VdXety for store-cities ’’
;
the Hebrew term is explained

to mean cities for provisions, materials of w’ar, etc., possibly also cities used as trade emporia. LXX
iiirtlier adds '‘and On, which is Heliopolis "

'jriv re U^lBo} koi 'Pap^o-arj kol'^Qv^ ^ iariv 'HXlov TrdXtv).

The Targum of Palestine priraphrases :
“ And they biiilded walled cities to become PharaohIs trea.sure-

])laces, Tanis- and Pilusin
' ;

the Targum of Jerusalem gives the names in the same form.

[d Exodus xii, 37 :
'' A 7id the ch ildren of Israel joinmeyedfrom Rameses to Saccotkd

This follow.s immediately upon the smiting of the first-born, upon the injunction to depaH given by night

to Moses and Aaron, and u})on the spoiling of the Egyptians by the taking of their gold and silver.

Targum of Palestine : “And the sons of Israel moved forth from Pilusin towards Succoth.”

(e'j Xiimbers xxxiii, 3—6 :
“ And they journeyed from PaJ.nieses in the first month...on the marrow after

the p<ts.^oi'er....And the children of Israel journeyed frorn Rameses., and pitched in Siiccothf^

d .u'gurn of Palestine : Pelusin ’ f >r Rameses in both cases
;
so too Targum of Jerusalem.

To these passages must be added from the Apocrypha

:

. t )
Judith i, "i

—^10 .
“ And A ehachodnezzar king of the Assyrians sent unto all that dwelt in Persia ^ ...,

atid to (dl that n'ere in Suniaria and the <-ities thereof, and beyoiid Jordan unto Jerusalem, and Betane, and
Chelln.^, and hnde^h, <fed the nrer Egypt, arid Tahpanhcs, and Rameses, and all theland of Goshen, until

thnu comest ahocu Tanis oud Memphis, nod to all that dwelt in Egypt, until thou cornest to the borders
(if EthiopiaI

“The land of Goshen " here evidently means the Delta, and i» opposed to Egypt, i.e. Upi^er Egypt.

Xo gieat attention need be paid to the passage in Judith, the writer of which seems
Miiiply tu have chvisoii smae ,,f the commoner Egyptian place-names familiar to him from
the canonical .-'Ci iptmes

,
we may note, however, in passing, that Rameses is distinguished

tioin lanis. It is upon the other five passages that tradition and modern, exegesis alike
have based their hypothesis of a town of Raraesses in the Wady Tumilat. So far as
traditi.m is concerned, the only .pfite definite evidence of the existence of such a view is

^'CC Miisio/i ArehAJogitp/e Er(inn/i.<f', vol. vi, p, 20.

It is euriou^ that the Targurn of Palestine eousi^tently calls Poti-phera “the rahba of Tanis, while
-O i. )<ee below’, p. 265, footnote 2.

the Hebrew t.ngin<il ha'> " prie>t nf On" (ien. xhi. 45, 50; xlvi.
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a passage in the narrative of the Abbess Aetheria, the pilgrim lady fi’om Gallia Narbunensis,

the account of whose travels in Biblical lands (533—540 A.D.) is preserved in the

Library of Arezzo* On her return journey from Sinai to Egypt via Clysma (Suez) and the

Wady Tumilat she visits in turn the supposed sites of Migdol, Baal-zepHon, Etham,

Succoth, Pithom, Heroonpolis, Raineses and Arabia, the last of which she says is a town in

the land of Goshen\ The two places Heroonpolis and Arabia are not alluded to in the

Hebrew text of the Bible, but are derived from the Septuagint, on which, consequently,

Aetheria s narrative is largely dependent. In both cases Aetheria, or the authorities upon

whom she relies, has gone astray in her interpretation
;
for she distinguishes Heroonpolis

from Pithom, whereas it was precisely the identity of those two places, as we shall see,

which induced the LXX translator to substitute KaQ^ ^Hpcocov ttoXiv for the Hebrew
“ Goshen ” in Genesis xlvi, 28-9 (above a ) : and again, she inverts the relationship of the

terms in the expression ‘‘ Geshem of Arabia ” used by the LXX for Hebrew “ Goshen ” in

Gen. xlv, 10 {cf. xlvi, 34), interpreting Arabia as a city and Geshem as a land, the exact

antithesis of the Greek translators intention. Now both the city of Heroonpolis and that

of Arabia were in Aetheria’s day populous places, bearing just those names; Heroonpolis

she describes as a large village, with a church, saints’ tombs and many monasteries-, and

Arabia we know to have been the seat ofa bishopric. Excavation has shown that Heroonpolis

was, at all events, not very far from Tell el-Maskhuteh
;
and it is practically certain that

Pithom and Heroonpolis are identical. The town of Arabia is stated by the Oxford list of

bishoprics^ to be the same as Fakus, otherwise one would have sought for it a position

nearer, like Saft el-Henneh, to the mouth of the Wady Tumilat. These two towns, ac-

cordingly, are the fixed points in Aetheria’s narrative. She may have concluded from

Exodus i, 11 (c), that Pithom and Rameses were towns not very far apart from one another ;

she will certainly have argued from the words at Heroonpolis into the land of Rainesses
”

in Genesis xlvi, 28 (LXX) that Rameses and Heroonpolis were close together
;
finally, since

Rameses was the starting-point of the Exodus (passages c/, e), this will have been in the

land of Goshen, i.e. in the neighbourhood of the town of xA^rabia. Such considerations are

enough to account for all Aetheria’s learning on the subject of the town of Rameses. What
she has to tell us about it is as follows

:

“But from the town of Arabia it is four miles to Rame^>ses. We, in order to arrive at Arabia, our

stopping-place, had to pass through the midst of Rames.ses, which town of Kamesses is now fields, i>o much
so that it doew not possess a single habitation. It is true that it is visible, since it both was huge in

circuit and had many buildings
;
for its ruins, however tumble-down they may be. appear endless even to

this day. But now there is nothing there saving only one huge Theban stone, in which two statues have

been carved out, huge ones, which they say belonged to the holy men, be. to M<jses and Aaron, for thev

say the children of Israel placed them there in their honour '^.”

1 “Ac sic ergo exeuntes de Hero pervenimus ad civitatem, quae appcllatur Arabia, quae est civitas in

terra Jesse.” I quote from the extracts <)f the pilgrimage printed in Kcthmaxx, Die O.sti/ren:'’ Ap^/pten^,

pp. 6—10.

2 “Heroum autem civitas...nunc est come, sed grandis, quod nos dicimus vicus. Xam ip.se vicus

ecclesiam habet et martyria et monasteria t>lurima sanctorum monachoruin.”

3 See the appended “Xote on Pithom and Heroon}>olis,” below, p. 268.
* See De Rouge, Ge'ographie de la Basse Egypte, p. 155. On this question and on Goshen generally,

see further, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology^ vol. v, pp. 218—223.

^ “De Arabia autem civitate quattuor milia passus sunt in Ramessen. Xos autem, ut veniremus ad
mansionem Arabiae, per media Ramesse transivimus, quae Rarne.ssen civitas mine campus est, ita, ut nec
unam habitationem habeat. Paret sane, quoniam et ingens fuit per girum et multas fabricas habuit

;
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Not much importance need be attached to this passage, which, be it said in passing, is

a very fair sample of the pious lady’s literary style. Its historical value is no greater than

that of the earlv Jewish tradition which, as has been seim in the comments on passages c,

cl e, identified Kaainses-Rameses with Pelusium. The latter identification may perhaps

seem a strange coincidence, in view of the fiict that the Ramesside capital of Pi-Ra^messe

has been located at or near Pelusium. Xor, indeed, is it quite impossible that there may

be some causal connection here, but its roots are hidden and can no longer be uneaithed.

For the present, at least, we must measure the value ot this rargiunic tradition by that of

the parallel identification of Pithom with Tanis (see under c\

Going back some centuries to the time of the Septuagint translation, we learn from

the variation between the Hebrew and Greek texts in (a) that the translators had made an

effort to interpret the Exodus narrative as a consistent whole, and had formed at least some

sort of conception of the Exodus geography. It is impossible to account tor the replacing

of Goshen in the Hebrew text by the Greek "at Heroonpolis ’’ except by regarding this

as due to the influence of Exodus i, 11 (c), and to the knowledge that Heroonpolis was

merely the Greek name of Pithom. Similarly, the addition into the land of Ramesses

resulted from the desire to connect the reference to Goshen in this passage with that in

Genesis xlvii, 6, the latter being replaced in the Hebrew text a few verses later (xlvii, 11)

by “in the land of Raineses” (6). Since the LXX translator probably understood this

phrase to mean “in the land of (the town of) Rameses” as modern commentators, whether

rightly or wrongly, have for the most part doneb he is likely to have interpreted his own

combination of words “ at Heroonpolis into the land of Rameses ” to mean that the town of

Raamses-Rameses was not fin* from Pithom. But, as we see, this conclusion was the out-

come of a harmonistic combination of the data of the Hebrew text, and represented no

independent tradition demanding to be taken into account by ourselves.

A still earlier tradition, which is persistently ignored by students of the Exodus times,

is that of the Psalmist who sang of the “ marvellous things ” which God did “ in the land of

Egypt, in the field of Zoan ” (Ixxviii, 12), “how he set his signs in Egypt, and his wonders

in the field of Zoan ” (Ixxviii, 43). Here we have a quite definite view, at all events, that

the scene of Moses’ activities was the extreme north of the Delta. Are we to regard the

reference to “ the field of Zoan,” on which see above, pp. 200, 248, as a reminiscence of the

times of the Twenty-first Dynasty, when Tanis was the seat of the Lower Egyptian govern-

ment i Or is the phrase a genuine recollection of the fact that the Ramesside Pharaohs,

under whom Moses lived, made their Delta residence near Pelusium, a place situated in

the Home with which the region called " the field of Zoan” was intimatelv connected ?

To turn now to modern views: the prevalent notion of a city of Ramesses within and

near the mouth of the Wady 1 umilat owes its existence to the same kind of standpoint as

that which the LXX translator held, and partly indeed to his specific contributions to the

problem, namely, the introduction ot the names ” Heroonpolis ” and “ Geshem of Arabia.”

The fixed point around which the whole theory circles is the known position of Pithom-

Heroonpolis in the M ady lumilat (thi^ is now sufficiently confirmed by the excavations at

ruiiLio eniiii ([ueiii ful iiioduiii c<>lLipi?de suut, in hodie intiiiitae parent. Xunc auteni ibi iiichil aliud

e.-^t ui>i tautuni uiius tipi'' inizetw thebaous, in quo >utit duae ?>tatuae excisae, ingentes, quas dicunt esse

sAiictorum honDiiuiii. id ost MoV'-i et Aai’i'ii, naui dicent, eo quod filii Israhel in honore ipsoriini eas

posuerint.'

I Max Muller .ao •Mbiuiese- in cul. 4ol2 prefers to understand Raineses

here a> having preserved the ori-inal ^euse, namely, that tpf a royal name."
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Tell el-Maskhuteh). It is probably tacitly assumed that, since the Israelites, being confined

to the land of Goshen, cannot have built cities outside it, the land of Goshen must have

included the Wady Tfimilat, where Pithom was situated (c) ;
and Raamses, which is coupled

with Pithom, is accordingly in the same region too. This is supported by {h), where “in

the land of Rameses ’’ corresponds to “ in the land of Goshen '' a few verses earlier, as well

as by the LXX version in {a) already sufficiently discussed. Lastly, when the Egyptians

set out upon their journey to Canaan, their starting-point is Rameses (d, e) which must,

accordingly, have lain quite at the Egj-ptian end of the WMy Tumilat.

All this is good logic, and would be valid argument if the narrative of the sojourning in

and departure from Egypt were a single homogeneous account, to be regarded as sound

historical evidence. It is easy to show, however, that the entire story is clothed in a

legendary form, and legend has no care for strict topographical exactitude. Modem critics

have pointed out that two irreconcilable views underlie the earlier chapters of Exodus : in

some places it is assumed, as throughout Genesis, that the Israelites Avere living apart in

the land of Goshen; elsewhei^, on the other hand, it is unmistakably implied that they

were dAvelling in the midst of the Egyptians\ If Moses and the Israelites were separated

off in the WMy Tumilat, how could Moses “rise up early in the morning and stand before.

Pharaoh ” (Exodus viii, 20) ? Or how could his cradle have been deposited among the flags

in the river, to be found by Pharaoh's daughter (Exodus ii, 1—10) ?

It having been established by our researches that the Delta capital of the Ramessides

was at Pelusium, or at all events nowhere near the Wady Tumilat, we may feel convinced

that there, if anywhere, must have occurred the finding of Moses as a babe and his later

controversies with Pharaoh. Thus, those who view the Exodus narrative as authentic

history can hardly refuse to deduce from the passages just quoted that at least a part of

the Israelites, and among them Moses, dAvelt at Pi-Ra^messe. Nor indeed is there in the

Biblical passages referring to Raamses-Rameses anything seriously out of keeping with this

conclusion. The passage Exodus i, 11 (c) does not necessarily imjfly that Raamses was near

Pithom, and indeed the LXX translator, whose tendencies elseAvhere are all in favour of

harmonizing the Exodus geogTaphy, here adds a third town Heliopolis that AA^as far aA\^ay

from Pithom-. The phrase “the land of Rameses” in a (LXX) and h is puzzling, and in

1 See Driver on Exodus viii, 22, in the Cambridge Bible for Schools. For the view that the Israelites

were still in Goshen he quotes viii, 22 :
“ And I will sever in that day the land of Goshen, in which my

people dwell, that no swarms of flies shall be there ”
;
also ix, 26 : Only in the land of Goshen, where the

children of Israel were, was there no hail.’’ For the opposite Anew, c/ iii, 21—22 : “And it shall come to

pass, that, when ye go, ye shall not go empty : but eA^ery woman shall ask of her neighbour, and of her that

sojouriieth in her house, jewels of sih^er, and jewels of gold, and raiment
;
and the similar passage, xi, 2.

Driver represents the view of the Israelites’ confinement to Goshen as belonging only to J, while E ])ictures

them as living side by side with the Egyx>tians. But e.g. xii, 23 (“For the Lord will pass through to

smite the Egyptians
;
and when he seeth the blood upon the lintel, and on the two side posts, the Lord will

pass over the door”) presumes the standpoint attributed to E, but nevertheless is assigned to J.

" On the origin of this addition a guess may be hazarded. Heliopolis was the chief home of the deity

Turn, and was therefore a Pi-tiim “ House-of-Turn.” The mention of Heliopolis will have arisen, accord-

ingly, as a gloss on Pithom, Some confirmation of this view may be found in the coincidence that the
Targum gives Taiiis as the rendering, not only of Pithom here, but also of On in the phrase “ Potiphar,
priest of On,” see above, p. 262, footnote 2 ;

how the Targumic commentator came by the identification of

these places with Tanis is unknown, but it is significant that they were associated in his mind. As for

Josephus’ identification of Goshen with Heliopolis (see aboA^e on 6

1

, it aa’us probably due to the considera-

tions (1) that Jac*>b would wish' to liA^e near Joseph, and (2) that Joseph, being married to the daughter
of a Heliopolitan priest, was presumably domiciled at Heliopolis.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. a’. 35
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any case contains a grave anachronism
;
in Genesis xlvii, 11 it clearly corresponds to the

land of Goshen ” in v. 6, hut the variation of that name at such close quarters is so unnatural

and incongruous, that it is difficult to do otherwise than infer that two discrepant sources

have here been clumsily combined, in which case, of course, the term “ land of Raineses

would not necessarily be co-extensive with land of Goshen.” As regards d and it would

now become clear why the children of Israel, starting out on their journey, are said to have

journeyed from Raineses—it is because that was the place where Pharaoh dwelt and

persecuted them; the only difficulty in these passages is that, if Succoth is

Theku towards the eastern end of the Wady Tumilat^ this is more than one day’s march

from the Delta Capital.

If we take the opposite point of view, namely that the Exodus story, whatever nucleus

of truth it may contain, has come down to us in purely legendary garb, we shall not feel

disposed to insist upon the distance between Rameses and Succoth, nor to equate “ the land

of Rameses ” exactly with “the land of Goshen.” On the contrary, our verdict will be that

the Biblical town of Raamses-Rameses keeps alive a dim recollection of the very city wffiere

the Pharaohs of the Oppression and of the Exodus actually resided.

To sum up : whether or no the Bible narrative be strict history, there is not the least

reason for assuming that any other city of Ramesses existed in the Delta besides those

elicited from the Egyptian monuments. In other words, the Biblical Raamses-Rameses is

identical with the Residence-city of Pi-Ra^messe near Pelusium. And at this point we

shall remember that there are two traditions, though both of uncertain value, which are in

accord, or can be construed as in accord, with our conclusion : these are the traditions of the

Psalmist and of the Targiim, both discussed above.

It may be objected : this fine-spun argument is all very well in its way, but has not

the Biblical town of Raamses-Rameses, in point of fact, been discovered by Professor Petrie

at Tell er-Retabeh, eight and a half miles westward of Tell el-Maskhuteh-? The evidence for

the identification proves, on close examination, to be more than scanty^ A temple-wall was

li.umd on which Ramesses II is seen slaughtering prisoners before

“ Tain, lord of Thu (sic)”; “Theku ” ought here to be read, as Professor Petrie has himself

seen, for among the few other Ramesside temple-fragments discovered there was one

mentioning Theku, as well as part of a door-jamb from the tomb of the contemporary com-

mandant of Theku. The remaining finds were a stele of Ramesses II recording the defeats

^ The identity of HlSD Succoth with Tkiv {^ee below p. 265, in the appended note) was first proposed by

Briig^ch .Zeitsrhn ft far ngi/ptische Sprache, voL xiii iT875), p. ;
the rendering of the first two consonants

i^ correct, but regards the teinii nation of the Hebrew name it has to be assumed that this has been

altered in accordance with a popular etymology = “ huts.” The identification is now pretty gener-

ally <iccepted and may ^tand ; but there is in') longer much reason for it beyond the general correspondence

of sound, and the tact that Theku w'as situated between Egypt and the desert and consequently corresponds

passably well with the Exodus dfittf. It may be here noted that in the hieroglyjjhic lists of nomes Theku
is the capital of the A Illth nome of the Eastern Harpoon. In Greek times this nome is merged in that

(»f Arabiri, exce}>t in the case of Strabo 805, who places a nome called Phagroriopolites in this region. On
the V Illth Lower Egyptian nome in general ^ee Kvthmann, op . dt., pp. 27 foil.

- Op. at., p, 2’^, Prole.'^so^ Petrie says eight miles, but in Egypt and Israel, p. 33, he says ten; the

distance as shown by the Egyptian Survey map I • 50,000 is 8^ miles.

- Sec Petrie, Hyksos ^md Lradite Cities, Pis. XXVIII—XXXVI c, with pp. 28—34.
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inflicted on the Shosu (Asiatic Bediiins)*
;
a dyad in red granite representing Earaesses II

and the god Turn
;
foundation deposits of Ramesses III

;
and various scarabs and minor

objects from burials of the Ninth Djmasty onwards. There is nothing here to suggest that

the place was called Raamses, and indeed Professor Petrie's commentary shows that the

identification is based on erroneous assumptions. He writes-: ''All of these discoveries

exactly accord with the requirements of the city of Raamses, where both the second and

third kings of that name are stated to have worked, and where a store-city was built by

the Israelites along with that of Pithorn, which is only eight miles distant. The absence

of any other Egyptian site suitable to these conditions, which are all fulfilled here, makes

it j^ractically certain that this was the city of Raamses named in Exodus,'' In the first

sentences Professor Petrie is obviously referring to the Residence-city, which we now know

to have been situated elsewhere
;
and further on it is unjustifiably concluded from Exodus

i, 11 that Raamses and Pithom were close to one another. No additional argument is

offered beyond the daring suggestion that the dyad of Ramesses II and Turn is none other

than Aetheria's " lapis ingens thebaeus, in quo sunt duae statuae excisae, ingentes, quas

dicunt esse sanctorum hominum, id est Moysi et Aarons”

We may thus feel certain that Tell er-Retabeh is not Raamses, since there is no serious

evidence that a town of Ramesses ever existed in this region. Its ancient name is not

known to us, unless it, rather than Tell el-Maskhuteh, be the true site of Pithom'* ; but

our incertitude on this point need not trouble us, for there are several places in the

WMy Tumilat still to be identified, and the topography of the whole region is still

regrettably obscure.

Note on Pithom and Heroonpolis.

The positions of Pithom, Heroonpolis and Theku (the supposed prototype of Succoth, see above,

p. 266, footnote 1 j
are sufficiently fixed for the purposes of this article, but I am the more desirous to review

the problems connected with them as I can no longer adhere to my statement above, p. 128, that the

excavations of Professor Xaville at Tell el-Maskhuteh finally settled the question of Pithom, which was

found to be identical with that site. Most of the issues are discussed elaborately, though not always con-

vincingly,' in Naville, The Store-city of Pithom^ pp. 4 foil. The old view of Le2^sius, reiterated ZeiUchrlft

fur iigyptische Sprache^ vol. xxi (1883), 2)p.
41—53, to the effect that Pithom lay near Tell Abu Siileimein,

while Heroonpolis-Raamses was to be sought at or near Tell el-Maskhuteh, rejjosed (1) on the identification

of Pithom with Thou in the Antonine Itinerary, the jfface where the road via Da2>hnae to Pelusium

1 This stele, as is not unusual in the Ramesside period, consists merely of royal names and ejjithets,

of which the concluding words are very interesting. They run : -cs>-
O

11 I I H
j I I

/WVNAA

H . 1 I I O ! I I
i AA/WV\ ! ! III I .

In Professor Petrie’s text this is translated: “(of the) great enemies in the land of the

Bedawyn he plundered their hill fortresses, slaughtering their faces, and building in cities upon which his

name is to eternity’^; the comment is added that “this allusion to building in the various cities called

after Ramesses suggests that this city was one of such—that is, Raamses.” The first phrases are simple,

but are mistranslated by Professor Petrie; at the end it seems necessary to bring the words kd ni daiitc

somehow into connection with the Asiatics (ShOsub and it is therefore likely that -sa “their” has been
omitted. Accordingly I translate ;

“ making a great massacre in the land of the Shosu
;
he plunders their

bills, and slaughters iqjon them; building in (their) cities in his (own) name for ever.” The reference,

then, would be to the annexation of towns in Palestine, not to the building of towns of Ramesses in Egypt.
- Op. cit.j p. 28. 3 Qp p. 30. ^ See below, the ajipended note.

3o~2
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l>ranched oft* from the Heliopolis-Hero-Serapiu-Clvi^ma (Suez) road, and (2) upon Herodotus ii, 158 fie

(iTTo Tov NeiXou TO vficop is avT^v (soil, r^v Sicopv/ca), ^Krai fie KarvTrepSe oXtyov Bovl^daTios ttoXios napd Tldroiipov

TT]v ^Apa^ir]!/ ttoXlu. As to (1), the suggestion would hardly have arisen but for the ill-supported various

reading Thoum^ which is ceitainly to be rejected
;
as to (2\ this much-disputed passage (see Xaville, op.

cit, pp. 34-9) is quite plausibly taken by Dillmann and others to mean that the water of the canal -was

drawn away from the Xile nut cft^ but alongskh^ Pithom, which may thus be at some distance from the

point of junction. The ^dew of Brugsch that Pithom was near Lake Menzaleh hangs together with his

whole Exodus theory, some portion of which (the identity of Tanis and Raamses) has been disproved in

the present article. At the ])resent time the only scholar who appears to disagree with Prof. Xaville's con-

clusions is M. Daressy, ^ee Bulletin de Vlnstitut Egyptien^ vuL 5 (1911), p. 3. The ground may be cleared

by considering the relations of Pithom and Heroonpolis
;
the identity of these two places may be proved

both 'd) on traditional and (2; on linguistic grounds. (1) The Boheiric version of Genesis xlvi, 28 has Pethom
for LXX Heroonpolis, see passage a on p. 261 ;

and as I have shown (p. 264), Heroonpolis in the LXX trans-

lation was due simply to the presence of Pithom in Exodus i, 11. (2) The variants Eron (Geogr. Rav.), Ero
finscriptions from Maskhutehj, Ero and Hero (Aetheria) and "Hpeo (Steph. Byz.) suggest that the original

Greek name of the city Wc>s not Heroonpolis, but Heropolis, being derived from the name of an obscure
<leity "Upcov of whom there was a tenqde at Magdola (see Grenfell-Hunt, Tehtunis Papyri^ no. 80, intro-

duction
) ;

and this is confirmed by the existence, in the translation of the (Flaminian ?) obelisk preserved
by Ammianus iMarcellinus, of a royal epithet vl6s, which, in spite of the caveat entered by Sethe
upud Erman, Die OheUskendbersetz^mg des Hemuipion^ p. 253, footnote 3, in Sitzh. d. Berliner Akad..^ 1914,
IX, mud .purely correspond to Tm '^son of Tiim on the Flaminian obelisk. Thus the name Heropolis,
later mi'>understood as Heroonpolis, would originally have been a simple translation of Pithom. The ex-

[tlanatioiis of the name Hero gi^en by Lepsius ipp. cit.^ p. 52) and Xaville (pp. cit.y p. 10) are quite un-
sati^?factor\ . Xow it cannot be denied that the evidence for the identification of Pithom-Heroonpolis with
Ma^khuteh provided by Prof. Xaville's excavations there is very formidable, seeing that they yielded not
only hieroglyphic inscriptions mentioning Pithom, but also Latin inscriptions mentioning Ero. X’one the
less, 1 incline to think that a still more likely view is that Pithom-Heroonpolis is identical with Tell er-

RetAbeh, 8.\ English miles further westward. As has been already seen (p. 266), ‘‘Turn lord of Theku” was
here worshipped, as at Maskhuteh, so that theoretically, at least, Tell er-Retabeh can be regarded as a Pi-Tum,
Het-Tum, “Houj>e of Turn.'’ The testimony of the hieroglyphic inscriptions from Tell el-Maskhftteh
shows indisputably that the commonest name of the place was Theku

; Theku is mentioned there again
and again, whereas Pithom is named only in two documents, namely the Bubastite statue, op. cit.y H. 4,
A, D, and the great stele of Ptolemy Pliiladelphus. Particularly clear evidence that Maskhfiteh was Theku

tlie invocation on the statue, op. cit.y PI. 5, a, to the priests who enter into the temple of Turn, the
great living god in the midst of Theku'’ and the statement on the grccit Ptolemaic stele (the so-called
Pithom stele, latest edition Sethe, UrkundeHy ii, 81—105) that this was erected ‘‘in front of Turn, the great
living god of Theku." On the same stele (op. cit.y 03), Avhen the return of the gods from Persia is beino*
de:.cribed, it said that b the gods of Pithom and Theku (one can hardly translate “the gods of Pithom of
TliekiF’ as Prof. Xaville does) came to re.st there'’ (de. in Egypt), and this expression seems to imply that
Pithom and Theku were distinguished. For the rest, the Pithom stele aftbrds no e^fidence that Maskhuteh
was Pithom, tor it describes the events that took place throughout the entire region, and if it records the
est<i drshment of ofterings for Pitliom yp. at.y 98;, it does as much also for another ijlace called Pr-Krht

T Maskhuteh can be shown to be Theku (or, as we had better 'say,
the very heart « >f Theku, tor we shall soon see that the term had a wider, as well as a narrower, significanej
does not cNxchide the possibility that Maskluiteh was also called Pithom

; and this, indeed, is the standpoint
that 1 r< >f. X a^ die take<. Still, there is evidence that the fortress of Theku ” was to the east of Pithom,
foi the amou. pa^sa-ae Pap^ Ana,,ta.v \ B\\. ;>4-. states we have finished causing the Beduin tribes ofEdom to pass^t le foitie>y>f Meneptah belonging to Theku towards the pools of Pithom [of] Meueptah
belonging to 1 hekm in order t< . eed themselves and to feed their flocks.” Here Theku appears as a wider
teim inciting iithom, ^^lth this fact ve may compare the other that at Tell er-Retabeh the deitywordlipped 1 . Turn, lord .4 Theku. Obscure as are the facts, it appears, then, that the most likely comcluMon irom the hiero.lyhic <lati is that Maskhuteh represents the “fortress of Theku” and that Teller-Ke aheh represent. Pithom. f or turther evidence of a fortress at Theku see the passage F
V, 20, 1, where the w.u-.N - the tortre,, appear to refer to Theku in 19 8 Al<„ Thai ^ j P ’

the title UMully l-.rue by the - eo.nuiandant of a mtl.tary .tation, of,’ k; 25, 2 ; 26lT'^.rnb( now
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to the Latin inscriptions discovered at Maskliuteh, it is, indeed, awkward that tico^ and not merely one,

should mention Ero
;
but on the other hand the simplest way of interpreting the obscure words on the

milestone ah ero in clvsma 4 understand this to signify nine miles on the road from Ero to

Clysma (Siiez),’^ which would bring Ero westward -within a few hundred yards of Tell er-Ee-tabeh ;
it is

curious that scholars should have failed to notice this easy way of reconciling Mommsen’s rendering of the

Latin words with Prof. Naville’s protests against supposing that the milestone had been brought to

Maskliuteh from elsewhere (see on the whole question, Xaville, op, cit., pp. 22—24). Turning now to

the Antonine Itinerary, it will be seen that its data are at least as favourable to the view that Ero is Tell

er-Ret^beh as they are to the accepted view that Ero is Maskhuteh. Unhappily neither of the two

places. Thou and Serapiu, with which Hero is there placed in direct relation, has as yet been certainly

identified. Thou is placed by Prof. Xaville {op. cit.^ p. 36) at Shugafiyeh near Tell el-Keblr
;
being, however,

the meeting-point of the Pehisium-Daphnae-Heliopolis and the Clysma-Heliojxilis roads, this is far too

much to the east. Even <Abbaseh is too far eastward, and Saft el-Henneh would be a more suitable

position. Xow Saft is 30 English miles, as the crow flies, from Tell el-Maskhuteh (the figures here

given have been verified on the 1 ; 50,000 Survey maps), while the Itinerary gives only 24 Roman miles as

the distance between Thou and Hero. If, then. Thou was at or near Saft, Tell er-Re-tabeh (21^ English

miles) w^ould be a most suitable position for Hero. The situation of Serapiu is even more doubtful than

that of Thou
;
but if it is to be sought, as Prof. Xaville supposes {op. c‘2V., p. 25), at the foot of Gebel Maryam,

where there are Roman ruins, this is only 12 English miles from Tell ehMaskhiiteh, whereas the Itinerary

gives 18 Roman miles between Hero and Serapiu. In this case Tell er-Retabeh is three to four miles too far

away, but is, nevertheless more suitable than Maskhfiteh. It is true that the distances indicated by the

Itinerary between Sile and Serapiu, on the one hand, and Serapiu and Clysma (Suez) on the other, seem

rather to point to a position near the modern railway-station Serapeum (the identification has been

inherited from the authors of the Description de VEgypte)
;
but against this must be set the fact that

Serapiu was the place where the Pelusium-Clysma road parted from the road from Clysma via Hero and

Thou to Heliopolis, and that from this standpoint a position near Gebel MaiA'am would be much more

ai->propriate. In conclusion, we have seen (p. 263) that in Aetheria’s time Ero had many monasteries and

saints’ tombs, besides a church. None of these seems to have been found either at Maskhfiteh or at Tell

er-Re-tabeh, so that archaeology here fails us
;
but the thick surrounding walls of Maskhfi-teh {op. cit., p. 10)

do suggest that this is “the fortress of Theku.”

VI

In conclusion, it will be well to pass in review the results that have been attained.

In the first section the cities of Ramesses other than the Delta Capital were enumerated

and discussed. There were found to exist towns of Ramesses II near Naucratis (the modern

Ramsis), at Abu Simbel and at Derr, besides a small station on the Syrian road east of

Kantareh known as '' The-Dwelling-of-Ramesses

\

a town called after Ramesses III was

situated in the north-western Delta. After a careful consideration of the name of the Delta

Residence, which was '' Pi-Ra^messes' often with the epithet Great-of-Victories'' or, after

the death of Ramesses II, '' The^Gveat-Sonl-of-the-Sun-Horus-of-the-Horizon" (§ ii), the

passages where this is mentioned were set forth in chronological order (§ ill). It was seen

that Pi-Ra^messe was the regular northern abode of the Pharaohs from the reign of

Ramesses II to Ramesses III, and was the seat of their Delta government. Hither the

taxes were brought, and here were the great public offices. Pi-Ra^messe possessed temples

of Amun, Re^, Ptah and Setekh, besides shrines of other lesser deities. The population was
large, though doubtless it could not vie with that of Thebes or Memphis. The surrounding

country appears to have been rich in produce of all kinds
;
in the neighbourhood of Pi-

Ra^messe were the celebrated vineyards of Kenkeme. In the fourth section the geographical

position of Pi-Ra^messe was discussed. The problem was seen to turn largely upon the

relations of the XIVth and XIXth Lower Egyptian nomes, and it was sho^ra that Brugsch,
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in identifying the XIYth noine with the Tanites and the XIXth with the Sethroites,

exactly reversed the truth. The association of Pi-Ra^niesse with a stretch of water called

SUHr '‘The-Waters-of-Horus’' proved that Pi-Ra^messe was connected with the XIVth
(Sethroite) nome, of which “ Waters-of-Horus is said to be the “ river.’' From the identi-

fication of the Egyptian “ Waters-of-Horus ” with the Biblical Shihor it became evident

that these names could only refer to the lower reaches of the Bubastite or Pelusiac branch

of the Nile. But since some quite explicit passages showed that Pi-Ra^messe lay near the

sea, the obvious conclusion seemed to be that it was situated either at or near Pelusium,

where the said river-arm debouched The Egyptian evidence in connection with Pelusium

was next discussed, and it was shown that tradition associated Avaris with that town. On
the other hand, it appeared likely that the god Seth of Avaris and the god Seth of Pi-

Ra^messe were identical, so that here again would be evidence in favour of the location of

Pi-Ra^messe at Pelusium. Further consideration of the deities of Pi-Ra^messe led to the

same result
;
and in particular the mention, on a monument from Bubastus, of “ the temple

oj Pre^ of Raniesses of The-Waters-of-the-Sua’' recalled the fact that several slightly

doubtful passages connected Pi-Ra^messe with The- Waters-of-the-Sun'' \
the latter term

Avas found to be a name of the Pelusiac Nile-arm, and this, once more, pointed to the

identity of Pi-Ra^messe with Pelusium. Finally, the choice of Pelusium for the Delta

Residence was seen to have been politically opportune, its situation being such that the

Ramesside Pharaohs could thence control their ever increasingly restive tributaries in

Palestine and Syria.

From the Egyptian city of Residence we passed on to the consideration of the Biblical

Raamses-Rameses. It was first pointed out that either the Raamses of Exodus was Pi-

Ra^messe of the Pharaohs, or else it was another city of Avhich-the very existence had to be

postulated. A consideration of the Old Testament passages and of their traditional inter-

pretation showed that there was no real evidence that a town of Ramesses ever existed in

or near the Wady Tumilat; and it was further shown that, Avhether the Bible nan*ative

be regarded as sound historical evidence or whether it be looked upon as purely legendary,

in either case the scene of Moses’ birth and struggles with the Pharaoh of the Oppression

could only be located at the Delta Residence of the Ramesside Pharaohs, i.e, at Pi-Ra^messe
at or near Pelusium. This conclusion proved quite reconcilable with the Biblical passages
naming Raamses-Rameses. Lastly, examination showed that Professor Petrie’s claim to

have discovered Raamses at Tell er-Retabeh lacked justification.

Additions and Corrections.

It was unfortunately necessary t.) print a small portion of this essay before the Avhole

investigation was completed, so that a few minor inconsistencies have found their way into

the text.

It ought to ha\e been stated, at the outset, that the name of Ramses formerly given to
the lailw ti\ -station at Maskhuteh owed its existence to Lepsius’ erroneous conclusions con-
cerning the topography of the Wady Tumilat and its neighbourhood. Similarlv, a doubtful
inference on the part of the topographers of the Description de I’Ef/ypte forms^the basis of
the name borne by the modern railway-station of Serapeum.

On p. 128, the statements with regard to Pithom and Succoth should be modified in
accordance with the conclusions reached in the note on pp. 207-9.
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P. 129. A reference in Amelineaxj, La Geographie de VEgijpte d Vepoque Copte, p. 402,

was overlooked. In the first of the stories preserved in the Arabic book called “Forty
edifying stories (xl/i. BihL Nat,, no, 155, fbl. 50), one monk says to another ;

“ O my father,

I am of a village of the land of Alexandria, which is called Ramsis.”

P. 131. The name of the temple mentioned on the Carnarvon scarab is probably to

be translated' The-Castle-of-Raiyiesses-Beloved-qf-Avtan-Beloved-like-Tum on the tvest of
the (waters called) Tty.” See p. 258, footnote 4.

P. 133. A kneeling statue of the Royal Son of Kush, PesiAr^' a contemporary of

Eamesses II, has an invocation to
A.A/WV' I

'' A inen-Re^- in-

the-House^of-Ramesses-Beloved-of-Atnun''

;

the owners title renders it likely that Abu
Simbel is here meant, rather than the Delta Residence. The statue is preserved in the

British Museum (Exhib. no., 604; Invent, no., 1376); it is figured Arundale-Bonomi,

Gallery of Antiquities, PL 51, and again in the official Guide to the Egyptmn Galleries

(1909), p. 197.

The sketch-map of the Eastern Delta accompanying this article (Plate XXXV) has

been very carefully drawn by Messrs Emery Walker’s skilled map-maker Mr Staton fi'om

the latest maps of the Egyptian Survey.
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THE EGYPTIAN COLLECTIOJS^ IN THE MUSEUM
OF ART AT CLEVELAND, OHIO

By CAROLINE RANSOM WILLIAMS, Ph.D., D.Litt.

{Continued from p, 178)

Besides the coffin of Bekenmiit, the Cleveland collection contains a considerable

amount of material of the kind made familiar through the discovery in 1891 at D& el-Bahri

of a cache containing the mummies and interesting burial outfit of numerous priests and

priestesses of Amen-ReC Accounts of the unwrapping of some of these mummies have

been given by M. Daressy^, Mr Mace, and Dr G. Elliot Smith", and we have also a highly

useful list of the coffins and the objects found on each mummy^ Nearly all the material

of this period in the Cleveland Museum probably came from one family tomb not earlier

than the reign of Osorkon I, whose name is found on a few of the pieces. It includes the

following objects

:

352 .14, a second coffin, in size and general style similar to that of Bekenmiit.

Except for the single occurrence of the daughter s name on BekenmiiCs coffin, no other

personal name than that of the owner is found on it. With the second coffin, which one

would like to believe was that of BekenmiiPs wife, the situation is quite different. The

exterior has scenes in which now a priest, now a priestess, officiates before the cult-image

of the god. The priest is once named as the “ Wa<b-priest of Amen-Re^, the Scribe and

Divine Father, Nesamim.’' The priestess is several times labelled the “ Lady of the House,

the Chantress of x\men-Re^, Neskhons.’’ It is her name which occurs at the ends of the

longer horizontally or vertically written praj^ers for otferings. But neither Neskhons nor

Nesamiin appears on the interior of the coffin. Instead, three other individuals are pictured

and named, the priests Zedkhonsef^onkh and Nespekhrod, and a priestess beside wffiose

figure is written ® ^
'
presumably her name. A narrow register on

each side <,>f the coffin in the interior shows these three persons seated on the ground, each

holding a stalk of papyrus
;
the lady is in the middle, and the titles and, in part, the names

are written in trunt ol the figures. W as the coffin begun for one person, then abandoned,
and finished for another person? The head of the cover is not bearded and is of light

complexion. It may bo supposed, then, that the eventual occupant was either the Neskhons
of the exterior scenes or the priestess of the interior. Attention may be called, also, to the

1 d>f Sf'rrfO\ Vnl. m 1002), pp. Vol. iv (1003), pp. 150—155.
- ///>. cd., Vol. IV, pp. 150—100: Vol. vii 1906

, pp. 155—182.
ojt. \ ol. \ in 190( \ pp. 3—38. A complete i.s given in Lieblein, Dictionnaire

d, under Xo. 2544. (>; aKo M. Dare.sy s earlier articles, Annates du
S,rcu:^\ \ oL i. pp. 141— 14^ and 3rd i,erle^ Vol. xxviii (1896), pp. 72—90. Some of
rho cotlln^ tnnn this now in Levdcn, are piihlislied in Kop>kr, Mummlekisten can het nieuwerijk,
1916, PK. l-IX.

’
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head-dress of the cover. It is not clearly defined either as a wig or as the head-cloth

worn over the wig, but seems to be a confusion of the two, as in some other products

of the Decadence.

377.14, refen*ed to above, and 376.14, are papyri, inscribed with excerpts from the

“Book of Him Who is in the Xether World."’ Both have vignettes belonging to the

twelfth division of the book, similar, except for minor details, to those published in this

Journal^ VoL iv (1917), Pis. XXYI—XXVIII; Xo. 376 . 14 bears the name of Bekenmut
and the figures in its vignettes are accompanied by legends in hieratic writing.

355 . 14, a wooden statuette of Osiris mounted on a rectangular base. Seventy-seven

such figures were found with the one hundred and fifty-three coffins of the Der el-Bahri

cache of 1891, the majority of them hollow and containing a papyrus. The Cleveland

piece is a dummy papyrus-case, as it has no cavity. Such figures had a long vogue,

lasting down into the Ptolemaic period, but this one is marked as probably contemporary

with Bekenmut s coffin by the way its deep, elaborate collar is stylised. M. Daressy is the

authority for the statement that usually it was a inan’s copy of the “Book of the Dead”

which, in the XXIst Dynasty, was inclosed in such a figure of Osiris and set beside the

coffin, and that it was his copy of the “Book of Him Who is in the Nether World”

which was placed bet^veen the legs\

332 .14, a heart scarab of dark green stone.

298.14, a falcon, delicately incised in a thin sheet of lead cut to the outline of the

bird
;
the spread wings measure six and a quarter inches from tip to tip, and have round

holes near the extremities through which, no doubt, threads fastening it to the breast of

a mummy were passed; ^A^^^-signs (Q) are held in the claws. Some eighteen of the

priests" mummies found in 1891 wore breast ornaments of similar design
;
the majority

were of bronze covered with gold leaf, but two were of silver, and two, those on mummies
Nos. 126 and 150 of M. Daressy’s list, were of lead, like this one.

No. 16 (Plate XXXVI, bottom). Statuettes of the four “Sons of Horns” (317

—

320.14). Wax. Probably XXIlnd Dynasty. Ht., 3:^ in.

A change of practice in mummification in the XXIst Dynasty led to the temporary

abandonment of Canopic jars as receptacles for the viscera of the dead-. The viscera were

now returned to the body cavity, and, in order that they might still be under the protection

of the Sons of Horns, wdio had been invoked in the inscriptions on the jars and represented

in their covers, small wax figures of these gods were wrapped in, or placed near, the

I Recue Arckeologique^ 1896, p. 74 and variou.'i entries in the lisst in Amiales da Service^ Vol. viii.

Cf. G. Elliot Smith, op. cit., Vol. vii, p. 171, who found the papyrus between the legs lying from knees
to feet in the long axis of the body, having been put in place as soon as the separate wrapiiing of the legs

was completed and before the encircling bands swathing the entire mummy were added.
- Accompanying the one hundred and hfty-three coffins found at Der el-Bahri in 1891 were onlv

sixteen Canopic jars, which may mean a^ few as four sets of jars {Annales dxt Science, Vol. i, p. 144); and
Maspero, in Les momies regales, p. 592, remarked on the comparative rarity of the jar-boxes in the first

cache discovered at Der el-Bahri, which also contained many mummies of this period. Dr Reisner found
in the Cairo Museum only two set^ of Canopic jars dated to the XXIst Dynasty and none at all dated to

the XXIlnd—XXVth Dynasties {Zeitschrift far aggptische Sprache, Vol. xxxvii, 1899, p. 68). The
Canopic jars of the XXIInd Dynasty found at the Ramesseum (Quibell, Raraesseamy PI. XIX, with p. II)

were all either dummies or jars having only ^‘a small cavity about two inches deep, empty and unused”;
in these few examples we .^eo the retention (<f the jars as a part of the traditional equipment of the dead,
when all need for them, fa* the time being, liad [ja^^ed,

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 36
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respective packages of viscera. The proverbial carelessness of those who prepared the

equipment of the dead is illustrated by the occasional finding of abnormal sets, in which

one god is lacking and another duplicated. Thus M. Daressy noted instances of the

duplication of the jackal-headed god\ and he and Dr Smith called attention to a set with

two human-headed figures, but none having a falcon's head-. The Cleveland pieces here

figured and still another set in the collection, Xos. 313—316 . 14, appear to be of this

character : they, too, have the human-headed god in duplicate and are without the falcon-

headed Duamutef; in each lot they present among themselves a unity of style, size,

and surface-appearance rendering it improbable that the present conjunction of figures is

modern.

Xo. 17 (Plate XXXVI, top). Statuette of a heron in a seated posture (312 . 14). Wax.

Probably XXIInd Dynasty. Ht., IJ in.

The wax figure of a heron, the benu of the Egyptians and phoenix of the Greeks,

sometimes accompanied the mummy in the burials of the priests of Amtin. These figures

were comparatively rare, however, as only three were noted by M. Daressy (on Nos. 91, 127

and 139) in the series of mummies which yielded above twenty- sets of the wax Sons

of Horns
;
also, they are seen in museum collections less often than the wax gods. The

p<^sition of those found by M. Daressy was under the right arm-pit ^ The Abbott collection

in New York contains a smaller wax benu, 639 of the old numbering, and another is

pictured in Akuxdale and BoNOMi, Gallery of Antiquities Selected from the British

Museum, PI. 27, No. 120.

No. 18 (Plate XXXVII, top). Box for Ushabtis of the '^Divine Father of Amen-re^,

Bekmut*^'' (359 . 14). Wood. Probably XXIInd Dynasty. From Thebes. Width, 19| in.;

ht., 17f in.; depth fi-om front to back, 11-|- in.

The box is painted white and its only decoration is a yellow panel on the front con-

taining in brown line the name and title of the deceased and two cartouches of Amenophis I,

whom we have seen represented on the man's coffin (see above, p. 178, No. 15). The box
is strengthened at the top by a cross-piece suggesting two compartments, and this idea is

carried out in the form of the cover, but lower down the interior is not divided. In style,

the piece strongly resembles the ushabti-box of Queen Makere<^, consort of Osorkon I, which
is shown with the ushabtis found in it, Maspero, Les luomies royales, PI. XXI D. The
Glevelaml box is of a size and form suitable for two Canopic jars, but that the box, never-
theless, A\as not used for jars is certain

;
it was not customary to divide a set of jai^ between

two boxes, and furthermore, as we have seen above, the jars had fallen into disuse at this
period. The purpose of the cross-piece at the top and of the dividing walls noted by
M. Daressy, Anuales da Service, VuL viii, p. 14, as present in many of the ushabti-boxes of
the second Dei el-Bahii find ^\a^ no doubt to make the boxes sufficiently strong to hold
the numerous and sometimes large ushabtis accorded at this time to one individual

;
the

^ Atnialej^ ch> Sercke, Vol. viii, p, Xo. 3S
;
p. 28, XY. So.

- 0/K cit.. VuL VII, pp. 157 and 165,

C/. Cab.nakv,.>- and Carter, FU-e E.-pWatioas at Thebe,, PL XVII and p. 25, for an
exceptional occurrence of the ti^n.res of the Son., of Horus and the beau together in the mid.st of the
nuuiiuiy wiMppiiiLis.

‘ iho name nie.in. -Se.vant of Mut." flere the direct genitive i,. u.ed, instead of the indirect,
nckeiunnt : wth lonn^ nccur nn the ru.mV
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bulk and weight involved probably accounts for the division of the ushabtis between Uvo

boxes, but even so, boxes as large as this one may sometimes have been required.

No. 19 (Plate XXXVII, bottom). Two embossed leather tabs (324 and 325 . 14) and

two fragments of red leather straps. XXIInd Dynasty, Left-hand tab, in. high by

14 in. wide at the bottom
;
right-hand tab, 1| in. wide at bottom.

From a time not earlier than the end of the XXth Dynasty, so far as extant pieces

show, until at least well into the XXIInd Dynasty b a part of the burial equipment of

Theban priests and priestesses consisted of two leather straps with ornamented ends worn

over the shoulders and crossed in front and behind b Lbsually these straps are found in the

midst of the mummy wrappings fairly near the upper surface b but instances are on record

of their position outside the mummy wrappings^ The front crossing has varied in recorded

instances from a position above the level of the armpits {Royal Mummies, PL LXXXI) to

one slightly below the level of the elbows {op, cit,, PL LXXIX)
;
in the mummy described

in the Annales dn Service, VoL vii, p. 176, it was just above a heart scarab which was more

deeply embedded in the wrappings and showed as a lump between the terminal tabs of the

straps
;
usually the straps were secured at the crossing by a thong Some mummies have

been found wearing two additional embossed leather pieces, one shaped like the counter-

weight of the menu^-necklace, the other resembling the meukhet, the two connected by two

thongs and in some instances slipped under and over the straps above their front crossing®.

During the period when the mummies of the Theban priests of Amlin were provided

with actual straps, and probably for a little time afterwards, their anthropoid coffins were

occasionally represented as wearing them (see No. 15, Plate XXXI). For a much longer

period, indeed with ever-increasing frequency from the Middle Kingdom' down into the

Classical Age, all manner of mummiform figures, both in the round and in reliefs and
paintings, were depicted with the straps. Sometimes in the pictures the straps are

associated with pectorals; more often, as in the majority of the figures on the interior walls

of Bekenmut s coffin (above, No. 15, Plate XXXI), their terminal tabs emerge from beneath
the broad collar; the mummiform king, Tuthmosis III, however, wears them above the

collar. The position of the straps on the back is not represented in drawings; further,

the anthropoid coffins, being either undecorated below or covered with texts or pictures, do
not show them, but in No. 16 (Plate XXXVI) it is seen that they were conceived as

crossing behind, just as they do on the mummies; here the crossing is rather high on the

^ The earliest published examples are those bearing the cartouche of Eamses XII (Menmare^) found
on the Leeds mummy (Osborx, A /i Account of an Egyptian Muimny, Presented to the Museum of the Leeds
Philosophical and Literary Society, PI. 2) and on Xo. 91 of the mummies listed by M. Daressy {^Annales
dll Service, Yol. viii, p. 29). The latest of which I have found record are the pieces in the Berlin Museum
bearing the name of Takelothis II {Ausfiihrliches Yerzeichniss, 2nd ed., p. 238).

2 Front and back crossing noted, Annales du Service, Yol. vii (1906), pp. 176 177.
3 So on the Leeds mummy. See also G. Elliot Smith, op, cit,, Yol. vii, p. 176, and Roycd Mummies,

pp. 100—101
; iilso Maspero, Les momies royales, p. 579.

^ Qcibell, Eamesseum, p. 10, and Xos. 48, 58 and 59 in Daressy’s list, noted, it would seem, as
exceptions to ordinary usage.

° See diagrams accompanying the publication of the Leeds mummy and Quibell, Ramesseum
PL II

; also the statement Annales d'*t Service, Yol. vii, p. 176.
^

6 See diagrams cited in the lu'eceding note and one in Roifcd Mummies on p. 100: also many entries
of “ pendeloques in Daressy’s list.

See Petrie, Roptos, PL IX = \ ox Bissixg, Demkhidler, PL 34; see also the text to PL 34.

36—2
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shoulders underneath the wig\ The additional leather pieces shaped like the nienaU

counterweight and the menkhet also are to be recognized in pictures-.

The straps represented on the anthropoid coffins—conceived as the outer envelope of

the mummy—reflected, of course, the fashi(jn of placing actual straps on mummies. But
the picturing, through many centuries, of the straps as worn by all the major and minor

gods in mummy form cannot be explained by the ephemeral Theban custom of placing

them on the bodies of the dead. Nor are these pictures mere products of the imagination;

their details had a background of material things, familiar in the temple ceremonies and
furnishings. We cannot escape the conclusion that through many centuries straps, or

bands, worn like these actual specimens of the XXIst and XXIInd Dynasties, were con-

sidered a part of the regular dress of mummiform gods and were probably put on and
taken oft their statues to the accompaniment of appropriate ceremonies.

The extant examples show how the temple straps looked in the period of the De-
cadence, for there is reason to believe that they were not manufactured primarily for the

purpose of equipping the dead, but were pieces from the temple stores, some of which may
have seen actual use in the temple ceremonies. At least some of those of the XXIst Dynasty
bear the same formula, “ (straps) which X (the name of some high-priest of Amiin) made^’^
found also on the linen wrappings in which the mummies of these priests were swathed.

Many of the inscriptions on the bandages are fragmentary and it is generally conceded"*

that this fact, as well as the frequent short inscription “House of Amiin,” “House of Mut^"
found on the bandages, indicates that old linen from the temple stores was torn up to make
them. In the case both of the linen and the leather pieces the inscription “...which

X (some high-priest of Amim or kingq made ” is more intelligible as belonging to temple
furnishings than when supposed to emanate from supplies produced directly for the burial

of the often humble priests of Amtin. Osiris was one of the gods most frequently depicted
wearing the straps, and the identification of the dead priests with Osiris would be sufficient

justification for equipping their mummies with these insignia. There is still much to

discuss ^\ith reference to the significance of the straps in the worship of the funereal gods,
but such a discussion ould take us beyond the limits of the present paper.

The extant pieces represented here are only a part of those contained in the Cleveland
collection, which appear to be derived from the equipment of at least two mummies.
Besides the tab at the left (325.14) representing the king before Mut, there are three
otheis (321, 826 and 328.14) just like it, and these four, which agree in size, may well
have formed a set and even have belonged to the “ Chantress of Amen-Ee<^" of the coffin
352 . 14 ^ In addition to the piece on the right (324 . 14) in the Plate, three others (322—23,

The two line.> ninning \ert.ieally to the feet un this wwx figure may represent an additional strap or
may ha^e some other explanation

;
at least they are not present on all such figures

,

7^;^’ Ramesses IX {MMes d. Plnstitut Franccds dWrchMogie
nea « r, u . x\, 7

7

'' hangr, behind, but the //le/ia^-counterweight is not visible;
uoticeaole here are the twn double hues cairviiu-- from tlip r.f - ii * if xv
^ PI , 1 - .

^ tue presumably representing the
two thongs ot the actual objects, ^ r &

3 Soe M. Dares., li.t, Vol. via, Xo, 48
, p. 25 ; Xo. 61, p. 27 ; No. 113, p. 31, etc.

Mauv other pieces mav well have^ preceding the name hidden by the overlapping end. of the .straps.
* See Dare>SY, R^r}rp ArchHoloalnvp, 1806 d 74 Ot' Por* ..pt-. 7 ^ i . rr

Vol IV 5^688
^ ^ - 1 • c/. pREAsiLD, Records of Ancient Eggpt,

’ F< u’ the tindiog of four tabs Mh( the kiTi'j 1 ipfi n'x. ^

PP Af
^ mummy of a priestess of Amen-Re^

see AlA'^PERO, inofiiies p. om. i >
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327 . 14) represent the king before Amen-Re^. These pieces are slightly smaller than the

set with the goddess Mut and are all of approximately the same size
;
but whether all of

them originally belonged together is rendered doubtful by the fact that in three cases the

god is at the right, but in the fourth at the left.

On all the pieces the legends refer to the king, on the first set reading :

‘‘ Son of Re^,

Meriamun-Osorkon, given life, beloved of Mut, Lady of Ishru/' on three of the second four

reading: “ Good god, Sekhemkheperre^-Setpenre^, Meriamfm-Osorkon, beloved of [Amen-

ReC, Lord of Heaven, given life,'' on the fourth, 322 . 14, after the king's name, Meriamun-

Osorkon, ‘'beloved of Amen-Re^, given life." The set showing the goddess Mut and

No. 322 . 14 are thus dated to the XXIInd Djmasty, and the other three, more specifically, to

the reign of Osorkon I, whose prenomen they bear. If our theory that they were derived

from the temple stores be correct, the straps may occasionally not have been placed on mum-
mies until after the reign of the high-priest or king represented and named on the tabs.

Some eighteen fragments of the straps accompany the eight embossed tabs in the

Cleveland collection. They consist of strips of red leather with edges folded over and tied

at intervals on the wrong side by red leather thongs (see Plate XXXVII, bottom left). The

fragments vary from eight inches in length to minute pieces, and in width from an inch to

three-quarters of an inch^ The usual style would seem to have been that represented by

the Cleveland pieces, namely straps, the binding and backing of the tabs of red leather

and the insets with embossed scenes of undyed leather, but the colours in various repre-

sentations of them show that other combinations, too, were made-.

The divinity represented on the majority of extant tabs is either Amen-Re^ or Mut,

but M. Daressy mentions also Khons ^ who, as a member of the Theban triad, would

naturally be thus honoured, and Montf whose worship was also very prominent at Thebes.

The Berlin Museum records {AnsfiXhrliches Verzeichniss, p. 238) Homs, but the Ptah and

Min enumerated thei'e and the Min of Annales dn Service, Vol. vii, p. 156 are possibly

mistakes for Amen-Re^^, who is mentioned in the accompanying legend of the ithyphallic

god, whenever the god's name is preserved in the examples accessible to me. In addition

to the straps and embossed tabs in Cleveland, the only others in the United States, so far

as I have observed, are two tabs in the 31etropolitan Museum of Art, Nos. 12. 182. 22 a

and B, showing Osorkon I before Amen-Re^ and two fragmentary tabs in the Edwin Smith
collection of the New York Historical Society, on which the names are illegible.

Before passing to the works of sculpture in the collection, we may notice briefiy a few

other objects and classes of material not previously touched upon

:

Of weapons and implements, there are typical flints, including a few good examples
of Prehistoric flaked knives of Neolithic type, also one bronze dagger (238 . 14) of the
Xllth Dynasty. Interesting are some wooden arrows, manufactured for the tomb, in which
the nodules of real reed arrows and the ties to hold the points in place are simulated in

paint and incised lines.

Wooden groups depicting the various occupations and single figures of the Transitional

type, Xth—Xllth Dynasty in date, are represented by some eight pieces.

^ A most careful description of one pair of straps is given in A n/udes du Service^ Vol. vii, pp. 176 177

of which the length, 71 cm., was recovered. Cf. also Quibell, Ramesseum, p. 11.

- Gauthier, Cercueils aathro^didesdi^s proves de Montoa. p. 114 : ‘‘Sur la poitrine deux bandelettes sc

eroisent, rouges et serties de blaiic sur leurs contours.*'

No. 66 of his list. ^ Xo. 64 of his list.
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The number of Canopic jars is as yet meagre, including only two of alabaster (108

and 109 . 14) dating from the XYIIIth Dynasty and belonging to a
^

First Royal

J Oerg-mennofre, i,e.Herald'' who bears rhe rare and interesting name
1 A /VWW\

>^1

“ Wa^^b-“ Establisher-of-Memphis,'' and a set of pottery jars of the

priest and Lector, Hori " (143—146 .14) of the same general type as those illustrated in

Maciver axd Mace, El-Amrah and Ahydos, Pis. XLIV and LVI, which were used also to

hold ushabtis\

The different classes of ushabtis, exclusive of very early ones, are well exemplified.

The following deserve special mention: 395. 14, dark stone ushabti of one Xebmehit, in

the dress of life'^ 26 and 27. 14, faience ushabtis of the ‘'Overseer of Cattle

var. ^
,
Dhutmose /

j

’ \s“wl
from the neck by a cord on w
figures have the mummy wrappings in white glaze, face and hands brown-red, inscriptions,

wig, etc. in under-glaze brownish line; 22. 14, blue-glazed ushabti of Sethos I; 358.14,

a coffin-like box, rectangular, with high ends, inscribed in vertical lines on all four faces

\^ar.
j

: Xo. 26 wears a heart amulet suspended

hich cylindrical beads are strung at wide intervals; both

with the usual ushabti-formula in favour of the
AA/WV\

“singer of the House of Amfm Petamenp^onkh," the daughter of Ea^nufer
;

it is filled

Avith tiny ushabtis.

A paint-box (284. 14), eight and a quarter inches long, is worthy of special notice. It

has five oval holes about one by one and one-eighth inches in size, still partially filled with

pigments. At one end is the inscription :
" the Governor of the City, the Vizier, Amen "

In works of sculpture in the round the collection has made a good beginning. There

are only a few statuettes of gods, but several of those are of exceptional quality, including

a tiny gold figure of a ram-headed god (16 .664) and a rare bronze figure of Amen-Re^*

seated, with its original throne of wood and considerable areas of gold-leaf preserved on

croA\n and kilt; the style of the face suggests a date toward the close of the XYIIIth

Dynasty. Large portrait statues of private men and women are lacking, but the following

good material may be enumerated : 43 . 14, a wooden statuette of a maiden of the

Xllth Dynasty, especially interesting for the collar worked in stucco, and showing well

the method of fastening ; 190 . 14, a small stone figure of a man seated on the ground with

knees drawn up nearly to the level of his chin and with his cloak wrapped about him

;

196.14, a pleasing small fragment from a statuette of stone, consisting of a hand and

part of the wings which once enveloped the figure; 1584. 17, a large and well-modelled

bronze cat (height, 18 in.)
;
82 . 16, an excellent lioness' head of diorite, broken from some

statue ot Sakhmet, which illustrates the monumental quality of Egj’ptian statuary at

its best; 860 .17, a typical royal head of dark stone of the XXXth Dynasty or early

Ptolemaic Period. The remaining two pieces may be treated more fully.

Xo. 20 (Plate XXX^ III, bottom). Head of a king broken from a statue (192 . 14).

Diorite. X^ Illth Dynasty. Ht., 9{- in. Xose broken off and chin, left eyebrow, uraeus,

and head-cloth chipped.

cr\ AYRTox-OrRRELLYATEiGALi., Ahychs III, pp. 42 and 51.
liike Ermax. .1 Haadhook of Eg/iption Religion, Fig. 66 a.
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In the absence of inseriptional evidence the identity of this king cannot be established

with certainty, but the head bears considerable resemblance to known portraits of

Tuthmosis III, especially to the Turin seated figure, which is also beardless, and to the

standing Cairo portrait illustrated in Vox Btssixg, DenhmCiler tigyptischer Skvlptui^ PL 39.

Here the eyes are a little more prominent and the conventional smile a little more

pronounced, giving the head, despite its evident sophistication, a slightly archaic look.

The shape of the face, the overhanging lower lip, the position of the uraeus very low on

the band crossing the forehead, the way the head-cloth, eyebrows, and cosmetic lines are

stylised—all these are points of resemblance to the portraits of Tuthmosis III. The

absence of the nose renders a judgment more difficult, but at least the conjecture may
be ventured that the head is an early

^
portrait of this great warrior king of the XVIIIth

Dynasty, of whom many certified statues have come down to us.

No. 21 (Plate XXXVIII, top). Upper part of a portrait statuette of the King's

Descendant (1
^ ^Ankhhor" (191 . 14). Dark stone. Ht., 8^ in. XXVIth Dynasty

or later.

The garment, the wig, and the artistic style, emphasizing the prominent cheek bones

and deep lines about the mouth, are reminiscent of the Middle Kingdom, especially of the

reign of Amenemmes III. The statues of the earlier period, however, were usually broader-

faced, and such a confused rendering as that of an apparently shaven head merging behind

into a wig is unparalleled for the earlier time. Furthermore, the fragmentary two-line

inscription on the plinth at the back contains formulae^ characteristic of late statues.

Of relief sculpture and stelae, the collection contains the following pieces : 202 . 14,

a fragment from a mastabeh chapel of the Vth or YIth Dynasty showing the profile head

and the shoulders of a man of high rank, with the face of a second figure, wife or mother,

and a few hieroglyphs; 200.14, a fragment of Transitional sculpture with four figures,

crude in drawing and composition, but characteristic of the period and having abundant
remains of colour

;
184 and 185 . 14, two stelae of the early Empire, the latter of Userhet,

dedicated by his son, Khamwese, containing a ten-line inscription
;
188 . 14, a lovely small

fragment with single head and shoulders from some tomb wall of the Empire; 201 . 14,

a large stele of considerable artistic merit with numerous gods and devotees, the latter

including the High-priest of Memphis Shedsenefertem, who held office in the

early part of the XXIInd Dynasty-'
;
193 . 14, a late stele, Ptolemaic or Roman, with debased

inscription; 182 and 183.14, two tables of offerings with reliefs, the first inscribed with
a prayer to ‘^Amtin in the midst of OpeU in favour of one Harsiese, the second uninscribed,

but very decorative; 186, 194, and 195 . 14, sculptors models of the XXXth Dynasty or
early Ptolemaic period, of which No. 195 . 14 shows the wonderfully expressive fore-part

of a jackals head; and, finalh^ the two pieces with which this account of the Cleveland
collection closes.

1 Cp the eyes in the triad of Tuthmosis I, Ahmose and Aman, Legrain, Skdues et sttfhiettes de rois et

de particuliers, Vol. i, Xo. 42 . 052, PL XXVIII.
2 On the original reading and significance of this title see Borchardt-Sethe, Gruhdenhnal des

Kbnigs i^ahure^^ Text, pp. 76—77.

3 See Gardiner in Ayrton-Currelly-Weigall, Ahifdos 111, p. 41 and the literature cited there.

Cf, Lieblein, Dktuhimire des noms hieroglifplaques, Xo.s. 1027 and 2269. See now on this stole mv
article in Budletin of the Clecelund Museum of Art, Oct.—Xov., 1918, pp. 67-9.
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No. 22 (see Fig. 1 below). Lintel from a doorway of a building of Queen Anienardis

at Thebes (203 . 14). Limestone. XXVth Dynasty* The block had been broken in two

and a few of the signs are now restored in plaster. , Width, 5 ft. 11 in. ; ht., 2 ft. 2^ in.

The inscription of the top line refers to the winged sun-disk below it, symbol of the

sun-god, Horus of Edfu. The same phrases are repeated twice, reading from both ends

toward the centre, thus securing a symmetrical arrangement of the signs for decorative

eftect. The central hieroglyph is read twice, at the end of each repetition of the

inscription, the translation of which is: ‘'He of Edfu, great god, brilliant of plumage,

who ascends from the horizon, giving life.’’ The other horizontal line reads from the

middle toward the two ends, ^ again is read twice and the two sides are symmetrically

arranged and alike with the exception of the epithets of Amen-Re^ and one of the queen’s
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two titles. On the left we have ; May there live the Divine Consort, the dH~ntr (an

obscure title of the priestesses of Amiin), Amenardis, beloved of Amen-Re^, King of the

Gods.” On the right instead of “Divine Consort,” there occurs “ Divine Votaress ” and
Amun has the title “ Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands (Kamak).” We have also the

opening words “ Divine Consort ’ ot two symmetrically-arranged, vertical inscribed lines

which occupied the jambs of the doorway. On the known monuments of this queen, see

the article “Heart Scarab of Queen Amenardis’ in the Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Vol. X (1915), pp. 116—117.

No. 23 ( Plate XXXIX). Fragment of tomb relief from Memphis (199.14). Limestone.
XXXth Dynasty or early Ptolemaic. Ht., 10^ in. The block is broken off at both ends
and the scenes are incomplete

;
its lower edge has disintegrated, carrying away a small part

of the relief.

Nearly in the middle ot this fragment is a strange construction of plant forms once
se])arating tsvo gioup^ of musicians, from each of which, however, only one complete figure
remains. The figuie the left is beating a drum with her finger tips, the girl on the
right dances to the music of her own lyre. In the lower left-hand ci.rner is a bit of worked
suitace, \\hich ]n<u po>i>ibK bo the back of a harpist seated on the ground. In a corre-
sponding p.->siti<m on the right, a bird is balanced precariously on a bundle of reeds.

This rare and diarming piece of relief sculpture finds its closest analogy in two reliefs
from the tomb of Thanfitur. nhich wore publi>hed in excellent reproductions by the late
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Sir Gaston Maspero in Le Musee Egyptien, Vol. ii (1906), Pis. XXXII B, XXXIY,
XXXIX B, XL, and XLI; one of these is in Cairo, the other in the museum at Alexandria.

In Thaniifer s reliefs are observable the same degi-ee of projection, the same voluptuous

style, the same costumes as in the Cleveland piece. Of the two, the relief in Alexandria

is especially interesting for comparison, because it represents musicians and includes

a drummer, a lyre-player, and several stacks of plants, each separating groups : it is

accordingly repeated here in a line-drawing (Plate XL) made by Mr Lindsley F. Hall

after the plates of Maspero’s publication.

Thaniifer s reliefs were placed by Maspero at the end of a series of late tomb-reliefs,

inspired chiefly by the mastabeh reliefs of the Old Kingdom, but showing progressively

less and less of that influence. His essay includes a discussion of the most important

pieces in the Cairo and Alexandria Museums, and at the close of it he expressed the hope

that other reliefs would be added to those which he published. In the same year

Dr W. Max Muller, without knowledge of Maspero s essay, made known two additional

late reliefs, also in the Cairo Museum, which he mistook, however, for works of the Old

Kingdom \ Several years later Dr von Bissing republished the Alexandrian relief from

Thanufers tomb in his Denkmiiler, PL 101, accompanying it with a long discussion and

adding a list of some dozen and a half pieces which he attributed to the late series. One

of these, unpublished at that time and perhaps still, is a piece in his own collection which

he believes is from the tomb of Thaniifer. Three other fragments on his list, Ptolemaic in

date, were represented in PL 102, but the number of the late reliefs which have been

made available is still so small that the Cleveland piece is a very welcome addition to

the series.

All the reliefs in question have in common the division of the wall-decoration into

narrow registers, after the manner initiated in the early mastabeh tombs, and the repre-

sentation of themes originating in the Old Kingdom, such as the deceased seated and

approached by offering bearers, or inspecting cattle which are being driven home fi-om the

Delta marshes, or pursuing various sports in the papyrus thickets. Unlike the early com-

positions, however, these creations of late times, so far as known, do not emphasize the

importance of the deceased by making him tower above his servitors, thus occupying the

height of several registers
;
instead of this, his figure is kept in the modest dimensions of

the persons who approach him I We must imagine, then, our relief terminating on the

^ Egifptoloijical Resf^archtis. Results of a Journey in Wa.shington, 1906, Pis. 1 and 2, with

pp. 9-11.
- AVlieii seated, his figure is to a somewhat larger scale, but that is only because it was desired to

bring the heads all in a line; the lesser height of the trigon-plaver seated before Thaniifer (Plate XL) is

to give room for his instrument, also possibly to suggest the crouched form of an old man, not to subordinate

him to the main figure. Dr von Bissing suggested that this Alexandrian relief, which ends above, as does
our piece, in a torus moulding, came from a false door. Xo particulars have l>een published of the finding

in situ of reliefs of this class, and the majority, if not all, are reused blocks, but they could hardly have
been confined, in their original positions, to the false doors in view of blocks such as those in Maspero,
op. ciL, Pis. XXXVIll B and XXXVII, which show two and three registers one above the other. Hence
the possibility should be kept in mind that larger figures of the deceased may once have decorated the
main walls of these tombs. However that may be, the extant blocks terminating above in torus iiiouldings,

even if all from false doors instead of from the top registers of main walls, hold a greater number of figures

and greater variety of scenes than any blocks from Old Kingdom false doors, while in the latter, in contrast

with these, as much difierence of scale as wa^ fe.isible artistically within a single register was made between
the main and subordinate [)erson^.

Jouni. of Egypt. Arch. v. 37
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left in ca seated figure of the lord of the tomb enjoying the musical performance and

dancing of the maidens before him.

Those of the late tomb reliefs which stand at the beginning of Maspero s series show

resemblances in costume to Old Kingdom scenes, especially in the mens figures, and some

approach in style to the simple austere charactei* of early work. But here the general

theme and the an^angement in a narrow register are all that remain of the influence

handed down from the Old Kingdom. The dress of these players has an exotic look, and

the soft, sensuous modelling is unparalleled in earlier period.s. Although there is little to

suggest the Old Kingdom, one motive seems to have been inherited from the graceful art

of the mid-XVIIIth Dynasty, that of the girl dancing to the music of her own stringed

instrument \

Maspero attributed certain of these late tomb reliefs trj the XXVIth Dynasty or the

beginning of the Persian Age, others to the XXIXth—XXXth Dynasties. Of the reliefs

of Thanufer, with which we are especially concerned, he wrote:

'dls ne peuvent pas remonter plus haut que la XXIX® on la

XXX® djmastie, et sans doute faut-il les faire descendrejusque

sous Tun des trois ou quatre premiers Ptolemees.'’ Later,

in Art in Egypt, p. 266, he supported unequivocally a date

''in the reign of one of the first Ptolemies.” Dr von Bissing

discussed the date at great length and finally labelled his

PL 101 "XXXth Dynasty”; in his text he came to the con-

clusion that the various characteristics of the Alexandrian

relief go back in origin to the Persian period, but that much
in the impression made by the work in its entirety suggests

a date at least as late as the XXXth Djuiasty, if not indeed

Ptolemaic. He found no single detail, except the stalks of

Cyperns tdopeanryides seen in the construction of plants and

birds in front of Thanufer, which could not be paralleled in

pre-Ptolemaic times. At once, however, a XXXth Dynasty

occurrence of Cyperas alopecuroides may be mentioned, namely

in the capital from the Hibis temple in the Khargeh Oasis,

Metropolitan Museum of Art, pictured in the

frontispiece of the 1911 Handbook of the Egyptian Rooms^

As between a dating in the XXXth Dynasty or early in the Ptolemaic period, there is little

further to be said. Certainly, of late years, we have been realizing more and more that the

artistic style characteristic of early Ptolemaic monuments began earlier, in the XXXth
Dynasty, as witness, for instance, such reliefs as those which have come to light since 1910
at Behbet in the Deltas There is a freshness and charm in ThanufePs reliefs and in our

piece which one would preferably believe to belong to the years when works of their

artistic style were hew. On the other hand the mantle with slashed edge woni by^Thanufer

^ Cf. the daneiiig lute-player of the touih of >iaklit, Davies, The Tomb of Xakht at Thebes, frontispiece,

Pis. XV and XYT. There cire other similar figures with lute or lyre in the tombs of Nebamim (Xo, 90), of
Haremhah 78' and of Wah - No. 22, at Thebes. The figure in the tomb of Xakht is perhaps the
earliest extant,

- Vf, Edgar and Koeder, Rectieil de Vol, xxxv il9l3;, pp. 1 tt.
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and by the man with the trigon is favourable to the later period, since all the definitely

dated occurrences known thus far are of Ptolemaic times^ c/. Fig. 2 on p. 282.

Both Maspero and Dr von Bissing refer to the dress as Greek; but is it purely Greek?

The fringe around the bottom of the tunics worn by the drummer and her companion in

Thanufer s relief, and in all probability originally by the girl with drum in our piece, is not

characteristically Greek. Thanufer s mantle is, to be sure, apparently put on like the

Greek himation, but again the slashed border does not have a Greek look
;
nor is the small

garment with fringed edge worn by the dancers and fastened by a brooch around the neck

necessarily the Greek chlamys, which belonged properly to men s apparel. Rather we are

reminded of the influence from Asia observable in Eg\^tian dress as far back as the

XVIIIth Dynasty. For instance, the small statuette of Amenophis III published by

M. Chassinat- shows an under-dress fringed around the bottom and an over-dress which

passes over the left shoulder and leaves the right fi^ee; the well-known seated statue of

Ramesses II in Turin Museum also- wears the dress fringed around the bottom, and examples

of later date could be mentioned^. All the fringed garments worn by mortals which

precede those on the reliefs under discussion have the appearance of sheer, pleated linen,

and the mantles, although resembling these of later date in leaving the right arm and

shoulder free, also look like linen and are fastened under the breast. The later fringed

tunics may still be of linen, but at least the mantle would seem to be, like the himation,

of wool and merelj" thrown about the person. A new influence in dress is undeniable in

these reliefs, but is linked with the old influence from Western Asia by the prominence of

fringe, and may perhaps be considered a modified Greek influence brought by the Persians,

or even, if Maspero was right in the later dating of these reliefs, by the Ptolemaic new-

comers into Egypt, as is suggested by the numerous representations of Ptolemaic rulers in

fringed tunic and slashed mantle.

Dr von Bissing has already shown that the form of jar from which the priest in

Thanufers relief is about to dip is Mesopotamian rather than Greek. Other elements

in the two reliefs are traditionally Egj-ptian, as, for example, the instruments, although

even here it may be pointed out that the lyres are not so ornate as those of the Egyptian

Empire, resembling much more the earliest lyre represented on extant Egyptian monu-
ments, that borne by a Semitic immigrant in a tomb-painting at Beni Hasant The
different wigs are not unlike some of earlier times, but strikingly new and contiibutory

to the exotic look of the costumes is the ribbon or roll attached to many of the wigs behind.

Dr von Bissing saw in them wreaths, perhaps identical with the loops on the stack of

lotus in front of Thanufer s lyre-player
; but the Cleveland relief makes clear in the case

of the figure on the left that we have to do with an appendage to the wig, attached by two
ends. Perhaps in these accessories of the wig we see the beginning of a tendency toward
elaborate head-gear which culminated in such structures as were represented on anthropoid

1 See Yon Bissi rig’s commentary, note 15.

2 Balletin de VListitut Francais <IA rcha'ologie Orientnle^ Vul. vn (1910), pp. 169 172, Pis. I III
The figure is now in the Metropolitan Mu.seum of Art, belonging to the estate of the late Mr Theodore
M. Davis.

3 Among them, the fringed dress worn by Bast in numerous small cat-headed statuettes, which are
siii-ely of earlier origin than our reliefs and directly influenced from Asia.

* Newberhy, Beni Humn, ^ ol. i, Pis. XXX and XXXI. For the drum, cf. the actual drum found at
Beni Hasan, Garstaxg, Burial Custovu of the Ancient Egyptians, Fig. \bo Lid p. 156; also Maspero,
Guide to the Cairo Museum^ 4th Engl, ed., p. 299.

37—2
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coffins of late date, where variuus rolls seem to iiitenniiigle with, or surmount, the wigh

Interesting details in the Cleveland relief are the drummer-girl s string of beads—ball

beads alternating with barrel beads as of old, but in the centre an exceptionally large

barrel-shaped bead—and her ear-ring of a well-known classical pattern, that is, consisting

of a crescent-shaped piece passing through the ear, from which hangs a pendant of several

members strung vertically-.

In the central construction between our two figures, lotus leaves and papyrus umbels

are unmistakable. Corn-flowers may be represented below^ although their size is out of all

proportion to that of the other plants
;

certainly pine-apples, which are an American

tropical fruit in origin, could not have been intended. There remain the four smaller

pointed buds and one more advanced, blunter, bud. For the similar, but less clearly defined,

forms in the Alexandrian relief. Dr von Bissing suggested the buds of Kelumbiiun spedosum,

which is generally believed to have been introduced into Egypt by the Persians; this

identification appears to me to be correct". The whole, however, has a distinctly more

artificial look than the stacks in Thaniifer s relief: there the actual plants seem tied

together and the characteristic bulging form of the lower ends of the papyrus stalks is

preserved. Here the two papyrus umbels seem almost to run into legs fastened together

by rails, instead of ties, as if the structure were of light wood, but this effect is probably

deceptive, enhanced by the loss of the lower edge of the relief.

It seems established that the reliefs from Thantifer s tomb were found at Memphis,

and the Cleveland relief is so closely related to them that w'e may at least believe it to be

of the same school of sculpture and also to have come from Memphis. But can we go

further ? That the source of the twm reliefs in Cairo and Alexandria was Thaniifer s tomb

is made certain by their inscriptions. Presumably Dr von Bissing assigned the relief in his

possession to the same tomb on grounds of style, possibly aided also by information as to

the circumstances under ivhich it was found. It would not be surprising if the relief in

Cleveland were from the same source, although we have no indisputable proof such as an
inscription would furnish. If this be true, our piece must have come from a different part

of the decoration than the relief in Alexandria
;
for the torus moulding above the latter is

carved with bands in relief, while ours is plain and, as we have seen, the stacks of plants

and birds there are different in style. If the tomb, about which all information is lacking,

was a large one, the Cleveland piece, in view oi its artistic style, costumes and other

details may quite possibly have come from one of its rooms.

In conclusion, we may turn our attention, for a moment, to the second of the two
reliefs published by Dr W. Max Muller {Egyptological Studies, PI. 2). It belongs certainly

to the same school of sculpture, possibly to the same tomb as the Cleveland piece. The
design includes a girl poling a papyrus skiff

;
her body is in much the same posture as that

of our lyre-pla^ei , on hei forehead is a rosette such as the lyre-player weam; and she also

has the ribbon or ro]\ attached to her wig behind. A stack of lotus and papyims on the
raft, some fringed gaiments represented in the register above, and the artistic style, even
though the execution is casual mark this relief as belonging to the same category as the
Cleveland piece and Thaniifer’s reliefs.

1 CY. for instance, the British Museum guide entitled A Guide to the Fiest and Seco 7id Egyptian
1904, PL XXXI.

- For actual exainuies Roman date found in Egypt, ^ee Petrie, ffyksos and Israelite Cities, PL XL,
two upijer rows, and Petrie and Mackay, IFliopoli^, Kafr Ainmar and Shnnifa, PI. LII, Xo. 6.

Cf. Ancierd Egypt. 1917. Part I, Fig. S {.n p. 4.

‘ "
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Corrigendum, By a regrettable error the cartonnage head described under No. 14 on

p. 176 was attributed to an inner anthropoid coffin. I was deceived by its comparatively

advanced style and the fact that the preserved portions of the sides of the head do not

show in the photograph which was in my hands when writing this paper. On a later visit

to Cleveland I found that there could have been no division into box and cover. The piece

is, then, fi'om a mask—a Twelfth-Dynasty survival in form, although not in style, of the

masks of the Transitional Period.—C. R. W.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 1917—18 : ANCIENT EGYPT

Bv F. LL. GEIFFITH, M.A.

Letter>s have appeared in the newspapers urging that the British Govei‘ninent should

give support to Egyptology, and in particular advocating the creation of a subsidised

British Imperial Institute of Archaeology in Egypt. The present is a moment when the

Empire must feel deeply its respoosibility for the safety of the monuments in Egypt, the

scientific control of its exploitation and the recording and garnering of its marvellous

treasures of art and hLstory. A letter on this subject addressed to the Times by our

President is reprinted on p. 217 of the Journal.

The work of the Egypt Exploration Fund 18S2—1918 is a brief review, in seven pages,

with illustrations, ot what the Society has accomplished in the thirty-six years of its

existence.

The publication of Ancient Egypt has been suspended since the end of 1917 owing to

the war.

The first volume of Oric Bates' Harvard African Studies is reviewed by Seligman,
Matij 1918, no. 44. May we express the hope that this pronnsing enterprise will not be
allowed to lapse, but may become what its lamented author evidently desired it should be,

a permanent repository for research in a wide field around the gi'eat centres of early

civilisation in Africa t

An influential committee at Khartoum, headed by Mr J. W. Crowfoot, has founded a
magazine entitled Sudan JSotes and Records. The first number, which appeared in January
1918, contains interesting and valuable articles on the Ancient History (by Reisner),
anthropology and natural history of that country. Subsecpient numbers are not less

\aluable in their contents. Subscribers who send half-a-guinea to the Secretary, Sudan
iS otes and Records^ Law Courts, Khartoum, will recognise that they are aiding a worthy
enterprise, one which will improve our knowledge of a substantial portion of the British
Empire and will help forward its scientific development.

We may here call attention to Flinders Petrie’s Eastern Exploration, Past and
Future, three lectures delivered at the Royal Institution dealing with Jerusalem and
Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia; their historical importance at all periods; how to
preserve their archaeological records; how to establish an efficient Department of
Antiquities and satisfact<-.ry laws in regard to the handling of discoveries and treasure
trove: and what pitfalls to avoid.

In a report on repairs by Barsanti at Sakkareh (Serapeum, etc.), Thebes (Ramesseum
and Tombs of the Kings) and Nuhia (Ahusimbel to Philae), it is stated that the relief in-
scriptions reached by the reservoir water at Philae, etc., are doomed to gradually disappear,
Ann. du Seri\, xviii, 8, 11, 14.

^

Daressy writes on the water question in Ancient Egypt, the Nile, irrigation, wells
and disputes about them, and cisterns constructed in the desert, Memoires presentes d
ITfistitut Egyptien, viii, 201.
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Quibell gives a very interesting account (though with but little archaeology) of a

\usit to the Oasis of Siwa, Ann. dii Service, xvili, 78.

Roeder has contributed a survey of the progress of Egyptolog}’ during 1916 to Zeits.

d. Morgenl. Ges., lxxi, 272.

Bibliography of the principal and most useful works for the study of Egyptology and

of the monuments and sites in topographical order, Eicci, Revue Archeologique, V sen, tome

VI, 197, 374. On the lung series of publications of the Institiit francais an Caire, Id.,

op. cit.y V, 359.

Excavations and Explorations.

Napata. Prof Eeisner describes the results of his excavations <jf 1916 in the Barkal

temples, giving in detail, with numerous plans, the architectural history of the rear part of

the Great Temple, Journal, iv, 213; of the Meroitic temple 600 with reused blocks of

Tuthmosis IV: by the side of it was the larger temple 700, partly buried by a fall of cliff,

which smashed it yet kept the fragments safe
;
here remains were found of a Meroitic

portico (containing inter alia a statuette of Amenhotp III duly defaced by Akhenaton)

;

the temple was founded by Atlanersa and added to by Senkamanseken. A paved roadway,

short and curved, was found in front of 700, op. cit., V, 99.

The Boston Museum publishes an illustrated account of Reisner's discoveries in the

Pyramids of Nuri, especially from the point of view of finds of objects and royal names.

The former included a vast number of stone ushabtis of Tirhaka and faience ushabtis of

Senkamanseken; the ancient plunderers, cruelly systematic though they were, had left

behind several interesting specimens of work in gold and silver, besides commoner materials

which they despised. Foundation deposits were discovered under the corners of most of

the pyramids. The chief pyramid was that of King Tirhaka, surrounded by the small

pyramids of many of the later queens : a little to the west stood the pyramids of Tirhaka s

fourteen successors down to Nastasen. Boston Mus. Bulletin, xvi, p, 67 (Oct. 1918).

Kurru. a pyi'amid, on excavation, proved to be of late Ethiopian age : about another

lay fragments of ushabtis of a king Piankhi whom Reisner identifies with Piankhi II ;

there are also grave tumuli.

Zuma and Tangassi. The mounds are not pyramids but grave tumuli, very late

Meroitic at the earliest, Id., Journal, v, 67.

Kerma. Description of Reisner’s results, Naville, Revue Archeologique, v sen, tome v,

265.

Elephantine. In January to March 1918 three members of the Institut hiblique

Poritificale de Rome excavated a portion of the island, keeping careful record of the finds.

Amongst the finds was a fragment of an Aramaic stele which seems to show an earlv type

of writing. Strazzult, Bovier-Lapierre and Ronzevalle, Ann. du Serv., xviii, 1.

Thebes. After sketching the history of the Thebais under the Romans, Legrain
describes the condition of Luxor and the progress of excavation there down to 1915, when
the houses on the river bank to the west of the temple were expropriated. After this had
been accomplished -digging was systematically permitted under inspection. The
result has been the gradual uncovering of a Roman forum with monuments including two
inscribed bases for columns dedicated to ‘^Caesar’' (perhaps Julian the Apostate) bv
Aurelius Ginus, prefect of the Thebais. Legrain gives a plan of so much as had been
cleared. Ann. du Serv., xvii, 49, also in Bull. Inst. Eg., v ser., XI, 241.
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Foucart publishes some frescoes discovered in clearances of tombs made by the

French Institute in 1917. At Kurnet Murrai in tomb no. 16 of Amenemonet (Dyn. XIX)
are unusual scenes of (1) the conveyance of the mummy by four bearers, (2) the funerary

cult of Amenophis III and queen Taia, and (3) offerings to king Menthotpe and queen

Neferys (sic). In the last the queen's name is new
;
both king and queen are coloured

black. A tomb of Dyn. XX near Der el-Medineh of a certain Khabekhonit, with worship

of deceased kings as in a homonymous tomb long since known to science, gives a most

remarkable scene in which a great mummied fish called cibt is upon the bier tended by

Anubis. This fish must be a symbol of Osiris and is the text for a long discussion of the

origin of the Christian fish-symbol. A connexion is suggested with the fish as a symbol

of Hathor or with the abcht fish of the Osirian mysteries. Bull. Inst. Eg., v ser., xi, 261.

After an introduction by Lythgoe, Laxsing reports on the excavations at the palace

of Amenophis III in 1916-17, Avhen the work reached the northern limit, so that one

more season would complete the exploration of this important site. Here a great court

was revealed and at the west end the foundations of a pillared hall surrounded by chambers

;

this was identified by inscriptions on jars as having been built or at least used for the

celebration of the second 5ed-festival of Amenophis III, which is now found to have taken

place in his 34th year.

Davies reports on the completed restoration and copying of the tomb of Puyemre^ and
figures an ideal reconstruction of one of the decorated doorways. He also illustrates a number
of interesting and finely executed hieroglyphs and fragments of scenes from the tomb of

Kenamiin, keeper of the cattle of Amun, whose magnificent sepulchre evidently suffered

from the displeasure of his royal master Amenophis II. The Egyptian Expedition 1916-17,
Supplement to Bull. Metro. Mus., March 1918.

The Tomb of Jfakht at Thebes, by N. de G. Davies, reviewed by Griffith, Joimial,
IV, 282.

Dendereh. Note of the discovery of a late Ptolemaic temple treasure by the
sebbdkhin, Journal, 68. Fisher describes the Philadelphia excavations in the necropolis,

revealing tombs which date from Dyn. II onwards almost continually to Moslem times, all

very carefully recorded and planned, Philadelphian Museunns Journal, viii, 1917.
Tell el-Amarna, review of Borchahdt’s' excavations (Smithsonian Report 1916)

Anc. Eg., 1917, 140.

Heracleopolls Magna. Blocks of a temple building have been found with the names
of vSebeknefru, etc.

;
amongst them were two colossi usurped by Ramesses II and Meneptah.

Daressy, Ann. du Serv., xvii, 33.

FAYf-M. Audebeau Bey studies the construction of the roof and architraves of the
temple of Kasr Karim, of late Ptolemaic period. After reviewing the evidence regarding the
levels of the Fayum lake he doubts whether it has materially fallen since Koman times.
Bull. Inst. Eg., v ser., xi, 171.

Memphis. Mr C. S. Fisher notes that he arrived in Egypt on Dec. 15, 1915, the day
when It became a British protectorate, in order to take up work for the Eckley B Coxe
e.xiiedition of the University of Pennsylvania. At Memphis, where a building with columns
of Meneptah had been discovered, as well as colossi of Ramesses II, he began a large
clearance which exposed the whole eastern wing of a palace of Meneptah with remains of
numerous columns. The throne room could be identified by its sculptured dais; there were
also recognised the vestibule, ixived court with remains of painting, and small rooms at the
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back iiicliicling bath room, the inscriptions inlaid with faience. In front there was evidence
of a balcony for speeches, etc., as often represented in tombs. Among miscellaneous finds

are a fine quartzite head of a member of the family of Akhenaten and from the “ Saite
”

stratum a gnuip of beautiful gold jewellery [according to the Oxford finds at Napata this

is characteristically of Ethiopian period], Philadelphian Museuias Journal, viii, 211, cf.

Journal, v, 66.

Muhammed EfFendi Shabax describes a Saite tomb excavated by him beneath the

church of St Jereinias, yielding ushabtis of a general named <'Enkh-uahebre<^-sineit and two
door jambs of Dyn, XIX, Ana. du Serv., xvii, 177.

Dakhleh Oasis. Report of a journey to the Oasis in 1917 by Girgis EfFendi Elias,

who brought back squeezes of inscriptions of Xero, Vespasian and Titus in the temple of

Der el-Hagar, published by Daressv, Ann, dn Serv., xvii, 141.

Publication of Texts.

(a) From sites in Egypt, etc.

Philae. Inscriptions from the temple of Arsenuphis regarding that god and Tefenet.

Daressy, Ann. du Serv., xvii, 76.

Edfu. Inscriptions of shrine from a mastabeh belonging to a Governor of the South
named Qar or Xefer-merire^ who lived under Teti, Pepi I and Merenre^, Daressy, Ann, du

Serv., XYii, 130. Stelae, two statues, etc. of Middle Kingdom, ih., 237
;
xviii, 49.

Karxak. Fragments of stele of Xew Kingdom from the favissa inscribed with spells

against snakes etc., Daressy, Ann. du Serv., xvii, 195. Inscriptions of a small temple, partly

excavated by Maspero in 1884, in front of the South Tower of the First Pylon. It may have

been founded by Tirhaka
;
the inscriptions prove that Psamuthis (Pshemmut) preceded

Achoris [cf. Spiegelberu, Sogen. Deniotische Chronik, p. 6]. Daressy, A/ul du Serv., xviii, 37.

Kus. Granite naos for the statue of a vizier of the Old Kingdom
;
schist naos of

Philadelphus already recorded in Napoleon's Description, also by Champollion and by
Lepsius. Daressy, Ann. du 3erv., xvii, 224.

Dexdereh. Two late stelae and a statue with local titles, stele of Dyn. XIX, Daressy,

A nn. du Sew., xvui, 89. Naos of Neb-hept-re^ Menthotpe (III), built of limestone blocks
;

as usual his headdress implies rule over Lower Egypt only, but the scenes and inscriptions

record victories over foreigners in all directions. Id., ih. 226
;
Daressy here suggests that

the flower of the south may be a trailing and climbing plant—the convolvulus.

SifTT. Ptolemaic coffin with local religious text. Daressy^, Ann. du Sen\, xv^ii, 95.

CusAE. Titles of a high priest of Gusae, on canopic jars. Id., ib., XYii, 31.

Balaxsureh. Statues of period of Amenophis IV of a prince of Nefrus and his wife

who was priestess of Khnum of Herwr. Daressy^ Ann. du Sew., xvuii, 53, who would
distinguish Hetwer from Herwer = Nefrus.

'Ahxas. Stele of year 10 of king Neferkere^-Pefteuaubaste. Daressy", An)i. du Sew.
XVII, 43.

Bexha. Slabs from late shrine with unusual scenes and inscriptions, inscribed earlier

with cartouches of Ramesses II. Daressy", Ann. du Seri\, xvii, 185.

FakCs. Stele naming the jilace Pir-nesu “King s house,” Daressy (who discusses the

geographical evidence). Ann. du Sew., xvii, 123.

Kaxtir (N.E. Delta). Fragment mentioning Amun of Khenti-nefer, which, however,

seems to belong to the S.W. of the Delta. Daressy", Ann. du Sew., xviii, 34.

Jourii. of Egypt. Arcli. v. 38
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Mexdes. Three late statues with inscriptions of local interest. Daressy, Ann. du

Sew., XVII, 21.

Xois. Stele of reign of Augustiis(^), with geographical names. Daressy, Ann. dn

Sew., XVII, 46.

Beltim (in middle of Delta near coast ). Throe blocks of a late gateway found in 1907

with interesting geograjihical names and referring to the recovery of Osiris’ body. DarESSY,

Ann. du Serv., xvii, 276.

SiXAi. Eeview of Gardixer and Feet, The Inscriptlo)is of Sinai ;
Anc. Eg., 1917, 134.

Kome Ermax gives the history of two obelisks originally designed to be erected in

Rome, and prints and translates the inscriptions upon them. (1) The so-called Pamphylius

of Domitian, the inscriptions of which follow the ancient Egyptian scheme
;
this obelisk was

restored in the seventeenth century and the smaller fragments were replaced by imitations in

which the injured hieroglyphs have been much distorted
;
Ermax considers that it belonged

to a temple of Isis which Domitian is reported to have built in Rome. (2) The obelisk of

Antinous, of a more original and interesting character. The translation of this curious

inscription shows a remarkable advance on that which the same scholar gave some 20 years

ago
;
but the materials for establishing the text of each obelisk are still unsatisfactory.

Romische Ohelisken in Ahhandl. of the Berlin Academy, 1917, no. 4.

(b) From Museums etc.

Cairo. Fragments of two wooden coffins (Ptolemaic) engraved with many figures oF
deities and inscriptions. Daressy, A}in. da Sew., xvii, 1. Text of ostracon from Biban

el-Muluk naming Piankh son of Hrihor, wazir etc., but without his high priesthood of

Amim, Id., op. cit., xvii, 29. Upper part of a stele of Haremhab, Id., op. cit., 85. Ritual of

oflerings for Amenophis I (with whom are joined Ahmesnefertere and AmenreO in name
of Rainesses II. from a jiapyrus, ib., 97.

Moscow. Hand-cupies (founded on those of Prof Touraeff and his photographs) of

the inscriptions on the naophorous statue published in Journal, iv, 119, with photograph

and translation of an unpublished inscription on the back. Guxx, Journal, v, 125.

CoPEXHAGEX (National Museum). Catalogue of the Eg\^tian inscriptions, in autograph,

with photographs of the principal monuments, and indices. Maria 3Iogexsex, Inscriptions

hieroglgphiqiies du Musee National de Copenhague,

Exglaxd. Archaic funerary stele in the Bankfield Museum, Halifax, attributed to

Dyn. II, Gardixer, Journal, iv, 256. Statue purchased by 31r H. Swaixsox Cowper from
the Hope Collection with a difficult inscription [a priestly title proves it to be of Ptolemaic
age]. Murray, Anc. Eg., 1917, 146. Funerary papyrus (Shrine no. 2) in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, with figures of demons and brief texts (Dyn. XX). Blackmax, Journal,
V, 24.

New York (Metropolitan MiLseiim). Diorite statue of Harnufi, prophet of Amun
ill Karnak, received with the Fletcher collection [Persian period rather than Ptolemaic!
Bull, Metr. Mus.. XIII, 59.

(Histoiical Society.) Relic! vitli head oi Seinenkhuptah evidently from his tomb at
Sakkaieh, and leliet ot king S^ankhkaie^ betoro the goddess Buto from Hermonthis, both
in the Abbott Collection. Mi.ss Raxsom (Mrs C. R. Willia.ais), Bull. N. Y. Hist. Soc.,\i, 14.

Clevelaxd (Ohio). Fine stele of Shedesnefertem, high priest of Ptah early in

Dyn. XXII, with a repre>eiitati<m of Horns on the Lotus, etc. Mrs Williams, Bull. Clevel.
v, 67.
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(c) Miscellaneous. Spell or chapter 19 of the Book of the Dead (completing the

group 17—20 of which the famous ch. 17 is the chief element), and the interesting ch. 99
concerning the ferry boat, edited from Middle Kingdom, Xew Kingdom and late texts,

with translations. Grapow, Religiose Urlcunden, Heft iii, in Steindorff s Urhmden des

aegyptischen Altertlnims.

{d) Demotic. Marriage contract of the later type (110 B.c.) from Hermonthis, with

juridical note by Partsch, Spiegelberg, Zeits.f. aegijpt. Rpr., liv, 93. Duplicate contracts in

the British Museum, 270 B.c., with a choachyte for the burial of a child
;
duplicate contract

in the same collection for a loan of silver in the reign of the Theban king Harmachis

;

Berlin ostraca of 1st century A.D, concerning the Xoyeia of Isis
;
a fragmentaly proscynema

from Philae; a new fragment of the large Parthenios stele from Coptos; a British Museum
bilingual mummy label with an interesting name Thutorkhes

;
another dated in 256 A.n.

in the reign of the Publii'' emperors (Valerian and Gallienus). Id,, ib., 111.

Bilingual ostrakon, no. 46, in photograph and two others, 7 and 23, with demotic names
copied and translated by Spiegelberg in P. M. Meaner, Griechische Terete aus Aegypten.

{e) Meroitic. Note on the panel from-Meroe [published by Griffith in Journal, iv, 21],

Sayce, Proc. Soc. Bihl. Arch., xxxix, 183.

Histora',

Reisner is contilbuting to the Sudan Notes and Records a very instructive sketch of the

history of the Sudan. The first section (vol. i, p. 3) treats of the periods before Dyn. XII,

the second (p. 57) deals Avith the conquest by Dyn. XII and goes onward to the Hyksos

period, the destruction of the Kerma fort at the Third Cataract marking the end of the

first Egj^tian occupation of the Sudan. The third (p. 217) deals Avith the Hyksos period

and the New Kingdom. Reisxer points out that the first proAunce organised in the

Empire of the Ncav Kingdom AA^as that of WaAvat or LoAver Nubia, in the reign of Amosis I.

This section contains an estimate of the revenue derived from Kush and WaAvat by Tuth-

mosis III and a valuable list of the viceroys under the Empire.

Sethe upholds his A'iew that the words according to Avhich Nefermaat Avas son of king

Senefru by his eldest daughter Nefertkau are to be taken literRlly, Zeits. f. aeggpf.Spr.,'Liy,o4>.

Moret discusses the evidence regarding the administration of Egypt under D3n. VI
to be gathered from the inscription of Kara, nomarch of Edfu. On the strength of this he

AAnuld interpret the tombstone records of generosity of the nomarchs as referring, not to

any prmxte generosity, but to their praise AA^orthy employment of public funds called per-

det, Comptes Rendus, 1918, 105.

Reisxer proA^es beyond dispute by the inscriptions of tvio statues found in the great

tumulus of Kerma at the Third Cataract that it Avas the burial place of Hepzefa, long

knoAATi as the proprietor of the largest and most magnificent of the Siut tombs and nomarch

of the LAXopolite nome, but noAv revealed to us as governor of the south. In this light he

reexamines the Siut tomb Avith its decoration and inscriptions and re-translates the long

text of the ten contracts made Avith the Siut priests and officials for the service of his ka.

He considers that there is evidence not only that the tomb aaris left unfinished, but also

that considerable alteration took place in the plan uf the decorations and inscriptions AA’hen

Hepzefa received his appointment in Nubia. Jounod, \, 79.
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Weill supplements his study of the perir>cl between Dyn. XII and Dyn. XVIII ])y a

full catalogue of the known kings and their monuments grouped according to the results of

his researches, a table being prefixed to show the succession or -parallelisiu of the eleven

groups which he has formed. Weill attaches little importance to the order observed in the

Turin Pappus and other traditional documents, and bases his system mainly on the forms

of the prenomens and personal names. For more than half of the period dealt with he shows

two contemporary dynasties and for a brief space three, and he adheres to the ‘'short

chronology’' of Meyer. Journal Asiatique^ xi ser., t. ix, 193.

Grxx and Gardixer re-translate all the texts relating to the expulsion of the Hyksos,

with critical discussion of their historical value and import, Journal v, 36 ;
also the in-

scriptions of Sethos I in the temple of Wady Abbad (Redesiyeh) on the road from Edfu to

the goldmines, op, cit., iv, 241, with photogTaph of the temple.

Daressy, describing the mummy of Meneptah and the history of his reign, throws

serious doubt on the theory that he was Pharaoh of the Exodus : this event would rather

have taken place in Dyn. XVIII. Bull, Inst, Eg,, v ser., xi, 39.

Daressy describes the statue of a Mnevis bull in the Cairo Museum from Heliopolis

naming the chancellor Bay and with mutilated cartouches of a king, Ann. du Serv., xviii, 75.

On monuments naming Semtutefnakhti of Heracleopolis, governor of the south, Id., op. cit,

29 [cf. Demotic Papyri in the John Rylands Library, vol. iii, pp. 71—75]. On an inscrip-

tion published in Sharpe’s Egyptian Inscriptions from Athribis, naming king Teos, op. cit,

XVII, 42.

The fifth volume of Gauthier s Livre des Rois d'Egypte contains the names and titles of

the Roman Emperors down to the latest of those found in hieroglyphic (Decius), including
Greek demotic and Latin examples in abundance. It will be especially useful as bringing
together the Egyptian and Graeco-Roman sources. The volume is complete in itself with
indexes, and apparently the end of the whole of this voluminous and most useful under-
taking has now been reached. [The unidentified name at the end of vol. v is evidently
Nero, but apparently the example named, if genuine, was not included in Hiltox Price's
Catalogue nor in the catalogue of his sale.]

Geography.

On the precise situation of the old town of Takinash, in Arabic Diqnash, Daressy,
Ann. du Serv., XVlll, 26.

M. Daressv has also published elsewhere many impoi’tant remarks on the geographical
names belonging to Middle and Lower Egypt, see above pp. 289—90.

Gardixer discusses in detail tlm residences and temples named after Ramesses II
and III, in connexion with the site of the Biblical store-city <,»f Raamses and the Lower

capital oi the Kames>ide kings, Journal, v, 127, continuing with a chronological
series of references to or descripti^)ns of the great royal residence of the Ramesside kings in
the Delta, tian^lated from papyri and the monuments, beginning with the eio'hth year of
Rame>.^es 11. op. cit, 179.

^ o j

The cit\-naim* UMially read Gesrm or Qe^em, and equated with the Biblical Goshen,
>hould in lealitc be lead Shesmet. It seems to have belonged originally to the mining
legion Sinai and ^^a'^ tmii^leiTed to the capital of the Arabian nome owing to its

connexion with the g\)d Sopd, with whom Shesmet was associated in Sinai. GaRDIXER,
Jnuriiid V. 218.
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Dr W . F. Hume gives a brief history of the city of Pelusiuia and its neighbourhood.

As the key of Egypt it was usually the first goal of the invader. In lll8 it was burned

by Baldwin I, king of Jeriisaleny and it is mentioned in the crusading annals down to 1169,

after which, though it still appeared on maps, it seems to have passed out of existence and

is not referred to in the invasion of 1515, which gave the Turks possession of Egypt. Cairo

Scientific Journal, IX, 54.

Naville has found the deities Chnumu and Hathor of Herwer named on the columns

of the Ramesside temple of Antinoe, and would place the ancient Herwer at that site.

Journal, iv, 233.

Foreign Relations.

Dr G. Elliot Smith puts forth the theory that the use incense and libations in

worship must have originated in Egypt, where it was due to the attempt to preserve in its

entirety the living body—its form, scent and suppleness—after death and to xe-endow it

with vitality: and that from this curious beginning, first pointed out by Dr Blackman, it

developed in Egypt and tvas widely spread abroad, especially in China. Bulletin of the

John Rylands Library, Manchester, iv, 191—262.

Europe. Professor Naville suggests that the Greeks derived the name Aegyptus fur

the river Nile and the country from an Egyptian word agh.t meaning 'river’ or 'Hooded

land.' Journal, iv, 228.

Character written on XYIII Dyn. jar interpreted as a compound of Greek-like letters,

as on tiles of Tell el-Yahudiyeh, Wainmuhght, Anc. Eg., 1917, 97. [Is it not merely a

rather unusual form of the hieratic sign for ^ SQe^lo\A.^n,Hieratische Palaeographie,

I, no. 33.]

Roussel, Les caltes egyptiens d Delos da III an D' Siecle avaat J.C., an account of

the exploration of the temples on the island with cults of Sarapis, Isis, Anubis and

Harpocrates, is reviewed by H. L Bell, Journal, v, 143, and by S. R[einach], Revue

Archeologique, v ser., t. v, 361.

Nash endeavours to trace the origin of the mediaeval representations of the Weighing

of the Soul to the Egyptian Psychostasia. Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XL, 19.

Mesopotamia, Syria, Semites. Miss Murray reviews the second volume of Patons

Egyptian Recoi'ds of Travel in Western Asia, Anc. Eg., 1917, 173.

Naville suggests that Mizraim as the Semitic name of Egypt means ' the two en-

closures,' one of which is named in texts of the Old Kingdom
;
and that the Egyptian name

of Cyprus is to be read Amasi and connected with Amathus. Journal, iv, 230.

Scheil read a paper on a new batch of cuneiform tablets of the Tell el-Amarna series

recently acquired by the Louvre
;

it contains correspondence of Amenophis III and lY

with the governors of towns in Palestine and Syria. Comptes Rendus, 1918, 104.

Meissner describes the relations of Egypt with the kingdom of Khatti from the

evidence of Hittite documents, written in Babylonian and Hittite cuneiform, from El-

Amarna (Knudtzon, no. 41) and Boghaz Keui. Zeits. d. deutschea Morgenl. Ges., Lxxii, 32.

Daressy publishes a fragment of a statue in the Cairo Museum from Aswan, apparently

of late period, with a non-Egyptian inscription, Ann. du Serv., xvii, 81. The writing on

this is identified by Pere Ronzevalle as Aramaic and discussed with another from the same

source previously published by Lidzbarski. Incidentally Ronzevalle promises a criticism

of Dr Gardiner's theory of the Semitic alphabet and the Sinai inscriptions, loc, cit., 265.
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Discussion of the Biblical manna, Filter, Proc. Sac. Bill. Arch., xxxix, 15o, 187.

Daressy suggests that Rmnn whence a6*A-ti‘ees were obtained was not Lebanon but

Hermil in the Orontes valley at the north end of Lebanon, du Serv., xvil, 25.

Roxzevalle criticises this, op. cit., 261.

Hollixgworth finds traces of revolt in Syria in the Egyptian records of Amenophis III

and suggests that the Amarna tablets which refer to invasion and revolt belong to the

early years of Amenophis III (who reconquered the country with the diplomatic aid of his

minister Amenophis son of Paapis) rather than to the reign of Akhenatoii. Proc. Soc. Bibl.

Arch., XL, 100.

H. 31. Wiener examines the Egyptian and Biblical evidence for the date of the

Exodus, associating the defeat of the Israelites by the Amerite in Dent, i, 43 et seqq. with

the record of their enfeeblement in the stele of 3Ieneptah. Bibliotheca Sacra, 1916, 154.

From the Garden of Eden to the Crossing of the Jordan, by Sir 33^m Wilcocks, is a

pamphlet full of fi’esh observations and inferences. Our great authority on 3Iesopotamian

irrigation has formed on the spot, in Egypt as well as on the Tigris and Euphrates, a very

clear view of an historic basis for the early 3Iosaic tradition. 33Tth the late 3Ir Cope-

Whitehouse he places Avaris at Hawara, at the entrance of the Fayum, and there are

doubtless other identifications which a scholar cannot admit; but the scholar cannot fail to

profit fi’om reading this suggestive essay. The last chapters, on the Plagues (rationalising

the miraculous account in the Bible), the Passage of the Red Sea (located in Lake

Serbonis as by Brugsch), and through the 3Vilderness and the Crossing of the Jordan, are

reprinted (with corrections and additions) from the Bulletin of the Institut Egyptien, vol. xi

69, 341.

Ahmed Bey Kamal continues his comparative study of Egyptian and Arabic, in regard

to the nomenclature of dress etc.. Bull. Inst. jEgypt., V ser., xi, 93
;
and replies to Daressy^s

criticism of his method, op. cit., 325.

Philology.

Note by Naville on 3Iasperos Introduction d Vetude de la phonetique Egyptienne.

Unfortunately only the first two chapters and a fragment of the third exist, in which the

alphabetic signs are divided into consonants proper, vowels, and sonants. No trace even

of the plan for the continuation of the work is to be found, Gomptes Rendus, 1918, 167.

A treatise of over 100 pages on the Nominal sentence in Egyptian of all periods in-

cluding demotic and Coptic, a precise classification with numberless examples. Sethe,
Der Nominalsatz irn Agyptischen und Koptischen (Ahh. Kon. Sdchsischen Gesells., Bd. XXXIII,

no. in).

In 1900 Erman explained the common verbal form sdmj' as a participle with pronoun
“hearing is he. In 1910 hETHE devoted a lew sentences to explaining sdmnf and other
related forms on similar lines: thus sdm-n-f hrw “to him is heard the voice’' = he has
heard the \oice, although when the form w^as w^ell c*stablished it came to be used in ways
at variance with its origin. Sethe now devotes a special article to the subject in its

ditfeivnt branches, showing that the origins of all the suffix conjugations are analogous to

these, Zeits.f aegypt. Spr., liv, 98. ImR, the name of the female ibex. Id., op. cit, 136.

An adverb ny “thereby" in very ancient texts, Gardiner, Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., XL, 5.

Forms and uses of the possessive article at difierent periods, Spiegelberg, Zeits. f
aegypt. Spr.. liv, 104 : the demotic group for the name of the Hermonthite goddess Ra^'taui,
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lb. 127 ; the name Trjtovxo^vo-L^ containing the element dnt ‘^portion/* op. cit, 128; Coptic
equivalents of demotic hed quarry/’ op, cit, 181, and tpy ^^head/^ op. cit, 133, and Egyptian
equivalent of Coptic govern, ''wink,” op. cit., 135.

Guxx has made the interesting observation that the "scribes of the house of life,” so
often mentioned in the demotic texts, reappear in the Coptic version of Genesis as the
"magicians” who were called in to interpret Pharaoh’s dreams, Journal, ly, 252.

Lexa has autographed a long series of demotic word-groups (with examples and
explanations) which were misunderstood by Revillout in his translation of the Insinger
Papyrus. Lexa thus gives some of the main results of his labours on the papyrus at a
time when the publication of an entire memoir is impossible. Beitrdge zam demotischen
Worterbuche aus den Papyrus Insinger (Prag, 1916).

Nubian, Professor Schafer of the Berlin Museum has published a substantial memoir
containing 230 pages of modern Nubian texts with translations and notes. In the intro-

duction he sketches the work of his predecessors in recording the dialects and manners of

the people of Nubia (beginning with Caeredori’s vocabulary of 1650), and explains how
he made his own collections. The latter consist of sentences, naiTatives, discussions and
letters written by a remarkably intelligent native who has adopted Christianity and in the

course of a varied life has enjoyed the advantages of a European training for mission work.

In spite of all this Samcel, like the rest of his travelled countrymen (whose foreign ex-

periences however are generally confined to Egypt), is devoted to his native sands and palms
and is enthusiastic for his mother-tongue. Before 1902, while in the German Protestant

mission at Aswan, he translated St Mark’s Gospel into Nubian, writing it in Arabic

characters, and from 1908 onAvards has frequently aided Schafer and Junker in their

linguistic studies in Nubia and in Berlin.

Exclusive of remnants of the language in the Nuba hills of Kordofan and Darfur, there

are two main linguistic divisions of Nubian in the Nile \-alley. To one belong the Kuniizi

in the north about the First Cataract and the Dongolawi in the south about Dongola
; the

Kunuzi and Dongolawi are separated from each other by the other division, the Mahas,

spoken in the central portion between Korosko and the Third Cataract. Every village

area however has its OAvn peculiarities of sound and speech. Samuel belongs to the village

of Abiihor, speaking a pure Kunuzi dialect, and knoAvs no other. The sentences and
narratives spoken by him Avere AAuatten out in his presence by Schafer in European
characters; they deal AAuth household life, marriage, agriculture, boating, buying and
selling, religion, sickness, death, etc. and haA^e the double purpose of philological illustra-

tions and of displaying the life and occupations, manners and customs of that northernmost

group of Nubians Avhose home is now so rudely flooded and destroyed by the great Nile
dam. The accomplished editor has addressed himself to his task Avith enthusiasm and has
produced a Avork Avhich places our knoAvledge of this somewhat neglected dialect on a

much sounder footing than before. He promises to give us a grammar of Kunuzi in the

near future. H. Schafer, Nabische Texte im Dialekte der Kunuzi {Mundart von Abiihor)

Ahhandl, of Berlin Acad., 1917, no. 5.

MacMichael Avrites on the Nubian elements in Darfur (Midob and Birqed) AAuth

short vocabularies. He considers that they entered Darfur from the Dongola proA-ince.

Sudan Notes and Queries, i, 30,
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Religion.

W. 31ax Muller of Philadelphia has written an interesting treatise on Egyptian

mythology and religion, showing boldness of view and great learning in Egyptian and

other texts. Full use is made of the pictorial representations of the deities, which in some

cases represent the ideas of priests and people concerning the deities more fully than the

texts. Numerous elaborate notes and a bibliography are appended, making it a useful

work of reference. TJte Mythology of All Races, voL xii, Egyptian by W. M. Muller,

Indo-Chinese by Sir J. G. Scott, K.C.I.E.

Petrie studies the distribution on the map of Egypt of the principal centres of wor-

ship of individual deities or groups of gods, drawing conclusions as to the origin and early

history of their cults. Anc. Eg., 1917, 109.

IMrs Williams describes and figures a number of divine images in wood, many having

a cavity in the base to contain a small mummy or a papjTus. Afew York Hist Soc, Qu,

Bulletin, ii (Oct. 1918), 75.

Figures of Thueris, goddess of childbirth : one, of lapis lazuli with gold headdress,

contains in a gold tube inserted in the base some linen threads which presumably had

been taken from the clothing of a woman about to become a mother
;
the other of wood

with stomach in a separate piece, probably to hold an offering of similar character
;
a third

example is referred to in which the breast is pierced, probably to emit milk from the

interior. Moller, Zeits. f aegypt. Spr., Liv, 138.

Memoir on the relief depicting birth-scenes on the temples, illustrated by photo-

graphs from Der el-Bahri, etc. Weindler, Geburts- und Wochenbettsdarstellnngen auf alt-

aegyptischen Teynpel reliefs (Munich 1915^

Corrected lists of the forms of the sun at the different hours of the day, from the

ceilings of Ptolemaic and Roman temples, and an allied series of representations on

a Theban coffin of about Dyn. XXII, proving that they had an Egyptian and not a

Hellenistic origin, Dakessy, Ann. du Seri\, xvii, 197. Gazelle representing Anukis on

an ostracon from Der el-Medineh, Id., op. cit., XVlil, 77.

Miss Eckenstein studies the god Sopt and his worship in Sinai, suggesting a Semitic

origin for his name and worship, Anc. Eg., 1917, 103.

Worship of Chnumu of Elephantine in the Theban necropolis, Spiegelberg, Zeits. f
aegypt Spr., liv, 64. Bronze statuette of anthropomorphic god with sheeps or goat’s

face, Ammon horns, and crown of Lower Egypt, probably Amtin, Id., op. cit, 74. The
name of the Hermoiithite goddess Ra^'taui in demotic on Theban ostraca, Id., op. cit, 127.
A bhiine of the Ivo Brothers at Oxyrhynchus not to be connected with the Dioscuri,
the “Two Brothers " being Faiyumic crocodile gods, Id., lb., 140.

Statuette in black granite of a divinity with bull’s head, named “Shu in Ha-Amen,”
from Tukh el-Malak. Daressy, Aim. du Sen\, xvii, 45.

Sethe shows that the word translated - forgerons ’* by Brugsch and Maspero in the
myth of Horn^ of Edfu really means • harpoonersC Zeits.

^f aegypt. Spr., Liv, 50; notes
that GAT-rniER and JD)UrER had pointed out before himself that the so-called Nile-figures,
when wearing the plants of the north and south, represent respectively the lands of Upper
and Lower Egypt and not the Niles, In., op, r/t., 138,

On ^acIrlmental idea> and usages in Ancient Egypt:—lustrations, producing life,

rebirth, purity an.l righteonsnes-, in the king and in the deceased by analogy with the
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Heliopulitan Siuigud, Blackmax^ Proc. Soc. Bihl. Ayxh., XL^ 57
;
purificatory ceremonies

for crown-prince and king, Id, op. cit, 80. On the practice of washing the dead, probably
connected mythologically with the lustration of the Sun-god

;
rare figures of a peculiar

vessel, shaped like the hieroglyph with spout added, intended for the washing of the

feet: and of stands for ablutions, Id, Journal^ y, 117. Long article on “The House
ot the Morning {pr dwH) as the place of royal lustration and toilet chamber, in the

palace, the temple and the tomb or place of embalming, Id., op. cif., 148.

On the relationship of the Egyptian ht with the external soul and guardian spirit,

G. VAX DEE Leeuw, Zeifs. f. aegypt. Bpr., liv, 56. Suggestion, following up Dr Black-
max's recent article on the royal placenta, that the moon was the twin of the sun as the

afterbirth was twin of the child ; hence the name of the Moon-ood Khons meaninof

“Placenta of the King,” \Y)., Journal, Y, 64.

Sethe discusses the Introduction to chapter xcix of the Book of the Dead, containing

the interesting spell for bringing the ferry boat. Grapow’s edition of the difficult text

comprises a translation, but Sethe corrects Grapow's version in very important points

and pretty certainly proves that the whole text is made up of four similar but independent

spells which copyists in the Middle Kingdom linked together with slight modifications to

improve the “fit,” Zeits. f. aegypt. Spr., liv, 1. Continuing, Sethe shows that when the

hesitating ferryman objected that the deceased could not count his fingers, the latter

proves his good education by counting them in ten sentences which rhyme in pairs.

Ehyme had not previously been recognised in any form of Egyptian literature. The

sentences play on the names of the successive numerals and refer in anticiue language

to the treatment of the Ej^e of Horus by Thoth, Id., op. cit., 16. Sethe also discusses the

first sentence of the important chapter xvii, the original form of which he traces in some

early texts (with a slight but highly significant variant not noted by Grapow), proving

that it bore the meaning :
“ to me belonged all, whereas I was alone ”—very difierent from

that attributed to it by later scribes and interpreters, namely “I am Atum who was alone,”

op. cit., 40. These articles of Sethe are of first-rate importance.

Spiegelberg transcribes and translates the text in mixed hieratic and demotic of a

Vienna papyrus published by Bergmaxx, showing that it is a liturgy for a woman named
Artemis, of very late period. Zeits. f. aegypt. Spr., Liv, 86.

Inscribed and sculptured slab in Dr Gayer-Axder.son’s collection lent to the

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, apparently dating from the early years of Akhexatoxs
heresy and connected with his jubilee. Griffith, Journal, v, 61.

''Emperor ''-toorship in Egypt, by S. A. B. Mercer, in Journal of the Soc, of Oriental

Research (Chicago 1917) is reviewed in Mac. Eg., 1917, 170.

Slabs from Koptos in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, showing wurshij^ of Ptolemy I,

are published by Miss Murray, Anc. Eg., 1917, 167.

Moret writes on the lotus as a symbol of birth and re-birth, not onl}" of Horus as the

Sun-god, but also of other deities and of the dead ; as a source also of fecundity and life

;

and points out striking analogies with the ideas of Buddhism, Journ. Asiatirpie, XI ser.,

t. ix, 499.

Ermax points out a myth ot the birth of Thoth from the head of the god Min and

references to other strange births of deities ; explains the title “ Hand of God ” given to

priestly princesses along with “ Wife of God " and ‘ Adoratrix of God,” with parallel titles

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 39
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of goddesses
:
proves that Apis is entitled not '' Renewal of the Life of Ptah ” as has been

commonly supposed, but '' The Living, the Reporter (or Herald) of Ptah ”
;
and shows that

the doctrine of the heart that devises and the tongue that ordains and executes, as laid

down in an ancient Memphite work, is found in the first book of Horapollo’s Hieroglyphica

(i. 21). Beitrdge zar aeggptischen Religion in Sitzungsberichte Berlin Akad.j 1916, 1142.

Science, etc.

Additions to Mr Spanton’s paper on Water Lilies of Ancient Egypt, by El. Armitage,

Anc. Eg., 1917, 178.

Analvbis of silky efflorescence on Greek terracotta statuettes from the Faiyum,

consisting chiefly of lime with indications of contact with fatty material, Lucas, Ann.

dll Serv., xvii, 86.

First discovery of traces of iron-smelting near the already-known mines of limonite at

Aswan. Bovier-Lapieere, Ann. du Seri\, xvii, 272.

Daressy publishes three stones marked as weights and a reclining calf in bronze

marked and directs attention to the vagueness of Egyptian weights and measures,

Ann. du 8erv., xvii, 39.

Toeraeff tells of a new mathematical papyrus of the Middle Kingdom in the Moscow
iluseum. The text consists of 36 short columns of writing comprising nineteen problems,

some of which offer types of calculation not hitherto known: this is evidently a very

valuable addition to the scanty material relating to Egyptian mathematics. He publishes

from it a new geometrical problem for calculating the volume of a truncated pjTamid,

Anc. Eg., 1917, 100.

A paper by the late Sir Armand Ruffer on rheumatic disease amongst the Ancient

Egyptians {Arthritis deformans and Spondylitis). It appears that the Fourth Dynasty
prince Xefermat, interred at Meidum, was a martyr to the painful disease of arthritis,

his spine being found completely anchylosed. Arthritis is traced from the early pre-

historic population of Egypt and Nubia onwards to the Greek soldiers and people of

Alexandria and the Christian monks of Aswan and the Menas monasterv. It occurred

even in the hottest and driest parts of Nubia, at Faras and Meroe. Journal of Pathology
and Bacteriology, xxii (1918), p. 152.

An unfinished paper by the same authority on the use of natron and salt by the
Ancient Egyptians discusses their use in connexion with mummies as purifving agents,
their action on the dead body and the effect of the natron bath. Cairo Scientific Journal
IX, 34.

Skull remains from a cave in the Mokattam hills near Cairo appear not to be pre-
historic, much less fussil. Y. Giuffrida-Ruggeri, Cairo Scientific Journal, ix, no. 100, p. 25.

UAW.

Moret retranslates the stele of the judgement of the deceased king Amosis I
(published last year by Legrain), and makes the interesting suggestion that it belontrs
to the process recorded in the tomb of Mes, supplying the lost final stage in the record
The stele proves that the ecclesiastical tribunal in the presence of the deity was in use as
early as Ramesscs II, and that appeal could be made to it from the decision of the ordinary
eourtx M. M.-.RET reject^ Leoraix's view that the god signified his opinion bv refusing
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to be carried onward, and reverts to the old view that he did this by nodding his head.

Coinptes Rendus, 1917, 157.

Review of 3Ioret’s Radministration locale sous Vancien Empire (Comptes Rendus,

1916) in Anc, Eg., 1917, 139.

Art and Archaeology.

Dr Boeser has published two more parts, the ninth and tenth, of the great photo-

graphic description of the Leyden collection, continuing the series of coffins of the New
Kingdom. The former number is reviewed by Griffith in Journal, iv, 283. The tenth

'part contains the coffin of Zemont (var. Zeinontefonkh), a priest of Ammon at Thebes,

son of the priest Zekhons(efonkh). It may be attributed to Dyn. XXII or later, and

is ver}^ elaborately decorated in good style with religious figures and inscriptions, the

latter consisting mainly of prayers for the future existence of the deceased. (This fine

coffin was elaborately figured by Leemans in the earlier publication of the Museum under

the number 31. 3, but his plates were very ill drawn.) Beschreibung der aeggptischen

Sammlung des Eiedeydandischen Reichsniuseiini der Alterthiliner in Leyden, ix, x.

The Catcdogue of Egyptian Antiquities of the New York Historical Society, published

in 1915, gives an idea of the importance of the collection owned by that society, which in-

cludes the fine though little known series of antiquities got together by Dr Abbott in

Egypt towards the middle of the last century. 3Iost of the catalogue consists of a reprint

of Abbott’s catalogue of 1854, but other smaller collections received at various dates are

included, the chief of these being the Edwin Smith collection (1907), which amongst other

rarities contains a medical papyrus of 22 pages, practically complete. 3Iiss Caroline

Ransom (now 3Irs Grant Williams), late of the 3Ietropolitan 3Iuseum, New York, has

undertaken to superintend the conservation and rearrangement of the Egyptian collections,

and a catalogue raisonne is promised.

As a sample of the collection 3Irs 3\^illiams figures a statuette of a royal scribe

named Senii, of a very rare and interesting funerar}^ type found occasionally in the New
Kingdom, in which the deceased is represented grinding corn, N.Y. Historical Society,

Quarterly Bulletin, i, 34. In a second paper she describes the collection of ushabtis, wffiich

is now definitely arranged for exhibition, and figures several specimens of exceptional

interest and beauty, op. cit, 91, and further publishes a selection from the bronze statuettes,

viz. a '' Soul of Pe,” cow-headed Hathor, cat- and human-headed Bubastis, group of cat and

kittens, throne of Harpocrates supported by lions wdth worshipper, and Harpocrates with

case for amulet on ground in front
;
also a negro captive and a priest, op, cit., ii, 43.

The 3Ietropolitan 3Iuseum has set aside a special room for the exhibition of objects

illustrating the daily life of the Ancient Egyptians. So far as may be the objects are ac-

companied by drawings from the monuments showing them in actual use. A preliminary

notice of this interesting exhibit is written by 3Ir A. 31. L[ythgoe], Metrop, Mas. Bulletin.

XIII, 283.

Mrs 3\^illiams has begun the description in detail of the important Egvptian collection

in the Museum of Art at Cleveland, Ohio, wdth illustrations of jew'ellery, etc., Journal, v, 166.

J. Reid 3Ioir publishes three flint implements from Egypt given to the Ipswdch

3Iuseum by Setox-Karr, pointing out certain peculiarities and suggesting that they com-

bined the uses of a push-plane and a cutter or chopper, Man, 1918. no. 2.

30-2
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Xavillk supports the view of Tore and Loret that tht‘ so-called figures ot boats on

Egyptian prehistoric vases were representations of neolithic villages onck)sed by palisades

with posts surmounted by emblems, Arclnves suisses d cuttliropoh^gie, ii, 77. S. Reixacii

after wavering is convinced by M. Xaville's examples and accepts this view, Revue

Archeologique, v ser., t. v, 244.

Bexedite publishes and describes an ivory handle for a flint knife, belonging to Lord

Carxarvox. On one fiice it has a pierced boss for suspension, and both faces are sculptured

with animals in low relief, including an elephant upon two serpents, and a Barbary deer.

The deer and its congeners are discussed at some length by Bexedite, who shows that the

Barbary deer vanishes early from the Egyptian monuments, while the Mesopotamian fallow

deer takes its place. The handle belongs to the earlier of the two groups of this class of

monument and must be attributed to the Prehistoric period as distinct from that of the

Xarmer palette, etc. Journal, v, 1.

Miss Cromptox publishes a prehistoric palette in the Manchester Museum, sculptured

with a group of ostriches and a man who appears to be disguised by wearing an ostrich

head for stalking them. Journal, v, 57.

Photographs of modern Egyptian and South American reed floats to illustrate refer-

ences to such in the Pyramid Texts. The Egyptian examples are taken at Oxyrhynchus

on the Bahr Yusuf by Grenfell and Hunt. Journal, IV, 255.

MackAY describes the different methods of figuring hair used in the Theban wall-

paintings. Thick locks are sometimes represented by slabs of coloured paste laid on in

relief. Journal, v, 113.

Spiegelberg collects examples ofhow the artist before the Middle Kingdom endeavoured

to represent the signs of old age in relief and in statuary. Zeits, f. aegypt. Spi\, LIV, 67.

On Davies’ interpretation of the plan of a building drawn in a quarry {Anc. Eg., 1917,

p. 21), Somers Clarke, op, cit., 141.

Maspero’s hypothesis of a school of art at Tunis which at various periods produced

monuments in the style of the so-called '' Hyksos ” sphinxes is combated by Daressy, who
points out that the early monuments at Tunis appear to come chiefly from Memphis,

others from other cities in Upper and Lower Egypt. They were probably gathered

from far and wide by Ramesses II to adorn the temple of his residence at Tunis. Apart

from this, the absence of stone quarries in the X.E. Delta makes a local school of sculpture

vary unlikely. Moreover the strongest type of “ Hyksos ” sculpture has been found in the

Fayum and even as far south as El-Kab. A/nu dn Seri\, xvii, 164.

Ricke'ITS publishes the fine head of Amenemmes III in serpentine belonging to

Mr Oscar Raphael and formerly in Lord Grexfell’s collection. He draws attention to

the remarkable series of independent portraits of the king at different ages which we now
p<Ksess. JournaL IV, 211.

Inscribed statuette of Khons, bnaize inlaid with gold. Anc. Eg,, 1917, 120.

Alabaster figure of a dwarf bearing a vase, in the PiERPOXT MoRGAX collection

n-caiitly presented. Bvllettn Metrop. Mus., xiii, 1.

laience figure in reliel for inlaying, representing a king of the Ptolemaic period, from
the c<>lk*cti<ui ‘ >f th<‘ Eai 1 ot CARXAR^ OX, RiCKETTS, V, 77. Two exceptionally fine

chalic»*'' of tauuict* in the late ^Fajor M\ers colk'ction at Eton College i they were found
at Tuneh and are here attribut^Ml to Dyn. XVIII, Id., op. cit., 145,
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class of objects as represented in published examples, including the Berlin series edited by
Schafer. Davies, Journal, iv, 234.

Ostracon of the Ramesside period with a free rendering of the well-known representa-

tion of the scribe Heye (Huy) in a tomb of the time of Ramesses IV. Spiegelberg, Zeits.

/. oegypt. Spr., liv, 77.

V ith regard to the work by Luise Klebs, Die Reliefs des Alien Reiches, which was
noted in last year’s Bibliography, I then knew of it only through a review but have since

had an opportunity of seeing and studying it. It is a really valuable publication. The
catalogue raisonne of known scenes from the Old Kingdom is very thorough and the

interesting introduction contains many original observations. The authoress has had the

advantage of Prof. Rankes guidance in the matter of inscriptions.

Following on Spiegelberg’s suggestions of the previous year that the sdkigeh may
have existed at the beginning of the New Kingdom, Schafer points to Deut. xi, 10 as

evidence that some kind of machine wmrked by the foot was regularly used in Egypt in the

Ith century, B.c. Zeits. f. aegypt. Spr., Liv, 140.

Prof. Petrie has published the catalogue of a very important section of the Egyptian

collection at University College. Tools and weapons have been a favourite subject with

the author from his earliest years of exploration. The objects treated of here are those in

metal and wood
;

flint and stone weapons are reserved for another volume. The catalogue

is illustrated by 2000 drawings of tools and weapons from all countries and in many collec-

tions
;

it thus presents a view of the whole subject so far as it can atfect Egypt. The text

is very concise. A conclusion well brought out is that, so far as the evidence at present

goes, the main Egyptian types in the several classes are found but little outside Egypt,

Egypt and the surrounding countries had each its well-developed culture and style, and the

patterns of tools in any one of them generally resisted the encroachment even of ad-

vantageous features possessed by those of neighbouring countries. This is a fact which may
be usefully remembered in discussing the history of invention and the spread of civilisation.

Tools and Weapons, by W. M. Flinders Petrie.

A staff hooked at one end and forked at the other is now used in Egypt in gathering

dates and also in supporting a burden slung on the back over the shoulder, and may be the

origin of the ^F/^-sceptre |. Daressy, Ann. du Serv., xvii, 183.

In Studies in primitive looms, H. Ling Roth has some remarks on the vertical and

horizontal looms of Ancient Egypt and their possible spread in Africa. Anthropological

Journal, XLViii, 140.

X-ray photogTaphs of balls of thread from Lisht in the Metropolitan Museum, showing

that they have been wound on potsherds. Miss Cartland, Journal, v, 139.

Hans Bonnet has written a treatise on Egyptian dress down to the end of the New
Kingdom, with multitudinous references and eight plates of diagrammatic drawings

;
the

addition of figured examples taken directly from the monuments would have made it clearer

and more interesting
;
Die aegyptische Tracht bis zton Ende des Neuen Reiches completing

Sethe’s Untersuchungeu, Bd vii. Bonnet shows how the nms headdress of the king is

derivable from the simpler Ifht headdress, each being formed of a napkin covering the top

of the bead and wrapping the hair round in a tail at the back; the nms in addition has

side flaps on the breast from the shoulders. Similar head coverings were worn by servants

to protect the hair from dust, and these royal headdresses were put on as supports for wugs,

Zeits. f. aegypt. Spr., liv, 79,
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Petrie s Scarabs aiid Cylinders with Names is reviewed by Hall, Journal, v, 73, ci.

Anc. Eg., 1917, 135. Offoed writes on Weill's theory that the typical scarabs of the

Hyksos were manufactured in Palestine, Pal. Ejcpl. F. Quarterly Statement, Oct. 1918, 175.

Milxe discusses the Alexandrian coins of the eighth year of Gallienus and the period

during which Macrianus and Quietus were recognised as Emperors in Eg}'pt, writh illustra-

tions of Alexandrian coins of the seven years preceding. In the eighth year there was a

marked change for the better in the reverse types, Anc. Eg., 1917, 152.

Peksonal.

Notices of the death of 3Irs Grenfell, of M. Baesanti and of M. Legrain are printed

in Journal, IV, 280. M. Daressy contributes an obituary notice of Alexandre Baesanti

describing his valuable work as engineer in the Museum, with portrait and a bibliography

of reports and articles due to his pen. A nn. du Sew., xvil, 245. Georges Legrain is the

subject of articles by A. Moret, Revue Archeologiqiie, v sen, t. vi, 309 (reprinted from the

Journal des Dehats), and by Piot-bey, president of the Institut Egyptien, Bull. Inst Egypt,

V sen, t. xi, 425.

Obituary notices of Mrs McClure, Avho translated Maspero's great Histoire de VOrient

Classique, of Mr J. S. Cotton, and of 0. von Lemm, of the University of Petrograd, are

printed in Journal, v, 140.

A printed slip attached to the Bulletin of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts for Oct.

1918 (voL XVI, no. 97) gives the sad netvs of the death of Oric Bates, the enthusiastic

student of Libya and excavator in Egypt. Born Dec. 5, 1883, he died of pneumonia on

Oct. 8 at an artillery camp in Kentucky.

Obituary notice of Adolph EosT, the head of the firm of J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buch-

handlung, which for many years past has held an important place in Eg}"ptology through

its public spirit in producing scientific work that could not be expected to pay its

publishers. Ste[NDOrff, Zeits.f. aegypt. Spr., Liv, 142.

An interesting account of the life and works of G. jMaspero with portrait of him at an

advanced age (throwing light also on the circumstances of his expulsion from the Lycee in

1867 on account of his uncompromising political attitude), by Bene Cagnat, who succeeded

him in the honourable post of Secretaire Perpetiiel of the Academie des Inscriptions.

Comptes Rendus, 1917, 445.

Daressy gives a brief account of the famous commission of scientific men who gathered

the materials for the Description de VEgypte in Napoleon’s expedition, Bulletin Inst Egypt,
V ser., t. xii, 13. Several articles in the same volume recall the important work accom-
plished by it, especially that of the engineer Giraud.

Petrie publishes a 4-page document in the handwriting of Sir William Gell, part

of which at least is dated 1 Jan. 1822, the date oi Champollion’s first definite decipherment,

with readings of hieroglyphics on the Rosetta stone and various cartouches : also an undated
page of notes. Anc. Eg., 1917, 162.
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XOTES AXD XEWS

It becomes more aad more clear that the rising in Egypt has been a serious affair, but

time alone can show how far-reaching or permanent its effects will be. Whether or no

damage has been done fco the monuments is not yet known. Meanwhile, it is necessary for

all those in Great Britain who realise that the care of the Egyptian antiquities is a matter

affecting the national prestige to see that none of the political fluctuations of the moment

be permitted to swamp or wreck archaeological interests and prospects, so far as these can

be legislated for from the home-country. We do not regard it as more than a temporary

set-back that the Lords of the Treasury have returned an adverse answer to the memorial

of the Joint-Committee for the Archaeology of the Near East petitioning for the establish-

ment of a British Institute in Cairo (see this Journal, pp. 216-7). The demand for such

an Institute is based upon such irrefutable arguments and has received such unanimous

support from the Press that we cannot but believe its foundation to be a mere matter of

time. Indeed, the Treasury reply distinctly recognized the importance and necessity of an

Institute of the kind, and merely pleaded the present financial embarrassments of the

Government as an excuse for its refusal of financial support.

We have received the following:

—

“ To the Editor, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.

Dear Sir,—With reference to the most interesting article by Dr Gardiner on the

name of Goshen in the recently-received number of the Journal, may I venture to point

out that the late and probably conventional pronunciation and vocalisation of the word by

the Massoretic scholars cannot for a moment stand against the Greek form of the Septuagint

translators ? The latter, themselves Jews of Alexandria, would presumably be familiar

both with the district and its name. The Massoretes, working on a narrow tradition half

a dozen or more centuries later and ignorant of Egypt or of Egyptian life, apparently

accepted in this instance, as in other Old Testament names, a more or less conventional

setting of the vowels, for which there was probably no real basis or authority. The aspirated

sibilant {shtn) is entirely in the same category. It may well represent an original s {sin

or sdmakh) which has been modified in accordance with the Hebrew preference for the

aspirated form. The Septuagint writers clearly ditferentiate the district of Goshen .named

in Joshua, when they transcribe the latter Toaop.

I am only an amateur in Egyptology and must not commit myself to criticise

Dr Gardiner’s arguments in this respect. It is pei'tinent, however, to express dissent from

his inference from Gen. xlvi, 34, and the passages in Exodus that Goshen was not inhabited

by Egyptians themselves. All that is implied in the negotiations fur a settlement of the

sons of Jacob is that the ‘ shepherds ’ are to be placed at a distance from the royal pahice

or capital. The narrative shows clearly that Egyptians were found amongst the Israelites.

“Believe me, yours sincerely. A. S. Gedkx. Harptuiden, April 2Lst, 1010."
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Mr H. I. Bell sends us the following

:

“ Papyrologists will hear with great regret of the untimely death of Dr Gerhard

Plaumann, who was killed at the Belgian front on ;3rd October last. Dr Plaumann deservedly

ranked among the best of the younger German papt'i’olugists, and his death is a grievous

loss to historical research. His first publication was a work, undertaken as a dissertation

for Leipzig University, on Ptolemais {Ptohmais in Obera.gypten : Leipziger Histonsvhe

Ahliundliiugen, xviii, 1910). Another independent volume was an edition of the Graden-

witz Papyri {Griechische Papyri der Garnmlung Gradenwitz, 1914; SitzungA>er. d. Hekh
Alcad. d. ) : and in addition he had published several important articles in periodicals

—

among others a collation, with introduction, in collaboration with Wilamowitz-Moellendorff,

of the Pierpont Morgan Iliad papyrus {Iliaspapyrus P. Morgan
;
Stzgsher. d. Kon. Preuss,

Akad. 1912, liii). It was specials to the dating clauses of Ptolemaic papyri and inscriptions

that he devoted his attention. In Klio he j^ublished a series of articles under the title

Bemerkuagen zu den dgypi. Eponymendatierungen aus ptoL Zeit: in the Zeitschrift fur
dgyptische Sprache appeared another on Pie demotischen und die griechischen Epanymen-

datiertnigen (Band 50, p. 19 tf.)
;
and, most important of all, he contributed to PaulyAVissowa

under the heading Hiereis a section (v) on the priests in the eponymous cult of Hellenistic

Egypt. Of particular Vctlue was his demonstration, from the wording of Demotic dating

clauses, that the official cult of Alexander and the Ptolemies was Greek and not Egyptian.

It was probably his interest in this subject which led him to take up the study of Demotic.

He would undoubtedly have produced more Avork of the highest value; and his letters

revealed a ver^^ attractive perfeonality, modest, enthusiastic, and broad-minded, ’^prjare

acop€ €vyjrv^€i”

The Editor of the Jovrnul has been fortunate enough to secure, for his own personal

library, the Egyptological remains of G. A. Hoskins, who visited Egypt and the Sudan in

1833 and published a well-knoAvn book entitled Travels in Ethiopia’' in 1835. There are

three volumes of water-colour drawings, mostly of temples, but Avith some copies of scenes

in the Theban tombs and elseAvhere. Hoskins AA^as a rather indififerent artist, as the illus-

trations in his book (the originals are in the collection purchased) suffice to shoAV. But
archaeological recr)rds of that early date are never lacking in value, and this note is intended

to advertise the fact that Hoskins’ sketches are aAutilable to any student that may Avish to

consult them. 1 here are some copies of the Theban tomb of Neferhotpe (no. 50), which

preserve parts of valuable inscriptions Avhich are noAv lost, and AA^ere copied neither by Hay
nor by Diimicheii : it is unhappily clear that the famous '‘Song of the Harper” AV'as just as

much destroyed in 1833 as it is to-dav.
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Einfiihrung in die Papgruskuiide. By AVilhelm Schubart. Berlin : AVeidmaniirfche Buchhandluiig, 1918.

Pp. vii+508. 6 plates.

Dr Schubart deservedly stands in the front rank of German papyrologists, and the publication by

him of a general introduction to papyrology is an event of importance. It might indeed at first be thought

that Mitteis and Wilcken's Grundziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskunde^ published in 1912, had

rendered a further work on the subject unnecessary, and that the utmost required was a re>edition of

Mitteis and AVilcken, with the modifications rendered necessary by the material published since the

appearance of their volumes. A short examination of Schubart’s book shows, however, that it is planned

on quite different lines from theirs. For one thing he includes, and devotes much attention to, the

literary papyri
;
but even as regards documents, whereas Mitteis and AVilcken dealt in the main with the

contents of the papyri, their historical and legal significance, Schubart devotes special attention to what we
may call the diplomatic of the subject : script, format, punctuation, decipherment and the like. The
earlier work appeals in fact as much to the historian using only published texts as to the actual decipherer,

whereas SchubarUs is addressed more particularly to the would-be editor, to whom it will be quite

invaluable as an introduction to the whole subject. The arrangement of the volume, which is different

from that of Mitteis and AYilcken, is excellent for a work of the kind
;
in order to avoid cumbersome foot-

notes all references are relegated to the end of the respective sections, thus forming a sort of review in

detail of the subjects previously treated in outline. Some of these reviews are perfect masterpieces of

compression and a mine of information.

It goes without saying, to those who know Schubart's previous work, that he maintains a high

standard in this volume. It reveals not only wide reading and an acute judgment but, what is perha2)s

even rarer, an exemplary caution, which is careful not to mistake the jirobable for the roved, and which

makes allowance for considerations adverse to the theory favoured by the writer. There are of course

points on which his conclusions may be challenged, and there are even, in the present reviewer’s oj)inion,

certain defects of ]jlan ; but these detract but little from the solid value of the work as a whole.

It will 2)erhai)s be well to sketch the plan and arrangement of the volume, noting in passing ceidain

matters in which the author’s views invite correction or allow of amplification.

As already said, Schubart includes in his purview both literary and non-literary pa])yri, and he lays

stress {e.g. p. 9) on the importance of paying attention to the former a^^ well as the latter. There is no

doubt much to be said for this, 2
>articularly in a work intended, inter alio, for use in the training of

editors
;
but Schubart seems, both in his theory and still more in his practice, to exaggerate the importance

for pai)yrology of the literary texts. How useful they may be for our knowledge of the culture and

educational conditions of Graeco-Roman Egypt he has himself shown in his admirable cliapter (IV)

entitled (Jherhlick liber die literarischen Popyn
;
but there is less to be said for his more detailed treat-

ment of these pa])yri in chaj^ters A’’!—X, and still less for the specimens of literary works included in the

collections of material at the end of sections. The^-^e matters concern rather the student of Greek literature

than the papyrologist as such
;
for whereas the non-literary jm^iyri obviously belong to the sj^here of

jiapvrology, which is in its essence a branch (ff documentary history, the connexion of the literary fragments

with the science is jnirely fortuitous, the survival of, for example, the Athenaion Politem on j^ajiyrus

rather than in a mediaeval vellum AIS. being a mere accident of the AIS. tradition. And similarly,

whereas such specimens of the non-literary style as Schubart collects at the end of chaj). XI are of the

utmost importance for the student of papjTi, most of the specimens of literary texts which he quotes

have for the papyrologist qua j^ajiyrologist no interest whatever. That the chapter devoted to literary

papyri will often be found very useful may be admitted
;
but, with certain exceptions, like the whole of

chap. lA^, they might perhaps more profitably have been used for a separate work, leaving the space thus

saved for a fuller discussion of documentary questions.

Journ. of Egypt. Arch. v. 40
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Before the ehA]>tei's devoted to the literary papyri come three dealing with what I have called, in the

widest sense of the term, the diplomatic of the subject. Though sometimes of a rather elementary kind,

this sketch is always sensible and based on wide knowledge, and it will prove very valuable in the training

of papyrologists. A few remarks may be made on siiigle points. Thus, for the usual division of the scrij^t

into three periods, Ptolemaic, Roman and Byzantine, Schubart substitutes a more elaborate classification

in seven periods. There is something to be said for this, but it is not above criticism
;

it ignores the

change in hand at about the end of the third century b.c. Less to be commended. is his proposal (p. 22)

to substitute the term> ‘‘ cdlligra[)hic script and “ cursive " (or ^^scri[)t of ordinary use") for the division

into literary and non-literary or uncial and cursive hands
;
for though, as he says, there are documents

written in the ‘Titerary " umual and literary works in cursive, yet the old distinction is on the whole a real

one, and there are documentary hands quite distinct from the literary uncial which are yet in the truest

soii>e calligiMphic.

Schubart well brings out the as yet unsolved problem of the script seen in the earliest papyri, its

primitive and rather clumsy appearance as comj>cired with that seen but a very few years later in the

documents and literary works written fr(.)m about b.c. 285 onsvards. He suggests no explanation, which

is perhaps wise
;
l>ut one may ask whether perhaps local peculiarities may be at the root of the mystery.

The earlier settlers came from many parts of the Greek world, and it may be that the specimens of early

script hitherto found represent schools of writing existing in certain of the obscurer cities of Greece or of

Macedon rather than those of such literary centres as Athens. That after the first settlement a single

type or a mixture of single types, presumably of better quality, would soon acquire supremacy seems

likely enough. This suggests the question of local peculiarities in Egypt itself, which Schubart does not

touch upon. Little or no research in this direction has so far been attempted, but the subject is a very

interesting one and might prove very fruitful both for a study of the development of handwriting and for

fixing the provenance of papyri in the absence of other evidence
;
most editors will doubtless have noticed

how often the documents from a single locality tend, amid all individual variations, to show a certain

affinity of style, difficult it may be to define but none the less sensible.

A few' minor points in this part of the work may be briefly referred to. On p. 36 the statement that

even in the western half of the Roman Empire the true supplanter of papyrus was not vellum but paper

a startling one
;

it w'ould be interesting to know' on w'hat evidence it is based. Equally hard to accept

is the assertion fp. 41) that parchment is not in reality more durable than papyrus. The bad preservation

of parchrnerit fragments from Egypt cannot be used in support of this view'
; for while parchment may

have suffered even m()re than papyrus from burial in the sands of the desert it quite impossible to

admit that in ordinary use, as in a monastic library, a vellum codex would have no better chance of

survival than one t>f j)apyru'^. In the collection of material relating to parchment (p. 46) it would have

been well to add a reference to the AvromrUi documents published in the Joiini of Hell, Stud. 1915. The
sect it >11 on punctuation and similar signs would have been improved by more empffiisis on the chrono-

logical development. In connexion with the .subject of illustrated papyrus books a reference might have
been given to the picture found by Johnson at Antinoopolis {Joura. Eg. Arch, i, p. 177)—a particularly

charming specimen.

I h.ive already referred te Seluif>art’s cli.ipters ou the literary papyri, hut a few notes on points of detail

may he added here. In chap. there are some charticteri.stically sensible remarks on the use of papy'ms
te.\t' of known work, for critical purpo,.es, which editor, would do well to lay to heart. Reference should,
h..\ve\er. have been made on p. 92 to the rather .triking variant, found in certain early Plato papyri. In
the chapter, devoted to new hter.uy te.vts recovered from papyri Sohuhart admittedly does not aim at
meutiouing more than -i selection of .uch text., but tiiere are <,ue or two rather notable omissions. In
the di.ipter devoteil to the Roman and Byzantine period there might have been a reference to the
di.nnetly interesting Dmny.us epic m /'. Lon.l. 273 ; and wl,y i. not the long London medical papyim.s
137. publi.hed by Ditd. mentioned on p. 161. the Akhmim mathematical papyrus on p. 162, or the
London Tr\ plm papm-u. in virtue at least of it. length, among grammatical works'?

Tlie literary chapters .ire followed by an interesting one on the language of papyri, at the end of
wiiicii is given .1 very iiM'ful coilectmu of .poeunen. of .tyle. This seleetion wight with advantage have
been ion..iderabiy enl.irgcd ; m particular the vulgar .tyle i. very iuadoqiiatelv represented bv the one boy’s
letter given at the end. The caution p. i.; ag.iiu.t taking the error, of papyrus letters,' etc., as repre-
.eiituig the .poken .peech. .md tlie reui.irk tint they witne not to the .poken by Greeks but to
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that imperfectly acquired by non-Greeks are justilied up to a point, but Schiibart probably exaggerates
;

otherwise liow itre we to account for the occurrence of so many forms (like eVe for o-e) and constructions

which ajjpear in later and modern Greek? Very good is the warning on p. 209 against seeking “juristische

Feinheiteu” in the piiinful laboriousness with which in Byzantine documents synonyms or allied words

are piled one on another
;
jurists have not always allowed for what Schubart well calls ‘‘die Entwertung

des Wortes” in the Byzantine period. In the specimen of style quoted on p. 221 from one of the letters

of the Arab Governor Kurrali b. Sharik Schubart renders ttuVu yap €xop€p civat to epyov crov

TtpoKoiTTov by “wir sind sehr geneigt, dich zu furdeim.’^ This seems a very improbable sense. In the first

place it is stretching the Greek considerably, in the second it leaves out of account the conclusion of the

clause in the original, and in the third it is not very appropriate to the context. The rendering given of

the w’hole clause in the note to the text in the London catalogue, ‘‘for we are very desirous that your

woi'k should be more energetic and trustworthy than it is,” is surely far more likely. In a note appended

to this text Schubart speaks of “die Ungewaiidtheit eines arabischen Sekretiirs, der das Griechische nur

gelernt hat”
;
but it is improbable in the extreme that these Greek letters were written by Anxbs. IVe

know that Greek notaries were employed in the Government service (see P. Load, 1434, 301, 311 ; 1435, 56,

where charges are levied for their maintenance) ;
we know also that there were Christians, f.e. Greeks or

Copts, in the immediate service of the Go^'ernor [P. L&nd, 1375, 6— 7) ;
and finally we know that such high

officials as the Augustal of Alexandria (P. Load, 1392, 13) and the two chartularii at the head of the

departments of finance for Upper and Lower Egypt respectively were Christians
;

is it conceivable that

the Governor should ha\'e had to employ Arabs to write his Greek correspondence ? If there really are

Semitic idioms in these letters they must be due to translation from an Arabic original
;
but it is very

doubtful whether the Greek letters were ever translations of the Arabic ones (see P. Land, iv, General

Introduction^ p. xlii), and great caution should be used in assuming any unusual phrase to be due to

immediate Arab influence.

The rest of the volume is devoted to a general account of the history, administrative system, economic

development, law, state of culture, population, religion, trade, social life, etc. of Graeco-Eoman Egypt.

Here there is, of course, more agreement with MitteisAVilcken
;
but the arrangement is different, and

Schubart is able to utilize material published since the jweparation of his predecessors' work. His summary
is admirably clear and compact, and his list of references will be of great value to all students in this field.

If a general criticism may be allowed he rather neglects the Byzantine period, in common with so many
papyrologists. Space does not allow of any detailed consideration of these later chapters, but some

comments on single points follow.

I have spoken of Schubart ’s conciseness. An excellent example of this quality is His general summary
of the political development of Egypt on pp. 274—275. On p. 331 fi'. he has a very useful section on

personal names
;
but it would have been improved by some mention of their local distribution. The time

has perhaps hardly come yet for a classification of names by localities, but it is obvious from the papyri

already published that particular groups of names are characteristic of particular districts. Schubart

rightly Ccxlls attention (p. 331) to the importance of names as evidence for the spread of cults, but con-

versely they ai*e often of importance as indicating the provenance of papyri (Schubart does indeed at a

later point, p. 467, refer in passing to the utility of an iiu'estigation into local distribution). He has an

interesting discussion of the Sarapis problem, in regard to which he icjects the theory that the cult was a

deliberate attempt at a compromise between Egyptian and Greek religious ideas
;
he might in his biblio-

graphy have referred to Eoussela recent work on the Egyptian cults of Delos.

A curious omission from these chapters is that of any discussion of the army in Roman and Byzantine
times. There is a good account of religious institutions for the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, but the
Byzantine period is rather scamped. Thus it would have been interesting, after the account given of the

method of administering the temple estates, to say something of the estates of Christian churches and
monasteries. There is no general work on the papyrus material, but a good deal of information on the

subject can easily be gathered from quite accessible texts. Again, the references to heathen art should

have been followed by some allusion to the Chi'isticxn teiracottas and similar votive and ritual objects.

A reference is given on p. 401 to C. M. Kaufmann's KoroplustiJc
; but the same authors Ikonogrophie der

Menas-Ampodhiii (Cairo, 1910) and his Berichte on the excavations at the Menas shrine should also have
been mentioned; the whole subject of the Alenas cult is of special interest for the transfer of pagan ideas

4U -2
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and usages into a Christian setting. Kaufmann’s Agyptische Terntkotten (Cairo, 1913), which deals largely

with pre-Christian work, is also useful, and has a large number of plates.

On p. 366 Schubart mentions that the invocation of the Trinity, etc., at the beginning of documents

begins erst spater ”
;
but it would have been better to indicate at what period this occurred. For in

this case we can fix the date at which the usage was introduced with some exactitude, ciz, between

A.D. 590 and 593^
;
and some bad mistakes of dating might have been avoided if editors had always knowm

this fact. Such small points of detail, used with cautit^n, are often of great assistance in determining

questions of date and provenance, and in a work which will doubtless be used by many beginnei's in the

art of editing or using papyri attention should be called to them.

In speaking of the banks (p. 427) it would have been interesting to refer to P, Cair. Masp. li, 67126,

where two natives of Aphrodite, negotiating a loan from a banker of Constantinople, agree to repay the

money to his branch establishment at Alexandria.

The volume concludes with a li>st (compiled by Frau Schubait) of known literary papyri, which,

though susceptible of improvement in some points, will be extremely valuable, with indices, etc., and with

some useful plates.

These criticir^ms and suggestions must not be allowed to convey the impression that Schubart^s work

is of other than fine quality. The points on which criticism is called for bear but a very small projjortion

to the vast mass of information which he has managed to compress into his by no means bulky volume.

He deserves the warm thanks of all students in this field, and it is indeed an achievement to have produced

such a work in the middle of the great war.

One further remark may be made in conclusion. Schubart frequently indicates points on which

^llve^tigatioll is needed and likely to be fruitful. Is it too much to hope that some of this work may be

done in this country ? The few exis^’ing English papyrologists are fully occupied with the mere editing of

texts
;

is there nobody ready to take up the work of research into a mass of material already so rich and
(pening up such immense j^ossibilities ]

H. I. Bell.

^ The usage fluctuated slightly at first. Thus BGU. i 295 (xm. -591) and Preisigke, S.-B, 4484, of the same
year (wrongly dated by Pr. in 592) have the Christ invocation, but P. Paris 21 bis (a.d. 592), P. Lend, v 1898 (pro-

bably 592) lack it.
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Aklieiiaton as a worshipped deity, 63 ;

his

“House of Rejoicing 'Anentioned on Ander-
son slab, 63.

Allonby, Gen. Sir E., Vice-President of the Eg. Ex.
Fund. 216-

Altar, inscribed Ethiopian, at Earkal, 104-106.
AiiienarJus, lintel from tomb of, 280.

Anieuo]Jiis 111 <ind IV, at Barkal, 102-103.
Ameii-Rc', rare broniie figure, 278.

-Vmuii, erasure of name rit Barkal, 103 : temple of,

in Phoenicia or Palestine, 131-132.
Ander^f'ii, Major (layer, collection of, in Ashrnolean

5Iuseum, 62.

Animal })ersonation by hunters in Pre-Dvn. Ej^vpt,

57-60.

Apokeryxis in Byzantine Egy}>t, Documents of,

H. Idris Bell, 70-72
;

in modern Greece,
( ’uq on continuance of, 70.

Apophis and Seknenre^, narrative of, 40-43.

Archer, Anc. Eg. word for, 50, n. 6.

Atlaiiarsa at Barkal, 103-112.

Avaris, ^ite of, 38; capture of, 39, 49, 52-54;
identificaition of, 128, 246 ; 250, 254-255.

B
Barkal Temples in 1916, The contd. from Vol. iv

GeoROE A. Reisxer, 99-1 12 ;
Altar, inscribed

Ethiopian, 104- b)G ; Amenophis III, in-

scribed statue, 102-103
;
Auien()phis IV, 103;

Amun. erasure of name, 103; Atlauarsa, 103-

112, foundation deposits of, 106-108; •»(;’

group burials ? , 100; columns, ty[)es of, 103-

104; Ethiopian kings, chn>uology of, 109- 110 ;

Ethiot>ian remains, temple, 103-1 12, iu-

s( nbed altar. p)4-l0H, paved ro.idway, 112:
foundati<ai det>osits, Atlauarsa, 106-108,

TutUinosi'^ IV, loo; Hi»ru'^ of Behdet, 104:
Mevoitic king, Xeb-maOu»re^, 103: Meroitie

remain'-, 1(9-Iul, 103 ; Senkamanseken, 103-

112: statues. Mer«>itic, lol, Amenophis 111,

102-1H3, Atlamirsa, 109; Thoth of Shiurm,

104: Tuthuiosis IV, 99-100, m.

Behdt, city in Lower Egypt, 223.

Bell, H. 1., Documents of Apokeryxis in Byzantine
Egypt, 70-72; reviews hr, 143-144, 224, 305-
3()8.

'
‘

BexEDIT E* Georges, The Carnarvon Ivory, 1-15,

225-241.

Bibliography, 1917-1918 : Ancient Egypt, F. Ll.

Griffith, 286-302.

General, 286-287.

Excavations and Exj^iorations, 287-289.
Publications of Texts, 289-291.
History, 291-292.

Geograx)hy, 292-293.

Foreign Relations, 293-294.
Philology, 294-295.

Religion'; 296-298.

Science, etc., 298.

Law, 298-299.

Art and Archaeology, 299-302.
Personal, 302,

Bibliography : Christian Egypt, IV. E. Crum, 201-^
21 .5 .

Biblical, 201-202.

Gnostic and Magical, 202-203.
Liturgical, 203-204.
(Jhurch Literature, 204-206.
History, Legends, etc., 206-210.
Xou-literary Texts, 210-211.
Philologjq 211-212.
Archaeology, Art, etc., 212-213.
MisceiLineous, 213-214.

Blackmax. a. M., Some 2sotes on the Ancient
Egyptian Practice of VAshing the Dead,
117-124.

„ The Funerary Pap^Tiis of Xespeher^an,
24-35.

^ *

“ The House of the Morning, 148-165.
„ Lectures fur the Eg. Ex. Fund, 142.

Blackman, Miss AVinifred, lectures for the Eg. Ex.
Fund, 216.

British Institute of Archaeologv in Cairo, Temporary
set-back, 3U3.

‘ > r j

O

group burials at Barkal (0, 100.
Carnar\un, Earl of, bas-relief in blue faience in

possession of, 77-78.
C’aruarvf *n Iyory,The, Georges Bex'edite, 1-15, 225-

241 : ivttry knife-handles, pre-historic, syste-
uiatic character of decoration, 225-227 : inter-
pretation of scenes on, 236-241

;
comb, carved

ivorv, predirstoric, 227-228, 234; fauna on
^ f

Egyptian ivories, tabular analysis
'4, fsee also under Fauna); pre-historic

Thi> year again we are indebted for the admirable Index to the kindness of Mrs F. Ll Griffith.—Ed.
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carvings, dates of, 232-236
;

pre-historic
representation of animals, 230-232; rosette
as ornament and hieroglyph, 10-11

;
Seth-

animal, }.)Ossible pre-historic representation,

227, 1.

Carnarvon Scarab, commemorating a temple of
Rames^es II, 131, 261, n. 1.

„ tablet, no. 1, revised text of, 45-46.
Cartland, Bernice M., Balls of thread wound on

pieces of j^ottery, 139.

Cleveland, Ohio, Egvptian Collection at, 166-178,
272-285.

Coffins, Xllth Dvnasty, 175-177
;
XXIInd Dynastv,

177-178, 272-273.
Collection in the Museum of Art at Cleveland, Ohio,

The Egyptian, Caroline Ransom AVilliams,
166-178, 272-285.

Comb, carved ivory, pre-historic, 227-228, 234.
Contracts, Ancient Egyptian, 82-88, 94-98.
Coronation Rite performed by High Priest of

Memphis, 193, 193, n, 3.

Cretan form shown in XA^IIIth Djmasty (?) alabaster
vase, 166-167.

Crompton, AVinifred M., A Carved Slate Palette
in the Alanchester Museum, 57-60.

Crum, W. E., Bibliography of Christian Egypt, 201-
2lb.

Cvltes Egyptiens a Delos du IID aif dhle ar.

J. (7., Zes, Pierre Roussel (reviewed), 143-144.

D
D^nt, Anc. Eg. name of Tanis, 248.

Delta, Anc. Eg. names for districts of, 259.

Delta Residence of the Ramessides, The, Alan H.
Gardiner, 127-138, 179-200, 242-271. (See
under Pelusium and Pi-Ra^'messe.)

Deiidereh, finds at, 68-69.

Dhuthotpe, lustration of, 118-121, 123-124.
Du^t^ meaning of, 152-155.

S
Eg, Exp. Fund, temporary address, 65 ; recon-

struction plans, 216.

Egyptian Texts, Xew Renderings of. II. The Ex-
pulsion of the Hyksos, Battiscombe Gunn

• and Alan H., Gardiner, 36-56; Hyksos
domination, length of the, 36, 7i. 2, 43, 6 ;

cause of the, 37 ; origin of the, 37 ; derivation

of the name, 38 ;
extent of kingdom, 38-39

;

expulsion of, 39, 43 ;
anarchy under, 55 ;

prosperity after, 56.

Einfiihruag in die Papyraskuade^ Schubart (re-

viewed), 305-308.

Ephoriis, fragments of lost histortcal work, 19-20.

Ethiopian kings, chronology, 109-110
;

temple at

Barkal, 103-112
;
inscribed altar at Barkal,

104-106.

Exodus, route of, 128; contradictions in story of, 265.

P
Faience Chalices at Eton College from the Collection

of the late Alajor AA^ J. Myers, Two, Charles
Ricketts, 145-147.

Faience, use of, in XA^IIIth Dynasty, 77-78.

Fakfis, modern town, equated with Phacusa, 219, ?l 1

;

221 .

Fauna, of Ancient Egypt, difficulty of identifying
species from drawings, 3-4

;
on pre-historic

Eg\q)tian ivories, tabular analysis of, 229;
list of, antelope, 11; birds, 3-4,* 57-58, 225-
228, 238 ;

buftalu, 9-10
;
deer, 11-15

; dog, 11,

225, 232, 238 ;
elephant, 4, 226-228, 231, 234,

238, 240; fishes, 225, 228, 238; giraffe, 226-
227, 240; 1.h.p..pntai,Mi.. 226 -228, 238; lion

and sim,, A 10 1 I, 225 226, 231-232, 238;
oryx, 228, 232, 238

;
ox, 6-10, 235-238 ; serpent,

226-227, 240
;
sheep, 228, 238

;
urns, 8.

Feet ablutions, can for, 119-120.
“Field-of-Za^,’' “Field-of-Za^anet,*'and Field of Zoan.

200, 246-249,

Field-work of the Egypt Exploration Fund, re-

sumption of, 65.

Figure of a King of the Ptolemaic Period in Blue
Faience, ^s-Relief, Charles Ricketts, 77-78.

Fisher, work for Philadelphia Expedition at Dendereli
and Memphis, 66.

Flowers and fruit in XXXth Dynasty from Tomb
relief, 284.

Foundation deposits : Tuthmosis IV at Barkal, 100;
Atlanarsa at Barkal, 106-108.

Funerary Papyrus of Xespeher^an (Pap. Skrine,
no. 2), A. M. Blackman, 24-35; text atid

illustrations, 26-34
;
purpose of, 34-35.

G
Gardiner, Alan H., The Delta Residence of the

Ramessides, 127-138, 179-200, 242-271.

„ The Supposed Eg^^ptian Equivalent of
the name of Goshen, 218-221.

(with Battiscombe Gunn), Xew Render-
ing of Egyptian Texts, II. The E.xpulsion
of the Hyksos, 36-56.

Gaselee, Steiffien, ^<tones from the Christian East
(reviewed), 224.

Gelzer, Matthias, Professor of Ancient History at
Strassburg, 141.

Goshen, The Supposed Egyptian Equivalent of the
Name of, Alan H, Gardiner, 218-221.

„ Original pronunciation, A. S. Geden, 303.
Grenfell, B. P., New Papvri from Oxyrhynchus

16-23.

Grenfell, Field-Alarshal Lord, Letter on need of
a British Imperial Institute of Archaeology
for Egypt, 217.

Griffith, F. LL, The Jubilee of Akhenaton, 61-63.

„ Bibliography, 1917-1918, Ancient Egypt,
286-302.

Gsra^ see Shesern.

Gunn, Battiscombe, The Naophorous Statue be-
longing to Professor Touraeff, 125-126.

,, (with Alan H. Gardiner), New Renderings
of Egyptian Texts. 11. The Expulsion of the
Hyksos, 36-56.

H
Hair in the AVall-Paintings of the Theban Tombs,

On the various Alethods of re]>reseutin'=^,
Ernest Mackay, 113-116.

°

Hall, H. R., review by, 73-76.
Hammock, Anc. Eg. word for, 49, n. 5.

hJt and />r, difierence in meaning when prefixes of
place-names, 132,
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Hcvt-shd^^ town, 134-135-

Haworth, Jesse, gift to Manchester Museum, 57.

Hebrews {^pryic ^), 187, n, 5.

Hellenica Oxyrhynchus, authorship of, 20.

Hepzefa, Nomarch of Siilt, The Tomb of, George
A. Eeisnee, 79-98; tombs at Assiut and
at Kerma, 79-82; chronological order of

liis temple services, 88-90
;
yearly cycle of

mortuary ceremonies for his statue, 91-93;

number of his statues, 90-91.

Herodotus, fragments of papyrus of, 21.

Heron, in wax, XXlInd Dynasty
(
0

, 274.

Heroonpolis, position of, 244, n. d 267-269; Greek
name for Pithom, 264.

Horses, introduction into Egypt, 47.

Horns of Behdet, 104, 223.

Hoskins, G. A
,
Egyptological remains of, acquired

by Dr A. H. Gardiner and available for

students, 304.
‘‘ House of the Morning, The,^' Avlward M. Black-

man, 148-165.

Hyksos domination, length of the, 36, n, 2, 43, 6

;

cause of the, 37 ;
origin of the, 37 ;

derivation

of the name, 38 ;
extent of kingdom, 38-39

;

expulsion of, 39, 43 ;
anarchy under, 55

;

prosperity after, 56.

Hyperides, new oration of, 19.

I

Imperial British Institute of Archaeology in Cairo,

proposed, 216-217.

city of, equivalent to Nebesheh, 244-246, 250-

251 ;
nome of, 245, 7i. 2.

hny-7vt, parallel with discovery at Lisht, 26.

Ivory knife-handles, pre-historic, interpretation of

scenes on, 236-241
;
systematic character of

decoration, 225-227.

J

Jubilee Festival of Ramesses III celebrated at

Memphis, 193-194.

K
Kamose, date of, 45, 47-48

;
campaigns of, 47

;

identity of, 47.

Keukeme, identitication of vinevards called, 186,

194-195, 260.

Knife-handles, pre-historic ivory, provenance of, 1.

Kurru, pyramids of, 67-68.

L
Lansing, Ambrose, field-work for Metropolitan

Museum, 65-66.

Leather tabs, enibo>sod, XXI Ind Dynasty, 275-
277.

liEEcw, G. v.vN DKR, Tlic Moou-god Klioiis and the
Kiug^ Placenta, 64.

Lustration of the living and de<id Pharaoh, 117-120,
123-124.

Lvsia'^, lo>.t orations <>f, 18~19.

M
M.xckay, Ernest, On the various Methods of repre-

senting Hair in the \ValbT^\intiny:s of tlie

Theban T»*uib^, 113-116.

Martin, M. V., Profe.ssor of Papyrologv at Geneva,
14].

Memphis, excavations at, 66; place-names on Temple
Wall of Ramesses II, 246 ;

fragment of tomb-
relief from, c. XXXth Dynasty, 280-284.

Menander, fragment of, 21.

Mene})tah, palace of, at Memphi.s, 66.

Meroitic king Xeb-ma^et-re^, 103 ;
remains atBarkcU,

99-101, 103.

Mesen, Horu.s of, 242-243, 247, 249.

Metropolitan Museum, New York, work of, 65-66.

Mezay, identity of, 47.

!Mimic burials, 174.

Muevis Bull, new tomb of, 141.

Moon as twin to the sun, 64.

Moon-god Khons and the King’s Placenta, The,
Van der Leeuw, 64.

mtio. worm (?), 29, 13.

Mu.sic on Greek papyrus, 141.

Mycerinus, cylinder seal of. 171.

Myers, Major W. J., Two Faience Chalices from the

Collection of the late, 145-147.

N
Naophorous Statue, belonging to Prof. Touraeff, The,

Battiscombe Gunn, 125-126.
Natron, use of, in lustration, 119-120.

New Testament, very early fragments of, 17-18.

Nile, ancient names for branches of, 130-131, 197-

198, 257-259.
Nome XIY, capitals of, 243-245; boundaries of,

244-250.

Nome XIX, capital of, 244; boundaries of, 244-250.
ntr^ origin of sign, 239, n.

Nubian kings, tombs of, 68.

O
Obituaries

:

J. S. Cotton, 140.

Claudius Labib, 215.

Oskar von Lemm, 140-141, 214-215.
Mrs McCku'e, 140.

Gerhard Plaumann, 304,
Ostraca, Greek, in Bodleian Library, 16-17.
Oxyrhynchus, New Papyri from, B. P. Grenfell,

16-23
;
Aeschines, I. (contemporary of Plato).

Alcihiades of, 20 ;
Aeschines, 11. (the orator),

oration against Ctesiphon, 21 ;
Greek ostraca

in Bodleian Library, 16-17
;
Ephorus, frag-

ments of lost historical work, 19-20; Helletiica

Oxyrhynchus^ authorship of, 20; Herodotus,
fragments of papyrus of, 21 ;

Lysias, lost
orations of, 18-19

; Menander, fragment of,

21
;
papyrus, unusual, 20-21

;
Pindar, Odes of,

21; Protagoras of Plato, 21; Shepherd of
Hennas, portion of new text, 18; Tobit xii.,

[)orti(>n of noii-extant recension, 17.

P
Papyri, Oxyrhynchus, 16-23; Tebtuiiis, 16-17; un-

usual, 20-21
;
possible explanation of variation

m earliest script, 306 ; Greek, with music, 141.
Papyrologists, German, 69.

JV S\-n,\ the Biblical Shihor, 251-252.
I <iterson, Miss,^retirement from Secretaryship of the

Lyypt £xplorati<ju Fund, 216,
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Peliii, meaning uf, 249.

Pelujsiuin, reasons for identifying it with Pi-Ra^messe,
252-261

; Tell-Farameh, site of, 253; Biblical

and traditional references to, 261-267
;
sum-

ming up of argument for identifying it with

Pi-Ra^messe, 269-270.

Pentewero-, the scribe, 40.

Petrie, Flinders, Scarabs and Cylinders with Xanies

(reviewed), 73-76.

Phacusa, identiheation with Fttkus, 219, n. 1.

Pharbaethos, modern Horbet, 245, n. 1.

Philadelphia Expedition, excavations at Dendereh
and Mem})his, 66.

Pindar, dithyrambs, 18 ;
odes, 21.

Pi-Ra^messe, Delta Roj^al Residence, 127, 135-138
;

precisely dated references to, 179-196; un-

dated references to, 196-200; localization of,

242-267
;

ancient name of port of, 260

;

importance of town, 187, 261
;
identification

with Pelusium, summing up of arguments,

269-270.

Pi-Sopd, capital of XXth Nome, 218.

Pithom, identification of, 127-128, 264-265, 267-

269.

Pr-dudt^ Old Kingdom title, expknation of, 148-165;

disuse of after Old Kingdom, 155 ;
rite of,

156-161
;
Osirianised rite of, 163-164

;
sacri-

ficial and funeral rite of, 164-165.

Pre-historic carvings, dates of, 232-236
;
representa-

tion of animals, 230-232.

Protagoras of Plato, part of the, 21.

Purification of the King in the pr-dvdt^ 148.

R

Raamses-Rameses, references to in Old Testament
and Apocrypha, 261-262, 264 ;

description of

by the Abbess Aetheria, 263, 266-267.

Ramesses II, commemorative scarabs, 131 ;
Resi-

dence-city, discussion of name, 135-138; stele

at Tell- er-Retabeh, 266-267
;
temple estates,

132-133.

Ramesses II and III, places other than the Delta

Residence named after, 129-135.

Ramesses III, Jubilee Festival at Memphis, 193-

194.

Ramessides, The Delta Residence of the, Alan H.
Gaediner, 127-138, 179-200, 242-271

;
name

of, 135-138; references to, 179-200
;
probable

place of origin of Ramessides, 260, n, 4.

Ramsis, modern town, 129-131, 270.

Raphia, 253.

Reel for thread, of faience, 170-171.

Reisner, George A., The Barkal Temples in 1916
(contd. from vol. iv), 99-112.

„ The Tomb of Hepzcfa, Xomarch of Siiit,

79-98.

„ Field-work in the Sudan, 65, 67-68.

Ricketts, Charles, Bas-Relief of a Figure of a

King of the Ptolemaic Period in Blue
Faience, 77-78.

,, Two Faience Chalices at Eton College

from the Collection of the late Major AV. J.

Myers, 145-147.

Rosette as ornament and hieroglyph, 10-11.

Roussel, Pierre, Les CtiUes Kggptiens a Ihios da
IIP ail P*' sieclc av. J, V. reviewed

',
143-144.

S

Saft el-Henneh, modern town, identified with Pi-

Sopd, 218.

Sayce, A. H., ostraca presented by, to the Bodleian

Library, 16-17.

Scarabs, Aberdeen, 138, 197-198
;
Carnarvon, 131,

261, 1 ;
large commemorative, of Ramesses

II, 131 ;
very large, inlaid silver and lapis

lazuli, 69; species of, 73-74; Userkere^-

^aokhu, 172.

Scarabs and Cylinders with Xames^ Flinders Petrie

(reviewed), 73-76.

Selle (Sile), town, another form of Thel, 242-243,

251.

Senkhamanseken at Barkal, 103-112.

Setekh, adopted by Hyksos, 44-45.

Seth animal, possible pre-historic representation,

. 227, /L 1.

Sethos II, date of accession, 191.

SethroiteXome, equivalent toXIVth Nome, 242-245.

Shepherd^oi Hermas, portion of new text, 18.

Shesem Ssmt^ formerly misread Gsm or Kesern, 218-

219; reasons for new reading, 221-222; not
Ptcre/x of the Septuagint, 220-223

;
land of

copper, originally Sinai (?), 219-220, 222 ;

Horns of, 222 ;
name of girdle oT god So})d,

222 ;
name of mineral, 222.

Shihor, Shi-Hur, identification of, 186 ;
Anc. Eg.

PiSl-IIr^ 251-252, 253.

S(i}nii\ possibly ancient name of Pelusium, 253-
254.

Slate Palette in the Manchester Museum, A Carved,
Winifred M. Crompton, 57-60.

“Sons of Horns, in Wax, XXIInd Dynasty ('?),

273-274.

Sopd, name of god, 222 ;
XXth Nome of Lower

Egypt, in Greek “Arabia,” 218.

Statues, Amenophis III, 102-103
;
Atlanarsa, 109 ;

Hepzefa, at Kerma, 90-91
;

inscribed at

Kerma, 79-80
;
Meroitic, 101.

Statuettes of silver, and of silver and gold, 69.

Steinwenter, Artur, professor at Graz, 141.

Stele of Four Hundred Years, 249.

Store-Cities, built by Israelites,
2
)<)sition of, 127-

129.

Succoth, identification of, 128, 266, 7i. 1, 267.

Sudan Azotes and Records^ magazine edited bv
J. W, Crowfoot, 286,291.

T

Tangassi, mounds at, 67.

Tanis, identification of, 128-129, 198-200, 246, 251,

253, 262, 264.

Tanitic Nome equivalent to XIXth Nome, 244-246.
Tebtunis papyri, 16-17.

Tell Abu SOfeh, identification with Thel, 242-243,
251.’

Tell Farameh, site of Pelusium, 253-256.
Tell el-Maskhuteh, 128, 265, 267-269.
Tell JMostai, ancient nisdt, 130.

Tell- er-ReLabeh, 266-269.
Temples, Barkal, 99-112 (see under Barkal;.
Teos, statues of, 199-200, 248-251, 256.
Thebes, new inscribed tombs opened at, 65.

Theku, idt'iitification of, 128, 266-269.
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Thel, references to fortress, 128, 132, 179-180, 199,

200
;
bibliographical notes of, 244, n. 6, 249-

'251; situation of town, 242-244; town and
fortress identical, 243, 247, 249-251, 253,

261.

Theocritus, portions of papyrus of the Idylls, 21.

Tboth of Shmun, 104.

Thread, Balls of, wound on pieces of pottery,

Bernice M. Carteand, 139.

Title, an Old Kingdom, 148-152, 155, 164-165.

Tobit XII, fragment of non-extant recension, 17.

Tomb of Ahmose at El-Kab, 48.

Tomb of Hepzefa, Xomarch of Siiit, George A.

Reisner, 79-98.

Touraeff, Professor, naophorous statue belonging to,

125-126.

Trinity, invocation of, when first used, 308.

Tuthmoside regime, excellence of, 55-56.

Tuthinosis lY at Barkcxl, 99-100, 111.

U

Up-to*, position of, 134-135.

Userkere^-Qiikhu, scarab seal of, 172.

W
Wady Tiimilat, sojourning place of Israelites, 221-

223 ;
nome Pliagroriopolites in Strabo, 220.

Washing the Dead, Some Notes on the Ancient
Egyptian Practice of, Aylward M. Black-
man, 117-124; lustration of the living and
dead Phanxoh, 117-120, 123-124; of Dhut-
hotpe, 118-121, 123-124

;
natron, use of, in

lustration, 119-120; feet ablutions, can for,

119-120
;
ablution pedestals, 121-123.

Western Waters, The, probably alternative name for

the Meyaff Ilora/idf, 130—131.

Wicks, for temple use, 93.

Williams, Caroline Ransom, The Eg^^tian Collec-

tion in the Museum of Art at Cleveland,

Ohio, 272-285.

Z
Za^, Za^anet, Zoan, Field of, identification of, 200,

246-249.

Zaru, equals Thel, q,i\^ 242.

Zoar, 245, 7i. 5.

Zucker, Friedrich, ordinariiis at Jena, 69.

Zuma, mounds at, 67.
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